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BLOCK - I
UNIT - I

SUB UNIT - I
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE: LIFE, WORKS, TIMES

CONTENT STRUCTURE:
UNIT I :
SUBUNIT I : William Shakespeare: Life andWorks
(a) : Life
(b) : Works
(c) : Times
(d) : Date

a) An Introduction to William Shakespeare: Life
WilliamShakespeare (1564-1616)was born in Stratford-upon-Avon, amarket town north-

west ofLondon.Hewas the third child and eldest son of John andMaryShakespeare. His father
wasa successful businessmanand landownerwhoheld several
importantposts inthe localcouncil till1576whenthedecline in
the fortuneof theShakespeare family started.Duringhisbetter
days John Shakespeare had applied for a coat-of-arms which
wasfinallygrantedin the lastyearofhis life,1601,elevatingthe
Shakespeare family to the status of the gentry1. Not much is
knownabout the early life of Shakespeare except that hemust
have attended local grammar school and married Anne
Hathaway in1582andhad three children -Susanna, Judith and
Hamnet. It is said that Shakespeare fled to London sometime
around 1585/86 to escape the wrath of Sir Thomas Lucy of
CherlecotnearStratford,afterhuntingdeerillegallyinhisprivate

park, but it ismore likely that he joined aLondon-basedvisiting theatre company that had come to
perform at Stratford. Shakespeare started in the lowest rung of theatre hierarchy, probably as a
stable boywho looked after thehorses of themoreprosperous audience as theywatched the show.
From a handyman doing odd jobs for the company to an actor in bit parts to the lead writer and
finally, in1594, a shareholder in thenewly formedLordChamberlain’sMenwhoperformedat the
playhouse calledTheatre in Shoreditch,London, Shakespeare’s risewas arduous but fairly quick.
Hestayedonwith theCompanywhenit shiftedto theGlobetheatre-houseacross theRiverThames
1 coat-of-arms : the family insignia granted by the office of the Herald against payment. The permission to wear
this sign on one’s coat signified that the concerned person and his successors would henceforth be considered
as gentlemen.

Shakespeare’s Life : born in Startford-
upon-Avon — parents : John and Mary
Shakespeare — attended the local
grammar school — married Anne
Hathway in 1582 — fled to London
around 1585-86 — joined a London
based theatre company — started as a
stable boy — later became a leading
writer, and finally a shareholder in the
Lord Chamberlain’s Men which shifted
to theGlobe theatre-house—boughtNew
Place in 1596 — died of fever on 23
April, 1616 and was buried in the
Stratford church.



andchangedits name toKing’sMen in1603.His financialprosperity in an agewhenmost playwrights
either died poor or in debt, earned him the jealousy of the author, Robert Greene, who labeled him
an “upstart Crow” in his Groatsworth of Wit, Bought with a Million of Repentance (1592).2 In
1596, Shakespeare bought New Place, the finest house in Stratford-upon-Avon, and thereafter
continued to invest in business andproperty in his hometownalthoughhe continued to live andwork
in London as the resident playwright and a major shareholder of his Company. By 1613, he was
livingmostly in Stratford, actively involved in his business and landed affairs andhad stoppedwriting
plays altogether.But he still had financial interests in theKing’sMenCompany that is testified by his
investment in rebuilding theGlobe playhouse after it was burnt down during a performance of Henry
VIII in 1613. He died of fever on 23April 1616, presumably contracted from lying in the open the
whole night after a drunken boutwith fellowauthors,MichaelDrayton (1563-1631) andBen Jonson
(1572-1637).Hewasburied in theStratford church. The epitaph3 on his gravestone says,

“Good friend for Jesus sake
forebeare,Todig thedust enclosed
here!
Blest be theman that spares these stones
And curst be he thatmovesmy bones.”

LET US CHECK OUR PROGRESS

Write a note on the life of William Shakespeare.

b) William Shakespeare: Works
Shakespeare wrote two long poemsVenus and Adonis (1593) and Rape of Lucrece (1594),

whichestablishedhis reputation in the fashionablecirclesofLondon.His154 sonnets,written in the
late 1590s,were published in 1609.Of these, 126 are addressed to a youngmanwhile the rest are
directedat a “dark lady”whosereal identities are still hotlydebated.The sonnetsexplore,with great
verbal compression and ingenuity, the complex relationship between the poet and the two persons
addressed.Although Shakespeare records feelings of pain, betrayal and abandonment, the power
of poetic creativity todefy the ravagesof time is celebratedat such length that the figureof thepoet
emerges as the central character of the sonnets. The 1609 edition of sonnets also included a poem
“ALover’s Complaint” (begun 1602/05, completed 1608-09) which tells of the sexual ruin of a
youngwomanseducedanddeceivedbyayoungman.Apart from these,Shakespeare is also said to
havewritten20poemspublished in the collectionof poemsentitledThePassionatePilgrim (1599)
and “ThePhoenix and theTurtle” (1601).

However,Shakespeare’s famerestson the37playswrittenbyhim,whichhavebeen translated,
adapted, performed and filmed in almost all languages of theworld.Apart from these plays, he is
said to have collaboratedwith JohnFletcher towriteTheTwoNobleKinsmen (1613-14)and two
2 groat : an old English coin worth four pennies.
3 epitaph : words written or said about a dead person, usually on the gravestone.



lost plays, Love’s Labour’s Won (1596-97) andCardenio (1613?) have been attributed to him.
There isalsosomedoubtas towhetherPericles is authoredentirelybyShakespeareor incollaboration
with GeorgeWilkins.As the list below indicates, his plays cover all genres-from tragedies and
comedies to histories, problem play and romances-indicating his mastery of the stage. His early
worksbelong to the reignofQueenElizabeth I (1558-1603)but hismost famous tragedies, problem
plays, and romancesbelong the Jacobeanperiod, i.e., the reign ofKing James (1603-1625)4

Composi-
tion Date

Histories Comedies Tragedies Problem
plays

Roman-
ces/tragi-
comedies

Important events

1588-91 The British navydefeats
Comedy theSpanishArmada;
of Errors WilliamLeeinvents
(1623) thesteelKnitting

loom;Lyly:
Endymion; Greene :
Friar Bacon &
Friar Bungay;
Kyd :Hamlet;
Marlowe : Jew of
Malta

1590-91 Henry The Two Lawstudents&
VI (1594) Gentlemen apprenticesclash in
Henry of Verona London;Edward III
VI (1595) (1623) & King Leir

(Anon.)published;
tea comes to
England;Earlof
Essex leads
expeditiontoaid
Henry IVofFrance

1591-92 Henry Londontheatres
VI (1623) closedonaccount of

plague;Marlowe:

4The dates in parenthesis indicate the date of printing of the first authoritative version of the play, many of which
were published for the first time in the First Folio of 1623.



Composi-
tion Date

Histories Comedies Tragedies Problem
plays

Roman-
ces/tragi-
comedies

Important events

Dr. Faustus;
Greene:
Groatsworth of Wit

1592-94 Richard
III (1597)

The
Taming of
the Shrew
(1623)

Titus
Androni-
Cus
(1594)

Plague continues;
church attendance
mademandatory;
Henry IVofFrance
embraces
Catholicism

1594-96 Love’s
Labour’s
Lost
(1598)
A Mid-
summer
Night’s
Dream
(1600)

Romeo
And
Juliet
(1597)

PortugueseRoderigo
Lopez convicted of
plotting against
ElizabethI;Henry
IVascendsFrench
throne

1595 Richard
II (1597)

Food scarcity; grain
riotsinLondon;Irish
rebellion led by Earl
of Tyrone;Walter
Raleigh’sGuiana
expedition; Jesuit
poet Robert
Southwellexecuted

1596-97 King
John
(1623)

The
Merchant
of Venice
(1600)

Raindestroys crop;
steep rise in food
prices; men
conscripted for
Frenchwars; peace
pact between
England &France



Composi-
tion Date

Histories Comedies Tragedies Problem
plays

Roman-
ces/tragi-
comedies

Important events

1597 Henry
IV (1598)

King of Polonia
arrives to woo
ElizabethI;Burbage
builds2nd
BlackfriarsTheatre

1597-98 Henry
IV (1600)

TheMerry
Wives of
Windsor
(1602)

PhilipII,Kingof
Dies

1598 MuchAdo
About
Nothing
(1600)

French civil wars
end; Jonson : Every
ManinHisHumour;
Globe theatre built
outsideLondonfrom
dismantled pieces of
Theatre at
Shoreditch

1598-99 HenryV
(1600)

As You
Like It
(1623)

Devereux, 2nd Earl
ofEssex, leads Irish
expedition,
defeated, returns
secretly to London;
great frost freezes
RiverThames

1599 Julius
Caesa
r
(1623)

London tense;
offensive satires
banned; Nashe &
Harveyforbiddento
publishtheirwork

1599-
1600

Twelfth
Night
(1623)

Globe theatre opens;
famous comedian
WillKempeleaves



Composi-
tion Date

Histories Comedies Tragedies Problem
plays

Roman-
ces/tragi-
comedies

Important events

Shakespeare’s
Company&dances
from London to
Norwich;East India
Company founded
for tradewith India
& Far East

1600-02 Hamlet
(1603)

Jonson:Cynthia’s
Revels; Alleyn &
Henslowebuildto
competeFortune
theatrewithGlobe

1601-02 Troilus
and
Cressid
a(1609)

Essex rebellion
against Essex
Elizabethputdown;
beheaded; Richard
II performed by
Shakespeare’s
Company irks
Elizabethwith its
implicit comparison
between her &
deposed Richard;
new Poor Law
transfers
responsibilityofpoor
relief to parishes

1602-04 All’s
Well
That Ends
Well
(1623)

Irish rebellion
crushed; Bodleian
Library opens at
Oxford; Salmon
Pavy, a famousboy



Composi-
tion Date

Histories Comedies Tragedies Problem
plays

Roman-
ces/tragi-
comedies

Important events

actor, dies;Timon
(Anon.)

1603-04 Othello
(1622)

Elizabethdies;James
VI, King of
Scotland, ascends
the English throne as
James I; Irish rebel
O’Neill surrenders;
theatres closeddue
to plague

1604 Measure
for
Measure
(1623)

Peace with Spain;
tax on tobacco; The
Book of Common
Prayer;Marston :
TheMalcontent;

1605 King Lear
(1607-08)
Macbeth
(1623)

Gunpowder plot by
Guy Fox to blow up
James & the
Parliament
uncovered;Red Bull
Theatre built;
Jonson’s 1st court
masque

1605-07 Timon of
Athens
(1623)

JesuitHenryGarnet
executed for
involvementin
GunpowderPlot

1606-07 Antony
And
Cleopatra
(1623)

London&Plymouth
Companies given
charter to colonise
Virginia inAmerica;



Composi-
tion Date

Histories Comedies Tragedies Problem
plays

Roman-
ces/tragi-
comedies

Important events

Act passed to
restrain abuses of
players : Jonson :
Volpone; The
Revenger’s Tragedy
(Anon.)

1607-08 Coriola-
nus (1623)

Pericles
(1609)

Anti-enclosure riots
inWarwickshire,
Northampton-shire,
Leicestershire; Irish
rebels Tyrone,
Tryconnel,Hugh
Baron escape
overseas; colony
established in
Jamestown,Virginia;
Shakespeare
enacted on an East
IndiaCompanyship;
Shakespeare’s
Companyleases2nd
Blackfriars theatre
for indoor
performance;
Rowley:Birthof
Merlin

1609-10 Cymbeline
(1623)

Mulberry trees
planted across
England by royal
order, to encourage
silk trade; Moors
expelledfromSpain



Composi-
tion Date

Histories Comedies Tragedies Problem
plays

Roman-
ces/tragi-
comedies

Important events

1610-11 The
Winter’s
Tale
(1623)

James dissolves
Parliament;decrees
that all citizens
takean oath of
allegiance to him;
James’s eldest son,
Henry, proclaimed
Prince ofWales;
Jonson:The
Alchemist

1611-12 The
Tempest
(1623)

Marriage alliance
between France and
Spain; plantation of
Ulster in Ireland;
AuthorisedVersion
of The Bible
published;Beaumont
& Fletcher :AKing
and No King

1612-13 Henry
VIII
(1623)

Heretics
Bartholomew Legat
& Edward
Wightman burnt on
the stakes; Henry,
Prince of Wales,
dies; Lancashire
witches executed;
Princess Elizabeth,
daughter of JamesI
married to
Frederick, Elector
Palatine; Webster :
The White Devil



LET US CHECK OUR PROGRESS
Write a note on Shakespeare’s life and works.

(c) William Shakespeare: Times
Throughout this period, theplayhousesThechart aboveshows thatShakespearebeganwriting

comedies and histories at a time of intense literary activity in England, against a spirit of buoyant
nationalism, initiatedby theBritish victoryover the formidableSpanish fleet.Only three tragedies
werepennedbyhimin the1590s, a decade somarkedbyepidemics, crop failures, famine, inflation,
civil disturbance andwars across the continent that it has been labelled by historians as a period of
European Crisis. As the London playhouses were often closed due to the scare of the plague,
most theatre companies including theLordChamberlain’sMen, survivedby touring theprovinces.
Londonwasextremely restless and at least twice itwasbesiegedby riotous crowdswho threatened
to disrupt the status quo. Vagrancy problem accentuated as villagers evicted by force or sheer
necessity, roamed the countryside and eventually progressed to London in search of food and
work.Thegovernment transferred the responsibility of caring for this hapless populace to the local
bodies by enacting a newPoor Law in 1601.

While conditionsof thecommonpeople improved slightlyat thebeginningof the seventeenth
century, the aging queenElizabeth faceddissension in court fromher ownprevious favourites like
the Earl of Essex. People looked forward to a male ruler and welcomed James’s ascension to the
throne in 1603.Britain hadmixedpolitical fortunes in theEuropean arenawith occasional tensions
with countries like France and Spain butmanaged to avoid a full-fledgedwarwith either of them.
Ireland proved to a troublesome engagement with constant rebellions against brutal British
exploitation.Although late in the fray,Britain joined the colonial racebyestablishing theEast India
Company. The Company started as a trading venture in India and Far East, gaining increasing
concessions from the local rulers, but by the end of the century theywere deeply involved in local
politics to gain more power and well on their way to becoming the colonial masters. Colonial
settlements came up in the east coast ofAmerica as well with many travelling to theNewWorld
hopefulof a prosperousfuture,whichwas rudelybeliedby the severehardships.Profits frombusiness
ventures and colonial enterprises emboldened the successful citizens to demand a greater sway in
the runningof the country resulting in a growing rift between theParliament andKing Jameswho
insistedonthe“DivineRightofKingship”andunconditionalobediencefromthesubjects.

It emergedas amajor sourceofpopular entertainment.Divested fromreligious ceremonies and
thoroughlysecularised, theyprovidedamusement for the rich and thepoor, andreflected thecurrent
concernsof thesociety.Crossingofconventionallyestablishedboundarieswasaperennial subject
- fromMarlowe’sDr.Faustus toShakespeare’sMacbeth, fromJonson’s urban satires toBeaumont
andFletcher’sdelicatetragicomedies.Shakespearealwayskeptabreastofthepublicpulseswitching



LET US CHECK OUR PROGRESS
Write a note on the key incidents that took place
during Shakespeare’s times.

from comedy to history to tragedy, revenge plays and tragicomedies as tastes changed. Most
contemporaryplaywrights cannot boast such fluidmovement across thevarious genres.Despite its
popularity, theatreandactorshada tenuousrelationshipwiththeauthorities.Playhouseswereordered
to shift outside London across the Thames as the civic authorities considered them potential vice
dens capable of disrupting law andorder. But every day large sections of the very Londoners, for
whose safety the theatres were banished outside London, thronged the theatre houses to enjoy
themselves.

Actors toohelda precariousposition in theElizabethan andJacobean society.As thenamesof
the theatre companies suggest, theywerepatronisedby themightyaristocrats includingthekingand
the queen, and often requisitioned to put up special performances for them. So they enjoyed close
contactwith the rulers and lawmakers of thekingdombut on theother hand, as a social group they
were situated just above thevagrants and itinerant beggars and subject to rigorous punishment for
anymisdemeanour.Also, as timeprogressed the universal appeal of the stagewas displaced by a
moreclassandculturespecificorientation.In theElizabethantimespublicplayhouseslike theTheatre,
Globe etc. staged plays that were watched simultaneously by the lowly apprentice and the high-
borncourtiers payingdifferent entry fees for thepit and thegallery respectively. In Jacobean times,
thenumberof private theatrehouses increased - theyprovidedgreater comfort againstmuchhigher
entry fees that were beyond the reach of the commonman. Gradually the plays performed there
started catering exclusively to the tastes of the highbornwhile the public playhouses focused on a
more lowlyaudience.

DATE, STORYLINE, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

(d) Date
Written in late 1610 or early 1611, The Tempestwas first performed at the court in 1611 and

again in the winter of 1612-13 as part of the elaborate celebrations to mark the union of King
James’s daughter, PrincessElizabeth toPrinceFrederick, the Elector Palatine.Other contemporary
presentationswere confined to theBlackfriars theatre, a private playhouse catering to the relatively
wealthy.

SUBUNIT II :

CONTENT STRUCTURE:
(a) : Storyline
(b) : HistoricalBackground
(c) : Colonisation of theAmericas / NewWorld



(d) :AfricanConnection
(e) : Slavery andPlantation
(f) :MediterraneanAfrica
(g) : EuropeanContext
(a) Storyline :

Despitebiographicalevidence to thecontrary,TheTempest, has forcenturiesbeenconsidered
theswansongofaworld-wearyShakespeare, findingpeaceandhappiness, likeProspero, inquiet

retirement where “every third thought shall be…[his] grave”
(5.1.312). This alignment of Prospero with Shakespeare
overlooksthefact thatShakespearewroteonemoreplay (Henry
VIII) after The Tempest and that he was actively involved in
business matters in both Stratford and London and had no
thought of retiring from such engagements although he had
stoppedwritingforthestage.Theplayisalsosaidtoendhappily
withablissfulheavenbeingusheredonearth throughthe future
rulers, Ferdinand andMiranda. This too ignores the fact that
theirreignisyettocome;it isProsperowhoreturnsinfullregalia
as the Duke ofMilan and that there will always be a lurking

threat to the peace ofMilan andNaples from the unrepentant pair ofAntonio and Sebastian The
story begins twelve years before the play’s action commences when Prospero’s botherAntonio
took advantageof Prospero’s lack of attention to his duties as theDukeofMilan and deposed him
with thehelpAlonso, theDukeofNaples. Prospero and his infant daughter,Miranda,were put on
boat and it was hoped that they would capsize and be killed on the high seas. But they survived
miraculouslyand landedonanenchanted islandwhereProsperopromptlyenslaved the inhabitants,
Caliban, Ariel and other spirits, and forced them to carry out his orders so that he could lead a
comfortable life in thewilderness. Just asAntonio is guilty of usurpingProspero’s dukedom, so is
ProsperoguiltyofusurpingCaliban’s rightover the islandalthoughhe justifieshisaction saying that
he is a benevolent rulerwhohasbroughtcivilisation to the island.Onemust remember that this is the
typical justificationforwardedbyallcolonisers to justifytheirexploitationof thecolonies.

Theplaybegins twelveyears laterwhenAlonsois returningfromTunisafterhavingmarriedhis
daughter,Claribel, to theTunisianking, quite against herwishes.He is accompaniedbyhisbrother
Sebastian and his sonFerdinand,Antonio, and courtiers likeGonsalo,Adrian, Francisco.As they
passby the island,Prospero raises amagical stormwith thehelpofAriel andhas themshipwrecked
on the island.Althoughnobody is harmed, the shipwreckedpeople are separated into four different
groups insuchamanner that eachgroup thinks it is theonly survivor.OnegroupcomprisesAlonso,
Antonio,Sebastianand thecourtiers, the secondgroup is the comicduoofTrinculoandSebastian,
the thirdare themarinerswhodonot comeonstage till the last act, andFerdinand is separated from
everybody else to form the last group. Prospero plans to remind his brother andAlonso of their

1590’s was a decademarked by epidemics,
crop failures, famine, inflation, civil
disturbance and wars across the
continent. London playhouses were often
closed. Shakespeare penned only three
tragedies during this period — at the
beginning of 17th century conditions
improved slightly — Britain joined the
colonial race playhouses emerged as a
major source of popular entertainment.



crimes against him, hoping tomake them repent and give him back his kingdom.As an added
measure hemakes Ferdinand andMiranda fall in love so that
Milan and Naples are forever united through marriage and
AlonsocannotrefusetoreturnMilan tohisson’s father-in-law.
However, Prospero has to crossmany hurdles to realise his

plan. The theme of usurpation seems to be re-enacted on the
enchanted island asAntonio, believing Ferdinand to be dead,
luresSebastian intoa conspiracy tokillAlonsoandbecome the
King of Naples.At the level of the sub-plot, Caliban, vexed
withProspero’s ill treatment, inducesStephanoandTrinculo to
murder Prospero, usurp the island and possess Miranda.
Throughhismagicalpowers,providentialhelpandtheservices
ofAriel and the spirits, Prospero is able to thwart both these
attempts.RepentantAlonso,besidehimselfwithjoyonseeing

his son alive readily returnsMilan to Prospero and agrees to the match between Ferdinand and
Miranda.As Prosperohas achieved his goal and does not need to stay on the island any longer, he
grants freedom toCaliban andAriel, but ordersAriel to generate favourablewinds thatwill direct
the shipsafely toMilan.Gonzalo’swordsseem to sumupneatly theplay’s courseof action :
Inonevoyage

DidClaribelherhusbandfindatTunis,AndFerdinandherbrother foundawife
Where he himselfwas lost; Prospero his dukedom In a poor isle, and all of us ourselves
When nomanwas his own. (5.1.208-13)
Yet thishappyendinghidesmanyproblematic elementswhich remainunresolved-Miranda is

unable to distinguishbetween good and evil personswhichmight prove costlywhen she becomes
the queen;Antonio andSebastian are unrepentant and likely to conspire against the new rulers in
future;Caliban’s charges of usurpation andbrutal treatment against Prospero cannot be countered;
Prospero’sbehaviouron the island is strikinglysimilar toAntonio’s inMilan. It is as though theplay
offers a double narrative - the narrative of Prospero which can and does smoothen all troubles to
finally achieve its projected end; and the discontinuous, frequently disruptive narratives of other
characters - the silent but sullen royal brothers; Caliban, the non-committal seeker of “grace”
(5.1.296); the obedient yet restlessAriel; the absent presence of Sycorax, Claribel andMiranda’s
mother.

(b) : Historical Background

AlthoughTheTempest is set in Italy, itshistorical context is related toEurope’s encounterwith
aliencivilisation, races, religion and culture.The aimof these encounterswasultimate political and
economicdominationbut theprocesswhereby thiswas achievedwasdifferent in each case.With
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primitive tribes as in America and southern Africa, the colonising efforts were rapid, direct and
ruthless,butwhen theEuropeansencounteredamore sophisticatedandancient raceofpeoplewith a
cultureandcivilisationof theirownas inIndiaorEgypt, theEuropeanentrywasmoresurreptitious

and devious, usually cloaked as amercantile enterprise. It has
become customary to view The Tempest as a paradigmatic
text for thecolonisationof theAmericas,but as this sectionwill
show,it incorporatesvariouskindsofEuropeancolonialprojects
and also examines the nature of power struggles within the
Europeanrulingclass.

Colonisation of theAmericas/NewWorld

CriticspointingtoparallelsbetweenNewWorld travelaccounts
andtheplayidentifyquitea fewsimilaritiesbut this relatesmore
to the general ambience of The Tempest rather than specific
details,which frequentlydiffer. For instance,Caliban’s island is
located in theMediterraneanalthough its description isderived
fromthetravelaccountsfocusingontheBermudas,situated in

theAtlantic. Likemost European accounts of NewWorld encounters, The Tempest endorses the
colonisationof foreignlandsandracesin thenameofspreadingcivilisationbycontrastingthecourage,
determination and perseverance of the early settlers to the treachery, idleness and cruelty of the
nativepopulation.Prospero’s experienceson the island reiterate thenotionofwhite supremacyand
generosity by pitting the churlish, lustful and inherent savagery ofCaliban (the native) against the
sincere efforts of Prospero (the civilised visitor) to uplift him. This takes our attention away from
Prospero’s brutal treatment ofCalibanor his threats of peggingAriel in the “knotty entrails” of an
oak for twelve years if he does not followhis orders (1.2.294-96).

EarlyEnglishdefinitionsof thenativeAmericans (Red Indians) dependednotonlyon facts like
theoccupational, religious,cultural,socialandpoliticalpracticesofa particulartribebutalsoHowever,
The Tempestwaswritten during the early phases of the colonial encounterwhen the Englishmen
werestill engagedin studyingandfamiliarisingthealien land(includingits inhabitants)andcouldnot
survivewithout local help. Prospero acknowledges a similar dependence onCaliban, “We cannot
misshim.Hedoesmakeour fire,/ Fetch in ourwood, and serve inoffices/That profit us” (1.2.310-
13). Such a cryptic, utilitarian comment drasticallyminimises the nature of indebtedness and frees
the white coloniser from admitting his debt to the local inhabitants without whose generosity he
would have definitely perished. In reality, the first batch of English settlers inVirginia, reduced to
eatingdogs, cats,miceandevencorpses afterusingup the food theyhad transported fromEngland,
wouldnothave survivedif thePowhatan Indianshadnotcometo theiraidwith foodandprovisions
(Nash58;Adler22).ButbothProsperoand theEnglishcolonisers ofAmerica (andof India) repaid
thegoodnessof thenativesbyusurpingtheir landandenslavingandexploiting them.OntheEnglish
settlers’natureofengagementwith them. In theearlystages,when theVirginiansettlersdepended

Prospero, deposed illegally by his brother
Antonio lands on an enchanted island,
where he promptly enslaves the
inhabitants, Caliban, Ariel and others
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plan.



largely on the charity of the farming Indian tribes, their brutishness and primitivismwas regarded as
culturally constituted, i.e., their savagery could be removed by making them imbibe enlightened,
civilised (European) values. But as the colonizers increased in number it became necessary to seize
lands and brutally transform the Indians into forced labourers on the very landwhich had previously
been owned by them. Though Thomas Gates’s survival mentioned in SOURCES was hailed as
providential in England, it proved a nightmare for the peaceful Powhatan IndiansGates arrived with
plans of usurping their farms, forcing them to labour for the colonists and pay annual taxes: an
agenda justified by the inherent racial inferiority of the tribe onwhose “nature”, as Prospero says of
Caliban, “Nurture can never stick” (4.1.188-89). The Caliban- Prospero encounter assimilates
both these constructs of the alien races: that they can be improved through contact with the superior
Europeancivilisationandthat theyareinherentsavagessoit isjustifiedtoill-treatandenslavethem.

Prospero beginswith befriending and improvingCaliban by
teaching him language but once he is shown “all the qualities
o’th’isle” (1.2.337) by the trustingCaliban and is ensured that
Caliban can understand enough of his language to follow his
instructions, he abandons this civilising attempt and enslaves
himforhisown“profit”accusinghimofsexualaggressionagainst
Miranda :
“Thoumostlyingslave,
Whomstripesmaymove,not kindness! I haveused thee,
Filthas thouart,withhumancare, and lodged thee
Inmineowncell, till thoudidst seektoviolate”

African Connection: Slavery and Plantation

The issue of enslavement extends the play’s colonial discourse beyond and through the New
World to slave tradeand theplantations in the Indies—muchearlier andwell-establishedenterprises
ofmanyEuropeannations, includingEngland.During the time that ShakespearewaswritingThe
Tempest or even later, theAmerican Indians, or NativeAmericans as they are called today, were
not enslaved in themanner that theAfricans andWest Indianswere. Considered barelymore than
chattel, they had been sold both in the colonies and at home in Europe since the mid-sixteenth
centurytobeusedasplantationworkersormenialservantscarryinglogs,fetchingwoodandexecuting
numerous household chores very much in the manner of Caliban. Against this backdrop, it is
understandable whymarketability is a prime concern for the shipwrecked Italians who encount
Calibanfor the first time:“Astrangefish!WereI inEnglandnow,as onceIwas, andhadbut this fish
painted,nota holidayfool therebutwouldgiveapieceof silver….When theywill notgiveadoit to
relieve a lame beggar, theywill lay out ten to see a dead Indian” (2.2.27-32). Stephano alludes to
theprofitabilityof exhibitingCaliban inEngland, a frontrunner inslave trade right up to its abolition
in 1807.

Prospero, deposed illegally by his brother
Antonio lands on an enchanted island,
where he promptly enslaves the
inhabitants-Caliban, Ariel and the
others. As Alonso passes the island,
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of their crimes, hoping to make them
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marriage-after surmounting several odds
Prospero is able to realize his plan.



In addition to other services, the slaves (especially women) also gratified the sexual needs of their
white masters. Shakespeare, by making Caliban lust after Miranda inverts and erases this long-
standing history of exploitation in amanner that serves to justify Prospero’s enslavement ofCaliban.
Most postcolonial audiences like us can only view this blatant distortion of historic reality into a
convenient justificatorymythwithbitter irony.Sexual conquest, particularly rape,has longservedasa
common trope of imperial domination; the play re-inscribes it in the field of gender to justify
colonial imposition.Gonzalo’s plantation is similarly ironic in universalising a phenomenon exclusive
to the colonialmasters. It talks of utopian freedom from“service” and “occupation” and stresses the
enjoyment of “all abundance”which in colonial realitywas the exclusive prerogative of the plantation
owner and extracted from the “sweat or endeavour” of the enslaved labourers who were forced to
complyon the verypoints of the “Sword, pike, knife, gun” thatGonzalopromises to abolish (2.1.145-
65).

Mediterranean Africa

TheTempest’s geographical linkwithAfrica is in fact stronger than thatwith theNewWorld.
The royal persons of Naples are returning home from Tunis inAfrica to Italy. Caliban’s mother
Sycorax is banished fromArgier (modern dayAlgier)-both located inAfrica near the coast of the
Mediterranean sea. The ‘Argier’connection suggests anAfrican lineage for Caliban contrary to
current criticism’s tendencyofassociatinghimwith theRed Indians.Caliban’s title underProspero
onthe islandexemplifies thecolonizednative’sexperienceofsustained treacheryandbrutalviolence
duringcolonial encountersofmultiple kinds, but a different kindofAfricanconnection is traced in
Caliban’smarriage to the king of Tunis. Jerry Brotton tries to “redress themarginalization of the
MediterraneancontextsofTheTempestbyfocusingonthe‘Carthage/Tunis’debatebetweenGonzalo
and his retinue inAct II Scene 1:

Adrian:Tuniswasnevergracedbeforewith such aparagon to their queen.

Gonzalo:NotsincewidowDido’s time.

Antonio:Widow?Apoxon that!Howcame thatwidow in?WidowDido!

Sebastian:What is he had saidWidowerAeneas too?GoodLord, how you take it!

Adrian: ‘WidowDido’, saidyou?Yumakemestudyof that. ShewasofCarthage, not ofTunis.

GONZALOThisTunis, sir,wasCarthage. 2.1.77-85

Gonzaloandtheothersarearguingabout twodifferentmythsrelated to theAfricanqueenDido.
Gonzalo is referring to thepre-Virgilianmyth ofDido, the chaste queenof Sychaeus.Widowedby
her ownbrother Pygmalionwho killed her husband to get hiswealth, she escaped and aftermany
hardships set up a new andglorious kingdom inCarthage.Acapable ruler devoted to thememory
ofherdeceasedhusband,Didokilledherself rather than succumb to thepressureofmarryingagain.
Virgil invents a connection betweenDido andAneas in hisAneid, transforming this chaste an



heroicqueen intoanobsessed, hapless lover.Sebastian’s “widowerAeneas” is ironically referringto
this story.6 In ancient times, the various states of Southern Europe, mainly Spain and Rome, had
viedwithCarthage for supremacy inMediterranean trade andwere successful only after the sack of
Carthage during theBattle ofZama in 202BC.

Bythesixteenthcentury,Tunis replacedCarthageinpoliticalandeconomicsignificancebecause
of its strategic location. The narrow strip of sea separating Italy and Tunis marks the boundary
between eastern and western Mediterranean, so whoever controlled Tunis controlled the entire
Mediterranean trade. The contest for Tunis also acquired religious overtones with the Muslim
Ottomans andChristianHabsburgs constantly fighting for its possession between 1534 and 1574.
Interestingly, theHabsburgoccupationofTuniswas frequently equated to the ancient victoryover
Carthage thus authenticatingGonzalo’s claim, “This Tunis, sir, wasCarthage” (2.1.85). In the last
quarter of the sixteenth century, theHabsburgs shifted their attention to theAmericas leaving the
Levant trade to theOttomans.

It is around this time that the English forays into easternMediterranean began. But unlike the
American enterprise, their engagementwith theOttomanEmpirewas as a subordinate,with little
politicalor territorialcontrol.Moreover, theyhad toconstantlycompetewithotherEuropeantraders
to gain special favours from theOttomans. In fact, theEnglishMediterranean trade in the Jacobean
andlaterperiodwasvital toitseconomybut itneverresultedinan“empireinthesenseofconventional
senseof territorial possessions overseas” (Andrews99).The anxieties of having towooa powerful
heathenalienat theexpenseof one’sownreligionandrace,of struggling tomaintaina foothold in the
NorthAfrican trade through incessant realignmentwithother self-seekingadventurers are reflected
in thehectic alliances attempted throughout theplay : betweenAntonioandSebastian; Caliban and
Prospero; Caliban, Stephano andTrinculo;Ferdinand andMiranda; or betweenMilan andNaples
Alonso’s insistenceonaTunisianmatch forClaribel is tantamount to alienatinghisownblood,but
Prospero’spromptingofamarriagebetweenFerdinandandMiranda isalsoakindof turningagainst
theselfbecause it repeats thesubordinationofMilantoNaplesinmoreabsolute termsthanAntonio’s
conditional tribute toAlonso.More pervasively, the tempest, shipwreck and sea-sorrows can be

read as symptomatic of the ambivalence, tensions and
uncertaintiesplaguingtheOttoman-Englishnegotiationsalthough
itwould be far-fetched to view the vanquishingof Sycorax by
Prospero as emblematic of the Christian Habsburgs’ victory
over theheathenOttomansultans.

European Context

Foranidyllicsite the islandexperiencesanexcessofviolence
andconspiracy. Sycorax initiates the forcible subjugationof thenative spiritsof the islandwhich is
continuedby Prosperoon his arrival.Trinculo andStephano aided byCaliban try to de seat him in
turn.AntonioandSebastianplot thedeathofAlonsoandGonzalo.Thesylvanisland,fromhispoint
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LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
1.Write a note on the historical background of The Tempest.

of view, is less a contrast than an extension of the real worlds of Milan and Naples-Machievellian
deceit and manipulations are the staple tools of political empowerment in both worlds. A prime
mode of political maneuver was marriage diplomacy. We must remember that The Tempestwas
staged to celebrate themarriage between James’ daughter andElector palatine, which aligned James
with the formidable Union of Protestant princes against the Catholic League and the Austrian
Habsburgs. James had long nurtured the desire to play the grand arbitrator in Europe’s religio-
political conflicts bymarryinghis son to theCatholic princessof Spainandhis daughter to a Protestant
prince. These hopes were dashed by Prince Henry’s death in 1612and he proceeded with
understandable urgency to gain what political allies he could through his daughter’s marriage the
nextyear.

This event also involvedEngland in theHabsburgcrisi of authority and establishedaCatholic
connectionforJamesalthough itwasnot thekindhewasseeking.Since1606, theAustrianHabsburg
archdukes had been consistently divesting their emperor Rudolf II (whose jurisdiction included
MilanandNaples)ofhis authorityand transferring it tohisbrotherMatthias, finallymakinghim the
Habsburg emperor in 1611. Despite being a Catholic, Rudolf turned to the Union of Protestant
Princes and James for help. Jameswas asked to seal themarriage between Elizabeth and Elector
Palatine as a sign of commitment to aidRudolf’s re-instatement. James’s firmbelief in theDivine
Right ofKingship (andother political interests)madehimupholdRudolf’s claimbut hewas aware
that the ex-emperor was himself responsible for the state of affairs by turning away from his
administrative responsibilitiesandbecomingobsessedwithoccultart andmagical studies in amanner
similar toProspero,who“cast” his “government…upon…[his]brother” and “to…[his] state grew
stranger, being transported/And rapt in secret studies” 1.2.75-77). This doesnot necessarily equate
ProsperowithRudolf orAntoniowithMatthias but it does situate theEuropean dynastic conflicts
and debates over the king’s rights and responsibilities at the core of the play. James’s continuous
frictionwith theParliament revolved around the issue of inherent, absolute royal authority and his
contribution and commitment to the subjects issues crucial to theusurpationof bothMilan and the
islandbyAntonioandProsperorespectively.AlthoughProspero’s interactionwithArielandCaliban
doeshavestrongcolonialovertones,Prosperonever intends to residepermanentlyon the island,his
primaryproject is to re-claimthe titleofMilan,destroy (at leastpolitically) hisbrotherAntonio, and
acquirea suitablematchforMirandathatwill simultaneouslysecure lastingpeaceforhiskingdom, in
brief, concernsofdynastic succession, political rivalryandmarriagediplomacy that formed thecore
ofEuropeanpolitics in thesixteenthandearlyseventeenthcenturies.



UNIT - 2
SUB UNIT- I
SOURCES

CONTENT STRUCTURE
SUB-UNIT I : Sources
(a) : Original Plot
(b) : Literary Parallels
(c) : ContemporaryTravelLiterature
(d) : Montaigne’sEssays
(e) : Raleigh’s Discovery
(f) : James I andMagic
(g) : Ovid’sMetamorphoses
SUB-UNIT II : Themes
(a) Nature / Nurture
(b) Order /Disorder
(c) ComplementaryBinaries
(d) Magic
(e) ColonialismandOperations of Power

— Colonising the Internal Periphery (Social Inferiors)
—Colonising the Core (Aristrocracy)
— Colonising the Other (Non-European)

(f) : gender

(a) : Original Plot
Most plays of Shakespeare have borrowedplots.Hamlet, for instance, is the re-workingof an

earlierplay.TheEnglish chronicleplays derive their inspiration from thehistoricalworksofHall and
Holinshed. Thomas North’s translation of Plutarch’s Lives is the staple source for many of the
GreekandRomanplays.BycontrastTheTempest is an original piece of fictionwith its plot being
invented by Shakespeare himself. But precisely because The Tempest does not have one single
definitive source, it draws on several kinds of contemporarymaterial, literary and otherwise, to
forgeacompactdramaof threehours repletewithmagic,music,adventureandpolitical intrigues.

(b) : Literary Parallels
Earlycritics, likeDowdendrewparallels betweenTheTempest andaGermanplayDieSchone

Sidea [TheFairSidea] byJacobAyrerwrittensometimebefore1605.Bothplayshaveamagician



as theprotagonist,hisonlydaughter falls in lovewithhisenemy’s sonwhois imprisonedandmadeto
carry logs by the magician; there are attendant spirits and both plays end in lovers’ union and
reconciliationwith the enemy. It is conjectured that theGermanplay could have reachedShakespeare
viaanEnglish touringcompany thathadvisitedNuremberg in 1604or that bothAyrerandShakespeare
drew from amore ancient common source now lost. Close similarities in the storyline do strengthen
the theoryof borrowing but Shakespeare’s play ismuchmore complex and problematic thanAyrer’s
simple romance. Similar claims have been made on behalf of two Spanish works —Antonio de
Eslava’s Las Noches de Invierno [The Winter Nights] (1609) and Diego Ortunez de Calahorra’s
Espejo de Principes y Caballeros [The Mirror of the Princes and Noblemen] (1562, translated
1578).While both claim certain similarities with The Tempest, the narratives are vastly different in
emphasis and plot construction leading one to believe in common folkloric ingredients rather than
specific indebtedness.

(c) : Contemporary Travel Literature
In recent times, the tendency to view The Tempest as a paradigmatic text of colonisation,

particularly the European encounterwith theNewWorld, has encouraged scholars to explore the
links between the play and contemporary travel accounts and pamphlets related to theAmericas.
The connection was made as early as 1808 by Malone in his Account of The Incidents from
which The Title and Part of The Story of Shakespeare’s Tempest were derived but it is mainly
since the 1970s that consistent attempts have beenmade to alignThe Tempestwith other colonial
discourses.AlthoughEngland joined the race for colonial acquisition rather late,by1607 the colony
ofVirginia had already been founded inNorthAmerica by JohnSmith. In response to his plea for
reinforcement, a fleetofnineshipsset sail fromEngland inMay1609.Buton25July, themain ship
SeaAdventure carrying the leaders of the expedition, SirThomasGates and SirGeorge Summers,
wrecked on the coast of the Bermudas during a storm.Most of the other ships reachedVirginia
safely. Gates, Summers and their company, thought to be dead, finally arrived inVirginia inMay
1610.Their resurrectionmadeagreat impact bothat homeand in thecolonies; itwas seenasGod’s
special favour for theVirginia project.The strange storyof their survival spawned several accounts
with vyingperspectives : somehighlighted the perilous, storm-ridden route, others highlighted the
lurkingdangersof theBermudascommonlyknownas theDevil’s Islandandstillothers,particularly
survivors,describedthebizarre, fantasticalyet sustainingqualityof theisland.

Threeof these,TheTrueDeclarationof the stateof theColonie inVirginia,witha confutationof
such scandalous reports as have tended to thedisgraceof soworthy an enterprise (1610) published
by theCouncilofVirginia todispel the fearsof the shareholdersandwould-be settlers regarding the
profit-worthiness of the colonial enterprise, Sylvester Jourdain’s Discovery of the Bermudas,
otherwise called the Isle of Devils (1610) andWilliam Strachey’s True Repertory of theWrack



(written 1610) are said to be closely related to the genesis of The Tempest. That Shakespeare had
access to these tracts, even Strachey’s letterwhichwas published only in 1625, is fairly certain as he
was close to a number of the shareholders of theVirginia Company, namely the Earls of Pembroke
and Southampton. Shakespeare’s storm scene (1.1) echoes Starchey’s description of the same,
includingthemysterious fires thatAriel lightson thedoomedshipat Prospero’sorders.Thesupernatural
aura of the Bermudas and its rich natural resources are stressed both by Jourdain and Strachey;
Stracheyalsomentions several attempts atmutinyon the island that couldhaveprovided the inspiration
for theAlonso-Sebastian conspiracy.

(d) : Montaigne’s Essays
Shakespeare’s habit of drawing frommultiple sources is seen in various passages in the play.

Florio’s 1603 translationofMontaigne’sEssays (ofwhichShakespeare owneda copy) especially
the essay “Of theCannibals” contributes toGonzalo’s “commonwealth speech” (2.1.150-67) and
more generally to Caliban’s empathy with the natural beauty of the island. Caliban’s name is
consideredananagramof“cannibal”.GonzaloechoesMontaigne instressingthe fruitfulabundance
of aworld uncorruptedby civilisation :

“It is a nation…thathathnokindeof traffike, noknowledgeofLetters, no intelligence
of numbers, no name ofmagistrate, nor of politike superioritie, no use of service, of
riches or of povertie; no contracts, no successions, no partitions, no occupation but
idle; no respect ofkindred, but common’ (Kermode146).”

HisspeechcriticisesindirectlythefiercelycompetitiveEuropeansocietymoredirectlycondemned
byMontaigneas being infestedwith “lying, falshood, treason, dissimulations, covetousnes, envie,
detraction”—a society that has “altogether overchoaked” nature by its superfluous “inventions”
and “frivolous enterprises” (Kermode146-47).

(e) : Raleigh’s Discovery
Montaigne’s idealisationof thenoble savage is challengedbySirWalterRaleigh’s evocationof

the terrifying other in hisDiscovery of the large, rich, and beautiful Empire of Guiana (1596). It
describes amonstrously disfigured race of people whose heads are level with their shoulders and
whose eyes and mouths are located in their shoulders and breasts respectively. Gonzalo tells of
“such men/ Whose heads stood in their breasts” (3.3.47-48) in the same breath as he notes the
“monstrousshape”of the islanderswhosemannersarenonetheless“moregentle,kind, thanof/Our
humangeneration”(3.3.32-34)thusjuxtaposingthetwoextremeWesternconstructsofaliensoutside
their knownworld.



(f) : James I and Magic
Themagic component of the playwas included primarily because of James I’s interest in the

subject: his Daemonologie (1597) and Basilikon Doron (1599) discuss the extent of magical
studies permissible forChristian people.As Reginald Scot’s TheDiscoverie of Witchcraft (1584)
and Discours of Divels and Spirits (1584) testify, religion, race, gender and social status were
crucial to thedebate onwhat constitutedwhite andblackmagic.Shakespeare follows the common
practiceofaligninglegitimatemagicalactivitywith theGod-fearingEuropeanmalefigureofauthority
whilecondemningthedevil-worshippingwitchcraftofthemarginalisedfemale.Asweshall see later,
the tusslebetween themalemagus (magician) and the femalewitch in theplay is also related to the
transferofpoliticalpowerfromafemalemonarch,Elizabeth,tothepatriarchalfigureofKingJames.

(g) : Ovid’sMetamorphoses
Caliban’smother, the absent Sycorax, is looselymodelled on the Colchian princess,Medea,

whose story is included inOvid’sMetamorphoses, a book that Shakespeare admired throughout
his life.Bothareoutsiders,havemagicalpowers,use themdiabolicallybut the similarity ends there
asMedea, spurned by her husband Jason, turns against her own family and kills her children for
vengeancewhileSycorax’sviolence is directedat subordinatespirits, not herkin—Calibannurtures
lovingmemories of his deadmother.Amuch stronger linkwith the Ovidian narrative is noted in
Prospero’sfamousfarewell tohisArt (5.1.33-57),whichisalmosta verbatimechoofArthurGolding’s
1567 translation ofMetamorphoses :

“Yeairs andwinds; ye evesof hills, of brooks, ofwoods alone.
Of standing lakes, and of the, approach ye every one.

Throughhelpofwhom….

Ihavecompelled streams to run cleanbackward to their spring.

BycharmsImake the calmseas roughandmake the rough seas plain.

Andcoverall the skywithclouds andchase them thence again.” (OvidBkVII)

The passage continues in the same vein to speak of shakingmountains, groaning earth, dead
menbeingcalledup“fromtheirgraves”, dimmingthenoontimesun, chasteningof“fierybulls” and
more, all ofwhich ismetamorphosed into amemorable parting eulogy by Shakespeare’s superior
poetry :



“Yeelvesofhillsbrooks, standinglakes, andgroves,
Andye that on the sandswithprintless foot

Dochase the ebbingNeptune, anddo flyhim
When he comes back; you demi-puppets that
Bymoonshinedo thegreen, sour ringletsmake,

Whereof theewenot bites; andyouwhosepastime

Is to make midnight mushrooms, that rejoice
To hear the solemn curfew, by whose aid -

Weak masters though ye be - I have bedimmed
The noontide sun, called forth the mutinouswinds,
And ’twixt the green sea and the azured vault
Set roaring war; to the dread rattling thunder
Have I given fire, and rifted Jove’s stout oak
With his own bolt; the strong-based promontory
Have I made shake, and by the spurs plucked up
The pine and cedar; graves at my command

Have waked their sleepers, oped, and let ’em forth

THEMES

Theplay focuses on several themes someofwhich like colonialism, dynastic politics, etc have
been touchedupon in the section titledHISTORICALBACKGROUND. The thematic concerns
arepresentedasbinarieswhichare thenelaborated througheither analogousor contrastingcharacters
or actions. The major binaries in the play areNATURE/NURTURE, ORDER/DISORDER,
FREEDOM/BONDAGE, JOY/SORROW, GOOD/EVIL, LEGITIMATE
RULE/
USURPATION, BLACKMAGIC/WHITEMAGIC, etc. they incorporate larger issues of
justice, equality, patriarchy, colonialism,gender, etc. this binarismextends to relationships aswell,
father/daughter (or son), ruler/subject, master/slave, colonizer/colonized, teacher/student, civilized/
savage, etc. The THEMES therefore cannot be dealt with separately as they are interrelated and
overlap,complementandilluminateeachother.However,viewingsuchissuesall togetherasbinary



oppositeshelpsustohighlightthecontrastbutsimolifiesorobscuresthecomplexitiesthatlieoutsidethe
binary framework.

(a) : Nature / Nurture
Nature,asabinaryofNurture,hasamorespecificmeaningthanisgenerallyassociatedwith the

word. It refers to the inherentcharacteristicsof a livingbeing, i.e., the intrinsicqualitiesor defectshe/
she is bornwith.By thisdefinition,MirandaandFerdinandarebornwitha superiornature - theyare
physically, mentally andmorally pure and chaste. Caliban, by contrast, is monstrous and ugly in
looksandinbehaviour.Byassociating thesecharacteristicswith theirbirth,Shakespeare isendorsing
a notion very common in his times - that aristocrats or the highborn are naturally superior to the
ordinary commoners who are naturally rude and vulgar. The kings and aristocrats who ruled the
country encouraged such a viewas it justified their political and social authority. InThe Tempest it
legitimises Prospero’s power over Caliban andAriel and identifies Ferdinand as a more suitable
match forMiranda than themonstrousCaliban.

Nurture is the learning or education that a person imbibes from parents, teachers, elders, the
state, society, environment etc., to improve oneself. It was assumed that people with a superior
naturewouldbemoreconducivetonurturewhile the lowbornwilleitherbedullor rebelliousstudents.
TheTempestupholds thisbeliefbypresentingMirandaasherfather’smostobedientstudent (1.2.21-
22)whohasconsequentlybenefitedmost fromhisinstructions.AsProsperohimselfadmits,

Here in this island we arrived, and here
Have I, thyschoolmaster,made theemoreprofit
Thanotherprincesscan, thathavemore time

For vainer hours, and tutors not so careful. (1.2.171-74)
EvenFerdinand,who initially resistsProspero, learns toobeyhimthroughhis love forMiranda

andas a result is finallybetrothed toher.Bycontrast,Ariel thoughsubservient, is often restless and
has tobe threatenedwith imprisonment to enforce subservience (1.2.294-96).

Calibanproves tobe theworst learnerashe refuses to assimilateanyofProspero’s instructions.
The cause,Prospero suggests, is hismonstrous origin - he is the “poisonous slave, got by the devil
himself/ Upon…[the]wicked dam” Sycorax (2.1.319-20). It is solely because he is a born devil”
that “Nurture can never stick” on his “nature” (4.1.188-89; italics added). This approach not only
justifies Prospero’s treatment of Caliban, but all kinds of domination of the lower orders by their
superiors - of the slave by themaster, the subject by the ruler, the child by theparent, the colonised
by the coloniser, and so forth. It also perpetuates the status quo by suggesting that a hierarchic,



unequal societybasedon discrimination is justifiedbecause the highborn, even if they err, are naturally
adaptable to improvement while the lowly can never improve either their nature or their lot. In
reality, Caliban’s supposedly irredeemable nature, which is said to refuse nurture, has been further
distorted by the kind of nurturing undertaken by Prospero andMiranda. Prospero’s coercive tactics
repeatedly erode the traditional image of caring sustenance associated with nurturing: he inflicts
“cramps,/ Side-stitches”, pinches “thick as honey-comb” (1.2.325-30) onCaliban, enjoys unleashing
hounds on the Stephano, Trinculo and Caliban (4.1.255-62) and threatens to imprisonAriel in an
oak at the least sign ofweariness (1.2.294-96).

(b) : Order / Disorder
The Tempest openswith anarchy (disorder) in nature. Thewhole ofAct 1, scene 1, depicts a

raging tempestwhere,
The sky it seems would pour down stinking pitch,
But that the sea, mounting to th’welkin’s cheek,
Dashes the fire out. (1.2. 3-5)

The ship carrying Alonso and his retinue is about to capsize despite the best efforts of the
captain and his crew. In most plays of Shakespeare natural calamity either prefigures or reflects
social andpolitical upheaval.On the eve of the assassinationof JuliusCaesar, for instance, there is
thunderand lighteningwitha “tempest droppingfire” andCasca reports howtheearth“Shakes like
a thing unfirm” (JuliusCaesar 1.3.10, 3-4). Similarly, Duncan’s death inMacbeth is followed by
thedaybeingplunged in total darkness:
By the clock ’tis day,

Andyetdarknightstranglesthe travelinglamp.
Is’t night’s predominance,or theday’s shame,
That darkness does the face of earth entomb,
Whenlivinglight shouldkiss it ? (2.4.6-10)

In TheTempest, the topsyturvydomin nature is extended to the social order aswell. If the ship
has tosurviveduring thiscrisis thenatural superiors, thekingandhis courtiers,must “keepbelow”
in theircabinsandnot“assist the storm”byblunderingabout on thedeck (1.1.11,14).Theopening
scene also charts the limits of royal authority which can only be exercised during times of peace
uponpeople, it has noeffect on the chaotic forces of nature.Theboatswain’s challenge toGonzalo
exemplifies this,

Youareacouncillor.
If youcancommandtheseelements tosilence,



LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
1. “ORDERproducesDISORDERin TheTempest.”- Discuss.

and work the peace of the present,
wewill not hand a ropemore.
Useyourauthority. If youcannot,give

thanksyouhavelivedso long,
andmakeyourself ready

inyourcabin for themischanceof thehour, if it hap
(L.20-26)

This scene raisesvery important questions regarding the jurisdictionandefficacyofestablished
uthority and this issue is crucial to thewholeplay-Who is responsible forProspero’s deposition ? Is
Prospero’sauthorityovertheislandlegitimate? IsCalibanjustifiedinhisattempttoremoveProspero
?DoesProsperouse fairmethods to regainhisdukedometc.ThebinaryofORDER/DISORDER
is further complicated by the fact that this is not a natural tempest but one ordered by Prospero
through hismagical powers to further his own interests. This brings us to another key issue of the
play-orderproducesdisorder, in otherwords, the figures of authoritywhoare supposed tomaintain
peaceandstability are theverypeoplewho initiatedisorder andanarchy.Alonso, thekingofNaples,
assistsAntonio’s usurpationofMilan,Prospero’s “trust,/Like a goodparent” “beget[s]”Antonio’s
“falsehood” (1.2.93-95, italics added), Prospero in turn takes awayCaliban’s islandwhichwas by
righthisownthroughSycorax,hismother (1.2.331-32)andhis inhuman treatmentdrivesCaliban to
conspire with Stephano andTrinculo to overthrow him. The role of the usurper and the usurped
becomeinterchangeableandall thehighborn in theplayareguiltyofusurpingwhat isnot rightfully
theirs.Although the play encourages us to endorse Prospero’s notion of order as the most ideal,
therearealsohintssuggesting thatProspero’s systemoforganising thingsbenefitsprimarilyhimand
notnecessarily theothers.For example, although innocent of anycrimeFerdinand is imprisoned so
thathe falls in lovewithProspero’s daughter andgives himbackhisdukedom,Ariel is restless and
longs for freedombut he is coerced into executingProspero’s orders and Prospero himself readily
acknowledges that hehas enslavedCaliban to ensurehis andhis daughter’smaterial comfort, “We
cannotmiss him.He doesmake our fire,/ Fetch in ourwood, and serves in offices/ That profit us”
(1.2.311-13).

(c): Complementary Binaries
The binaries in The Tempest including those noted above are also complementary and

occasionallyoverlap lendinganambiguityandanauraof incompleteness to theplay.Theoverlap



between the usurper and the usurped and the ruler and the subject and their interchangeability is
discussed in the previous section. The true ruler of the island, Caliban, is subjected to the outsider
Prospero who usurps him. Antonio, Prospero’s brother and subject, dethrones and banishes him.
Butmore significant is the complementary relation of the binaries where each learns something from
the other and ismademore complete. InMilan Prosperowas an indifferent ruler who neglected his
duties.Antonio’s treachery taught him how to wield his power as a ruler more effectively. Caliban
learns from the stupidity of his co-conspirators Stephano and Trinculo, to be “wise hereafter” (5.1.
295).Miranda, whose relation to Prospero is designated as his “foot” who can never be his “tutor”
(1.2.470) nevertheless teaches him “to bear up/Against what should ensue” (1.2.156-57)when the
two are cast on a stormy night in a derelict boat.

Prospero, themaster, relievesAriel, fromphysical torment and teacheshim tocontrolhis desire
and learn thevalues of “future gain, pardon “:

I will be correspondent to command
Anddoingmyspiritgently.

Prospero do so, and after a few days
Iwilldischargethee.

But Prospero himself has to learn to curb his passion for revenge and this important lesson is
imparted to himbynone other thanAriel.WhenAriel reports to a triumphant and gleeful Prospero
the utter wretchedness ofAlonso and his followers, he concludes by saying that their condition
would have evoked pity in him if hewere human (5.1.18-20).Only then does Prospero reflect on
thevalue of forgiveness anddecides to bemerciful,

Hast thou,whichartbut air, a touch, a feeling
Oftheirafflictions,andshallnotmyself,
Oneof theirkind, that relishall as sharply
Passionas they, bekindliermoved than thou art ? (5.1.21-24)

No state of being - pleasure or pain, delight or sadness, slavery or mastery-is absolute or
complete in the play. For instance, the joy of reunion and rediscovery of the self (5.1.212-13) is
mediated by sea-sorrow. The pre-condition forAriel’s liberty is his bondage to Prospero while
Caliban’s desire for freedommakes himvoluntarily enslave himself to foolish Stephano. Caliban
further problematises the master-servant relationship by responding in poetry to Stephano and
Trinculo’sprosecontrary to the traditionof the inferiorcharactersspeakinginproseon theElizabethan
and Jacobean stage. Even the restoration of order is far from satisfactory at the close of the play.
Happiness ismarredby thesuggestionof future travails anddangers.OnlyAlonso is truly repentant
andwholeheartedlywelcomesFerdinand’sbetrothal toMirandaandProspero’s returnas theDuke
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ofMilan.Antonio and Sebastian are blackmailed to silence by Prospero’s threat of revealing their
conspiracy againstAlonso andGonzalo if they cause trouble,

But you,mybrace of lords,were I sominded,
I herecouldpluckhishighness’frownuponyou,And justifyyou traitors.At this time
Iwill tell no tales. (5.1.125-28)

There is no guarantee that theywill not intrigue in future to de-throne Prospero andAlonso.
Miranda’s inability to distinguish between the good courtiers likeGonzalo and evil doers like her
uncleAntonio - all of whom she lumps together as “goodly creatures” of a “brave new world”
(5.1.182-83) -warns of futuredangers thatmightbefall the twokingdomsbecauseof her ignorance.
Also, as noted in the sectionHISTORICALBACKGROUND, Prospero’s recovery ofMilan
throughmarriagediplomacyentails a permanent subjugationofMilan toNaples asMiranda’s right
overMilanwill pass on to her husband, Ferdinand, after their marriage. The play closes with the
senseofbinariesbeingmorecomplementary thanoppositional.

(d) : Magic
Both the distance and the connections between the real and the illusoryworld inThe Tempest

generate an ambivalence that is strengthenedby the ambiguous subjectivityof the island itself. The
island is notwholly fantastical occupying an imaginary space; it is situated in theMediterranean,
somewhere along the Naples-Tunis sea route. Yet it re-enacts a recent disaster that took place
elsewhere in theAtlantic - the shipwreck off theBermuda islands - confusing the reader about its
geographical location. Its topography toodoesnot confirmto that of any real geographical region: it
is an enchanted islepeopledwithunearthly andsub-humanbeingswhobelong to the realmof fairy
talesandfolklore.Moresignificant is thefact that itdoesnotseemtohavea stablenaturalsurrounding.
The“sweet air” of the islandwhich is “subtle, tender, anddelicate” invigoratesFerdinandandAdrian
(1.2.394; 2.1.49, 44).Gonzalo is so enamoured by the “lush and lusty” vegetation that he longs to
set up a “commonwealth” on it (2.1.55, 150). For Caliban it is a treasure trove of fresh-water
springs, berries, pignuts, crabs,marmoset, filberts and scamels (2.2.157-69). But forAntonio and
Sebastian the same ground is “tawny”, “perfumed by a fen” (2.1.51, 57); Stephano and Trinculo
followArielblindly through“toothedbriars, sharp furzes,prickinggoss” intoa “filthymantledpool”
reeking of “horse-piss” (4.1.180-82, 199).

The musical magic of the island too appeals differently to different sensibilities. It restores
Ferdinand’s spirits, brings remorse toAlonso, and puts some to sleep while others remain wide-
awakenothavingheardanything.Ariel’ssongthatsoundslike“humming”toGonzalo,istransformed



into “a hollow burst of bellowing”, “a din to fright a monster’s ear” for Sebastian and Antonio
(2.1.322, 316, 319). The objective reality of the island is constructed subjectively by various
perceptions leading to numerous, conflictingmanifestations, all of which intensify the aura of radical
ambivalence. The constant shape shifting of the native inhabitants adds to the fantastic quality of the
island.Ariel transforms into fire, water, wind (1.1; 1.2), harpy (3.3.53 SD), a nameless voice (3.2)
with equal felicity: he is indeed “the picture of Nobody” and everybody (3.2.127-28). This leads us
to question the efficacy of their actions—will the gods’ blessings prove substantial for Ferdinand
andMirandaorare theymerely falsepromisesmade byan “insubstantialpageant” (4.1.155)?

Prospero’s magic adds the final touch of the miraculous to this elusive, unreal fantasia. He
ordersnatural disorder inmoreways thanone: he initiates the stormand then allays it to bringall his
enemies safely to the shore, resurrects himself and Ferdinand forAlonso and his retinue, all of
whom have presumed them dead, and engineers a match between the future rulers to effect the
miraculous reunion of Milan and Naples. In a play obsessed with issues of order and disorder,
natureandnurture,Prospero is theprimemoverembracingallbinaries to facilitate the realisationof
dreams—collectiveandpersonal.Buthisveryomnipotencedrawsourattention to the limitsof the
romancegenreas a vehicleofwish-fulfilment.Thesimple faith inmen’s (or thearistocrats’) ability to
re-generate themselves seen in early pastoral plays likeAs You Like It is no longer there, it now
requires themagical aid of the super-natural and
even then reformation is far from complete. InAs You Like It the society’s re-structuring is total,
everybody returns to the court re-fashioned and cleansed of previous ills. Jaques, who chooses to
stay back inArden, is no threat to the new social order they wish to build. But in The Tempest,
Prospero’smagicfails tomouldall -unrepentantAntonioandSebastianaccompanyreformedAlonso
andProsperobacktoMilanandNaplesandMiranda’s inabilitytodetect theirpotentialdisruptiveness
signalsdangeroustimesahead.Andfinally, ifmancannotbe re-modelledevenwith theaidofmagic,
whatwill happen to thebrave newworldwhenall “charms are…o’erthrown” (Epilogue1), that is,
when Prospero no longer has access tomagic ?

However, within the play’s action-time Prospero is the enlightened magus whose power is
derived as much from his magic as from the rightness of his cause. BarbaraA.Mowat’s article
“Prospero’sBooks” inShakespeareQuarterly52.1 (2001),pages 1-33,provides useful information
on thekindof studies andmagical practices engaged inby amagicianof theperiod.ButProspero’s
supremacy as a magician on the island is closely related to the legitimacy of his project - the re-
writing/rightingofthewrongfulusurpationofMilanbyhisevilbrotherAntonio.Thisprojectisendorsed
to such a degree by the text that it seems to justify Prospero’smanipulative handling of characters
not directly linkedwith the event, namelyAriel, Ferdinand andMiranda.His personal stake in the
recovery ofMilanese dukedom is obscured by the more pervading rhetoric of justice, peace and
order.Prospero’smagic ispowerfulnotmerelybecauseofhis superiorknowledge, butbecauseof
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its socio-political agenda, its willingness to submit to the dictates of the stars. His magic apparently
works on behalf of a grand design and it is extremely convenient that his individual gains coincide
with it. Shakespeare further highlights the potency of Prospero’s white magic by contrasting it with
Sycorax’s black magic - it is good as opposed to evil, inclusive instead of selfish, educative and
benevolent rather than cruel and coercive. Sycorax’s magic is weaker than Prospero’s because of
its negative extra-magical associations. Shakespeare insidiously extends this contrast to implicate
magic in the racial and gendered discourse of the play by suggesting a natural superiority of themale
Europeanmagusover the femalenon-Europeanwitch.

Theabovestrategyprioritisesmasculine ruleoverfemaleauthority in theBritishcontext aswell.
BothMacbeth and The Tempest, the two Shakespearean plays dealing largely with supernatural
power, designate femaleoccult activities as diabolic.Macbeth,writtenwithin twoyears of James’s
accession in1603, explores in great detail the potency ofwitchcraft and the defencelessness of the
menwhoare subjected to it.Femaleauthority isviewedasessentiallydisruptiveandmalevolent and
empowered by non-sanctioned sources. But it undoubtedly has the power to direct the destiny of
men. Patriarchal anxieties of being subject to a female sovereign, Elizabeth, seem to reverberate
through the play. By the time The Tempest is staged (1611) James has cast off the shadow of
inheritancethrough the female lineandre-establishedmaledominancein thepoliticalarena.Prospero
has similarly taken over fromSycorax; her threatening authority is a distantmemory, vanquished
conclusively by Prospero’sGod-ordainedmagic.AsCaliban admits, “His art is of such power,/ It
would control my dam’s god Setebos,/ And make a vassal of him” (1.2.72-74). Magic, in The
Tempest is therefore multifaceted: it provides the spectacular effect of the storm (1.1) and the
masques (3.3, 4.1), accentuates the fascinationwith theexotic (if evil)Other, but it is integral to the
operations of various kinds of power in the play - personal, political, domestic, patriarchal and
colonial.

(e) : Colonialism and Operations of Power
The Tempest, says Paul Brown, “is not simply a reflection of colonialist practices but an

intervention inan ambivalent andeven contradictorydiscourse” (Brown48).Theplay’s projection
of thecolonial issue isnot straightforward. It serves as a paradigm for theEuropeancolonisationof
theAmericas and at the same time touchesupon foreign encounters lessprofitable to theEuropean
nations.There is a consistentalienatingandsubordinatingof all formsofexistence thatarepotentially
dangerous towhitemalesupremacyof thearistocrats. Social inferiors, the femalesex, non-European
races are either commodified or identified as masterless or savage to justify their subjugation.



Colonialism is only one facet of a much more comprehensive and interrelated programme of
domination, which entails the unequal relationship of the exploiter and the exploited. The Tempest
dramatises,mystifies and unravels such operations of power at a particular historical juncture - in the
late sixteenth and early seventeenth century - when European capitalism and colonialism were in
their initial stage.

(f) : Colonising the Internal Periphery (Social Inferiors)
Masterlessness, which increased rapidly in the sixteenth and seventeenth century, denotes the

“unfixed and unsupervised elements [people] located in the internalmargins of civil society” that
were viewedas a growing threat to the government and the social order (Brown 50). Commoners
from all across the countrywere being evicted or forced to leave their homes due to lack ofwork
and roamed the countryside or flocked to towns as beggars, thieves, highwaymen, or unemployed
labourers seeking any kind of occupation. Thirteen laws were passed between 1495 and 1610 to
control this phenomenon thatwas a constant source of anxiety toTudor and Stuart administration
(Beier9).Forour purposes it is immaterialwhether themasterlessmendidor didnot pose a danger
to the establishedorder,what concerns us is the authority’s attitude towards themand its reflection
inThe Tempest. RichardMorison,writingARemedy for Sedition in 1536, defined themasterless
as“idlewithoutanyoccupation,without lands, fees,wages”whoareprone to“riot, robbery,murder,
and rebellion” and “either sow sedition amongpeople or else be the fields themselves apt to bring
forth such fruits” (Berkowitz 125). Similar views persist a century later as in Thomas Hobbes’s
Leviathon (1651)where the“dissoluteconditionofmasterlessmen” isconsideredoneof thegravest
threats to theEnglish society because they are not subject to laws and evade the “coercive power”
of the state that could control them” (Hobbes 238). De-linked from land and occupation, they
acquirea fluidity that isbeyond thecontrolof themasterwhoisboth landedandoccupiedand lords
over themastered (subjects)who are located on his land.The inability tomonitor them results in
their official construction as amenace to private and public property which needs to be removed
withbrute force.StephanoandTrinculohave robbed the royal cellar (it is immaterial that theyhave
accidentally stumbledupon thewine stored in the ship) and thisautomatically identifies them(in the
eyes of theestablishment) as potential killers, rioters and rebels.Theplayproceeds to establish this
connectionbymakingthemjoinhandswithCalibantoplot themurderofProsperoandthepossession
ofMiranda.The threat to the individual ruler andhisdaughter is read as a disruptionof theordered,
civil society, which justifies Prospero’s harsh treatment of them. It is beside the point that their
destabilisingefforts are ridiculouslynegligible,what is important is that theperiphery (of society) has
collectivelyplannedanattackupon thenucleus therebychallenging the statusquowhichprivileges
the ruling class, i.e., the aristocrats.



(g) : Colonising the Core (Aristocracy)
Agreatercause forconcern for thepowers thatbe is theseditious impulseembeddedwithin the

ruling class. It is more dangerous than the open rebellion of the lower orders as it often takes the
form of treacherous intrigue and its perpetrators have greater resources at their command. An
Invective Ayenste…Treason (1539) defines arch-traitors as those who betray “their prince of
whom they had received so innumerable benefits, andwhich [i.e., the prince], somanyways had
declaredhissingularfavourandlovetowardthem”(MorisonBii,spellingmodernised).Thisdescription
fitsAntoniowhom,Prospero tellsMiranda, “next thyself/Of all theworld I loved, and to himput/
Themanageofmyestate” (1.2.68-70). Prospero’s trust in him“had indeedno limit,/Aconfidence
sans bound” (1.2.96-97).Antonio’s (and Sebastian’s) usurping capabilities aremuch greater than
that of thecomical triomentionedabovebecauseof their elevatedstatus and their closeproximity to
the central figure of authority. Consequently their sedition is treated in the seriousmode and their
crimemagnified- theyhaveviolated thebondsof love,kinshipandallegianceto thesovereign.The
royal brothers exemplify an internalised condition ofmasterlessness that is all themore dangerous
because it is not visible externally.Yet the strategies of containment directed at them are different
from those employed for the social inferiors. They are not subjected to physical torture and public
exposure like Stephano or Trinculo precisely because they belong to the ruling elite. There is no
open denouncement of their conspiracywould as that disclose the fractureswithin the privileged
classandseverely jeopardise itspolitical andsocialhegemony.

(h) : Colonising the Other (Non-European)
The subjugation ofAntonio and Sebastian on one hand and of Stephano andTrinculo on the

other can be seen as the colonisation of the core and internal periphery respectively. The complex
andmultiple strategiesdeployed toneutralise them testify the authority’s chameleon-like ability to
adoptdifferent, evencontradictorynotionsof justiceandorder tomaintain its supremacy.Pragmatic
considerationssimilarlyoverride ideologicalconsistency in racialandculturalencountersbeyond the
European state.As the section onHISTORICALBACKGROUND illustrates, the initial stages
of theEuropeanengagementwithNorthAfricawereverydifferent from its colonizationof theNew
World.Englandandothernationsseekinga footholdin thepowerfulOttomanempirewerevulnerable
alienswhoneededapolicyofappeasement rather thanconfrontation.SoAlonso resorts tomarriage
diplomacy, tradinghisowndaughterClaribel for strategicalliancewithTunis. It is significant that the
notionof thesavage,which“probesandcategorisesalienculturesontheexternalmarginsofexpanding
civil power” (Brown50), isnot applied to theTunisiankingas thatwould implya contaminationof
thecore(Claribelandherfutureoffspring)andunderminethecolonialistdiscourse.

This subservient position is vicariously reversed in the European conquest of theAmericas.
Calibanepitomises theAmericanencounterwith theWest as he embodiesall the constructs of the



NativeAmerican projected by the Europeans. His subject-position in relation to Prospero and his
conspiracy with Stephano and Trinculo denotes his masterlessness that must be curbed if the civil
society, namelyProsperoandMiranda, are to “profit” byhis services (1.2.313).His violent nature is
meticulously recorded as he urges Stephano to “brain” Prospero, “or with a log/ Batter his skull, or
paunch him with a stake,/Or cut his weasand with thy knife” (3.2.89-92). Caliban’s identity as a
murderer is furthercombinedwithhiscapacity toorganisesedition topresenthimasadual threat -

at thepersonal level to the rulerandat thecollective level to the
civicsociety - to justifyhisbrutal treatment.His transgression is
similar toAntonio’s,againsthismasterandthefatherfigurewho
claims to have “used” him with “human care” (1.2.45-46,
emphasesadded).But theplayavoidsanimpartial investigation
of theconditions responsible forCaliban’s transformation from
thedotingnative to theenchainedandembitteredslave.
Caliban is also the archetypal savage assimilating two

contradictory constructs of theAmerican Indian presented by
the colonisers.Thesavage is thewild, non-social, libidinal sub-
humanwholegitimisescolonial control. If the savage is seenas
onewhoiscapableofnurturethencolonisationcanbepresented
asaneducativeandcivilisingmissionthataimsatincorporating

the re-formed savagewithin the orbit of civil society.Thiswas the attitudeof the early settlerswho
could not afford to antagonise the alien if theywere to survive.Caliban says of his early encounter
with Prospero,

Whenthoucam’stfirst,

Thoustrok’stme,andmademuchofme,wouldstgiveme

Waterwithberries in’t, and teachmehow

Tonamethebigger light, andhowthe less,

That burn by day andnight. (1.2.332-36)

It is only after becoming acquaintedwith “all the qualities o’th’isle,/ The fresh springs, brine-
pits, barrenplace and fertile” (1.2.337-38) thatCaliban’s libidinality or sexuality begins troubling
Prospero. It is castigated as sinful lust and Caliban is reconstituted as inherently savage, beyond
improvementorredemption.This relievesProsperoof theresponsibilityofcultivating/civilisingCaliban;
hecannowill-treathimwith impunityparadoxicallyunder thepretextofprotectingall that ishumane.
Incidentally,thepreviousprogrammeofurbanisingthesavagewouldhavewouldhaverippedCaliban
fromhis roots,which iswhyCaliban resists it.

Caliban is also the archetypal savage
assimilating two contradictory constructs
of the American Indian presented by the
colonisers. If the savage is seen as one
who is capable of nurture, then
colonisation can be presented as an
educative and civilising mission that
aims at incorporating the reformed
savage within the orbit of civil society....
Whichever mould Caliban is cast in, it
facilitates his subordination. Prospero
commands not only Caliban’s actions
andmovements,buthis sexualityaswell.



WhichevermouldCaliban is cast in, it facilitates his subordination Prospero’s completemasteryover
the colonised subject is testified by the fact that he not only commands Caliban’s actions and
movements, but his sexuality as well. Caliban is charged with attempted rape just at the moment
whenhe accusesProsperoof usurpinghis island.The juxtapositionof the innocent, beautifulMiranda
with the ugly, bestial Caliban accentuates audience’s aversion that turns to loathing, as the rapist
proves totally unrepentant. The veracity of Caliban’s allegations becomes redundant as Prospero’s
control over his sexuality is fully vindicated. To counter Shakespeare’s privileging Prospero’s
perspective one needs to look at the situation fromCaliban’s viewpoint. His primitive consciousness
precludes any awareness of proprietary rights over anything, including one’s sexuality. Miranda’s
body is as available as his own for procreation - an extension of the fertile earth for the planting of
seeds. The idea of private possession and consequent denial of access is alien to him so he is unable
to comprehend the immorality of his act. His desire to “people…/ This isle withCalibans” (1.2.350-
51) is also a good political strategy from a colonised person’s perspective. European conquest of
the Americas can be largely ascribed to advanced scientific knowledge - of natural phenomena,
statecraft andweaponry. Like all other colonised people, theAmerican Indians’only strength lay in
numerical superiority. Caliban’s dream of vanquishing Prospero can only succeed if he has many
moreCalibans toaid him.

Caliban’s of allegiance from thewise andenlightenedProspero to thedrunkenbutlerStephano
is generally taken to exemplify the colonised subject’s stupidity and his dependentmentality. The
comic treatment of this change ofmasters obscures the harsh tragic reality that years of servitude
robaman’scapacity toenjoytruefreedom.Hebecomeshabituatedto thestateofbondage; ironically,
the colonialmissionof humanising the savage brings about this de- humanization.But on another
plane theshiftof allegiance is tacticallyadvantageous toCaliban.Prospero is amuchmoreexacting
and competent exploiter than Stephano andTrinculo, and Caliban is powerless against him. But
Caliban’ssuperior intelligenceincomparisonto thecomicduoallowshimconsiderablemanipulative
holdoverhismasters:heenjoys their“celestial liquor”, sowsdissensionbetweenthemandsets them
up tokillProspero. It is an empowerment thatwouldnever be possibleunder the ruleofProspero.

Caliban, thecompositesavage,denotesthehighpointof successandfailureofcolonialencounters
involving different races.His physical andmental enslavement demonstrates the absolute swayof
the coloniser over the colonised.Yet, unlikeAriel, he is never fully mastered and is a persistent
sourceof anxiety.Hisobduracyandaccusationsprovidea critiqueof colonial rule that is applicable
tootherhegemonicspheresaswell.Theislandisan imaginarysite servingsimultaneouslyas several
colonialplaygroundswherethecore, theperipheryandtherealmbeyondtheperipheryaresubjugated.
But theultimate irony is thevoluntaryOtheringof theSelfand its subsequent colonisation.After the
initial setback inMilan, Prospero emerges as the absolute figure of authority who has learnt to
channelhisscholarshiptopoliticalends.Landingasahaplessexileontheislandhequicklycolonises
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the racial Other (Ariel, Caliban) and then proceeds to discipline subversiveOthers within the ruling
class (Antonio, Sebastian) and among the plebeians (Stephano,Trinculo). These are stepping stones
in his game plan of recuperating his dukedom through the union of Miranda and Ferdinand. But
paradoxically, he becomesmore andmore disempowered as hemoves towards his goal. He abjures
magic andMiranda, the twomost potent weapons for wielding power on the island, foregoes the
plan of punishing his usurpers, releases the colonial subjects frombondage and returns toMilan, not
to rule but to “retire” (5.1.311). The marriage alliance that helps his return also puts Milan’s
independence in permanent jeopardy, as henceforth the descendants of Ferdinand, the future king
ofNaples, shall be its rulers. Prospero is guilty of subjectingMilan (and himself as its duke) to “most
ignoble stooping” (1.2.116) - the very charge he brings againstAntonio to label him as a traitor to his
country. The self-consuming nature of the colonial project becomes evident at the moment of its
triumphwhichalso“signals thebanishmentof itssupremeexponent” (Brown1985).

(i) : Gender
Gendered metaphor, surcharged with the implicit fear of castration and pleasure of sexual

gratification, hasbeen traditionally used to express theapprehensions and anticipations surrounding
territorialexpansion.Thedesiredgeographical regionis frequentlyeroticisedasoneofmanyvariants
of the female figure - the deviant, the insubordinate, the castrator, the virgin, the devotee - all of
which justifymale occupation. The interchangeability of sexual and political tropes affecting the
male/ruler vis-à-viswoman/nation is alsowitnessed in The Tempest.Male empowerment occurs
through exorcising (Sycorax), trading (Claribel) or possessing (Miranda) thewoman’s body. The
playmeticulously avoids an actual assessmentof the comparative powersof Sycorax andProspero
by excluding her from the text : she dies long before Prospero’s acquisition of the island.Yet she
operates as an absent reference point to justifywhitemale supremacy.9 She is produced as a point-
by-point counter to Prospero: she is sexually deviant, consortswith the devil, practices “sorceries
terrible”, imposes oppressive rule through “abhorred commands” (1.2.319, 264, 273). Prospero,
bycontrast, is almost asexual,has “Providencedivine” onhis side (1.2.159), practiceswhitemagic,
and is an enlightened sovereignwith the charitablemission of upliftingCaliban and freeingAriel.
Their respective progenies further underscore their contrasting productivity—Caliban is bestial,
deformedandlustful,Mirandais innocent,beautifulandvirtuous.ThewholesaleOtheringofSycorax
even after her death proves that her symbolic function as an alternative power structure - non-
European and matriarchal - is a source of anxiety for white supremacist discourse. She must be
physically, ideologically andpolitically destroyed for the absolute triumphofEuropeanpatriarchy
over other cultures and races.



The interchangeability of sexual and
political tropes affecting the male/ruler
vis-à-vis woman/ nation is witnessed in
“TheTempest”.Maleempowerment occurs
through exorcising, trading, or possessing
the woman’s body..... The woman’s
position in the negotiations in this play
is at the lowest rung of gender
hierarchy.

LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
TheTempest endorsespatriarchybyminimisingorexercising theroleofwoman.Comment.

The apprehension generated by female presence is so great that even Prospero’s wife, the mother
of Miranda, is banished from the narrative. The importance of physical procreation is minimised as
Prospero, the father, is given total control over his child. He nurtures and educates Miranda,
shapeshermoralandaestheticperceptionand,not theleast,regulateshersexuality.LiketheChristian

Godwhocreatedmankind,Prosperoissimultaneouslythefather
and themother,mouldingMiranda’s persona.Womenhaveno
agency inpoliticalmanoeuvresbut theyarecrucial components
in such negotiations engaged in by male authority. Alonso
possesses a daughter, Claribel, who can be exchanged for
political and economic privileges in MediterraneanAfrica.
Prosperoownsa daughter and is understandablyanxious about

her sexuality, as it is the commodity that luresCaliban into rape and justifies the island’s takeover,
just as it entrapsFerdinand inmarriageandaidshis re-entry intoMilan.The issueat stake is themale
ruler’s possession and control over the productivemachinery - the woman’s body - either by her
fatherorherhusband.Miranda’scommodificationismadeexplicitby the languageof themarketplace
used byProsperowhile betrothing her to Ferdinand: “Then, asmygift, and thine own acquisition/
Worthilypurchased, takemydaughter” (4.1.13-14, italicsadded).

Variouskindsofpower relations inTheTempestaremediatedby the languageof sexual desire
andprocreation. Prospero’s trust “beget[s]”Antonio’s usurping impulse (1.2.94), Sebastianheralds
Antonio’s proposal ofdisplacingAlonsoas “a birth…/Which throes theemuch to yield” (2.1.234-
35),CalibantemptsStephanoandTrinculotojoinhisconspiracywith“thebeautyofhis[Prospero’s]
daughter” (3.2.100), Prospero hands over Miranda to Ferdinand as “his rich gift” (4.1.8). The
woman’s position in all thesenegotiations is at the lowest rungof gender hierarchy: she is the foot
which can never presume to “tutor” the (male) head (1.2.470). Yet, despite all the control and
subordination of woman’s sexuality, the power to procreate is vested in her body. Miranda can
breed Calibans as well as Ferdinands or a female child; she can even be infertile. In the early
sixteenth the inabilityofCatherine,HenryVIII’s queen, to produce amaleheir hadwrought lasting
changes in thepolitico-religiousfabricofEngland: fromCatholicismtoProtestantismand fromfeudal
toabsolutistmonarchy.Thefutureofmonarchicaldominancedependsonwhat thewomanultimately
produces. This vests her with an autonomy that is beyond male supervision. She is moreover,
simultaneously vital and marginal to colonial and dynastic enterprise: Prospero’s designs on the
island andMilanwouldneverhavematerialised in the absenceofMiranda. Prosperocanbarter her
as he pleasesbut even as a commodity sheholds thekey to his empowerment. The ambivalence of
gender relations problematises the patriarchal discourse of power in and outside the civil state,
particularlywhenfemaleentitiesseizepowerover thestateandover theirownsexuality, likeSycorax
orQueenElizabeth.



UNIT- 3
SUBUNIT I: PLOTAND STRUCTURE

CONTENT STRUCTURE
(a) Plot&Structure
(b) Genre

(a) : Analogous Structure
TheTempestadheres to theunityof timeandplace as all action takes placeon the islandwithin

the span of three hours. Prospero states very clearly that the “time ’twist six and now” (1.2.240),
i.e., three hours, must be utilised by him to complete his project of retrieving Milan or else his

“fortunes/Will ever after droop” (1.2.183). This cohesion is
reflected in its structural balance. Thematic concerns are
portrayed through analogous and interrelated action that
highlightssimilaritiesanddifferencesbetweenmultiplecharacters,
attitudes and perceptions. There are four usurpations - two
successful, which occurred in the past and two unsuccessful
belongingtothepresent.Thesecondsuccessfulusurpation,that
isProspero’s takingoverof the islandhowever, is presented as
justifiedandnaturalremovingthestigmaofviolenceandduplicity
normallyassociatedwithsuchacts. Instead the focus isdiverted
toProspero’s project of reclaiminghisdukedomwhich is a re-
enactmentofthefirstusurpationinthereverseprocess:Alonso

whohadaidedAntonio todethroneProsperowillnowremoveAntonioto relocateProspero.Stephano
andTrinculo’s plot to kill Prospero acts as a comic parallel to theAntonio-Sebastian conspiracy in
2.1, and parodies their efforts at seizing political power. all analogues however, work to create a
balance. Some raise questions that cannot be answeredwithin theplay’s structural framework.The
desires and fortunes ofCaliban and Ferdinandmade to duplicate each other to juxtapose lust and
love, illegitimate and legitimate sexual liaisons, imperfect and ideal service, and their consequent
punishmentsandrewards.Thiscontrastprivilegesparental andmutual consentover coerciveunion
stigmatisingCaliban as a rapist and extollingFerdinand as the exemplary suitor but it obscures the
racial prejudice that would never allow Caliban an access to Miranda even if he were to outdo
Ferdinand in appropriate conduct.Analogous action is thus deployed to confine the issues of good
and bad, right and wrong within a racist, Euro-centric framework even while proclaiming their
apparent neutrality. This is particularly evident in the the Prospero/Sycorax parallel that justifies
theEurocentricpatriarchalvaluesandcondemnsnon-European,matriarchalperspectivesbyaligning
the latter with evil, malignant devil worship. The cast list also plays upon the sense of balance

The Tempest adheres to unity of time
and place as all action takes place
on the island within the span of three
hours. A cohesion is reflected in its
structural balance. Thematic
concerns are portrayed through
analogous and interrelated action
that highlights similarities and
differences between multiple
characters, attitudes, perceptions…
However some questions remain
unanswered within the play’s
structural framework.



throughsimilaritiesandcontrasts:bothProsperoandAlonsohavewickedbrothers;Calibanserves
as a foil toAriel,Miranda andFerdinand; asSycorax andher child toProspero andhis daughter.

LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
1. The Tempest features an analogous structure— Comment.

Plot
(c) : Act Division

The structure ofActs 1 to 5 is patterned on themodel forwarded by Guarini [seeGENRE].
Act 1 narrates the events that have occurred before the play’s action starts.Act 2 intensifies the
plot’scomplexityandsustainsaudienceinterest bygivingsomethingnewtochewon(nuovocibo)
— the fresh intrigues ofAntonio-Sebastian andCaliban.Act 3 resorts to ordine comico or comic
plotting to forward themain action and add new twists—Ferdinand is subjected to labour,Ariel
sowsdissensionamongtheclowns,presentsabanquetmasqueandconfronts the“threemenof sin”
(3.3.54)with theirpast crimeswhich initiates remorse inAlonso.Act 4 bringspartial fulfilmentof the
mainproject togetherwiththeclimaxof the intrigue(tuttonodo)—thebetrothalmasquesolemnises
theFerdinand-MirandaunionwhileCaliban and the king’s company are brought to such height of
suffering that a tragic catastropheseems imminent.Act5executesa crediblemiracle,which isbasic
to comicdenouement to affect a final resolution—Prospero learns the virtue of forgiveness from
Arielandresolvestopardonhisenemies,hisaimof reclaimingMilanis realisedthrougha combination
ofmercy andblackmail amidst a general sense ofwonder. Shakespeare’s special input is the sense
of incomplete reconciliation (seeGENRE) and the internalisationof the themesof resurrectionand
providential grace: Prospero’s project is directed equally at self-conquest and at victory over his
enemies,Alonso escapes from sorrow only after he has repented and turned into a better human
being(re-constitutedhimself)andCalibancomprehendsthefollyofhisownactionsbeforebecoming
“wise hereafter” (5.1.295).

(d) : Prologue
Another innovation is to circumscribe theactionof theplayproper that takesplace inActs2 to

5 by a double prologue and a clearly demarcated epilogue. Act 1, scene 1 serves as a dramatic
prologuewhileAct 1, scene 2 provides a narrativeprologue.The opening scene of theplay throws
us in themiddle of hectic action : the inmates of a ship tryingdesperately to save themselves in the
face of a raging tempest.Although the audience is totally in the dark regarding the story, major
thematic concerns of the play are focused upon in this violent, action-packed scene. The limits of
political authority are delineated by pitting them against a topsy-turvy nature. Tudor and Stuart
absolutist monarchy proclaimed itself as an all-powerful, God-ordained institution that extended
andreflectednaturalhierarchyinthehumansphere.YetwhenGonzaloentreatstheboatswainto“be



patient” he unambiguously declares natural calamity to be beyond royal jurisdiction, “What cares
these roarers for the name of King ?” (1.1.16-17). The analogy between political and natural order
crumbles as he challenges Gonzalo, “If you can command these elements to silence, and work the
peace of the present, we will not hand a rope more” (1.1.21-23). The notion of an all-pervading,
linear hierarchic social structure is displaced by an awareness of situation-specific contending
authorities : to fight the storm, political prerogativemust giveway to the professional supremacy of
the boatswain. His peremptory orders to “keep below”, “To cabin”, “Silence” (1.1.11, 17) must be
obeyed by the king, the prince and the courtiers alike just as Prosperomust learn the importance of
forgiveness from his servant,Ariel. Master and servant exchange places for the very survival of the
political statusquo that isbeingmomentarily inverted.

As thenext sceneunfolds, thedeeper implicationsof thenatural andpoliticalupheaval cometo
the fore.Theking’s companyhas indeed“assist[ed] the storm” (1.1.14)—hadAlonsoandAntonio
not usurpedMilan the tempestwould never have occurred. The antagonistic relationship between
nature andhuman institutions is re-set as a corollaryone : chaos in nature reflects a subversionof the
political order by the verymen responsible for upholding it. On hindsight,Antonio’s vituperative
language in 1.1.43-44 seems to anticipate his vile nature enumerated by Prospero’s tale. It also
affordsa clue toSebastian’s linguisticviolence(1.1.40-41),whichforewarns theaudienceof a similar
villainyalthoughit isillustratedonlyin2.1.Moreimportant,theumbilicallinksubversion and authority,
good and evil is underscored, problematising these categories. Just as royalmisdemeanour, i.e.,
Alonso’s aid toAntonio too dethrone Prospero causes a breach in nature’s harmony in 1.1, so to
Prospero’s withdrawal from public life “Awakened”Antonio’s “evil nature”; his boundless trust
“Like a good parent, did beget of him [Antonio]/ A falsehood in its contrary” (1.2.91-95). No
matter howhe puts it. Prospero is accountable for his own fate as he creates conditions that foster
Antonio’s evil genius; just as later he has to admit the responsibility for Caliban, “This thing of
darkness /I/Acknowledgemine” (5.1.275-76).Todrawourattentionfromthesedisturbingsurmises
Mirandamediates theunravellingof thepast—Prospero’s admonitionsandher reactionsguide the
audiencetoa sympathetic response towards thehaplessmonarch,Prosperowho, ironically, emerges
as a strongmanat the helmof affairs on the island.Antonio,Miranda andCalibanexposevarious

facets of the nature/nurture binary, as does Prosperowho has
educatedhimselfon thewaysof governanceduringhis stayon
the island.Although Prospero’s narrative of the past is central
to the scene, it actually includes twoothernarrativesof thepast,
thatofArielandCaliban.Betweenthemthesemultiplenarratives
offer alternative perspectives on the various thematic concerns
of the play: order/disorder, authority/ subversion, civility/
savagery, parent-child relationship, good and bad governance,
black and white magic etc.Act 1, scene 2 also re-defines the
natural tempestof theprevioussceneasmagical : thisblurring

of distinction between reality and illusion constitutes the core of the island’s makeup. Finally,
Ferdinand’s arrival hints at the future course of action.

Act I Scene1 serves asa dramaticprologue
while Act I Scene 2 provides a narrative
prologue. The opening scene throws us
in the middle of a hectic action. Major
thematic concerns are focused upon in
this scene. In the next scene the deeper
implications of the natural and political
upheaval come to the fore…chaos in
nature reflects a subversion of the political
order by the very men responsible for
upholding it.



(e) : Epilogue
The Epilogue replicatesmore starkly the idea of theatrical illusion voiced by Prospero in his

“insubstantialpageant” speech (4.1.48-58) and foregrounds the relationship between the stage and
theworld.Thefictionalprotagonist’s fictionalprojectof rightinganimaginarywrongcoincideswith
the real actor’s genuine desire to please a real audience.This is not possible unless, Prospero like,
he canweavehisownmagicupon the audiencewithan “art to enchant” (Epilogue14) generatinga
willing suspension of disbelief. Viewed from this angle, the entire action of the play becomes an
elaboratemetaphor for theatrical activity. Prospero has retrieved his “dukedom”, “pardoned the
deceiver” andwishes to leave the “bare island” to return toMilan (Epilogue6-8); the actor hopes to
have entertainedhis audienceandwishes to stepdown from the stage.Buthis “project…toplease”
(Epilogue12-13)canneithermaterialisenor succeedwithoutaudiencecomplicity just asProspero’s
schemeisdoomedtofailurewithout thecollaborationofAlonso,Ferdinand,MirandaandAriel.The
Epiloguerecognisestheaudienceasthefinalsanctioningauthorityforalltheatreactivity.Theirapplause
endorses the illusionandreleases theactor fromthe“bands” (Epilogue9), their displeasuresubjects
himtotheir“Mercy”fordeliverance(Epilogue18).By invokingthereligiousterminologyof“prayer”
“Mercy” and “indulgence” (Epilogue 16-20) Shakespeare acknowledges the audience’s absolute
power as the godwho authors and authorises the theatre.

LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
Write a critical note on the plot of the play The Tempest.

(f) : Masque
Magic, music andmasque combine in The Tempest to accentuate the exotic and spectacular

effectof theplay.Themasque- an elaborateandstylisedcourtlyentertainmentwithstrongallegorical
overtones that endorse the status quo - was a particular favourite of the Jacobean nobility, and
James I in particular.10 It combines “poetic drama, music, song, dance, splendid costuming, and
stage spectacle” and has a mythological or allegorical plot (Abrams 109). The actors were often
royal andcourtlypersonswhose status inreal lifecorresponded to the statusof the roles theyplayed
in themasque.For instance, if amasqueportrayed theRomangodsand included thekingandqueen
in the cast theywould invariably play the roles of Jupiter and Juno respectively, i.e., the king and
queen of the gods. In otherwords, themasque reiterates real-life hierarchy and order in amanner
defined andendorsedby the existing authority.The anti-masque, a formdevelopedbyBen Jonson,
portraysgrotesquecharacterswhose ludicrous,disruptive actions elicit humour. It serves as a foil to
theharmonyandeleganceof themasqueproper andas a reminderof theunrulyelementsof society
that need to be subjugated.

(g) : Banquet Masque
For some critics like EnidWelsford, the entire action ofThe Tempest is an elaboratemasque

withProsperoconducting themasqueproper and subduing themasquepresentedbyCalibanand



his group.11But such a view excludes the other dramatic possibilities of the play that have yielded
rich dividends in more recent times - issues of colonialism, legitimacy of Prospero’s claims etc.
Elements of themasque and the anti-masque, while strewn across the play, are concentrated in two
scenes - the banquet (3.3.18 SD-83 SD) and the betrothal masque (4.1.60-138 SD). No satisfactory
allegoricalexplanationof thebanquet scenehasbeenprovided althoughattemptshavebeenmadeto
compare it with Biblical banquets like the one with which the Devil tempts Christ during his thirty
days’fast and evenwith Christ’s last supper. But the allegorical implication of both these banquets
areat oddswith theallegorical functionof the banquet inTheTempest.

TheDevil’sbanquet tries to lureChrist intobreakinghis fastandhis allegiance toGod, replacing
spiritual sustenance with material sustenance. The shipwrecked aristocrats, particularlyAlonso,
AntonioandSebastianarestarvedmateriallyandspiritually, although theyareawareonlyof their

physical discomforts and seek succour accordingly. When
variousmagicalshapesappear to theaccompanimentofmusic
and invite them topartakeof thevictuals onawell-laid table, it
is a heaven-sent opportunity for the king and his courtiers to
satisfy theirhunger.But thedisplayvanisheswithAriel’swords
reminding the sinners of their grave spiritual lapses. As in
masques, the spectacle of the banquet delineates thedifference
between right and wrong : it establishes a contrast between
spiritual andmaterial sustenance to initiate repentance in the

guilty.Butunlikea full-scale independentmasque it doesnotculminate in the final victoryof good
over evil precisely because it is a devicewithin a play serving a specific and temporary function.
Directed byProspero and executed byAriel it is intended tomakeAlonso,Antonio and Sebastian
admit their sins and seek forgiveness.That only one of the three (Alonso) responds positively is a
comment on the limitations of Prospero’s directorial powers. Conversely, if his design were to
succeed fully theplaywould have ended at that point!

(h) : Betrothal Masque
This conflict of interest between the play’s intention and that of themasques included in it is

witnessed in the betrothalmasque aswell. Prospero organises it both as a spectacle to be enjoyed
byFerdinand andMiranda and as ameans of securing heavenly blessings for the newly betrothed
couple.It celebratesthe joysandresponsibilitiesofmarriageinsistingupontheir interrelation. Marriage
is the socially sanctioned mode ofcontrolling sexualityhence the exclusionofVenus, thegoddess
of love,who isperceivedas partial to anyunion irrespectiveof its legitimacy.Hereffect is considered
disruptive as it defies hierarchy and existing authority. One of the express aims of hierarchy and
existingauthority.Oneof theexpress aimsof theyoungcouple (4.1.95).The“contract of true love”
(4.1.84) celebrated here demands the vows of celibacy before marriage, “no bed-right shall be
paid/ Till Hymen’s torch be lighted” 4.1.96). Only then shall Juno and Ceres’s gifts of honours
riches, winterless year, foison and plenty be showered upon them (4.1.106-17). Miranda and
Ferdinand are in love but their union is also a crucial component in Prospero’s grand design of
punishinghisenemiesandre-inheritingMilan,hencehecanneverallowtheirpassiontooverstepthe

‘The Tempest’ is an elaboratemasquewith
Prospero conducting the masque proper
and subduing the anti-masque presented
by Caliban and his group. The Banquet
masque is allegorical. The spectacle of the
banquet delineates the difference between
right andwrong.But it does not culminate
in the final victory of good over evil.



LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
Whatpurpose does themasque serve in the playTheTempest.

limits he sets for it The masque therefore extols permissible love in a manner that prevents any
interrogation of the authority that permits it (Prospero). But themasque is abruptly disrupted at the
verymomentwhen Prospero seems to be at the pinnacle of hismagical powers with the gods at his
behest.Caliban’s “foul conspiracy” (4.1.139) initiates a double attackon the illusionof total supremacy
created by Prospero. It reminds us that Prospero’s recovery of Milan is far from assured and that
his hold over the island is far fromabsolute. Secondly, it underscores the disruptive potential of love/
lust by reviving memories of Caliban’s attempted rape of Miranda. The young lovers have so far
abided by Prospero’s strictures but their mutual attraction remains susceptible to the weakness of
the flesh. The interruptedmasque draws our attention to the true nature of the goddesses as well :
they are “insubstantial pageant” that “Leave not a rack behind” (4.1.155-56). If so, then the future
they promise Miranda and Ferdinand - a future that Prospero wishes to guarantee for them - is
equally insubstantial, they are vulnerable and subject to the vagaries of fate as the rest of mankind.
The betrothalmasque, despite all its spectacle, does not usher in the end envisaged by Prospero but
itsvery failuremoves theplay’s action towards its conclusion.

(a) : Tragicomedy

SUB-UNIT II :GENRE

Thegenre affiliationofTheTempest is less problematic thanmanyotherShakespeareanplays.
This swan song of Shakespeare, is placed alongside Pericles,Winter’s Tale and Cymbeline to
form the group identified as his Last Plays all of which are categorised as Romance, a genre that
oftendoubles aspastoral tragicomedy.However, even this simpledefinitionhints at amixedgenre
that includes four different overlapping elements : romance, pastoral, tragedy and comedy. Such a
fusionwasderidedbymanyclassical purists of theElizabethanage includingSirPhilipSidneywho
denounced the tragicomedy as a “mongrel”mix of “kings and clowns,” “hornpipes and funerals”
with “neither decency nor discretion” (Sidney 46).Yet tastes change, and by Jacobean times this
mixed genre became the rage especially for elite entertainment. Encouraged by the popularity of
Fletcher’sTheFaithful Shepherdess (1608), other playwrights began trying their hand at this form,
and Shakespeare was never one to be left behind. To pre-empt the kind of reservations stated
above,Fletcher’s“Preface” to theplayforwardsan inclusivedefinitionof theformbasedparadoxically
onnegatives :

“A tragic-comedy is not so called in respect ofmirth and killing, but in respect that it wants
deaths, which is enough tomake in no tragedy, yet brings some near it, which is enough to
make it no comedy, which must be a representation of familiar people, with such kind of
trouble as no life be questioned; so that a god is as lawful in this as in a tragedy, and mean
people as in a comedy (Fletcher 14).”



Fletcher’s formulation, as alsohis play’s title, draws from the Italianwriterof tragicomedy,Giambattista
Guarini whose Il Pastor Fido [The Faithful Shepherd] (1589) was not a great success. This
failure led Guarini to write Compendio della Poesia Tragicomica (1601), a defence of the genre
that frames the laws for such drama.He counters Renaissance attacks of hybridity and lack of unity
of action by comparing the newgenre to an alloy, bronze (stronger than its separate components, tin
and copper), which fuses tragedy and comedy through a process of careful selection rather than
grafting one upon the other. Thewriter of tragicomedy, Guarini elaborates, must take from tragedy
noble characters not noble action, a credible but not necessarily a historical story, “heightened yet
tempered effects, delight not sorrow, the danger not the death” (Hirst 4). The comic components
should be “laughter which is not dissolute, modest pleasures, a feigned crisis, an unexpected happy
ending and— above all — the comic plotting” (Hirst 4). Temperance and comic plotting are the
keynotes here: extreme sorrowor bawdy are to be avoided, as are large, sweeping actions conducive
to tragedy.

Shakespeare follows thismodel fairly closely including, rather uncharacteristically, Guarini’s
insistenceon theunitiesof time, place andaction.TheTempest is about the ruling familiesofMilan
and Naples, and while some likeAntonio and Sebastian are capable of inflicting tragedy upon
others; no character is inflexible as in the tragic mould. In fact, a main project of the play is to
educate and re-fashion oneself which enables one to avert the tragic impact of hamartia. Tomis-
appropriate, fromMacbeth,TheTempest is a tale about “what is done canbeundone”. Ferdinand’s
log-bearing slavery is like some “painful” sports, whose “labour/ Delight in them sets off” : his
backbreakingwork is offset by the pleasure derived fromMiranda’s company. Danger too, is not
coupledwith death :murder lurks around the corner for Prospero,Alonso andGonzalo, but never
materialises.Although the Caliban-Stephano-Trinculo passages generate slapstick laughter that
occasionally borders on the vulgar, they are never allowed to override the general sense of well
being pervading the play especially as the audience are aware that Ferdinand andAlonso’s grief is
caused by lack on information (each presumes that the other is dead) and is soon to be dispelled.
The unexpectedhappyending surprisesAlonso’s companyand the audience differently : parents,
children,enemies, friendsandloversareunitedonstageamidst tears, rejoicing(andsomesullenness
onbehalfofAntonioandSebastian)muchas theaudienceexpectbut they tooarepleasantly taken by
thesceneofthe loversplayingchess,whichasWilliamPooleillustratesinhis“FalsePlay: Shakespeare
andChess”,hascomplexovertones.Comicplottingandresolutionare integral to the tragicomedy.

Tragicaction inexorablyrises toamomentousclimaxfollowedbyanoverwhelmingcatastrophe
but comic plotting comprises several minor crises that are resolved along theway towards a final
reconciliation.The Tempest beginswith a calamitous stormwhere everybody seems to perish but
theverynextsceneresolvesthisanxiety, the tensionregardingFerdinand’s imprisonment isresolved
almost simultaneouslyas theaudience is informedby the invisibleProsperoofhis real intentionsof
unitinghimwithMiranda;both thescenesofAct2 initiatenewintrigues,againstAlonsoandProspero
respectively, only to be thwarted by the next twoActs, and the last act reunites everybody, literally
as well as in amore deeper sense.



(b) : Incomplete Reconciliation
Shakespeare’s unique contribution to this format is the concept of incomplete reconciliation:

except for the relievedboatswain, the delightedGonzalo and the core quartet ofAlonso, Prospero,
FerdinandandMiranda,nobodyjoinsthehallowedcircleoftruedeliverance.Caliban’sfinaldeclaration
(5.1.295-96) continues to vex the critics, Sebastian andAntonio are forced to bide their timeunder
Prospero’s threat of “justify[ing]” them “traitors” (5.1.128),Ariel is yet to be free, Stephano and
Trinculo are still feeling the effects of their punishment (5.1.282-87) and the absolutemuteness of
thecourtiers remindoneofAntonio’s contemptuouscomment, “They’ll takesuggestionasacat laps
milk./They’ll tell the clock to any business that/We say befits the hour” (2.1.293-95).Miranda’s
inability todistinguishbetweengoodandbad(5.1.281-84), theunreliabilityof thecourtiers (already
witnessed once during Prospero’s dislodging) and the ominous silence of the two royal brothers
signal a fractured endingmore akin to the problemplays than the happily ever after conclusionof
typical comedies. The respite is purely temporary with the threat of treachery repeating itself on
evenmore credulous andunsuspecting rulers.

(c) : Pastoral Play
Guarini andFletchermake tragicomedy synonymouswith pastoral dramabut thepastoral is a

more comprehensive genrewithan ancient lineage. Its classical antecedents canbe traced back to
Theocritus of 3rd century BC,Bion andMoschus perfected the form,which passed on to English
poets like Spenser throughVirgil,Dante, Petrarch andmany others. The classical throughVirgil,
Dante, Petrarch and many others. The classical of the shepherd’s life in poems (pastor in Latin
means shepherd), but Italians likeSannazzaro andTasso extended it to the field of prose anddrama
respectively.However,Englandalsohada long-standingnative traditionofpastoraldramaas in the
medievalNativity playswhere the shepherd’s rustic life is botheulogized andmade funof: the two
most popular plays in the Wakefield Cycle are Prima Pastorum and Secunda Pastorum [The
First Shepherd and The Second Shepherd]. The pastoral in Renaissance England permeated all
forms: Spenser’s poem Shepherd’s Calender (1579); Sidney’s prose romanceArcadia (1581-84)
are but a few examples. As Polonius’s semi-farcical comment testifies, “The best actors in the
world, either for tragedy, comedy, history, pastoral, pastoral-comical, historical-pastoral, tragical-
historical, tragicalhistorical-comical-pastoral…”(Hamlet2.2.380-83),Englishdramawasparticularly
susceptible to thepastoral precisely because it couldbemoulded to suit all genres. InTheTempest
for instance, the island’s idyllic backdrop serves equally well for the romantic scenes between
FerdinandandMiranda, for foregrounding the latent violenceofAntonio,SebastianandCaliban, or
thegriefandremorseofAlonso, asalso for themagical activitiesofProsperoandhisspirits

This cult of nature however, is very different from theone promotedby thenineteenthcentury
Romantics. For them, the naturalworld represented in the pastoral is the realworld, an actual state
of nature prior to civil society, to which all humanity should return as its final destination. The
Elizabethanand the Jacobeanpastoral is anartificial reconstructionofnature inwhat is perceived as
its ideal state.Nature isnot extolled for itsownsakeasby theRomanticsbut servesas an instructive
contrast to the civilizedworld; it contrasts a natural and beneficial hierarchywith an ossified and



congealed social order that needs to be rectified immediately. The pastoral thus becomes a mode of
critiquing the existing social structure not in order to displace it but to re-form it in a manner that
would extend and perpetuate its existence. Its censure is conservative, not radical because it is
aimed at the ruling class for their ultimate benefit. Kings, courtiers and people of aristocratic descent
play at being shepherdswhile real herdsmen are eithermarginal or absent. In The TempestProspero
roughs it out in his “poor cell” (1.2.20; 5.1.302) acting as the allegorical Christian shepherd tending
his flock, which includes his daughter, the native islanders and the shipwrecked royalty. The island
gives hima secondchance to redeemhimself as a ruler, to learn the rules of the game and becomea
successful monarch (not necessarily a good one). He attempts, with various degrees of success, to
correctAlonso, Caliban,Antonio, Sebastian, Stephano, Trinculo and, most important, himself, all of
which result in a correction of his political position: his reinstatement as theDukeofMilan. Since the
re-inscription of status quo is the ultimate concern, the pastoral world is never the final terminus; it is
more of a stopover, a reformatory fromwhere people return to the real world.13As in other plays,
the pastoral in The Tempest symbolizes a norm against which the most powerful socio-political
institution of the time— the court— ismeasured, foundwanting, and re-fashioned tomaintain its
hegemony. The play participates in the conscious artistic project of mutating a rich and ancient
traditionto fulfill theorganicneedfora particular from, thepastoral,arisingfroma particularcontext: a
context aptly described by Lawrence Stone asTheCrisis of the Aristocracy

(d) : Romance
Not all pastoral tragic-comedies are romances but in Shakespeare’s last plays the two often

coalesce as in TheWinter’s Tale,Cymbeline and The Tempest. Fletcher’s definition cited above
affords a clue : a play inhabited by gods and commoners alike is conducive to the co-habitationof
thenatural and the super-naturalwhichaccounts formuchof the fantasy-worldauraofTheTempest.
Caliban’s island is repletewithpagangods, elves, demons, spirits,monsters,buffoons, sailors, kings
and courtiers. Here Ceres, Juno and Iris descend from the heavens to bless a human betrothal,
evildoers likeAntonioandSebastianare stoppedbymagical spirits,Caliban,StephanoandTrinculo
are hounded by eerie dogs and goblins. Butmere co-existence of the human and the non-human

doesnot addup toa romanceambience.TheTempestachieves
thiseffect through thedual strategyof separating the realworld
fromtheillusoryandbyvestingtheillusoryworldwithambiguity
andsubjectivity.
The geographically specific locations ofMilan and Naples

circumscribe the action on the island. They are also situated in
different timezones : the islandbelongs to thepresentwhile the
story ofMilan andNaples belongs to the past and the future.
Yet there is a causal link between the two worlds : what has
happenedinMilanandNaplesdetermines thecourseofaction

on the island; in turn, theeventsoccurringon the islandwill shape the futureof the twokingdoms.

A play inhabited by gods and commoners

alike is conducive to the co-habitation

of the natural and the supernatural

which accounts for much of the fantasy -

world aura of “The Tempest”. The play

achieves the romantic through the dual

strategy of separating the real world from

the illusory and by vesting the illusory
world with ambiguity and subjectivity.



LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
Commenton thegenreofTheTempest.

The operating systems of the two worlds are equally distinct. In the real world power succeeds
throughpolitical intrigues, covert alliances andMachiavellianmanipulationwhilemagic is ineffectual.
On the islandmagic is all-powerful : it subdues conspiracies and recalcitrant subjects,makesmarriages,
transforms enemies into friends. The distance between the twoworlds is charted through Prospero’s
gesture of dressing and disrobing : themagic robe and themagic staff are essential for controlling the
affairs of the island but the moment he starts speaking of Milan and Naples, he must “pluck” his
“magic garments” fromhimself and lay hismagic staff to rest (1.2.24-25). The pre-condition for his
triumphal return toMilan is the formal abjuration ofmagic accompanied by the breaking of his staff
and the drowning of his books (5.1.50-57). Yet this is the very source of anxiety: Prospero the
magicianhas retrievedMilan,howlongwill hebeable toholdon to it as aplainhumanbeing?
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(a) : Linguistic Colonisation
The Tempest is as much about linguistic colonisation as about territorial aggression.The first

altercation betweenCaliban and Prospero andMiranda revolves round the teaching of language.
Miranda claims tohavegivenCaliban thegift of articulation: shehas taken “pains tomake…[him]
speak” (1.2.354), has “endowed…[his] purposes/Withwords that made them known” (1.2.357-
58). Caliban acknowledges this claimwhen he says Prospero has taught him “how/To name the
bigger light, and how the less” (1.2.334-35). Together, Prospero andMiranda can maintain that
they have civilised Caliban because language is the basic distinction between human beings and
beasts.Language is also theprimarymeansof comprehending theworld,without it one canneither
name nor distinguishwhat one perceives.Yet, Caliban’s “gabble” asMiranda labels it, was fully
investedwith “meaning” (1.2.356)much before the arrival of the father-daughter team: he could
make perfect sense of the world around him, knew all the secrets of the island, could distinguish
accurately between “fresh springs” and “brine-pits”, “barren place and fertile” (1.2.338). Caliban
then,must have had a language of his own, incomprehensible to the new inhabitants.Yet, like the
early European settlers of America, Miranda reduces this alien tongue to the category of non-
languageandconfidentlyproceeds to imposeher superior languageoverCaliban.

In teachinghim their language, Prosper andMiranda are effectively erasing his native tongue
and it is this simultaneous erasure and imposition that Caliban vehemently opposes. Language is
muchmore thanarticulation; it is themodeof comprehending, contextualisingandcommunicating
reality.It isalsothevitalmediumofshapingourthoughts,wecannotthinkwithoutlanguage.Thoughts
are asmuch shaped and expressed by language as that language is shaped by its specific context.
The livesof thepeoplewhospeakit, the terrainwhich they inhabit, theircultural, social andreligious
practices, their economic activities - all contribute to the development of a language. Caliban’s
native language, since it pre-dates the arrivalof thosewhoenslavehim, fosters images andmemories
of freedom,of his inalienable right to the island.Erasureof this languagewill entail the removal of
these indigenous associations and reduce his consciousness to a blank slate - virtual tabula rasa -
on which new inscriptions can be wrought at the coloniser’s will. Moreover, bothMiranda and
Prosperoencode this linguistic colonisationas thecharitablemissionundertakenout of pity for the
brutish,inarticulatenativebyasuperiorpeoplespeakingasuperior language(1.2.353-34).Caliban’s



learning of this language will involve an interiorisation and acknowledgement of this supremacy.
Caliban’s refusal to bear to this ideological baggage ismanifested in his conscious deployment of the
received language solely tocurse :

Youtaughtmelanguage,andmyprofit on’t
Is, I know how to curse.
Theredplagueridyou

For learningmeyour language! (1.2.363-65)
Much before he joins hands with Stephano andTrinculo to defy political enslavement, Caliban
opposeslinguisticsubjugationby turningtheso-calledcivilised(andcivilising)languageintoaweapon
of resistanceagainst theverymasterswhohave taughthimthelanguage.Language thusbecomesan
essential site for theconfrontationbetween thecoloniser andthecolonised.

(b) : LinguisticAffinities
Language alsoworks as a crucial vehicle for charting affinities and enmities, for constructing

moral andsocialhierarchies.Calibanis incapableof imbibing“anyprintof goodness” thatMiranda’s
superior tongue is supposed to transmit and is consequently an inappropriatematch forMiranda.
Ferdinand, by contrast, not only speaks the same language, he is “the best of them that speak this
speech” (1.2.429-30), making him themost “suitable boy” for the chaste and virtuousMiranda.
Aristocraticarticulation, as distinct from theplebeianproseof themariners,StephanoandTrinuclo,
is inpoetry.Prospero’calmassurance, “I havedonenothingbut in careof thee” (1.2.16),Gonzalo’s
flamboyant claims on behalf of his utopian commonwealth (2.1.150-67), Ferdinand’s ecstasy,
“AdmiredMiranda! / Indeedthetopofadmiration” (3.1.37-38),Alonso’sanguish,“theseamocks
/Our frustrate searchon land”are invariably in iambicpentameterwithemotiveexcessesor restraint
marking thedifferencebetween thevariouspersonages.Ariel shares thiselite sensibilityas denoted
by his useof blank verse.Antonio andSebastian, the twovillains of the play are, by virtue of their
lineage,adeptatsimilararticulation.But their threateningmalevolenceis indicatedbytheirdisruptive
use of language, particularly in 2.1. They transform themeans of communication into a persistent
toolfor interruption, rudely thwartingAdrianandGonzalo’s attempt tosoothethedistraughtAlonso.
The text visually transmits the linguisticviolenceof their speechbypositing the intrusivebrevityof
their linesagainst therelativelylengthierutterancesofthecourtiers:
SEBASTIANThe old cock.
ANTONIO The cockerel.
SEBASTIANDone. Thewager ?
ANTONIOAlaughter.
SEBASTIANAmatch.
ADRIANThough this island seem to be desert—
ANTONIOHa, ha, ha !
SEBASTIANSo, you’re paid



ADRIANUninhabitable,andalmost inaccessible—
SEBASTIANYet—
ADRIANYet—
ANTONIOHe could notmis’t. (2.1.32-43)
Segregation on the basis of one’s articulation is problematised by Caliban.Hematches the inane
speech of Trinculo and Stephano, which, in turn, parodies the linguistic violence ofAntonio and
Sebastian.His firstexchangewiththedrunkenjesterandthebutlerbeginswithmutualmisrecognition,
i.e.,witha failureofcommunication. IfTrinculomistakesCaliban for“a fish”, “akindofnot-of-the-
newestpoor-John”,Caliban returns thecomplimentby identifying the foolish pair first as spirits and
later as “brave god[s]” that “bear…celestial liquor” (2.2.25-26, 63, 115). Their coarse cacophony
(2.2.41-54) finds an apt counterpart in Caliban’s, “Ban, Ban, Caliban / Has a newmaster- get a
newman” (2.2.180-81). These dregs of the civilisedworld are as impervious to improvement as
Caliban, the “born devil, onwhose nature / Nurture can never stick” (4.1.188-89). Together they
constitute a dissident periphery that needs constant monitoring and surveillance. But Caliban is
equally capable of usingphilosophic language at parwithProspero.Hiswistful longing for dreams
as a substitute reality is no lesspoetic thanProspero’s reflectionon the transienceof human life, “We
are such stuff /As dreams aremade on; and our little life / Is roundedwith a sleep” (4.1.156-58):
The cloudsmethoughtwould open, and show richesReady to drop uponme, that when Iwaked
I cried to dream again. (3.2.141-44)

Caliban’s facile movement through the contours of sophisticated and base articulation adds
another dimension to his subversive potential.Apart from a recalcitrant native who needs to be
coercively colonised, he is a corrupter of the linguistic demarcationbetween the high and the low.
He also poses the threat of contamination: faced with his obduracy Prospero frequently resorts to
foul languagereminiscentofCaliban’scursing,“thoutortoise”,“poisonousslave”, “hag-seed”(1.2.316,
319, 365).His levelling impulsenot onlyerodes the gradeddistinctions of a social order profitable
tohierarchicauthority;hisproximityengendersa topsyturvydomwhereinfiguresofauthoritydiscard
theirdistinctive linguistic identity toadopt thatof themarginals.

(c) : Linguistic Euphemisation
Inaway,Caliban’sdowngradingofsuperior languageiscomplementary to thepower-wielders’

camouflagingofpoliticaldesignsandsituationsbymeansof tropesassociatedwith love.15Prospero’s
serious lapseofduty that costhimhisdukedomis re-designated inhisnarrativeas thescholar’s love
for knowledge: he was “transported /And rapt in secret studies” (1.2.76-77, emphases added).
Theensuingpoliticalandgeographicaldislocation- theexile fromMilan- ispresentedasa fortunate
fall, a relocation on both levels as themore power-wary overlord of a new territory. This is made
possible, Prospero claims, through another kindof love, the filial bondbetween himandMiranda.
She is the “cherubim” that “preserve[s]” him and enables him “to bear up /Against what should
ensue”(1.2.152-58).Thiselaborate“euphemisation” (Brown64)ofpoliticalcontestssimultaneously
validates thecolonial project is by situating itwithin the all-encompassingdesign of “Providence



divine” (1.2.159).AsPaul Brown observes, “the colonialist regime on the island” is construed as the
end product of “charitable acts” by nature (sea, winds) and humans (Gonzalo) done “out of pity for
the powerless exiles” at the behest of heavenly authority (Brown 60). And this grand blueprint of
rescueand reinstallation can justify the enslavingof native inhabitants likeCaliban as an exorcisingof
thewrong kindof love, namely lust and rape.

The euphemising project is necessarily extended to incorporate the recovery of power in the
real world as well. The rhetoric of courtly love operates to make “bountiful Fortune” Prospero’s
“dear lady” and hemust “court” the “auspicious star” failingwhich, his “fortunes /Will ever after
droop” (1.2.178-84).And the apotheosis of courtly love is the union of Ferdinand andMiranda: it
will transform the long-standing political enmity betweenMilan and Naples into an even more
permanent political alliance thatwill re-assignProsperohis lost political status.Theonly instanceof
demystification, apart fromCaliban’s resistance to imposed language, is Trinculo and Stephano’s
endeavour to assess themonetarybenefits of colonial acquisition.Trinculo thinksof capitalisingon
theEnglish habit of paying “ten to see a dead Indian”whileStephanoperceivesCaliban as a prize
catchworthyof beinggifted toan emperor andof receivingdue compensation in return (2.1.27-32,
67-69).But thecomicencodingof thiscritiqueseverelyundermines itspotency.

Claustrophobia as a Prominent Theme of The Tempest
The invigorating air of the pristine island is inmarked contrast to the stifling, intrigue-ridden

world ofMilan andNaples. The old and new arrivals aremeant to be rejuvenated by its “Sounds,
and sweet airs, that give delight and hurt not” (3.2.137) but the topological openness of the terrain
doesnothing todispel the strongsenseof claustrophobiaassailingmost characters.Thespatial and
temporal confinement of the play’s action - on a solitarywater-bound landmass for precisely three
hours - accentuates the feelingof stagnation.Ariel pines for releaseevenas he faithfully carriesout
the orders of Prospero (1.2.243-44). Caliban, whowas previously his “own king” is physically
chained to a hard rock and kept fromaccessing the “rest o’th’island” (1.2.342-44). Ferdinand and
Miranda are chafed by Prospero’s restraining strictures.Antonio and Stephano,who feel choked
byAlonso’s dominance, are in fact encouragedby theopportunities providedby the isle to forcibly
breakthishegemony.In attemptingthis theyre-enact thepastwhereAntoniohadsimilarlychallenged
theoppressiveascendancyof hisbrother.The island’s serenityconcealsa general senseof suffocation
forwhichProspero is primarily responsible.

SUBUNITII:CHARACTERIZATION
(a) : Prospero

Theconventional imageofProspero,elaborateduponbyseveralcritics, is thatofanenlightened
governorwho relates justicewith politics and is responsible for themoral regeneration of people
andsocieties alike.Yet he is themost consistent andeffectiveperpetratorofviolence in theplay.He
begins by creating a storm that causes a shipwreck.He forcesAriel to recount and thereby re-live
“Once inamonth” thepainful experienceofbeingconfined inanoaktree for twelveyears toensure
hisco-operation(1.2.261-96).HemanaclesandenslavesCalibantolightthe“fire,/Fetchin…wood,



and serve ... in offices” that “profit” him (1.2.311-13). One unsuccessful attempt at rape in the
distant past provides all the justification he needs to disown his obligation toCaliban for his survival
on the island and subject him to continuous ill treatment. He positively revels in egging the dogs to
pursueStephano,TrinculoandCalibanandordershisgoblins to

grindtheirjoints
With dry convulsions, shorten up their sinews

Withaged cramps, andmorepinch-spottedmake them
Than pard of cat o’mountain. (4.1.259-62)

Theviolenceof his language isunmatchedbyanyothercharacter inTheTempest.Heblackmails
Antonio and Sebastian into submission by threatening to reveal their conspiracy againstAlonso.
Facedwith the exposure,Antoniomust “perforce…restore” Prospero’s dukedom to him(5.1.132-
34). The other acts of violence, byAntonio, Sebastian,Alonso, Caliban, Stephano or Trinculo,
either belong to the past or are abortive. Yet their actions are designated as crimes that require
punishmentwhile Prospero’s endeavours are legitimised in the name of justice. The play seems to
assess themoral componentof actions fromanobjective,neutral perspectivebut in effect it imposes
the viewpoint of Prosperoover that of others and encourages the audience/reader to do the same.

(b) and (c) : Miranda and Ferdinand
Miranda’s iconic function in theplay is similarly privileged.Her commodification to facilitate

colonial and patriarchal enterprise has been already commented on in the sections on
COLONIALISM andGENDERbut the construct of an ideal daughter/lover epitomisingmercy,
compassion and obedience also requires scrutiny. Prominent instances of Miranda’s naturally
sympathetic nature are her concern over the storm-tossed aristocrats and Ferdinand’s enforced
slavery.But it is interesting thatMiranda’s sympathiesaredirectedwhollyat theshipwreckednobility
whomshehas never seen, theplayprovides no instance of her sensitivity to thepredicamentof the
islanders, includingCaliban. She is also subject to a convenient amnesia that enables her to fall in
lovewith the son of her father’s enemymoments after she has wept overAlonso’s ill treatment of
Prospero. TheMiranda-Ferdinand courtship and betrothal can be read as an idyllic partnership
basedonequality.Miranda’spresence lightens thehardshipofbonded labour forFerdinand:

Thismymeantask
Wouldbe as heavy tome as odious, but
Themistresswhich I servequickenswhat’s dead,
Andmakesmy labours pleasures. (3.1.4-7)

Miranda isequally eager toundertake thebrutalphysical activityof log-bearing toprovide respite to
the weary prince : “If you’ll sit down, / I’ll bear your logs the while” (3.1.23-24). She has never
offered to do the same for Caliban. The contrast between authorized and illicit relationships is
underscored by placing the two wooers of Miranda - Ferdinand and Caliban - in the same
predicament.Bothare enslavedbyProsperoand subjected to rigorous toil but Ferdinand’s innate



civility is borneout byhiselaborate courting that emphasisesunconditional surrender andmutual
love : “Myheart fly toyour service, there resides /Tomakeme
slave to it” (3.1.65-66).Caliban’s predatory lust that seeks no
prior permission highlights the absence of both nature and
nurture. Interestingly,Ferdinand’s claimoverMiranda ischarted
intermsoflinguisticaffinity.MirandastrugglestoteachCaliban
her languagebutFerdinand’s surprised exclamationonhearing
her speak - “My language ? Heavens !” (1.2.429) - denotes a
compatibilityofthoughtandexpressionoccasionedbysimilarity
of race, status and civilisation. They belong to a worldwhich
willforeverremainalientoCaliban.
Focus on the young, handsome,well-matched pair however,

obscures thebasic inequality constituting their relationship.Ferdinand’s choiceof hismate is based
onworldly experience: he has encountered and courted numerous accomplished women and can
see thatMiranda supersedes themall:

Forseveralvirtues
HaveI likedseveralwomen;neverany
Withso full soulbutsomedefect inher
Didquarrelwith thenoblest grace sheow’d,
Andput it to the foil.
But you,O you,
So perfect and so peerless, are created
Of every creature’s best. (3.1.42-48)

Miranda’s love, on the other hand, is allowed no choice and springs from ignorance. Her
negotiations with the opposite sex is limited to a lecherous half-beast and an imperious father;
Ferdinand is her first encounter with an eligible male. Her lack of experience conforms to the

stereotype of the innocent virgin, highly rated in themarriage
market, but it also makes her susceptible to mistakes in her
selection of a life-partner. Her faulty judgement comes to the
fore in the last act when she clubs all the newcomers as
“beauteous mankind” belonging to a “brave new world”
(5.1.183-84) with breathless wonder, unable to distinguish

between themoral fibre of aGonzalo and anAntonio.Deficient discerning abilitiesdoesnot auger
well fora queenor awife, roles thatMirandawillhave to fulfil in the immediate future.Theproblem
is compoundedbyMiranda’s readiness to play thedevoted spouse to thehilt : Ferdinand can cheat
her asmuch as he likes and shewill gladly deny the deception. Prospero has indeed fashioned an
idealdaughter/wife/queenwhosedesiresneveroverstepherfather’sdesign(shedutifullyfallsinlove
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with the man Prospero designates for her); who promises unconditional surrender to her future
husband and becomes the docile medium of the transference of power, both in the colonial and
national context. The outcome of the lovers’ union very clearly demarcates the difference between
the sexes - while Ferdinand is promised future sovereignty of two leading Italian cities,Mirandawill
merelybe required toproduceyoungFerdinands insteadonCalibans.

(d) : Caliban
See relevant sections of THEMES (NATURE/ NURTURE, ORDER/ DISORDER,

COLONISINGTHEOTHER)andLANGUAGE(LINGUISTICCOLONISATION).

CONCLUSION
The Tempest is a play that emphasises the significance of nurture, benevolent and enlightened

rule, the folly of rebellionand treacheryas seen from the viewpoint of thewhiteEuropeanmale.But
italsoallowscritical scrutinyof thisperspectivebyaccommodating theviewpointof thevanquished
orenslavedcharacters likeCalibanandAriel.Attention tosuchfaultlines that aboundwillenableus
toview theplay inways thatmake sense in our owncontext.Weneed to investigate the exorcising
ofmatriarchalauthorityand theobjectificationofMiranda that legitimises theoperationsofpatriarchy,
themystification of the colonial regime as an educative and civilizing project, the construct of a
master language and class that relegates all alternatives to a subordinate position. The issue is not
what theplaysays,butwhy.Unravelling thepoliticsof the text, the ideology that informsit,willhelp
uswrestmeanings from theplaywrittenby the leadingplaywright of a nation that had colonisedus
forover threehundredyears.That these interpretationsmightnotcoincidewithmainstreamreadings
will onlyprove that the empire can anddoeswrite/readback.

LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
1. WriteanoteonShakespeare’s characterization in theplayTheTempest.
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ASSIGNMENTS
Essay-type Questions:
1. Who is responsible for Prospero’s fall from power inMilan ?What lessons does he learn in
order to become a good ruler ?



2. Discusshowthenotionofpoliticaland socialhierarchyisproblematised inTheTempest.
3. Explainhowthethemeofeducationisrelatedto thethemeofnatureandnurtureinTheTempest,
with special reference toMiranda andCaliban.
4. Showhowthebinaries oforder / disorder function inTheTempest. Substantiate your answer
with textual references.
5. Trace the interrelationof illusionandreality inTheTempest.
6. Analyse the treatmentofmagic inTheTempest.
7. TheTempestendorsespatriarchybyminimisingorexorcising the roleofwomen.Comment.
8. Commenton thegeneric hybridityofTheTempest.
9. Examine thecomicsubplotofCaliban,Stephano,andTrinculocriticallyand itsparallelswith
themainplot.
10. Characters inTheTempest speak in different styles. Choosing any three characters from the
play statewhat you learn about eachof themfromthekindof language they speak ?
11. Compare and contrast the banquet masque (3.3) and the betrothal masque (4.1.) and their
thematic significance inTheTempest.
12. Consider the two scenes ofAct 1 as dramatic and narrativeprologues to the play.

ShortQuestions:
1. ExaminecriticallyGonzalo’sviewofanidealcommonwealth in2.1.150-67.
2. Why does Prospero refer toMiranda as “my foot” (2.2.12) ?
3. WhydoesCalibanrefuse to learnhismaster’s language?
4. WhydoAntonioandSebastianplan tokillGonzalo (andnoother courtier)alongwithAlonso
(2.1.290-93) ?
5. InAct 1, scene1,whydoesGonzalo thinkhewill survive the shipwreck?
6. Describethe initialmisunderstandingbetweenCalibanandStephanoandTrinculoduringtheir
firstmeeting (2.2).Why does it occur ?
7. Briefly summariseAriel’s secondsong, “Full fathomfive” inTheTempest (1.2.397-402).To
whom is it addressed ?What is its implication ?
8. When andwhydoes Prosperodecide to forgive his enemies ? (5.1.11-30)
9. Discuss thesignificanceof theEpilogue inTheTempest.
10. WhydoesMirandafeel that“mankind” is“beauteous” (5.1.183)? Isherobservationcorrect?
Give reasons for your answer.
11. WhydoesProspero enslaveFerdinand ?
12. WhatdistractsStephanoandTrinculo frommurderingCaliban inAct 4, scene 1 ?What light
does this shed on their character



BLOCK - II

UNIT - 5

WILLIAMSHAKESPEARE:MEASUREFORMEASURE

CONTENT STRUCTURE

UNIT5 (a): Introduction
UNIT5(b): Date of Composition andType of the Play
UNIT 5(c): Sources

OBJECTIVES:

Thismoduleseeks tocontinueexploring the rangeanddiversityofShakespeareanplays, taking
acloser lookat themes like ‘Justice’, ‘Mercy’, ‘Grace’, ‘Nature’, ‘Creation’ and‘Death’ asoperative
in the arenaof JacobeanEnglish society.TogetherwithTheTempest,Measure forMeasurewould
help students engagewithShakespeareandrama thoroughly.

UNIT 5 (a): INTRODUCTION
Thismodulewill helpyouunderstandoneof themost difficultandvariously interpretedplaysof

Shakespeare.Althoughmost of theproblemsposed in theplay,which itself is calleda problemplay,
havebeendiscussedhere ina style intelligible to studentswhoareapproaching theplay for the first
time. Emphasis must be given on reading the sent so that the students offering distant mode of
educationcanhave a graspof the textual analysispertaining to the important issues arisingout of the
play. Indeed thebestway of using the studymaterial is to read it after at least one readingof the text
froma standardedition, such as theArdenShakespeare editionof theplaymentioned at the end.

UNIT 5(b): DATE OF COMPOSITION AND TYPE OF THE PLAY

Measure forMeasurewas first performed on the 26thDecember 1604. It was first printed in
the Folio of 1623.Textually,Measure forMeasure alongwithThe Tempest, The TwoGentlemen
Of Verona and The Merry Wives Of Windsormake up a group. The Tempest andMeasure For
Measure are also providedwith the same place with a stated locale- ‘An un-inhabited Island’and
‘Vienna’ respectively.Measure ForMeasure belongs to that period of Shakespeare’s dramatic
careerwhenhewrotehisbitter comediesnamelyAll’sWell ThatEndsWell,MeasureForMeasure,
and Troilus And Cressida and the tragedies like Julius Caesar, Hamlet, Othello, King Lear,
Macbeth, Anthony And Cleopatra, Coriolanus and Timon Of Athens. This was the period of
Shakespeare’smaturity.



(c) : SOURCES
The themesofmost Shakespeare’s playswereborrowed fromdifferent sources. Shakespeare

had re-shaped the borrowedmaterials to his own dramatic needs.The primary story ofClaudio’s
offence,Angelo’s infamous bargain and breach of pledge, and lsabella’s appeal to the Dukewas
taken from the ltalian authorGiraldi Cinthio’sHecatommithi (1565).GeorgeWhetstone first used
Cinthio’s story as the plot of his playPromos andCassandra (1578).Measure ForMeasurewas
muchcloser toWhetstone’splayin respectof its structure.ShakespearegreatlysimplifiedWhetstone’s
elaborate settings and removedmany of hisminor characters. The part of Phallax inWhetstone’s
playwaseliminated, and the innerconflictswerepresentedentirely through themediumof soliloquy.
Whetstone’s Shrieve was developed into Escalus, and Whetstone’s jailor into the Provost in

Shakespeare’s play. Shakespeare also took overWhetstone’s
sub-plot, but re-handled it freely. He substituted Mistress
Overdone for Lamia and Pompey for Rosko, individualizing
thesecharacterswithhisnaturalcomicgenius,andaddingElbow,
FrothAbhorson, andBarnardine.Themost important change,
however,wasShakespeare’spresentationof Isabellaasanovice
ofthestrictorderofSt.Clare.Again,Angelo’sabuseofauthority
has its countless precedents in the long history of human
corruption, and similar tales of judicial infamy have doubtless
beentoldsincesocietybegan.Thestoryof theDisguisedRuler
also has affinitieswithworld folk-lore, and tales concerning

monarchswhowent about in secret amongst their people, discoveringabuses and rightingwrongs,
arewidely diffused inplace and time.The themeof the substitutionof onepartner for another is also
quite common.Marian’s part inMeasureForMeasure, however, is closelyanalogous toDiana’s in
All’s Well That Ends Well.

The primary source of Measure for

Measure was Giraldo Cinthio’s

Hecatommithi. But Shakespeare

reshapedthe borrowed material for his

own dramatic needs-e.g. he handled the

subplot freely, individualized the

characters like Mistress Overdone and

Pompey with his own natural genius,

presented Isabella as
novice.



UNIT- 6

MainCharacters
CONTENT STRUCTURE

UNIT 6(a): Cast of Characters
UNIT 6(b): The Story in Brief

(a) : CAST OF CHARACTERS
MainCharacters:

Vicentio, theDuke ofVienna,wasmodelled uponKing James himself. LikeKing James, the
Duke in this play shuns publicity and tries to avoid the loud applause and greetings of the crowds.
Besides,KingJames’s generalprinciples, a numberofhispersonal traits alsowent into theportrayal
of theDuke in theplay. For instance, Jameswas as sensitive to personal slander as theDuke in the
play is.However, theDukewas not an exact copy of James l.

Angelo, theDeputy,waschosenby theDuke togovern thecountryduring theDuke’s absence.
Initially he appeared to be an extremely strict man in enforcing laws.Apparently thought to be a
sexlessman free fromall carnal desires, he nourished a deep longing for lsabella and admitted that
his sexual appetite had keenly been aroused by lsabella. Finally he confessed his guilt and was
punished.

Claudio arrest led to the actual complications of the play. Claudio wanted his sister to meet
Angeloandplead forapardonforClaudio.EvenafterknowingAngelo’sbargain thathewillpardon
Claudio’s lifeonly if his sister yieldedher virginity to him.Claudiourgedhis sister to complywith
Angelo’swish and thus save her brother’s life.

lsabella, Claudio’s sister, decided to renounce the world. She had the power of speechwhich
movedAngelo.Shewasdeterminednot tosurrenderhervirginity toAngeloevenafterherbrother’s
appeal.SheaccusedAngelobut finallyshowedmercyonAngelohearingMariana’splea.

Escalus, an ancient Lord,waswell-versed in the theory and practice of government andwas
fullyacquaintedwith thenatureof thepeople in thecountryandwith thepoliticalandsocial customs
aswellaswiththemanner inwhichthecountryshouldbeadministered.

Juliet, the lady-love ofClaudio,was a passive and submissive girl. She hadbeen carried away
byher ownyouthful passionandgot entangled inan unsavoury situation.Her pregnancy led to the
complications in thedrama.However, she had enough courage in heart to face the disgracewhich
she hadbrought uponherself.

Marianawasagentle andpliablegirl.Shedidnot resistwhenshewas askedby lsabella and the
Duke to go and sleepwithAngelo in order to satisfy that man’s lust. She was finally betrothed to
Angelo. She entreated theDuke to pardonAngelo.



Lucio, the fantastic, was regarded as a strangely eccentric man with a rather unbalancedmind and
onewhowasinclinedto indulgeinextravagantbehaviourandirresponsible talk.

Supporting Characters:
(a) FriarThomasor Friar Peter— the Justice.
(b) Francisca—anunwhomlsabellaaskedwhatprivileges the inmatesenjoy inaconvent.
(c) Provost, a kindheartedman, sympathetic toClaudioandJuliet also.
(d) Pompey, servant toMistressOverdone.Hewas oneof the comic characters in the play.
(e) MistressOverdone, a Bawd. She owed this name to the fact that she hadmarried asmany as
nine (one after theother, of course).Shewas intended as a comic character but hardlyprovided any
mirthandamusement.
(f) Elbow, a simpleconstable.Hismalapropismwas a sourceof comedy.
(g) Barnardine,a dissoluteprisoner.

(b) : THE STORY IN BRIEF
The story takes place inVienna, and it opens with the Duke planning to leave the city. He is

entrusting itsgovernment tohisdeputies, to anold lordEscalusandAngelo.TheDuke,meanwhile,
doesnot intend to leaveViennaat all, but to staywithin thecity in thedisguiseof a friar to see things
work out underAngelo’s rule.

Angelo, as chiefdeputy, is determined to reform the city.He is sure that theonlyway topurify
the city is to enforce every law to the utmost severity. He is amanof complete rigidity, which is a
dangerous quality in amagistrate.His first victim is Claudiowhowas hoping tomarry Juliet. But
before themarriagecould takeplace, Julietgot pregnant.Under the lawsofViennaClaudio’s crime
is punishable by death, although severe crimes are happening everyday. StillAngelo is rigid and
Claudiomust diewithin threedays. InClaudio’s eyes, his relationwith thegirlwasa ‘truecontract’
and his crime is not a serious one. Claudio decides to ask his sister lsabellawho is about to enter a
convent for help.

Isabella is awomanof rigid purity and she feels that her brother has committed a grave sin.On
theotherhand, she lovesher brotherdearly, and she iswilling togo toAngeloandplead forher life.
Shepresents herself beforehim toplead her brother’s case. She is not accustomed to pleading and
moreover she herself thinks that her brother has sinned. However, she pleads eloquently for her
brother’s cause.

Angelo ismovednotby lsabella’s eloquenceorbyherprayers.He fallsviolently in lovewithher
and tells her to comeback the followingday. lsablla returnsandAngelooffershis bargain. If shewill
give herself tohimfor onenight, hewill spareClaudio.

Thehorrified Isabella refusesand is sure thatClaudiowouldvaluehis sister’s honourmore than
his own life. She goes to the prison to tell her brotherwhatAngelo has suggested and expects that
Claudiowill refuse suchproposals.ButClaudio is onlyhuman.Heurges lsabella ‘‘Sweet sister, let
melive.”



LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
Brieflynarrate thestoryof Measure forMeasure.

lsabella is a woman of no imagination and she cannot understand her brother’s cowardice. She
wouldwillingly havedied in his place.She herself is not afraid of death andshewill not commita sin
for anyone.

The Duke, still disguised as a friar, has come to Claudio’s cell and overhears the whole
conversation.Headmires lsabelladeeplyandsolves the riddle.
He tells her aboutMariana,whowas betrothed toAngelo.But
since she losther dowry,Angelo refused tomarryher. She still
lovesAngelo,andtheDukesuggests that shecanbesubstituted
forlsabellaandsenttoAngeloinherplace.Isabellagladlyagrees
andtellsAngelothatshewillmeethimthatnight.
By the time the Duke goes to Mariana. lsabella comes to

themwith thenews that everythinghas beenarranged.Angelo
hasgivenherthekeystohisgarden.Themeetingwilltakeplace

atmidnight.Marianaagreesgladly to the substitution, sinceas theDukesays, thepre-contract she
hadwith him gives her all the rights of a wife. ButAngelo, afraid of a possible vengeance from
lsabella’s brother, sendsword to thewarden thatClaudio is to bebeheaded andhis head shouldbe
broughttohim.Thereisanotherconvictunderthesentenceofdeathintheprison.TheDukesuggests
thathisheadbesent toAngelo insteadofClaudio’s.Butwhentheprisoner is calledbefore themhe
refuses to cooperate.Fortunately, a notoriouspirate dies in theprison, andhis headcanbe sent to
Angelo instead. TheDuke thensendsword toAngelo thathe isnearViennaandplanningapublic
returnto thecity.HewantsAngelo’sdownfall tobecomplete.Hehideshimselffromupright lsabella
thatherbrotherisstillalive.TheDukecomesback.Asdirectedbythefriar, lsabellaaccusesAngelo
infrontof thepublic.Shetells thewholestory,hidingonlythesubstitutionpart.TheDukepretends
not to believe the charge againstAngelo.Mariana comes forward and tells the rest of the story.
Angelosaysthewholethingisa plotagainsthimbysomeenemy.TheDukeorders thewomentobe
punishedandhe leaves the stage only to comeback as the friar.As a friar he is able to speak to the
twowomen,he, in turn, is about tobe sent toprisonwhenhisdisguise ispulledoff.Angelorealises
hehas lost.TheDukeorders him tomarryMariana and thenhewill bebeheaded.Marianapleads
for has life, and so does lsabella forMariana’s happiness. SinceClaudio has not been executed,

Angelo is forgiven.TheDuke then turns to lsabellaandasksher tomarryhim.

Isabella, though feeling that her brother

has committed a grave sin bymaking Juliet

pregnant, goes to Angelo and pleads for

his brother’s life. But Angelo falling in

love with Isabella offers her a bargain—

She has to come to him for one night and

he will spare her brother, but Isabella
denies.



UNIT-7
Form of the Play

CONTENT STRUCTURE
UNIT 7: Form of the Play

(a): FORM OF THE PLAY
Measure For Measure has been variously described as a dark comedy, a problem play, a

thesis play.Many also consider it amingled drama.The form ofMeasureForMeasure is a close
blend of tragic and comic elements so carefully patterned as to suggest a conscious experiment in
themedium of tragi-comedy. InCompendio della Poesia Tragicomica (1601), the ltalian critic
Guarini defined tragi-comedyasa closeblendor fusionof seemingdisparities, taking from tragedy
its great characters, but not its great action, a likely story, but not a true one; delight, not sadness,
danger, not death, and taking from comedy laughter that was not dissolute, modest attractions, a
well-tiedknot, a happyreversalandaboveall thecomicorderof things.ThedesignofMeasureFor
Measure has the blend of the serious and the comic, extreme peril and happy solution, mixed
characters and ‘well-tied knot’. Structurally the play can be divided into halves. Through the first
part there was a progressive mounting of tension between contrary characters and conflicting
principles,withnomore than theenigmatichopeofa solutionofferedby thecontinuingpresenceof
the Duke on the scene of events. At the point of total deadlock in Act III scene I, the motion is
reversedby theDuke’sdirect intervention.Fromthispointonwards theDuke, inhispartofmoderator,
isengaged tirelessly in ‘passing fromside toside’, ‘workingamongst contraries.’ andshapinganew
coursefor thedrama.Accordingly theplayendswithpardon insteadof punishment,marriage instead
ofdeath, reconciliationofenemies,harmony, and‘aboveall, thecomicorderof things.

InMeasureForMeasuremingled drama generally appears as a dark comedy but its affinity
with tragedy makes it darker than a tragi-comedy as it is commonly understood. A dark
comedy ispervaded by a general gloom. It is still a play with a happy ending, and it contains
also several amusing scenes and episodes, with some display of wit and humour ; but the comic
elements in such a play are pushed into the background by the tone and atmosphere of
seriousness and gravity.Besides, the comic elements in such a play seems to have been written
in a pessimistic and evencynical mood. Measure For Measure is such a play along with All’s
Well That Ends Well andTriolus and Cressida. Measure For Measure is the darkest of the
three plays.

Oneof theprominent themes inMeasureForMeasure is theevil inhumannature.Theauthor’s
vision of evil in human beings lends to the play a dark and somber colouring, which is the play’s
principal feature.Theauthor seems tohavedepictedhumannature in this play inabitter andcynical
mood.There are two possible reasons for this gloom.According to one view the gloom in these
plays resulted from the author’s own state of mind at the time he wrote these plays. These plays
seem to reveal Shakespeare’s own self-laceration, weariness, discord, cynicism and disgust.



LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
1.Commenton the formof theplay.

Thus, according to this view, the three dark comedies were the consequence of a psychological
crisis which Shakespeare underwent during this period of his dramatic career when he also wrote
his great tragedies.According to another view, the theory of the personal crisis of Shakespeare and
his personal sorrows is to be dismissed as mythical. This second view traces the darkness of these
plays to the spiritual exhaustion of the Jacobean age to the dread of death and horror of life, to the
all comprehending doubt, and to the utter disgust which resulted in a touching of the lowest depths
of Jacobean negation. The third view rejects both the views stated above. It finds the play to be
sound to the core, and to be profoundly Christian in spirit. The other elementmuch talked about is
the excess of sex displayed in these dramas and an atmosphere of voluptuousness with its repulsive
characters and bawdy language. These comedies, as Charlton put it, are full of greasy matter and
theyare apt to evokea complex response and a plethoraof critical interpretations.



CONTENT STRUCTURE
UNIT 8 (a): Justice and Mercy
UNIT 8 (b): Grace and Nature
UNIT 8 (c): Creation and

Death
Suggested Reading
Assignment

UNIT - 8
THEMES

The following section describes the treatment of the themes of Justice and Mercy,
Grace andNature, Creation andDeath.

(a) : Justice and Mercy
Thepolarity of justice andmercywas not only amatter for theological speculation, but also a

crucial issue tosociety.The titleMeasureForMeasure remindsusof averse in theSermon that had
becomeproverbial : ‘‘withwhatmeasureyemete, it shall bemeasured toyouagain.’’Again, justice
can be done by human beings to human beings.A true ruler or a judge was not the most holy or
zealous ofmen, but hewhose reason andmoderationexalted himabovemerepity andpassion.As
humanbeinghewasobliged, likeallmen, to showallmercyand forgive trespasses.But inhis office
hewas expected to function as deputies of god on earth, exercising underGod, the divine right to
judge and condemn.The ‘demi-god authority’ thus balanced between the opposites of justice and
mercy. Justice is theclear themein theplay, althoughit isnot alwayscertainwhatconclusionsabout
justice theplaydraws.There is awidediversityof critical opinionwith regard to thekindof justice
that prevails inMeasureForMeasure.Critics likeColeridge, Swinburne felt deeply annoyedwith
thekindof justice that is done in theplay,whileothers likeHazlitt defend theplayas exhibitingnot
legal justicebut justice temperedwithmercy.WilsonKnightbuildsupa laborious thesis to showthat
the play is rooted in the Gospels, that an atmosphere of Christianity pervades the play, that the
Duke’s ethical attitude is identicalwith that of JesusChrist, and that the playmust be studied in the
light ofGospel teaching.

The law is also inextricably intertwinedwith the issuesof justice, to the extent that the twocan
hardly be separated.Claudiohas committed a sin in the eyes of law, but in termsof commonsense
it is wholly excusable, and hence not a sin. Both lsabella andAngelo judge Claudio too harshly.
Isabella comes to her senses, andAngelo has to become a sinner himself before he can understand
thepredicament of someone likeClaudio.

It is possible to see in theplaya suggestion that allmen are guilty, and that, therefore,mercy is
a right for all people. This certainlyhelps to explain the leniencywithwhichAngelo is treated, and
theattitudeof forgiveness towardsClaudio is evident almost from the startof theplay.Theneed for
mercyinaworldinwhichallareguiltymustalsoexplainthecondemnationof IsabellaandAngelo’s



over-simple view of morality and judgement and give an ironical point to the conflict that later
develops between them. In the hands ofAngelo the law is somethingwhich all human beingsmust
serve;but theplayshowsthat it is thelawwhichshouldserveallhumanity,not theotherwayround.
The debate betweenAngelo and lsabella has been described as ‘The Contention of Justice and
Mercy’, presenting the conflict between the ‘old law’ and ‘new’. The outcomeof the debate is not
theoverthrowof one absolute by another but a breakdownof personal integrity andof social order
which this sustains.

Thereasonsfor thebreakdownwereimplicit in theRenaissanceviewofauthority. In aChristian
commonwealth, justice andmercywere not contenders, but joint supporters of the throne.On the
secular plane, therewas neither ‘Old Law’ nor ‘New’, but the law of the land, administered in the
last resort by the sovereignhimself, a human-being elected to rulewith reason and temperance by
the grace ofGod. Isabella’s demand for judges to practiseGod’smercywas, in the createdworld,
the counterpartofAngelo’s claim to practisedivine-justice;of both itmight be said, ‘Tis set downso
in heaven, but not in earth.’ IfAngelo’s zeal for the eradication of sin was potentially a threat to
human survival, Isabella’s scorn for authority struck at the bases of order onwhich human society
rested.Theanalogyhasoftenbeendrawnbetween lsabella’s apeal toAngeloandPortia’s toShylock.
But it breaksdown inviewof the fact thatShylock, unlikeAngelo,wasa private individual, and, as
such, bound to showmercy. However, between the extremes of justice and mercy the Duke, ‘a
gentlemanof all temperance’, stands as amediator.

(b) : Grace and Nature
Measure forMeasure steers clear of theological disputes as to the relativemerits of grace and

good works – ‘grace is grace’, Lucio declares, ‘despite of all controversy’ — but it is plainly
concerned with the broader humanist problem of coordinating the spiritual and natural forces of
personality forman upon earth.The special measure of grace bestowed upon rulers should not be
directed inwards to the cultivationof their own sanctity, virtues ‘must’go ‘forth’, otherwise, ‘were
allalike, as ifwehadthemnot’.Naturealsoenjoins theexerciseof function:she isa ‘thriftygoddess’
who lends tomanbywayof investment, requiringhimtouseaswellas enjoyhisphysicalgifts, that
the stockof natural wealthmight be enhanced.

(c) : Creation and Death
Whether accident or design, Shakespeare chose a parallel situation inMeasureForMeasure.

The parents of Isabella and Claudio are dead; upon the marriages of the brother and sister the
continuity of their house depends; yet thebeginning of theplayone is about to enter a convent and
theother to die forbegettinga child.Fundamental to all issuesof political justiceandprivatemorality
was the categoricalnecessity for humansurvival.Reformation thinkers regarded theprecept ‘increase
andmultiply’as the first of thedivinecommandmentsenjoineduponAdamafter the fall andrepeated
toNoah after the flood.

SinfulprocreationwasseenbyAngeloas tantamount tomurder.While the latterwas the theftof
a life fromnature, the formerstole thedivine image, thesoulofmanfromheaven.Murderwasnot



only a theft from nature but also a violation of man’s divinely appointed right to life. Procreation,
however, stole from neither nature nor God. ‘Heaven’s image’ could not be spuriously put into the
world since human souls,whether in nature or in heaven, remained always in the divine keeping.On
thepolarity of creation anddeath, all the issues ofMeasureForMeasureultimately turn.Throughout
the play the theme is tirelessly reiterated. Juliet, in the play, is about to bear a child. Lucio’s drab,
too, was ‘with child by him’.Against this, Claudio ‘must die’. Barnardine ‘must die’. Angelo is
sentenced to death, and Lucio, to whipping and hanging, before they are reprieved;Abhorson, the
hangman, is a visible presence of death.

SUGGESTED READING
1. Text ofMeasureForMeasure :TheArdenEdition,Ed J.W.Lever.
2. Case book : Ed by C. K. Stead.
3. Shakespeare’s ProblemPlays : PeterUre
4. Shakespeare’sMeasureForMeasure : byMaryLascelles
5. Shakespeare : The Dark Comedies to the Last Plays : R.A. Foakes.

ASSIGNMENT
1. MeasureForMeasure as a tragic-comedy.
2. “InMeasureForMeasure justice is buffeted, outraged, struck in the face.”—Comment.
3. CriticallycompareAngeloandtheDuke.
4. Criticallyanalysetheroleoflsabella.

LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
1. Write anoteon the themesof Justiceandmercy, of grace andnature, andof creation

and death in this play.



BLOCK III
UNIT - 9

VOPLONEBY BEN JONSON
CONTENT STRUCTURE :
SUB UNIT I (a): Introduction
SUBUNIT I (b): Let’s SumUp
SUB UNIT II (a): Jonson’s Classicism
SUBUNIT II (b): Jonson’s Life andWorks
SUBUNIT II (c):Text and Performance

OBJECTIVES
Having had a brief glimpse into two Shakespearean plays in the two previous chapters, we

now turn our attention to another dramatic luminary of the period - Ben Jonson -
acknowledged byDrydenas“themorecorrectpoet”.While theRenaissanceopenedneweravenues
for soul-searching, it simultaneously rekindled the flames of Classical study. Jonson for whom
“the classical formula came first” requires thorough study alongside Shakespeare in order to
grasphow theRenaissanceworldviewaccommodatedClassicalconventiontogetherwithhumanism.

I (a): INTRODUCTION
BenJonsonsawhimself,andwasseenbymanyofhiscontemporaries,asadramatistoccupying

a unique position among sixteenth and early seventeenth centuryEnglish dramatists, a fact simply
and memorably acknowledged in the words engraved on the marble square over his grave in
WestminsterAbbey : ‘O rareBen Jonson’.Yet Jonson’s uniqueness does not lie in his adoption of
the role of a professional playwrigtht, for he followed the example ofmanyothermenof the time,
evenwell-educatedpeople like the‘universitywits’, in turningtoplay-writingfor thepopular theatres
thatwerecomingup inLondonand its suburbs.LikeMarlowe,GreeneandLyly, Jonsongravitated
towards the theatre because more traditional career opportunities were not available. Like
Shakespeare, Jonsonbecamean actor-playwright, thoughhewrote plays for several companies of
actors,workingperhapsasa free-lancerinsteadofbeingpermanentlyattachedtoanyonecompany.

Jonson’suniqueness lies in thekindof comedywhichhewroteandwhich,he convincedhimself
and never tired of persuading others, was completely different from the plays written by his
contemporaries. Jonsondidnot immediately findhis owndistinctivevoice, however, for he started
his writing career with plays which could not have been very different from the common run of
dramatic entertainments of the time; he also collaboratedwith other playwrights to churn out both
comedies and tragedies. These early plays are lost, but it has been suggested that since theywere
not very different from the commondramaticworks of the time, Jonson suppressed them to give
greater substance to the imageofhimself as awriterwhodeliberatelywent against prevailing tastes.
Jonsondidprovehisoriginality,however,withhis first stagesuccessEveryManinHisHumour.



As the Prologue added to the revised version of the play (published in the 1616 Folio of Jonson’s
works)asserts, theplaywrightwasdetermined to turnhisbackoncontemporarydramaticpractice

and avoid the ’11 customs of the age’. The Folio title page
carried a Horatian motto which aptly expresses Jonson’s
independence of spirit: ‘content with a few readers, I do not
labour that the crowdmay admireme’. The prologue toEvery
Man inHisHumouralso indicates clearly that Jonson’s theory
ofcomedywasessentiallyclassical, thoughweshoulddowell

to remember that his comedywas also indebted to nativeEnglish dramatic traditions like those of
themoralityplay, trickster comedyandcitizendrama. Jonsondidnot actually create the distinctive
kind of comedy known as the comedy of humours, for Chapman’sAnHumourous Day’sMirth
wasthe firstEnglishcomedyinwhichmanyof thecharactersare identifiedwitha dominant‘humour’
ormood,verymuchlike‘mania’ inmodernpsychological idiom, though the theoryofhumourswas
medieval inorigin andaphysiological explanationofcharacter
traits.Accordingtothis theory,animbalanceofthe fourhumours
or bodily fluds – blood, phlegm, black bile and yellow bile –
gave rise to a dominant temperament. Jonson and his
contemporariesused the term‘humour’torefer tovariouskinds
of eccentricities and affectations as well as obsessions which
often assume monstrous proportions. In this last sense, the
conceptionof ‘humour’has somerelevanceeven toJonson’s later comedies.Thehumours theory is
alsoparticularlywell suited to Jonson’ssatiricaimofholdingupfor ridiculevariouskindsof irrational
behaviour.

Jonson thuswas not the first playwright to adopt the form of the comedy of humours, but he
madesomedistinctivecontributionsto the form.First,heextendedthescopeof the formby including
within it elements derived fromnon-dramatic satire, especially that ofHall,Marston,Donne and
Nashe.The traits of behaviour andpersonality ridiculedby these satirists aremorevividly depicted
and acquire greater dramatic vitality in Jonson’s plays. Secondly, Jonson’s satiric norms are clearer
and stricter than those of his contemporaries and predecessors, just as his exposure of follies and
affectationswasmoremerciless.His ‘humours’ characters are usuallypunishedso severely that it is
sometimes felt that the punishment exceeds the norms of comedy. The question has often been
raised about the way both the knaves and the gulls are punished in Volpone. Thirdly, Jonson’s
condemnationof the ‘humorous’ characters is farmoreexplicit thanwhatwe find inChapman,who
oftenpresentsaffectationsas amusingrather thanpunishable.Theamusedcontemplationofhuman
follyand its acceptanceas a factof thehumancondition,whichwefind inShakespeare’s comedies,
were alien to Jonson’s aims as a dramatist. Jonson’s chief aimas a dramatistwas to ridicule follies
andaffectations,andin this respecthewasfollowingthe traditionofclassicalsatiriccomedy.Jonson’s
intention to followa coursedifferent fromthatofmostof his contemporaries, includingShakespeare,
ismoreevident in his later comedies, beginningwithEveryMan inHisHumour, a playwhich he
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characterised in the Induction as ‘strange, and of a particular kind by itself, somewhat, like Vetus
Comoedia, [that is, Greek Old Comedy]. The only practitioner of Old Comedy whose plays have
survived isAristophanes and even in his case only eleven have survived,while the plays of two other
practitioners of this form of comedy whose names we know – Cratinus and Eupolis – survive in
fragments. Jonsonmust have found a close affinity between his comic aim of driving the ‘humours’
characters out of their affectations and the aggressive spirit ofAristophanic comedy. Other classical
authors whom Jonson admired and followed are Pindar, Horace,Martial, Juvenal, Persius, Plautus,
Terence and Quintilian. He saw their works not as products of a remote culture but as sources of
wisdom and critical guidance for a serious writer seeking to offer a criticism of contemporary life.
Jonson never imitated these authors uncritically, but adapted classical rawmaterials to contemporary
social and politicalmores. The truths gleaned by him from the classical authorswere enriched by his
own shrewd and accurate observation of life. (Any annotated edition of Volpone will make you
awarenot onlyof the numerous classical reminiscences in the playbut of Jonson’s creative application
of themes and ideas from classical authors to contemporary conditions). It is, therefore, appropriate
that Jonson’s classicism should be regarded as themost easily recognizablemark of his comic art.
But an over-emphasis on this undoubtedly important aspect of his distinctive geniusmight lead us to
ignoreboth his habitual independence ofmind and his frequent use of nativeEnglish traditions. In the
Introduction to Every Man out of His Humour Jonson argues that modern writers of comedy
should alter the form to suit the requirements of the age just as the ancient classical authors did.
Indeed, in his great middle comedies, such as Volpone and The Alchemist, he went beyond both
ancient andmodern authors by creatively adapting classical themes and conventions. InEveryMan
out of His Humour andCynthia’s Revels he extended the comedy of humours into a unique form
of ‘comical satire’, a phrase that aptly sums up the distinctive form and spirit of most of Jonson’s
comedies. Satirewas the natural bent of hismind and it was reinforced by his intimate knowledge of
classical satiric comedy. Indeed, his comical satires were often too anti-authoritarian and following
the example ofAristophanes, too libellous to be tolerated by the rigid censorship laws of England.
He did not enjoy the freedom ofAristophanes to pillory his contemporaries and therefore several of
his works provoked difficulties with the authorities. He was also involved in a mutual and bitterly
recriminatorysatiricquarrelwithsomeofhis fellowwritersandthisphaseofEnglishdramatichistory is
known as theWar of the Theatres. Jonson also had a lofty conception of poetry and of himself asan
advocate of the high poetic art, a conception which repeatedly led him to denounce lesser poets
whom he contemptuously dismissed as ‘poetasters’. He believed, moreover, that a satirist should
have a didactic aim. It has been aptly remarked that for him aesthetics was finally at the service of
ethics. Sidney had argued in his Apology for Poetry that the ideal comedy should be didactic and
this observation, likemany other pronouncements of Sidney in that treatise, exactly echoes Jonson’s
preoccupations.ThusSidney emphasised that not only shouldcomedybe an ‘imitationof the common
errors of life’, but that these errors should be represented in themost ridiculous and scornfulway, so
that ‘it is impossible that any one beholder can be content to be such a one’. In these observations
wemayfindmuchofJonson’s aimandmethod inhisowncomedies.



Bydrawing onclassical sources andbyharnessinghis natural inclination and talent for satire as well
as his gift for poetry, Jonson wanted to create a new form of comedy, for which the most
appropriate descriptive phrase is ‘comical satire’. Jonson’s great middle comedies– Volpone, Epicene
and The Alchemist – are also, from one point of view, comical satires, far removed from the
romantic comedy with love as its main theme that Shakespeare and most of his contemporaries
practised. Jonson vehemently protested, moreover, against the non-naturalistic mode of much
contemporary comedy, prefering a realistic and original kind of comedywhich would present men
rather thanmonsters. Hewas opposed to the common violation of the classical unities of time, place
and action. In the prologue to Every Man in His Humour he makes it plain that he found the
theatrical conventions of the time absurdly unrealistic, leading to crude violations of the unities in
representing first a newly born childwho then ‘shoot[s] up, in one beard andweed/past three score
years’. Jonson himself wanted to follow the classical unities and forms, though he recognized the
need to adapt these to his own purposes. The action of Volpone takes place on a single day, not
becauseAristotle so required, but because Jonson needed speed and inevitability for his action. The
true dramatist, he averred, ‘will not run away from nature’ and should present before his audience
factsratherthanfantasy.In followingclassicalruleshewouldnot thereforfebeservile.In theprologue to
Volpone he declares, speaking of himself in the third person : ‘The laws of time, Place, persons he
observeth / From no needful rule he swerveth’. He did not consider the rule regarding unity of
action‘needful’ andsoheintroducedasub-plot.Hewasalsoaware that thepunishmentsmetedoutto
thegulls andknaves in theendmight apepear tomany toosevere andviolativeof the comic toneand
unityof impressionas itwas classically conceived.

(b) : Let us sum up
ThusJonsonwas right to thinkof himselfas different frommostof hiscontemporaries.Hemade

classical authors and classical rulesof drama the foundationof his comedy, thoughhe ‘Englished’his
classical sources in such away that they couldbe applied to contemporary conditions ofwhich he
wasoneof theshrewdest andmost accurateobservers.Though individual comedieshave their own
distinctivecharacteristics,most of Jonson’s comedies canbe aptlydescribedas comical satires.His
classical leanings, andhispredilection for satiremakehiskindofcomedycompletelydifferent from
romanticcomedywhichwas thechosenformformostofhiscontemporaries.

SUB-UNIT:II
JONSON’S CLASSICISM, LIFEANDWORKS,TEXTAND

PERFORMANCE

(a) : JONSON’S CLASSICISM
The significance of Jonson’s classicism for an assessment of his comic art has never been

questioned, though thewhole issue of his classical affiliations has been examined from different
pointsofview.EdmundWilsonviewsJonson’sclassicismasa ‘deadweight’whichmerelydragshis
work down; forWilson, Jonson’s frequent assertions of the importance of classical authors in
understandinghisownworkrevealhisawarenessofhisownlimitationsandhiseagernesstodignify



his achievement by invoking classical parallels. T. S. Eliot warned against the tendency to read
Jonson in themanner of ancient classical authorities, though he also emphasized the need of ‘study’
for a proper appreciation of the dramatist’s writings.The importance of classicism in studying Jonson
lies not only in his constant assertionof his ownGreek andRoman literary inheritance, but also in his
view of dramatic art. Jonson’s adoption of the ‘plain’ style a quality which distinguishes his work
from that ofmost of his contemporaries, is one importantway inwhichhis art ofwriting is shaped by
classical influence. Jonson consciously cultivated, in the manner of Horace, a style that is more
argumentative than rhetorical and shows greater consideration formatter than for words. But Jonson’s
classicismhelps to define not only his style but also his subjectmatter. Jonson’s concernwith ethical
issues, with the bases of the good life, is derived from the ‘Romanmoralists’- Seneca. Cicero and
Horace. The nature of thismoralist influence explains various features of Jonson’s plays, which at
first sight might appear merely eccentric- his method of characterization, his didactic aims, his
preference for certain kinds of plot, his self-conscious attempts to improve the audience’s tastes. It
is thismoralist biaswhich explains the crucial importance of the trial scene in Jonson’s comedies.As
has been already pointed out, Jonson’s use of classicalmodels never took the form of imitation and
wasmore like a creative assimilation. He was convinced of the relevance of classical attitudes and
ideas to Renaissance England. His classical allusions and quotations not only enrich the immediate
contexts but also extend the range and significance of such quotations by applying them to situations
and character types different from those in his sources. R. Peterson has aptly remarked that fullness
and digestion are the essential characteristics of this kind of imitation.While bad imitators always
fail to transform borrowedmaterials a writer like Jonson continually illuminates both the borrowed
ideas and the newcontexts towhich these ideas are applied.One other aspect of Jonson’s classicism
has been pointed out by Richard Dutton who argues that Jonson’s invocation of classical authority
was not simply amark of his literary conservatism but also an anxious search for authority, a search
that betrays theweak foundations of his own authority.The predominantly satirical thrust of Jonson’s
plays often led to conflictswith legal and political authorities. By invoking the authority of the ancient
classical authors and by defining his dramatic creed in terms of formalistic andmoralistic neoclassical
laws, Jonson sought to evade confrontation with the laws and authority of the state which tried to
curb unbridled self-expression. Dutton suggests that the clearest articulation of Jonson’s classical
creed in the ‘Dedicatory Epistle’ to Volpone can be taken to indicate that the classical principles
derived from ancient Greek and Roman authors mark out for literature a space that should be free
from the control exerted by Government agencies. Jonson’s classicism is thus not only a dialogue
betweenancientandmodernbutalsoameansofdealingwithpoliticalauthority.

LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
Makeanassessmentof Jonson’s classicism.

(b): JONSON’S LIFE AND CLASSICISM
It is generally thought that Benjamin Jonsonwas born on 1 June 1572.His father, aminister,

died before his birth, as the dramatist told the Scottish poet,WilliamDrummond. The distinctive
spelling of his namewas the dramatist’s own contribution.Hismothermarried a bricklayer when
BenjaminwasaninfantandforhisearlyeducationBenwas indebtedtohis literatebutbynomeans



affluent stepfather. Themost significant part of his early educationwas his training at the prestigious
WestminsterSchoolwhere hewas taught byWilliamCamden, a great and learned teacher, who

exercised a profound influence on Jonson. The dramatist later
claimed that he owed to this teacher ‘All that I am in arts, all
that I know’. Camden introducedhim tomanyof theworks of
classical authorswhichproved tobeagreat formative influence
on hisworks. Jonson also toldDrummond that hewas ‘taken
from’hiseducationand‘put toanothercraft’.Though theexact
dateof thisdevelopment isnotknown, it isbelievedthat Jonson
completed this stage of his education before becoming an
apprentice of his stepfather’s bricklaying profession. He
therefore could not go for a university education. But his
apprenticeship was also interrupted and he became a soldier
involvedincombat in theNetherlands.Themilitarycareerdid

not contiue for long and in 1594, JonsonmarriedAnne Lewis.The number of his children is not
known, though contemporary records as well as Jonson’s Epigramsmention two dauthters and
three sons, all ofwhomdied inhis lifetime.Despite thebreach inhisapprenticeshipJonsonworked
as a bricklayer for some time and also became involved in the theatre, first as an actor and then as
a playwright ; his firstwork in the latter capacitywasTheCase is Altered.His collaborationwith
ThomasNashe produced the now lost Isle of Dogs, a satirical playwhichwas held to be seditious
and slanderous by thePrivyCouncill and forwhich Jonsonwas briefly imprisoned,Nashe having
fled toNorfolk.Afterhis release Jonsoncollaboratedonseveralplays for the theatremanagerPhilip
Henslowebetween1598and1599;noneof theplays has survivedandJonsonmadenoattempts to
preserve them, for reasons explained earlier (Section I).At the same time Jonson also composed
Every Man in His Humour for the Lord Chamberlain’s Men in 1598 and Every Man Out of his
Humour in the followingyear. Jonsonthenbecameembroiled inaduelwithGabrielSpencer,killing
the latter andescaping execution for thecapital offenceby pleading ‘benefit of clergy’, a provision
incontemporary lawwhichenableda literatepersontoescapehanging.Buthisgoodswere forfeited
andhewasbrandedon the thumbas amarkofhis crime.Themarkwas alsoawarning to the effect
that if Jonson committed the same offence again, he would be hanged. The confiscation of his
property left Jonsonpenniless, forcinghimtoborrowmoneyandwhenhe failed to repay thedebthe
was imprisoned.Hewas released in 1600 after he had somehowmanaged to repay the debt.

Duringhis imprisonment Jonsonconverted toCatholicism. In the context ofEngland in the last
decade of the sixteenth century, this was a rash move, for Catholics were generally suspected of
disloyalty and treason in Protestant England, especially after its skirmish with Catholic Spain in
1588.Religious faithwasseenasanexpressionofpoliticalbelief in a periodwhen religious conflict
was endemic. Jonson remained aCatholic for twelve years in this period of religious and political
tensions which culminated in the Gunpowder Plot (1605), an attempt by Catholics to blow up
Parliament alongwithKingJames I,whohadsucceededQueenElizabeth in1603.TheGunpowder
Plot failed, butCatholics became stillmore unpopular. It is therefore remarkable that despite his
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Catholicism and despite his frequent brushes with the Establishment because of his incisive and
trenchant satirical writings, Jonson emerged as the central figure in the literary and cultural scene of
the Jacobean period. But the Gunpowder Plot led to a series of repressive measures against the
Catholics and Jonson did not entirely escape suspicion. In 1606 Jonson was officially asked to
explain his failure to take Anglican Communion, as required by the law. These developments
prompted Jonson to abandon his Catholicism and by 1610 he had become anAnglican (a member
of the Church of England).While he was a Catholic, however, Jonson still enjoyed a measure of
court patronage, a fact which suggests that despite the general acceptance of the theory of the divine
rights of monarchs, the State did not wield absolute power and was not a monolithic entity. The
multiplicity of factions and the lack of integrationbetween different components of the rulingpower
account for the paradox that Jonson became an important cultural figure in the very same court
which also regarded him with suspicion. He became one of the writers whom the court favoured
with commissions for courtly entertainments, such asmasques, compositeworks consisting of dance,
drama, song and visual spectacle. Working with the talented court architect Inigo Jones, Jonson
produced someof the greatestmasques of the time.He also emerged as a very successful playwright
working for the public theatre and held in great esteemby the universities ofOxford andCambridge,
bothofwhichwere to conferonhimhonorarydegrees.TheKing’sMen, formerlyLordChamberlain’s
Men, performed Volpone in 1606 with great success, and the success was repeated by their
production ofTheAlchemist in 1610. In 1609 another of Jonson’s comedies, Epicene, orThe Silent
Woman, had been performed by theChildren of theQueen’s Revels.His two tragedies, Sejanus

and Catiline, did not however meet with the same degree of
popularappreciation. Jonsonhadearlierbeen involved inwhat
hascometobeknownas the‘Warof theTheatres’. InCynthia’s
Revels (1600) he had presented a satiric portrait of court life
and the characterof thenoblepoetCrites in that play is a thinly
disguisedversion of himself. This provoked a satiric rejoinder
byJohnMarston inhisplay,WhatyouWill.Anotherdramatist,
Thomas Dekker, joined the war with an uncomplimentary
portrait of Jonson in his Satiromastix or TheUniversity of the
Humorous Poet. Even before Dekker’s play could be
performed, Jonson launchedapre-emptive attackbyportraying
bothMarstonandDekkeras intellectuallyweakandassociating
themwith sub-literary productions. However, theWar of the
Theatresdidnot last long. Jonson’s associationwith the theatre
continuedtillalmosthisdeathin1637andhislaterplaysinclude

The Devil is an Ass, The Staple of News, The Magnetic Lady, A Tale of a Tub.

Two other events of Jonson’s life deserve brief mention. In 1616 hewas awarded an annual
pension of sixty six pounds by an order of theKing of England and thismade himEngland’s first
salaried laureate.His elevated statuswasconfirmedby thepublication, later in the sameyear, of his
collectedWorkswhichcontainedhismasques,hispoemsandhisplays,thoughit surprisinglyleftout
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his recent play, Bartholomew Fair, whichmodern criticism considers one of his greatest comedies.
The importanceof theWorks lies not simply in the fact that Jonson took the initiative in publishinghis
own writings when Shakespeare was apparently so indifferent to his literary fame that he did not
supervise the publication of any one of his plays, but rather in the novelty and uniqueness of the
enterprise. In this early modern period the idea that the plays of an English dramatist could be
accorded the status of Works, which were the province of classical writers, was not common.
Jonson’sWorks in fact invited such comments as the remark of a critic who thought it absurd that
‘the very plays of amodernpoet are called in printWorks’.

(c): Text and Performance
Oneofhiscontemporaries,ThomasDekker, tauntedJonsonforhisallegedslownessofcomposi-

tion, callinghima ‘nasty tortoise’inSatiromastix.ButVolponewascomposed in fiveweeksduring
thewinter of 1605-06 ; Jonson announceswith pride in thePrologue that ‘fiveweeks fully penned
it’. It was first performedbyShakespeare’s company, then known as theKing’sMen, at theGlobe
in February orMarch 1606. It was subsequently performed atOxford and Cambridge in 1606 or
1607.During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the playwas frequently performed, though
manyof its indecentandcoarsepassageswere sometimesomitted inperformance.Thesubplotwas
consideredby someeighteenth ecntury critics as an excrescence and almost totally dropped in the
1771 performance of the play at CoventGarden.No performance of the play is recorded between
1785and1921.Since1921 it has become themost frequently revivednon-Shakespearean play of
theRenaissanceor earlymodernperiod.Distinguishedtwentiethcenturyactors likeRalphRichardson,
AnthonyQuayle, Paul Scofield andBenKingsley appeared in the roles of Volpone andMosca in
some noteworthy productions of the play. In several of these productions the costume and
characterization strongly stressed the beast fable elements of the play; for example, in a 1968
production, theWould-beswere represented as parrots. Film and television adaptations aswell as
adaptations foroperaandmusicalcomedyattest to theplay’s enduringpopularity.

(d) VOLPONE

SYNOPSIS
Abare summary of the plot is given by Jonson himself in ‘TheArgument’, where he uses the

acrostic (as he also does in TheAlchemist), following the usual practice of Plautus. Volpone, a
magnifico, that is, a noblemanofVenice, is old,wealthyandchildless, thoughMoscahints later in the
play that thedwarf,Nano, theeunuch,Castrone and thehermaphrodite,Androgyno,whomakeup
his unnatural household, are his illegitimate children.Volponehasno relatives either andplotswith
his parasiteMosca to defraud a group ofmenwhose greed knows no bounds andwho are anxious
to inheritVolpone’swealth.These legacy-hunters are thegullswhose avarice leads themtobehave
like puppets in the hands of the knaves, Volpone andMosca. Each of the legacy hunters is told
separately byMosca that the former is going to inherit allVolpone’swealth,whileVolponehimself
pretends to be so seriously ill that he has to be constantly bedridden. The three would-be heirs-



Voltore, an advocate, Corbaccio, an old gentleman, and Corvino, a merchant-vie with each other in
showeringgifts on the apparently dyingVolpone.They are prepared to go further, as the plot gradually
reveals. Corbaccio is ready to disinherit his only son, Bonario, andmakeVolpone his heir. Corvino,
an absurdly jealous husband, has a beautiful wife Celia.Mosca’s account of her beauty prompts his
master to see Celia. He adopts the disguise of themountebank Scoto ofMantua and has a glimpse
of Celia at her window. Since Celia’s beauty provokes a strong desire for her in Volpone, Mosca
agrees to procure her for his master. Mosca persuades Corvino that Celia’s Company is what the
desperately ill Volpone needs to be restored to health and Corvino threatens, pleads with and
abuses his virtuous wife, and forces her to enter Volpone’s bedroom because Mosca has assured
himthatCorvinowill benamedVolpone’s heir.

MeanwhileMoscabringsCorbaccio’s sonBonario toVolpone’s house so that hecanoverhear
his father disownhim.Mosca alsoasksBonario to hidehimself in thehouse, and it is donewithout
Volpone’s knowledge. When Corbaccio arrives, Mosca tells him the lie that Bonario has been
lookingforhis fatherwithdrawnsword,determined tokill bothCorbaccioandVolpone.Thisclever
liemakesCorbacciomoredetermined to disinherit his son and he actually givesMosca hiswill in
whichVolpone is named as his sole heir. Celia,who has refused to obey her husband’s command
that she should shareVolpone’s bed, is sought to be seduced by the oldman, who thenmakes an
attempt to rape her. At this point Bonario comes out of his hiding place and rescues Celia. To
preventVolpone’s exposure byBonario,Mosca persuades Corvino andCorbaccio to go to court
andmake false accusations against bothBonario andCelia.Voltore is theire advocate and uses his
eloquence to convince themagistrates (Avocatori) that Bonario has an illicit affairwithCelia, that
they were caught in the act and that Bonario having come toVolpone’s house in order to kill his
father and having failed to find Corbaccio, dragged the mortally sick Volpone from his bed and
accused the latter of attempted rape. These allegations are supported by Corbaccio and Corvino,
andCelia andBonario are ordered to be taken into custody.

ButVolponewants to torment the legacyhunters further and thinksofnewmischief.Henames
Mosca ashisheir and spreads the false newsof hisowndeath.Thegreedygulls come toVolpone’s
house, each expecting to have been namedVolpone’s heir, and are furious whenMosca informs
them that he is now the sole heir. Volpone relishes the discomfiture of the fortune hunters as he
watches thewhole scene froma place of concealment. Still seeking to torment the legacy hunters,
Volponein thedisguiseof a courtofficialpursues themthrough the streetsofVenicepouring ridicule
on their extremegreedand total discomfiture.Thesenewdevelopmentsbringabout a change in the
legacy hunters’ plans and Voltore tells the court, just when Celia and Bonario are about to be
sentenced, that theyare innocent and thatMosca is theman to blame for everything.ButVoltore is
led into further absurdity when Volpone, still disguised as a court official, whispers to him that
Mosca’s master is verymuch alive and that Voltore continues to beVolpone’s heir. Voltore now
pleadswithgreat ingenuity thathe is susceptible to fitsof insanityand thathis earlier statementabout
Celia andBonariobeing innocentwas the result of sucha fit.Mosca,whosenew foundwealth and
statusencourageoneof themagistrates to thinkofhimashisprospectiveson-in-law, isnowsent for.
WhenVolponewhispers tohimto informthecourt thathismaster is alive,Mosca at first pretends



that he does not recognize hismaster and then demands fromVolpone half of everything he owns.
Volpone first refuses and then accepts Mosca’s demand, but the latter, intoxicated by his own
cleverness, indicates that he wants more.When themagistrates order that Volpone, still in disguise,
should be whipped for insolence, he discards his disguise, reveals his identity and discloses the
whole conspiracy from the beginning. Celia and Bonario are declared innocent and freed by the
courtwhich,however,ordersseverepunishmentsforVolpone,Moscaandthegreedylegacyhunters.

Thesubplotof theplay, far frombeinganexcrescence, isa comiccounterpoint to themainplot,
aswe shall see. It involves a foolish and talkative English traveller, Sir PoliticWould-be, and his
wife, awomanwhopretends tobe aknow-all andwhowants to seduceVolpone.Shealso turnsout
to be a legacy-hunter.Ayounger andmore intelligentEnglishman,Peregrine, teaches Sir Politic a
bitter lessonby playing a practical jokeon him.The sub-plot is the vehicle of a gooddeal of incisive
topical satireon the folliesofEnglish.

LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
Brieflynarrate the storyofVolpone.

(e): ASPECTS OF THE PLAY
Volponehasbeencalleda triumphofcreativeassimilation. Jonson’s extensiveclassical reading,

hiscloseacquaintancewithnativeEnglish literary, traditions, andhisdetailedandvaried studiesare
here fused together in a brilliant whole. Jonson’s borrowings from various sources are invariably
appropriatetothedramaticcontextandyettheeffectisnotoneofcarefullabourandcoldcalculation;

indeed theeffecthas beenaptlydescribedas oneof a lightning
flashof illumination.Thethemeof legacyhuntingcanbefound
inGreekNewComedy, but Jonson’s actual sources were the
worksof classical Latin satirists :Horace’s Satires, Petronius’s
Satyricon and Lucian’sDialogues of the Dead.All these tell
storiesofgreedyheirswhoflatterwealthypeople in thehopeof
inheriting their wealth and are eventually outwitted by their
victims.Theclosestparallel toVolpone isPetronius’sSatyricon
which describes a fictional town, Croton, where the roguish

Eumolpus, a bachelor millionaire, pretends that he is dying in order to cheat the legacy-hunting
inhabitants. Petronius describes the legacy-huntersmetaphorically as carrion-eaters and this slight
hint inspires Jonson to give his play the shape of an extended beast-fable for which he went to
medieval andRenaissance sources.Of course theultimate source for thebeast fable elements in the
play is classical : Aesop’s Fables. Jonson’s more immediate source was, however, the medieval
beast-epic of Reynard the Fox, translated byWilliamCaxton in 1481 as TheHistory of Reynard
The Fox. It tells the story of a sly fox who pretends to be dying in order to deceive and entrap
predatory birds and to rape the crow’swife. In the beast-epic, the fox appears inmany guises ; he
is tried for his crimes, but always escapes the final judgment. The names of themain characters,
besides indicating their beast or bird-like characteristics, suggest Jonson’s debt to his friend John
Florio, author ofAWorld ofWords (1598), an Italian-English dictionary ThusVolpone, an Italian
name,means,accordingtoFlorio’sdefinition,an‘oldfox’anda‘sneaking, lurkingwillydeceiver’.

Jonson’s borrowings from various sources
are invariably appropriate to the dramatic
context and yet the effect has been aptly
described as one of a lightning flash of
illumination. His actual sources were
Horace’s “Satires”, Petronius’s
“Satyricon” and Lucian’s “Dialogues of
the Dead”, Aesop’s “Fables”, and
“Reynard the Fox”.



The naming of the characters is
significant. They, to some extent, strike
the keynote of the play. E.g.-‘Volpone’
means ‘an old fox’, ‘a sneaking, lurking
wily deceiver’; Mosca is any kind of fly
including parasites. ‘Voltore’ means a
‘ravenous bird called vulture’ and so on.

In the play he has the fox’s characteristic red hair. The character also reminds us of two ofAesop’s
fables : The Fox and the Grapes and the Fox, the Raven and the Cheese. Mosca is any kind of fly,
including parasites. He is called in the play’s list of charactersVolpone’s Parasite, that is, a hanger on
who flatters thewealthy in exchange for hospitality.Aparasite is also a Latin comedy type, frequently
appearing in theplaysof Plautus.ThenameVoltoremeans, according to Florio’sdictionarya ‘ravenous
bird called a vulture’. It was usual to describe legacy-hunters as vultures, because they battened on
the dead. Corbaccio’s name suggests a ‘filthy great raven’ (Florio). The croaking of the raven was
supposed to foretell death. The raven was also supposed to possess keen sight and hearing, and
these traits are parodied by Corbaccio’s deafness and myopia. Corbaccio is also raven-like in his
attitude to his son, for ravens were supposed by Elizabethans to be negligent parents. Corvino, on
the other hand, is a gorcrow or carrion crow. Since the crow is united for life with its partner,
Corvino,who does not care formarital fidelity, is ironically named.One of themeans bywhich the
subplot is integrated with the main plot is that it too suggests the beast fable through its principal
figures. Sir Politic Would-be and Lady Would-be are parrot like in their incessant chatter, while
Peregrinemeans a pilgrim-hawk, an apt name for a traveller. It has been pointedout by commentators
that in Greekmyth hawks, sacred toApollo, theGod of enlightenment, attacked ignorant fools.Yet
another elementof the beast-fable is to be found in SirPol’s comical attempt to disguise himself asa
tortoise. That the play is going to follow the pattern of a beast fable is evident fromVolpone’s own
words inAct I Scene ii :
“Vulture,Kite,
Raven,andgorcrow,allmybirdsof prey
That thinkmeturningcarcass,nowtheycome.”

As for the remaining characters, apart from the anonymous group of merchants, officers,
magistrates, women attending on LadyWould-be, some are
physicallyabnormal, as their names indicate—Nano thedwarf
Castrone the eunuch andAndrogyno the hermaphrodite, one
‘that is bothmaleandfemale’.Namescontinue tobe important
with characters likeCelia, the heavenlywoman, andBonario,
‘honest,good,uncorrupt’ (Florio).
It is believedbymany that Jonsonhad a real-life original for

Volpone—thebusinessmanThomasSutton. Jonson’s sketchofa contemporary in his comedycan
becomparedwithAristophanes’s libellousportraitofSocrates inTheClouds. LikeVolpone,Sutton
was of a retiring disposition and surrounded by flattererswho believed that theywould inherit his
wealth. Sutton, however, outwitted these legacy hunters by changing his will every six months.
SuttonevenhadaMosca inhisagent, JohnLawe,whomanagedhisbusinessSuttonmadeplans to
endow a charitable hospital andmade the necessary arrangements before his death. Jonsonmust
have thought thatSutton’smoneyshouldbemost properlyutilized in buildinga hospital, for this is
howVolpone’s confiscatedestate is tobe used, according to the judgementof themagistrates at the
endof theplay.HelenOstovichhas thereforeconcluded that the correlationsbetweenSutton and



Volpone are too extensive to be accidental and too topical to be ignored. The fact that Sutton later
offered Jonson a pensionof £40 shows that he took the playwright’s satire seriously. In the dedicatory
epistle to his comedy Jonson strenuously denies that he had any ‘uncharitable thought’ ormeant any
‘malicious slander’but significantly adds that his satire is directed at ‘creatures for their insolvencies
worthy to be taxed’. Suttonmust have served as a contemporary example of the corrupting power
of gold. LikeAristophanes, Jonson used obscenity and elements of crude physical farce to enliven
his satire. He claims that unlike his contemporaries, whoonly aimed to provoke laughter at any cost,
he had a serious moral purpose. In a similar way,Aristophanes speaks of his rivals in The Clouds
andtells theaudience, ‘If youfindtheirplays funny, thendonot laughatmine’.

One of Jonson’s most effectivemeans for making his satire incisive is the use of Commedia
dell’arte elements in hisplay.This formof comedydeveloped in sixteenth century Italy and had a
great influenceonEuropean drama.The success of this kindof comedydepended to a great extent
onthecomicingenuityoftheperformersandtheentertainmenthadelementsoffarce,mime,clownish
buffoonery. Themain characters were stock comic types like
Pantaloon, theCaptain,aDoctor,andservants.Themainfemale
characters also were stock types. The adoption of an Italian
modeof comedy is brilliantly suited to a play set in Italy. Each
Commediaactor,usually,hasasingleobsession,whichresembles
aJonsonianhumour,andtheseobsessionsareoftendefinedby
their physical or verbal traits, suchasCorbaccio’s deafness andCorvino’s jealousy.The characters
in the commedia are presented aswearingmaskswhich are comparablewith thebeast-fable names
of Jonson’s characters The pantaloon, who is the main laughing stock, is sometimes a weak old
man, asVolponepretends tobe, and sometimesa dictatorial father, likeCorbaccio.The childof this
father, likeBonario, intheendbecomesindependent.Sometimes thepantaloonisanageinghusband
who thinks that he is cuckolded by his youngwife, asCorvino believes inAct II SceneV, .23-26.
Voltore corresponds to the pedantic Doctor of commedia dell’arte in his pompous speeches in
court, The chief comic trickster is theHarlequinwhose traditional costume consists of amask and
fox-tail andwhocanchangehispersonalitylikea chameleon.ThesimilaritywithVolpone,especially
in his role-playing, is unmistakable. TheHarlequinmay have a servant who seeks to emulate his
master, asMosca does in the lastAct of Jonson’s play.

Jonson’s imaginationmakesa remarkable fusionof theseandotherdisparatesources inVolpone.
The sub-plot involvingSir Politic andLadyWould-be, bywhich Jonson links theVenetian setting
and characters to his immediate audience, also has classical models, especially the character of
LadyPolwhosetalkativenessderivesfromthe talkative,domineeringwomenridiculedbyJuvenal in
his SatireVI,while the details of her literary talk and her indefatigable spirit which enables her to
brush aside intended rebuffs and turn these very rebuffs into freshmatter for conversation were
suggestedby a declamation of theGreek rhetoricianLibanius.The first entertainment provided for
Volponebythe freaks inAct I scene iihas for itsmainsourceLucian’sdialogueSomnium.Theplay
is fullof reminiscencesofotherclassicalandRenaissanceauthors,detailsofwhichcanbefoundin

One of Jonson’s most effective means for
making his satire incisive is the use of
commedia dell arte featuring main
characters who were stock comic types,
commediaactorhaving a single obsession,
characterswearingmasks and so on.



any good edition (some editions are listed in the section SuggestedReading). There is, for example,
Jonson’s parody of theGoldenAge fromBook I ofOvid’sMetamorphoses (I.i. .14-20).

Volpone’s descriptionof uglyold age (I.iv. .144-159) is basedon Juvenal’s SatireX,while his
song toCelia inActIII Scenevii is looselybasedonCatullus’sOde5.Numerousphrases in theplay
echo classical authors likeSeneca, Pliny,Martial andPlautus. The fool’s song inAct I scene iiwas
influencedbyErasmus’sPraiseofFolly.Details for the satireondoctors and lawyerswere takenby
JonsonfromCorneliusAgrippa’sTheVanityandUncertaintyofArtsandSciencesChapters83and
93. Just as Sutton’s namehasbeen suggested as the original ofVolpone, it has been argued that the
portrait of Sir PoliticWould-be too was based on a contemporary. Jonson may have acted as a
government agent or spy and the man to whom he reported his findings was Sir Robert Cecil,
Elizabeth’s investigator intopolitical conspiracies.But Jonson also sufferedperiodicaccusationsof
sedition because of his pungent topical satires. The portrait of Sir Pol, a kind ofMachiavel who
delights inmastermindingplots,mayhavebeenbasedonCecilandperhapsreflects Jonson’sgrowing
disillusionmentwithCecil and his awareness of the absurd lengths towhich thewhole business of
espionage could be taken.Another possible original for Sir Polwas SirHenryWotton,whowas a
friendof Jonson’s andwhowas named ambassador toVenice in 1604.LikeSir Pol,Wottonwas a
gossip,verymuchinterested in foreigncustomsandlanguages, andhadahabit ofkeepingnotesand
papers. Yet another model for Sir Pol wasAnthony Sherley, the famous adventurer and world-
travellerwhoplotted to becomeambassador toPersia andwas eventuallydisgraced.

(f) Let us sum up
Thus Jonsonhadnumerousanddiverse sources, classical,medieval andRenaissance aswell as

contemporaryfigures.SuchdiversityofsourcematerialnotonlyshowsJonson’sunquestionedlearning
but also reveals his extraordinary ability to assimilate a rich diversity of material and apply it to
contemporary manners, customs and values. The fact that he took only five weeks to compose
Volpone suggests that all this rich storehouseofknowledge, far frombeing laboriously culled from
different sources,waspart andparcelofhisdramatic imagination.

LET’SCHECKOURPROGRESS
Showhow Jonson assimilated a rich diversity ofmaterial and applied it to contemporary
manners, customsand values.
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VOLPONE: SETTINGANDBACKGROUND
CONTENT STRUCTURE :
UNIT10 (a):Volpone: SettingAndBackground
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UNIT 10 (e): Let us sum up
UNIT 10 (f): The Ending
UNIT10 (g): Let’s sum up

The entire action of Volpone takes place in Venice. In selecting Venice as the setting of his
comedy Jonson was no doubt motivated chiefly by the common Jacobean notion of Italy as the
homeofviceandcriminality.Thisnotion is strikinglyexpressed in thealmostproverbial saying that
‘AnEnglishman Italianate is a devil incarnate’. Jonson’s choice of Italywas also influencedby his
reading of Machiavelli. There are echoes of the Italian political thinker in Volpone: Sir politic
shouldlikeverymuchtomodelhimselfupon‘Nic.Machiavel’,whileanimportant ingredient inthe

plot of the play isMachiavelli’s advice in The Prince that one
should not involve in one’s plot associate who could prove
treacherous. Jonson’s use of commedia dell’arte elements in
hisplayispeculiarlyappropriate to thesetting, for thecommedia
was Venice’s indigenous dramatic tradition. Several other
aspects of Venetian life, society andpolitics shouldbekept in
mind in order to appreciate Jonson’s choice of setting.Venice
in thesixteenthandearlyseventeenth centuries was the most

cosmopolitan city ofEurope.Alargenumberof foreigners either settledpermanently in the city or
visited it becauseof its culture, climate and its status as a centre of tradeandcommerce.Venicewas
also famous for its wealth, its political intrigues, its architectural beauty and its courtesans.Many
Englishmen inparticularwereattractedby the reputationof thiscity as thecentreofdegeneracyand
perversionandVolpone is fullofreferencestothistypicallyEnglishviewofVenice.

Though a popular tourist spot for the English, Venice was rarely selected as the setting for
English plays.TwoofShakespeare’s plays,TheMerchant of Venice andOthello, are set inVenice
and a comparisonbetweenShakespeare’s and Jonson’s use of the background is unavoidable and
should be instructive. For Shakespeare the main appeal of Venice was as an exotic setting, and
thoughhisplays refer to suchwell-knownfeaturesofVeniceas theRialto, the Jewishmerchants, the
courtesans, thenavyand the legal system, these referencesreveal thekindof inadequateknowledge
whichmost Europeanswhonever visited the city possessed.Middleton also usedVenetian setting
for Blurt, Master Constable, a play which has little local colour. Though Jonson never visited
Venice, his play reveals a detailed knowledge of all aspects ofVenetian life and portrays the

In selecting Venice as the setting of his
comedy, Jonson was no doubt motivated
chiefly by the common Jacobean notion
of Italy as the home of vice and
criminality. Jonson’s use of commedia
dell arte elements in his play is peculiarly
appropriate to the setting, for it was
Venice’s indigenous dramatic tradition.



Venetian scenes, especially the area near the Piazza di SanMarco, convincingly. Volpone is in this
respect unique among Elizabethan and Jacobean plays. But Jonson derived his detailed knowledge
ofVenetian landmarks like theArsenale, the Procuratia, the Piazza di SanMarco, the Rialto, and of
the commercial and social aspects of Venetian life like its shipping, itsmarkets, itsmountebanks and
courtesans, from secondary sources, like his Italian friends, the musicianAntonio Ferrobosco and
John Florio, the author of the English-Italian dictionary, TheWorld ofWords, who supplied details
of Venetian customs and expressions. Jonson’ knowledge of the Venetian government and legal
system came from Gasparino Contarini’s De Magistratibus et Republica Venetorum: Jonson’s
choice ofVenice as the setting of his play, far frommaking thework remote from the concerns of his
timeandhis country, actuallygavehimgreater freedomto dealwith the vicious traits of the acquisitive
societywhichwereaspronounced inRenaissanceEnglandas
in the Italy. of theperiod.The corrupting power of gold in late
Elizabethan and early Jacobean English society is amply
documented inhistoryaswell as in Jonson’smiddle comedies.
Jonson’santi-acquisitiveattitudeisespeciallyevident inVolpone
and TheAlchemist. Responding to the comment of Jonson’s
best known editors, Herford and Simpson, that the theme of
legacy-hunting was not at home in Jacobean England, L. C. Knights rightly pointed out its real
significance as manifestation of human greed, ‘peculiarly appropriate in the era that was then
beginning’.Thegreedof riches,which is themain subjectofVolpone,wasnot onlycharacteristicof
the Jacobean age but also a defining phase of the rise of capitalism in the early modern period.
Volpone’smorninghymn togold inAct I scene i strikes thekeynote of theplay.Volponehimself is
more anxious to acquirewealth by adopting cunning devices than in its mere possession, but the
legacyhuntersarechillingly real embodimentsofgreed.Evenamongbirdsofprey, raven,crowand
vulture representa narrowandparticularlypredatorygroupdifferingonly in theircircumstancesand
not in theirbent. Jonson’sportrayalof the four judgescompleteshis incisivesatireongreedassuming
theproportionsofmania.WhenMosca is revealedasVolpone’s heir, the judges adopt a verypolite
toneinspeakingtohim,whilethe fourthjudgeconsidershim‘a fitmatchformydaughter’.Corbaccio
is infirm, deaf and suffers fromweak eyesight, but greed for wealth gives a new vitality to this
virtually lifeless oldman.Then there isVolpone’s lustwhich, like the avariceof the legacy-hunters,
resultsina terrifyingdisregardofotherhumanbeings.It isnotsurprisingthatquestionshavesometimes
been raised regarding the appropriateness of suchmonstrouswickedness asmaterial for comedy
but Jonsonseemstoconsider it as funnyenough tobe the rightstuff forhissatiric comedy.Butmany
mightagreewithEnidWelsfordwhenshe suggests inTheFool that ‘when themoodofcontempt is
predominant - as for instanceat the endofVolpone-one feels that comedy is losing its character and
turning intopure satire’. Somemight feel thatVolpone is a black comedy, a formof comedywhich
displays amarkedcynicismand inwhich thewit ismordantand thehumoursardonic.

LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
1. Write anoteon the settingandbackgroundofVolpone.

Jonson’s choice of Venice as the setting of
his play, actually gave him greater
freedom to deal with the vicious traits of
the acquisitive society which were as
pronounced in Renaissance England as
in the Italy of the period.



(b) : THEMES
The rise of capitalism in the Elizabethan and Jacobean periodwas due to a large extent to the

huge amountsof gold and silverwhichwere acquired from the colonisedNewWorld.Anewclass
of financiers came into being and the accumulation ofwealth in the hands of a fewpeople led to a
cultofindividualismaswellas to luxuryandostentatiousdisplayofwealth.Thebeastfableframework
ofVolponegives Jonson theperfectopportunity to dramatize thedangersof greedand individualism.
In thebeast fablewe findanimalsbehavinglikehumanbeings,but inVolponehumanbeingsdescend
to the level of beasts in their single-mindedpursuit ofwealth.AVenetian lawyer, an oldgentleman
and a wealthy merchant deny their human nature in their greed for gold which in the words of

Volpone’s hymn togold in theopening scene, ‘mak’stmendo
all things’ andmakes even hell ‘worth heaven’. The exclusive
pursuitofgoldasthemostdesirableendinanacquisitivesociety
is themajor theme of Jonson’s satiric comedy. Classical satire
on legacy-hunting also exposed the excesses of greed and its
delusions. Jonson’s play focuses on the self-delusions of the
legacy-hunters.Eachof thembelieves that he is the sole heirof
Volpone, is driven by Volpone and Mosca to extreme
demonstrationsofhisaffection forVolponeandis in theendleft
empty-handed.Theactionsof the legacy-hunters showthatgold
transcends‘Allstyleofjoyinchildren,parents,friends’andcan

override ‘virtue, fame,/ Honour, and all things else’ (I.i). Jonson adds a further ironic twist to this
themebyextendingthe ideaof cheating to thearch-cheaters,VolponeandMosca.Volponeannounces
that he is dead and thatMosca is his heir.He does this in order to intensity the agonyof the legacy-
hunters.But this newplan turnsout to be the fox-trap, inwhichhehimself is caught.HereVolpone
overreacheshimselfand thisover-reaching is entirely consistentwithhischaracter.Thereareenough
hints thatVolpone’s folloy lies inhis susceptibility toMosca’s flatteringwords andhis fondnessfor a
variety of disguises. Volpone’s various disguisings are an important aspect of the theme of
transformationwhich is introducedbyMosca’smasque inAct ‘I. In a burlesqueof thePythagorean
theoryof transmigrationof souls, the hermaphroditeAndrogyno has nowbecome the repository of
the soul of Pythagoraswhich first came from theGodApollo.Again, the powderwhichVolpone,
disguisedas amountebank,offers thecrowdofon lookers inAct II scene ii, camefromApollo, but
the powder which turnedVenus into a goddess has now been reduced to a hair-rinse or mouth-
wash.Whennoblest essences are debasedanddegraded,monstrous follies come intobeing.

Yetanother important theme inVolpone is lust, brilliantlydramatized inVolpone’s passion for
Celia. His lust for Celia is the first significant plot-development that leads toVolpone’s downhill
slide. The linking of lust to the theme of legacy hunting was suggested to Jonson by his classical
sources. InHorace’s Satires II.v-Teiresias tellsUlysses that he shouldhandover hiswife penelope,
theclassicalmodelof feminineconstancy, to a rich libertinewhosefavoursUlyssesseeks.Petronius’s
Satyricon showsEumolpusgaining sexualpleasure formthedaughter of oneof his suitors, despite
thefact thatEumolpusisapparently impotentandparalysed.Jonsonsurpasseshisclassicalmodels

The beast fable framework of Volpone
gives Jonson the perfect opportunity to
dramatize the dangers of greed and
individualism. His play focuses on the
self delusions of the legacy hunters.
Another important theme here, is lust,
brilliantly dramatized in Volpone’s
passion for Celia. Besides Jonson’s
handling of disguise reveals what has
been called his “deep rooted
antitheatricalism” which considers
transformations of shape inauthentic.



Jonson limits his dramatic action to about
twenty-four hours and to a single place.
He gives his play a double plot. If we
agree that the subplot is a digression, we
must also accept that it does not violate
Jonson’s artistic principles.

first bymakingCorvino an extremely jealous husband, so that his offer of hiswifeCelia toVolpone
not only shows how the greed of gold can override all values but appears as a comically shocking
reversal, and secondly by using her resistance to temptations to expose the distorted values of
Corvino andVolpone.

Jonson’s handling of disguise revealswhat has been calledhis ‘deep-rooted antitheatricalism’,
whichconsiders transformationsof shape inauthentic.Wemayadmire the skillwithwhichVolpone
playsmanyroles in theplay,movingfromone to anotherwithobviousrelish, suchashisappearance
asScotoofMantuaandhis imporsonationofadyingman; buthisdisguisingsalwaysprovedisastrous.
For his impersonation of Scoto he receives a sound beating and his appearance in the guise of a
commandatoremockinghisvictims leadsVoltore to reveal theconspiracy to theVenetian court. In
the endVolpone is unable to regainMosca’s loyalty and has to choose betweenbeingoutwittedby
hisparasite, andconfessinghismischief and receivingpunishment. It is certainly ironical thatMosca,
whoapplaudsVolpone’s skill in performing a variety of roles, is himself nomean actor and finally
takes advantageofVolpone’s pretence tomakeMosca his heir.

LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
1. Discusstheimportant themesof Volpone.

(c) : Let us sum up
In choosingVenice as the settingofVolpone Jonsonwasnot seeking togive hisplay an exotic

appeal.Thechoiceof setting in fact enabledhimtoexpose thegreedandviciousnesswhichwere as
characteristic ofRenaissanceEngland as of Italy. Jonson invented the sub-plot containingEnglish
travellers to underline further the relevance of theplay tohisEnglish audience.Themain themesof
hisplay,apart fromlegacy-hunting,are thecravingforgold ina societywhichwaswitnessingthe rise
of individualism and capitalism, the destructive power of lust and the transformation and shape-
shiftingeffectedby the twomaincharacters’ supremeskill inacting,a skillwhichhowever leadsboth
to disaster.Manyother themes inVolpone have been emphasized by recent critics and only a few
maybementioned : conspiracy, corruption, excess, folly,manipulation,materialism,misanthropy,
misogyny,paranoia,patronage,pride,sadism,scheming,self-love,sickness,spying,corruptauthority,
impotent innocence,perverseart.Analert readingof theplaywillenableyou to trace these themes.

(d) : STRUCTURE
Manyof Jonson’s prologues and inductions to his plays are statementsof his artistic aims, and

the Prologue to Volpone is no exception. It is a manifesto in which the playwright paraphrases
Horace’s famousdictumthat art shouldprovidebothpleasure
and instruction. Jonson proudly asserts that ‘In all his poems
stillhathbeenthismeasure : /Tomixprofitwithyourpleasure’.
Jonsonalsoasserts thathisplayhasbeenconstructedaccording
toclassicalprinciples,observingtherulesofclassicaldecorum :
‘The laws of time, place, persons be observeth. / From no
needfulruleheswerveth’.ThusJonsonlimitshisdramaticaction
toabout twenty-fourhoursand toa singleplace (Venice).But he alsoasserts that he is not obliged



to follow unnecessary rules. In the Epistle he admits that the harshness of the catastrophe ‘may, in
the strict rigour of comic law,meet with censure’, though he also justifies it on the grounds that the
‘goings out’ of several ancient classical comedies are not ‘joyful’ and that the ending of his comedy
underlines its didactic efficacy. Another of Jonson’s apparent departures from classical rules of
construction is in giving his play a double plot.Dryden said that Jonson did not exactly observe ‘the
unitydesign’inVolpone.

JohnDennis described the PoliticWould-be pair as ‘excrescencies’which have nothing to do
with thedesignof theplay. InhisTimber Jonsondeclared thatonly two thingsshouldbeconsidered
to ensure that the action in a tragedy or a comedy grows ‘till the necessity asks a conclusion’ and
that these two things are : the unity of timeand the scope for ‘digression andArt’. Thus even ifwe
agreewithDennis and others that the sub-plot is a digression,wemust also accept that it does not
violate Jonson’s artisticprinciples. In fact, however, the sub-plot is not a digression, but linked to the
mainplot on the thematic level. Sir PoliticWould-be, hiswife, andPeregrine are the threeprincipal
characters in the sub-plot and all of themderive their essence, like the chief characters of themain
plot, from the beast fable. Sir Politic is the chattering poll parrot, his wife is a more obnoxious
specimenof the samespecies,whilePeregrine is the falcon,who,unite thecarrionbirds in themain
plot, preys on other birds and animals and not on decaying flesh. The falcon is swift, bold, and
beautiful in its movement. The falcon is an appropriate agent to expose the folly of the parrots.
Another characteristic of parrots is that they are mimics, and Sir Pol and his wife imitate their
environment. They also supply an element of burlesque in comically imitating,without of course
knowing it, the actions of themain characters.

Sir Pol is the Englishmanwho tries to Italianize himself. He is the quintessential slow-witted
Englishmanwhoposes as a sophisticated, cosmopolitanknow-all commenting glibly on affairs of
the state.He is fondof devisingcomplicated plans, as seenmost vividly in hisdesign for amachine
to detect plague (IV.i). His views on international intrigue reveal the same love for complicated
ideas.ThroughSirPol, JonsonItalianizesEnglishplots,a goodexampleofwhichwas theGunpowder
Plot, a conspiracy to blow up James I and his Parliament on 5November 1605. Sir Pol has been
aptly describedbyHelenOstovich as ‘a double agent theatrically, if not politically’. The audience
hasmixedfeelingsabouthim,enjoyingafeelingofsuperioritytohimasanabsurdlyeccentricEnglishman
in a foreign land and sharing his apprehension that secret agents are a threat to the security and
stabilityofEuropeangovernments.SinceJonsonwasaCatholicandknewsomeof theconspirators
involved in theGunpowder Plot, hewas treatedwith suspicion by busybodies like Sir Pol though
Jonson was entirely innocent. The original audience of Volpone were no doubt aware of the
atmosphere of intrigue and suspicionwhich prevailed in the royal court. Sir Pol’s obsessionwith
plots, state secrets andMachiavellian intrigue also represents his attempt to Italianize himself.His
wife imitates Italian fashions and even practices the art of seduction inwhich theVenetians were
supposed tobeproficient. SirPol andhiswifecaricature thecharactersof themainplot too. Sir Pol,
for example, is a comic travesty of Volpone, the would-be politician, while Volpone is the real
politician,whoseplansarecleverlyexecuted.LikeVolpone,SirPol is fullof admiration forhisown
cleverness and harbours plans for amassingwealth, but he only talks about these plans, unable to
execute them.LadyWould-beinherturn imitates the legacy-hunters,andherextravagantlyabsurd



behaviour parodies the more sinister gestures of Voltore, Corbaccio and Corvino. In her jealousy
she is like Corvino, in her pedantry she reminds us of Voltore, while like Corbaccio, she makes
compromising proposals to Mosca who can therefore blackmail her. Like the three main legacy
hunters, she becomesMosca’s dupe, blinder and more self-deluded than any of the three men. In
theirmimicry, Sir Pol and his wife, like Voltore, Corbaccio andCorvino, emphasise a major theme
of the play— that it is unnatural for human beings to imitate animals and birds. By duplicating the
habits of beasts, the characters in both themain plot and the sub-plot make a travesty of humanity.
Another effect of the interaction between themain plot and the subplot is the heightening of Celia’s
chastity by contrasting it with Lady Would-be’s lecherousness. Lady Would-be is very fond of
cosmetics and makes explicit sexual advances to Volpone. In fact, the thwarting of LadyWould-
be’s attempted seduction of Volpone sets the stage for Volpone’s attempted seduction of Celia.
Celia’s behaviour during this attempted seduction is a telling contrast to the conduct of LadyWould-
be.While LadyWould-be is busy applying extravagantmake-up, Celia, after realizing thatVolpone
lusts after her beauty, prays that her beautiful facemay be disfigured by poison in order to prevent
Volpone’s lust. For LadyWould-be, the cosmetic art is an essential prelude to sexual conquest; for
Celia, it is the desired disfigurement of her facewhich becomes a mark of her chastity.Again, Lady
Would-be tries to ape Italian vices, but Celia’s behaviour shows how uncontaminated she is by the
prevailingimmoralityofVenice.Yetanotherreminderofthemoral
degeneration prevailing inVenice is to be found in Sir Pol’s
grandiose schemes formoney-making.He tells Peregrine that
heknowsmanysurewaysofmakingmoneyandonlyneeds the
help of a trustworthy assistant to execute those schemes. This
could have provided a neat parallel with the Volpone-Mosca
relationship if onlyPeregrinewerewilling toplayMosca toSir
Pol’s Volpone. But Peregrine merely wants to know the
particularsofSirPol’sPlans.However,whileSirPol isoutlining
his schemes to Peregrine, LadyWould-be suddenly bursts in
onherhusband,remindingusofanearlierscenewhereCorvino
findshiswifeconversingwithamountebank.Corvinobeatsaway themountebank;LadyWould-be
abuses Peregrine. BothCorvino and LadyWould-be swear by ‘honour’, but both discard it when
itproves inconvenient.Corvino forgetshonourwhen it stands in thewayofhisavarice,hisdesire to
inheritVolpone’swealth.LadyWould-be forgetsall abouthonourwhenshediscovers thatPeregrine
is a young gentleman and not, as she had suspected, a harlot in disguise. During the process of
perverting justice inAct IVweseemany instancesofunnatural, beastlybehaviour.The irony is that
thecharacterswhoarebeastlike innature accuse the innocent peopleof behavingunnaturally.Thus
Corbacciocallshisson‘themereportentofnature’, a ‘Monsterofmen,swine,goat,wolf,parricide’.
LadyWould-be,whose testimony almost clinches the false case against Celia, brands the latter as
‘chameleonharlot’ and‘hyena’.CorvinohasearliercalledCeliaacrocodile, implyingthat shesheds
false tears. Thus ‘the beast characters in the play display an unerring faculty for describing the
innocent as beasts’. It is only Bonario and Celia who are free from the tendency of all the other

Another effect of the interaction between
the main plot and the subplot is the
heightening of Celia’s chastity by
contrasting it with Lady Would be’s
lecherousness. A reminder of the moral
degeneration prevailing in Venice is to be
found in Sir Pol’s grandiose schemes for
money-making…What is ironical about
the play is that the characters who are
beastlike in nature accuse the innocent
people of behaving unnaturally.



LETUSDISCUSSOURPROGRESS
Discuss thestructureof theplay,Volpone.

characters to try to become what they are not. In this overall tendency towards metamorphosis
Bonario andCelia strike a different note in alwaysbeing true to their essential natures. In the unnatural
state of Venice, it is these unchanging characters who are castigated as chameleons and hyenas. In
the monstrous perversion of justice during the first trial the avocatori express their horror at the
unnaturalness ofCelia andBonario.

However,another trial is to followin thecourseofwhichVolponeoverreacheshimself, asdoes
Mosca, and both are given harsh sentences. Before we come to that part of the play it will be
interesting toseewhathappens to thesub-plotcharacters.LadyWould-behasmadesexualovertures
not only toVolponebut also toMoscaand the latter threatens herwith blackmail : ‘use thepoor Sir
Pol, your knight, well; / For fear I tell some riddles : go, bemelancholy’(V.iii). Thus the pedantic
lady,whohadearlier reeledoffdifferentexoticwaysofcuringVolpone’smelancholy, isnowtold to
treat herself for the same ailment. It is true that the justicemeted out to her is less severe than that
administered to the legacy hunters, but that is because a parrot is less dangerous than a crow or a
vulture. LadyWould-be, therefore, is left to correct her folly privately. Much the same kind of
treatment is received by her husband, Sir Pol, though his final humiliation is comparable to some
extentwithwhat happens toVolpone in the end. The group ofmercatori organized by Peregrine
performtheofficeof theavocatoriwhopronouncejudgementonVolpone.OnbeingtoldbyPeregrine
that his persecutorswill put him to the rack, Sir Pol climbs into an engine’ designed by himself, a
tortoise shell. But themerchants by stamping and poking the shell, force Sir Pol to come out of it.
This scene has been severely criticised by many, but its relevance to the theme of the play is
unquestionable. The play has shown throughoutmen imitating beasts and the theme ofmimicry
reaches a visual climax in this farcical scene.Sir Pol, themost imitativeof the characters, putson the
shapeof ananimal.Thefinalunshellingof the tortoiseprovidesa visualprefigurationof thefoxin the
last scene.However,SirPol, likehiswife, displays folly rather thanviceand is chastisedby ridicule
rather than anykindof severepunishment.Unlike thevicious characters, again, he is purgedof his
follyby themedicineof ridicule.

(e) : Let us sum up
It should be clear by now that the subplot is relevant to the total structure ofVolpone. Jonson

offersacontrastbetweenItalianviceandEnglish folly.TheWould-becouple,whoembodyEnglish
folly, are likeparrotswhomimic Italianvice.Thevice itself is alsoa kindofmimicry thoughmuch
morevenal innatureandmuchmorecomprehensive.These twoaspectsofunnaturalness are linked
dramaticallyby thebeast fablewhichprovides thebasisof theplay.

(f) : THE ENDING
TheendingofVolponehas aroused a great deal of critical controversy. It is often said that this

ending is contrary to the spirit of comedybecauseof the severity of the punishments visited on the
main characters. Jonson himself anticipated this criticism ; as he says in hisDedicatory Epistle, he
wanted ‘to put the snaffle in their mouths that cry out, we never punish vice in our interludes’.



Besides, we may detect a comic appropriateness in the sentences delivered on the beast-like
characters.As the 1stAvocatori concludes : ‘Mischiefs feed / Like beasts till they be fat, and then
they bleed’. The five criminals are imprisoned in the shapes chosen by them : Mosca is a galley
slave,Volpone is to be crippled in a way that matches hismoral nature,Voltore is banished from the
legal profession, Corbaccio is despatched to a monastery, and Corvino is turned into an object of
public ridicule, wearing an ass’s cap. Jonson maintanins, moreover, that the end of comedy is not
always joyful and cites in this connection the example of some ancient classical writers. Jonson does
notmentionany classical dramatist byname, but it has beenplausibly argued byHelenOstovich that
he hasAristophanes inmind, for Plautus andTerence offer no models of unhappy comedy. On the
otherhand, inAristophanes’sEcclesiazusaeeveryoneis satiricallypunished.

Ostovich,whocitesAristophanes’splayas anexampleofcomedywhichdoesnotend joyfully,
calls Ecclesiazusae a ‘black comedy’. T. S. Eliot thought that the terms ‘burlesque’and ‘farce’
weremore suitable to Jonsoniancomedy.Someothersmaintain that comedy likeVolponecouldnot
be easily accommodated evenwithin the flexible notions of comic art held by theElizabethans.A
possible explanation for theunmistakable difference in tonebetweenVolpone and Jonson’s earlier
comedies has been found in the fact that JonsonwroteVolpone after his failure with the tragedy,
Sejanus.The stern catastropheofVolpone and the criminality of the characters, it has been argued,
comenearer to Jonson’s ownviewof tragedy ; he himself had stated in relation to an early comedy
like EveryMan inHisHimour, that the aimof comedywas to ‘sport with human follies, notwith
crime’.Coleridge suggested that theplaywouldbemore like a comedy if the role ofVolpone could
bediminishedand ifCeliawere thewardor nieceofCorvino rather thanhiswife; an ideallyhappy
ending thenwould be to cast Bonario asCelia’s lover.

But thereare indications that Jonsonwaspreparing theaudience for the sterncatastropheof the
play. In the first place, the cruel sentencesdeliveredby theAvocatori are consistentwith the toneof
sadistic superiority that runs throughout the play. Secondly, as the playmoves towards its close
there aremore frequent reminders of thebestialityof the characters than there have been earlier. It
may also be suggested that the manner and sequence of the punishments are anticlimactic.
Moscaand Volpone are sentenced first. Our attention is then directed to the minor criminals, to
the less
serious andmore comical retributions.Afarcical not is struck
whenCorbaccio, of whose deafnessmuch fun has beenmade
earlier in the play, is even unable to hear the sentence that has
been pronounced. An ironic light is also thrown on the
Avocatori’s manner of dispensing justice. They are confused
by the contradictory nature of Voltore’s notes and equally
contradictory reports of Volpone’s death. They are impressed
byMoscaandfindhimattractive,oneof themeventhinkingof
Mosca as a prospective son-in-law. Therefore the severity of
their judgementsmaybe takenas evidenceof their venality. So
far asVolponehimself is concerned, he is no doubt unnerved
by thefirst trial,butrecoverssufficientlyto turn the tableson thelesser rogues,unmaskingthemand
dismissing themwith contempt.He even pours scorn on his punishment by punning on theword

It is often said that the ending of
“Volpone” is contrary to the spirit of the
comedy because of the severity of the
punishments visited on the main
characters. Perhaps Jonson had
Aristophanes in mind.....The stern
catastrophe of “Volpone” and the
criminality of the characters come nearer
to Jonson’s own view of tragedy as he
himself stated earlier that the aim of
comedy was to “sport with human follies,
not with crime”.



‘mortifying’ in his response to the firstAvocatori’s pronouncement of judgement : ‘This is called
mortifyingofa fox’.Thereismultiplepunhere,for‘mortifying’means: (1)neutralizingordestroying

power;(2)subjugatingthroughbodilydiscipline;(3)humiliating;
(4) disposingof property for charitable or public purposes; (5)
hanginggame tomake it tender for cooking.Besides,Volpone
comesbacktodelivertheepilogueinwhichhedeclares, ‘though
the foxbepunishedby the laws, /Heyet dothhope there is no
sufferingdue/Foranyfactwhichhehathdone’gainstyou’.He
even asks the audience to ‘clap your hands’ if they decide not
tocensurehim.Itmaybesuggestedthat theaudience’sapplause
forhisversatility and vitality acquits himasVolpone appeals
beyond moral condemnation to an appreciation of his role-
playing.ThewayVolponeslipsoutof theplots of theplay into
thetheatre isalsoreminiscentof theReynardbeastepic inwhich
thefoxadoptsmanydisguises,istriedforhiscrimeswhichinclude
rape and feigning death, but always escapes the final sentence
of thecourt.Ourgeneral feeling is that the fox,hisvictimsand

the courtwhich sits in judgement over themall are equally corrupt and that retribution is therefore
pointless.Theaudience isappropriatelyaskedto ‘fare jovially’.

(g) : Let us sum up
TheendingofVolpone is verydifferent fromthe traditionalhappyending that isoftensupposed

to be essential for comedy; it is also unlike the conclusions of Jonson’s own earlier comedies in
which follies are corrected by being subjected to the medicine of laughter. Some therefore call
Volponea ‘blackcomedy’, arguing that theextremelysevereways inwhich themaincharacters are
punished darken themood of the play. However, the punishments delivered by the judges raise
questions about the judges’ ownmotives and conduct. Jonsonwanted his comedy to endwith the
punishments of vice. But by suggesting that the judges are almost as venal as the criminals Jonson
portrays theverysystemof legal justice ironically.Afurther ironyoccurswhenVolponemanages to
escapethesentencedeliveredonhimandspeakstheepilogueinwhichhe remindsusof theproverbial
abilityof the fox to escape punishmentdespite repeated trials.

There are indications that Jonson was
preparing the audience for the stern
catastrophe. Mention may here be made
of the cruel sentences delivered by the
Avocatori which are consistent with the
tone of sadistic superiority that runs
throughout the play, and of the frequent
reminders of the beastiality of the
characters towards the closing of the
play The severity of Volpone’s and of
Mosca’s judgement may be taken as
evidence of their venality. Our general
feeling is that the fox, his victims and the
court are all equally corrupt and that
retribution is therefore pointless. The
audience is appropriately asked to “fore
jovially”.
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Suggested Reading
Assignment

An important clue toVolpone’s character is to be found in Florio’s explanation of the Italian
name—‘anoldfox’, a ‘sneaking, lurkingwilydeceiver’.Fromhisopeningspeechdeifyinggoldwe
aremade aware of the fact that his ‘humour’or obsession is greed and as the play progresses, this
greedassumesmonstrousproportions.He is also an accomplishedperformer till theveryendwhen
he responds to the sentencepassedonhimwith thepunningcomment : ‘This is call’dmortifyingof
a Fox’.Hegivesdazzlingperformances in all thevaried roleshe assumes; but evenaswe admirehis
skills, the dramatist ensures that our judgement is never suspended. It has been said that Jonson’s
characterizationofVolpone drawsupon the parallel between his own talents and those of his hero,
bothbeingsupremely inventive, clevermimics,entertainersandvirtuosocomedians.ButVolpone is
also Jonson’s version of the paradox of the comedian. On the one hand, he is the master of a
uniquelyeffectivekindoforatory; on theotherhand, this figureof theorator is accompaniedby the
double he can never get rid of : the clownish and shameless juggler whose boundless capacity for
transformationor shape-shifting is subversive.Volpone’s brilliant performance as Scoto ofMantua
inAct II scene iiwill serve as a goodexample.The scene is, fromaBakhtinianperspective, one of
Jonson’s most direct and positive reproductions of popular theatrical form.As a real-life actor,
Scotowasknown inEngland, not in the role of a seller ofmedicines but as a juggler andperformer
of card tricks. Volpone’s virtuoso performance makes it difficult to say whether to regard his
extravagant claims forhismedicines as liesor asoratory.According toBakhtin, thecriesof quacks
and druggists operating at fairs belong to the genres of folk humour. The quacks are ambivalent,
filled with both laughter and irony. Theymay at anymoment show their other side, turning into
abusesandoaths.ThepowderwhichVolponeoffers as theelixir of life is presentedas theone ‘that
madeVenusa goddess’, ‘keptherperpetuallyyoung’and‘fromher,derivedtoHelen’.Theinvocation
of these legendarybeautiesexalts thepowder, but thepowderalsohas theeffect ofundermining the
dignity of the legend.AgainVolpone’s performance is a double falsehood— thepowder is not the
elixirof life,asheclaims,andhehimself isnotScotoofMantua.Notonly is thisscenethebroadest



and frankest statementof thecarnival themes that run throughVolpone’s entire role, but it is alsoofa
piece with his other performances. He pretends to be a sickman, and this pretence is a falsehook,a
criminal conspiracy to defraud those whose own greed and folly make them his easy prey. When
Volpone and Mosca congratulate each other on the brilliance of their performances, we remain
awareof the fact that their tricks are as immoral as thegreedof their victims.

The sameambivalence canbe found inVolpone’s attempt to seduceCelia inAct III scene vii.
Volpone plays the role of the lover rejuvenated byCelia’s beauty and inspiredby her to reach ‘the
true heavenof love’whichwill forever remain inaccessible tomen likeher husband,Corvino,who
is prepared to sell her, that is, ‘part of paradise’, for ‘ready money’. Volpone’s magnificent
poetic eulogy of Celia, his song urging her to prove, ‘While we can, the sports of love’, and his
frequent allusions to legendary loversmight almost induce us to admire his vigour andhis desire to
transcend the bond that ties Celia toCorvino, especially asVolpone’s condemnationof Corvino’s
acquisitive spirit is felt to be just. Butwe are also aware thatVolpone is employing the seducer’s
classic techniques.

Moreover,Volpone too sees loveas a commodity that canbebought.Natural instinct hasbeen
replaced inhis characterbyan unnaturalone—hismock family is bothunnaturalandunhealthy.His
opening speech eulogising gold is of course satirical commentary on those for whom gold is the
highestgood,butVolponehimself isnot exempt fromthisvice.He literally tries topurchaseCelia’s
lovebyofferingher ‘a ropeofpearl’, ‘a carbuncle’, a diamondandvariousother things.Somehave
seenVolpone as indulging the fantasiesof aMarlovianhero, likeFaustusorBarabas, in a societyof
corruptmoney lenders. CertainlyVolpone has theMarlovian hero’s ability to invest even immoral
desires with the grandest poetic terms, as when he appeals to Celia in a song which recreates
Catullus’s famous fifthpoem.But the song is usedbyVolpone to celebratean illicit affair in termsof
a contempt for ordinary human values. The seduction scene also showsVolpone’s rich delight in
sensuous pleasures a qualitywhichdistinguishes himfrom theother gold-lovers in theplay.While
Corvino is ready to sell hiswife forgold,Volpone tellsMosca thatCelia is ‘Bright asyour goldand
lovely as your gold !’In so far asVolpone proves that other people are debased andmaterialistic
and exposes their hypocrisy and pretense, he has amoral function in the play and the audience no
doubtconsidershimthemost fascinatingcharacter in theplay.But in theendanarchic identification
with theFox’smischief-which is directedagainst creatures no better than himself-is overturned by
condemnationof the evils he represents.However, the ambiguityof thecharacter andof the response
he arouses in the endhasalreadybeen indicatedearlier in the lesson. It only remains to examine the
nature of his psychological appeal. Psychoanalytic theory maintains that the adjustment to
realitywhich is the basis of all social standards can be achieved only by shedding the narcissism of
infancy. But this is never completely achieved and adult fantasy too has recourse to various
forms of self-gratification.Comedybecomesfromthepointofviewofpsychoanalysisthecatharsisof
such fantasies, so that Volpone becomes our surrogate escape from normal social and moral
repressions. But sympathyat thispre-moral levelcanalsocontainanelementof alienatingcruelty.
Volpone’s greed for life has both positive and negative sides. On the one hand, there is a
pleasure in sensual andmaterial possession; on the other hand, there is fierce aggression, a desire
to dominate others and to confirm this domination by watching the humiliation of others. Thus
Volponederivespleasurefrom



thespectacleofMosca torturing the gulls inActVscene ii; not contentwith this,he prolongs their
humiliationbydisguisinghimselfas ‘commandatore’.

LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
Write a note on the character and role of Volpone in the play Volpone

(b) : Mosca
Volpone’s acting skills, superb as they are surpassed by those of Mosca, whose name in

Italianmeans ‘fly’ and suggests almost total degeneration.On the stage this rolemaybe played in
such amanner that the character is felt to represent a fly. In a 1952 production of the play the actor
AnthonyQuayle wore shiny black clothes, and displayed great physical agility, often rubbed his
hands together to suggest a flymassaging its legs and produced a buzzing soundwhile laughing.
When he read outVolpone’s will inAct Vscene iii hewas seated at a table whose four legs were
shaped likehisownshoe-clad legsso thathe seemed to havesix legs.But even without such visual
representation, Mosca’s fly-like character as well as his close resemblance to the parasite of
classicalLatin comedy is heavily stressed in theplay.Mosca sees theworldexclusively in termsof
‘parasites or sub- parasites’. He is proud to be a parasite himself and defines the true parasite as
being ‘Present to anyhumour, all occasion’.According tohim, a parasitemust be able to ‘changea
visor, swifter thana thought’andhisownextraordinaryability in this respect isdisplayedthroughout
the play. Flexibility is his most noticeable trait. Volpone is also a great shape-shifter, but once he
assumes a role, he continueswith it for some time ; butMosca can shift roles in the twinklingof an
eye. Thus he is by turns the humble servant of the legacy-hunters, a sympathetic friend of the
virtuous Bonario telling him that he is about to be disinherited by his father, a panderer to
Volpone’s lust, a modest inheritor ofVolpone’s fortune, the dignifiedmagnifico.His performance
in all these roles isflawless. Even aswe admire his acting skills, however, we cannot forget that he
is simultaneously playing two major roles — in Volpone’s presence he is the obedient and
admiring servant,with thegulls he is whatever the occasion requires him to be, but essentially he
is the cunning opportunist

waiting for a chance to outwit his master. But is Mosca
treacherousfromthebeginning,ordoesheturnagainsthismaster
only when Volpone makes him his heir? The answer is that
Mosca’s cynical asides give us ample warning of his
opportunistic nature. Besides, there is his soliloquy inAct III
scene i, in which he reveals his real character directly to the
audience.Somewouldeven tracehis animosity tohismaster to
ActI scenevwherehe says, ‘He’s the true fatherofhis family,

/ In all saveme’. Some explanation forMosca’s perfidy is provided by a number of his speeches
which reveal his painful awareness ofhis lowbirth andpoverty.

It is possible to find inMosca other theatrical talents. He shows his skills as a make-upman
whenhe anointsVolpone’seyes as the eyes of a dyingman.He acts as a costumerwhenhe arranges
fur robes on the ‘sick’Volpone and later arranges a sergeant’s uniform for his master. He is a
producerwhen he helps in erecting themountebank’s platform inAct II. But he is at his best as a
director.In thefirstfouractsof theplay,Moscaorganizesall thelittleplayswithintheplay,preparing

Mosca shows his skills as amake-upman,
as a producer, andathisbest, as a director.
The punishment he receives at the end
may appear richly deserved, but the way
he can impress people and deceive them
all about his real nature is evident when
one of the judges happily thinks of him
as a prospective father-in-law.



LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
1. Criticallyexamine thecharacterandMosca inVolpone.

Volpone for his role in the sick-room scenes inActs I and III, givingVolpone directions about how
he should act his part, and opening and closing the curtains ofVolpone’s bed at the right moments.
His greatest triumph as a director comes in the court-room scene ofAct IVwhere he takes actors
of varied talents, such as Voltore, Volpone, Corbaceio, Corvino and Lady Would-be, and draws
from each an appropriate performance. So successful is his directorial skill that the innocent Celia
and Bonario, despite their attempts to state the truth, are turned into villains of the piece. Indeed
Mosca’s treatment of Celia and Bonario shows his ruthlessness and his complete lack of moral
considerations. Mosca behaves like a true fly again when he torments the disappointed legacy
hunters. The punishment he receives in the end may appear richly deserved, but the way he can
impress people and deceive them about his real nature is evident when one of the judges happily
thinksof himas a prospective son-in-law.

(c) : The Legacy Hunters
All the three legacyhuntershave suggestivenames; in fact, as pointedout earlier in the lesson,

their names define their characters. Voltore is like a vulture and is a lawyer, a profession which
Jonson intenselydisliked. In severalofhisplays lawyersand thevariousmeansbywhich theymake
moneyare stirisedbyJonson.Like theother legacyhunters,Voltore is avaricious, though there is a
touch of unsuspected goodness in himwhenhe tells the court thatCelia andBonario are innocent.
Buteven this rareglimpseofgoodness isquicklydrownedinhisgreed. It is hisargumentativeskill as
a lawyerwhich isperverselydeployed toproveCelia andBonarioguilty at first. It is his greedwhich
enablesVolponeandMosca tomanipulatehim.Greed is also themain characteristic ofCorbaccio.
Indeedhisgreedassumesmonstrousproportionswhenheshowshis readiness todisinherit his only
son so that he can acquireVolpone’swealth.There is terrible irony in the fact that thougholder than
Volpone,Corbacciohopes tooutlive the latter.Hisdeafnessmakeshimaplaything forMosca,who
makes jokesagainsthiminhispresence. In one respecthe goes further than theother legacyhunters,
forhe isprepared tokillVolponeby usingpoisonwhich is disguisedas a sleepingdraught.He is also
distinguished from theothers by theobviousdelight he takes in hearingaboutVolpone’s supposed
illness.Themorehe learnsaboutVolpone’s allegedlydeteriorating condition, thegreater is his own
desire to outliveVolpone : ‘Excellent, excellent, sure I shall outlast him : /Thismakes me young
again, a score of years’. He is probably themeanest of the three regarding money, as seen in his
hagglingwithMosca over the payment due toVoltore.

InCorvinowe findyet another type of legacyhunter.He is expressly comparedwith a crowin
Act I scene iiwhenVolpone refers toAesop’s fable of the fox and the crow.He is absurdly jealous
abouthisbeautifulwife,as seeninhismountingangerat hiswife for lookingoutof thewindowat the
mountebankinAct II scenev.Weare repelledbythe sexualnastinessof thechastitybeltwithwhich
he threatens hiswife.And thenwe are amazed by the depth of his depravitywhen he displays his
readiness tooffer her forVolpone’s sexual pleasure.Hisavarice thusoverrideswhatever feelinghe
has for hiswife’s chastity.Whenhe threatensCeliawith the chastity belt, he swears by honour, but
bythetimeithasbeenmadecleartohimthathecaninheritVolpone’swealthonlybyprostitutinghis



LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
1. Write anote on thecharacter and role of the legacy-hunters.

wife, honour has come tomean for him ‘amere term invented to awe fools’. That he treats his wife
as a commodity and not as a human being is clear from his attempt to persuade his wife to go to
Volpone’sbedby the specious argument thathis ‘gold’cannotbe ‘worse for touching’.

(d) : Bonario
Bonario andCelia are the onlyvirtuous characters in the play.They cannot adapt their natures

to circumstances and as such remain constant in their commitment to virtue, truth and justice. In a
playwhich forcesout of us a grudgingadmiration for theclever andquick-changingrogues,Volpone
andMosca,Bonariomayappeardull anduninteresting.Hehashisheroicmoment,of course,when
he rushes on to the stage with a drawn sword to rescue the virtuous Celia, and certainly he draws
oursympathyas ayoungmanwho, fornofaultat all, is about tobedisinheritedbyhisvenal father.

His goodness is seen to be naivewhenMosca easily deceives
him.EvenhisrescueofCeliais theresultofanerrorofjudgement
made byMosca rather than the result of his active initiative.
WhenbothVolponeandMoscaareexposedin theend,Bonario
has no role to play in the exposure.Both the clever rogues are
punished because they overreach themselves and quarrelwith
each other. Perhaps Jonson presents Bonario’s goodness as
ineffective in a world where clever rogues are seen to have
morewit anddrawourunwillingadmiration. IfVolponewere

simply a play condemning evil, Bonariowould certainly have been presented asmore active and
effective. Since his namemeans ‘honest, good, uncorrupt’, Bonario is also, however, intended to
suggest the standardsbywhichweare to judge theactionsof theother characters in theplay.But in
a playwhereeveryoneelse is eithera foolora knave,BonarioandCelianeitherknownorunderstand
what they are doing, nor do they knowwhat is happening to them.After seeing a performance of
Volpone in1921,W.B.Yeatsmadea significant commenton the roles ofBonario andCelia in the
play : ‘The great surprise to mewas the pathos of the two young people, united not in love but in
innocence, andgoing in the end their separateway.The pathoswas somuch greater because their
sufferingwasanaccident,neither soughtnornoticedby the impersonalgreed that caused it.’

(e) : Celia

Celia’sLatinnamemeans‘heavenlywoman’ andinsofarassherepresents incorruptiblevirtue,
shemaybe said to liveuptoher name. She is also for Jonson the dramaticmeans for showinghow
private lifemirrors the aggresive greed and parancia in public life amongmen. Thus Corvino has
ensured that Celia is watched by ‘a guard of ten spies thick’. Volpone’s attempt to seduce her
represents, at the sexual level, the prostitutionof valueswhich the play as awhole embodies.Celia
may also be taken to symbolise the cure for such a state of affairs, but like Bonario she remains
largelyineffectiveatawidersocial level.Insteadof restoringheavenlyvalues,Celiasimplyconfirms

Bonario cannot adapt his nature to
circumstancesand as such remain constant
in his commitment to virtue, truth and
justice. He appears rather dull and
uninterestingwhen compared with rogues
like volpone or Mosca. If ‘Volpone’ were
simply a play condemning evil, Bonario
would have been presented as more active
and effective.



LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
1. Commenton thecharacterand roleofCelia in theplayVolpone.

their loss. Celia is the ideal wife of time-honoured tradition-chaste, silent and obedient ; but Jonson
has little patience with this model of wifehood. She remains obedient to her unworthy husband in
most respects, refusingonly to let herself be rapedbyVolpone, as desiredbyCorvino.

It hasbeenpointedout thatCelia is like all other Jonsonianwives in lackinga conventionally
good husband and Helen Ostovich suggests that she is a
variation on theAristophanic type of the silent bride, just as
LadyPoliticWould-be stands for theAristophanic type of the
Amazon. However. Celia’s resemblance with the silent,
compliantwives inAristophanes’scomedies ismostlyphysical:
shehas a bodywhichexcitesVolpone’s lust, promptinghim to
fantasizeabouther‘soft lips’andmeltingflesh.Sheissometimes
presented on the stage as the sort of woman who entices
strangers toherbedroomand thenscreamsforhelp. IfCelia is

seen to appear too soon at herwindow, enjoying the entertainment provided byVolpone disguised
as Scoto ofMantua, and throwing down her handkerchief to him, shemay appear as a temptress.
But it iswiser tomakeher appear at thewindowafter Scoto’s claims about hiswonder drugs have
alreadybeenmade,so thatheractionof throwingdownherhandkerchiefappears tobea spontaneous
response to Scoto’s appeal to the crowd for some token ‘to show I amnot contemnedof you’. But
bothCorvino andVolpone interpret the tossing of her handkerchief as a sexual provocation.This
only shows the great discrepancy between themale view of her voluptuous body and the genuine
chastity of her character. In this respect she provides an effective dramatic contrast with Lady
Would-be; the latter is grotesquely eager to dowhat Celia is too pious even to contemplate. It is
profoundly ironical that themoreCeliapleadswithVolponenot to feedhis lust onher ‘beauty’, the
more she drawshis libidinous attention to that beauty.Celia’smisfortune is that thoughshe is herself
a chastewoman,menonlyseehersexappeal.Sheseemstobeanembodimentofpassive,masochistic
suffering.This ismost remarkablydramatisedwhen she pleadswithVolpone to ‘Flaymy face /Or
poisonitwithointments’orplagueherwith‘leprosy’rather thanstainher ‘honour’. In theendshe is
silenced, returned toherfather.Celia’s fate in theplaybrings to the foregroundthedepravity‘inherent
in social codes that entrench quantitative values’ (Ostovich). For thosewho judge by such codes,
like theavocatori, the sheer quantityof the charges levelled againstCelia is enough tobesmirchher
goodname.In their judgement,Volponeisnotguiltyofattemptedrape,partlybecausehedemonstrates
that sickness renders him unfit to seduce other men’s wives, but mostly because the volume of
testimoniesagainsthermakes the judgescondemnthevictim.Although theavocatori find thatCelia
possesses ‘unreprovedname’, the cumulative forceof the attackson her virtue leads them tovoice
suspicion: ‘Thiswomanhas toomanymoods’. That domesticvirtues andvaluescannot be a refuge
fromor a correctiveagainst the corruptionandcontaminationof public life is strikinglydemonstrated
inVolpone by the fate ofCelia.

‘Celia’, meaning ‘heavenly woman’
represents in-corruptible virtue. She is,
for Jonson, the dramatic means for
showing how private life mirrors the
aggressive greed and parancia in public
life amongmen. Her resemblance with
the silent, compliant wives in
Aristophanes’s comedies is mostly
physical.



SUBUNITII:SOMEIMPORTANTISSUES
(a) : Anti-theatricality

Jonson’splayshavebeenseensometimesasembodimentsofhisdeep-rootedanti-theatricality.
JonasBarishhasshowninhisAnti-TheatricalPrejudice that Jonsonwasfundamentally inagreement
with those of his contemporaries who had nothing but contempt for the theatre. Jonson’s anti-
theatricalitywas not, however, simply an outcome of his classically cultivated snobbery for low,
popular formsof entertainment. Jonson always prefers the plain, solid and stable, thingswhich are
exactlywhat theyappear tobe.Hismajorplays arecritiquesof the instabilitywhich theyembody:

change is presented as something to be avoided, something
which only the foolish characters and the rascals, gulls and
knaves seek. InVolpone it is the knaves,Volpone andMosca,
who frequently change their shapes and adopt disguises. But
Jonson’sdistrustof shape-shiftinggoeshand inhandwithwhat
maybe called a subversive fascination for show and illusion,

andthisgivesVolponeitsuniquetension,a tensionwhichsomewouldinterpretasanuneasysynthesis
betweenanti-theatricality anda pronounced refusal tomake this anti-theatricality the lastword.The
parodicdesignsandsatiric assaultson follies in Jonson’splays areexplicitly theatrical.LikeVolpone,
whosimply cannot refrain fromcreating complications and enjoying them, Jonsonhimself cannot
stopemplying theatrical devices likeparodic designs.

(b) : The Golden Age
Volpone’smorning invocation togold,withwhich theplayopens, introduces amajor themeof

theplay, that of theGoldenAge.While expressinghis adoration for gold,Volpone says, ‘Well did
wisepoets, by thygloriousname /Title that agewhich theywouldhave thebest’. Later in the same
scene he paraphrases Ovid’s famous description of an ideal age when nobody had to strive for a
living.Buthe finds in the ideaof theGoldenAgeanexcusefor realisinghisownpervertedends; as
hedeclares at the endof theopeningscene: ‘What should I do
/Butcockerupmygenius [give free rein tomynatural talents],
andlivefree /Toalldelightsmyfortunecallsmeto?’Theconcept
of aGodenAgewhenhumanitywas sexuallyuninhibitedand
livedinharmonywithanimalsandnature,withoutmoney, labour
or agriculture,was central tomuchRenaissance literature.The
ideaof thisGoldenAge isusedby Jonson in someofhis other
writings,notablyThe Alchemist.But inVolponehis treatmentof themotif,ideal to a ruthless pursuit
of moneywhile the second can be best described as a self-indulgent saturnalia. So far as the first
formof degeneration is concerned,Volpone’s opening speech and the subsequent behaviour of the
legacy hunters amply demonstrate how the idea of a Golden Age has been reduced to mere lust
for gold.For Volpone, gold is brighter than the sun, more desirable than sexual beauty, and the
objectwhich

Jonson’s major plays are critiques of the
instability which they embody; change is
presented as something to be avoided,
something which only foolish characters
and the rascals, gulls and knaves seek.

InVolponeJonson’s treatment of themotif
of using golden age is ironical, for he
dramatises here two of its perversions. The
first shows the degeneration of the ideal
to a ruthless pursuit of money while the
second can be best described as a self-
indulgent saturnalia.



definesall humanvalues. InOvid’sdescriptionof theGoldenAgeoneof the features that standout is
freedom from toil made possible by the bounty of Nature, but Volpone’s desire for an existence
without toil is based on other people’s greed. TheGoldenAge wasmarked by total harmony but in
theworld of crudematerialism that replaces it inVolpone, gold is responsible for breaking even the
most intimate of family bonds— those between father and son, between husband andwife.Volpone
himselfhasan ‘unnatural’ familywhichconsistsof three freaksanda servantwhomheembraces likea
mistress. Greed for gold disrupts the family bonds of the legacy hunters. Another feature of the
GoldenAge, the harmony between men and beasts and mankind’s need to learn some valuable
lessons fromanimals, is parodied inVolponewheremen imitate the bestiality of animals and not their
wisdom.

Thesecondperversionof theGoldenAge takes the formofunbridledself-gratification inwhich
wisdom and folly become interchangeable and fantasies of power and sensuality proliferate.As
DavidBevingtonandBrianParkerhaveshown, its roots lie in theclassicalcelebrationsofSaturnalia
andCarnival, theGerman peasant’s Land of Cockayne, or the Lubberland that Jonson referred to
as an analogue to his comedy,BartholomewFair. Psychologically, its appeal can be understood in
termsof theFreudianconceptof ‘pleasureprinciple’,whichinsists thatan individual’s adjustment to
reality on which all moral and social standards are based depends on his/her ability to get rid of
narcissistic fantasiesofself-gratification.But thisadjustment isneverwhollycompleteandchildhood
fantasiesof self-gratificationmaysurfaceanymoment inadulthood.Volpone’s appeal asa character
lies in thewayhisunbridled self-indulgence taps the infantilenarcissismofeveryone.Themarksof
thiskindof narcissism,as describedbyFreud, are found inamplemeasure inVolpone’s character
— ‘imaginary gratification of ambition, grandiose erotic wishes’ and the sense ofwielding power
over others.Anothermeansof self-gratificationon thepart ofVolpone is hisplay-acting.Wehave
seen that Jonson distrustedman’s instinct formimesis. In his Discoveries he expresses an almost
Platonic disapproval of acting,warning that ‘we so insist on imitatingothers, aswecannot (when it
is necessary) return to ourselves ... and make the habit to another Nature’. This is howVolpone
comes toa stickyendandfor ‘feigning lame,gout,palsy, and suchdiseases’, he is sentencedby the
Avocatori ‘to lie inprison, crampedwith irons, /Till thoube’st sickand lame indeed’.Acting isone
ofVolpone’schiefdelights.Theplayasawholealsocontainsseveralplay-within-the-playsituations
of characters either watching others play roles or playing different roles themselves. There are,
moreover, several theatrical comparisons like that of Sir Pol’s tortoise to a puppet show and the
mountebankscene to the commediadell’arte or amorality play. It is clear that acting so appeals to
Volpone because it gives him a sense of power over others.Acting is also for him amode of self-
display, as isclear fromhisboastfulmention toCeliaofhisactingasAntonius inhisyouthand from
the flattery he expected fromMosca, especially for his performance as Scoto ofMantua. Finally,
acting appeals toVolpone because it gives him a chance to humiliate others, as is most obvious in
his role as commandotore.

LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
1. Write a note on the themeof the golden age.



UNIT - 12
REVIEWOFCRITICISM

CONTENT STRUCTURE:
UNIT 12(a): Marxist Perspective
UNIT 12(b): Carnival and License
UNIT 12(c): Gender and Sexuality

Suggested Reading
Assignment

(a) : Marxist Perspective
Avery influential early approach to Jonson’s plays, that of L. C. Knights in his bookDrama

andSociety in theAge of Ben Jonson, published in 1937, related Jonson’s drama to the social and
economic conditions of the time.Knights saw Jonson rather than Shakespeare as a representative
figure in the growth of capitalism in the early modern period. However, Knights’ approach was
ultimatelymoral despite the newmethodology adopted by him.He saw Jonson as an exponent of
theanti-acquisitiveattitude,upholding traditionalmoral andsocial values inanagewhichwitnessed
asharpdeteriorationinsocio-economicconditions.KnightsrecognizedthatJonson’splays registered
an awarenessof a neworder emergingout of a traditional,medieval viewof theworld, that Jonson
understood the implicationsof the emergenceof a newclass, thebourgeoisie,whichchallenged the
predominanceofthefeudalaristocracy.ButforKnightstheneweconomicconditionswhichJonson’s
plays clearlydepict are ultimately reducible to themoral aimsof a satirist : Jonson’s ‘diagnosiswas
moral rather thaneconomic.Or, toput it anotherway, thedramatic treatmentof economicproblems
showed them as moral and individual problems—which in the last analysis they are’. It is this
approachthatwaschallengedbyDonWayneinhisessay, ‘DramaandSociety in theAgeofJonson
:AnAlternativeView’.Wayne’s essay is, in his ownwords, an ‘attempt to redefine the relationship
between Jonsoniandramaand its sociohistorical context’.While admitting that plays likeVolpone
satirize the acquisitiveness thatwas thehallmarkof the risingmercantile capitalism,Wayne argues
that Jonson’s own identity as a playwright depended on ‘the same emerging structure of social
relationships that he satirized in his plays’.Wayne substantiates this view bymeans of a detailed
analysis of Bartholomew Fair, a play which now receives more critical attention than any other
Jonsonianplay.Wayneadmits thatKnights’view that Jonson’scriticismof bourgeoisacquisitiveness
in termsof traditional popular and religious values, values shared by author and audience alike, is
applicable to a play likeVolpone, but not toBartholomewFair, whichKnights does not discuss at
all.SofarasVolponeisconcerned,Knights isrightinseeingitasa relentlesscritiqueofacquisitiveness.
This play shows that the lust for gold is a disease that threatens the entire body politic and that this
lust leads Jonson’s characters to seek power and self-aggrandizement in one form or another. But
Jonson’s attitude tocapitalismis farmore complex than thephrase ‘anti-acquisitive’wouldsuggest.
The complexity is due to the tensionbetween thepoet’s authority,his need for self-assertionand that
of the theatreaudiences. Jonsonoften incorporates intohis texts,generally inaprologue, induction



or epilogue, his awareness of the relationship between his own assertion of the power and authority
of the poet and his audience’s authority to pass judgement. Volpone is a play in which the poet’s
authority is stated categorically, asserting in the Epistle Dedicatory that the poet is a person ‘that
comes forth the interpreter and arbiter of nature, a teacher of things divine no less than human, a
master inmanners ; and can alone orwith few, effect the business ofmankind’. Jonson’s confidence
here indicates the special status ofVolponeamong hisworks : it is a playwhich shows little authorial
intrusion into the action, a play where the moral is enforced without the appearance of a character
like Crites in Cynthia’s Revels who ensures that the audience grasps the author’s meaning. In
Volpone Jonson had found a formula bymeans of which he could bring together the diverse sections
among his audience in the act of judging and censuring the action on the stage. Such a unity of
judgment reinforced the author’s claim of being the ‘arbiter of nature’. But the ethical consistency of
Volpone depended on whatWayne calls ‘something of a red herring’— the choice of a Venetian
setting.Theunity of judgmentbetween author and audience aswell as the applicability of an accepted
moral standard is rendered possible in the play by ‘the scapegoating of the Italians’. Thus Volpone
‘permitted a sense of commonpurpose and of social order basedon a strictly negative appraisal of a
certainkindofacquisitivebehaviour thatwasconvenientlydisplacedelsewhere’.

Leavingaside thequestion, raisedbyWayne, of theauthority of author and audience sharinga
common judgement on the action ofVolpone, we can try to understand the significance of that
action inMarxist terms.Here an important insight is providedbyPeterWomack inhisBen Jonson.
WomackpointsouthowCorvinobetrays hiswife,LadyPoliticherhusbandandCorbacciohis son,
as they seek tobecomeVolpone’sheirs.By the timeMosca too joins the legacyhuntingand is seen
byoneof themagistrates as a prospective son-in-law, thecompetition for the legacyhas assumeda
form that can be best described by the famous words of Marx and Engels in The Communist
Manifesto. Thepursuit ofmoneyhas ‘pitilessly tornasunder themotley feudal ties that boundman
tohis “natural superiors” and has left remainingno other nexus betweenman andman than naked
self-interest, thancallous“cashpayment” ’. It ‘has tornawayfromthefamily itssentimentalveiland
has reduced the family to a mere money relation’. Thus we come back to the view that Volpone
reflectsamajor trend thatwas emerging inRenaissanceEngland—thedecayof feudal values and
the rise of capitalism.

(b) : Carnival and License
The ‘saturnalianpattern’of clarification through releasewas traced inShakespeare’s comedies

by C. L. Barber in the 1960s. The representation of popular festivity in Jonson’s comedies has
subsequently emerged as an important critical concern. Ian Donaldson demonstrated in his The
WorldUpsideDownhowJonson’splays take ‘the festive ideaas a startingpoint to explorequestions
of social freedom and social discipline, social equality and social distinction’. The link between
JonsoniancomedyandRenaissancepopularfestivitiesprovidesthebasisofsomelatercritical studies
undertaken fromaBakhtinianperspective. In hisRabelais andHisWorldMikhailBakhtin addeda
politicaldimension to the studyofRenaissance literature.ForBakhtinEuropeanculture in theearly
modernperiodwasa richmedleyof competing languages, high and low.The tradition of carnival,
whose history is traced back to the Roman saturnalia, is described by Bakhtin as abolishing the
distinctionsbetweenthepublicandprivatespheresandbetweenperformersandspectators,andas



establishing an inverted order in which fools and outsiders become kings for the day. It offers a
mocking challenge to the serious official culture of the time by destroying social differences and
making all social levels equal. Carnival was the time which most comprehensively embodied this
levellingspirit. In his accountof carnival festivityBakhtinsaw its particularvalue in theway it suggested
cultural subversion, a bold political challenge to the official order. Peter Womack (Ben Jonson)
applies Bakhtin’s theory of carnival to the theatre, which is readily recognized as the space of
carnival, a placewhere the official order, the order of monarchywhich is singular in its absolutism,
was challenged by a plurality of other voices and other faces. The single ‘truth’ of the official order
was replaced in the theatre by thedialogue betweendifferent voices, the openingupof thepossibility
of other truths. The actor’s role itself is the manifestation of an unstable identity. ThusVolpone’s
performance in the role of a sick man is susceptible to a double reading. On the one hand, we can
see it as the representation of a falsehood, a criminal device to deceive people whose greed and
folly are highlighted by the way they become easy prey for Volpone. On the other hand, as a
performanceVolpone’sfeignedsickness is a kindofcarnival : a celebration,against the rigidcategories
ofofficialcultureand legality,of thecontinuallydyingand renewingbody,‘the invincible resourcefulness
withwhich it provokes fresh transformations’. The tricksters in the play are artistswho challenge the
authoritarian barrier between what is and what could be. Lying and deception are held up for our
moral condemnationby theauthorially controlledplot,but the showchallenges this authorial control
by its exuberant cleverness and entertainment. In other words, the play speaks in two voices,
undermining its singularmeaningandauthority by thedoublenessof its appeal.However, the inversions
of the official order in Volpone ultimately produce only the mirror image of that order, a ‘travesty
court’over whichVolpone rules and which produces not a carnivalesque celebration of generation
and regeneration but ‘a parodic apotheosis of money’. ‘Its cold and abstract utopianism takes the
form, not of a saturnatlianbanquet for all theworld, but of an infinitely large pile of preciousmetals’.
Womackalso shows thatTheAlchemist andBartholomewFair aremore amenable to a carnivalesque
interpretation.

(c) : Gender and Sexuality
It is feminist criticismwhich ismost obviously concernedwith the representationofwomen in

Renaissancedrama.Butevensomemalecriticshadwritten, beforefeministcriticsbegantohighlight
it, about themarginalizationofwomen in Jonson’s plays. Itwas pointedout, for example, howfew
femaleroles thereare inJonsoniandramaandhowstereotypical theserolesare.Thefrigidlyvirtuous
Celia inVolpone is sucha stereotype. Jonson’sdeficiencies in this respectbecomemorepronounced
whenone thinksof the livelyandassertivewomen inShakespeare’s comedies.However, there is a
muchmorecomplexandsympathetic treatmentofwomenin Jonson’s laterplays likeTheDevil is an
Ass andTheNewInn.Somefeminist critics have alsopointedout that themost crucial issue in this
respect is thestatusofwomeninRenaissanceBritainand that Jonson’splaysdofocuson this. In his
playswomenareshowntobemarginalizedorsilencedandoftenpursuedforvaluesthatarefinancial
rather thanpersonal or spiritual. Jonson revealswomenas commodities in an increasinglymarket-
dominated capitalistic ethoswhich reduced the relationships between the sexes to ameremoney
relation. In this respect feminist criticism reinforcesMarxist insights into Jonsoniandrama.Celia is
revealingly identified with gold byMosca : ‘She’s kept as warily as is your gold’. Her jealous



husbandCarvino, before pushing her intoVolpone’s bedroom, tells her that, like hismoney, shewill
be none theworse for touching. Both LadyWould-be andCelia ‘convey, bymeans of sexual shock,
the depravity inherent in social codes that entrench quantitative values’ (Ostovich). They also show
how thewrongness of public life amongmen corrupts private life. Ostovich praises Jonson’s insight
in showinghowprivate lifemirrors the aggressivegreed in public life amonggroups ofmen. In a play
concerned with the prostitution of values, Lady Would-be and Celia sexualise plots as potential
cures.But instead of restoring value, they simply confirm its loss.Not beingmarried to conventionally
good husbands both women share an affliction common to all Jonsonian wives. LadyWould-be
resembles theAmazonian type ofwomanwho is portrayed as a female intruder onmasculine territory
inAristophanes’s comedies like Lysistrata and Ecclesiazusae. She also refuses to conform to the
prevailing cultural construction of thewife, though this onlymakes her offensively self-assertive, and
sexually open. Ceilia is a complete contrast to her. But in the ultimate analysis Jonson makes no
distinction between the aggressively seductive woman and her self-effacing counterpart : both are
silencedandeliminated.

Some have argued that the comparative blankness of Jonson’s plays regarding heterosexual
love goes with a tolerance for homoeroticism. Mario di Gangi has traced the operation of
homoeroticism inorderly anddisorderlymaster-servant relationships inRenaissancedrama.Some
examples of this homoeroticism aremarked as transgressive (Volpone), while some are obviously
notso(Epicene). ‘Volponesuggests thatwhentransgressiveofmarriage, inheritance,andhierarchical
authority, a partnershipbetweenmaster and servant canbepowerful andprofitable, evenattractive,
but is liable to be unstable and self-destructive’.Mosca gets hismaster’s consent to violate social
propriety, but in the end he destroys the master-servant hierarchy itself.Moreover, the erotically
disorderedmaster-servant relationship in theplaymirrors thesocialdisorder.

(d) New Historicist Approach
Oneof thecentral critical questions about Jonsoniandrama is thenatureand importanceof the

Jonsonianselfandits relation toauthority.Acontrast is sometimesdrawnin thisconnectionbetween
the centeredor ‘gathered self’and the ‘loose self’. Jonson’s own imageof a broken compasswhich
cannot trace a circle is often taken as emblematic.Aconfrontation between these twoprinciples of
selfhood is staged in the plays. The strain of this confrontation ismade into a great work of art in
Volpone.Volpone is a shape-shifter, a Proteanmanwithout core and principle. Once the ideal of
moral constancy is abandoned, onehas an almost infinite andvicious capacity to change the self at
will.But thiscontinual shape-shifting, thisconstant alterationof theself, in theend leadsVolpone to
disaster, as it does everyoneelse in the play,who is committed to the sameprinciple.Thus thedrama
reflectsthedangersofanalwaysshiftingself,a selfwhichlacksinnerpoiseandstability.IanDonaldson
suggests that this conflict is central to Jonson’s plays and hisnon-dramatic verse.On the onehand,
there is the ‘gathered self’—collected, contained,morally strongbut tending towards theposition
that only the self exists ; on theother hand, there is ‘the loose self’ready to shift in an opportunistic
manner fromone role to another, a selfwhichbecauseof its instability is completelyuntrustworthy.
Thisoppositionhasbeen takenbyNewHistoricists to ‘historicize’ theJonsonian self, to establish its
relationshipwith the historical conditions inwhich suchnotions of selfhoodwere constructed.The
critical trend of tracing social identity as a process of self-creation was pioneered by Stephen



Greenblatt’s influential bookRenaissanceSelf-Fashioningwhichdoes not, however, dealwith Jonson.
But an earlier essayby him, ‘TheFalseEnding inVolpone’,has all themain traits ofNewHistoricism.
In that essayGreenblatt argues that part of the attraction of Volpone for us today is that we feel we
are watching the beginning of modern consciousness. Volpone is a man who has created his own
identity, fashioned for himself roles which he goes on to play with the consummate skill of a fine
actor. From this view of a character in a play, the NewHistoricists proceed to a similar view of its
creator. Selfhood, in the viewof such critics, is an entitywhose exact dimensions are determined by
the structures of power and forms of discourse peculiar to the culture in which it is generated. The
qualities of ‘the gathered self’can be understood historically as related to a Renaissance ideal of the
‘laureate self’, a serious self-characterized by its knowledge of and fidelity to itself as well as the
ethos of the age. This laureate self is authorial, a normative ideal againstwhich contemporary varieties
of authorship can be measured. But this self is also an authoritative self because of its conformity
with the governing ethos of the age. In his early works Jonson tries to establish himself as this
elevated kind of author. But a mere declaration of such status does not ensure laureate selfhood and
Jonson’s plays also reveal the paradox and difficulty involved in the process. Volpone is prefaced by
an address to the Universities.As another means to ensure his elevated status as an author, Jonson
alsoemphasizeshisdidactic intentions.But theparadoxanddifficulty lie in the fact that suchastatusis
sought in the allegedbasenessof the theatricalworld.Consequently, Jonson’s aspiration towards the
status of an elevated author involves him in a paradoxical downplaying of the form chosen byhim.
He could be a laureate poet in the theatre only by opposing the theatre, by unmasking the moral
emptinessof itsmimicry (see the sectionon‘Anti-theatricality).
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ASSIGNMENT
Short-answer type questions:
1. What do thenamesVolpone,MoscaVoltore,Carbaccio andCorvinomean ?
2. Whatdoes thenickname ‘SirPol’ suggest ? Inwhatway is he contrastedwithPeregrine?
3. Whatare theUnities?DoesJonsonmaintain theminVolpone?
4. Brieflymention the reasonswhy Jonson is considered unique in British drama of the early
modern period.
5. Mention the titlesof four comedies and two tragediesby Jonson.
6. Whatwas theWar of theTheatres ?What role did Jonson play in it ?
7. Suggest twoaspectsof Jonson’s classicismwhichmakehimunique.
8. Whowas the first critic to relate Volpone to the emerging capitalism of the period ?Briefly
mentionhismainargument.
9. What is the relationshipbetweenauthorandauthority inJonson’splays ?
10. HowwouldyoucompareJonsonandShakespeareinrespectof their representationofwomen
?
11. Whichaspectof Jonsoniandramado theNewHistoricists focus on ?
12. Whatare themarksofJonson’s anti-theatricality inVolpone?

Answerthefollowingquestions indetail andwithclosereference to thetext:
1. Attempt an estimateof Jonson’s achievements as a comicdramatistwith special reference to
Volpone.
2. CommentonJonson’shandlingofhissources inVolpone.
3. What is thesignificanceof theVenetiansettinginVolpone?
4. Bringout themajor themesofVolpone.
5. Analyze thestructureofVolponeandshowhowthesubplot is related to themainplot.
6. Does theendingofVolpone satisfyartistic requirementsaswell as thedemandsof comedy?
7. Commenton the role and character of eitherVolponeorMosca.
8. DoesCelia live up to themeaningof her name ?Howeffective is her presence in the corrupt
publicworld ofVenice?
9. Howdoes Jonsondealwith the themeof theGoldenAge inVolpone ?
10. What isCarnival ?Attempta readingofVolponeinCarnivalesque terms.
11. AnalyzeVolpone fromaMarxistperspective.



BLOCK IV
UNIT-13

THE DUCHESS OFMALFI: JOHNWEBSTER
CONTENT STRUCTURE:
UNIT 13(a): Objectives
UNIT13(b): JacobeanTragedyand theDistinctiveness ofWebsteras a tragic playwright

UNIT 13(a): OBJECTIVES
In thismodulewe shall dealwithoneof thegreatest Jacobean tragedies,TheDuchess ofMalfi,

by JohnWebster.TheDuchess alsohappens tobe a revenge tragedy, verydifferent inkind fromthe
revengetragediesof theearlier,Elizabethan,period, and its treatmentof the themeof revengehas to
be examined.The Jacobean period in the historyofEnglishdrama introduced some important new
trends.Again, comparedwith theearlier,Elizabethan,period’s dramatic achievement, the Jacobeans
appear tobedecadent.Thefigureof theDuchesshasauniquesignificance in respectof the statusof
women, especially when the question of the marriage of a widow came up, in a predominantly
patriarchal society. Other figures of great interest in Webster’s tragedy are Bosola, the Duke
(Ferdinand)andhisbrother, theCardinal.All theseissuesandaspectsof theplayhavebeenthoroughly
discussed in thismodule.

UNIT 13(b): JACOBEAN TRAGEDY AND THE DISTINCTIVE-NESS
OF WEBSTER AS A TRAGIC PLAYWRIGHT

Just as the phenomenonof Elizabethan tragedywas followed a crest in the sea is followedby
that of a trough, so also by Jacobean tragedy, indicating a distinct falling-off from the achieved
standardof literaryexcellence.Thepatriotic outburst of national life after thedefeat of theSpanish
Armada in1588and the freedom illuminedofmindandconscience, anoffshoot of the initial phase
of thatbiggestmovement in humanhistoryknownas theRenaissance,hadalreadyspent themselves,
andreactionwas inevitable. InElizabethantragedytherewasmuchofexhilaration; Jacobeantragedy
wasmarked by decadence.

Contemporary tragic playwrights practically deprived people of any stable system of moral
values, made them crave like inebriates for more andmore abnormal stimulus and provided an
authentic reinforcement of the pessimisticworld-viewof the Jacobean period. Elizabethan tragedy
signified the triumph of life ; it was the dance of death that made Jacobean tragedy a powerful
mediumofevoking shudders. Insteadof theexaltationof thecult ofhumanismin themost glowing
terms,wehave, in Jacobean tragedy, the ‘dialect ofdespair’(CharlesLamb), thenoteofdisjunction,
themuddleof thepositivevaluesof life—obviouslyonaccountof anumberof changesonvarious
planesof thought,political, social, economic, religious, evencosmological.Thewholeassumption,
thecentralmessageofElizabethanEnglandwassummedupbyShakespeare’sVikingprince:

“What a piece ofwork is aman!How noble in reason! how infinite in faculty ! in form, in
moving, howexpress andadmirable ! in actionhowlike an angel ! in apprehensionhowlike
a god! thebeautyof theworld ! theparagonof animals !” (Hamlet, II, ii.)



WiththedismantlingofthePtolemaictheoryoftheuniverse,theocentric,hierarchicandimmutable,
and the erosion of the philosophical foundations of themedieval principle of cosmic harmony /
order, however, things began to fall apart and lose their coherence.Morally and spiritually adrift,
manfoundhimselfabandonedinaworldofacceleratedchange.Therapidmovementfromfeudalism
to capitalism, the ceaseless conflict between orthodoxCatholicism and radical Protestantism, the
tense relationshipbetween theKing andParliament over their rights and, above all, theastounding
discoveriesmade by Copernicus andKepler, Galileo andVesalius converted Jacobean England
intoa landconfusionandunease.Flamineo, inTheWhiteDevil, expresses the zeitgeist (time-spirit)
whenhe says:

“While we look up to heaven we confound
Knowledgewithknowledge.O I am inamist.” (V, vi)

Inconformitywith thepressuresandprinciplesof theJacobeanperiodGeorgeChapmanoffered
to the theatre-audience Bussy D’Ambois and The Revenge of Bussy D’Ambois. Replete with
sensational scenes and inspiredbyphilosophical ideas, eachof the tragediespresents a newversion
of theMarlovian superman.MarstonwroteAntonio’s Revenge and TheMalcontent, andThomas
Heywood did his work in the field of domestic tragedy, the genre of Arden of Feversham. In
Heywood’sAWomanKilledwithKindness, a revengeplaywithoutrevenge,oneinwhichmurderous
impulsesarecontrolledanddispelled,wehaveaperfect antithesis to thegrandioseeventsandhigh-
mindedphilosophical reflectionsofChapman.Muchof themeritofChapman’sdramareallyconsisted
in his philosophical perception of the human condition. Bussy D’Ambois, like so many of the
marginalisedmalcontentswhofollowedhimin theplaysof the1600s,wasamisfit (primarilybecause
ofhis fiery individualism) in thecorruptcourtlyworld inwhichhemoved.Marstonhowever testified
to the Jacobean spirit in a different way ; his discordant moral vision was reflected in his equally
discordant rhetoric.He echoed Senecan stoicism and indulged in Senecan bombast, but he added
to themhisownmodeof thought,hisbroodingdespondency.AsidefromChapmanandMarston, Ben
Jonsonwrote two tragedies, SejanusandCatiline, both ofwhichwere concernedwith thedownfall
of evil protagonists. J. B. Bamborough rightly observes : ‘If Sejanus is an essay on the evils of
TyrannyandFlattery,Catilineisademonstrationofthedangersofpoliticalturbulence’.(BenJonson).

Middleton, incollaborationwithRowley,wroteTheChangeling,a tragedyofoutstandingmerit
withaplot that isbothdexterouslyarticulatedanddeeplyengrossing.Themoraldegenerationof the
heroine,thedeviantandduplicitousBeatrice-Joanna,andhertotalsurrendertothediabolicalcreature,
the ugly and lustful De Flores, are indeed acutely painful.
Middleton’s interest inwomenandtheircapacityforevil is further
illustrated inWomen Beware Womenwhere tragic passions
culminate in crude and atrocious slaughter. Tourneurwas the
authorofTheAtheist’s Tragedy andTheRevenger’sTragedy.
In these, especially the second, there is ampleevidenceofa strong taste for themercilesslyperverse
and thegratuitously horrible among theplaygoersof the Jacobeanperiod.Tourneur evidently tried
to feeda public appetite almost as cruel as that of theRomansunderNero.The early revengeplays
were as little terrifying as puppet-shows, but, in course of time, the theme of revenge handled by
Tourneur came to be intensified and enriched by moral perceptiveness and proved both

The age saw the publication of a number
of revenge tragedies, domestic tragedies,
in the hands of Chapman, Ben Jonson,
Marston and others.



credible andmeaningful. Tourneur could give a whole inferno in a single line.The vision of evil he
conjured up in his skillful verse is almost too menacing to observe. The Revenger’s Tragedy is
structurally the better of the two plays attributed to Tourneur and there is now a school of thought
that would attribute it toMiddleton. Themost famous collaboration of the periodwas that between
Beaumont and Fletcher. They wrote TheMaid’s Tragedy, a high-flown, aristocratic and neo-Greek
drama,oftencharacterizedbyastrainof implausibility.

The greatest tragic playwright of the Jacobean periodwas doubtlessWebster whowrote two
extremely fascinating anddynamic tragedies,TheWhiteDevil andTheDuchess ofMalfi.Webster
hasoftenbeencriticized forhisdefectiveplot-construction.Objectionshavebeen raisedagainst his
penchant for the decadent world-view and his predilection for the sinister and violent modes of
action.But he forms a class by himself in the history of Jacobean drama, thanks to his tantalizing
poetic power and his searching study of the riddling complexities of the human mind. In some
respectsWebster exhibited the true dramatist’s skill in his treatment of sensational scenes ; and
hardly any playwright of his time couldmatch him in the construction of grim or grisly situations
relievedbya poetic imaginationever dwellingon thegloomy thought of death.Perhapshewas the
only Jacobean playwrightwho camenearest to Shakespeare in his power of character delineation,
but his tragedies served tohighlight Shakespeare’smagnificent balancebetween plot and character
rather thanvyingwith hiswholework. It shouldhowever be noted thatWebsterwas by nomeans
just a flamboyant sensation-monger, an unthinking composer of eloquent melodrama. He had a
deep tragic vision and an expansive ethical consciousness. It is true that one ofWebster’s salient
characteristics ishispreoccupationwithdeath.AsT.S.Eliotsays inhis ‘Whispersof Immortality’:

“Webster wasmuch possessed by death
Andsawtheskullbeneath theskin:
And breastless creatures underground
Leanedbackwardwitha liplessgrin.

Daffodil bulbs instead of balls
Stared from the sockets of the eyes !

Heknew that thought clings rounddead limbs
Tighteningitslustsandluxuries.”

It isalsotrue thatWebsterisoftenpessimistic, thathe ‘relisheswitha near-psychopathicobsession
the cruel variationsof humanmortality’(S.GorleyPutt : TheGoldenAge ofEnglishDrama), and
that,while depicting aworldwheremankind is abandoned, he anticipates ‘theSartreannotion that
it is death itselfwhich renders life terrifyingly absurd and devoid ofmeaning.’(RowlandWymer :
Webster andFord). But equally true isWebster’s ‘agonized search formoral order in the uncertain
and chaotic world of Jacobean skepticism’ (Irving Ribner : Jacobean Tragedy : The Quest for
MoralOrder)—his response toandappreciationof the luminous idealof the suffering individual’s
‘integrity of life’ in a heap of broken images. Reflecting on what he regards as ‘a strictly moral
universe’inWebster’s playsD.C.Gunbyhasgone so far as to claimthat ‘all the resourcesof poetic
dramaaredirected towards the embodimentof a complex,moving and deeply religious vision of
human existence.’



The Jacobean period came to an end with
JohnFord,Massinger and ShirleyFord’s
focus of interest was on thematic
relationships which he succeeded in
making vibrant with a definable
emotional tone of melancholy and grief.

JohnFord, anotherplaywrightof theperiod,hadsomethingof thesamesharpnessofvisionand depth
of feeling and the same sort of fascination with Websterian horrors. His two tragedies, ’TisPity
She’s aWhore and The Broken Heart, are generally regarded as the last two great tragedies of the
Jacobean period, though it must be conceded that the first one is great only in patches. In a
sense, ’Tis Pity She’s a Whore dealing, like Beaumont and Fletcher’s AKing and no King, with
incest, is a persecution tragedy where a loving couple (brother and sister, we presently learn with
revulsion) persist fatally in their love against a hostile world of traditional ethics. T. S. Eliot has
characterized the lovers with clarity and precision Giovanni is merely selfish and self-willed, of a
temperament to want a thing the more because it is forbidden :Annabella is pliant, vacillating and
negative : the one almost a monster of egoism, the other virtually a moral defective. (Elizabethan
Essays) Ford could face all themoral implications of a genuinely incestuous passion, but his poetic
powerwas not often of an elevated quality or of a rich timbre. The BrokenHeart is a more coherent
study and has a more sustained plot-structure. Ford was content to represent life’s tragic situations,
knitting them into a unity.His focus of interestwas not on anymoral pattern, but on thematic relation-
shipswhichhesucceededinmakingvibrantwithadefinableemotionaltoneofmelancholyandgrief.

WithMassinger, an exact contemporary of Ford, we leave the Jacobean age for the Caroline
age, and with Shirley, author of The Traitor and The Cardinal, we come to the end of the great
periodofEnglishdrama.Shirley’s tragediesarewell-craftedandwithoutanyglaring faults,but they
lacktheoriginality,spontaneityandvitalityofhismasterlypredecessors.

T. S. Eliot examinesWebster’s view of life and arrives at the conclusion that his underlying
philosophy is characterized by confusion, morbidity and
disequilibrium.EquallyresponsivetoWebster’sdecadentworld-
view isGunnarBoklundwhobelieves thatWebster’s purpose
in TheWhite Devil is to portray ‘a world without a centre’—
‘aworldwheremankind is abandoned,without footholdon an
earthwhere themoral lawdoes not apply, without real hope in
aheaventhatallowsthispredicament toprevail.’ (TheSources
of TheWhite Devil) In The Duchess of Malfi, he asseverates, ‘plot and theme combine and co-
operate to’produce a final effect of unrelieved futility, foreshadowed several times in the past by
Bosola’s bitter denunciations of theworld’(TheDuchess ofMalfi: Sources, Themes, Characters).
Nevertheless,whatmarksWebster off from the other tragic playwrights of the Jacobean period is
his ultimate focus on the positivevalues of life. It has beennoted byD.C.Gunby that at the endof
TheDuchess ofMalfi,Delio, presenting after the gory carnageAntonio’s son as a symbol of hope
andregeneration, expressesa largerviewandabrighter philosophy.Usingwhat is, significantly, the
only sun image in a darkplay, hepoints to ‘the negativity and futility of evil’and reveals his deep-
seatedconviction that ‘integrityof life’ is rewardedbeyond thegrave.
LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
1. Howwouldyoucharacterize JacobeanTragedy ?
2. What are the distinct features of John Webster as a playwright ?
3. Namesomegreatdramatistsof theJacobeanPeriodother thanJohnWebster, and theirplays.



UNIT 14(a):
LIFE AND WORKS OF WEBSTER

CONTENT STRUCTURE
UNIT 14(a): Life and Works of Webster
UNIT 14(b) Sources and Influences, Plot

AlmostnothingisknownofWebster’s lifeexcept thathewrotea numberofplays incollaboration
and at least four unaided, as well as some poems and pageants. He was born most probably in
1580, but we do not know when he died. He might have been the John Webster buried at St.
James’s Clerkenwell on 3March 1638, but scholars have been perturbed by the fact that in 1634
Heywood’s Hierarchy of the Blessed Angels referred to him in the past tense. As regards his
ancestryWebsterhimself remarked in theDedication tohispageant,MonumentsofHonour (1624),
that hewas aLondoner, ‘born free’of theMerchantTaylors’Company. It has been conjectured—
mainlybecauseofhisconsiderableknowledgeof the law—that, following the leadof anotherpoet
and dramatist, JohnMarston, he entered as a student at theMiddle Temple in 1598, but, for some
reason or other, he did not complete his course of studies. Webster’s earliest surviving play is
Appius andVirginia (C. 1608), a dignifiedmasterpiece, thoughmanymodern critics believe that it
wasWebster’s lastworkwrittenprobably incollaborationwithHeywood. InhisearlyyearsWebster
wrote the Introduction to Marston’s popular tragicomedy, The Malcontent. The play came out
during 1603 or the spring of 1604. During 1604-5Webster wrote two city comedies,Westward
Ho!andNorthwardHo! In collaborationwithDekker.Webster’s reputationhowever rests onThe
White Devil (1612) and The Duchess of Malfi (1614), two tragedies which really constitute the
apogee of his dramatic ouvre, and to a lesser extent The Devil’s Law-Case (1620), a deeply
seriousplay, though in the tragicomicmode.Theseareall darkandviolentworks, shot throughwith
passages of extraordinary poetry, and obsessed, even the last and lightest, with death, decay and
doom.Of these threeplaysTheWhiteDevil, thoughacclaimedbyDekker for its ‘BraueTriumphs
ofPoesie, andElaborate Industry’, hada ratherpoor reception in the theatre’.Themost successful

production was The Duchess of Malfi ; it had an immediate
impact on the audience.Webster offered the play, not to the
Queen’sMen,but to their rivals, theKing’sMajesty’s Servants.
The playwas first produced at the Blackfriars and afterwards
at theGlobe.
SomeotherworksofWebsterdeservemention,although they

tell us nothing special aboutWebster’s artistic excellence or
moral vision.Oneof his plays,Keep theWidowWaking (1624),written in collaborationwith John
Ford, put both of them into legal problematics. AMonumental Column (1613), an elegy on the
death ofHenry, Prince ofWales, serves as an aid to our understanding ofWebster’s tragicworld-
view.Another work ofWebster’s is the group of thirty-two prose ‘characters’added to the 1615
edition of Sir ThomasOverbury’sCharacters.Webster’s comic geniuswas never as great as that
ofShakespeare,butonefull-length, full-fledgedcomedyentitledGuise (C.1616)hasbeenattributed
tohim.Websterhimselfmentioned it in thesamebreathashis two tragedies.

Webster offered “The Duchess ofMalfi”,
themost successful of his plays which had
an immediate impact on the audience, to
theKing’sMajesty’s servants, the rivals of
Queen’s men. Other works that deserve
mention are ‘Keep the Widow Waking’,
‘A Monumental Column’ etc.



Websterwas a Londoner, ‘born free’of the
Merchant Taylor’ company He
entered
as a student at theMiddle Temple in 1598,
but did not complete his course of studies.
....He wrote a number of plays in
collaboration and at least four unaided,
as well as some poems and pageants —
‘Appius and Virginia’, his earliest play
— he wrote a tragic comedy and two city
comedies. However, “The White Devil”
and “The Duchess of Malfi” constitute
the apogee of his dramatic ouvre. These
are dark and violent works, with passages
of extraordinary poetry and obsessed with
death, decay and doom.

LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
1.Whatdoyouknowof JohnWebster’s life andworks?Whichone is themost successful
ofWebster’s productions?

How to Approach THE DUCHESS Of MALFI?
Explorations of ‘the rich network of finer effects’(to borrowDoverWilson’s phrase inWhat

Happens in ‘Hamlet’) may contribute towards a better understanding ofWebster’s play. These
‘effects’ have been produced not onlybywhat has been stated
butalsobywhathasbeenimplied—bywhat lies inthecontexts
or on themargins.UnlikeHamlet, theDuchess ofMalfi is not
amysteriouscharacter—herpassion,ungovernableandactive,
iswellpronouncedandmaybrackether togetherwithanumber
of tragic heroines in the history of world drama, who are
commonly regarded as deviant and disorderly (from
Aeschylus’s Clytemnestra to Ibsen’s Rebecca via
Shakespeare’s Desdemona), though with some basic points
of contrast. Thosewhowant to punish and torture theDuchess,
all representatives of relentless, feudal patriarchy, Ferdinand
and the Cardinal and their tool, Bosola, the foul-mouthed
malcontent and self-seeking opportunist (Machiavellian in
astuteness and design), are howevercomplexcharacters.The
irresistiblequestionswehave
to answer are : Why do the two brothers want to take revenge on their sister ? What role does
Bosolaplayintheirschemeofrevenge?DoesFerdinandentertainanyguiltypassionfortheDuchess?

Above all,wemust try to find outwhatWebster seeks to spotlight as he presents theDuchess
who is so radically different from her predecessors in Bandello, Belleforest and Painter) in the
decadent social perspectiveof the Jacobeanperiod.Howdoes he dealwith theproblemsof female
sexuality,widow remarriage, class conflict and power-politics in a society that is absolutelymale-
dominatedandintegratedramaandliterature in theresonancesofcontemporaryculture?Thereare

manymagnificentpassagesofpoetryintheplay.Studentsshould
particularly concentrate on the dying speeches of different
characters,whichoftenthrowagooddeal lightoncontemporary
humanconditioncharacterizedbyconfusionofvalues.Onemust
understand thatWebster’s poetry is indissociably intertwined
withthe totaldramaticstructure.
LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
1. How should the reader approach TheDuchess of Malfi ?

(b) : SOURCES, INFLUENCES AND PLOT
Inhis letter totheReader,prefixedtoTheWhiteDevil,Websteracknowledgeshis indebtedness

to contemporaryornear-contemporaryplaywrights, settinggreat store by their ‘worthy labours’.

What may contribute toward a proper
understanding of Webster’s play are the
explorations of “the rich network of finer
effects”, produced not only by what has
been stated, but also by what has been
implied. we must try to find out what
Webster seeks to spotlight as he presents
theDuchess.



Webster’s immediate source of inspiration
was William Painter’s The Palace of
Pleasure. But the events of The Duchess
of Malfi reached Webster in a fictional
form.

He speaks of the ‘full and height’ned’ style of Master Chapman, the labour’d and understanding
works of Master Jonson : the no less worthy composures of the both worthily excellent Master
Beaumont andMaster Fletcher : and lastly (without wrong last to be named) the right happy and
copious industry of Master Shakespeare, Master Dekker, and Master Heywood ...’Webster’s
dependence on borrowed material as a method or technique of composition was not looked upon
in his age as the blemish of plagiarism. It was, on the other hand, a rhetorical virtue to make a
creative use of the borrowedmaterial.

While writing The Duchess of Malfi,Webster derived impetus from various sources and
assimilatedvarious influenceswithin theorbit ofhiscreativeart.Thedeviceof thedeadman’shand
(used byFerdinand in darkness)might have been derived fromBarnabeRich’s translation of The
FamousHistories of Herodotus (1584),while other features of the torturing of theDuchessmost
probablycamefromCinthio’sHecatommithiandSidney’sArcadia.Echo-sceneswerequitecommon
inElizabethan / Jacobeandrama.Theworksmost likely to have influencedWebster in this respect
includedDekker’sOldFortunatus, Jonson’sCynthia’s Revels, the anonymous SecondMaiden’s
TragedyandGeorgeWither’s elegy,PrinceHenry’sObsequies.The lunatics indulging incharivari
perform in anti-masquewhich certainly suggested a distortion of the Elizabethan tradition of the
courtmasque.Campion,Beaumont andJonson alsocontributed towards the formationof a formal
structure resembling that of the marriage-masquewith Bosola as the ‘presenter’of the bride (the
Duchess) to the groom (Death).

The events ofTheDuchess ofMalfi really tookplace during the years 1505-13, but in spite of
their historical authenticity, they reachedWebster in a fictional form.The tragic storyof the strong-
willed but ill-fated Duchess fascinated many writers and had a wide currency in contemporary
literature. It occurred inGeorgeWhetstone’sAnHeptameronofCivillDiscourses (1582),Thomas
Beard’sTheTheatreofGodsJudgements (1597) andEdwardGrimestone’s translationofGoulart’s
Admirable and Memorable Histories (1607), to name only those works thatWebster had read.
Webster’s immediate source of inspirationwas howeverWilliamPainter’s collection of tales,The
Palace of Pleasure (1566-67), which contained the account of theDuchess as it was given in the
second volume of François de Belleforest’sHistoires Tragiques (1565). Belleforest had however
taken theaccount fromMatteoBandello’s collectionofNovelle (1554).

WhileBandelloonlyplays the roleof a story-teller, fanciful, thoughbynomeansunrealistic, and
surprisingly free frommoral obligations, bothPainter andBelleforest take anuncompromisingly

rigorous and sternly moral attitude to the Duchess and look
upon her as a wanton widow, lascivious and disorderly.
Webster’s focus of attention is however on the suffering of a
woman (who is a widow, supposed to be disorderly) in
confrontationwith thepatriarchalpowerof a feudal society.
The storyof theDuchess remains the same in all the sources

mentioned above andWebsterwho comes closer to Painter’s version of the story in tone and spirit
does not depart from its basic structure.TheDuchess in the story isGiovanna d’Aragonawhowas
married toAlfonso, son and heir to theDuke ofMalfi, in 1490when shewas only twelve years old.
Alfonso succeeded to the Dukedom in 1495, but he died a premature death. His son, born
posthumously, succeededhimand theDuchess ruled for himas regent. In 1504AntonioBologna



who belonged to an illustrious family in Naples was appointed as thestewardin the household ofthe
Duchess.Theyoungwidowfell in lovewithhimandsecretlymarriedhimbecause shewasafraid that
hermarriagewouldmake her brothers extremely angry.Themarriagewas successfully concealed for
someyears. In themeantime,childrenwereborn.Noproblemoccurredafter thebirthof the firstchild,
but the birth of the second child started rumours and her brothers employed a spy to watchher
movements,Antonio took his children toAncona and shortly afterwards theDuchesswent to meet
himalongwitha large retinueunder thepretext of goingona pilgrimage toLoretto.The secretof her
marriage became an open secret and one of the brothers of the Duchess, Lodovico, now the
Cardinal ofAragon, persuaded theLegate ofAncona tobanish
Antonio.Asadvisedby theDuchess,Antonioescaped toMilan
withtheeldestchild.TheDuchesswashowever takenprisoner
beforelongand in thepalaceof Malfi ; sheandherotherchildren
were ruthlessly killed.Ayear laterAntoniowas also killed by
oneDaniel da Bosola under instructions from the brothers of
theDuchess.

Websterdoesnot incorporateanystrikingchanges in theplot-structureofhisplay, basedon the
receivedstory-line,but someofhisadditions toPainter’s storyhavenotonlyenhancedthespectacular
effect of theplaybut also intensified theemotions evoked—thoseof pity and fear. In thewords of
FrederickAllen (Introduction,TheDuchess ofMalfi):

ToPainter’s story thedramatist added the brothers’definite instructions to theDuchess against
a secondmarriage, thewholeof thepart assigned toBosola prior to hiskillingAntonio, the sudden
visit of the sudden visit of the Duke of Calabria to the Duchess’s bed-chamber, the spectacular
‘instalment’ atLoretto, thewholeof the sub-plot concerning.Castruchi Julia and theCardinal, and
practically the whole of the Fourth and FifthActs— the incident of the dead hand, the artificial
figuresofAntonioandhis childrenappearingas if theyweredead, themadmenwith their song and
dance, theepisodeof the tomb-makerandof thebellman,Antonio’svisit to theCardinal, the‘echo’

scene, the soldier-scene at Rome andMilan, the intrigues and
counter- intriguesofBosola and theCardinal,Antonio’s death
by mistake, the deaths of Ferdinand and the Cardinal and
Bosola. It cannot in denied that Webster is often derivative,
dependent on borrowings, butwhat is of central importance in
hishandlingofthesourcesishisoriginalityofperception,which
neverleaveshiminhisartofcharacterdelineation.Indeed,much

of themerit ofWebster as a dramatist consists in his ability to explore the psychological and the
introspective, themysteriousmindset ofman—what theSwedish playwright,August Strindberg,
wouldhavedescribedas ‘the richnessof the soul complex’. It is in this respect thatWebster invites
comparisonwithShakespeare andBrecht:while puttingoldwine in a newbottle (to use a trite but
pardonable colloquialism), each of them reveals an insight that probes and plumbs the
unknownmodes of being. Ferdinand, by far themost complex character in TheDuchess of Malfi
testifies toWebster’s rare skill in the art of character drawing and recalls Shakespeare’s depiction
of Iago (inOthello), Edmund (inKingLear) andAngelo (inMeasure forMeasure).

Webster is indebted to contemporary or
near contemporary playwrights e.g.
Chapman, Jonson, Beaumont, Fletcher,
Shakespeare, Dekker, Heywood, Barnabe
Rich, Cinthio, Sidney, George Wither.....

Webster does not incorporate any striking
change in the plot- structure of his play,
but some of his additions to Painter’s story
not only enhanced the spectacular effect
of the play, but also intensified the
emotions evoked— those of pity and fear.



ACT I: Antonio, newly returned from France, talks to his friend, Delio. He speaks highly of the
well-governedFrenchcourt.ThejudiciouskingofFrancehasdrivenoutofhiscourtall theflattering

sycophants and dissolute persons. Soon come in Bosola, the
court-gall, disgruntled and embittered, railing at one and all,
and theCardinal who has deprivedBosola of his due rewards
in spiteof the serviceshehas donehim.Ferdinand thencomes
in along with some courtiers. Antonio tells Delio that the
Cardinal is cold and taciturn, while. Ferdinand, Duke of
Calabria, is of ‘a most perverse and turbulent nature’. Soon
theCardinalwho

went out in scene i comes inwith his sister, the ‘Duchess ofMalfi, forwhose rapturous discourse,
sweet countenance and noble virtueAntonio has only words of unstinting praise. The Duchess
agrees to employ Bosola as the provisor of the horses at Malfi, as desired by the Duke, without
relalizing thatBosola’smain purpose is to spy on her.The brothers depart but not before giving a
sternwarningtotheirsisteragainsta remarriagethatwillmostspecificallywitnesstoherlasciviousness.
But after their departure theDuchess reveals her secrets inCariola herwaiting-woman,whoagrees
to keepthemconcealedfromtheworld.Antonioand theDuchessmeet;wordsof loveareexchanged
under a veneer of ambiguity; and at the endAntonio responds to theDuchess’s amorous proposals
positivelybutwith someapprehension.Their clandestinemarriage takes place, thoughwithout the
approvalof theChurch, andCariola finds in it a sureevidenceof theDuchess’s ‘fearfulmadness’.

ACTII:Bosola’s conversationwithCastruchio, an elderly courtier, husband to Julia, proves as
cynical as his conversationwith theOldLady.Antonio communicates the secret of hismarriage to
Deliowho isgenuinelyamazed.Bosola sees theDuchess,grownfat and ‘exceedingshort-winded’,
and suspects that she ispregnant.Hedevisesa scheme to test thevalidityof his suspicion.Hegives
her some apricots which she eats with great relish and consequently falls into premature labour.
Antoniopanics,but is savedby the resourcefulDelio.TheDuchesshowevergivesbirth to a sonand
Bosolacomes toknowof thisnew-bornchild fromahoroscopewhichAntonioaccidentallydrops.
He is still in the dark as to who the father of the child is, but he proceeds to give this piece of
information (regarding theDuchess’smotherhood) to Ferdinand and theCardinal.At the place of
theCardinal the conversation between Julia and theCardinal reveals their adulterous relationship,
butDelio’sappearanceandsuit to Julia,alongwithhisofferofmoney,makewayto furtheradvance
towards degeneration in the human condition.On receiving the news of their sister’s remarriage
Ferdinand flies into a rage anddisplays inhis ravingshisobsessiveconcernwith sexuality,whereas
the Cardinal, though not less angry, remains outwardly cool, and expresses his disapproval in a
laconic fashion.

ACT III: At the outset there is a conversation between Antonio and Delio regarding the
Duchess who, meanwhile, ‘hath had two children more, a son and daughter’. The two brothers
have becomeextremely angry. Ferdinand comes toMalfi and cunningly concealing his evil designs,
puts up a show of affection for his sister. Afterwards however he steals into the Duchess’s
bed-chamber and hurlsthe wildest reproaches to her as she mumbles about her hidden passion.
Ferdinand gives her adagger, asking her to commit suicide, and chastises her in a language of
unmatched foulness for being shamelessly wanton. The Duchess urges Antonio to escape to
Ancona and spreads the storythat hehascheatedher inaccounts.Bosoladoubts thegenuinenessof
thestoryandgoesonpraising

Webster’s originality of perception,
though he is derivative and dependant
never leaves him in his art of character
delineation. He is skilled in exploring
the psychological and the introspective,
themysteriousmindset ofman.



LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
1. Write a note on the sources ofWebster when hewrote TheDuchess ofMalfi?
2. What alterationdidWebstermake to the storyof Painter and towhat effect?
3. Briefly narrate the story ofTheDuchess ofMalfi?

the virtues ofAntonio, his honesty and integrity. Tired andworried, theDuchess finds a kindred soul
in Bosola and confides her secret to him. Bosola advises her to pretend to go on a pilgrimage to
Loretto, but at the same time, in sick self-hatred, he decides to pass the secret on to Ferdinand. The
Cardinal gives up his religious portfolio and prepares to take up arms for the Emperor, and Ferdinand
sends a seemingly affectionate letter to the Duchess to bringAntonio to him. The Duchess has
however grownwiser than shewas; she now understands everymove of her brother’s dirty stratagem.
EventuallyAntoniogoes toMilanandBosolaarrests theDuchessand takesher toMalfi.

ACTIV:Enragedby theDuchess’scalmacceptanceofhersufferinginhersolitaryconfinement,
Ferdinanddecides to tortureher in amore ruthlessway.Againhe visitsher in darkness andgivesher
the severed hand of a deadman to kiss, hinting that this hand is that ofAntonio’s. TheDuchess is
then shown thewax-effigies ofAntonio and their children; the ‘sad spectacle of her near and dear
ones, appearing as if theywere dead’, brings theDuchess to the brink of despair. But shebears her
sufferingwithdignityand fortitude.Thencome themadmenwithall their pranks, producing raucous
notesandunleashingthe forcesofchaos.Theclimax is reachedwhenBosolaappears in avarietyof
roles, first, as tomb-maker, and then, as bellman, and then again, as the guide of the executioners.
TheDuchess is strangledandso isCariola.Ferdinand isdeeply shocked thenhesees thedeadbody
of theDuchess, andwhenBosola demands his reward forwhat he has done, Ferdinand gives him
onlya ‘pardon’.Unable to facewhat hehasbrought about in thenameofhonouror justice, hegoes
mad.Bosola is also tormentedby his conscience, andwith the temporary recovery of theDuchess
he entertains hopes of redeeming himself. He will execute theDuchess’s last will— hewill deliver
her dead body ‘to the reverenddispose /Of somegoodwomen’.Hewill thus avenge her death and
then go toMilan to assistAntonio.

ACTV: Pescara iswilling to giveAntonio’s land to Julia, though not toDelio, andAntonio, a
patheticandingloriousman, thinksofgoingto theCardinal’schamberatmidnight torequesthimfor
reconciliation.Ferdinandhasbeenafflictedwith lycanthropy; theCardinal suffering from‘wondrous
melancholy’ looksuponJulia ashis ‘ling ’ringconsumption’; Julia, enamouredofBosola, seeks, at
his instruction, the information about the cause of hismelancholy and is made to kiss a poisoned
religious bookwhen she tells theCardinal that shewill not be able to conceal the secret about the
Duchess’s death. Bosola decides to retaliate, but before killing the Cardinal, he killsAntonio by
mistake.TheCardinal, obviously a victimof ‘guilty conscience’, dies ‘like a leveret /Without any
resistance ’. He is stabbed by bothBosola and Ferdinand. Bosola also kills Ferdinand, but he has
beengivenhisdeath-woundbyFerdinandin theirscufflewith theCardinal.After thedeathof Bosola,
Delio,alongwith theeldest sonofAntonio, enters,and theplaycomes toan endwith the finalwords
ofDelio, suggesting the emergence of aneworder of hope andassuranceout of ‘thisgreat ruin’.



UNIT 15

MARKSOFDECADENCE
Marks of decadence in The Duchess of Malfi

CONTENT STRUCTURE:
UNIT 15(a): Theme : Marks of Decadence
UNIT 15(b): Theme of Revenge
UNIT 15(c): Webster’s presentation of the Duchess

The Duchess of Malfi has often been regarded as a revenge tragedy with a liberal dose of
melodrama. Disintegration and bewilderment, so characteristic of the Jacobean period, seem to
havecharacterizedWebster’s perceptionof lifeas revealed in thisplay.One feels inclined tobelieve
that in spiteofWebster’s emphasison the integrityofa courageouswoman’s struggle to remain true
to herself, it provides an evidence of the decadent world-view of the Jacobean period. Ian Jack
who looks uponWebster as a ‘decadent’ speaks of his lack of a profound hold on any system of
moralvalues.HedwellsonWebster’s proclivity towards the representationofflesh-creepinghorrors
and expresses theview:

The sensationalismof his [Webster’s] plays is the stigmaof anoutlookon life as narrowas it is
intense.Websterseesthehumansituationasa chaoticstruggle, lit indeedbyflashesof‘bitter lightning’,
but, fated tosinkagainintoamistofconfusionandsub-humanactivity.

[‘TheCase of JohnWebster’, Scrutiny 16]
L.G. Salingear is equally emphatic aboutWebster’s turgid sensations and inflamed emotions

and the judgementhe pronounces is unambiguous:Webster is sophisticated, but his sophistication
belongs to decadence.Thepoet’s solemnity and his groping for a newbasis for tragedy only serve
to exposehis inner bewilderment.

[‘Tourneur and theTragedyofRevenge’,ThePelicanGuide toEnglishLiterature,Vol 2, ed.
BorisFord]

DukeFerdinandandtheCardinal, twocreaturesofhell,decide
to take revenge on their sister, theDuchess ofMalfi, who has
deviated from the accepted norms of social hierarchy by
marryinghermajordomo.HerclandestinemarriagewithAntonio
(describedbyFerdinandas‘aslavethatonlysmell’dofinkand

counters’) has brought dishonour to the royal family ofAragon and Castile. The free choice and
active sexuality of a widow further prove disruptive of the patriarchal confines. The two brothers
suffering frommoral decadence become uncompromising in their scheme of revenge. Ferdinand
seems to entertain a guilty passion for his own sister and theCardinalwho is expected to embrace
the ideal of the spiritualwelfare ofmankind isnothing short of a cold-bloodedvillain remorselessly
cruel. Imagininghis sisterwitha tormentingvividness‘in theshamefulactof sin’,Ferdinandconjures
upfor the loversa punishmentdemonic in its implications.And inexchanginghispriest’s vestments
for thearmsof the soldier, theCardinal notmerely takes up armsunder theorders of theEmperor

The Duchess’ brothers suffering from
moral decadence become
uncompromising in their scheme of
revenge. What thetwo brothers and the
spy do is bring the Duchess to
“mortification” by degrees.



“The world called Webster”, where life
“seems to flow into forms and shapes with
an irregular, abnormal and horrible
volume” suggests an abandonment of
values.Morbidity and pessimism intensify
the atmosphere of decadence in the play.

but also puts off his priestly office in order to persecute his sister the better. The two brothers
employ Bosola, an embittered cynic and blunt moralist, to watch the movements of the Duchess.
What the two brothers and the spy do is bring the Duchess to ‘mortification’ by degrees. The
gratuitous horrors they incorporate in their scheme of revenge have disgusted a number of critics,
includingBernardShawwhocrownsWebster ‘TussaudLaureate’.

Morbidity andpessimism intensify the atmosphereof decadence inTheDuchess ofMalfi.We
have the impression that there is nopointof reference, no regulatingprinciple for the scepticpeople
of the Jacobean age. ‘The world called Webster’which Rupert Brooke sees as one where life
‘seems to flowinto formsandshapeswithan irregular,abnormalandhorriblevolume’(JohnWebster
and the ElizabethanDrama) suggests an abandonment of values. The fundamental problems of
ethicsgenerated in thisworld have been traced to the spiritual exhaustionof the Jacobean age, the
‘dread of death and horror of life’ (Una Ellis-Fermor : The
JacobeanDrama), the predicament and anguish of Jacobean
negation. It is in thisworld that the passions of retribution spin
theplot of a persecution tragedy.The two brothers confine the
Duchess in a solitaryprisonmadehideousby thedisconcerting
clamourofagroupoflunaticswhoembodytheforcesofchaos.
Thelunaticsareinstructedtoindulgeincharivariinthepresence
of theDuchess so that shemay lose herwits, despair and die an inglorious death.Onone occasion
Ferdinandoffers theDuchess the severedhandof a deadmanandmakes herkiss it in darkness.On
another occasion he shows her thewax-effigies ofAntonio and her sweet children so that, in the
words of Bosola, she ‘may, wisely, cease to grieve / For that which cannot, be recovered’. ‘The
case of JohnWebster, and in particular TheDuchess ofMalfi’, T.S. Eliot says in his essay, ‘Four
ElizabethanDramatists’, ‘will provide an interesting example of a very great literary and dramatic
genius directed towards chaos. Scenes of murder and madness inWebster’s play witness to the
central ideasof instabilityanddislocationassociatedwith this ‘chaos’.The formFerdinand’smadness
takes after the death of the Duchess is as appropriate as it is extraordinary. He falls victim to
lycanthropywhich not only suggests guilt and remorse but is also associatedwithwitchcraft and
love-melancholy. His obedience to light as well as his fear of his own shadow leads us to endorse
Bosola’s feeling that ‘a fatal judgment hath fallen upon this Ferdinand’. In the Cardinal we find
neither guilt not fear, only continuing villainy : he makes Julia kiss a poisoned book of prayers.
Murder aftermurder takes place inActVof the play : deeds of revengewith harrowing bloodshed
are performed as an inexplicable andmonstrouswrong. But before they die, all the characters in
TheDuchessofMalfiaremade to acknowledge theprevailing atmosphereof confusion.Theirs has
always been a life of erroneous judgment, hopeless and anguished. TheDuchess is almost on the
verge of despairwhen she says inAct IV, scene i:

“I account this world a tedious theatre,
For I doplayapart in’t ‘gainstmywill.”

The echo-scene (Act.V, scene iii) registers the ‘deadly accent’of inexorable fatalism that leads to
Antonio’s sad realization :

“Pleasureof life,what is’t ?



LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS
1. Describe, how the marks of decadence in the Jacobean period is reflected in John
Webster’sTheDuchess ofMalfi.

Only thegoodhours
Of an ague :merely a preparative to rest,
Toendurevexation.”(V,iv)

InActV, scenev,Ferdinandsayswith intenseagony,
“I do account thisworld but a dog-kennel;
Iwillvaultcredit, andaffecthighpleasuresBeyonddeath.”

At theendof theplay,beforehisdeath,Bosola feelshe is ‘inamist’.Reflectingonthepointlessness
andmiseryof human life, he cries out:

“Othisgloomyworld,
In what a shadow, or deep pit of darkness
Doth,womanish,andfearful,mankindlive”?

B) The Theme of Revenge:
The Duchess of Malfi as a Revenge Tragedy

The ancestry of the dramatic genre known as revenge tragedy (a genre itself part of a larger
group under the heading of the tragedy of blood)may be traced back toAeschylus’s Oresteia. In
Agamemnon, the first play of the trilogy, Clytemnestra, in collusion with Aegisthus, murders
her husbandAgamemnon.An outragedmother, she is the horrifying instrument of pitiless justice,
but in the second play of the trilogy, The Choephori, she is murdered by her son Orestes. The
tragic playwrights of the Elizabethan period took a keen interest in devising stirring revenge
plots for a variety of reasons. Dwelling on the rich vein of norms and assumptions in revenge
tragedy, social, political andreligious,L.G.Salingar says inhis essay ‘Tourneut and theTragedyof
Revenge’:

“The theme of revenge [the ‘wild justice ‘of Bacon’s essay] was popular in Elizabethan
tragedy; because it touched important questions of the day; the social problems of
personal honourand the survival of feudal lawlessness; the political problemof tyranny and
resistance; and thesupreme question of providence, with its provocative contrasts between
humanvengeanceanddivine.”

The Spanish TragedywhereKydmade themost effective use of the Senecan apparatus is by
far themost outstanding revenge tragedy of the Elizabethanperiod. Full of action that is rapid and
exciting,Kyd’splay testifies tosomestrikingcharacteristicsofElizabethanrevenge tragedy—stoic
moralizing,descriptive skill andmacabreblood-thirstiness.

The Duchess of Malfi is also a revenge tragedy whereWebster depicts a world of murder in
violent detail.Marrow-freezing horrors abound, but in this characteristic product of the Jacobean
period, it is theelement introspectionrather thanthatof actionwhichpredominates.ElizabethBrennan,
in her introduction to theNewMermaids editionof TheDuchess ofMalfi, observes thatWebster’s
play has thedramatic frameworkof a revenge tragedy, but she can trace in this framework only a



few conventionswhichwere popular on the English stage between 1580 and 1642. Two important
actions, the Cardinal’s investiture as a soldier and the Duchess’s banishment, are performed in a
dumb-show.There is no ghost, though the echo from theDuchess’s tomb fulfils one of the functions
of the ghost of revenge tragedy bywarning a doomedman of the dangers in store for him and at the
same timepointing towards theunknownbut inexorable fact of his owndeath.The final actionof the
play, consistingof accidental ormistakenmurders, the treacherous poisoningof Julia and the repeated
stabbings of the last scene, produces enough bloodshed and a number of corpses to remind us of
the sensational, gory tragedies of the 1590s.

InWebster’s play theDuchess is obviously theprotagonist, but it is not shewho takes revenge
on the perpetrators of injustice.Her brothers are, on the other hand, the revengers; they look upon
her clandestinemarriage withAntonio as a blot on the escutcheon and think of the Duchess as a
lasciviouswomanbothdeviant anddisorderly, sinceher active sexualityhas proved tobedisruptive
of theexistingpatriarchalconfines.ThecomparisonbetweentheDuchessandShakespeare’sHamlet
is too tenuous to last, forHamlet appears both as revenger and as object of revenge, having a dual
role and a dual situation.Gripped by an uncontrollable passion, theDuchessmarriesAntonio, but
her marriage makes her brothers so angry that they decide to punish her by bringing her to
‘mortification’ by degrees. The revengeful brothers are both villains, creatures of hell, who carry
theirvillainy to the farthestvergeof humandepravity.Theysubmit themselves to an insensate fury
thatblinds thevision,maddens the intellect andpoisons thespringsof pity—apity that in themore
choleric temperofFerdinand, leads tohorrifying remorseandin themorephlegmaticconstitutionof
theCardinal, to a callousness that strikes one cold.

The conventions of madness and themasque are combined in the charivari of lunaticswhich
forms part of the complicated mental torture to which the Duchess is subjected by Ferdinand.
Madness has indeed been incorporated in the action of the play in a strikingly original fashion.
Ferdinand’s lycanthropy certainly serves a doublepurpose.Grounded in the crude animality of his
nature, it constitutes a significant part ofWebster’s art of character-drawing.As lycanthropywas a
recognized symptom of love-melancholy, it confirms, as Lawrence Babb points out,Webster’s
depiction of Ferdinand as a jealous lover of his sister. In the art of plot-construction, it enables the
playwright tomakeuseof an unpredictable element in the final conflict. The device ofmadness is
also treatedwith considerable skill in the character of theDuchess, and at thebeginningof theplay,
it is anticipatednot only in someofAntonio’swords, which also focus on the later presentation of
Ferdinand,but in the revealing lineswhichCariola speaks at the endofAct I :

“Whether the spirit of greatness, or ofwomanReignmost in her, I knownot, but it showsA
fearfulmadness : I owehermuch ofpity.”

InAct IV theDuchess’smadness ismore powerful as a threat than in its brief and intermittent
reality; there is no doubt of her sanitywhen themoment of death approaches,making her a tragic
heroine,humbleandgraceful.Asa revenge tragedyTheDuchessofMalfi is considered less action-
oriented thanTheSpanishTragedy, but it forms a class by itself.What actually enrichesWebster’s
playand redeems it froth the stereotypical charges ofmelodramatic excess andstructural imbalance
is the element of true tragedy it contains. One of themost scrupulous adherents of the Senecan



LETUSCHECKOURPROGRESS:
1. ConsiderWebster’sTheDuchessofMalfias a revenge tragedy

revenge tradition, Webster nevertheless turns from the mere
horror of event to the deep and subtle analysis of character. In
the heroic death of the Duchess, in her firm preservation of the
‘integrity of life’, and in her gradual progress from arrogance to
humility,Webster finds the stable basis of a suffering woman’s
character that evokes endless admiration. Surrounding the
Duchess withmadmen in her solitary cell, the revengers seek to
crushher soul out, but she remains stoical till the end andproudly
vindicates her self-dignity with the assertion : ‘I amDuchess of
Malfi still’(IV, ii) TheDuchess’s assertionmay admit of different
interpretations, and Ania Loomba, in Gender, Race,
RenaissanceDrama, raises a pertinent question
Is shehereaffirmingher identifyasamemberof thearistocracy
which she has threatenedbymarryingher steward andwhich,
in turn, has tried to punishher, or is she asserting her feminine
selfwhohas rebelledagainstpatriarchal control?

Whatever be the answer toLoomba’s question, the final impression left by theDuchess is that
she is courage incarnate in a state of grace. She suffers because she challenges the conservative
imperatives of a patriarchal social ethos, but she triumphs over her suffering by virtue of her self-
composure and self-assertion.

(b): WEBSTER’S PRESENTATION OF THE DUCHESS
Thestoryof theDuchessofMalfihada firmbasis in fact. It gainedawidecurrencyin theworks

ofGeorgeWhetstone, ThomasBeard andEdwardGrimestone,withwhichWebsterwas familiar.
The treatment of theDuchess byBelleforest and Painter as a wanton and lasciviouswidowwho
remarried for thegratificationof her carnal desireshowever captured theattentionofWebstermost,
buthisDuchess is awomanofa differentkind. InPainter’sPalaceofPleasure (1567)whichcontained
a translation fromMatteoBandello’s original story of theDuchess, she is a ‘fine and subtile dame
who lusts forAntonio in order tomake herway to pleasure’and hermarriage is just a ‘coverture to
hide her follies and shameless lusts’.Webster does not deny theDuchess’s active sexuality, but he
wants to showhowdespite her voluntary confinement in the domestic arena, she is thwarted, not
merelywithin the family, but by public authority—by all the institutions of feudal andmercantile
patriarchy.AniaLoomba, inGender,Race,RenaissanceDrama,comments in thisconnection :

Although the Duchess is a good wife and mother she violates some of the notions of ideal
femininity, as indeedshemust, for suchnotionsare totalonlywithina stereotype.Preciselybecause
she is socompliant, she cannot bedemonisedas a totallydeviantwoman.Yet she is destroyed even
as a witch would be. It is this combination of the normal and the radical, the domestic and the

The genre, revenge tragedy, traces back to
‘Oresteia’ of Aeschylus, Agamemnon, The
Choephori, The Spanish Tragedy,
Hamlet......
Webster’s play has the dramatic framework
of a revenge tragedy, but one can trace few
conventions of that genre in this play, e.g.
Instead of the Duchess, the main
protagonists, her brothers are revengers ;
there is no ghost....
Madness has been incorporated in this
play in a strikingly original fashion. In
the art of plot-construction it enables
Webster to make use of an unpredictable
element in the final conflict. The play
is less action oriented than “The Spanish
Tragedy”. What enriches the play is the
element of true tragedy it contains.



political, that makes the implications of the story so deeply disturbing, particularly in a situation
where themost everydaynormalwomanis subject to themostviolent fate.

The Duchess would be regarded as a misogynist’s delight because of her disorderliness and
duplicity as evident inher choiceof a secondhusband. In respect of her active female sexuality, her
breach of patriarchal decorumandher violation of the public
order she would invite comparison with Vittoria, Bianca,
Beatrice-Joanna and Desdemone. But Webster turns our
attention to thehelplessnessof theDuchessenclosed inamale-
dominatedcastle.Shehasbeendeniedan independent identity,
even a name. She suffers miserably and has to endure torture
andhumiliationonlybecauseshemarriesAntonio,amanofher
choice,whohappens to beher steward, amanmuch inferior to
her in social status.The clandestinemarriageof theDuchess is
obviously a challenge to the internalized imperatives of the
patriarchal socialethos inwhichshe lives.Thecaseofawidowremarriage, thoughnot lookedupon
with resentfuldisfavour in theJacobeanage,wasonlygrudginglyacceptedby thosewhowanted to
maintain thephallocentric statusquo.

The two brothers of the Duchess, the choleric Ferdinand and the phlegmatic Cardinal, two
creatures of hell, strongly disapprove of their sister’smarriagewithAntonio. They think that this
marriage has been an affront to the prestige of the royal family ofAragon andCastile. Of the two
brothersFerdinand is vocal about the class inferiority ofAntoniowhomhecalls ‘Aslave, that only
smell’d of inkandcounters’(III, iii).Moreover, asGunnarBoklundsays inTheDuchess ofMalfi
: Sources,Themes,Characters, he entertains a guilty passion for his own sister.His assessment of
theDuchess is lardedwith explicitly sexual innuendoeswhichprove toooutrageous to be confined
within thepermitted zoneof a family relationship.Thehastymarriageof theDuchess, indicativeof
sexualwaywardnessandfemaleduplicitybythestandardsofconservativeethics,producesa shocking
effectonall thosewhoconform to theprinciplesofpatriarchy.EvenCariola, themaid-servantof the
Duchess, is at a loss to understand the nature of theDuchess’s love.At the end ofAct I of the play
she says:

Whether the spirit of greatness, or ofwoman
Reignmost inher, I knownot, but it shows
Afearfulmadness : I owehermuchofpity.

Orthodoxmorality discovers elements of pity in the ungovernable passion displayed by the
Duchess. In TheDuchess ofMalfiwe are fascinated by the evil-doers, Bosola, Ferdinand and the
Cardinal, but their power to attract is more thanmatched by thewarm and luminous figure of the
Duchess.DavidGunbyrightlyobserves inhis Introduction toJohnWebster:ThreePlays.Watching
her progress from pride to humility and hence to salvation through a providential care which not
evenBosola, the agent throughwhom it is provided, recognizes, we are introduced to a positive
elementgreater thanthe impliedvaluesofTheWhiteDevilcanreveal.

The Duchess would be regarded as a
mysogynist’s delight. But Webster turns
over attention to the helplessness of the
Duchess enclosed in a male-dominated
castle. The clandestine and hastymarriage
of the Duchess is a challenge to the
internalized imperatives of the patriarchal
social ethos and that’s why produces a
shocking effect on those who conform to
it.



Orthodox morality discovers elements of
pity in the ungovernable passion
displayed by the Duchess. Watching her
progress from pride to humility and hence
to salvation through a providential care,
we are introduced to a positive element
greater than the implied values of “The
White Devil”, can reveal.

Watchingherprogress frompride tohumilityandhence tosalvation throughaprovidentialcarewhich
notevenBosola, the agent throughwhomit is provided, recognizes,we are introduced toa

positive element greater than the implied values of TheWhite
Devil can reveal. In the heroic death of theDuchess— in her
preservation of the ‘integrity of life’ even when she is being
strangled —Webster is able to excite our admiration for a
womanwho has an independence of spirit and thus can leave
theaudiencewiththepositivevalue,attainableonlyindeath, in
a world where all moral assumptions are in a sad disarray.
Surrounding theDuchesswithmadmen, bawds and ruffians in

a solitary cell, Bosola tries to crush her soul out and bring her on to the brink of despair. But the
Duchess’s stoicproclamation—‘I amDuchessofMalfi still’—andhercalmacceptanceof thedire
cruelties of Fate initiateWebster’s search for a newmoral order. The time is out of joint, but the
Duchessachievesgreatheightsofmoraldignity. In thefaceof evilanddangershe isable to thinkand
speak of heaven ; she accepts persecution as a necessary means of divine guidance ; she meets
death, kneeling, in anattitudeofChristianhumility.When life briefly revives inher strangledbody,
Bosola sees her as the ‘fair soul’ capable of leading him to salvation.When she is dead at last, she
epitomizes ‘thesacred innocence, that sweetlysleeps/On turtles’feathers’. (IV, ii)

At the beginning of the play the Duchess is arrogant and impudent. She woosAntonio in a
manner that attests toher almostunrestrainedpassion.ToAntonioshe says :

“This is flesh, and blood,
sir, ’Tisnot thefigurecut in
alabasterKneelsatmyhusband’s
tomb.

Awake, awake,man,
I do here put off all vain ceremony

Andonlydo appear to you, a youngwidow
Thatclaimsyou forherhusband,and likeawidow,

I usebuthalfa blush in’t.” (I, ii).
It is true that she suffers because of her passion, but incessant suffering in aworld of debased

humanitychastensherandshemusterscourage somuchso that sheconquersdespair.She succeeds
in sailing over the crooked clutches of her monstrous brothers into a realm of peace and harmony
where thescreech-owlswillnotdisturbheranymore.Herrarepowerofminddefeatsboth‘solitude’
and ‘anguish’ characterizing, as Eugene Ionescowould have said, ‘the fundamental condition of
man’. She is not afraid even of death :

Whowouldbe afraid on’t ?
Knowing tomeet such excellent company In
th’otherworld. (IV, ii)

Death is, she says, thebest gift shehas received fromher brothers.At themomentof her death
hersoulispreparedforheaven—andsheisfullofcourageandgraceas theexecutionersstrangle her.



UNIT 16
THE ART OF CHARACTERIZATION

Machiavellian elements in Webster’s art of character delineation:

CONTENT STRUCTURE

UNIT16(a): The Art ofCharacterization
UNIT 16(b): Some Important Issues in the Play

Suggested Readings
Assignment

The Elizabethans had hardly any direct access to the weightiest writings ofMachiavelli, the
terribly fascinatingpolitical philosopher ofFlorence, becausenoEnglish translationsofThePrince
(Il Principe) and theDiscourses (II Discorsi)were printed before those of EdwardDacres of 1636
and1640 respectively.Yet bothof theseworkswere read byElizabethan intellectuals in Italian, in
FrenchandLatintranslations,andinvariousEnglish translationscirculated inmanuscriptwellbefore
1600.Machiavelli’s doctrines andmaximsofpolitical conductwerehowever severely attackedby
theFrenchHuguenot InnocentGentillet in1576.Aslanderousmisrepresentation inprintofapolitical
philosopher as an embodiment of cunning, cruelty, cynicism and immorality, his book attracted
universalattentionandwas immediately translated intoEnglish (1577)bySimonPaterickeunder the
title ofADiscourse upon theMeans ofWell Governing, popularly known as Contre-Machiavel
(unpublished till 1602).Machiavelli’s ideas and advice, as the average reader in Tudor England
understood them from the corrupt version ofGentillet were readily incorporated into the English
drama of the Renaissance. The Machiavellian character came to be distorted by exaggeration;
undue emphasis was laid on his deceitfulmachinations and pitiless atrocities. The commendable
qualitiesof strength, sagacity, astuteness andwill (calledvirtu) thatmadehimamatch for theblind
and capricious fortune were hardly brought to the fore. Iago, Edmund and Richard III are
Shakespeare’s Machiavellian characters; no lessMachiavellian wereMarlowe’s Barabas, young
MortimerandtheDukeofGuise,whileFlamineoinWebster’sTheWhiteDevilgloatsover‘the rare
tricksof aMachivillian’. (V, iii)

Byfar themostMachiavellianofall theevilcharacters inTheDuchessofMalfi isBosolawhom
Webster delineates as aman of ‘foulmelancholy’. Frustrated in all hismaterial ambitions, he has
become a ‘courtgall’; he is cynicism incarnate and projected into action.AJacobeanmalcontent,
ruthless,unscrupulousandamoraltoa fault,he isatonceabluntmoralistanda self-seekingadventurer.
He rails against theworld he lives in, exposes the vices and follies ofmankind, and yet the critical
observationofAntonio andDelio as a discontented follower of theCardinal.WhenBosola appeals
to the Cardinal for some compensation for the services he has rendered him, he is reproved for
over-emphasizing his ownmerit.After the Cardinal’s departure, this slighted soldier banteringly
comments on the life of a court-dependent :

Whowould relyupon thesemiserabledependences, in expectation tobe advanc’d tomorrow
?Whatcreatureeverfedworse, thanhopingTantalus;noreverdiedanymanmorefearfully, thanhe



that hop’d for a pardon ? There are rewards for hawks, and dogs, when they have done us service;
butforasoldier,thathazardshislimbsinabattle,nothingbutakindofgeometryishislastsupportation. (I,
i) To ‘hang in a fair pair of slings, take his latter swing in the world, upon an honourable pair of
crutches, fromhospital to hospital’ seems to himmuch too ridiculous an idea to acceptwith grateful
acknowledgment.

Bosola is sour and sardonic; there is ‘inward rust’ in his soul, thanks to his ‘want of action’ (as
Delio says inAct I, scene i) which ‘Breeds all blackmalcontents, and their close rearing, / Like
moths incloth,dohurt forwantofwearing’.But shortlyafterwardshe isgivenemployment, though
his employment is by nomeanshonest or honourable.He is hiredbyFerdinand—by theCardinal
aswell— tospyon their sister. In a societywheremoraldecadenceis all-pervasive,Bosolabecomes
themost effective tool ofFerdinandand theCardinal andmanipulates his relentless scheme tobring
theDuchess to ‘mortification’ by degrees. He is the perfect agent of the two brothers, who are the
revengers,but he is not out andout aMachiavellian.WhenFerdinandrefuses togivehimhisdue, he
decides toweanhimself fromevilandatonefor thesinhehas committed.Whenhe sees theDuchess
stirring,he refers to her as a ‘fair soul’whichcertainly reinforces the impressionof hergoodness and
virtue.TheDuchess’srevivalishoweveronlymomentary,andherdeathextinguishesall thepossibilities
ofBosola’s salvation.

Ferdinand and the Cardinal, mentioned by Antonio at the beginning of the play, are partly
Machiavellian. Ferdinand,DukeofCalabria, is amanof ‘most perverseand turbulent nature’. If he
laughs heartily, it is to laugh ‘All honesty out of fashion’. (I, ii)TheCardinal is supposed to be an
honestmanwithmoralpurity, butAntoniobelieves that thedevil speaks in theoracles that ‘hangat
his lips’. Incidentally, the popular imagination of theElizabethan / Jacobean age came to associate
Machiavelliwith the devil himself. Ferdinand is choleric; he flies into rage and reacts very strongly
against theclandestinemarriageof theDuchess.TheCardinal is, on theotherhand,phlegmatic; he
is rather unenthusiastic, even callous in his approach to life and believes that there is not a thing in
nature that makes man ‘so deform’d, so beastly / As doth intemperate anger’. (II, v) Like his
brother, he is also opposed to themarriage of his sisterwithAntonio, amanmuch inferior to her in
respect of rank and position.His inordinate vanity about his aristocratic lineage and his profound
shockat itsdefilementby theDuchesshavebeenmanifest in the reaction tohisnewsof hermarriage
which he obviously looks upon as a blot on the escutcheon :

“Shallourblood?
The royal bloodofAragonandCastile,

Be thus attainted?” (II, v)
The Cardinal is no less infuriated than Ferdinand, but he has the deceptive composure of a

demonically possessed villain. Indeed he is a man with a mask on his face. He is supposed to
supervisethespiritualwelfareofhisfellowmen,buthehashimselfformedanillicitrelationshipwith
Julia,wife ofCastruchio. So treacherous is he that in order to keep his own image untarnished he
brings about thedeathof Juliabymakingher kiss a poisonedbookof prayers.



Webster has however added new levels of significance to all the three evil characters in The
Duchees ofMalfi. Ferdinand, the Cardinal andBosola areMachiavellian, in parts, at least, but they
touch greater depths and reach greater heights. Ania Loomba, in herGender Race, Renaissance
Drama, speaks of the affinities between Ferdinand and Iago in Shakespeare’sOthello. Iago loves
Desdemona; this is racial love— this is the love of a self-appointed, self-styled protector of the
white community facing the problems of fissures and schisms caused by the encroaching Others.
Ferdinand’s ‘love’ for the Duchess is compounded of brotherly possessiveness, erotic desire and
male authoritarianism, but like Iago, he suspects and castigates active female sexualitywhich proves
disruptive of the patriarchal enclosures. It is because of his love-melancholy that he falls victim to
lycanthropy after the death of his sister. TheCardinal becomes absolutely helpless and isolated in his
last hour ; both Bosola and Ferdinand give him the death-wound and he learns of the power and
inexorability of Justice. He has to pay the penalty for the sins he has committed. Bosola is vicious
and villainous, like the two evil brothers, but it is his personal tragedy that having sold his services to
them, he is forced to be the destroyer of the luminous goodness that is personified in their sister.
Bosola is indeed powerless to prevent himself fromdestroying theDuchess.He admires her courage
and integrity and speaks of her purity and innocence, but he cannot turn his mind away from the
thoughts of hisownmaterial benefit. ElizabethBrennanexpresses the view thatBosola’s appearances
in a variety of disguises are not further acts of torment, they are sympathetic attempts to make the
Duchess rise fromdespair.As the tomb-maker, he not onlymakes her see the emptiness of rank and
position but also emphasizes the importance of the soul by reminding her of the frailty of the body.
His message about the soul is one of Christian comfort, and it is to this message that the Duchess
responds, asserting the dignity of her soul. In spite of the collapse of traditional ethics he encounters,
Bosola tries to work out his own salvation, but the darkness of the ‘sensible hell’ lengthens out,
engulfinghiswholebeinginbewilderingpessimism.

Focus on some Important Issues in the Play
(1)Ferdinand’s lycanthropy : After the Duchess’s death, Ferdinand sinks into a state of

derangement.He fallsvictim to lycanthropywhich isa formofmadnessmanifesting itself inviolent
paroxysmsofwolfishanger.ToWebster’s contemporaries this diseasenot only suggestedguilt and
remorse butwas also associatedwithwitchcraft and lovemelancholy. One does not require to be
told thatFerdinand, twinbrother to theDuchess,hadsinister thoughtsof incest inhismind.Butguilty
passion had itsmost appalling nemesis. Ferdinand’s avoidance of the light and fear of his shadow
lead us to endorse Bosola’s verdict that ‘a fatal judgement hath fall’n upon this Ferdinand’. The
symptomsof lycanthropy, a delusionhavingits roots in ‘malancholyhumour’, havebeenreferred to
by theDoctor.Thosewhoare ’possessed’with this disease imagine

“themselves to be transformed intowolves, Steal forth to churchyards in the dead of night,
And dig dead bodies up” (V, ii)

In the Elizabethan / Jacobean times lycanthropy was regarded as a ‘diabolic possession’. Thus
WilliamPerkins observed inADiscourse of the Damned Art ofWitchcraft:

“The devil, knowing the constitution ofmen, and theparticular diseaseswhereunto they are
inclined,takesthevantageofsomeandsecondeththenatureofthediseasebytheconcurrence



of his own delusion, thereby corrupting the imagination and working in the mind a strong
persuasion that they are become that which in truth they are not. This is apparent in thatdisease,
which is termed Lycanthropia, where some, having their brains distempered with melancholy,
haveverilythought themselvestobewolvesandsohavebehavedthemselves”.

(2) The ‘echo’-scene : Act IV, scene iii in The Duchess of Malfi is known as the ‘echo’-
scene.AntonioandDelio lookat theCardinal’swindowin the fortwhichhasgrownfrom the
ruinsof anancientabbey.On theothersideof therivertheyapproacha cloisterwhichproduces
thebest echo.There is reallynothingsupernatural about theechoproducedand to thinkof the
echo as rendering the voice of the dead Duchess seems to be a product of over-stretched
imagination.Theechohowevercreatesanominousandeerie impression.Repeating thewords
ofthetwofriends,especially Antonio,theechopointstowardsa futureofbewilderingpessimism.
Words and phrases like ‘death’, ‘sorrow’, ‘deadly accent’, ‘dead thing’, ‘do not’and ‘fate’
are echoed,much in the disturbance and agony of the two friends.WhenAntonio’s ‘Never
see hermore’is repeated, he thinks of theDuchess’s face ‘folded in sorrow’.Delio however
says that this is only a figment of his imagination.Nevertheless, the purposeof an echo is to
duplicateavoice,andinWebster’splay,it is infact thevoiceofFatewhichhasbeenduplicated.
In spite ofDelio’s observation that Fate sympathizeswith thosewho encounter sorrows and
sufferingswithdignity,FateprovesreallymalevolentinAntonio’s life.BosolakillsAntonio‘in
amist of error’—and such are theways of Fate,mysterious and inscrutable

(2) The Italian Setting : The typical Englishman of the sixteenth- and early seventeenth centuries
acquaintedwith thesternlypragmaticpoliticalcontrivancesofMachiavelli,authorofThePrince,
thoughtof Italyasahotbedof intrigueandcorruption. It became‘amodeofhumanexperience’
(G.K.Hunter) rather than a country, a centre of vice andviolence, ofmoral transgressions and
manipulative stratagems,mainly because of the distortions of truth in contemporarywritings.
Historians likeGuicciardinimade theEnglish Protestants hate Italy as the homeofAnti-Christ
andhis armyof Jesuits. They filled theirmindswith horrifyingaccounts of papists, politicians
and poisoners at work. In The Unfortunate Traveller; or The Life of Jack Wilton (1594),
ThomasNashewrote about Italy thus:
O Italie, theAcadémieofman-slaughter, the sportingplaceofmurther, theApothecary-shop
ofpoisonforallNations : howmanykindsofweaponshast thou inventedformalice?

Considerably influenced by Seneca (whose plays were translated into English between 1559
and1581) andCinthio (whoseHecatommithiwaspublished in1565), theEnglish playwrights
sought to spin their revengeplots in theexotic settingof Italy.Wemay remember in this context
the ItaliansettingofOthello, themostmovingdomestic tragedyofShakespeare, and the Italian
villain, Iago,hedepictsasa tragicparasitewithconsummatevirtuosityincrime.
Useof imagery :Exhaustive and insightful studies of Shakespeare’s imagery have beenmade
bymanydistinguishedcritics including, amongothers,CarolineSpurgeon,WolfgangClemen,
RobertHeilmanandMauriceCharney.ButcriticalandscholarlydiscussionsofWebster’s imagery
are indeed sparse. The essays written by Inga-Stina Ekeblad, H.T. Price andDavidGunby,



however useful, can by no means be regarded as full-length studies of Webster’s imagery.
Whether literal or figurative, decorative or functional,Websterian imagery not only provides us with
a sense of vividness and immediacy but also suggests or symbolizes larger meanings or themes.
The blood-imagery in The Duchess of Malfi is doubtless predominant, as it is in Macbeth (so
penetratingly observed by Jan Kott in Shakespeare Our Contemporary) in the descriptions of the
bleeding Captain, the murdered Banquo shaking his ‘gory locks’ and the blood-thirsty Macbeth
himself, whose hand ‘will rather / The multitudinous seas incarnadine / Making thegreen one red,
Theblood-imagery inWebster’s playevokes the ideasof violenceand atrocity,passion andmurder,
but its prime emphasis is on the idea of family honour. The Cardinal’s opposition to the possible
remarriage of the Duchess — ‘No, nor anything without the addition Honour / Sway your high
blood’ (I, ii) or Ferdinand’s frenzied cry after he has come to know ofthe remarriage of her sister—
‘Apply desperate physic, / We must not now use balsamum, butfire / The smarting cupping-glass,
for that’s themean /Topurge infectedblood, suchashers (II,v)highlightsinimagisticlanguageoneof
the central concerns of the play. Almost equally important are the death-imagery and the diabolic
imagery ; the former intensifies the atmosphere of doomand gloom generated by the Duchess’s
secondmarriage and its reaction upon her brothers, while the latter seeks to stress the evil of the
Aragonian brothers, who are devilish in their designs, and their agentBosola.TheDuchess and her
husband are under the shadows of inevitabledeath from start to finish. The Duchess has practically
taken their death for grantedwhen shesays toAntonio:

“Letme lookuponyouoncemore: for that speech
Camefromadyingfather:yourkiss is colder
ThanI haveseenanholyanchorite
Give to adeadman’s skull” (III, v)

In the samescene, seeing through theMachiavelliandesignof Ferdinand, theDuchess indentifies
himwith thedevil :

“Thedevilisnotcunningenough
Tocircumventusinriddles.”

Ashortwhile afterAntonio’s exitBosola comes in, puttingon amaskonhis face andwhenhe
tells theDuchess thatshe isher‘adventure’ andthat shewill seeAntonionomore,shequestionshim
thus : ‘What devil art thou, that counterfeits Heaven’s thunder ?’The devil is, she knows, wily
enough todeceiveordinarymortalswith false shows.

SUGGESTED READINGS
1. John Webster — The Duchess of Malfi, ed. J. R. Brown.
2. TheDuchess ofMalfi, ed. ElizabethBrennan (NewMermaids).
3. TheDuchess ofMalfi, ed. FrederickAllen.
4. JohnWebster— Three Plays, ed. D.C. Gunby.
5. TheSelectedPlays of JohnWebster, eds. JonathanDollimore andAlanSinfield.



6. Travis Bogard— The Tragic Satire of JohnWebster.
7. M.C. Bradbrook— Themes and Conventions of Elizabethan Tragedy.
8. Gunnar Boklund—TheDuchess of Malfi, Sources, Themes, Characters.
9. Clifford Leech—JohnWebster : ACritical Study.
10. Clifford Leech—Webster : TheDuchess ofMalfi.
11. G.K. and S. K. Hunter (eds.)— JohnWebster.
12. BrianMorris (ed.)— John Webster : ACritical Symposium.
13. IrvingRibner— Jacobean Tragedy : TheQuest forMoral Order.
14. Robert Ornstein— TheMoral Vision of Jacobean Tragedy.
15. AniaLoomba—Gender, Race, RenaissanceDrama.
16. Lisa Jardine— Still Harping on Daughters : Women in Seventeenth Century Drama.
17. Catherine Belsey— The Subject of Tragedy.
18. UnaEllis-Fermor—The JacobeanDrama.
19. Ralph Berry— The Art of JohnWebster.
20. David Cecil—Poets and Story- Tellers.
21. Ranajit Basu — Webster’s Plays : Functions of Imagery in Elizabethan and Jacobean
Tragedy.

ASSIGNMENTS
1. Pointout themarks of decadence inTheDuchess ofMalfi.
2. AssessTheDuchessofMalfi as a revenge tragedy.
3. Wouldyou regardTheDuchessofMalfi as amelodramaor a tragedy?Give reasons for your
answer.
4. ExaminetheroleandfunctionofBosola inTheDuchessofMalfi.
5. CommentonWebster’s handlingof thesources inTheDuchessofMalfi.
6. DiscussWebster’s artof character-drawing inTheDuchessofMalfi.
7. CommentonWebster’s presentationofTheDuchessofMalfi.
8. TheDuchess isobviouslyamisogynist’s delight,but sheachieves tragicdignity.Examine the
validity of the statementwith close reference to the text.
9. ‘The.... atmosphere, itspoetry, and the twoor threesupremescenes—theseare thegreatness
ofTheDuchessofMalfi.Discuss.
10. Writeacriticalnoteon theuseandfunctionof imagery inTheDuchessofMalfi.
11. DiscusstheelementofMachiavellianisminTheDuchessofMalfi.
12. TheDuchessofMalfihasmagnificentpassagesof poetry, but these arenot ingrained into the
total dramatic structure.Discuss.



13. Assess the adequacy of the view that TheDuchess of Malfi is remarkable for its strikingly
effective individualscenes.

ENDNOTES
1 coat-of-arms : the family insignia granted by the office of the Herald against payment. The permission to wear
this sign on one’s coat signified that the concerned person and his successors would henceforth be considered
as gentlemen.
2 groat : an old English coin worth four pennies
3 epitaph : words written or said about a dead person, usually on the gravestone
4The dates in parenthesis indicate the date of printing of the first authoritative version of the play, many of which
were published for the first time in the

First Folio of 1623.
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BLOCK I

UNIT - 1
UNIT 1 (a): INTRODUCTION

TENRENAISSANCEENGLISHSONNETS

Content Structure
UNIT1(a): Introduction
UNIT 1(b): The origin of the Sonnet : the Italian sonneteers
UNIT 1(c): The uniqueness of the sonnet as a poetic kind
UNIT 1(d): The Sonnet inRenaissance Britain: the beginnings
UNIT 1(e): Later Development of the Sonnet in Britain: Sidney, Spenser, Shakespeare
UNIT 1(f): Spenser’sAmoretti

In thismodulewearegoingtodiscuss thesonnets thatyouhaveto readinyourstudyofBritish
Literature of the Renaissance, or early modern period. From
the sonnetsmentioned inyour syllabus,we select ten—sixby
Shakespeare, two by Sidney and one each by Wyatt and
Spenser.ChronologicallyWyatt comes first, aswe shall see in
our account of thedevelopmentof the sonnet inEngland in the
sixteenthcentury.Thebriefhistoryof theevolutionof thesonnet
will be followedbya short discussionof the uniqueness of the
poetic genre, its formal characteristics, the contribution of the
individual sonneteers, and critical estimates of the sonnets
selected for study.

UNIT 1 (b):
THE ORIGIN OF THE SONNET: THE ITALIAN SONNETEERS
Thesonnetwas invented in Italy about theyear 1235and till about 1520 remainedexclusively

an Italian genre. By the time Francis Petrarch, whose name is permanently linked with a widely
followed form of the sonnet, began to write poems of this kind in the middle of the fourteenth
century, it had alreadybecomeestablished as a sophisticatedpoetic form.The inventor of the form
was Giacomo da Lentini, one of the educated courtiers of Frederick II. He wrote altogether 25
sonnetsandhisexample inspiredsomeofhiscourtierfriendstoemploythe formfortheirownpoetic
exercises.FifteenofdaLentini’s sonnetshave thenumberof lines, rhymesandsyllableswhichsoon
became standard in Italian sonnets: they have fourteen lines, eleven syllables in each line and five

The sonnet—an Italian genre by origin—
began in the hands of Giacomo da
Lentino who introduced the form :
fourteen lines, eleven syllables in each
line, rhyme scheme—ABAB ABABCDE
CDE— in later Italian sonnets, the order
of rhymes changed — sonnet form was
selected by Dante Alighieri in his “La Vita
nuova”. In his hands, this form first
acquired a quality Revealed in the lover’s
response to the beauty and virtue of his
beloved Beatrice —Supreme example:
Shakespearean sonnets.
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different rhymes ina schemewhichcanbe representedasABABABABCDECDE: In later Italian
sonnets the numberof lines remained the same, though their orders becamechanged.The sonnet
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form was selected by Dante Alighieri for his autobiographical work La Vita nuova (‘ The New
Life’). It was in Dante’s hands that the new sonnet came to acquire a quality whichwould enhance
its appeal to love poets, for each of Dante’s sonnets is about the lover’s response to the beauty and
virtueofhisbelovedBeatrice.Sincethe26sonnets,alongwithfiveotherpoems, introducedintothe
narrativeofLaVitanuova trace thepsychologicaldevelopment
of the lover along with a chronological account given by the
prosenarrative,Dante is also regarded as the first poet to have
conceivedasonnetsequence,whichmaybedefinedasseparate
sonnets linked inakindofhalfnarrative, ofwhich the supreme
example inEnglish isShakespeare’s Sonnets.

But itwas Petrarchwho almost single-handedlymade the sonnet a vehicle for the themes and
motifs of love poetry in awaywhich caught the imagination of the poets ofRenaissance Europe.
Indeedhis influencewas so pervasive that “no later sonnet-writer could fail to be influenced either
by Petrarch himself (Petrarchanwriting) or by his imitators (Petrarchist writing)”. This is asmuch
true ofShakespeare,whose sonnets have evenbeen called anti-Petrarchan, as of any earlymodern
European sonneteer.Petrarch’sCanzoniere, orRime, as it ismore commonly called, is a collection
of 317 sonnets and 40 poems in other genres (29 canzoni, 7 ballate and 4 madrigals). While it
would be simplistic to identify Dante with sacred love and Petrarch with the profane kind, it is
indisputably true that the latterwas thegreatest single inspiration for theEuropeanpoetry of sexual
love in the fifteenthandsixteenthcenturies.TheRime is oneof themost influential sonnet-sequences
in any language, and “though the sonnetwas not Petrarch’s creation, it was certainly his creature”.
The remarkable unityof theRimederives from the fact that almost all thepoemsdealwith themost
importanteventofPetrarch’s life,his love forLaura.Her identity is notdefinitelyknown, thoughit is
generallyaccepted that behind thepoet’sLaura therewasa real-life individual,LauradeSade,wife
of an Italianmerchant.Petrarchhimself tellsus thathe sawher on6April 1327and lovedher till his
death. Laura herself, however, diedmuch earlier, on 6April 1348. Dante’s love for Beatrice had
also inspiredhimtowrite a numberof sonnets, but thedeathofBeatrice turnedhim to ahigher kind
ofwriting; thedeath ofLaura, however, only strengthenedPetrarch’s resolve to go onwriting love-
sonnets. Laura’s death profoundly affected Petrarch, sort of ‘self-fashioning’, a term given wide
currency by the New Historicists, is not, therefore, exclusive to the modern, post-Freudian
consciousness; fromhis readingofSt.Augustine’sConfessionsandthe autobiographicalwritingsof
Cicero, Seneca and Pliny, Petrarch too formed a conception of self not very different from the
modernnotionof self.Thevery idea that peoplecanwrite about themselvesbringswith it thenotion
of thedividedself. It is obvious that thepersonwhowritesnowis in importantways the sameas and
different fromhis past self : the present self can not only recall the experiences of the past self, but
canjudgethoseexperienceswithgreaterawareness,withtheadvantage ofhindsight.Thesonnethas

Petrarchan idealization of lady love is
found echoed in most of the Renaissance
English sonneteers, except in lower-class
poets like Shakespeare and Donne.
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sometimes been called a poem in the confessionalmode and historians of the genre have traced the
growthofself-awarenessandself-scrutiny,asitisfoundinPetrarchandthenwithincreasingcomplexity in
later sonneteers, to the emergence in the late MiddleAges of the mode of writing known as

‘confession’. Therewas also the influence of the confessional
practiceof theCatholicChurchwhichencouraged individuals
notonlyto thinkof themselvesasdifferentfromothers,butalso
to evaluate their past behaviour and experiences either in an
approvingmannerorasawarningtoothers.Sinceasinglesonnet
is never enough to tell a story,Dante discovered that a number
of sonnets can be organized in a sequence to tell a coherent

storyof the self. Petrarchattached the confessional principleof self-organizationmore firmly to the
sonnet sequence, and that is another reason why hisRime exerted such a powerful influence on
Renaissance sonneteers. Finally, Petrarch was the first major poet to establish a correspondence
between the sonnet and the conventions of courtly love.Courtly love idealizes thewoman, putting
her on a high pedestal, while her lover offers abject devotion to her,making her themistresswho
deserves complete allegiance from the lover. Since thewoman is usuallymarried to someone else,
the lover cannot hope for a consummation of his passion. In fact, the woman is the epitome of
chastity, which appears as cruelty to the lover, since her chastity prevents her fromgiving herself
over to the lover’s desire. This desire is prompted by thewoman’s exquisite beauty: chastity and
beauty are in fact the twin pillars of thePetrarchan love convention. It has recently been suggested
thattheidealizingprocessinthediscourseofcourtlylovefulfilledanemotionalneedof thearistocracy,
theneed forpoweranddominationoverwomen.The idealizationof the figureof thewomanwas a
means of constructing amyth for thenobility. Thismaybe one explanation for the fact that lower-
classpoets likeShakespeare andDonne didnot idealizewomen in their love sonnets. So far as the
Petrarchanlover isconcerned,he isapitiful figuresighingandsheddingtearsbecause thechastityof
the womanmakes her inaccessible. Petrarch’s Laura has certain physical characteristics most of
whichwere reproduced in the sonnet heroines ofRenaissanceEnglish sonneteers. These physical
featureswere sooftenpresented asdesirable and indeedas theexclusive criteria of femininebeauty
that theyhardened into a stereotype. This stereotypical figure of the lady-love has golden hair and
complexion, ebony eyebrows, rosy lips and cheeks, teeth and fingers of pearl, foreheads or hands
of ivory, neckof alabaster.Her eyes are stars or suns and have the power of life and death over the
lover. The beautiful eyes of the lady-love are a significant motif Petrarch’s love sonnets, as the
following translatedexcerpt fromSonnet71ofRime illustrates: “CharmingeyeswhereLovemakes
his nest, to you I apply my feeble style, inert in itself, but great delight spurs it…” (Trans. J.B.
Leishman). Petrarch also provided an example for later poets in the name that she used, whether
realor inventedby thepoet, forhismistress. ‘Laura’ derivesfrom“laurus”, the laurel treesacred to

Stereotypical figure of the lady love in
Petrarchan sonnets — golden hair and
complexion, ebony brows, rosy lips and
cheeks, teeth and fingers of pearl and so
on — ‘Laura’ derives from ‘laurus’, the
laurel tree sacred toApollo.While the lady
love’s physical beauty prompts desire, her
moral beauty gives rise to despair
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Except Augustans, almost all other
major poets adopted this form. Its
‘prescribed’ form is its uniqueness.
This form is both a challenge and a
security for the poet.

Apollo, patron of poets. Thus the object of the speaker’s love also represented the object of the
writer’s aspiration - thewomanLaura and the laurel crown of poetry combined in a single figure. It
has also been pointed out by Leishman, Spiller and others that ‘Laura’ can be heard and read in
Italian as ‘l’aura’, ‘the breeze’ and also ‘l’auro’, ‘gold’, so thatLaura is the breeze of poetic inspiration
and a golden-haired woman. Morally the Petrarchan sonnet-heroine is chaste, angelic, and has
absolute power over men. Her beauty and chastity lead to contrasting effects : physical beauty
promptsdesire,whilemoral beauty gives rise to despair.Countless sonnets addressed to themistress’s
hands, eyes and hair were composed by different poets imitating Petrarch. Such hyperboles were
soon somuch overworked and the entire love convention became somuch of a stereotype that you
should not be surprised to find great original poets like Shakespeare andDonnemocking thewhole
Petrarchan tradition. Indeed, the term ‘Petrarchistic’ acquired a pejorative connotation because of
theover-enthusiastic imitationofPetrarchbycountlesspoetsofwesternEurope.

Let Us Check Our Progress
1. Whatdoyouknowabout theoriginof the form ‘sonnet’?
2. What are the chief features of Petrarchan sonnet?
3. Write the names of some exponents of this form.

UNIT 1(c): THE UNIQUENESS OF THE SONNETAS A POETIC KIND
The sonnet has lived longer than any other short poetic form in European literature. So far as

British literature is concerned, only theAugustan poetswere not attracted by the sonnet.All other
majorpoets, fromthe sixteenthcenturyonwards, hadwritten sonnetsand the form is still verymuch
alive.Althoughsomepoetshavewrittenpoemscontainingmoreor less than fourteen lines—Donne
wroteasonnetwitheighteenlines,Miltonwroteonewithtwenty
lines, andG.M.Hopkinswrotesome‘curtal’sonnets, inwhich
the octave and sestet are ‘curtailed’ into three-quarters of the
normal length— the sonnet is a poemwith a fixed number of
lines.Comparedwith the drama, thenovel and the epic, the fourteen-line sonnet is therefore, a very
small literary form. It is also a prescribed form. The term ‘prescribed form’, or ‘closed form’ is
applied to the sonnet because it is one of only a few kinds of poemswhich have their length and
shapedeterminedevenbefore thepoetbegins towrite; twoother examples are the limerick and the
triolet.Likethesetwokinds,thesonnet is identifiedby its formandnotbyits theme,whichdetermines
the identity of the tragedy or the ode. Far frombeing a stifling constraint, this prescribed length is
actually helpful to the poet. In hiswide ranging examinationof ‘kinds of literature’,Alistair Fowler
says that “far frominhibiting theauthor, genres are a positive support.Theyoffer room…forhim to
write in…”The roomoffered by the genre of the sonnet is small and is therefore both a challenge
anda security for thepoet, asMichael Spiller has pointedout.
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Let us check our Progress:
1.What is theuniquenessof sonnet as poetic form?
2. Is the form sonnet a help or a hindrance to the poet? Explain.

UNIT 1(d): THE SONNET IN RENAISSANCE BRITAIN: THE
BEGINNINGS

Thesixteenthcenturynotonlysawthebirthof theEnglishSonnet,buthasbeencharacterizedas
‘thecenturyof thesonnet’. Thestatisticsaloneareenough to substantiate thisobservation.

Historians of the sonnet have shown that between 1530 and 1650, about 3000 poets produced
some200,000sonnets;moreover, everypoetwhowonsomerecognition triedhishandat this small
literary form. So far as British poetry is concerned, the years
mentioned above define the age of the sonnet; it was almost
totally neglected after 1650 till it was revived in the nineteenth
century, since when it has had a steady course.While on the
continent sonnets couldbe andwerewrittenonvarious themes
apart from the theme of love, in Britain love-sonnets were
preponderant.Again, where other European poets, such as Tasso in Italy and Ronsard in France,
wrote hundreds of sonnets (Tassowrote 1,000 andRonsard is creditedwith 700 or so), the output
ofnoBritishsonneteercomesanywherenear thesenumbers. It canbesaid,however, thatwhat they
lacked inquantity, theBritishsonneteersmadeup for inquality, for themostdistinctiveandoriginal
poets of the time turned to the sonnet form : Sidney, Spenser, Shakespeare, Donne, Herbert and
Milton.

The first British writer of the sonnet was ThomasWyatt, a courtier, like the inventor of the
sonnet, Giacomo da Lentino. The parallel between the two has been stretched further to include
theirsovereigns.LikeEmperorFrederickII,HenryVIIIofEnglandwasacultured,enlightenedand

ruthless despot. Like da Lentino,Wyattwas a courtier trained
for diplomatic service.Wyatt’s diplomatic service took him
abroad, in particular to France and Italy, and it is a reasonable
assumptionthathebeganwriting sonnetsafterhisvisit to Italy
in 1527. In fact the sonnet entered Spain and France at about
thesametimeundertheinfluenceofItalianpoetry.Wyatt,along

with Surrey, was acclaimed by his contemporaries for polishing “our rude and vulgar manner of
homely poesie, from that that it ahd been before”, as George Puttenham commented in the 1580s
in The Arte of English Poesie. Wyatt and Surrey could achieve this, according to Puttenham,
becausethey tasted the “sweet and stately measures and style of the Italian poetry.” For any one
withliterary

The sixteenth century: “the century of the
sonnet”. Sonnets were neglected between
1650 and its revival in the 19th century.
InBritain love sonnets were preponderant
and of quality springing from the hands
of Sidney, Spenser, Shakespeare........

Thomas Wyatt, first British sonneteer
started writing sonnets under French and
Italian influence. In the hands of Wyatt
andSurrey “our rudeandhomelymanner
of vulgar Poesie” became polished —
Petrarchanpoetic stylewas the bestmodel
for emulation.
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Wyatt introduced the final couplet, but
Surrey invented it as a whole. Their
sonnets found a wider readership,
because of their publication in ‘Tottel’s
Miscellany’. Here, though, Wyatt, as an
eal, outranked Surrey and others, yet
Surrey contributed more in influencing
the later course of the sonnet form in
England. Surrey invented a sonnet form
(rhyme scheme 4+4+4+2) better suited to
the character of the English language

and cultural accomplishments in RenaissanceEurope, Italian literature, art andmusicwere the ultimate
standardsof taste.Forcourtiersespecially,Petrarchanpoeticstylewas thebestmodelforemulation. It
is not surprising therefore thatWyatt should have been inspired by Petrarch’s example to
write sonnets inEnglish.Hisownadmiration forPetrarchansonnetswas reinforcedbyFrenchand
Spanish pioneers of the sonnet,Marot andBoscan,whowrote sonnets in imitation of Petrarch in
theirnative tongues.However, thoughPetrarchwroteaprefatory sonnet tohis sequence, expressing
his own need to employ the sonnet form for conveying his
experiences,Wyatt has left no such explanation either in his
sonnets or outside them.Altogether thirty-three sonnets can be
attributed toWyatt and a numberof themare translations from
Petrarch.

It is also clear from these sonnets that Wyatt took his
inspirationnotonlyfromPetrarchbutalsofromItalianfollowers
of Petrarch. Some ofWyatt’s sonnets, again, are adaptations of
Petrarch’s and others are completely original. What is most
remarkable , however, is thatWyatt did not adopt the formof thePetrarchan sonnet, but invented a
new form. In the Italian sonnet, as we have seen, the sestet consists of two tercets; but Wyatt
createdwith the followingrhymescheme :CDDCEE.However, oneofhis sonnets, thoughending
withacouplet, rhymesCDCCDD.Thefinalcouplet introducedbyWyattwasrarelyseeninItalian

or French sonnets, but British sonneteers were immediately
drawn to it. The final couplet plays an important role in
subsequentBritishSonnets too, and itmay be said that a large
part of the effect of a British sonnet derives from it, though
Keats said that he faced problems in giving the couplet
appropriate form and finality. Since the concluding couplet
cannot be found inmost Italianor French sonnets,Wyattmust
have either invented it or derived it from some other source.

Recent scholars have shown thatWyatt borrowed the rhyming couplet from another short verse
form in Italian, the Strambotto (pl.Strambotti). TheStrambotto, an eight-line verse form rhyming
ABABABCC,wasmainly associatedwith the Italian poet, Serafino dell’Aquila, who contributed
another verse from toEnglish court poetry of the 1520s and 1530s - the stanzaic frottola. Serafino
usedtheStrambottoasa shortenedformof thesonnet,developingwittilya singleconceitor antithesis.
ElizabethHeale has shown thatWyatt’s sonnet “Myheart I gave thee, not to do it pain” combines
two of Serafino’s Strambotti. Serafino used the Strambotto as a witty exercise on Petrarchan
conceits andas a text for singing;Wyatt, however,was drawn to its epigrammaticquality andused
the formas ameans of increasing the effectiveness of the concluding couplets of his sonnets.By

The English, were trying hard to fit a
recalcitrant language to the demands of a
difficult prescribed form tended to employ
a new version (ABAB CDCD EFEF GG)
as found in Surrey. Surrey was influenced
by the Petrarchan themes of suffering and
idealisation, of various purposes —
religious, satirical and amatory and of
private integrity.
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introducing the final couplet into the sonnet formWyatt anticipated one important feature of the
English form; but the form as a whole was invented by Henry Howard, East of Surrey, who saw
himself as a poetic disciple ofWyatt. Their sonnets found a wider readership after the publication,
by the bookseller Richard Tottel, of an anthology entitled Songs and Sonnets written by the Right
HonourableLordHenryHoward lateEarlof Surreyand other. Published in 1557, this anthologyis
better known as Tottel’s Miscellany and contained 271 poems by Wyatt, Surrey, Nicholas Grimald
and some other unnamed writers in a number of forms imported from continental literature and
sought to be naturalized in English. Surreywasmentioned in the title of the anthology, not because he
was a better poet, but because hewas an earl and therefore outrankedWyatt and others.

Moreover,Surrey’s contribution to theanthologywas far less involumethan that ofWyatt.But
in thematter of influencing the later courseof the sonnet form inEngland,Surrey’s contributionwas
muchmore important than that ofWyatt. Surrey invented the English form of the sonnet, later

adopted by Shakespeare and hence better known as the
Shakespearean sonnet. Surrey attempted the Italian form only
once and thenmoved towards greater freedom of rhyme and
stanzaic pattern.While the strict Petrarchan formemploys two
quatrains followed by two tercets (4+4+3+3), using only five
rhymes,theEnglishformusesthreequatrainsinwhichthesingle
lines rhyme alternately followed by a rhyming couplet
(4+4+4+2). It uses seven rhymes and it is possible to suggest

thatSurrey inventeda sonnet formbetter suited to thecharacterof theEnglish language. It has been
observed byF. T. Prince, in his essay titled “TheSonnet FromWyatt to Shakespeare”, that rhyme
in Italian is abundant, which made it possible for the intricate Petrarchan form to be employed
almostendlesslysinceitsinvention.TheEnglish,ontheotherhand,weretryinghardtofita recalcitrant
language to thedemandsof a difficult prescribed form.They therefore tended toemployversionsof
the formwhichwouldbemore suited to thegeniusof their pattern.While the strict Petrarchan form
employs twoquatrainsfollowedbytwotercets(4+4+3+3),usingonlyfiverhymes, theEnglishform
uses three quatrains in which the single lines rhyme alternately followed by a rhyming couplet
(4+4+4+2). It uses seven rhymes and it is possible to suggest that Surrey invented a sonnet form
better suited to the character of the English language. It has been observed by F. T. Prince, in his
essay titled “The Sonnet FromWyatt to Shakespeare”, that rhyme in Italian is abundant, which
made it possible for the intricatePetrarchanformtobe employedalmostendlesslysince its invention.
TheEnglish, on the other hand, were trying hard to fit a recalcitrant language to the demands of a
difficult prescribed form. They therefore tended to employ versions of the formwhich would be
more suited to thegeniusof their language. Surrey, by employing asmanyas seven rhymes inhis

The English, were trying hard to fit a
recalcitrant language to the demands of a
difficult prescribed form tended to employ
a new version (ABAB CDCDEFEF GG)
as found in Surrey. Surreywas influenced
by the Petrarchan themesof suffering and
idealisation, of various purposes —
religious, satirical and amatory and of
private integrity.
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Anne Lock, the first female English
sonneteer (sonnets published in Tottel’s
Miscellany, 1560) — But Elizabeth
Barret Browning (“Sonnets from the
Portuguese”, 1850) was the first active
participant in the sonnet tradition—Lock
was a follower of Surrey. But she
characterized her sonnet sequence as “A
Meditation of a Penitent Sinner.”

versionof the sonnet (ABABCDCDEFEFGG) therefore, invented an enduring sonnet formwhich
was destined to be the site of many a poetic triumph. Surrey seems to have moved to this sonnet
fromonly after havingwritten three sonnets in an awkward rhyme scheme :ABABABABABAB
CC.

It is clear that he did not like this pattern, for he introduced a change of rhyme in the second
quatrain, another change in the third, and a different rhyme in the couplet. This form is easier to
write, since no rhyme sound is used more than twice. Its acceptability to British sonneteers was
provedby the form’s immediate success: a large number of sonnets inTottel’sMiscellany, written
by Surrey’s acquaintances, are in his rhyme scheme rather thanWyatt’s.Although Surrey rejected
the strict discipline of thePetrarchan form, hewas attracted by the Petrarchan themes of suffering
and idealization. He was also influenced by Petrarch’s use of the sonnet for various purposes -
religious, satirical andamatory. FollowingPetrarch,he alsocultivated the themeofprivate integrity
asopposed toa publicworldof corruptionandchange. In hiselegiac sonnet onWyatt, “Diverse thy
death toodiverselybemoan”, thedeadpoet is feminizedasThisbe.

Like thedeadLaura in the secondpart ofPetrarch’sRime,Wyatt is transformed into a figureof
spiritualgreatness.Noaccountof thebeginningsof theEnglishsonnetwouldbecompletewithout a
briefglanceat thefirst femalewriterofsonnets inBritain.Earlier
accounts of the evolution of the sonnet in Britain completely
ignoredherand thesonnetwas thuspresentedasanexclusively
malepreserve.Justas insixteenthandearlyseventeenthcentury
lovesonnets thewomanwas, touseSidney’swittyOxymoron,
an “absent presence”, so her point of viewwas unrepresented
inthesonnet.Indeed,itwasnotuntilElizabethBarrettBrowning
published her sequence of love sonnets, Sonnets from the
Portuguese, in 1850, those women poets were said to become active participants in the sonnet
tradition.

Noaccountof thebeginningsof theEnglishsonnetwouldbecompletewithout a briefglanceat
the first femalewriterof sonnets inBritain.Earlier accountsof theevolutionof the sonnet inBritain
completely ignoredher and the sonnetwas thus presented as an exclusivelymale preserve. Just as
in sixteenth and early seventeenth century love sonnets the woman was, to use Sidney’s witty
Oxymoron, an “absent presence”, so her point of viewwas unrepresented in the sonnet. Indeed, it
wasnot untilElizabethBarrettBrowningpublishedher sequenceof love sonnets, Sonnets from the
Portuguese, in 1850, that women poets were said to become active participants in the sonnet
tradition.Thesixteenthcenturywomanpoet,AnneLockcannowbecreditedwith theconsiderable
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achievement of composing the first sonnet sequence inEnglish. This sequencewas publishedwithin
three years ofTottel’s Miscellany, in 1560. One reason for its obscuritywas that thewhole sequence
was hidden away at the back of a small volume of Calvin’s sermons. Lock used the sonnet form
invented by Surrey to compose a sequence of twenty one sonnets. Each one of her sonnets was a
paraphrase of one verse of Psalm 51, and therefore her sonnets are not erotic in interest; in fact, she
characterised the sequence as ‘AMeditation of a Penitent Sinner’. Her sonnet persona is unique in
the history of the sonnet so far, since it is a development of the /I/ of the Psalms.Ahistorian of the
developmentof the sonnet,MichaelSpiller, has commented that thoughLock’s verse ismetaphorically
simple, “her ear is fault-less - better than Surrey’s - and her command of enjambment in the service
of the flow of passion is astonishing at so early a date and unequalled until Sidney began to write”.
As we saw earlier, Calvin’s sermons had the effect of taking all attention away from the sonnets
which followed in the same volume, and the unfortunate consequence was that only Wyatt and
Surrey were recognized, by Puttenham and others, as the English poets who sweetened their native
tongue as “the first reformers ofourEnglishmetre and style”.

Let Us Check Our Progress
1. Compare between Wyatt and Surrey as sonneteer.
2. Write a short note on the female sonneteers in English.

UNIT 1 (e): LATER DEVELOPMENT OF THE SONNET IN
BRITAIN: SIDNEY, SPENSER, SHAKESPEARE

It is a curious fact in the history of the British sonnet that thoughWyatt and Surrey (and of
course,AnnLock) introduced the sonnet andeffectedmajor innovations in the form,noBritishpoet
followed their example until Philip Sidney’s sonnet sequence,Astrophil and Stella, was published
posthumously in 1591.Another poet, ThomasWatson, had earlier written a sequence of love-

poemswhich he called sonnets, but no one elsewould accept
this classification.Watson’s sequence, given the Greek title
Hekatompathiaby thepoet, consistedof poemseach ofwhich
contain eighteen-line stanzas in the following rhyme scheme :
ABABCC DE DEFF GHGH. The poems obviously do not
conform to the prescribed limits of the sonnet form or to the

arrangement of rhymes in any known sonnet. Nevertheless,Watson’s sequence did exert some
influenceon latersonneteers.One important reasonfor its subsequent influence is tobefound in the
sub-title ofHekatompathia: Passionate Century of Love. The adjective ‘passionate’, along with
theword‘Love’,makes it clear that thesepoemsareerotic in subjectmatter,notdidacticor religious.
The term ‘century’gives a numerological coherence to the sonnets and in thisWatson probably

Thomas Watson’s “Hekatompathia :
Passionate Century of Love” — erotic in
subject matter — Watson followed
Petrarch, e.g. his second group of poems
represent some kindofmoral revolt against
Love.
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In Italian poetry, sonnet meant poems of
14 lines divided into octave and sestet —
In Britain it meant “a light poem”. After
Wyatt and Surrey, next British sonneteer
of any importance was Sidney. — No
major poetic talent turned to the sonnet
form during the long gap between 1557
and 1582.

followed Petrarch’s example. In hisRime Petrarch included 366 poems to correspond with a year
and a day. Moreover, Watson divides his so called sonnets into two groups, the second group
consisting of poemswhich represent some kind of moral revolt against Love, just as Petrarch had
dividedhisRime into twoparts, comprising sonnetsbefore and after thedeathofLaura.

Michael Spillerhas shown that the use of the term ‘sonnet’ tomean short poemswhichmight
containmore thanfourteen lineswasnot confined toWatson.
In early Italian usage too, sonnet or sonetto simplymeant ‘a
short lyric poem’, but the sonnets of Petrarch, along with
numerous sonnets composed by other Italian poets, had the
effect of making the term stable in its meaning, so that very
early in thehistory of Italian poetry, the termwas exclusively
linkedwith poems of fourteen lines divided into octave and
sestet.But inBritain, throughout the sixteenthcenturyandeven in theearly seventeenthcentury, the
word ‘sonnet’, especiallywhenused in the phrase ‘Songs andSonnets’, as itwas used byTottel in
the titleofhisMiscellany, frequentlymeant ‘a lightpoem’.NocontemporaryofWatsonwouldhave
found it incongruous when one of the two true sonnets inHekatompathia hailedWatson as the
EnglishPetrarch. Tottel’sMiscellanydid notmake the true sonnet immediately popular, butwhen
the sonnet eventually became current in Britain in the 1590s, it was the form invented by Surrey
whichbecamemostpopular sinceSurrey’spoemswereprintedfirst inTottel’s anthology.

The fact that most English sonneteers tended to use the final couplet may be traced to the
influence ofWyatt aswell. It is significant that neither the Italian sonnet, not the sonnets of French
poetswho had been using the form from the late 1540s onwards, showed anymarked preference
for theconcluding couplet.But if the sonnet form introducedbyWyatt andSurrey exerted somuch
influenceon laterBritish sonnets, howcanweexplain the fact that thenextBritish sonneteer of any
importancewasSidney,whocomposedhis sonnet sequenceonly in1582?Earlierhistoriansof the
sonnetsuchasSidneyLeeandJ.W.Lever,blamedanegativecastofmindamongsixteenthcentury
British poets for the non-appearance of the sonnet during the long gap between 1557 and 1582.
However, a comparatively recent historian likeMichaelSpiller has shown that sonnetswere being
written inBritish during these twenty five years and that since nomajor poetic talent turned to the
formand since sonnetswere not always clearly distinguished fromother short lyrics, these poetic
exercises failed to drawmuch attention.But the prestige attached to the name of Sir Philip Sidney
gavea tremendousboost to theprocess of popularizing the sonnet.

Sidney’s sonnet sequence, Astrophil and Stella, initiated the vogue for writing sonnets and
between1592, one year after theposthumous publicationof Sidney’s sonnet sequence, and 1609,
theyear inwhichShakespeare’s sonnet sequencewaspublished,more than twenty sequenceswere
composedinEnglish.However, it isnotsimply theglamourassociatedSidney’snamewhichmade
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Sidney’s ‘Astrophil and Stella’ conveys the
distance between the pining lover and the
lady love—Several criticisms concerning
the autobiographical element in Sidney’s
sequence— Sidney’s sonnets are full of
humour, simple fun, sarcasm, wit and
irony— He uses the apostrophe most
liberally— Astrophil appears to be
sometimes a frustrated lover, sometimes the
butt of the poet’s irony, and sometimes a
restless lover — Sidney experimented with
various sonnet forms — Surrey’s model,
Petrarchan form,British form.

love sonnets popular inBritain.Amore important factorwas theway inwhichPetrarchan conventions
of love and service fulfilled the needs of the BritishQueenElizabeth’s court. Sonnet sequences

dominated literary fashion during the last decade or so of
Elizabeth’s reign, while the vogue effectively endedwith her
death. A more important factor was the way in which the
Petrarchanconventions of love and service fulfilled the needs
of the British Queen Elizabeth’s court. Sonnet sequences
dominated literary fashion during the last decade or so of
Elizabeth’s reign,while the vogue effectively endedwith her
death. A female monarch governing a society defined by
patriarchy, and surrounded by powerful and potentially
dangerous nobles, Elizabeth consciously adopted a policy of
encouragingideaswhichwouldlegitimateherpower.Shehelped
createmythsaboutherowndivinityandpatronizedceremonies
and festivalswhich foregrounded a romanticizedmedievalism
basedonideasofloyaltyandservice.Sidney’ssonnetsequence,

despitehaving its roots inhispassion for a realwoman,PenelopeDevereux,hasbeen seenpartly as
anactofpolitical courtshipon thepartof a chivalrousknightwhoparticipated in tournamentsunder
the name ‘Sir Philisides’. It has been rightly said byPeterHyland that “anywork that attempted to
win the favour of awomanwhowas powerful, distant and cruel, beautiful and virtuousand, above
all, unattainable, clearly coded within its fictions an account of the courtier’s relationship to his
monarch”. Froma technical point of view, Sidney’s development of the sonnet sequence (Watson
toomust be creditedwith initiating the idea of a sequence) was partly intended to compensate for
the limitationsof the individualsonnet,becauseasequence, free
fromtherestrictionsoftheindividualsonnet’sshortspace,enables
thepoet toplayvariationsonhis theme, todevelopconnections
andcontracts fromsonnet to sonnet.

Sidneymade several other innovations. The relationship
between an adoring lover and an unattainable lady-love had
beena conventionof sonnet sequences fromPetrarchonwards,
but the titleofSidney’s sequencewaschosenby thepoet toset
upmultiple resonances.Astrophil and Stella translates as “star-
loverandstar”,wittilyandinanentirelyoriginalmannerconveying
thedistancebetween the pininglover and the cold,beautiful
woman.Since thename ‘Astrophil’partly containswithin itself thenameofPhilipSidney, the title
hintsat anautobiographical situationPenelopeDevereuxwasmarried toLordRich,andthereareat
least threesonnets inSidney’s sequencewhichcontainpunsontheword‘rich’.However, since the

Sir Philip Sidney’s “Astrophil and Stella”
(1582) initiated the vogue for writing
sonnets — twenty sequences composed
between 1592 and 1609 — Petrarchan
conventions of love and service fulfilled
the needs of the British Queen Elizabeth’s
court — She helped create myths about
her own divinity to legitimate her power
—Sidney’s sequence, revealing his
passion for Penelope Devereux
interpreted as an act of political
courtship of a knight, “Sir Philisides”.
Sidney’s development of sonnet sequence
— sequence, not restricted like individual
sonnet enables the poet toplay variations
on the theme, to develop connection and
contracts from sonnet tosonnet.
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references are cryptic, it has been suggested by J.G. Nicholls that Astrophil and Stella could have
been read by Sidney’s contemporaries in two distinct ways : “as biography by those in Sidney’s
circle and therefore in the know, or as a piece of fiction by those outside this circle”. Nicholls also
gives a salutary warning against the tendency to look for auto-biographical truth in early modern
love sonnets, by pointing out that contemporary readers did not attach as much importance to the
biographical interpretation of poetry as we are apt to do. The relationship between Stella and
Penelope, like that between Petrarch’s Laura and the real-life figure of Laura de Sade, was as
complex as that between art and life. In fact, Sidney’s sequence continually raises tantalizing questions
like the following: Is Sidneywholly serious or justwittily playingvariationsupona convention?How
seriously should we take the protestations of love in Astrophil and Stella? Are these protestations
Sidney’s Astrophil’s? Such questions arise because of another significant feature which distinguishes
Sidney’s sonnet sequence from any other sequence composed earlier or even afterwards. Sidney’s
sonnets are full of humour, simple fun, sarcasm,wit and irony; very often the irony and the sarcasm
are directed againstAstrophil himself, so that we tend to regard him not only as a frustrated lover but
also as the butt of the poet’s irony.This ironical presentationof the lover raises an interesting question
regarding the poet’s handling of the sonnet persona. Petrarch made his readers aware of the gap
between the /I/ whowrites and the /I/ who suffers as a lover. Sidney deconstructed this /I/ further by
deliberately enhancing the artifice of the text, as Spiller has pointed out; the result is that both /I/s, the
writing /I/ and the suffering /I/, are “the invention of a sign system - in this case the Petrarchan
convention - which is itself the product of an impliedWriter concealed behind the text.” The reader
thus is taken to a metafictional level, continually aware of the fictionality of the text.All Sidney’s
sonnets are not humorous, however; there are some like Sidney’s second sonnet in your course,
which express an intense sadness.Again, a large number of Sidney’s sonnets are cast in the form of
apostrophe beginningwith or containing a passionate address to a person or an object (like the first
Sidney sonnet in your course). In fact, Sidney uses the apostrophe farmore liberally than any other
British sonneteer. Many of these apostrophes create the illusion of the presence of a third party.
Moreover, though the effect of this figure of speech is more often serious, solemn or sad, toomany
apostrophes as used by Sidney create an impression of excitedmovement, so thatAstrophil appears
to be a restless lover. That Sidneywas very conscious of the sonnet tradition and of his own artistic
role and resources is evident from the very opening sonnet of his sequence. This sonnet can be
called “a sonnet on sonnet” and it sets out the poet’s artistic aims in composing sonnets. That
opening sonnet declares that originality, rather than derivativeness, is the poet’s motto.This need not
imply that Sidney invented a whole new sonnet form; it means only that the sonneteermust not cull
flowers of rhetoric from other poets. Sidney had earlier experimented with different sonnet forms.
There are nineteen sonnets in his pastoral romance,Arcadia. Nine of these sonnets follow Surrey’s
model,fivearePetrarchaninformandfivehaveentirelyunprecedentedrhymeschemesinventedby
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Sidneyhimself, includingone sonnet using a single rhyme :AAAAAAAAAAAAAA.Sidneymostly
used the Italian octave followed by an English sestet, but he also sometimes adopted the English
formof three quatrains followed by a couplet. (An interesting exercise for youwill be a comparison
of the forms of the two Sidney sonnets in your course.) Sidney’s sonnets also have a dramatic
quality, using rhythms andphraseswhichgive the impressionof actual speech; appropriately enough,
theplaywrightThomasNashedescribedAstrophilandStellaas “the tragicomedyof love”.

Let Us Check Our Progress
1.What are the salient features of Sidney’s sonnet sequence?
2.WhatautobiographicalelementdoyoufindinSidney’s sonnet sequence?

UNIT 1(f): SPENSER’S AMORETTI
Astrophil and Stella led to an explosion of sonnet sequences in RenaissanceBritain, but very

fewof themcould instill new life into theconventionof the love sonnet.Oneof the fewexceptions
was Edmund Spenser’s Amoretti, “little love-offerings”. (Among the other sonnet sequences, at
least two have powerful individual sonnets: SamuelDaniel’sDelia andMichael Drayton’s Ideas
Mirrour.)Spenser’s sequencecelebrateshis love forElizabethBoyle,whomheeventuallymarried,
and though the88 sonnets (onewasprinted twice,whichexplainswhy thenumber is often taken to
be89) follow thePetrarchanconventionby ending indisappointment, the sequencewaspublished
alongwith Epithalamion, a joyous hymn celebrating the poet’s marriage. Thus in one important
respect Spenser’s sonnets reversed the Petrarchan love convention: Petrarch (and Sidney, too)
celebratedadulterous lovefor anunattainablemistress,butSpensercommemoratesmarriage, thereby
domesticating desire into Christian marriage. In this respect Spenser is said to have effected an
uneasyfusionbetween theerotic andthespiritual, theconventionalandtheautobiographical.This is
not onlya uniquecontribution to thePetrarchan sonnet tradition; it also solveswhat hasbeencalled
the fundamental problemof thePetrarchan sonnet: “that its space is the spaceof disjunction”, since
its speaker is always responding to a mistress who is absent. It is true that Amoretti ends in
disappointment, with a sonnet which expresses, perhaps more intensely than any other sonnet on
absence, the lover’s sad awareness that thebeloved is notwith him.ButSpenser could afford to do
thisbecausehewasgoingto followitwith themarriage song,Epithalamion, inwhich the separation
of the lover and his desiredOther is ended. Scholars have found great significance in theway the
Amorettisonnetswere printed in the original, 1595, volume: apart fromSonnet I, all the rest faced
each other in mirror fashion. Thus Sonnet 75 (in your course), which is about the erasure of the
name of the beloved, confronts Sonnet 74,which is about the significance of the name. Since the
links are closer in the later part of the sequence, onemay suggest that “the pairings are designed to
reflect the increasing closeness of the sequence’s subject-pair, the lover and his beloved”. (Brooks-
Davies).
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The sonnet persona in ‘Amoretti’ appears
to be a naive, artless figure, never
subjected to irony— Spenser allowed his
private love to supersede his public love
for Queen Elizabeth in the sonnets. —
Spenser fantasies indulges in about
Elizabeth and creates, controls and
criticizes and textually masters his
beloved. Spenser’s rhyme scheme —
ABAB BCBC CDCD EE increases the
sense of flow in each sonnet and firmly
lies the octave to the sestet.

Spenser’s handling of the sonnet persona is verydifferent from that of either Petrarch or Sidney. The
narrator of Amoretti appears to be a naive, artless figure, never subjected to irony, unlike
Astrophil in Sidney’s sequence. Thoughmany dates in Spenser’s own life are given in the sonnets,
they do not form a coherent narrative of an important chapter in the poet’s biography. In fact, too
much emphasis on the autobiographical truth of the sonnets obscures a very important feature of
Amoretti.Spenser had been composing his great epical poemmeant as a homage to QueenElizabeth,
Faerie Queene, when he chose to write the sonnets He thus allowed private love to supersede his
publicloveforQueenElizabeth.Significantly, thepoet’sprivate
belovedwasalso calledElizabeth. It maybe said therefore that
the themesof desire anddistance in the love sonnetsmirror the
poet’s feelings for his Queen - the poet seeking the Queen’s
favour,sometimessuccessfullyreceivingit,butsometimesfeeling
thethreatofwithdrawalofroyalfavour.Thereforetheauthorof
Amoretti compensates by indulging in fantasies about
Elizabeth and also by creating, controlling, criticizing and
textuallymastering his beloved.Avery good example of this
textualmastering is providedby the sonnet in your course. In
that sonnetwaveswash away the name of Elizabeth inscribed by the lover on the shore, the lover
canwrite thenameagain.Thewavesareof course, in the first place, an imageof temporal process;
but theyarealso“anassertionofauthorialpower toerase themightiestname in the land - to achieve
in script andonpaper an act ofunnaming that compensates for themonthsandyears spent creating
Queen Elizabeth through the fictions of the Faerie Queene” (Brooks-Davies). Thus, as Brooks-
Daviesgoeson to say, thequeenisoneof the“baser things”whichwill inevitably“die indust” in this
sonnet,whileElizabethBoyle is thewomanassuredofeternal life inher lover’s poetry.This sonnet
seriously questions the view that the narrator in Amoretti is naive and artless. As for the poet
himself, thesonnet formchosenbyhimisa supremetriumphofpoeticart.

Spenser cannotbe said to have invented this form,whichuses five rhymes insteadof theusual
seven in the forminventedbySurrey.The rhymeschemeof theSpenseriansonnet isABABBCBC
CDCDEE; thequatrains are interlinked in amanner reminiscent of the “rhyme royal” stanza.But
whetherornothe invented this form,he iscertainlyitsmostaccomplishedandcelebratedpractitioner.
This form ismore complicated than any other sonnet form and no one used it after Spenser. The
repetition of the rhymes not only links the quatrains, but increases the sense of flow in each sonnet
and firmly ties theoctave to the sestet. F.T. Princemaintains that onlySpenser couldhaveused this
complexformforanentiresonnetsequence.Thedifficultyof findingsomanyrhymesandinterlacing
themso firmlywas far less for him than for any other sonneteer, because of “his unusual facility in
rhyme”.
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Let Us Check Our Progress
1. Whatare thedistinct features ofSpenser’s sonnets sequence?
2. Write a short note on the autobiographical element in Spenser’s Amoretti.
3. Write a note on Spenser’s handling of rhyme- scheme.

SUMMING UP
The sonnet, invented in Italy in the thirteenth century, was turned into amajor and influential

poetic genre by Francis Petrarch. Petrarch, in writing love sonnets for Laura, a woman hemight
have lovedonly inhis imagination, createdanentire setofconventions in the lovesonnet, including
their organization in a sequence,whichwere imitatedby a host of laterEuropeanpoets. It has been
rightly said that hisRimebecame “theBible of European love poetry” (Spiller). Petrarch used the
already established Italian form of the sonnet, and though this formwas often adopted by later
sonneteers,Britishsonnetwriters likeWyatt,Surrey,SidneyandSpensereach introduceddistinctive
thematic andstructuralmodifications.Thesonnet came toBritain rather late, the first examplesbeing
those ofWyatt and Surrey published in Tottel’s Miscellany in 1557.After a gap of twenty five
years, duringwhich some individual sonnetsmight havebeen composed byminor poets, Sidney’s
Astrophil and Stella led toa floodof sonnet sequences addressed tomostly fictionalmistresses.To
Sidney thus belongs the credit of writing the first sonnet sequence in English, for Watson’s
Hekatompathia, which had come out earlier, was a sequence of poems which cannot be called
sonnets. If these early British Sonneteers made important innovations in the sonnet tradition,
Shakespearewas tomake radicaldepartures from thePetrarchan tradition.
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UNIT 2 (a)

ANTI-PETRARCHANISM

Content Structure
UNIT 2(a): Anti-Petrarchanism

UNIT2(b):Autobiographical truth

UNIT 2(c): “Two loves”

UNIT 2(d): The Formal Features of the Shakespearian Sonnet

Almostall thesonnetsequenceswritteninRenaissanceBritainhadtitles,but itwaslongbelieved
thatShakespeare’s sonnetsequencehadnone.Recent scholarshiphashowever, firmly

established the fact that Shakespeare’s sonnet sequence too has a title. Thus Katherine Duncan-
Jones, the editor of the Sonnets in theArden Shakespeare (1997) series, unhesitatingly declares,
“The title of Shakespeare’s sonnets is Shakespeare’s Sonnets.”Alater editor, ColinBurrow (The
Oxford Shakespeare,2002), says, “The title Shakespeare’s Sonnets sounds conclusive”.This kind
of “genitive title” is oneof themany featureswhich completely distinguishShakespeare’s Sonnets
from any other sonnet collections of the time. Only one other sonnet sequence of the time, as
Duncan-Jones points out, carries the author’s name in the possessive as part of the title - Syr. P.S.
hisAstrophel and Stella, but since the sequencewas published posthumously, the title must have
been given by the publisher for the purpose of publicity. It one motive behind themention of the
poet’sname in the titlewas toemulate theexamplesetby the titleofAstrophelandStella,a sequence
Shakespeare is known to have liked, another andmore important aimwas to draw attention to the
uniquequalitiesof the sequencebyboldlyclaiming that the sonnetswere theworkofone individual
genius. Far from following thePetrarchan convention in anyway, Shakespeare’s Sonnetspossess
features which are non-Petrarchan, even anti-Petrarchan. Instead of presenting an idealized lady
love as the object of the lover’s intense devotion and desire, the sonnets of Shakespeare (actually
thefirst126sonnets)expressanequallyintenselovefora youngman, therebyrenderingthetraditional
sonnetheroinecompletely redundant.LikePetrarch’sLauraandSidney’sStella, the sonnetheroines
of Petrarch’s English imitators, such as Lodge, Drayton, Daniel, Constable and others, are also
female.Nodoubt in order to defend themoral integrity ofBritain’s greatestpoet against the charge
ofhomoeroticism,a late nineteenthcenturyShakespearean scholar,SidneyLee, claimed that itwas
exceedinglycommonforRenaissanceEuropeansonneteers tocelebrate thecharmsofyoungmen.

Thefact,however, is thatonlyoneBritishSonneteer,RichardBarnfield,wroteabout thecharms
ofayoungman inagroupof twenty sonnets included inhisCynthiaandaddressed to aboywhom
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Controversies over the title of Shakespeare’s
sonnet series — some say, it is
“Shakespeare’s Sonnets”. Shakespearean
sonnets possess features that are non-
Petrarchanandsometimesanti-Petrarchan
— they express intense love for a young
man (in first 126 sonnets) — the last 28
sonnets deal with ‘black lady’ who is ugly
and promiscuous — the lover in the
sonnets puts biology before beauty — the
lady is a butt of male disdain — we find
deliberate rejection of hyperboles in these
sonnets.

thepoet, followingclassicalmythology, callsGanymede.Theyoungman inShakespeare’s sonnetsis
not given any name, actual or invented, and scholars are still trying to identify him with a real-life
individual.ThesonnetsofShakespearearenotall about loveof
oneman for another; there also is awomanwho is theobject of
tempestuous passion. But this woman features in only 28
sonnets, which brutally defy Petrachanism. The Petrarchan
sonnet heroine is a chaste and aristocratic lady who remains
unattainable for the lover. But sonnets 127-154 in
Shakespeare’s Sonnets present an obviously non-aristocratic
woman who does not have any of the characteristics of the
Petrarchanheroine-youth,beauty,intelligenceandchastity.While
the sonnet heroine of tradition is fair, the womanwho draws
bothfascinationandrepulsionfromthe lover inShakespeare’s
sonnets is dark.Yetanotherpillarof thePetrarchan loveconvention is themistress’s chastity.But the
“dark lady” in Shakespeare’s sonnets is promiscuous, “as black as hell, as dark as night”. (Sonnet
147). It is not onlyher complexion that is a complete contrast to thatof thePetrarchanmistress; her
breath is foul, herwalk is ungainly, herwit is short. She seems to exist solely as an object ofmale

lust. The Petrarchan lover is prompted by the beauty of his
mistress to feel desire for her, but the lover in Shakespeare’s
sonnets puts biology before beauty.Moreover, since the lover
thinks that thewoman is unintelligent, hepresentsher as a butt
ofmaledisdainat thesametimeassheisaconvenientoutlet for
maledesire.Thatiswhywefind,inthesonnetsdealingwiththe

darkwoman, a strongnoteofmisogynywhich is as far removed fromPetrarchanmistress-worship
as the“dark lady” is fromLaura.Shakespeare’sdeliberate rejectionof thehyperbolesofPetrachanism
is best seen in Sonnet 130.

In themajorityof the sonnetsof Shakespeare, the adoration reserved for thePetrarchan sonnet
heroine is directed towards themale lover. The effect is that of a total rejection of Petrarchanism.
We have seen that in his later sonnets Petrarch presents Laura as the source of his spiritual
enlightenment, by associating her with a heavenly being. This sort of apotheosis is by and large
absent from the sonnets of Shakespeare. The terms of Christianworship employed by Petrarch to
spiritualizeLaura are in fact used toglorify themale lover in theSonnets. Sonnet 105appears to be
amockeryof theChristianconcept ofTrinityas the speaker finds in hismale lover“Three themes in
one”.Themale is explicitlypresentedas superior to anywoman inSonnet18 andSonnet 20. In the
formersonnetthefriendisnotonlyfairerthana summer’sday,butalso,moresignificantly,unaffected

In Shakespearean Sonnets, the
Petrarchan adoration for his lady love or
apotheosis is directed towards the male
lover — the man is presented as
psychologically and morally far superior
to the woman.
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by “nature’s changing course”.AsDuncan-Smith explains, the phrase refers tomenstruation, known
in Shakespeare’s time as “monthly courses”. In Sonnet 20 the youngman is praised for possessing
female beautywithout female fickleness and for being unacquaintedwith “shifting change as is false
woman’s fashion”.AsDuncan-Smith glosses the lines, the reference is to themisogynistic common-
place that allwomen are fickle.Also implicit in the lines is a derogatory comment onwomen’s need
to change clothes because of menstruation. Thus in the Sonnets as a whole not only are two forms
of love sharply contrasted, but as an object of love the man is presented as psychologically and
morally superior to thewoman, so thatwhen, inSonnet 144, the speaker says, “Two loves I have,

of comfort and despair,” it is not at all difficult to determine
whichlovegiveshimcomfortandwhichotherplungeshiminto
despair. It is clearnowwhyShakespearecouldnothavechosen
as his title those conventionalized ones containing allusions to
idealized females with names borrowed from classical

mythology — Astrophil and Stella, Delia, Diana and so on. The point of calling his sonnets
Shakespeare’s Sonnetsmust havebeen todrawattention to the poet’s redefinitionof the genre and
conventions of the Petrarchan love sonnet. The sonnet form adopted by Shakespeare was also
unPetrarchan, of course, but in this he was not unique, and in any case his handling of the sonnet
formwill be the subject of a separate discussion.

Finally, as we have done with other sonneteers, wemust examine the role of the speaker or
sonnet persona in Shakespeare’s Sonnets. Since Shakespeare was a dramatist as well, we might
expect to hearmore than one voice in his sonnets.He does not even start a single sonnet as a reply
to something said by someone, as Sidney not infrequently does. “There is something very lonely
aboutShakespeare’s sonnets” (Spiller).Theverynature ofPetrarchan love requires the love sonnets
to be preoccupiedwith absence; but Shakespeare’s sonnets aremore obsessed with absence than
thoseof anyother contemporary sonneteer.The speaker of the sonnets is constantly grapplingwith
theproblem that theabsenceof thebeloved is somehowanegationof hisownself.There is alsoan
infinitelygreaternoteof self-criticismandself-abasement in thesesonnets thaninanyothersequence.
In the opening seventeen sonnets of the sequence, in sonnet 18 and several others, the speaker is
confident, and free from self-doubt as he promises immortality to the young friend.Butmore and
more as the sequence proceeds, he is assailed by anguish and uncertainty in a way that may be
calledexistentialordeconstructive.Deconstruction isachievedthroughambiguationof language,as
in the following lines fromSonnet 55:

So till the judgement that yourself arise,You live in this, and dwell in lovers’eyes.The plain
meaning of the lines is that “your (the beloved’s) imagewill be reflected in the eyes of the lovers”.
Butsincelovers’eyeswereproverbiallyfickle, theimageintroducesanoteofdeconstructivedoubt.

There are negation of self, self-criticism,
self-abasement and a kind of
deconstructive self-doubt in the
Shakespearean sonnet sequence.
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Several controversies over the
autobiographical element in
Shakespearean sonnets for their unusual
theme and uncertain dating—
controversies over the identity of some
‘W.H.’ and of the ‘Dark lady’.

Similar doubt is introduced about the speaker’s own self, his capacity for loyalty, his attitude to
others.

Let Us Check Our Progress
1. Whatare thedistinct features ofShakespearean sonnet sequence ?
2. How far is the Shakespearean sonnet sequence anti-Petrarchan ? Is it a conventional

literary practice ?Discuss.

UNIT 2(b): AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL TRUTH
Despitemore than two centuries of research, there are very fewbiographical facts thatmaybe

said to have been proved beyond reasonable doubt. Since the themes of the Sonnets are so
unconventional and the speaker’s sexual intimacywith amanand awoman sounusual, it has been
thought by many that they must be rooted in the poet’s life, though it is equally plausible that
Shakespeare invented the complex relationships, as he inventedmany complicated relationships
andencounters inhisplays.Equallyuncertain is thedatingof theSonnets, for thoughFrancisMeres
referred in 1598 in his Palladis Tamia to Shakespeare’s “sugred [sugared] Sonnets among his
private friends,” the referenceonlyproves that someof the sonnetswerewritten in or before1598.
But theSonnetsasa sequencewerepublishedonly in1609. It ispossible toargue that the individual
sonnets hadbeenwrittenmuchearlier, for by1609 the fashion
forwriting love sonnetshaddeclined.However, some scholars
still arguefor this laterdatebecausemanyof the sonnetsdisplay
the stylistic boldness and startling image patterns which we
associate with Shakespeare’s mature plays. Again, it is
impossible to saywhether Shakespeare intended the sonnets
as a coherent sequence since there is neither external not internal evidence regarding this. Indeed,
various attempts have beenmade to rearrange the sonnets in different orders, but by and large the
tendencyof scholars and critics is to keep intact the sequence inwhich the sonnetswere originally
published.The Sonnetswere dedicated to onewho is identified only by the initialsW.H., and it is
usually assumed that this figure is the youngmanwho is the speaker’s beloved.The namesof two
noblemenof the period aremainly suggested as the real-life originals ofW.H. -WilliamHerbert,
Earl of Pembroke, andHenryWriothesley (whose initials are thus thewrongway round), Earl of
Southampton.The “dark lady” is amore intriguing figure, and thoughattempts havebeenmade to
identifyherwith realwomen likeMaryFittonandEmiliaLanier, conclusiveevidence is still lacking.
It can be said, in fact, that the concentration on the autobiographical nature of the sonnets has
largely been a waste of scholarly energy. Moreover, it has only deflected attention from the real
significanceof theSonnets asworks of art, as poetry.Any attempt to understand the sonnets as art
mustinvolveregardingthemasfiction,inthesamewayastheplaysaretreatedasfiction.Biographical
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speculations are alsokept out of this discussionbecauseweare readingonly six ofShakespeare’s
sonnets and these issues are not our concern.

Let Us Check Our Progress
1. Write a short note on the autobiographical element in the Shakespearean sonnets.

UNIT 2(c): ‘TWO LOVES’
As indicated earlier, most commentators on Shakespeare’s Sonnets till the beginning of the 20th

centuryanxious topurify thesonnetsof theslightest taintofhomoeroticism,whichwasregardedas
immoral aswell as illegal for a long time,presented the lover’s
relationship with his male friend as essentially spiritual. A
furtherconsequenceof thisdenialwas the foregroundingof the
sonnet lover’s passion for the “dark lady”. This enabled the
critics to claim that love in the sonnets is predominantly
heterosexual. The foregrounding of the “dark lady” also
makes it possible to relate her to the femme fatale or fatal
woman of the European Romantic tradition, to figures like
Petrarch’sLaura,Keats’ FannyBrawneandW.B.Yeats’sMaud
Gonne.Thus,asDuncan-Smith

has pointed out, the sonnets were sought to be linked to the same courtly love tradition which
Shakespearewas rejecting. I should now like tomention and explain four recent viewson the love
relationships in theSonnets and leave it to you to judgewhichonemakesmore sense.

Let us start with the view that the sonnets are notmainly about same-sex love, that many of
those traditionally regarded as expressions of homoerotic passion are not in fact gender-specific.
Themost persuasive exponent of this view is Colin Burrow (TheOxford Shakespeare edition of
Shakespeare’s Sonnets).Burrowsays thatmanyof the poems in thegroup1-126which are treated
as poems to a “youngman” carefully avoid giving a fixedgender to their addressee. These poems
dealwithgeneral themes like the lure of homoerotic attraction, thepowerof love, thepull of ethical
admiration, and the fears, tension and anxiety of the lover.
Moreover, the “young man” of biographical critics is never
actually so called in this group of sonnets. One of the terms
used for the young man is “friend”, which could have a
double
meaning - a lover as well as a moral equal and confidant; however, “friend” was also a double-
genderedword in Shakespeare’s time,meaning eithermistress or amale companion.What causes
the sonnet personaboth frustration anddelight is that theobject of hisdesire refuses to be confined
toone thing.Theseaspects of theSonnetsproblematize thenatureof the love, expressed in the first
126 sonnets. Even if we take it to be homoerotic, we cannot be sure whether it is physically
consummated,orwhetherShakespearewasa homosexual.

Shakespeare’s sonnets were not gender –
specific : Colin Burrow —
“Shakespeare’s homosexuality is a
‘readerly’ fiction generated by a desire
to read narrative coherence into a
loosely associated group of poems.” —
The poems encourage the readers to
imagine circumstances which would fit
the texts, but they also multiply the
possible meanings and their
application.

Sonnet No. 18 is not gender specific. It is
a great love poem.
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Perhaps these are wrong questions to ask, because the sonnets refuse to be fixed in setting,
tantalizingly coming close to love, sexual desire and admiration for the friend. “Shakespeare’s
homosexuality is a ‘readerly’ fiction generated by a desire to read narrative coherence into a loosely
associated group of poems” (A“readerly” text, fulfills the reader’s expectations regarding structure
andmeaning). On the other hand, addressing the friend as “sweet boy” or “lovely boy”, does raise
questions about the exact nature of the relationship between the speaker and his young friend. These
questions have to be examined in the context of early modern notions of sexuality. No one in that
period would have called himself “homosexual”, a term which entered English only in the 1890s;
indeed, no one of the periodwould have attempted to define his identity by his sexual activity. The
language used to describe same-sex love was not precise and had many gaps. The actual physical
relationship between men was called “sodomy”, a crime punishable by death. But the young boys
playing the roles of women in Shakespeare’s comedies aroused some kind of desire in theminds of
the predominantlymale audiences. The boys’ relationshipwith the adult male actors in a company
often verged on, or even partook of, homoeroticism.Against this is to be placed the custom of the
period which made it common and acceptable for men to kiss and embrace each other freely,
though such behaviour could also be presented by hostile observers as the outwardmarks of sodomy.
All these observations lead to the realizationof themost important aspect of the same-sex relationship
in the Sonnets, namely that the form of sexuality presented here encompasses all the prevailing
notions about lovebetweenmen, evenderivingpleasure from their incompatibility. “So should readers
of the Sonnets give up on the real pleasure and the real and liberating disturbancewhich comes from
thinking that Shakespearewas homosexual ?” To this questionBurrow’s answer isYes andNo.The
poems encourage the readers to imagine circumstances which would fit the texts, but they also
multiply thepossiblemeanings and theirapplication.

Much the samepoint can bemade about themale-female relationship in the group of sonnets
127-154.The “dark lady”, like the “youngman”, is never called the name given to her by critics.
Likethefriend,sheisacomplexfigure,becomingdifferentthings
in different sonnets. She is the antithesis of the Petrarchan
mistress inSonnet130;sheisbeautiful anddesirable inSonnet
127.Likethe term“friend”, “mistress”alsowasasemantically
mobileword,meaning “thewomanwho commands aman’s
affection”andalso“awomanwithwhomthemanhasan illicit
relationship”. The presence of the “darkwoman” outside the exclusivelymale bonds of earlier
sonnetsmakes the lovedepicted in theSonnets triangular.Twopoints canbemade about Sonnet
18. It can be taken independently as one of the greatest love poems in the Sonnets, which will
corroborateBurrow’s views.The sonnet belongs to the “youngman” group, but does not give a

The sonnets about the youngman are the
narrative of a love affair, with a beginning
(sonnet 1-19) describing how the speaker
falls in love, a middle (sonnets 20-99)
suggesting the consummation of the poet’s
passion and an end (sonnets 100-126)
showing the decline of the affair.
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definite gender to the addressee, and can therefore also be taken as addressed to a woman. The
lover is addressed as “thou”, which was an intimate mode of address equally applicable to a man
and a woman. Richard Danson Brown (Shakespeare 1609: “Cymbeline” and the “Sonnets”)
gives two examples from twentieth century literature and culturewhich show how the poem can be
used as a love poem addressed to a woman. In EvelynWaugh’s novel The Loved One (1948) an
Englishmanwith poetic aspirations and living in Hollywoodwants to seduce anAmerican woman
and in order to impress her, passes off famous English poems as his own composition. One such
poem used by him is Shall I Compare thee to a Summer’s Day,which is so well-known that even
his culturally backward fancee vaguely recalls having read it somewhere. The second instance cited
by Brown to prove the status of the sonnet as a love poem that can be addressed to a woman is
from the film Shakespeare in Love, made in 1999. In this film the lovelorn Shakespeare himself is
made to write the sonnet for a glamorous woman called Viola de Lesseps. It is an interesting fact
that the makers of the film chose not to present Shakespeare as a homosexual, though presenting
him as such in the muchmore liberal sexual climate of the end of the twentieth century would not
have aroused moral outrage of the kind which eighteenth and nineteenth century critics generally
expressed.

There is, nevertheless, a growing interest in the representationof homoeroticisminShakespeare’s
Sonnets and many readers are convinced that the “youngman” group of sonnets are essentially
about same-sex love.As a representativeof this viewonemay chooseBruceSmith.What follows
is a brief summaryof Smith’s arguments in his bookHomosexualDesire in Shakespeare’sEngland:
A Cultural Poetics. In the first seventeen sonnets of Shakespeare the speaker’s sexual feelings for
the friend are carefully held in check, as the friend is urged to getmarried and perpetuate his virtue
andbeauty throughhis offspring.This plea to the friendmaybe characterized as homosocial desire
which, however, changes by degrees into homosexual desireThe friend,who is requested to enter
matrimony for the sake of his love for the speaker, is soon being addressed as “dear my love”
(sonnet 13)until the speaker confidentlyasserts that the friend’s beautywill beeternized throughhis
verse : “in eternal lines to time thou grow’st” (sonnet 18). “Love” in fact becomes the speaker’s
favouriteepithet for theyoungman.Theword, like the related“lover” and“lovely”,wasambiguous
in sixteenth and seventeenth-century usage.The “darkwoman” is only once called a “friend”, and
she ismoreoftencharacterizedasa “mistress”, awordwhichhadanexplicitly sexual reference.The
word “friend”, on theother hand, had a largely non-sexual reference. “Wehave, then, twopeople -
and three terms for talking about them”. But the youngman and the darkwoman are both referred
to as the speaker’s “loves” in sonnet 144, though one is called an “angel”, while the other, “the
womancoloured ill”, is the“worser spirit”. Sonnet 20 isgenerally consideredcrucial in determining
the exact nature of the speaker’s feelings for the youngman. This sonnet (“Awoman’s face with
nature’s ownhandpainted/Hast thou”) can be readbothas an affirmationof sexual desire for the
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friend and as a negation of such desire. Obviously, those who settle for the view that the Sonnets
express a homoerotic passion read the sonnet in the former sense. (Though the sonnet is not in your
course, you should read it with the help of Duncan-Jones’s annotations in the Arden Shakespeare
edition to recognize its impliedhomoeroticism). It isdifficult to
escape the impression that thewhole sonnet deliberately casts
amale in the rolewhichmostsonnetswouldassign toa female.
Moreover, Shakespeare does not stop at sonnet 20; in the
poems that follow the poetwrites about what happenswhen
emotional desirebecomesphysical act. This sexual experience,
according toSmith, resides largely in thepuns,manyofwhich
do not simply occur in individual sonnets but are sustained
throughthewholesequence:“have”(sonnets52,87,129),“will”
(standingformaleandfemalesexualorgansaswellasforsexual
desire, in sonnets 57, 112, 134, 135, 136), “pride” (for male
sexualorgan, in sonnets52,64,151). It ispossible tomaintain
that in thesexualpunsof thesonnetsabout theyoungman,as in thesimilarpuns in the sonnetsabout
themistress (seecommentary), Shakespeare lays bare thepsychological andanatomical realitiesof
sexual love. The sonnets about the youngman are the narrative of a love affair, with beginning,
middle and end. The beginning (sonnets 1-19) describes how the speaker falls in love; themiddle
(sonnets 20-99) suggests the consummation of the poet’s passion; and the end (sonnets 100-126)
shows thedecline of the affair.

After thesonnetpersona’s firstadmissionof sexualpassion insonnet20,wemight legitimately
expect an awareness on the part of the speaker of the moral and legal constraints imposed on
homosexualityby the social, political andreligiousorthodoxy.But nomoral and legal reservations
are even implied in the Sonnets. During hismoments of self-confession in the sonnets following
sonnet 20, Shakespeare’s speaker does grapple with questions o authority, but these questions
bypass law andmorality. The authoritywithwhich the speaker struggles is the authority in being
anotherman’s lover and the further authority inwriting about homosexual love.Once the speaker
declares homosexual desire in sonnet 20 and begins to act on it in subsequent sonnets there is a
profoundchange. “Conventional structures of ideology and power explode”. In the early sonnets,
thepersonahas all thepower.His age, his experience, andmost of all, his poetic powersput him in
command of the situation. But once the passion is admitted, the power equations change. The
personwhodoubtshis ownabilities in sonnet 29 (“When indisgracewith fortune andmen’s eyes/I
all alone beweepmyoutcast state”) is entirely different from the onewhoconfidently declared the
powerof hisverse to confer immortalityonhisbeloved in sonnet 18.The love sonnets to theyoung
mannotonlydifferfromthefirstseventeensonnetsinrespectof theimpliedrelationshipbetweenthe

During his moments of self- confession
in the sonnets following sonnet no.-20,
Shakespeare grapples with questions of
authority which bypass law andmorality
— In sonnets 20-126, there is frustrated
idealism which is in sharp contrast even
to the cynical tone of the sonnets
addressed to the dark lady. The reader
should recognize how the speaker’s
shifting moods from jealousy through
self-advertisement to self-disparagement
run counter to Renaissance ideals of
friendship.
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speaker and the beloved, but also differ from the sonnets about the mistress. In sonnets 20-126
there is frustrated idealism,which is in sharp contrast to the cynical tone of the sonnets addressed to
the dark lady. “Shakespeare devotes 126 highly varied sonnets to the young man and only 28
alternately affable and sarcastic sonnets to themistress for the same reason that the fourth and fifth
centuryGreeks devoted somuchmore attention in their philosophical writings to the love between
menandboys than to the love betweenmenandwomen : in each case itwas the bond betweenmale
and male that seemed the more complicated and problematic”. Smith concludes therefore, that
those who fail to recognize how the shifting moods of the speaker from jealousy through self-
advertisement to self-disparagement run counter to Renaissance ideals of friendship and still interpret
theSonnets in termsof those ideals, have not read theirAristotle,Cicero andPlutarch.

Nevertheless there aremany apologists for theSonnets as testimonials to friendship untainted
byphysicalintimacy.Onesuchprominentapologist isC.L.Barberwho, inAnEssayonShakespeare’s
Sonnets, refers to the large number of editors and commentators, beginning with John Benson
(1640),whohave been embarrassed by the fact that aman is the addressee in these love poems. It
is clear from the Sonnets that the role of beloved young friend or “lover” corresponds to a need in
thepoet to live inand throughanotherperson.Lovewhichembodies thepowersand perfectionsof
life isusuallyexperiencedthrough thebeautyofsomeoneof theopposite sex.But inShakespeare’s
Sonnets the poems addressed to a woman, “the dark lady”, are concerned more with her
imperfections thanwith her beauty or virtue, frequently expressing the paradox that with all her
faults, she nevertheless arouses sexual desire. In the poems addressed to the young man, on the
other hand, there is wonder aroused by the addressee’s ineffable beauty, but no hint of physical
desire. What one would normally call the “higher” love is expressed towards a man, while the
“lower” love is confined to thewoman.Moreover, in the sonnetsdealingwith both themanand the
woman, there isastrangedevelopment : theyoungmanbecomes involvedwithhis friend’smistress.
The speaker is pained, baffled, humiliated, but stillwants to keep the youngman’s love rather than
that of thewoman. It is true that in the earlymodern period, therewas a cult of friendship and that
writersoftenregardedthisfriendshipashigherthansexual love.Theissueiscomprehensivelyexplored
by Edward Hubler in his book The Sense of Shakespeare’s Sonnets. Hubler points out in that
book that Elizabethans used the term “lover” between men without any embarrassment. In
Shakespeare’splayCoriolanusa character calledMenenius, trying to visitCoriolanus in theVolscian
camp, tells the guard, “Thygeneralwasmy lover.”Afurther pointmade byHubler and referred to
withapprovalbyBarberis thathomosexualityisneveranissueinShakespeare’splays.[Thissweeping
statementcouldonlyhavebeenmadeinthe1950swhenhomosexuality ineither lifeor literaturestill
faced resistance. In somerecent criticismhowever,homosexual relationshipshavebeendiscovered
in several Shakespearean plays, for example, The Merchant of Venice and Othello - Author’s
note]Sofaras thecrucialSonnet20 isconcerned,Barber’sposition is theexactoppositeof that of
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Paul Innes : “The young man is
constituted as a product of the poetry ....
Certainly the sonnets themselves posit his
existence as purely fictional, on at least
one of these multiple levels of meaning”.
Innes sees the poems as fundamentally
“homo-social” in accordance with the
power relations emerging in Renaissance
society and culture.

Smith.The bawdy joke at the end of the sonnet acknowledges, according toBarber, that the friend’s
sexuality is masculine and directed to women; “such a pleasantry could only be pleasant where
physical relations of the poet with the friend were out of the
question”. Barber admits that the love expressed for the friend
is love, such love iscentral toother relationsof life, notably that
between parents and children. Barber’s conclusion is that so
far as Shakespeare’s sonnets are concerned, specific sexual
loveisdelinkedfromadoringandcherishinglove.

Come finally to a reading of the sonnets in the context of
Renaissance social and cultural developments,particularly as
regards the relationshipbetweenmenandmen, andbetweenmenandwomen.This is the readingof
Paul Innes in his book.

Shakespeare and the English Renaissance Sonnet: Verses of Feigning Love. The subtitle of
thebookclearlypoints tooneof its important concerns: the fictionalityof the sonnets, for the subtitle
refers toTouchstone’s famous remarkexplaining themeaningof ,”poetical” inShakespeare’scomedy
AsYouLike It.ToAudrey’s questionwhether “poetical” is a “true thing”,Touchstone replies: “No,
truly; for the truest poetry is themost feigning, and lovers are given to poetry, andwhat they swear
inpoetrymaybe saidas lovers theydo feign” (Act III scene iii, ll. 17-20).Other critics have spoken
of the fictionality of the Sonnets, but the idea is central to Innes’s theory about the poems.As he
says, “Theyoungman is constitutedas a productof thepoetry - literallywritten into theverse.One
way to look at it is to acknowledge that theremay not have been any ‘real’ youngman to whom
Shakespeare actuallywrote these poems.

Certainly thesonnets themselvesposithisexistenceaspurelyfictional,onat leastoneof these
multiplelevelsofmeaning.It ispossiblethatitisirrelevantwhether
heexisted,sincethewholethingbecomesanexerciseinworking
out theproblems encountered inwritingabout (in sonnet form)
anupper-classmale figurewho shouldbebut is not—defined
inaccordancewith aristocratic ideology. Even ifShakespeare
was writing about some young nobleman, the issues these
sonnets raisecannotsimplybereducedto that specificoccasion
only”.Classandaristocratic ideology,mentioned in thisextract,
are of crucial importance to Innes’s reading of the Sonnets,
which sees the poems as fundamentally “homosocial” in

accordancewith thepowerrelationsemerginginRenaissancesocietyandculture.

Sonnet has no smooth history of
development- the English sonnets reflect
the disjunction between the ideal and the
historical-the sonnets of Shakespeare can
be seen as participating in a project of
seeking patronage. The social changes
in the Renaissance gave rise to a new
kind of “male-male, but not sexual
relation’ — In the sonnets, the young
man is the person’s social superior. So
the persona has to accept his own
subjection and to celebrate it.
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Before examining themeaning and significance of the term “homosocial”, we should first acquaint
ourselves with Innes’s approach to the Sonnets. He begins by refusing to adopt a developmental
model for theRenaissanceEnglish sonnet, because he does not believe that the sonnet has a smooth
history of development. He ismore interested in the rewriting of courtly love that takes place in the
English Renaissance.Aproduct of feudalism, the courtly love conventionwas for the Renaissance
poet an idealization of the past in a societywhichwas being transformedby the centralizing impulse
of royal authority.Onecan thereforeperceiveadisjunctionbetween the ideal and thehistorical, andit
is this disjunction which the Renaissance English sonnets reflect, in particular the sonnets of
Shakespeare. In the court of Queen Elizabeth, other cultural forms of the past were rewritten, such
as the romance (Spenser’s Faerie Queene) and the pastoral (Sidney’s Arcadia), to suit the new
aristocracy. But the sonnet was not a purely aristocratic form, since the pace of social change
ensured the spread of education to other classes. For a non-aristocratic poet like Shakespeare, this
meant a new socialmobility requiring new forms of social advancement. The sonnets of Shakespeare
can be seen as participating in a project of seeking patronage, and it is patronage relations that
produce the addressee of the first 126 of Shakespeare’s Sonnets. Such a view almost rules out any
homosexual relationship between the sonnet persona and hismale friend.But there is another reason
why such a relationship seems doubtful : the social changes in the Renaissance gave rise to a new
kind of class relationswhichwere also in accordwith the rational thinking encouraged by humanism.
“The relationship this kind of thinking produced was a new kind of male-male, but not sexual,
relation”. In this new kind of relationship mutuality was usually absent. In Shakespeare’s Sonnets
thesonnet persona isoften tormentedbyhis social inferiority to hisaddressee, and this awarenessofa
gulf between them leads to another kind of disjunction. Moreover, love in this period was not what
love is today. It can be, and has been, shown that the language of love employed in sonnet 29 is
ladenwith the contemporaryethos of patronage.Thequestion inevitably raisedby this lineof argument
is : Did Shakespeare address his sonnets to a real patron ? Part of the answer to this question is
implicit in the earlier discussion, and onemaynowadd the further point that by presenting a fictional
situation in his sonnets, Shakespeare was focusing upon contemporary concerns regarding the poet-
patron relationship. The sonnets make it clear that the relationship between the poetic persona and
the friend is not equal and that the youngman is the persona’s social superior.The implication of this
is that patriarchy situates some men as socially inferior to others. “In other words, it constructs
various formsofmasculinity aswell as femininity.”The resultant dilemmacannot be resolvedby the
persona,who recognizes and accepts his subjection but has to celebrate it. Besides, the friend is not
strictly true and honest, and this raises further problems for the persona. Here we have, to use the
language of deconstruction, an aporia. The Sonnets deal with a potentially revolutionary issue, but
cannot pursue it to its revolutionary consequences. [Aporia literallymeans “an unpassable path”. In
Greek philosophy it is used to describe the perplexity caused by a group of statementswhich are
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inconsistent or contradictory when taken together, though perfectly plausible individually. The idea
of aporiahas been takenup by deconstructionists likeDerrida,whouse it to describe the impossibility
ofreconciling termswhichcannotbereducedtobinaryopposites.]Wecomeacrossabiggeraporia
in thesonnetsabout thedarkwoman,whichirresistiblymoveto
the conclusion that woman cannot be controlled. The dark
womanevensucceedsinentangling theyoungfriend,bypassing
the sonnet persona.We cannot help feeling that the persona is
thereby relegated to a position lower than that of the woman
Thuswithina patriarchal structurewehave thecurious situation
ofawomanbecoming,byvirtueofher independent loveaffair
with anotherman, superior to the sonnet persona. Shakespeare’s sonnets belong to a tradition that
is generally associatedwith courtly love given to idealisation of women. It is significant that the
sonnetswerewrittenduring a periodof transition from feudal notions of patriarchy to a bourgeois
social structure.

Innes arrives at the conclusion that the youngman sonnets are “homosocial”, a term adopted
and given critical currency by Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick in her book Between Men : English
LiteratureandMaleHomosocialDesire. Sedgwickherself defines the termas“awordoccasionally
used inhistoryand the social scienceswhere it describes social bondsbetweenpersonsof the same
sex”. Sedgwickobserves further that the term is “obviously formedbyanalogywith ‘homosexual’
and just as obviouslymeant to be distinguished from ‘homosexuel’. Innes adopts the termmainly
becauseof thepreciseway it refers to the structureof patriarchy,which requires the silent submission
ofwomen.Both these aspects of theSonnetsare then illustratedby Innes bymeans of a systematic
analysis of some of the “youngman” and the “dark lady” sonnets. In the first group of sonnets, a
beautypreviously reserved forwomen is transferred toamale figure; thedislocation causedby this
transfer leads, in the second group of sonnets, to the representation of a woman who does not
conformtothefemalestereotypeinsonnetsbelongingto thecourtlylovetradition.Theattributionof
fairness, themostsoughtaftercriterionof femininebeauty, to amanmeans that, logically, thewoman
shouldbedark, so that themasculine-feminineopposition is retained.AnanalysisofSonnet 18will
showhowtheprocessworks. In this sonnet the friendhas thephysical characteristicspossessedby
conventional sonnetheroines.Therepetitionof“fair” in lines7and10is significant, especiallywhen
theadjective iscombinedwithanother - “lovely” in line2.Theseattributes, traditionallyconsidered
feminine, are then transferred to the sun in lines5-6, remindingusof the close relationshipbetween
“son”and“sun” already indicated inanearlier sonnet (Sonnet7).Line3hascomplexassociations
:Mayis themonthof theVirginMary, butbeingmentioned in relation toaman, it has theeffectof
detaching the ideal of beauty fromawoman; “buds”wasRenaissance slang for the femalebreast,
andtakenwith“darling”,whichwasthenamefora typeofappleat the time,Mary’sopposite,Eve,

Innes concludes that the young man
sonnets are homo- social, a term which
refers to the structure of patriarchy,
which requires the silent submission of
women. The attribution of fairness
belonging to awoman to a man means,
the woman should be dark, so that the
mascuiline opposition is retained.
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Let Us Check Our Progress
1. Howfar is theclaimofhomosexuality inShakespeareansonnets feasible?Discusswith

reference to the sonnets.

is indicatedwithherdangeroussexuality epitomizedby the forbidden fruit in theGardenofEden.
Thisdoesnot leavemanyofthetraditionallybeautifulfeminineattributes

for the dark lady, who is therefore demonized as awhore in sharp opposition to the virgin. “The
beauty thatpreviouslyhelpedconstitute femininity is now,precisely,ownedbymen,as demonstrated
in line 10with ‘ow’st’“. It is not an accident that Sonnet 18 endswith a promiseof immortality for
the friend that is explicitly homosocial : “so long asmen can breathe”. Sonnet 20may be taken as
another clear statement of homosocial relationship : theyoungmancanhavephysical relationships
with asmanywomen as he desires, but his love is to be reserved for the sonnet persona, another
man. “This is entirely in keepingwith the structure of homosocial patriarchy”. So far as the “dark
lady” sonnets are concerned, they clearly suggest a breakdown in the heterosexual conventions
followed in other sonnet sequences. Here, involvement with a woman is presented as dangerous
because it could be a threat to masculinity itself, to the homosocial order. The sonnet persona,
therefore, condemnsnot only female sexuality, but the lust it arouses inmen. It is this lust in action
that is “The expense of spirit” in Sonnet 129.

Summing up the entire discussion, one comes across variousways of looking at the theme of
love in Shakespeare’s Sonnets. If a number of commentators today are boldly characterizing the
sonnet persona’s interest in the youngman as explicitly homosexual, thus increasingly shedding
earlier prejudices against this type of relationship, there are also those who view the relationship
between twomen as pure friendship, without any touch of sexuality, while the dark lady of the
sonnets is seen as an embodiment of carnal passion. It has also been said thatmany of the sonnets
in the “youngman”groupcould in fact havebeen addressed to awomanand that these sonnets are
not gender-specific.Moreover, both theyoungmanand the darkwomanmean different things on
differentoccasions, and it isonlyourdesire to finda satisfactorynarrative in theSonnets thatmakes
us discern twocontrasted love affairs here.Finally, the sonnets in the first groupcanbe seen in terms
of the homosocial relationship in the patriarchal order that characterised the replacement of the
courtly love tradition by a male-male relationship. The homosocial character of the young man
sonnets also explains the demonisation of the dark woman by stripping her of all the traditional
attributesoffemininebeautyandchastitywhichare thenrelocated in theyoungman.

UNIT 2 (d): THE FORMAL FEATURES OF THE SONNET
Shakespearechose theEnglish formof the sonnet introducedbySurrey, and fromtheoutside it

appears that he uses the formwithout any significant variations. But once you read a fewof the
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The four-part division of
Shakespearean form makes it flexible
and it can be set inany number of logical
relations to each other: successive,
equal, hierarchical, contrastive,
analogous-the couplet has been most
subjected to adverse criticism- Scaliger
divided the epigram into ‘mel’, ‘fel’,
‘actum’ and ‘sal’. The distinction
between ‘mel’ and ‘sal’ provide an insight
into the essential unity of the
Shakespearean sonnet.

sonnets in succession, you begin to be aware of the many experiments with form that Shakespeare
was continually making. The English form, consisting of three quatrains and a couplet, is generally
thought to be very different from the Italian formwith an octave and a sestet.We have seen that in
the Italian form the transition from the octave to the sestet is marked by a “turn”. The sestet in the
Italian form is often, as pointed out by KennethMuir, a particular application of a general statement
made in the octave, and sometimes a reply to it. In the English or Shakespearian form, the three
quatrains are sometimes parallel statements and sometimes a continuous argument, either contradicted
or reinforcedor givena completelynewturnby the epigrammaticcouplet.However, thisgeneralization
is soon found to be inadequate as we come to the individual sonnets.We gradually begin to realize
that Shakespearemany different kinds of sonnets and that a neat definition of the form is not possible.
In his introduction to the New Cambridge Shakespeare edition of The Sonnets, Anthony Hecht
showshowSonnet 18 offers a direct contrast to Sonnet 73 in formand structure. In theShakespearian
form, the final six lines canoftenhave the effect ofa sestet, and
thismakesitpossibletosuggestthatShakespearenotinfrequently
thought of his sonnets in terms of the Italian division between
octave and sestet. Sonnet 73 is a perfect example of the
Shakespearian form.The threequatrains eachuse the imageof
declineandbecomeparallel statementson the subjectofdecay.
The couplet reinforces the ideahauntingly bybringing together
ideas of love and loss. Sonnet 18, on the other hand, though it
uses the Shakespearian rhyme scheme, has a Petrarchan
structure. The sonnet is rhetorically divided into octave and sestet, the “turn” from the one to the
other signifiedby theconjunction“But”,whichheraldsanewmovementof thought, a contradiction
of the idea contained in theoctave.StephenBoothhasdetected “a perceptibly distinct octave” in as
manyas96of theSonnets, despite their surfaceconformity to theEnglish form.

Shakespeare did not invent the Shakespearian sonnet form, but he manipulates it in ways
unknown to his predecessors, as Helen Vendler has demonstrated in detail in her edition of the
Sonnets Its four-part divisionmakes it farmore flexible than the two-part Italian sonnet. The four
SECTIONsof theShakespearian sonnet canbe set in anynumberof logical relations to eachother;
successiveandequal;hierarchical; contrastive; analogous; logically contradictory.The list doesnot
exhaust thepossibilitiesof thecombinationof the fourparts.Of the fourparts, it is thecoupletwhich
has beenmost subjected to adverse criticism. One remembers Keats, whowrote both Italian and
English sonnets, complaining about the difficulty of handling the couplet. Since the couplet of the
Shakespeariansonnet isoftenepigrammatic, somecriticshavefoundthesonnetformunsatisfactory :
a lyric,accordingtothem,shouldnotendwithanepigram.It isalsofeltbysomethatevenShakespeare
sometimesfails tomakethemostof thecouplet : therearesonnets inwhich thecoupletsstrikeusas
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insincere or false in comparison to the genuine feelings expressed in the preceding quatrains. But the
couplet has been ably defended by Rosalie Colie. In her book Shakespeare’s Living Art Colie
refers to the distinction drawn in Renaissance theories of rhetoric between sonnet and epigram,
sugar and salt. The sixteenth century Italian neo-classical critic Scaliger divided the epigram intomel
(honey), fel (gall), acctum (vinegar) and sal (salt). The distinction drawn by Colie between themel
(honey) of love poetry and the sal (salt) of epigram — a genre conventionally used for satiric
purposes—provides an insight into the essential unity of the Shakespearian sonnet, by suggesting
that the sonnet persona is a figure who wishes to analyze and summarize his experience besides
describing it. “Thedistance fromone’s ownexperiencenecessitatedby an analytic stance is symbolised
most fully by the couplet, whereas the empathetic perception necessary to display one’s state of
mind is symbolised by the quatrains.” Some readers have often found the couplet of the
Shakespearean sonnet redundant. But the couplet is firmly related to the rest of the sonnet not only
on the level of the paraphrasablemeaning, but by the repetition in the couplet of significant words
from the body of the poem.Vendler calls the aggregate of suchwords “Couplet Tie”. “Thesewords
are usually thematically central and to see Shakespeare’s careful reiteration of them is to be directed
in one’s interpretation by them”. Shakespeare obviously depended on this device not only to point
up the thematic concerns of the sonnet but also to show how the same words assume different
emotional tones as the sonnet progresses. Thus in Sonnet 18 the Couplet Ties are “time”, occurring
in lines 1&13, and “life” [variant forms “alive”, “live”] in lines 4, 13 and 14. In Sonnet 55, these are
“live” in lines 2, 8, 9, 14 and “eyes” in lines 11 and 14. The keyword “live” at first seems absent in
the third quatrain, though visibly present in the first and second quatrains as well as in the couplet.
After noticing these examples, those of us who might have missed the word in the third quatrain
would detect with pleasurable surprise that “live” is concealed in “oblivious” by a stroke of poetic
ingenuity. You may find such key words and Couplet Ties in the other sonnets in your course.
Shakespeare’s poetic ingenuity is also revealed in the various other functions which the couplet is
made to serve.As KennethMuir has pointed out, “One structural device used by Shakespeare is to
make thecoupletact as a kindofQEDto theargumentused in thequatrains.” [QEDis theabbreviation
for a Latinphrase thatmeans “whichwas to be proved”. It iswrittenafteran argument inmathematics
to show that one has proved something that one wanted to prove.] In such cases the couplet begins
with words like “Thus”, “Therefore”, “Then” and “So”, as in Sonnet 55. Sometimes the couplet
offers a reason to confirm what has gone before, as in Sonnet 18. But the couplet is used more
commonly to contradict or modify the quatrains. In such cases the couplet begins with words like
“But” and “Yet”, or “And yet”, as in Sonnets 60, 130. Other couplets may carry on and complete
the ideas expressed in the quatrains, and such couplets may begin with “And”.A similar variety of
functions is performed by the quatrains. Sometimes the three quatrains appear to be variations on a
single theme, using different metaphors in parallel statements. Thus in Sonnet 55 the theme of
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immortalising the friend’s beauty and virtue in the face of the ruthless onslaught ofTime is repeated,
with variations of imagery, in the three quatrains. More often the quatrains are used in order to
develop an argument, and in such cases there is a continuity of idea through all three quatrains. The
quatrains in Sonnet 60 develop by stages the argument about the inexorablemarch of time. In some
sonnets one of the quatrains qualifies the idea expressed in the earlier quatrains. In sonnet 18 the
third quatrain, beginningwith “But”, significantly qualifies the comparison between the young friend
and “a summer’s day”, drawn in the first twoquatrains.

Muchearliercriticismof theSonnetswaspreoccupiedwith thediscoveryofbiographical clues.
The unfortunate result of this overemphasis was the neglect of the poems as works of art. The
emergenceofformalistcriticisminthetwentiethcenturywasa natural reactiontobiographicalcriticism.
The formalists insistedon seeing the sonnetsof Shakespeare first and foremost as poemsand some
of them stressed their lyrical character. Such a one is HelenVendler, who has no patience with a
critical approach that focuses on a sonnet’s “paraphrasable propositional content”.As she says,
“The true ‘actors’ in lyric arewords,not ‘dramaticpersons’; and thedramaof any lyric is constituted
by the successive entrances of new sets of words, or new stylistic arrangements (grammatic,
syntactical, phonetic)whicharevisibly inconflictwithpreviousarrangementsusedwith reference to
the ‘same’situation”.Aclose study of Sonnet 116makes us realize that it is not just a definition of
love, as generally interpreted. The negatives of which the poem is so full -one nor, twono’s, two
never’s and four not’s - suggest that it is a rebuttal rather than a definition, a dramatic refutationof a
point of view that may be ascribed to the young man. Such criticism is in the tradition of L.C.
Knights andWilliam Empson who, in the 1930s, made sensitive studies of the language of the
sonnets.StephenBooth isanother formalistcriticwhoseeditionof theSonnets is “analytic”, annotated
elaborately on Empsonian principles. But it may be said against the formalists that they are so
engrossed in the study of individual words and their effects that they ignore the larger contexts in
which the sonnetsmust be set. There is another group of formalist criticswho read the sonnets as
dramatic texts.These critics startwith the obvious point that Shakespeare’s non-dramatic poetry is
informedbyhisworkas a dramatist.G.K.Hunterobserved in1953, in an essay titled“TheDramatic
Technique of Shakespeare’s Sonnets” [Youwill find the essay in the casebook, ed Jones] that the
approach to theSonnets as lyric, narrativeormetaphysical exercises ismisdirected; nor should the
poems be seen in autobiographical terms; they must be regarded as essentially dramatic. In the
SonnetsShakespeareusesconventionalpoetic imagery todramatize“felthumansituations”.

Hunter does not see the poems as speeches delivered by dramatic characters, but as voicing
emotional dilemmas and conflicts inwhich the reader can participate. The Sonnets do not present
psychological analyses ofdramatis personae, such asHamlet orMacbeth; they convey rather the
“personal tensions” by givinga dramatic outline of thepoet-speaker,whomHunter calls the lover,
andhisdilemmas.Butthoughtherearemanylinksinrespectof themeandstylebetweentheSonnets
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Let Us Check Our Progress
1. Discuss, inbrief, the formal featuresofShakespeareansonnet.

and the plays, the conception of the poems as dramatic has been challenged by other critics. It has
been pointed out that since Shakespeare was a dramatist, we expect his sonnets to be dramatic; but
actually they are less dramatic than the sonnets ofmany of his contemporaries. They do not present
miniature dramas, or narrate specific events, as the sonnets of Spenser or Drayton often do. The
Sonnets of Shakespeare do not present different characters and their points of view; frombeginning
to end the sequence is concentrated on the fluctuating moods of one speaker alone. For us the
central issue is not which point of view is right.We should rather recognize that every one of these
points of view carries some measure of truth and together they point to different aspects of the
sonnet form employed by Shakespeare.While summing up the different viewpoints on the formal
features of the Sonnets, we see how Shakespeare introduced variations into the apparently uniform
structure of 152 sonnets (Sonnet 126 contains 6 rhymed couplets or 12 lines, while Sonnet 145 is a
unique sonnet in octosyllabic lines). Both the quatrains and the couplets in the Sonnets have varied
structures and functions. The Sonnets have been seen as miniature dramas, as lyrics in which the
only actors are the words, though such formalist approaches have been challenged by those who
emphasizetheimportanceofplacingthesonnets inbroaderliterary,historicalandculturalcontexts.
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UNIT 3 (a):

BRIEF COMMENTARIES ON THE TEN SONNETS

Content Structure:
UNIT3(a): Brief Commentaries on theTen Sonnets
UNIT 3(b): Text 1: Sonnet byWyatt
UNIT 3(c): Two Sonnets by Sidney (Text 2 &Text3)
UNIT 3(d): Text 4

In thispartof theStudyMaterial, eachof the ten individual sonnets inyourcoursewillbebriefly
examined. Since the texts of the sonnets ofWyatt, Sidney and Spenser are not readily available,
theyareprintedhere.The sonnetsofShakespeare are of courseeasily available.

UNIT 3(b): SONNET BYWYATT
ThefollowingSonnetwrittenbyThomasWyattissometimesprintedwiththetitle“A Renouncing

of Love”, but no titlewas given to any of his sonnets by the poet himself. However, Tottel added
titles to the poems he printed.

Farewell, love, andall thy lawsfor ever; A
Thybaitedhooksshall tanglemenomore; B
Senec andPlatocallme from thy lore; B
Toperfectwealth,mywit for to endeavour; A
Inblind errorwhen I did persever; A
Thy sharp repulse that pricketh aye so sore B
Hath taughtme toset in triflesno store; B
Andscape forth, since liberty is lever. A
Therefore, farewell !Go troubleyoungerhearts, C
Andinmeclaimnomoreauthority; D
Withidleyouthgouse thyproperty, D
Andthereonspend thymanybrittledarts. C
ForhithertothoughIhavelostallmytime, E
Melustethno longer rottenboughs toclimb. E

Notes
Senec- Senec “theYounger” or “the Philosopher” (c.4BCE–AD65). His proseworks are an

important source for thehistoryof Stoicism.
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Lever-Dearer
Lusteth-towant/ care someone
The themeof this sonnet is anti-Petrachan inasmuch as it is the utterance of a rebellious lover

whowants to have nothingmore to dowith love. This theme, according to ElizabethHeale, owes
somethingtoSerafino,whilethefinallineoftheclosingcoupletisa deflatingproverb.Sucha conclusion
is verymuch in the spirit of Serafino’s strambotti. The sonnet creates the impression of a troubled,
emphatic speakingvoice, characteristicof severalother sonnetsofWyatt.SeveralofWyatt’s sonnets
are translations of Petrarchan originals, but this is one of his own original sonnets. Even in the
translations a sense of complexity and paradox is unmistakable; in the original sonnets this sense
becomesmorepronounced, accompaniedas it is byother characteristics likebrevity, antithesesand
flexible syntaxaswell as punctuation.The combinedeffectof all these is to subvert andquestion the
identity of the speaker. This sonnet illustrates all the characteristics mentioned so far. From the
beginning the /I/ or the speaker seems determined to renounce love, but his motives for doing so
changeand turnas the sonnet progresses.Apparently the sonnet personahasgrownwiser, but there
is a deliberate ambiguity about the source of this wisdom.Wewonder whether he has acquired
wisdomfrom thephilosophyof Plato or Seneca, or from the pricking of love.Afurther ambiguity
creeps inwhen the speaker announces his renunciationof love inmore emphatic terms.Againwe
arenotsurewhetherhe is tooold for lovenow,or sullenbecauseof his failure in love.But theheight
of ambiguity is reached in the last lineof the sonnet. J.W.Lever findsno ambiguity in the linewhich
he interprets as a figure for “getting to the topof the tree”, characteristic of an ambitions courtier of
theTudormonarchy. Lever in fact reads thewhole sonnet as an unequivocal rejection of romance
for the sakeofPlato andSeneca, the chief inspirersofRenaissancehumanism.But theambiguities
andparadoxesrunningthroughoutthesonnetandculminatingin the last linearenotsoeasilyignored.
We are intrigued by the phrase “rotten boughs”. If the speaker refers to women, then are we to
supposehehas becomeamisogynist and considers allwomenas rotten ?Another interpretationof
the linecouldbethat thespeaker isrenouncing,notallwomen,butonly therottenorunchasteones.

UNIT 3(c): 2 SONNETS BY SIDNEY
Text2

Withhowsadsteps,Omoon, thouclimb’st the skies A
Howsilently, andwithhowwana face ! B
What !may it be that even inheavenlyplace B
Thatbusy archer his sharp arrows tries ? A
Sure,if that long-with-love-acquaintedeyes A
Can judgeof love, thou feel’st a lover’s case; B
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I read it in thy looks,— thy languishedgrace B
Tome, that feel the like, thy statedescries. A
Then,evenoffellowship,Omoon, tellme, C
Is constant love deemed there butwant ofwit ? D
Are beauties there as proud as here they be ? C
Do they above love to be loved, and yet D
Those lovers scornwhom that love doth possess ? E
Dotheycallvirtue thereungratefulness? E

Perhapsthefirstthingyouwillnoticeaboutthissonnetis thatit iscast intheformofanapostrophe,
a figure of speech that recurs through the sonnets inAstrophil and Stella.Astrophil’s address to the
moonisa goodexampleofSidney’soriginaluseof a familiarcommonplace.Themoonis inconstant,
frequentlychanging,andtherefore traditionallyseenassymbolicof thevicissitudesoffortune,or the
mutabilityofhumanlife,or the irresolutionofthe foolish.Thesonnetstartswitha simpleanalogy—
thepalemoonrepresents forAstrophil thesymptomsofhisownlove-melancholy.Butas thesonnet
progresses, the analogy is developed inwholly unfamiliar ways. In the first place, the truth of the
comparisonbetween thepalemoon and the pale lover is established through a series of questions.
Although this procedure is typical of the argumentative quality of some sonnets in the sequence,
GermaineWarkentinhas pointedout in her essay, “Sidneyand theSuppleMuse” that the effecthere
comes from a familiar rhetorical embellishment, the figure of erotema, or interrogatio. But the
interrogation leads to an unexpected conclusion, which comes from Sidney’s original use of the
themeof inconstancysuggestedby themoon.Theplightof themoon, like thatof the lover, is caused
by the fact that both are faithful in love, notwavering.By the timewe come to thequestionswhich
close the sonnet, the process of interrogation undertaken byAstrophil has exploited the idea of
inconstancy in such a way that the lover and the moon share a fellowship which has become,
paradoxically, an emblem of constancy. The last line of the poem has given rise to different
interpretations.The simplest interpretation is that “virtue” heremeans “constancy in love” and that
Astrophil, therefore, is asking if constancy is found unpleasing in heaven as it is on earth. But if
“virtue” heremeans “constancy”, the effect of the sonnet is considerablyweakened.CharlesLamb
suggested a reading which seems to be more appropriate : “The last line of this poem is a little
obscuredby transposition.Hemeans,Do theycall ungratefulness therea virtue?”This interpretation
has been accepted by many and it has been strengthened by the discovery of several possible
sources in Italian.But Sidneywas not bound to followhis sources.Moreover, the reading depends
onanawkward transposition.Sidneydoesoccasionally invert thenormalword-orderof a sentence,
butnever tosuchanextent.The inversionassumedbyLambwouldmake the line readlike this : “Do
they call virtue there ungratefulness ?” Perhaps the best interpretation of the closing lines of the
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sonnet is that offered byKennethMuir in hisSir Philip Sidney.Muir points out that in the sestet four
questions are asked. The first is meant for those who considerAstrophil’s constancy foolish. The
next two are aimed at Stella who, it is implied, is the conventional disdainful beautywho scorns the
loverwhomshe deliberately attracts. The last question ofAstrophil is aimed at himself for questioning
Stella’s virtue,or chastity, as ingratitude.This interpretation seems tobe thebest because first of all,it
is based upon the usual meaning of “virtue” in love sonnets — “chastity”. Secondly, it avoids an
awkward inversionwhichmakes it almost impossible to read the line intelligently. Thirdly, the sudden
reversalwhichmakesAstrophil questionhis ownattitude is characteristicof the sonnet sequence asa
whole.We noticed earlier that Sidney’s sonnets are often steeped in irony, as a result of which the
speaker emerges as an unstable figure.This effect is achieved bywhat has been called the sonneteer’s
“deconstructive irony”.As J.G. Nichols says, “There is nothing against this reading except the shock
which it gives to an over-serious or romantic reader; and such a reader must either get used to
shocks or give up Sidney for another poet”.

I should also like to point out another feature of the sonnet which gives us a good idea about
Sidney’s artistry.While the structure of the sestet is built on the regularEnglish pattern of 4+2 (the
octave is Petrarchan), the syntax creates a counterpointingPetrarchan pattern of two triplets. Each
of these triplets is subdivided intoa question takingup two lines followedbyone occupyinga single
line.The secondof these triplets is further organizedby head rhyme—“Do they ?”Thus the final
line is integratedwith the rest of the sonnet by tail rhymewith line13, by head rhymewith line 12,
andbysyntacticparallelismwith line11.

Text3
Leaveme,OLovewhich reachest but to dust; A
Andthoumymind,aspire tohigher things; B
Growrich in thatwhichnever taketh rust, A
Whatever fadesbut fadingpleasurebrings. B
Drawinthybeams,andhumbleall thymight C
To that sweetyokewhere lasting freedomsbe; D
Whichbreaks the cloudsandopens forth the light, C
That dothboth shineandgiveus sight to see. D
O take fasthold; let that light be thyguide E
In this smallcoursewhichbirthdrawsout todeath, F
Andthinkhowevilbecomethhimtoslide, E
Whoseekethheaven, and comesof heavenlybreath. F
Thenfarewell,world; thyuttermost I see; G
EternalLove,maintainthylifeinme G
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While the earlier sonnet belongs toAstrophil and Stella (Sonnet 31), there is some controversyas to
where this sonnet should belong.Alongwith another sonnet, “Thou blindman’s mark, thoufool’s
self-chosen snare”, this poem is sometimes added to Astrophil and Stella, though it was
originally included in another collection,Certain Sonnets, also published posthumously, but assembled
by Sidney himself. The reasons why the two sonnets are added to Astrophil and Stella are, first,
because they provide a satisfying closure to the narrative of a love affairwhich thus beginswith great
passion and ends with disillusionment, and secondly, because they seem to provide support to
biographical speculations about Sidney’s sonnet sequence. In his edition of the CompleteWorks of
Sir Philip Sidney, A. B. Grosart included “Leaveme, O Love” in his text ofAstrophil and Stella as
Sonnet 110 on both these grounds. He argued that theword “rich” in the third line of the sonnet is a
pun on the name of the husband of Penelope Devereux, Lord Rich. It is a plausible suggestion, for
Sidneydoes pun on the name “Rich” inSonnets 24 and35.But the argument loses its force oncewe
remember that Certain Sonnets, to which the sonnet originally belonged, were probably written
beforeAstrophil and Stella, and that there is no textual indication that Sidney wanted the sonnet to
conclude his sequence of love sonnets.Wemust therefore abandon the idea that Sidney is telling in
hisAstrophil and Stella a story beginning with his realization that he loved Penelope too late and
endingwithhis renunciationofsexual love.

As a renunciation of love, however, this sonnet written in the English form containing three
quatrains and a couplet is profoundly appealing, nomatterwhere it belongs. It is impressive not as
anexpressionofa personalpointof view,but as a distillationof theChristianviewof life.Sidneyhas
beencalledaChristianhumanist andapoemlike this,with itsdeliberateechoesof theBibleand the
BookofCommonPrayer, justifies that description.

FormanyChristianreaders, thewordsof thepoemgaingreatauthorityoncetheyarerecognized
as rooted in the time-honouredChristian tradition.The imageryof the third line is resonantwith the
words describing the Kingdom of Heaven in the Gospel ofMatthew : “Lay not up treasures for
yourselves upon the earth,where themoth andcanker corrupt...But layup treasures for yourselves
in heaven, where neither themoth nor canker corrupteth ... For where your treasure is, there will
your heart be also”. (Matt. 6.19-21). The antithetical sixth line, using the image of the sweet yoke
which alone promises eternal freedom, is an echo of a prayer, in the Book of Common Prayer, to
God“inknowledgeofwhomstandethoureternal life,whoseservice isperfect freedom”.Again, the
light thatbothshinesandgivesus sight to see(ll.7-8)echoesa Psalm: “in thy lightshallwe seelight”.
In lines13-14 tooaBiblical echohasbeendetected though it is amoredistant echo : “And theLord
Godformedmanof thedust of theground, andbreathed intohisnostrils thebreathof life; andman
became a living soul” (Gen. 2.7).

The commonecho alsomakes it possible for us to connect these lineswith the first line of the
sonnet : “Leaveme,OLove,whichreachestbut todust.”Oncewemake theconnection itbecomes
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clear that the themeof thepoemis thecontrastbetweenearthly loveandheavenly love.Thecontrast is
reinforced by the use of the word “love” in the first and last lines : the sameword picks up different
meanings in the two lines by theway it is qualified. The Love in the first line is “thatwhich reachest
but to dust” but in the last line it is “Eternal Love”. Such careful balancing is a sign of Sidney’s
conscious artistry.Afurther example of such artistry is the line “Whatever fades but fading pleasure
brings” (line7)wherewefindrepetitionwithadifferencein“fades”and“fading”.

UNIT 3(d): TEXT 4
EdmundSpenser inSonnet 75 (‘OneDay Iwrote her name upon the strand’) of theAmoretti

One day Iwrote her name upon the strand, A
But came thewavesandwashed it away; B
Again Iwrote itwith a secondhand, A
But came the tide, andmademypains his prey. B
“Vainman”, saidshe, ‘thatdost invainassay B
Amortal thingsotoimmortalise; C
ForImyselfshall like to thisdecay, B
Andekemynamebewipedout likewise’ C
‘Not so’, quod I, ‘let baser things devise C
Todie indust,butyoushall liveby fame D
Myverseyourvirtues rare shalleternise, C
Andin theheavenswriteyourgloriousname D
Where;whenasDeathshallall theworldsubdue E
Ourloveshall live,andlater life renew.’ E

Line1. strand—shore,with the implication that the sand is unstable.
Line2.—punningon theothermeaningof ‘strand’—sea.
Line 3. second— a second time. The “second hand” of a watch came into being only in the
eighteenthcentury.
hand—twomeanings : (i) script; (ii) signature
Line 4.
tide— (i) of the sea; (ii) temporal period.
Line5.assay—attemptsomethingdifficult
Line 8. eke—also
Line 9.Devise- arrange
Line11.Rare—(i)distinguished;(ii)exceptional
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As we shall see when we discuss Shakespeare’s Sonnet 18, Sonnet 55 and Sonnet 60, the
ravages wreaked by time on love, beauty and youth, and the way in which love can triumph over
mutability are traditional themes of poetry. In fact, the poetic warwith time is the themewhich links
this sonnet of Spenser with the three Shakespearian Sonnets mentioned earlier (and a host of other
ShakespearianSonnetsnot inyourcourse). Itwill be an interesting literaryexercise foryou tomakea
comparativestudyof thesesonnets.Shakespeare’sSonnet18promises immortality to its subject, not
because the poet anticipated the posthumous fame of his poem but because he, along with many
classical and modern poets, believes that poetry perpetuates. This assertion of poetry’s ability to
provide fame in fact became a stock ingredient of the persuasive rhetoric of Renaissance sonneteers.
Many sonneteers of theRenaissance, in England aswell as in other European countries, bribed their
mistresses with the promise of conferring immortality on them. The sixteenth century French poet
Ronsard in his sonnets addressed to the famous court beautyHéléne claimed that if he had not loved
her, shewould be forgotten. Spenser in this sonnet tells his Elizabeth that his poetrywill immortalize
hervirtues.

While in Shakespeare’s Sonnet 18 the promise of immortality to the beloved ismadewith an
almostboastful confidence, the stridentnoteof confidencegivesway toa timid“hope” inSonnet 60
that the verse praising the belovedmay defy the destructive power ofTime.Wemay say that in
Sonnet 18poetry itself is a powerful agentof immortalization, but inSonnet 60 its powers aremore
doubtful.AShakespearianSonnet inwhich thedoubt becomesmorepronounced is Sonnet 65.But
Spenser’sSonnet asserts thepowerofpoetry to“eternise” thebelovedwithoutanyqualificationsor
uncertainties.Thus the toneofSpenser’s Sonnet is closer to that ofSonnet 18 than that ofSonnet 60
or 65. There is a note of doubt in Spenser’s Sonnet, in fact, but the doubt is expressed by the
womanwho reminds the speaker that she is a “mortal thing”. But the speaker confidently tells her
that shewill live“by fame”, the fameconferredonherbyhispoetryand that their lovewill “later life
renew” after their own deaths. This is of course hyperbolic, but such hyperboles are common to
poems which assure immortality. The really important point is that the sonnet differs from
Shakespeare’s Sonnets on Time in asserting the capacity of poetry to give new life to the dead.
Poetry thus becomes a regenerative force. The second unique feature of Spenser’s sonnet is that it
is a dialogue, or to put it more accurately, a miniature drama, an anecdotewith a dialogue. I have
remarked earlier that one shortcomingofRenaissance love sonnets is that thewomanandher point
ofviewareabsent fromthem.ButSpenser’s sonnet is a remarkable exception to thatgeneralization.
Bycontrast, Shakespeare’s Sonnets on love and timearemeditative, broodingand sometimes even
sad incontemplating the ravagesofTime. InSpenser’s sonnetwe finda particularoccasionmarked
by awitty verbal exchange between the speaker and hismistress. Shakespeare’s Sonnet 60 gives
voicetoamelancholycontemplationof thefactof transienceagainstwhichthe immortalizingpower
of poetry seems to be the last hope.Thus, though Spenser’s sonnet participates in the same poetic
tradition towhichShakespeare’s Sonnets (18 and 60) also belong, the poets’treatment of tradition
is radicallydifferent.
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UNIT 4 (a):

6 SONNETS OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Content Structure:
UNIT 4(a): Six Sonnets of Shakespeare:
UNIT 4(b): Text 5
UNIT 4(c): Text 6
UNIT 4(d): Text 7
UNIT 4(e): Text 8
UNIT 4(f): Text 9
UNIT 4(g): Text 10
Suggested Reading
Assignment

(In this part of the StudyMaterial neither the texts of the Sonnets nor annotations of difficult
words or phrases or lines would be necessary for these are easily available. Some of the most
helpful and reliable editions arementionedat the end.)

UNIT 4 (b): “SHALL I COMPARE THEE TO A SUMMER’S DAY”
Muchhasalreadybeensaid in thismoduleaboutSonnet18,perhaps themostgenerally familiar

of the Sonnets. Since it can easily be read as a poem addressed by amale speaker to awoman and
since nothing in the poem indicates the gender of either speaker or addressee, it is imperative to
remember the context. In the first 17Sonnets the speaker has been urging the youngman tomarry
since begettingchildrenwouldbeonewayofperpetuatinghis beauty andvirtue.These sonnets are
clearly addressed to a handsome youth. With the context in mind, we can read the sonnet as
completely unconventional in having aman as a love object; detached from its context, it would
appear as a conventional love poem.Hence the context is important for understanding the poem.
While in theearlier seventeen sonnetsmarriageandprocreation are seen as themeans to overcome
time’styranny,in thisSonnet it is thepowerofpoetrywhichwilldefeattime’senmity.Theyoungman
is compared to summertimenature and then found to bemore beautiful andmore even-tempered,
following amiddle course between two extremes. The blossoms ofMay spoiled by roughwinds
suggestprematuredeathor thwartedlove,while the legal image in thenext line indicates the transitory
natureofspringtimebeauty. (“Lease”means“temporaryperiodof legalpossession”).Even“theeye
ofheaven”or the sun is subject to change,sometimesshining toobrightlyandsometimesdimmedby
clouds.Theimageof thesunsuggestsa beautifulmale,apartfromitspunningassociationwith“son”.
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In fact, every beautiful thing loses its beauty; since both the adjective and the noun “fair” were
frequently associatedwith beautiful women, the image conveys the youth’s superior beautywhich is
not trimmed or deprived of elegance by the “monthly curse” to which women are subject. The
friends’ beauty is eternal because it will defy the shade of death (The expression “the valley of the
shadow of death” occurs in psalm 23:4). There is another legal metaphor in line 10, which has been
ably glossed byBurrow : The youthwill not lose control over the beautywhich he owns absolutely
and in perpetuity. This contrasts with the impermanent lease of line 4, and does so by emphatically
linking possession with ownership. In law, in order to enjoy something fully, one must have both
ownership and permanent possession of it. The friendwill achieve immortality by being celebrated in
versewhich defies time.But the friend is visualized as growing in eternal lines and itmay appear at
first that he is imagined as growing through lines of descent, his growing children. However, to
“grow” is to be an organic or integral part, so that there is a clear sense that the young man will
become a living part of time. The friend therefore is given eternal life through “this”, that is, this
particular sonnet and also thiswork of art,Shakespeare’s Sonnets, as awhole.

Sonnet 18, read alongwith Sonnets 55 and 60, shows that onemajor issue preoccupying the
sonnets of Shakespeare is time and stratagems to overcome it, of which Shakespeare’s Sonnets
itself is one. J.B. Leishman has shown that time’s destructive power and the ability of poetry to
defeat it are traditional themessince the timeof theancientclassicalpoets. In the lastodeofBookIII
Horaceasserts : “Amonumentbyme isbrought topass,/Outlivingpyramids, or lastingbrass,/The
sepulchreofkings;whicheating rain,/Nor the fiercenorthern tempestcan restrain,/Noryears though
numberless, norTime’s swift start”. (Horace : TheOdes inWordsworth’s Classics).At the end of
hisMetamorphoses, oneof theclassicalworkswhichexerted thegreatest influenceonRenaissance
literature,Oviddeclares thathis poetrywill outlive the firesofwar andother catastrophicevents. It
will be seen from these twoexamples that bothpoets are asserting the immortalityof their ownart,
their powerful verse.Shakespeare, by contrast, claims immortality for his subject; he thinks of his
poetry “as a thing wholly dedicated, wholly subordinated, to the person it professes to honour.”
Leishmanpointsout twoothersignificantdifferencesbetweenShakespeare’s treatmentof the themes
of timeand love and that of classical poets likeHoraceOviddnCatullus.The poetry of the ancient
classical poets is often inspired by the moral carpe diem, whichmeans “seize today”, “enjoy the
present”,whichalone iswithinour power.Arelated theme isCarpe florem, or “gather the flower”.
Both topics arecharacteristicof ancient lovepoetrywhichoften reminds lovers, especiallywomen,
that thosewhoarenowunwilling tomake thebestuseof youthandbeautywill find themselvesalone
and forsaken. But in Shakespeare’s Sonnets the topics do not occur at all. In fact, nowhere in the
sonnetsofShakespeare is thereanythingapproachingan invitation topleasure.Leishman traces this
absence to a fundamental difference in outlook between Shakespeare and the ancient poets. “In
their poetry on the topics carpe diem and carpe florem the ancient poets and their imitators are,
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onemightalmostsay,recommendingacooperationwithTime,submissiontotheconditionsitimposes
...” What distinguishes Shakespeare’s love sonnets from almost all other love poetry, which is
concerned with the theme of time and transience, is that Shakespeare “will have none of this
collaborationwith the enemy.” Shakespearealways speaks of timeas an enemy tobedefied, not as
a powerwhose laws are to be accepted and submitted to.

UNIT 4 (c): “NOT MARBLE NOR THE GUILDED MONUMENTS”

The immortalizingpowerofpoetry is the themeof this sonnet too; in fact, aswehaveseen, it is
a theme to which Shakespeare returns again and again, sometimes with great confidence as in
Sonnet 18 and this sonnet, sometimes doubtfully, as in Sonnet 60 to some extent, and Sonnet 65,
where the confidence gives way to the timid hope of a “miracle”. The theme is first broached in
Sonnet15, though that sonnet ispartof thegroupwhichurge theyouth tomarryandbeget children.
Frequently in the Sonnets time is visualized as a deadly enemy inflicting deepwounds on youth,
beauty and love. Thewounding physicality of Time’s “scythe” is referred to in Sonnet 60, and its
“bending sickle,” mentioned in Sonnet 116. Thesemay be called commonplace ideas, but in the
Sonnets the concentration on Time’s corroding effects becomes almost an obsession. It has been
calculated (byKennethMuir and others) that there aremore references to Time in Shakespeare’s
Sonnets thanin thoseofSidney,Spenser,DanielandDraytontaken together.Time’s almostphysical
power towound fatally was no doubt suggested by the figure of Father Time, conceived as both
humanandinhuman,but intheSonnets transcendingtheconventionalassociations. InSonnet55 the
speaker’s claim that his poetrywill confer a kind of immortality on the youngman ismade in the
context ofTime’s all conquering power. Indeed the speaker here repeatedly suggests the futility of
most humanendeavours to avoiddisintegration. In speakingofTime’s ravages andof thepowerof
his poetry to immortalize its subject, the sonnet repeatedly echoesHorace’s (the relevant lines have
been quoted earlier) andOvid’sMetamorphoses. The lines fromOvid are quoted byBurrow from
Golding’s translation : “Nowhave I brought awork to endwhich neither Jove’s fiercewrath,/Nor
sword, nor fire, nor frettingagewithall the force it hath/Areable to abolishquite.Let come that fatal
hour/which (savingof thisbrittle flesh)hathovermenopower, /Andat hispleasuremakeanendof
mineuncertain time. /Yetshall thebetter partofme assuredbe to climb /Aloft above the starry sky.
And all the world shall never / Be able for to quench my name. For look how far so ever / The
Romanempire by the right of conquest shall extend, / So far shall all folk read thiswork.And time
without all end / (If poets as by prophecy about the truthmay aim) /My life shall everlastingly be
lengthened still by fame.” The word “room” in line 10 of this sonnet would certainly remind
Shakespeare’s contemporaries of “Rome,” because the two words were pronounced alike and
Shakespeare quibbles on the words elsewhere, for example, in Julius Caesar. After pointing out
thedoublemeaningof“room”, J.W.Levercomments :“Asthesonnetsweepstoitsconclusion, the
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great name of Rome is coupled with the friend’s eternalization.Wherever Roman power extends
over the conquered lands,Ovid proclaimed, there hewould live on throughout all the ages. Thus the
conquest of time is also a conquest of space.” However, as Burrow aptly remarks, Horace and
Ovid bothmake the life of their verse coextensivewith the spread of theRomanEmpire in time and
space, while Shakespeare promises endurance in all lands till Judgement Day. Another important
difference between this sonnet and the verses ofHorace andOvid is, as we have noted earlier, that
the poet immortalizes not himself, as Horace andOvid do, but the friend, whose literary afterlife is
assured.Although the strong and supposedly durable objects symbolizing immortality, such as marble
structures and gildedmemorials dedicated tomighty kings and princes crumble to dust in the course
of time, the speaker is confident of the ability of his verse to defy the ravages of time. Indeed the
handsomeyouthwill shinemore brightly in “these contents” than long-neglected structures of stone.
FollowingDuncan-Jones and Burrow, we may interpret “contents” as “contents or matter of these
poems,” and also as “these poems which contain you” and “these poems which are a source of
lasting happiness or contentment.” In the next line (l.4) time is personified as a careless housewife
whohas allowed stone buildings to crumble andgo black.TheYouthwill outshine these symbols of
durability which have lost their lustre as a result of time’s erosion. The verses carrying the living
record of the friend’s greatness will survive the fires of war and internal disturbances like rebellion
and civil war (“broils” and “Mars his sword”, Mars being the god of war). Wars also cause the
decay of monuments and therefore bring about oblivion of the past : “all-oblivious enmity” means
“hostilities which destroy records of antiquity.” But even in the face of such widespread ruin, the
friend, being eternized by the speaker’s verse, will confidently stride out, like a warrior, till the very
end of the world. Till then, when the friend will be resurrected in his own body on the Day of
Judgement, “this” (meaning not only this poem but the whole sequence of sonnets) will perpetuate
his image in the eyes of future lovers.

Thoughwehave throughout treated this sonnet as another confident assertion (likeSonnet18)
of the immortalizingpower of poetryDuncan-Jones thinks that the concluding image introduces a
note of subversive doubt, since lovers’ eyeswere proverbially unreliable, as in the saying, “love is
blind.”

UNIT 4 (d): “LIKE AS THEWAVES MAKE TOWARD THE
PEBBLED SHORE”

Wenowcome to a sonnetwhichcontemplates,witha noteof pessimism, the struggleof nature
andof human life.Tobe sure, there are optimistic interpretationswhichpresent the sonnet in terms
of the cyclical patterns of nature. But the patterns of nature are seen in this sonnet in terms of the
lineardirectionof human life.The themeof the sonnet is the inevitableprocessofmaturityanddecay
in the natural world, though the poem also suggests the possibility of countering this process by
verseswritten inpraiseof theyoungman.Thepassageofminutes is compared to themovementof
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thewaves of the ocean, and the number of the sonnet, sixtieth in the sequence, is appropriate in this
respect. The sixtieth sonnet in Spenser’s Amoretti is similarly concerned with the passing of time.
For the comparison between the passing of minutes and the movement of waves Shakespeare was
indebted to the following lines in Ovid’sMetamorphoses (trans.Arthur Golding) : “But look /As
everywave drives other forth, and that that comes behind / Both thrusteth and is thrust itself : Even
so the times by kind / Do fly and follow both at once, and evermore renew. / For that that was
before is left, and straight there doth ensue /Another that was never erst. Each twinkling of an eye /
Doth change.” The idea of infinite cyclical repetition is present in the immediately preceding sonnet,
but in this sonnet the cycle is one of constant movement and loss. The onward movement of the
waves and the minutes suggests both haste and toil. The image caste its shadow over the chronicle
of human life frombirth (“Nativity”) to youth, a journeywhich beginswith the crawlingmovement of
the baby towards a youthwhich is scarred byTime’s scythe. Contemplation of this troubled journey
affects the speaker to such an extent that he can no longer confidently assert the immortalising
power of his poetry, as he did in Sonnets 18 and 55.At best his claim is tentative : he can only say
that his versewill stand “in hope”, “despite” the cruel hand ofTime. It is true that “to times in hope”
means“until future,orhopedfor, times”, but theexpression“inhope”alsosurelymodifiesandgivesa
provisional character to the poet’s claim that his verse will defy time. One of the most vivid
personifications of time is to be found in the third quatrain, which visualises Time as armed with a
sharp and pointed instrument to pierce (“transfix”) the “flourish” of beautiful youngpeople. (“Flourish”
means both vital “livelines” and “beautiful ornament.”) Time also digs parallel lines, like military
trenches, in the foreheads of young people to hasten the process of growing old. Time takes a
perverse and morbid delight in devouring the delicate perfection of youth. Only verse praising the
beautyandworthof the friendcanhope to surviveTime’spervasiveandwantondestruction.

These three sonnets, alongwith Sonnet 65, are often taken together in respect of their subject
matter, which has beenmemorably labelled by Peter Hyland as “Time’s tyranny and the Poet’s
Pen”. The samecritic discusses thewhole topic froma perspectivewhich is very illuminating and
which I am going to summarize now. Sonnet 55 suggests that the verymateriality of statues and
monumentswillmake their eventual destruction inevitable.But that sonnet, likeSonnet 18,makes
the self-referential statement that it (the poem)will outlivemonuments.A logical gap occurs here,
because thisclaimerases thematerialnatureof thepoemitself, since it ispossible tosuggest that the
fact that a poem can be reproducedmakes it more likely to survive than a statue or amonument.
However, thecontinuedexistenceof thepoemstilldependsonthematerialityof thepaperonwhich
it is printed. In this connection it is relevant to observe that poems by many of Shakespeare’s
contemporariesdisappearedlongago;and thismeans that thegeneralizationthatallpoetry is immortal
is simply not valid. In fact, there is a problemwhich is usually overlookedwhenever the claim is
made thatpoetrycanconfer immortalityonitssubject.Theproblemis that it isessentiallya literary
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trick as, for example,Keats acknowledges at the end of his “Ode to aNightingale”. In that poem the
speaker intoxicates himself though poetic imagination, so that he can believe in something that will
defeat time.But in the endhe is forced to admit that “the fancy cannot cheat sowell /As she is famed
todo, deceivingelf.”

The hope of triumphing over time and death is only human and such a hope explains why
powerfulpeoplebuildmemorialswithdurable things likebrass,marbleandstone. It is important for
themtoknowthat somethingthat theyhavehadmadefor themwillperpetuate theirmemory.But for
most of us there is no such hope, for we can see that death, from the material perspective from
whichwe have to lookat it, is, sadly, final.TheSonnets seem to be awareof this deceptionand self-
deception. In claiming thatpoetrycan immortalizehis friend the speaker is alsoclaiming immortality
forhimself; not only theyoungmanbut the speakerhimselfalso “lives” in his lines.The real subject
of the sonnetsconferring immortalityon the friendcan thenbe seenas the fear in the speaker’smind
aboutwhat timecan do to humanitywhich seems so vulnerablewhen set againstmarauding time.
The defianceof time in theSonnetsmight therefore appear historical.After all the “eternal lines” of
Sonnet 18 are eternal only so long as men can breathe or eyes can see. Shakespeare therefore
knewthe truthofKeats’s discoveryof thedeceptionplayeduponusby imagination.

UNIT 4 (e): “LET ME NOT TO THE MARRIAGE OF TRUE MINDS”
In the sonnets discussed so far poetry seems to guarantee immortality against the ravages of

time. InSonnet116the immortalizingagent is love itself,notpoetry. Inaworldofchange,only love
promisesconstancyfor true love isunalteredandunalterable. Itwouldbetemptingtosummarize the
themeof this sonnet (andof the less famousSonnet 123) as “Love’sTriumphoverTime”.But such
a neat summarywould, as L.C.Knights pointed out in his essay “Shakespeare’s Sonnets” (1934)
ignore theequally important themeofchange,which the sonnet contemplates.Knightsagrees that it
isperfectlynaturaltoseekintheSonnetsa coherentlydevelopingattitudeculminatinginanemotionally
satisfying solution.Buthewarns that unlesswe areprepared to accept assertion as poetry, we shall
not find that solution in the Sonnets. Sonnet 116 is “assertion”, that is, as Knights explains, “bare
statementdeliberatelywilled insteadof communication in all itsdepth, fullnessandcomplexity,of an
experiencethathasbeenlived”.The truth,accordingtoKnights, is that inall thesonnetsdealingwith
timeandits inevitableprocessofchangeit is thecontemplationofchange,notboastinganddefiance,
which produces the finest poetry. He also points out that in the Shakespearian plays in which the
themeofTimeoccurs, thereisnodefiance; theconflict is resolvedbyanexplicitor implicitacceptance
ofmutability. IfKnightscallsSonnet116“assertion” rather thangreatpoetry,StephenBooth finds in
the sonnet little that is not “bombast”. In his edition of Shakespeare’s Sonnets, Booth defines
“bombast” as “high-sounding, energeticnonsense that addresses its topic but doesnot indicatewhat
is being said about it.” Booth concedes, however, that having called the poem “bombast”, “one
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wouldhaveonly to reread thepoem tobe againmovedby it and convincedof its greatness.”
Sonnet116asserts the speaker’s unchanging love, despite thechanges in the friend’s attitude to

him. (These changes have been alluded to in some earlier sonnets.) Thus the positionof the sonnet
persona is the only constant in themidst of change. The change of the grammatical subject from
“me” in line1 to “love” in line2 has theeffect of identifying thepersonawith love.The final couplet
states that the truth of the assertion can be tested on the persona; but the couplet also admits other
possibilities, since itbeginswith theconditional “if”, implying thatotheroutcomesarepossible.The
second lineof thecouplet, however, is teasinglyambiguous. Itmaymean,“Since Ihavewrittenand
men have loved, this belief in love’s constancy is no error.” But it can alsomean, “I everwrit, nor
everlovedanyman”.Spillerthinksthattheambiguityisdeliberateandmasksahomoeroticconstruction
under a conventional one.However, in their edition of theSonnets, Ingram andRedpath read the
sonnet as “ameditative attempt to define perfect love,”with no direct reference to the youngman.
But this reading is unacceptable, since the context of the youngman group of sonnetsmakes such
direct reference unnecessary. It has been suggested that the personwho has changed and become
inconstant is thespeaker.This is howthe sonnet is interpretedbyHiltonLandry,whomaintains that
if anyone is to allow impediments to themarriageof trueminds, it is the friend,while the remover is
the speaker himself, the onewho is guilty of alteration.Therefore, in this reading, it is the friend’s
lovewhichmustnot alter in the faceof alteration.But this readingalso ignores thegeneralcontextof
the youngman sonnets, which containmany examples of the friend’s coldness and inconstancy.
Moreover, if the image of “rosy lips and cheeks” refers to any individual, itmust be to the “master-
mistress” of the speaker’s passion and not to the speaker himself. True love, this sonnet asserts,
does not depend uponmutuality or constancy in the beloved; such love also survives the decay of
physical beauty, symbolised by rosy lips and cheeks. The opening lines of the sonnet echo the
marriageservice in theBookofCommonPrayer.True love is then seenmetaphoricallyas “anever-
fixed mark”, that is, a permanent beacon or signal for ships. Just as the beacon is unshaken by
tempests, so is love unaffected by the stormy passions and vicissitudes of life. In the succeeding
metaphor, love is the North Star or the pole star, which was regarded by mariners as the most
reliableguidewhentheirshipstrayed,butthevalueofwhichisbeyondhumanmeasurement.Wandering
lovers, likewandering ships, are brought back to the right path by the star-like love. Extending the
metaphor, the poem identifies two other points of similarity between love and the pole star : both
have a valueandsignificancewhichcanneverbe understoodby imperfecthumanbeings, though the
altitude (of the star) and the peak (of love) can bemeasured, Time, personified again as an enemy
witha “bendingsickle”whichcutsaswellasgathers,preysonphysicalbeauty,but cannotdiminish
true loveinanyway.LoveisneveralteredbyTime’shoursandweeks(noticehowTimeis reductively
measured in terms of weeks and hours), but perpetuates itself to the very end of the world on the
Dayof Judgement.DuncanJoneshas pointedout that though theChristianmarriage service calls
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upon the couple to affirm the lawfulness of their union “as you will answer at the dreadful day of
judgement”, the bond is clearly dissolvedwith the death of one of the partners. But the love defined
in thispoem“appearsnotmerely life-longbutworld-long.”

This sonnet is often read as a definitionof true love and thus treatedas an exampleof thegenre
ofdefinition. It can,however, be readdifferently—asanexamplenotofdefinitionbutof refutation
or rebuttal.This is howHelenVendlerreads it.Shemaintains that themotivationof thepoemsprings
from the fiction of an earlier utterance by another person, which the sonnet is trying to repudiate.
There are toomany negatives in this poem—one nor, two no’s, two never’s, and four not’s—
which suggest that it is not a definition, but a rebuttal.

UNIT 4 (f): “TH’ EXPENSE OF SPIRIT IS AWASTE OF SHAME”
Just as Sonnet 116 is often seen as a definition of love, Sonnet 129 is also frequently treated as

anexampleof thegenreofdefinition.AsKennethMuirexplains,one isconcernedwith themarriage
of trueminds, while the other dealswith the coupling of untrue bodies; one with constancy even
when the partner is inconstant, the other with amomentary act; one eternal, the other ephemeral.
Sonnet 116 is concernedwith themarriage of trueminds, with any sexual element excluded. The
other sonnet appears to exclude everything except the sexual. Sonnet 129 also differs from the
earlier sonnet in construction. It depends on rhetorical structure and rhythmicpower rather thanon
imagery.Thedivisionamong thequatrains is almostobliteratedas the first twelve lines rushon likea
single sentence. There is also an unusual accumulation of powerfully derogatory epithets, which
sound like the hammering of nails in a coffin. The sonnet alsomakes liberal use of antitheses, as
manyaseight linesbeingantithetical, and theantithesesaremadeemphaticbyalliteration.All in all,
it can be said that the form of the sonnet is as remarkable as its content : it explores heterosexual
passionwithanexplicitnesswhichappearsshockingeventoourmodernsensibilities.Scholarshave
shown that therewas a thriving culture of erotica in the 1950s, and Shakespeare’s own long poem
VenusandAdonis is taken as an exampleof this fashion.But itwas rate even then for a poem to be
as brutally frank and as seriously concerned with sex as Sonnet 129. The Norton Shakespeare
points out that the first line and a half of Sonnet 129 contain at least twoviciously obscene puns to
convey the idea that sexual intercourse is the expenditure (“expense”) of semen (“spirit”) “in a
shamefulwaste” (waist).Thetoneof thepoem,characterizedbya commentatorasoneof“impersonal
profundity”, is also unusual : despite it sexual explicitness, the poem is remarkably abstract. The
speaker isnotofferingadescriptionof sexualunionexperiencedbyhim: thatwouldhavemade the
poemthe explorationof an individual’s experience.But thepoem is actually a condensed, compact
andvehementexpositionof the lethal attractionsofsex.Thecoupletmakes thegeneralnatureof the
subject clearer by pointing out that thewholeworld knows the dangers of sex, but nobody knows
how to avoid it.
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We saw earlier, in the case of Sonnet 116, that to detach a sonnet from its overall context might
mislead us as to its precisemeaning and significance. Let us follow the same procedure in the case
of Sonnet 129. It belongs to the series dealingwith the speaker’s relationshipwith the darkwoman,
in other words, a heterosexual relationship. In the immediately preceding sonnet there is a teasing
ambiguity as towhether the speaker’s feeling for thewoman is love or lust.The erotic ambiguities of
sonnet 128 crystallize into an attitude of deep loathing in this poem. The poemobviously describes
the consequence of sexual intercourse. From this starting point the speaker begins to generalize, so
that his erotic appetites become generalized into a frightening sequence of desire, its realization and
thedisillusionment that follows.Wehave noted the sexual connotations of “expense”, but theword’s
commercial associations are also important, yielding the further suggestion that sexual activity is a
matter of spending rather than earning, dissipating physical energy and diminishing the soul. Lust is
such a degrading experience that it turns a man into a brute whowill use anymeans from deceit to
the exercise of force in order to achieve his end, “lust in action”. But fulfilment of lust, instead of
giving satisfaction, gives rise to a sense of shame, but that does not prevent the lust-drivenman from
seeking the ephemeral pleasure again.According to a very ingenious reading, that of Peter Hyland,
the structure of the sonnet enacts this sexual movement, building from the violent and deceitful
pressures of “perjured” lust, to the “possession” of lust in action, to the woe of lust “proved”. The
peculiar reverse ordering of “had, having, and in quest to have” in line 10 suggests a compulsion in
which the having leads to the desire to have again in a vicious circle. The irony is that the lust-driven
man, who seemed to be “hunting” his prey, himself swallows the bait, in themanner of a fish. The
transition from the lastword in line 8, “mad” to the first word in line 9,”Mad,” is apt to create some
difficulty. Some editors have suggested that “Mad” (l.9) should be replaced by “Made”, whichwas
theword in one original version (Quarto edition).ButBurrowhas pointedout that “so” at the end of
line 9 requires an adjective to refer back to.Moreover, by following “mad” with “Mad” in the very
next line, the poet has achieved anadiplosis or repetition at the end of one clause and the beginning
of the next. This device bridges the gap between two quatrains. Line 12 may also cause a minor
problem as to themeaning of “dream”. The line as a whole probablymeans : “in anticipation a joy
which is looked forward to; in retrospect an insubstantial dream”. The couplet does not offer any
solution to this universal problem; rather, it accepts as inevitable the sexual imprisonment of man.
(Note that lust is presented in the sonnet as an exclusivelymale passion). The couplet is,moreover,
misogynistic in implication. (Thinkof the characteristics of the “dark lady” sonnets discussed earlier.)
The couplet extends the mingled fascination and revulsion of lust to all : “everyone knows this
proverbial piece of wisdom; but no one really knows when it comes to practice”. Since in the
second line of the couplet there is an explicit reference to female genitalia, “everyone” should perhaps
be read as “everymale”. The term “hell” was at the time a common term for the female sexual organ
and“heaven”maybe taken to refer to femalebeauty,which ispresentedas a trap.Themanwhois
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lured by this heaven soon finds himself in hell. Such strongly misogynistic bias can be found in
traditionalChristian teachings.However, inShakespeare’s sonnet thehorrific import of thecoupletis
due to a different reason. The speaker (to think in terms of the context) is first attracted by the
unconventional appearance of thewoman, then led to desire her and finally think of her as the root
causeof his spiritual affliction, evenof hisdamnation. Sonnet 129 also shows that the sonnet persona
condemns not only female sexuality but also the lust which it arouses in men. If we interpret the
sonnet in homosocial terms,wemayparaphrase the theme in the terms used by Innes : aman can be
infected by passion, an element which the Sonnetswant to locate only in women, forgetting that
“reason” is the truemasculine quality (“Past reason hunted, and no sooner had, / Past reason hated.”)
This is extremely dangerous, and it is this “lust in action” that is “Th’expense of spirit”. The body is
hereintrudingtooforcefullyupontheseparationbetweenthemaleandthe female.

UNIT 4 (g): “MY MISTRESS’ EYES ARE NOTHING LIKE THE SUN”
This is perhaps the most obviously anti-Petrarchan of Shakespeare’s Sonnets. So far as the

context is concerned, onemay note that it follows immediately on the sonnet dealing with lust.
Sonnet 130 thenmight suggest that though thewomandesired by the speaker lacks all recognized
attributes of femalebeauty, she can still provoke desire, for all that is needed to arousemale lust is
that theobjectofdesire is femaleandreadilyavailable.ThesonnetalsodeflatesPetrarchanhyperboles
aboutagolden-hairedgoddesswith rosy lipsandcheeks,offering insteada“real”woman.Thevery
firstword, “My,” is givengreat emphasis to distinguish the speaker’smistress from themajority of
Elizabethan sonneteers’mistresses.Of course, oneway of looking at the sonnet is to see how the
speaker dismisses the conventional notions of female beauty because he wants to redefine that
beauty. From that point of view, it has been wittily remarked byHyland that “the joke rebounds
against the speaker for he endures greater suffering at the hands of this hot, availablewoman than
the Petrarchan lover ever did from his cold, distant mistress.” The same critic characterizes the
sonnet as an elaborate joke that depends on the reader’s understandingof literary convention.The
lady is described as the negative of all the Petrarchan similes : sun-like eyes, coral lips, snowy
breasts, rosycheeks,perfumedbreath,musicalvoiceandgoddess-likegait. In thusofferingawoman
who is the complete antithesis of conventional sonnet heroines the speaker is making a statement
that is as much about poetry as it is about the woman. Petrarchan poetic lovers are liars because
they employ a languagewhich has been deprived of allmeaning by being reduced to cliches. The
speaker offers this realistic account of his mistress and thereby presents both a critique of poetic
fashion and a statement about thewoman that can be understood as true. In otherwords, “oneway
ofunderstanding theSonnets is to see themas engagedwith literatureat least asmuchaswith life”.
Hyland alsomakes another crucially important point : if we take the Sonnets as fiction, wemust
distinguish clearly between poet and speaker; in that case the poet’s key relationship is with the
reader, forwhomhehascreatedavoice thatcanexpressavariedandcomplexrangeofexperiences.
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ThusSonnet 130does not necessarily assumean awareness, on thepart of the readers, of biographical
details about Shakespeare; but it certainly does assume a knowledge of the conventions of the
sonnet tradition on the part of the readers.

What follows is largely a summary ofHelenVendler’s views about Sonnet 130’s negation of
Petrarchan conventions.The structure of the sonnet changes in eachpart. The first quatrain simply
denies theusualhyperboles about thesonnetheroine,but each line isa clevervariantondenial :

1. eyes—sun(“nothinglike”)
2. coral— lips (“farmore red”)
3. “If snow isyour standard” forwhiteness, her breasts are “dun.”
4. If one can call hairswires, hers areblackwires.
The familiar resortsof contemporary lovepoets, satirized in this sonnet, are : (i) comparisonby

simile; (ii) hierarchizing; (iii) valuing by a standard; (iv) metaphorizing. The sonnet shows that
allthese devices can be preposterouswhen judged by standards of accuracy.The second quatrain
isdivided between personal observation (“I have seen”) and impersonal observation (“there is”).
The latter records hierarchy against the mistress, saying that perfume is sweeter than her breath,
while the former denies metaphor altogether, saying cheeks are nothing like roses. In the third
quatrain andthe couplet, the hierarchizing reaches its humorous climax : the speaker has not seen
goddesses go,but he can still say that his mistress does not walk like a goddess. The speaker’s
irritation, so long largely suppressed, at the excesses of sonneteers bursts out in his final oath—
“And yet by heaven.”He also dismisses other poets’ grandiose similes as “false.” (Any good
edition of the Sonnets will give you more than one concrete example from Shakespeare’s
contemporaries for each simile ormetaphor negated by the speaker in this sonnet.)
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ASSIGNMENTS

1.Whenandwherewas the sonnet invented?Briefly discuss the technical featuresof the earliest
formof the sonnet.
2. Consider indetail thecontributionsmadebyDante andPetrarch to the sonnet tradition.
3. InwhatwaysdidPetrarch’s lovesonnetsandhissonnetheroine influence laterEuropeanpoets?
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4.Whointroduced thesonnet intoEnglishpoetry?Discuss the thematic andformal featuresofhis
sonnets.
5.Whoinvented theEnglishformof thesonnet?Whatare the technicalcharacteristicsof theform
?6.Name the firstwomansonneteer inEnglish.Whatkindof sonnetsdid shewrite ?
7.ExplainthehistoricalsignificanceofWatson’ssequence.What is its title?Howdoesthe titlepoint
to the sequence’smain theme ?
8.WhyisPhilipSidneyconsidered the firstBritishauthorofa sonnetsequence?Writeabriefnote
on thethematicandformalcharacteristicsofSidney’s sonnets.
9.DiscussSpenser’shandlingof the love sonnet andmentionat leastoneexampleofhisdeparture
fromPetrarchanism.
10.AnalyzeWyatt’s sonnet,bringingouttheambiguities inthepoem’s language.
11.AttemptacriticalappreciationofanyoneofSidney’s sonnetsandbringouthisoriginality inthe
handlingof theconventionsof the love sonnet.
12. Analyze Spenser’s sonnet “One day I wrote her name”. Howdoes the poet make use of his
relationshipwith twoElizabeths ?
13. Do you agree with the view that Shakespeare’s Sonnets are anti-Petrarchan ? Substantiate
your answerwith appropriate references to the text.
14.Discuss,withsuitableexamples,Shakespeare’shandlingof thesonnet form.
15.What are the two loves depicted inShakespeare’s Sonnets?Howare theydistinguished from
each other ?Whichof the two ismore appealing to the lover, andwhy ?
16. How isTime’s tyranny depicted in Shakespeare’s Sonnets ?Which forces are pitted against
Time’s destructivepower?Howcan theyovercome the tyranny?
17. How does the lover in Shakespeare’s Sonnets propose to immortalise his beloved ? Is the
immortalizationproposedwiththesamelevelofconfidencethroughout?
18. Examine thedifferentways inwhichSpenserandShakespeareseektoovercometheenmityof
Timein their sonnets.
19.Commentontheinteractionof traditionandindividual talent inShakespeare’s sonnetson time.
20. Howwouldyoucharacterise the relationshipbetween thespeakerand the“Youngman” in
Shakespeare’s Sonnets ?
21. What is a “homosocial” relationship ? Discuss whether this is the nature of the relationship
depicted in the Sonnets.
22.Attempta critical appreciationof anyoneof the sonnetsof Shakespeare in your course.
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BLOCKII:
UNIT-5

PARADISE LOST BOOK IV by JOHNMILTON
Content Structure:

UNIT5 (a):Milton’s Life andWorks
UNIT5 (b):Milton’s ImportantLiteraryWorks

UNIT 5 (a): MILTON’S LIFE & WORKS

JohnMilton (1608-1674)wasborn inLondon, the sonof a scrivener andmusicianwhoseown
father had in his youth disinherited him for becoming a Protestant. JohnMilton was educated at
St.Paul’s School inLondonandChrist’sCollege,Cambridge,where the fastidiousnessofhismorals
andperhapsa femininequality inhispersonal appearancecausedhimtobenicknamed“theLadyof
Christ’s”.He leftCambridge in 1632and in1638setoutona courseof foreign travel throughParis,
Genoa, Florence,Rome toNaples,meeting a number of distinguishedmen of learning including
Galileo. InNaples he heard of the approachingoutbreak of theCivilWar in England, and decided
to return.His sympathieswere already engaged on the side of Parliament on religious grounds; he
had declined to enter theChurch on leavingCambridge owing to his disapproval of the religious
policy of King Charles the First, and Archbishop Laud, which he regarded as too near Roman
Catholicauthoritarianism.From1641heabandonedpoetry, reluctantly, forprosepolemicsonbehalf
of the Parliamentary and Puritan causes. Not all his writing performed this function, however. In
1643,hemarried thedaughterof aRoyalist familywhoalmost immediatelyabandonedhim,and this
led to the first of hisPamphlets in favourof divorce.This in turn led to hisquarrelwith theStationers
Company, sincehehadpublished theworkwithout their license.Parliamentsupported thestationers,
whereuponMiltonpublishedhisAreopagitica,oneof thenoblestappeals for freedomofexpression
ever written. In 1649, the year of the king’s execution, he was appointed Latin Secretary to the
Commonwealth for thepurposeof correspondingwith foreigngovernments, a post hecontinued to
holduntil theRestoration. In addition,hecontinuedhisprosepropagandaonbehalfof theRepublican
Commonwealth andOliver Cromwell. He was defending the Republican system in print only a
month before the Restoration. Nonetheless, the restored monarch left him in freedom, perhaps
owing to the influence in Parliament of his fellow-poetAndrewMarvell, and at court to that of the
Earl ofAnglesey.Milton, thoughhewas nowblind, as left in peace to produce hismost ambitious
poeticworks. In themeantime, hisdomestic life hadbeenvaried.His firstwifehad returned tohim
after thedefeatof theking’s forces in1646,buthaddied in1653, leavinghimthreedaughters.His
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Let Us Check Our Progress
1. Milton’s lifewasaltogethervariedandchequered—Discuss.

secondwifediedfifteenmonthsafter theirmarriagein1656,buthis thirdwifewhomhemarried in
1662 looked after him devotedly to the end.

UNIT 5 (b): IMPORTANT LITERARYWORKS BY JOHN MILTON
Milton’s literary career divides sharply into three periods. During the first, (1625-1640) he

wrote a considerable quantity of verse in Latin and in EnglishOde on the morning of Christs’
Nativity (1629), L’ Allegro and IL Penseroso (1632), the masqueComus (1634) and the elegy
Lycidas (1637). There were lesser works, including a short poem on Shakespeare (1630), to be
found in the second folioeditionof Shakespeare’sworks in 1632.

In the second period (1640-1660),Miltonwrote little verse but produced a large quantity of
prose treatises and pamphlets.Apart fromAreopagitica, a speech for the Liberty of Unlicenced
Printing (1644) therewas the treatiseOnEducation (1644).These aremostly of historical interest.
Themassacreof theProtestantWaldensiansby theDukeofSavoy in1655causedhis noble sonnet
in protestOn the Late massacre in Piedmond.

In the last period (1660-1674),Milton produced all his ambitious poems onwhich his fame
chiefly rests. The epic Paradise Lostwas published in 1667 and brought him great prestige. Its
sequelParadiseRegained and the tragedy on theGreekmodelSamson Agonisteswere published
together in 1671. Themost important influence upon him in Englishwas Spenser, but the earlier
poetryshowsthe influenceofElizabethandramatists,particularly inComusandof theMetaphysical
Poets in theearlyOde.Miltonas a poet and literary figurehasbeen the subject ofmore controversy
amongmoderncritics thananyotherof thegreatpoets.Thefirst full-lengthassessmentofhis literary
compositionswasmade byDr. Johnson in hiswell-known essayLife ofMilton. The 20th century
interest inMilton was initiated by T.S. Eliot in his two essaysMilton I andMilton II. Eliot’s re-
assessmentofMilton’s poetryandpoetic artwas followedbya spateof criticalwritings, particularly
onParadiseLost andSamsonAgonistes. E.M.W.Tillyardwrote twomemorableworksof criticism,
entitledMilton and TheMiltonic Setting. One may also recall C.S. Lewis’Preface to Paradise
Lost,HelenGardner’sAReadingofParadise Lost andWilliamEmpson’sMilton’sGod.Reference
may also be given to the book The LivingMilton, (ed.) Prof. FrankKermode.Another significant
contribution to the20thcenturyMiltoncriticism isProf. J.B.Broadbent’sTheGraver subjects.

Milton succeeded in arousing such warm critical responses simply because his literary and
poeticgeniuswasall embracing, and therefore touchedupon thedifferent areasofproseandpoetry.
As a prose writer hewas never circuitious either in his style or in his arguments. The quality of
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1. WriteanoteonMilton’s important literaryworks.
2. HowwouldyoucharacterizeMiltonas awriter?

directness and straightforwardness distinguishes his prose writings. As a poet he was one of the
leadingsonneteers in thehistoryofEnglishpoetry.Asa lyricpoet,hewrotesomebeautifulodes,but it
ismainly as an epic poet that has occupied a permanent position of name and fame in the history of
English literature. Paradise Lost in the true sense of the term is his magnum opus, although
Paradise Regained does not have the touch of poetic excellence which one finds inParadise Lost.
As a playwright, he was not much successful because the play Samson Agonistes resembles
genericallyandcharacteristicallya closetdramarather thanaplayappropriate for the stage.
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UNIT 6 (a):

PARADISE LOST

Content Structure:

UNIT 6(a): Paradise Lost (1667)

UNIT6(b):ABrief Summary of Book-IV

Miltonhadlongintendedtowriteanepic to rivalVirgil’sAeneidandHomer’s IliadandOdyssey.
FromDr. Johnson’s LifeofMilton and the account givenbyMilton’s nephewPhilips,we come to
knowthatMiltonhadoriginallyintendedtowritea five-actdramaon thetheFallofMan.Accordingly
in themanuscript of the proposed play he introduced the human characters and the divine figures
togetherwith thepersonified imagesofhumanvirtuesorvices.Hehadthereforetheoriginal intention
to interfuse the features of a tragedywith those of aMystery
and Morality play. He went so far as to entitle the proposed
play asAdamUnparadised, but subsequently he gave up the
idea although he stuck to the decision that the theme of his
proposed epic should be something new ‘yet unattempted in
Prose or rhyme’. In the 1st book ofParadise Lost in the first twenty six lines, byway of Proposition
and Invocation, he refers to the themeof his epic poemwhich is ‘Man’s first disobedience’and the
‘fruit of that forbidden tree whose mortal taste’ was responsible for bringing death and woe to
humanity. In the following passage, a brief summary ofParadiseLost fromBook I toBookXII is
given.

Book I : Satan liesprostrate inHell, havingbeencastdownfromHeavenafter the failureofhis
greatwaragainstGod;aroundhimlie the fallenangelswhohaveshared inhisdefeat.

Book II : In a council of war the strategy of continuing the war against the reign of God is
debated; it is decided that a campaign is to be conducted against the new creation— the Earth;
Satan sets out an avoyageof discoveryof theEarth, first passing through thegatesofHell, guarded
bySin andDeath, and thenvoyaging through chaos.

Book III : God foretells Satan’s assault on theEarth and the consequent fall ofman. The Son
offershimself asman’s ransom;Satan alights on theEarth.

Book IV : TheGarden of Eden is described; Satan spies anAdam and Eve, and learns about
the fruit of theTree ofKnowledge.

BookV : The archangelRaphael is sent to the Earth, and relates toAdamhowSatan, through
pride, was incited to rebel against God

Milton gave up the idea of writing an
epic the theme of which would be the Fall
of Man, “something yet unattempted in
ProseorRhyme”
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Let Us Check Our Progress
1. Narrate in brief, the themeofMilton’s ‘ParadiseLost’, fromBook I toBookXII.

BookVI :Raphael continueshisaccountof theWar inHeaven, anddescribeshow theSonof
Goddrove the rebellions angels out ofHeaven.

BookVII : The creationofEarth is described byRaphael.
BookVIII:FurtherconversationbetweenAdamandRaphael,aboutthecreationoftheUniverse,

and aboutAdam’s relationshipwithEve.
Book IX : Satan, entering into the Serpent, persuadesEve to eat of the forbidden fruit of the

TreeofKnowledge;Adamindespairat losingher, followsherexample.
BookX :TheSon comes to judgeAdamandEve for their sin, andSin andDeathmake their

wayupward to theEarth; Satan returns in triumph toHell.
BookXI :TheArchangelMichael is sent to expelAdamandEve from theGarden; anAngel

shows them the future ofmanuntil theFlood.
BookXII :Michael foretells theMessiah, thehistoryof theChurchand itscorruption, and the

SecondComing.

UNIT 6 (b): BOOK IV OF MILTON’S PARADISE LOST
Paradise Lost is the singular specimen of English epic poetry, moulded by the fashion and

practice of Virgilian epic. It is, no doubt, an epic of art, as contrasted with the Homeric epic of
growth—anepicpoemwhereMiltonshowshisexcellenceasapoet. In thispoemMilton iserudite
andhemakesgooduseofhiseruditiontowriteapoemwhichiscapableofenkindlingourimagination,
enlighteningourintellectandvitalisingourspirit. AboutthemeritandcharacteristicqualityofParadise
lostVerity wrote in his editorial introduction, “Wemust indeed recognize inParadise Lost, the
meeting-pointofRenaissanceandReformation.The impressof fourgreat influences :TheBible, the
classics the Italianpoets andEnglish literature.”

My immediate concern is, however, to introduce to you The Fourth Book ofParadise Lost,
which occupies an important position in the total thematic design of the epic. Indeed, the Fourth
Bookformultiple reasons is asmeaningful to the readersof this epic as for example, theFirstBook
and theNinthBook.The significanceof theFourthBook is asmuch thematic as also stylistic. In this
Book, for the first time the readers are introduced toAdam and Eve, the first parents ofmankind,
theplaceof theirhabitation, theGardenofEden.Thehumanandthecosmicelementsmingle together
in theepic narrative; and inaddition toall these, thereare theusual featuresofMilton’s grandstyle,
the successful useof epic similes and thedramatisationof thepoeticnarrative in the closing section
of thepoem.Abrief summaryof theFourthBook isgivenbelow.
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JohnMilton, a Protestant, even from His
childhood disapproved the religious
policy of King Charles. He married the
daughter of a Royalist family who almost
immediately abondoned him. His quarrel
with the stationers Company led to his
publication of Areopagitica. After the
king’s execution he was appointed Latin
Secretary to the Commonwealth. But even
after Restoration, the monarch left him
in freedom. Altogether his life was varied
and chequered.

Let Us Check Our Progress
1. Write, inbrief, thesummaryofBook- IVofParadiseLost andexplain its significance.

Miltonbeginsthepoemwithasincerefeelingofregret formankind.“. thatnow,/whiletime
was, our first parents had been warned/the coming of their secret foe, and ‘scaped,/Haply so’
scaped,hismortalsnare!”Thelinesare immediatelyfollowedbythepoet’sreferencetoanddescription
of Satan, “The tempter ere the accuser of mankind”, who now swims upward through the vast
chaos in order to reach the newly-created Edenwhere in a splendid garden, the new favourites of
Godarehappilyplaced in themidstof theirblissful ignoranceof
evil.TheFourthBookvirtuallyopenswithonelongsoliloquyby
Satan—thesoliloquy(32–112)thatbringstolightthecomplex
workingofhismindandhiscrooked intention tocorruptAdam
andEve,and thereby to avengehimselfonGod.

Thelongsoliloquythat intends topresentSatanexclusively
fromthepsychologicalpointofviewissucceededbyanexcellent
andgranddescriptionoftheGardenofEdenanditssurroundings
(131-287).Milton’s descriptive power reaches the pinnacle of
perfectionwhenina shortbutpoeticallysuggestivepassagehe
introducesAdamandEve (288 - 318). In this connectionMilton also describes the ‘togetherness’
ofAdamandEve in themidst of thepleasant pastoral atmosphereof theGarden.Satan’s feelingof
envyat the sight of the happypair in recorded is his second soliloquy (358 – 392).

Satan’sfeelingofenvyiscausedbyhisrealisationthatamity,friendshipandmutualunderstanding
exist between Adam and Eve. From the exchange of their dialogue it appears that Adam is the
repositoryofwisdom;whileEveis intellectuallymuchinferior tohim.Throughthe lipsofEve,weare
intimatedabout theoccasionwhenAdamandEve for the first timemeet together. Eve’s vanity and
Adam’s infatuated feeling forEveareclearly suggested.Fromtheir exchangeof thoughts and ideas
Satan learns about the Tree of Knowledge and the danger it poses for them. In themeantime the
Archangelswhoguard theGardenofEdenhave the feeling that oneof the evil spirits of Infernohas
perhapsentered theGarden todisturb thepeaceful atmosphere.

TheGardenof Eden is also referred to as thebower of bliss.AdamandEve enter the bower to
celebrate the joysof theconjugal lifewhichenragesSatanmore.Milton in this connection idealises
wedded love. In the closing section the encounter between Satan and the angelic guards takes
place. The fierce cosmicwar is on the verge of breaking out, but it is avoided. Satan escapes and
withhim“fled theshades ofnight.”
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Content Structure:

UNIT 7 (a):
SATAN’S SOLILOQUIES

UNIT7(a): Satan’s Soliloquies
UNIT7(b): ThePortrayal ofAdamandEve
UNIT7(c): TheGarden of Eden
UNIT7(d):Milton’sHandling of Epic Similes

Thematically the Fourth Book may be divided into several sections. These are (a) Satan’s
soliloquies; (b) the description of theGarden ofEden; (c) the portrayal ofAdamandEve.Besides,
criticalattentionmayalsobe focusedonMilton’s styleandhisuseof epicsimiles.

I may beginmy critical discussion on the FourthBookofParadise Lost bybriefly analyzing
Satan’s soliloquies. The dictionarymeaning of theword ‘soliloquy’refers to “a speech in a play
which the character speaks to himself or herself or to the peoplewatching rather than to the other
characters.” (CambridgeAdvancedLearner’sDictionary).AccordingtoM.H.Abrams,“Soliloquy

istheactoftalkingtooneself,whethersilentlyoraloud.Indrama
it denotes the convention bywhich a character, alone on the
stage,uttershis thoughtsaloud;playwrightsuse thisdeviceas a
convenient way to convey information about a character’s
motivesandstateofmind,orforpurposesofgeneralexposition,
and sometimes in order to guide the judgement and responses
of the audience.” (A Glossary of Literary Terms). Abrams’s
definitionofsoliloquyproves itsappropriatenesswhenonegoes
through the famous soliloquies, deliveredbyDoctorFaustus in
Marlowe’splay, andbyseveralShakespeareancharacters like

Hamlet,Macbeth, Iago inOthello, Shylock inTheMerchantofVenice andEdmund inKingLear.
Satan’s soliloquies in the Fourth Book of Paradise Lost are devised in the true tradition of

Marlowe and Shakespeare.Miltonmakes use of these soliloquies in order to (a) ‘humanise’ the
otherwise skeleton figure of evil, as one finds it in the pages of the Bible; (b) to foreground the
theatre of themind/the innerpsychological dramaof the rebel Archangel. Satan’s opening soliloquy
(32 – 113) is addressed to “the full-blazing sun” (129) because the sun represents the glory and
greatness of God. It stands at the centre of the cosmos, created by God. The sun, therefore, is a
reminder ofGodlyglory,which is unbearable to Satan.The opening soliloquybrings out his psychic
framework,crowdedwithheterogeneouspassionsandfeelings. It is a fusionofa feelingofderision
forGod’suniverse (“..... to thee I call/Butwithno friendlyvoice.” ll.35-36), his self-awareness

Soliloquy is the act of talking to one self
— Satan’s soliloquies, devised in the true
tradition of Marlowe and Shakespeare,
aremade use of to ‘humarine’ the skeleton
figure of evil and to foreground the theatre
of the mind. Satan’s opening soliloquy
brings outhis psychic framework, crowded
with heterogeneous passions and feelings.
It is a fusion of a feeling of derision for
God’s Universe, his self-awareness and
self-castigation, knowledge of his own self
and his final agonising thought.
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Satan in his second soliloquy, replete with
every and jealousy, introduces himself as
the veritable enemy of mankind.
Consequently his initial feeling of
appreciation for the gentle and beautiful
pair is supplemented by the feelings of
sadness for their incoming change and
prospective banishment from the state of
innocence and unadulterated purity. This
soliloquy is full of sarcasm, irony and
grimhumour.

andself-castigation (“yet all his goodproved ill inme/Andwraught butmalice”, ll.48-49)hisknowledge
about his own self (“Till pride and worse ambition threwme down - l.40) and his final agonizing
thought (“whichway I fly is Hell; myself amHell”, l.75) . Side by side, there are the words of self-
disparagement (“... outcast, exiled”).The soliloquy endswithhis farewellwords to hope and remorse.
Instead, there is the negative tendency to idolize Evil and confusing it withGood (“Evil be thoumy
Good; by thee at least/Divided empire with Heaven’s king I hold,/By thee, and more than half
perhapswill reign;/AsManere longandthisnewworld shallknow.” (Lines110-113)

Miltoncomments that, asSatancontinues to speakout the soliloquy, different passionsdimhis
faceand“marredhisborrowedvisage.”Thepassions referred
to are “ire, envy and despair.” The second soliloquy of Satan
has interesting situational contexts. He has already trespassed
into the Garden of Eden and he has also watched secretively
Adam and Eve with their “far nobler shape”, naked majesty.
Even Satanwho is evil incarnate cannot but discover in these
the replica of theirMaker. It is this sight ofAdamandEve and
the congenial pastoral atmosphereof theGarden inwhich they
are placed that generate in hismind the feelings of envy and
jealousy. In the secondsoliloquy(Lines358-392)Satanexpresses this senseof envy. In this soliloquy
he introduces himself as the veritable enemy of mankind and consequently his initial feeling of
appreciation for the gentle and beautiful pair is supplemented by the feeling of sadness for their
incomingchangeandprospectivebanishment fromthe stateof innocence andunadulteratedpurity.
He therefore says “Ah!gentle pair, ye little thinkhownigh/your change approaches,when all these
delights/Will vanish, anddeliverye towoe”

InthisparticularsoliloquySatanaddressesAdamandEvewithsarcasm,ironyandgrimhumour.
Hesuggests thatveryshortly“mutualamity”willbeestablished
between the gentle pair and his own self. He sounds sarcastic
and ironicwhenhe says that his dwelling, thereby referring to
Hell,may not please their sense as the fair Paradise.There is a
touchofdarkhumourwhenhefurthercomments thatafter their
downfalltheywillbegreetedandentertainedbyalltheinhabitants
ofHellincludingtheirnumerousoffspring.Theperipheryoftheir
existence will be widened and they will be able to share the

expansivelimitsofHellwithSatan’sownself.Thesecondsoliloquyundoubtedlygivesanewdimension
to thecharacterofSatan.Heproveswithoutanyambiguity thathe intends tobe theswornenemyof
mankindandhismotive is toavengehimselfonGodbyreducingandcorrupting thenewfavourites
of theOmnipotent.

Satan, in his third soliloquy, is a voyeurist.
The intimate and confidential moments
of Adam and Eve awakens in his mind
the feeling of malignity, corroding envy.
He comprehends the situation of antithesis
between his own self and Adam and Eve
and gets tormented. Like any Renaissance
encyclopaedist, Satan feels that the
horizon of knowledge is boundless.
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Let Us Check Our Progress
1. Write acriticalnoteonSatan’sSoliloquies inMilton’sParadiseLostBook IV.

Satan’s third soliloquy (Lines 505-535) appears to be psychologically much more interestingthan
the second. According to C.S. Lewis (Preface to Paradise Lost) Satan in the third soliloquy in
Book IV of Paradise Lost is a voyeurist who gains a close look of Adam and Eve at one of their
intimate and confidential moments which however awakens in his mind the feeling of malignity,
corroding envy. The soliloquy begins with two exclamatory explanations “sight hateful, sight
tormenting!” The reason behind the exclamation is not difficult to find.He comprehends the situation
of antithesis between his own self and Adam and Eve while they are enjoying the Paradisiacal
pleasures of love. He himself is getting tormented with his agonizing life in Hell where there are
neither joy nor love but compelling and fierce desires. From the lips of Adam and Eve he has
however gathered one important information about the restriction imposed on them by God, in
respect of the fruit of theTreeofKnowledge. Satan feels suspicious and therefore in a self-questioning
mood, he says “Knowledge forbidden ? / Suspicious, reasonless ! Why should their Lord / Envy
them that ? Can it be sin to know ?” (Lines 515-517). The interrogations quoted above add a fresh
dimension to his attitude and personality. Like any Renaissance encyclopaedist, Satan feels that the
three soliloquies of Satan bring up to the surface Satan’s characteristic peculiarities, his attitude and
temperamental peculiarity.Afallen archangel, he suffers from the incurable feeling of jealousy.He is
almost always instigated by a sense of pride, vanity and conceit. There is also intolerance for his
personal servitude and for the happiness of the newly created favourites of God. Side by side there
is a dark ambition in his mind to widen and extend his power and authority, but in Book IV of
ParadiseLost, Satanexhibitssomedefinite symptomsofhischaracteristicdegeneration.

UNIT 7(b): THE PORTRAYAL OFADAM AND EVE
The figureofSatanoccupiesapositionof central importance

inBook IV ofParadise Lost but no less important isMilton’s
portrayalofAdamandEve.Theoriginal andprimary reference
to Adam and Eve is found in The Book of Genesis: “And
JehovahGodproceeded to form themanout of dust from the
Ground and to blow into his nostril the breath of life, and the
man came tobe a living soul” and further, “And JehovahGod
proceeded to take the man and settle him in the Garden of
Eden to cultivate it and to take care of it.” This is followed by
the story of Eve’s creation. “Hence Jehovah God had a deep
sleepfalluponthemanandwhilehewassleeping,he tookone

Milton’s recreation of Adam and Eve out
of the scanty biblical material is
significant, for, firstly, it introduced in
the poetic narrative the human interest,
secondly, in the poem the earthly and the
heavenly get coalesced with each other,
and lastly, with a superb touch of irony
the beauty and grace of Adam and Eve
are foregrounded through the eyes of
Satan. They represent the uncorrupted
state of existence for they embody
godliness. Their description “is a poetic
texture of conceptual images”.
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The statement that “He for God only, she
for God in him.” bring into focus the
bourgeois, Puritanic concept of the man-
woman relationship — the idea that man
is intellectually much superior to woman.
Milton looks upon Eve as an archetypal
woman. Adam appears to be the graceful
knightly protagonist of a medieval
romance. Milton moralises on their
nakedness and seems to link them with
the Golden age. But he, too suggestively
describes that these two idealized beings
have their own characteristic limitations.

of his ribs and then closed up the flesh over its place.And JehovahGod proceeded to build the rib
that he had taken from theman into a woman and to bring her to theman.”Milton inParadise Lost
re-creates the figures ofAdam and Eve out of these scanty biblical materials. The portrayal ofAdam
andEve in theFourthBookhas a significanceof its own formore thanone reason. First, it introduces
inthepoeticnarrativehumaninterest; secondly, for thefirst time
in the poem the earthly and the heavenly get coalesced with
each other and lastly, with a superb touch of irony the beauty
andgraceofAdamandEveare foregrounded through the eyes
of Satan. Indeed, one of the important sections of the Fourth
Book isMilton’spresentationof the first parentsofhumanity in
the lines 288-318. Milton begins this famous description by
referring to their “nobler shape, erect and tall.” They look on
the one hand ‘God-like’and on the other majestic and lordly,
as though they are the first emperor and empress of the earth.
They represent the uncorrupted state of existence and they
embodygodliness in themselves, and,consequently, the image ofGod seems tobe shining in them
withessentialglory.According toProf.Tillyard, thepassage, describingAdamandEve, “isa poetic
texture of conceptual images.” Prof. HelenGardner concludes thatAdam and Eve are not simply
royal but they are also idealisedmoral beings. The same view is upheld by Prof. J.B. Broadbent
whenhe draws theattentionof the readersof thepoemto the followingstatementsof thepoet. “For
contemplation he and valour formed, / For softness she and sweet attractive grace.” (lines 297-
298). The lines are succeeded by that famous and debatable poetic observation on the mutual
relationship between Adam and Eve : “He for God only, she for God in him.” The statement
undoubtedly brings into focus thebourgeois, Puritanic concept of theman-woman relationship—
the idea thatman is intellectuallymuch superior towomanand becauseof her inferiority, awoman
should be worshipping the God in man. Since Milton looks
upon Eve as an archetypal woman, he is in the task of typifying her characteristic
attributes and look.For example, Milton describes, “She, as a veil down to the slender waist, /
Her unadorned Goldentresses wore / Dishevelled, but in wanton ringlets waved, / As the vine
curls her tendrils...” (lines304-307), andfurther“yieldedwithcoysubmission,modestpride, /And
sweet, reluctant, amorous delay, ...” (lines 310-311). Milton the poet expresses himself in the
Petrarchan poetic idiom. Side byside, he also typifies the male beauty ofAdam and presents him
in such a manner as he appears to be the graceful kinghtly protagonist of a medieval romance.
“His fair large front and eye sublime declared/Absoluterule;andhyacinthinelocks/Roundfromhis
parted forlockmanly hung / Clustering, but not beneath his shoulders broad.” (Lines 300-303). The
idealisation of Adam and Eve is complete when Milton moralises on their nakedness (Lines
313-318)andseemsto linkthemwiththeGolden
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Let Us Check Our Progress
1. HowdoesMilton depictAdamandEve ?
2. What is the significance of the portrayal ofAdam andEve inMilton’sParadise Lost

Book IV.

Age. In this context we may note down the remarks of Prof. Frank Kermode : “For one needs to
understand the general primitivistic positionwhichheld that customandhonourwere shabbymodern
expedients unnecessary in aGolden Age society, with all its corollaries inRenaissance ‘naturalism’.”
Milton, however, adds something more to the character-portrayal ofAdam and Eve. The formal,
ceremonial manner in which they address each other further reinforces the royalty of their nature,
theirdignity and sublimityas theprotagonistsof an epic.

The question which, however, disturbs our mind is whetherAdam and Eve really stand for
“Simplicity and spotless innocence”.Milton suggestively describes that even these two idealised
beingshave their characteristic limitations. In amagnificentlywrittenpassageEve recounts theday
of her firstmeetingwithAdam(Lines456-490).Thepassagedrawsourattention toEve’snarcissistic
self-love andAdam’s partially infatuated feeling for her.The scene also demonstrates that the love
betweenAdam and Eve is not spontaneous, but an induced and a superimposed one. It may also
havethemythicalassociationofApollobeckoningandcallingbacktheescapingDaphne.

UNIT 7 (c): THE GARDEN OF EDEN
Fromthe inhabitantsof theGardenofEden, let us nowmove forward to theGarden itself.The

initial reference to theGarden is found inTheBook ofGenesis : “Further, JehovahGod planted a
Garden in Eden, towards the east, and there he put themanwhomhe had formed. Thus Jehovah
Godmade togrowoutof thegroundevery treedesirable to one’s sight andgood for food, and also
TheTree ofLife in themiddle of theGarden and theTreeofKnowledge of good and bad.”Milton
has elaboratedon these scantyScripturalmaterial andhas ultimately transformed it into,whatProf.
Kermode has called, “theGarden of Love.”

TheGardenofEden is considered as theGarden ofLove, byProf.Kermode, Imay conclude,
for one specific reason. Its atmosphere and its beneficial impactmay be realised in the light of the
flawlessly harmonious relationship that exists betweenAdam and Eve.As theGarden of Love, it
functions as a complementary image toAdamandEve.That iswhy, thebeautyand significanceof
the Garden of Eden can never be realised without any reference toAdam and Eve. In another
respect the descriptionof theGarden of Eden has in itself an inherent sense of irony because, as in
the case ofAdam and Eve, the pristine freshness and beauty of the Garden can be explored only
through the eyes of Satan.As a trespasser into that idyllic place of natural beauty, Satan primarily
overcomes all the barriers to the entrance of the Garden. Milton offers the suggestion that the
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Garden appears to be fencedwith adequate protection. But to the archenemy of God andmankind
noobstaclesare insuperable.That iswhyhe jumpsoverall thebarriers andfindshimself stationed

in themiddleof theGarden.There to hisutter surprisehe finds
“undelighted all delight, all kind / Of living creatures, new to
sight and strange.”

Satan discovers the Garden as a place unique and peculiar
because it is at the same time sublime and sensuous, paradisal
and earthly.The questionwhich has been frequently raised is
where theGarden of Edenwas actually situated—whether it
hadreallyanyearthlygeographicalidentity.AccordingtoMasson
“Eden the whole tract or the district ofWesternAsia wherein
thecreatorhasdesignedthatmenshouldfirstdwell;Paradise is

theHappyGarden situated in one particular spot of thisEden—on its eastern side.”

“Edenstretchedher line / FromAuraneastward to the royal towers / of greatSeleucia, built by
Grecian kings, / Or where the sons of Eden long before / Dwelt in Telassar.” The physical and
geographical realityof theGardenofEden is,however, supersededby thesublime touchofMilton’s
poetic imagination.Hedesignates it as “AHeaven onEarth” and thereby celestializeswhatmight
have transpiredas closely real andmundane. It is a pleasant gardenwith the fertile super abundance
ofnature.Miltonwrites“...In thispleasant soil /His farmorepleasantgardenGodordained /Outof
the fertile ground he caused to grow /All trees of noblest kind for sight, smell, taste.” (lines 214-
217).Milton seems tobe recalling theprimary sourcematerials tobe found in theGenesis; and side
bysidehe looksupon it as sensuously richandgratifying. It is a garden thathas in itself theprospect
of the life eternal anddeathless, symbolisedby theTreeofLife and “eminent, blooming, ambrosial
fruit/ofvegetablegold”,but inadditionto this, thereis thecontraryexistenceof theTreeofKnowledge
thatominouslyanticipatesman’s permanentbanishment fromtheGardenofEden. It is alsoa richly
wateryplacewhich signifies that the fountainsof life flowfree in theGardenofEden.Nature’sboon
in every shape and form is showered spontaneously on theGarden.Milton throws the suggestion
that, sensuality should be one of the essential paradigms of theGarden because it is theGarden of
Love;andanythingwhichismundaneandsensuous is rooted in the‘amor’.AdamandEve, integrated
with the picture of Eden, are the archetypal lovers, the perennial symbols of youth and beauty. In
fact, Milton’s description of the Garden reminds one of the Forest ofArden in Shakespeare’sAs
youLike Itbecause it accommodates the flora and fauna of all types and hue.Here are to be found
“cedar, and pine, and fir, and branching palm” and fig tree; and “all beasts of the earth”—“bears,
tigers, ounces, pards and lions.”Milton’sRenaissance sensibilityconsiders theGarden asNature

Milton has transformed the Garden of
Eden, found in The Book of Genesis into
“the Garden of Love”. It functions as a
complementary image to Adam and Eve.
But it has in itself, an inherent sense of
irony too, because its pristine freshness
and beauty can be explored only through
the eyes of Satan. The Garden is fenced
with adequate protection. But to the
archenemy of God and mankind no
obstacles are insuperable. The Garden is
both sublime and sensuous, paradisal and
earthly.
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In Milton’s poetic imagination, the
Garden is designated as”A Heaven on
Earth.” It is a garden that has in itself the
prospect of life eternal and deathless,
symbolised by the Tree The
Tree of
knowledge ominously anticipates man’s
permanent banishment from the Garden
of Eden sensuosity should be
one of
the essential paradigms of the Garden
because it is the Garden of love
Adam
and Eve, the archetypal lovers, are the
symbols of youth and beauty. Milton’s
Renaissance sensibility considers the

systematised (reference in this connectionmay be given toBacon’s ‘OfGarden’) and also an ideally
conceivedpastoral existence— “a happy rural seat of various view” (Line 247)Milton’sRenaissance
mindalsoadopts themeticulous,mosaic details of thebaroque
art and painting when he describes topography and other
colourful aspects of theGarden of Eden—“Sapphire fount”,
“Orientpearl”, “sandsofgold”, “mantlingvine”, “purplegrape”
“palmyhillock”, “flowery lap / of some irriguousvalley”.Then
again, the floral beauty of theGarden looksmatchless. There
are in the Garden “flowers of all hues”, including roses and
Jessamine, crocus andhyacinth.The flowers create a rich inlay
of embroidery “more coloured than with stone / of costliest
emblem” (lines 700-703).TheGardenon thewhole impresses
the readersof theFourthBookofParadiseLost as an idealised
stateofexistencewhichwecandreamof,butwhichwecannot
translate into reality. Notwithstanding its probable geographical location, this “Assyrian garden”
looksmuchmorebeautiful thanallothernotedman-madegardens, celebrated inmythand literature
(Line 268-265).

Let Us Check Our Progress
1. What is the significanceofMilton’s delineationof theGarden of Eden in hisParadise

Lost, Book-IV ?

UNIT 7(d): MILTON’S HANDLING OF EPIC SIMILES
Oneof the important areasofMilton’sParadiseLost isMilton’s useof epic similes.Theuseof

suchsimiles is rooted in theHomeric traditionof epicmodeand style. For their effectiveness and
artistic appeal and beauty the epic similes are sustained by
elaborationandextraneousdetailswhichmaynothaveanything
todowith the immediate point of comparison.The descriptive
details in such similes simultaneously divert and distract the
readers, giving them the ideas of digression, amplitude and
magnificencewhich qualify an epic poem.Dr. Johnson in his
‘Life ofMilton’ appreciated the inclusion of epic similes in

ParadiseLost.Hereferred toabundanceandvarietyas twoimportantattributesofMilton’shandling
of epic similes.But notwithstanding their variety and copiousness, the similes are rarely connected
with themain epic narrativeor story element. They seem to be existing in their own rights for their
beauty; for the exquisiteness of details and for their fine imaginative appeal.Milton seems to be

Dr. Johnson referred to the abundance
and variety of Milton’s handling of epic
similes. But they seem to be existing in
their own rights for their beauty,
exquisiteness of details and fine
imaginative appeal. Milton seems to
borrow themfromdifferent sources.
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borrowing these similes from different sources—myth, history, geography, travel account and, at
times, fromhispersonal experiences.

In the Fourth Book of Paradise Lost the epic similes are
however, usedwith certain a difference. For the first time the
similes appear to be organically related to the epic narrative
sometimes exploring their contextual relevance and sometimes
commentingontheconcernedcharactersandsituations.Take,
forexample, twoconsecutiveepicsimiles (lines183-192)whereSatan inthe firstcase iscompared
toa ‘Prowlingwolf’, and thereafter to a“thief, bent tounhoard thecash /Of somerichburgher ...”

In the first epic simile (lines 183-187) the points of comparison, in spite of its extension and
elaboration, aremore than one and quite relevant too. Satan is identifiedwith a ‘prowlingwolf’
because of his shyness, craftiness, and envy the ‘flocks’ refer toAdam andEve,while Shepherd’s
pen—a close and confined enclosure—has its parallel to theGardenofEden and the shepherd is
thecustomaryChristian image forGod. In the secondepic simile,Satan is likea thief, intent upon

taking away the rich treasure of “some rich burgher”, just as
Sataniswillingtotakeawaythesimplicityandspotlessinnocence
ofAdamandEve, the rich treasuresofGod. In theFourthBook
Milton appears to be luxuriating with the similes he has
employed. In lines 268-283, we come across four successive
epic simileswhich emphasize the superiority of theGarden of
Eden vis-a-vis the other gardens, celebrated either inmyth or
popular history. The first of the four epic similes recalls the
mythic

story of Proserpine, her abduction by the god of the underword and the search made by Ceres
“through theworld” to find her out. The second is concernedwith the temple ofDaphne, near the
cityofAntiocheon theOrontes ; the third refers toyoungBacchus, and hermotherAmathea, hid in
Nyseian isle, to escape the jealous eyes of the stepmotherRhea.The fourth and last tells the storyof
theAbyssinian kings who kept their sons in the palace onMt.Amara, so that they might not be
affectedbythespiritofsedition.Theimmediatesourcesof thesesimilesaredifferent.

Yet,at onespecificpoint theyaremutuallyinterrelatedbecause threeoutof foursimilesreinforce
the basic thematic contexts of the poem— the themes of seduction, jealousy and sedition, and
thereby they bringwithin their purview the entire cosmic and humandrama ofParadise Lost. The
specimensof typicalepicsimilewithall itsgrandandmagnificentsuperfluitymayalsobecitedin this
connection.

1. “Aswhento themwhosail
Beyond the Cape of Hope, and now are past Mozambic, off at sea north-east winds blow

Sabacan odours from the spicy shore

At one point, the similes are interrelated
because three out of four similes reinforce
the basic thematic contexts of the reinforce
the basic thematic contexts of the
seduction, jealousy and sedition, and
thereby they bring within their purview
the entire cosmic and human drama of
‘ParadiseLost’.

In the FourthBook of ‘Paradise Lost’, for
the first time, the similes appear to be
organically related to the epic narrative
sometime exploring their contextual
relevance and sometimes commenting on
the concerned characters and situations.
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OfAraby theBlest :withsuchdelay
Owell pleased they slack their course, andmany leagueCheeredwith the grateful smell old

Oceansmiles.
2. “.... swift as a shooting star
In autumnthwarts thenight,whenvapours fired Impress the air, and shows themarinerFrom

what point of his compass to beware Impetuouswinds.”

Let Us Check Our Progress
1. WriteanoteonMilton’suseofepicsimile inParadiseLostBookIV.Whatpurposedo

they serve ?
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UNIT 8 (a):

EPICAL, LYRICAL ANDDRAMATICQUALITIES
IN PARADISE LOST (BOOK - IV)

Content Structure:
UNIT8 (a): Epical, Lyrical andDramaticQualities inParadise Lost (Book-IV)
UNIT8 (b): ImportantCriticalObservationsonMilton
UNIT8 (c): ImportantCriticalObservations onMilton
UNIT8 (d):Milton andPosterity

Suggested Readings
Assignments

AdamUnparadisedwasthe titleof theplaywhichMiltonhadplannedtowriteon thebanishment
ofAdamandEvefromtheGardenofEdenwhichresultedin thefallofhumanityandwhichaccording
toMiltonhimselfwas themost tragic incident in the entire courseof thehistoryof humanity. But

subsequently he gave up the idea of writing any play on this
themeparticularlybecausea themeofsuchacosmicdimension
could not be accommodatedwithin the specific and definitive
structure of a play. He, therefore, realized that the epic, poetic
modeshouldbe themost appropriate todealwithsucha theme
of cosmic dimension. Accordingly the different books of
Paradise Lost have distinctive dramatic design and structure
of their own. The Structure of the Fourth Book is definitely
dramatic,sinceitcanbestratifiedintoaconventionalpatternof

aplaywithexposition,risingaction,climax,denouementandresolutionorcatastrophe.Theexposition
sets the action apace with the opening speech of Satan which clarifies the cause of his rebellion
against God and his defiance of the ultimate authority of the
universe. InBook IV thedramatic qualitiesare foregrounded in
thesoliloquizingspeechesofSatanwhichinsuddenflashesthrow
somelightonSatan’s stateofmind. In fact,Miltonat theendof
Book IV constructs the dialogues of Satan andGabriel in such
a manner as to produce the effect of stichomythia. The style
of
Milton, nowand then, borders on the verge of the dramatic. In
thisconnection,toanumberofepicsimileswhichareinstrumental
inbuildingupdramaticsuspenseandtension(Explainthe lines
183-191 ; lines268-285).ParadiseLost (Book IV) in its narrative is alsogracedwithepic qualities.
First there is the large, spaciouscanvaswhich is crowdednotonlywith theangelicbeingsbutalso

Milton realised that the epic, Poetic mode
should be themost appropriate to deal with
such a cosmic theme like the fall of
humanity. The structure of ‘Paradise
Lost’ Book-IV is definitely dramatic Since
it contains exposition, Rising action,
climax, denouement and resolution or
catastrophe. The epic similes are
instrumental in building up dramatic
suspense and tension

The epic qualities of Book-IV are also
discernible in its narrative (e.g. there is
the large, spacious canvas crowded both
with angelic and human beings) and in
its style (e.g. the variable use of the run-
on lines of blank verse). Book IV is also
unique in lyrical quality (e.g. there is the
description of the evening accompanied
by excellent figurative devices.
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Let Us Check Our Progress
1. Write anoteon theepical, lyrical anddramatic qualities inParadiseLost (Book IV).

withhumanbeings.Heavenandearthcombine together inBook IV.AdamandEve the first parents
of mankind, are protected by Gabriel, Uriel and Ithuriel and as a result, the overlapping of the
terrestrial and the extra-terrestrial takes place. The epic suggests not simply the terrestrial but the
terrestrial in this poemis sublimated, as it is evident inMilton’s glorifiedandheighteneddescription
of theGarden, and the depiction ofAdam andEve.

The epic qualities aremost discernible in its style. Onemay note down the variable use of the
run-on lines of blank verse. The pompous marching of the blank verse lines is unquestionably
remarkable ; equally so, is his employment of the blank verse lines to suit the conversational and
colloquial mode. He is informal when he allows Satan to be conversational— sarcastic, ironic,
caustic not only at his own cost but also at the cost ofAdam and Eve.Paradise Lost (Book IV) is
unique among theother books because the lyrical tenderness is sporadically introduced throughout
thebook.First, there is thedescriptionofeveningaccompaniedbyexcellent figurativedevices (lines
598-609). The mellowed tone of the passage acts as a pleasant anti thesis to the splendour and
gravityof theepicmode.The lyricalandepicalmodesaremixedwith thedynamismof thedramatic
mode,whichgives thepoemadistinctive flavour of its own.

UNIT 8 (b): IMPORTANT CRITICAL OBSERVATIONS ON MILTON

AboutMilton’s achievement as a poet and his relevanceDr. Johnson in his essay ‘Life ofMilton’
andChristopherHill inMilton and the English Revolution respectively havemade the following
observations :

“Thehighest praise of genius is original invention.Milton cannot be said to havecontrived the
structure of an epic poem, and therefore owes reverence to that vigour and amplitude ofmind to
whichallgenerationsmustbe indebted for the artof poeticalnarration, for the textureof the fable the
variationof incidents, the interpositionof dialogue, andall the stratagems that surprise and enchain
attention. But, of all the borrowers from Homer, Milton is perhaps the least indebted. He was
naturallya thinker for himself, confident of hisownabilities, anddisdainful of helpor hindrance : he
did not refuse admission to the thoughts or images of his predecessors, but he did not seek them.
Fromhis contemporariesheneithercourtednor receivedsupport ; there is inhiswritingsnothingby
which the pride of other authorsmight be gratified, or favour gained ; no exchange of praise, nor
solicitationof support.Hisgreatworkswereperformedunder discountenance, and inblindness, but
difficulties vanished at his touch ; he was born for whatever is arduous ; and his work is not the
greatest of heroic poems, only because it is not the first.”

—DrSamuelJohnsonin‘LifeofMilton’
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THE RELEVANCE OFMILTON CHRISTOPHER HILL-MILTON
AND THE ENGLISH REVOLUTION

Counter-culture radicalism is in some respects more personal and introspective than past
radicalisms normally have been ... This ... reflects the perception that the revolutionary theory and
practice of the past have placed too much faith in economic and institutional changes, and have
neglected theneed tochangepeople’swayof thoughtandmodes of personal behaviour.

AnthonyArblaster, Times Literary Supplement, 6 June 1975

UNIT 8 (c): MILTON AGONISTES
Mr.Arblastermight have exceptedMilton from the charge against ‘past radicalisms’.Milton’s

political experience ledhimtoattachmore importance tochanges inpeople’smodesof thoughtand
conduct, less topoliticalmanipulationandinstitutionalchange.Thiswouldseemtogivehima certain
modern relevance.

Butwe have towork a little to graspMilton’s relevance,We cannot just ‘let the poetry speak
for itself’. Someof itwill,most of the ideaswill not ; andMilton is nothing if not a poetof ideas.To
understandhis relevancewemustseehimasamanof totalpoliticalcommitment.LikeWordsworth,
he startedoutwithextravagantlyhighhopes : unlikeWordsworth,he strove toclingon to them.Like
Yeats, Milton wrote his greatest poetry when he was over the age of fifty. Like Blake, unlike

WordsworthandAuden,Miltondidnot renegeon thepolitical
convictionswhichhad inspiredhiminhisyoungerdays.When
Milton’s revolution had turned sour, he did not seek the facile
way out of saying that his God had failed. He knew that any
human beings who thought God had failed them must have
idolatrously set up as an object of worship their own desires
and fancies.Believerswere included in the failure : self-respect
preventedMilton from looking for a divine scapegoat,Defeat
of his cause left himnot bewailing and lamenting but probing
deeper into his own nature and that of others, in order to find
out what was needed for the good cause to succeed. Milton

wrestledwithGod for the blessingwhich had so signally beenwithheld, convinced that it was not
unattainable.Hismostmaturewritingswereaimedat thepoliticallydedicallyminority, fit thoughfew,
whocouldwithhimfacedefeatwithoutwhining,withoutself-exculpation.

ButMilton’s relevance can hardly be grasped without some understanding of his theology,
thoughtwhichhis initial radicalismandhis final synthesiswereexpressed. Ifwe regard the theology
as merely out-of-date lumber—which on the surface it is— or, worse still, if we regard it as

Milton attached more importance to
changes in people’s modes of thought and
conduct and less to political
manipulation and institutional change
which gave him a certain modern
relevance. He is basically a poet of ideas
— a man of total political commitment.
Self-respect prevented Milton from
looking for a divine scape-goat, defeat of
his cause left him probing deeper into his
own nature and that of others, in order to
find out what was needed for the good
cause to succeed.
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Wemust see the Fall of Man as a myth or
metaphor through which Milton
expresses determination to change this
world, which is impossible without
human effort. There is in him none of
the fevered search for personal salvation
that we find in Vaughan or Bunyan. His
approach verges on secularism.

somethingwehave tobelieve ifwe are to appreciate the poetry, thenMilton ismostly dead for us.
Wemust see, for instance, the Fall ofMan as amyth ormetaphor throughwhichMilton ( and not
onlyMilton) expresses determination to change thisworld : only so canwe grasp the relevance of
hispoetry tomenwomenliving inaworldwhichstillneeds transformingbutwhichisnotgoingtobe
transformedexcept byhumaneffort.AboveallMilton fought,
this resolution not to surrender what he believes to be right,
however complete the apparent defeat of his cause, makes
Miltoneveryage’s contemporary. Properlyunderstood,hewill
beoutdatedonlywhenthemillenniumarrives. Andthat,hewould
havegrimlyagreed, is longenough. I have spokenofMiltonas
an individualist.But the this-worldlinessofhis thoughtmakes
himfar less concernedwithhisownsoul orwith the afterlife thanmanyof his contemporaries.There
isnoevidence thatMiltoneverunderwent theconversion thatwasalmostderigueuramongcertain
Puritan groups. There is in him none of the fevered search for personal salvation that we find in
Vaughan on the one hand, inBunyan on the other.Milton is concernedwithChrist’s kingdom the
good society, rather than with personal consolations or rewards. Even in Lycidas, reference to
personal immortality isperfunctory : the real consolation is the two-handedengine, ready likeSamson
to smite theenemies of thechurch, of Christ’s kingdom.Milton’svirtual abandonmentof the ideaof
sacrificial atonement, his failure to emphasize the miracles of the NewTestament, including the
incarnation,theresurrection,theascensionandPentecost,allmakehisapproachvergeon thesecular.

Thedominantcharacters inMilton’s last threegreat poemsarenotmerely individuals : theyare
public persons, representatives.This role is traditional forAdam and JesusChrist in the Christian
schemeof salvation.(‘Adam, the parent and headof allmen, either stoodor fell as a representative
of thewhole human race.’) The Son of God is the secondAdam throughoutParadise Regained,
thoughat theveryend ‘heunobservedandheadofallmen, either stoodor fell as a representativeof
the whole human race.’) The Son of God is the secondAdam throughout Paradise Regained,
thoughat the veryend ‘heunobservedMiltonwasnot an original thinker, about politicsor theology.
He synthesized other people’s ideas, and he spoke out fearlessly. His attack on Constantine in
1641, his defence of Familism in 1642, his advocacy of divorce, of the accountability of kings to
their peoples, his defence of republicanism in 1660, were all acts of great courage. He was a
profoundlypoliticalcharacter,dedicated to thecausewhichhebelieved toberight.Buthe triedalso
to be a realist. Areopagitica in 1644, The Ready and Easy Way in 1660, Of True Religion,
Heresy, Schism, Toleration in 1673, all showconsiderable political shrewdness. TheLeveller and
Digger appeal to awider democracy is attractive tomodern eyes, butMiltonwasmore realistic in
his refusal toattachanyrevolutionaryregime thathehopedcouldbe radicalized.
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Together with the re-imposition of the
censorship, the failure of Milton’s
audiance enabled and forced him to
return to poetry Poetry had its own
logic and rhetoric, and into Poetry he
could pour all the conflicts, doubts,
uncertainties that had racked him as he
played the propagandist.

Even Milton’s silences were often politically significant. Between 1645 and 1649, as the conflict
between Presbyterian City, Independent Grandees and Leveller rank and file shook the unity of the
Parliamentarian cause,Milton published nothing. He never attackedOliver Cromwell so long as the
latter lived to unite the Good Old Cause. In 1659-60 Milton tried desperately to popularize his
schemes for reunion, and he returned to this activity just as soon as the political climate permitted it
in the sixteen-seventies. His enemies remained constant-tyranny and superstition, always allied to
one another. The defects to which his own side were liablewere avarice and ambition, also always
twinned.

Hisheresieswere thecommoncurrencyof radical circles,with their powerful emphasison this
world. Where Milton was unique was in his vast attempt to
combine these heresies into a coherent system, and to put it
forward in Latinwith a view to reSECTIONing the Protestant
world.His ambition, his dedication,wherewhat hebelieved to
be God’s cause was at stake, knew no bounds. In the De
Doctrina Christiana and in the last pamphlets we find him
stillrepayingintheinternationalobligationswhichhehadincurred
in Italy in the thirties.Theoptimismof the forties, focusedonEnglandas thechosennation,hadbeen
succeeded by the beleaguered defensive nationalism of the fifties, the near-despair of the sixties
whenhe felt hehadnocountry. In the seventieshopestirred again.

ThefailureofMilton’saudiencewasnot, as it turnedout, unmitigateddisaster.Togetherwith the
reimpositionof thecensorship, it enabledand forcedhim to abandon left-handedprosepropaganda
andreturn topoetry.Nowhecouldwrite for a select audience,no longerworryingaboutproblems

of communication, no longer trying ever new styles, none of
themtotally tohis satisfaction.Nowhecould listen to theMuse
andwrite as shedictated, confident that thosewouldhearwho
were fit to hear. In poetryhe no longer had to pretend that grey
waswhite because itwaswhiter than black.He could give the
devil his due, be as ambiguousand ambivalent as he knew the
realworldwas,without feeling thathewasbetraying thegood

cause. Poetry had its own logic and its ownrhetoric, and intopoetryhe couldpour all theconflicts,
the doubts, the uncertainties that had racked him as he played the propagandist. But in it too he
couldexpress themoral certainty, far beyond rational prose argument, ofwhat he knewtobe right:
Adam’s love forEve, the assurance thatworldly strongwill be subvertedby things deemedweak,
that theperfectmanwillmiraculouslystand in faceof all temptations, that evena failed leadercan

Some of Milton’s ideas are much
advanced. But unfortunately, the areas
in which he was striking blows for
freedomare areas in which he now seems
old-fashioned — e.g. his advocacy of
religious liberty, of divorce in the sphere
of domestic liberty, of political liberty and
so on.
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“When a man tells us unprovoked lies
about himself”...... “youmay reasonably
infer that his emotions are seriously\
involved.”

makegoodbystandingandwaitingfor themoment inwhichtheLorddeliversthePhilistines intohis
hands,madestrongagain, ashehaddelivered theScots into thoseofOliverCromwell atDunbar.

Into the last poemsMilton couldpour, too, his astonishingly surviving sensuous delight in the
plenitude ofGod’s creation, in the overgrown thickets of the earthly Paradise and in the burning
brightnessof the tigressDalila, aswell as inwords, their sonority, their overtones, their ambiguities,
their use to conceal aswell as to communicate.F.T.Prince illustratesMilton’s ‘armouryof puns and
jingles’ inParadiseLost.Thesheervitalityof theblindmaninhis latefiftiesandsixties is astonishing,
the man who had worked so hard and suffered so much, who should have been cynical or self-
defensive, and who instead summons God to judgment and finally pronounces him not guilty. I
cannot thinkofMilton as a tragic figure in those last yearswhen, indefeat, hewroteParadiseLost,
ParadiseRegainedandSamsonAgonistes.Hewasnot onlyaffirming the survival of a remnant; he
was proclaiming that from thesewould grow an hundredfold, that victorywould still come in the
end, however tragic the present, providedwedonot lose our heads or our hearts.

Milton’s radicalism, I have suggested, had its limits. On occasion it was cut short by social
considerationsofwhichhewas onlypartly aware.This relates to theparadoxof hispassionate and
simultaneous belief in both liberty and discipline. Counterposing liberty to license assumes certain
social stabilitiesas a checkon the intellectual iconoclasmwhichalsoattractedhim.Milton’s rejections
of conservativeviewsare rational : his rejections to the left are emotional, social. ‘Forwho loves that
must first bewise andgood’ raises questions of definition,whichMilton consistently begged.His
contemporaryThomasHobbeshadashortwaywith thosewho
used words like ‘justice’, ‘reason’, ‘liberty’, ‘goodness’ in
Milton’smanner. ‘Theirmoralphilosophyisbutadescriptionof
theirownpassions’, Hobbeswrote. ‘Whatsoever is the object
of anyman’s appetite or desire, that is itwhichhe for his part calleth good.’Milton’sWhiggishuse
of suchwords covers aWhiggishdouble-think about equality.

Part of the difficulty in assessingMilton is that someof his ideas are so advanced that we tend
to treathimas thoughhewereour contemporary.Unfortunately, the three areas inwhichhe rightly
felt thathewas strikingblowsfor freedomareareas inwhichhenowseemsold-fashioned.

Milton’s radicalism, I have suggested, had its limits. On occasion it was cut short by social
considerationsofwhichhewas onlypartly aware.This relates to theparadoxof hispassionate and
simultaneous belief in both liberty and discipline.Counterposing liberty to licence assumes certain
social stabilitiesas a checkon the intellectual iconoclasmwhichalsoattractedhim.Milton’s rejections
of conservativeviewsare rational : his rejections to the left are emotional, social. ‘Forwho loves that
must first bewise andgood’ raisesquestionsof definition,whichMiltonconsistentlybegged.His
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contemporaryThomasHobbes hada shortwaywith thosewhousedwords like ‘justice’, ‘reason’,
‘liberty’, ‘goodness’inMilton’smanner. ‘Theirmoralphilosophy isbut a descriptionof theirown

passions’, Hobbes wrote. ‘Whatsoever is the object of any
man’s appetite or desire, that is it which he for his part calleth
good.’Milton’sWhiggishuseofsuchwordscoversaWhiggish
double-thinkaboutequality.
Part of the difficulty in assessingMilton is that some of his

ideas are so advanced that we tend to treat him as though he
wereourcontemporary.Unfortunately, the threeareas inwhich
he rightly felt thathewasstrikingblowsfor freedomareareas

inwhichhe nowseemsold-fashioned.His superb advocacyof religious liberty seems deficient in
that it is restricted to Protestants.But this is because internationalCatholicismno longer poses the
threatwhich it did in the seventeenthcentury.Catholicemancipationnowseems tous the acid testof
sincerity and consistency in this respect. ButCatholic emancipation is a nineteenth-centuryphrase.
‘TheemancipationofAntichrist’wouldnot have seemeda goodslogan to theEnglish revolutionaries,
nor indeed to many Englishmen so long as Louis XIV’s France appeared to threaten national
independence. In the sphere of domestic liberty,Milton’s advocacy of divorce for incompatibility
now seems excessivelymale-orientated.Againwe have to putMilton back into the seventeenth
century (and to remember Jane Eyre and Jude the Obscure) to see how advanced he was in his
day. In the sphere of political libertyMilton suffers in twentieth-century eyes because he was no
democrat. I have tried toexplain theRecognizingMilton’s contradictions, andplacing them in their
social context, is essential to understanding the poet. ‘When aman tells us unprovoked lies about
himself’,Tillyardmildlyobserved,‘youmayreasonablyinferthathisemotionsareseriouslyinvolved.’
By saying inParadise Lost that he was unskilled in and unstudious of the literary artifices of the
romances,Milton‘betrays thedeepfeelingswhichmadehimturnagainst them.’Weshould lookout
for all thepoints atwhichMilton is fiercest—in attackinghis formerallies among thePresbyterian
clergyor theLongParliament, in denouncingmere humanist culture inParadiseRegained, in his
contemptuous references to the common people or in his discussion of the relation of the sexes.
HereMilton is arguingwithhimself, or feels thathis idealsor standardshave lethimdown.His anger
springs fromdisappointment ; itmaybeangerwith himself rather thanwith those itwas ostensibly
directedagainst.

Miltonnever resolvedhis tensions—between libertyanddiscipline,passionandreason,human
love andGod’s providence, the necessity of individualism and the necessity of society, radicalism
andélitism.Theyultimatelyperhapsseemedinsolubleonearth : thepressuresof theeverydayworld
workedagainst theintensityofMilton’s innervision.Buthetriedagainandagain—inAreopagitica,

Milton never resolved his tensions
between liberty and dicipline, passion and
reason, human love andGod’s providence,
the necessity of individualism and of
society, radicalism and elitism In the
great poemshe tried to face up to the brute
facts which he called God. It seemed that
only divine intervention could solve the
problems of the English Revolution.
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Agonistes is a fittingly ambiguous word
to describe Milton’s relation to his public
in the first century and a half after the
publication of ‘Paradise Lost’, as he was
deceiving his audience whilst
entertaining them.

indefendingandwarningCromwell, in his appeal to thevirtuous few inTheReadyandEasyWay.
At theendhewas forcedintowithdrawal fromall churches,despitehiscontinuingbelief in thegodly
remnant. In the great poems he tried to face up to the brute facts which he called God. It seemed
thatonlydivine interventioncould solve theproblemsof theEnglishRevolution : nearhopelessness
about effective political action underlies bothParadiseRegained and SamsonAgonistes.Yet if no
one but God can produce the solutions, what becomes of human freedom ?And hadGod shown
himself worthy of this trust ?Milton’s is a tension between decorum and right reason on the one
hand, and on the other the radical revolutionaries of individual consciences through which right
reasonwas expressed.Themediating termwas ‘themiddling sort’, amongwhomhe had seen the
greatest hope of finding goodmenwhowould love freedom.Milton’s ideological contradictions
must all be related to his social position, and to the nature of the revolution inwhich he took part.
Wheneven themiddling sort let himdown in1660, he stillwanted to fight on : but be could see no
solutionbeyondconcentratingon small things in the hope that greatmaycomeof themwhenGod
gives the sign.Reformismwas forcedon himby the failure of theRevolution ; he no longer hoped
that themasses of the populationmight bring about the sort of revolutionhewanted to see.Moses
Wallprovedright : centuriesof economicdevelopmentwerenecessarybeforesolutionswerepossible
onearthwithoutdivine intervention.

I tried to suggest, I hopenot too schematically, that after theeclipseof the traditional cultureof
court and bishops,Milton found his allegiance divided between the culture of the Protestant ethic
and the lower-class third culture ; and that thismay underliemany of the tensions revealed in his
writings.Newton andLocke,who sharedmanyofMilton’s secret heresies and tensions, were of a
youngergeneration, and livedon into theworld of triumphant
Whiggery.Buttheystill, likeMilton,censoredthemselvesbefore
publication.Milton concealedhis views so successfully that in
the eighteenth andnineteenthcenturies he came tobe regarded
as theorthodoxPuritanpoet.Newton—secret anti-Trinitarian
andmillenarian—wasseenbyBlakeas thepersonificationof
rational science; Locke — anti-Trinitarian and millenarian, Arminian and Mortalist — as
thepersonification of rational philosophy.Against them Blake looked upon Milton as a potential
ally. But in fact all three were furtively attracted by many of the ideas of the radical underground
which were not to survive the triumph of ‘Newtonian’ science and ‘Lockean’ philosophy and
politics.There aremany ironies here to be incorporated in the history of English popular culture
when itcomes to bewritten.

In 1642Milton usedpropheticwordswhichhemust have recalled in 1659-60 : ‘Timorousand
ungrateful, the churchofGod isnowagainat the foot of her insultingenemies : and thoubewailest.
Whatmatters it for theeor thybewailing?Whentimewas thoucouldstnot finda syllableof all that
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thou hadst read or studied to utter in her behalf.Yet ease and leisurewas given thee for thy retired
thoughts out of the sweat of othermen.’‘Of othermen’ : the reference is not just to his father, but
social.Miltonwasasawareofhisresponsibilitiestosocietyasanyguilt-riddenintellectualofto-day.

Miltonhadpassedhisown test, hadnot sparedhimself. ‘If I be notheardnorbelieved, the eventwill
bearmewitness tohavespokentruth ; andI in themeanwhilehavebornewitness,notoutof season,
to thechurchand tomy country.’He early came to seehis role as that of thededicatednationalpoet.
InOfReformationhe shows himself in thewings, ready to comeon stage and celebrate successful
revolutionary action. InAreopagiticahe anticipated amore positive leading role for learnedmen,
and felt a greater confidence in popular creativity. He certainly did not think of himself then as an
aloofandaustere scholar.Disappointment at the receptionofhisdivorcepamphletsmadehimwant
to cut himself off from his too radical admirers ; he wasmore isolated in his self-portraits than in
reality. InEikonoklastes and theDefences of the People of England he seemed to have attained
the positionof leader, smashing the idols, defending ‘themost heroic and exemplary achievements
since the foundationof theworld’, thoseof theEnglish republicannation.Even in theDeDoctrina
Christiana hestill aspired to teachEuropeanProtestants in the traditionalEnglishmanner.Paradise
Regained renounces someof this.Where is this great deliverer now ?Butwemust not exaggerate
the renunciation: thebriefepicendswith theSonofGodenteringonhisactivemissionofpreaching.
In Samson Agonistes the emphasis is again on action after preparatory waiting ; perhapsMilton
looked forward to publication of theDeDoctrina as his destruction of theTemple, a secret time-
bombwhichwouldultimatelyexplode in the faceof theorthodox.Hewasnot to knowhow long it
would be before it saw the light of day, or hownear it came to never being published at all. But he
must have smiledwithgrim ironyasmenpraisedParadiseLostwhowouldhave recoiled in horror
at the heresies of theDeDoctrina.

TheWordAgonistes,weare told,meansnotonlywrestler, struggler,butalsoonewhodeceives
whilst entertaining. Saurat sawMiltonAgonistes, ‘wrecked in hope, blind and poor, ...meditating
and perfecting the glorious revenge of Paradise Lost’.Milton, like Samson, was deceiving his
audiencewhilst entertaining them ; hewasGod’s fool at the same time as hewasGod’sWrestler
andchampion. Job, so influential for the structure and toneofSamsonAgonistes, was alsodepicted
as awrestler.Agonistes is a fittinglyambiguousword todescribeMilton’s relation tohispublic in the
first centuryandahalf afterpublicationofParadiseLost.Nowthatnearlyas longagainhas elapsed
since theappearanceof theDeDoctrina,wemight begin to seeMilton’s point.

Let Us Check Our Progress
1. Is the term ‘Agonistes’, appropriate to describe Milton ? Justify your answer.
2. Write a critical note on the relevance ofMilton.
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UNIT 8 (d): MILTON AND POSTERITY
I havecalledMiltonaWhig,a revolutionarybutnodemocrat.But though thisplaceshiminone

respect, it does scant justice to his heretical radicalism.Miltonwas used by theWhigs in 1688 and
after, butnot allWhigsapplaudedregicide. It all depended inwhosepocket theKingwas.Milton’s
revolutionaryprinciplesmayhave inspired theCalves’HeadClub ; theyhad no serious appeal for
men of reason and compromise. But if, for instance, theDe Doctrina Christiana had achieved
publication in 1676,whatwould have been its effect on intellectual history ?Paradise Lost could
never have been built up as the classic of orthodoxy, and the image ofMiltonwould have looked
verydifferent. Itwas exceptionallybad luck for thepoet that the accident of historical development
made Paradise Lost as a bad model for later poets as T. S. Eliot himself has been ; and that
Milton’s dearest and best possessionwas published too late, when religious heresywas no longer
revolutionary.That it shouldhave been translated and edited by a bishopwas only the last twist of
theknife.Thedynamiteof the sixteen-sixtiesbecame thedampsquibof theeighteen-twenties—an
embarrassment toMilton’s respectable admirers, butone that couldbe ignored.By this timeMilton
seemedoutof themain streamof republican radicalism.Hewasno lessopposed toclericalismthan
Voltaire, but sinceVoltaire thosewhowished to crush l’infâme had different alternatives.Milton’s
alternatives.Milton’sMilton’s radicalismwas still rooted in the Bible, in Christian heresy, in the
dialectical thinkingof thepre-Newtonianage.Only throughBlakewas this element communicated
to thenineteenth century.

Sowemust not seeMilton only as a precursor of eighteenth-century unitarians and deists, of
PriestleyandPaine ; not only of the radicalWhig republicans, theCommonwealthsmen, aman to
whomFrancis Place and theChartists lookedbackwithaffection andadmiration ; not only a figure
in the international history of revolution, influencing Jefferson and theAmerican revolutionaries,
Mirabeau and the French revolutionaries. He also influenced Herzen and the Russian romantic
revolutionaries,and this remindsus thatVoltairesaid thatnoonebeforeMiltonhadspoken in favour
of romantic love. Even if not strictly true, it was a striking thing for Voltaire to say : and it links
Paradise Lostwith the English romantic poets, with Blake again, withWordsworth, Keats and
Shelley.Asagainst theselfishness,hypocrisyandfearofdeath taughtbypriests andchurches,Blake
sawMilton’s role as being.

to teachmen to despise death
and to go on

Infearlessmajestyannihilatingself,
laughing to scorn

Thy lawsand terrors,
shakingdownthysynagoguesaswebs.
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“Works of inspiration are always being
annexed by orthodoxy, which harness
itself against every new incursion of the
spirit” But during the century and
more after the defeat and suppression of
the third cultureMilton became the great
Puritan poet”

Just becauseMilton participated in the dialogue between two cultures in seventeenth-century
England,helooksforwardtoBlakeaswellas toPaine, toromanticismaswellas todeisticrationalism.
Shelleyreunitedsomethingof the tworevolutionary traditions.MiltonwasFreud’s favouritepoet.

The curve ofMilton’s posthumous reputation is not entirely haphazard. ‘Works of inspiration
are always being annexed by orthodoxy, which hardness itself against every new incursion of
thespirit’ : Joseph Wicksteed’s words are applied to Milton by J. A. Wittreich, who speaks
of commentators ‘surreptitiously snaring the poet in their own net of orthodoxy’. During the
century and more after more after the defeat and suppression of the
thirdcultureMiltonbecamethegreatPuritanpoet.Everydecade
of the eighteenth century saw on average ten editions of
ParadiseLostandsevenofMilton’scompletepoems.Achange
cameonlywith the revivalofpolitical activityamong the lower
and middle classes. Dr. Johnson smelt danger and roundly
denouncedMilton’s ideas.But theradicalspickedthemupand
emphasized unorthodoxieswhich had been ignored since the revolutionary decades. Blake,who
certainly knew about the Ranter past, pickedMilton out as the historical figure with whom the
radicals’argumentmustbe continued.Hegave themthe lastwordagainstMiltonbyclaiming thathe
wasof thedevil’s partywithoutknowing it ; ShelleycalledSatan theheroofParadiseLost, though
inasensedifferentfromDrydenandDennis.ThereformingMajorCartwrightassociatedenthusiasm
with loveof liverty andhatredof corruption.

TherevivalofMilton’s radical reputationwasaccompaniedbysimilar revivalsof trendswhich
hadbeen suppressed for over a century. Sociological historywas picked up by the Scottish school
whereHarringtonhadleft it, politicaleconomybyAdamSmithwherePettyhadleft it.Theadvance
ofchemistry, checked sinceBoyle,was resumedbyPriestleyandLavoisier. Political radicals, from
Wilkes to the Chartists, looked back to their seventeenth-century precursors, to the Levellers and
Milton.Aftera longstruggle, theReformBillof1832re-enactedsomethingvery liketheParliamentary
franchise of 1654.RobertOwen and someChartists rediscovered ideas of communal production,
though there is no evidence that they readWinstanley : men did not need to readMilton to reject
tithes.Englishsociety in theageof theFrenchRevolutionhadcaughtupwith the teemingfreedomof
theEnglishRevolution.Thepublication in 1825of theDeDoctrinaChristianaought to havebeen
amatchtogunpowder ; butby thatdatepolitical radicalismhadleft religiousheresybehind.

Chartismfailednoless thanLevellers,DiggersandFifthMonarchists.Samson’shairwastrimmed
again.FromMacaulayonwardsMiltonwas re-annexed toorthodoxy, this time toEnglish liberalism.
In our own day the heirs of the third culture arewaving their locks again. The attempt to dislodge
Miltonhavingfailed, theneo-Christianstried toannexhim.In thenineteen-fifties, thedecadeof the
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coldestwar,whichproclaimedtheendof ideology,whichsawShakespeareasaChristianhumanist
and notmuch else, an effort wasmade to deny thatMilton had really been a heretic at all. History
has shown up the superficiality of pretending that ideology can cease to exist in a class-divided
society (though, to do them justice, some of the end-of-ideologists imagined that thewelfare state
had abolished class divisions too-alas !). Shakespeare andMilton have escaped from the little nets
whichwere cast around them.Saurat,Caudwell,Wolfe,Kelley, Empson,Ricks, have all helped to
restoreMilton to hisproper place in theEnglish tradition.

Miltonwas sui generis, wedded and glued to no forms, the great eclectic. But hewas open to
the left andclosed to the right— intolerantof papists thoughembracingallvarietiesof Protestantism,
merciless to thePhilistinearistocracyandpriestsbutmerciful to theexcludedvulgar, linkinghimself
with the radicals just as far as his strongsenseof thenecessityof bourgeois societywouldpermit.

SUGGESTED READINGS
1.DoctorSamuel Johnson—‘TheLifeofMilton’
2. T. S. Eliot— SelectedEssays, ‘Milton I’, ‘Milton II’.
3. E.M.W.Tillyard—Milton.
4. C. S. Lewis — Preface to Paradise Lost.
5. HelenGardner—A Reading of Paradise Lost.
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ContentStructure

BLOCKIII
UNIT 9 (a):

ThomasMore’sUTOPIA

UNIT 9 (a): Introduction ofThomasMore:His Life andWorks
(b): Brief Summary ofUtopia

UNIT 9 (a):
INTRODUCTION TO THOMAS MORE: HIS LIFE AND WORKS
Thomas More (1478-1535) was born in London on 7 February, 1477. He belongs to an

affluent family. His father,Mr. JohnMore, was a barrister and in his later life he became a judge.
More went to St. Anthony’s school at the age of thirteen. In his later life More became a page
boyforReverend JohnMorton, theArchbishop of Canterbury and LordChancellor of England. It
was a prestigious event in the life of young Thomas More. Morton highly appreciated the
intellectualpotentials of youngThomas .Moregot the opportunity to studyatOxfordUniversity; it
was partiallyan arrangement made by Reverend John Morton. Thomas More studied at Oxford
University from 1492-1494. He studied Classical languages like Latin, Greek , Mathematics,
French, andHistory.Moredeveloped interest in lawandhe after returningLondon in1494 started
studying law at NewInn. He studied there for two years. He was quickly gaining skill in legal
matters and he startedworking as an appointed lecturer. The year 1497 was a remarkable year
for More. In the year hemet the famous humanist thinker Erasmus of Rotterdam. From this year
onwardshe startedgivinglectures onboth legal andphilosophical subjects.

In his adulthoodMorewas contemplating on the idea of joining the church.More stayed at a
monastery formore than four year. Themonasterywas locatedvery close toLincoln’s Inn.More’s
friendsandacquaintances told that toMore the lifeof apriestwas anoblewayof living life.Andhe
aspired to attain that prestigiouswayof livinghis life.More’sdeep respect for the life of a priest gets
reflected inhismagnumopus titledUtopiawhereMorehasdesigned the livesofUtopiansmodelled
on the livesofmonasticcommunities.ThoughMorewasambitious inhisearlyadulthood to live the
lifeofapriest,butduetocircumstantialdifferencesheleftthethoughtofjoiningamonasteryand started
to concentrate onLaw. In the year 1501Morewas elected as a parliamentmember and he got the
opportunity to serve theHouse of Commons. In the year 1505More tied the knotwith JaneColte
ofNewhall.Janedied in theyear1511aftergivingbirth to fourchildren:Margaret,Elizabeth, Cecilia,
and John.LaterMoremarriedAliceMiddletonwhowas sevenyears older thanMore
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Let Us CheckOur Progress

1. Brieflydescribe thepolitical lifeandstudent lifeofThomasMore.

More gained his reputation as a famous lawyer in the year 1510 and he became Under-Sheriff of
London. The next ten yearsMore’s life finds its smooth pace and approbation. He served theking
andreceived thepensionof hundredpounds for life.During this periodMore travels extensively as an
ambassadorof theking.He travelled toFlandersandCalais andFrance inorder toprotect theBritish
commercial interest. In the year 1516 Utopia was published and it gave More wide fame and
reconginition. It is being considered by critics till date More’s most successful literary creation.
More accompanied King Henry VIII to a meeting with Francis I of France. More represented the
king so well that after his return to London King Henry VIII made him king’s sub-treasurer and
conferred on him the title of knight in the year 1521. In later life More was elected as the High
StewardofCambridgeUniversityandChancellorof theDuchyofLancaster.

In the followingyearsMoreWrote a number ofworks answeringMartinLuther’s indictment
against Catholicism in 1523. In order to defend King Henry VIII More wrote Responsio ad
Lutherum. In 1529More succeededCardinalWolsey as Chancellor of England – a post that had
never been occupied by a layman.More suffered from religious persecution. In 1532 he resigned
from his position because he disagreed to accept king Henry VIII as the head of the church of
England.H ewas imprisonedat theTowerofLondon, andaccusedof treason.Morewasbeheaded
in theyear 1535.The title of saint had been conferred onMore after his death.

WORKS
ThomasMore triedhishands in thehistoricalwritingsbeforewritinghismagnumopusUtopia.

He started writingHistory of King Richard III between the years 1512-1519. It remained as an
unfinishedwriting. It was publishedafterMore’s death.Thehistory ofKingRichard IIIdealtwith
the Renaissance history. Scholarly opinions on the book appreciate the literary skill andMore’s
wonderful skill ofhandling theclassicalmotifs.ThoughMoreaimedatwritingahistorical studybut
the book never achieved that level of perfection to represent historical factswith accuracy . Some
consider the bookas amedium to expose royal tyranny.TheHistory of Richard IIIwas composed
andpublishedboth inLatinandEnglish.Eachversionof thebookwaswritten separatelybyMore.
The importanceofTheHistory of KingRichard III lies in the fact that the bookwas considered as
amajor influence for Shakespearean playRichard III.

More’s remarkable literary creation isUtopia. It waswritten inLatin.More finished the novel
in1516andErasmuspublishedit.ThebookwastranslatedintoEnglishandpublishedinEngland in
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Let Us Check Our Progress:
1. Writedownnamesof few importantworks byThomasMore.

1551, which is really a long time afterMore’s execution. In the year 1684 the book’s translation
gains its fame.More himself appears as a character. More and a traveller cum narrator Raphael
Hythloday constitute the conversations in the book. The nameRaphaelHythloday appears as an
allusion. It alludes to thenameof angelRaphael. In theirconversation theywerediscussingthe social
customsandpoliticalbeliefs in the imaginary land,calledUtopia. InMore’s imagination theconcept
of the imaginary landappears as a foil to thecorruptionand turmoils of theEurope in the-then time.
Quite interestingly, in the imaginary landthere isno lawyer,because the legal issuesare so simple. In
Utopia,menandwomenbothhave education.The utopians believe in the communal ownership of
propertyratherthanindividualownershipofproperty.In the imaginarylandthere is religioustolerance,
thougha sectof atheists existsbut theyaredespisedby the religiousutopians.The richesaredespised
by the utopians and a person without any belief on God and afterlife is also being condemned.
Interestingly,More’s concept of a landwhere equality should be the basic principle paves the path
in later time to the formationofMarxist thought.

UtopiagivesMorefameandrecognition.At thesametime itgivesbirth tocontroversy.More’s
outstandingwork finallygives birth to a newgenre. It is knownasutopianFiction.Theopposite to
Utopian fiction is dystopian fiction. InEnglish lexicona newwordhas been added“utopia”which
means nowhere or no place. Finally, the termutopia signifies an imaginary landwhere all difficulties
cease toexist and lifemoves smoothly.More’sworkhas left itsdeep impact ona numberof literary
workswhichhavebeen shapedbyMore’s idea of an imaginary landwhere equality is the guiding
principle. Examples of suchWorks are: New Atlantis by Francis Bacon, Erewhon by Samuel
Butler, andCandidabyVoltaire.The concept of an equal andperfect societywas conceived earlier
byAristotle and Plato. It is evident that More’s knowledge on the classical literature made him
acquainted with the belief of an ideal society which was imagined by both the classical masters
Aristotle andPlato.

Apart from UtopiaMore composed a number of Latin Poems, Responsio ad Lutherum, A
Dialogue Concerning Heresies (1529,1530), Supplication of Souls (1529), Letter Against
Frith (1532), The Confutation of Tyndale’s Answer (1532, 1533), Apology (1533),Debellation
of Salem and Bizance (1533), and The Answer to A Poisoned Book (1533).

UNIT 9 (B): BRIEF SUMMARY OF UTOPIA
Utopia is divided into twobooks:Book I andBook II. In book I atMore’s houseHythloday,

More alongwithMore’s friendPeterGileswerediscussing thestoriesofadventuresofHythloday.
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Asanexplorer hehasvisitednumerous landsandhadwitnesseddifferent customsof thepeople. In
this regard,Hythlodaymentionsabouthisvisit to the landUtopia.The interestingpolitical affairsof
the landattractedMore’s attentionand the secondbook is entirelydevoted to thediscussionsabout
customsof the landUtopia.

BookIIhasbeendivided intoseveral sections.Thispart is largelywrittenbasedonHythloday’s
experiences in the land Utopia. Hythloday describes in this book the history of the land called
Utopia, its religion,politics system,philosophy,and people.Hythodaygoesonsaying thatUtopia is
anold land. Itwas conqueredbygeneralUtopus 1760years beforeHythloday’s arrival on the land.
He civilized the landand according to his name the place has been named asUtopia.The utopians
areverydisciplinedpeople.TheyarenotChristiansbut theyhave theirownGod.TheAtheists exist
in utopia but they are despised. In Utopia the rulers are selected by the order of scholars. The
language, social customs,dress, religion, architecture, andeducationare same in the fifty four cities
of Utopia. Laws and social customs heavily shape Individual’s life.Achild is shifted to another
household if he is keenon learning another trade.Theutopiansbelieve inafterlife, and theybelieve
after death the spirits of their ancestors take care of them. Themarriage custom is also different in
utopia from other lands. Before marriage, a would be bride is presented as naked in front of
the would be groom, and in this entire event the wise old women remain present. For such
innovativemarriage custom utopians posit the logic that before buying a livestock people use to
judge very meticulouslywhether it is worthy enough of themoney they are going to spend on it or
not. Therefore,in this marriage custom, why do not people check whether the bride is suitable or
not. The logic of the utopians reinforces the notion of objectification. It means that a woman is
being viewed as a commodity or object. Her intrinsic worth as a human being is overlooked.
This is absolutely a chauvinist thought.

At the beginning of the book IIMore writes a letter to his friend Peter Giles. In the letter he
writes about the interesting experiences of RaphaelHythlodaywhich he has composed in a book
form. Interestingly, More ends book II with a letter. This letter is Peter Giles’s reply to More’s
previous letter.Quite interestingly,More throughout thenarrativementions the fictionalqualityof the
imaginary landUtopia. In fact, this fictional representationof the landUtopiawithall itsprinciplesof
equality, and justice turnout to be a pleaonMore’s part to rejuvenate the corruption and evils of the
sixteenthcenturyEurope.

Let Us Check Our Progress:
1. Who are the three characters in Utopia?And mention briefly their roles in the narrative.
2. Write a summary of Utopia.

3. Critically evaluate the relevanceofBook I ofUtopia.
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UNIT 10 (a):

UTOPIA THEMES

Content Structure:

UNIT 10 (a):UtopiaTheme

(b):Origin of theTerm “Utopia”
(c): Source of the text

Theconceptof the imaginarylandutopiabasicallyservesas amodel foran idealcommonwealth.
More in his magnum opus utopia has raised important critical issues that arrest attention of the
scholars since its publication.One of the important issues in the text is the letterswhich have been
exchanged betweenThomasMore and his friendPeterGiles.The letters in away, give birth to the
fact that the imaginary land is not solely the concept ofMore, rather he is trying to breach the gap
between the fact andfictionof theconceptof“utopia”.The imaginationof the ideal landis coloured
by the fantasyof the travellerRaphaelHythloday.More’s intention is to represent the imaginative
fantasy ofRaphaelHythlodaywith amooring of reality. Therefore the narrative design ofUtopia
serves threepurposes simultaneously:

(a) : More continuously keeps his readers aware of the fact that he is merely combining the
experiencesofRaphaelHythlodayintothereadable formthroughhisnarrative.

(b) : The text Utopia generically belongs to the category of fiction ; at the same time it has
elements of non-fiction.The examples of non-fictional elements inUtopia are the letterswhich are
being exchanged betweenMore and his friendPeterGiles. Therefore, it becomes very difficult on
part of scholars and readers to attribute any particular generic identity onUtopia. It seems like a
fictionas it dealswiththe imaginativefantasyofRaphaelHythloday,butcuriouslyithasnon-fictional
elements as well and the coexistence of both the fictional and non-fictional elements inUtopia
makes the taskproblematic toattribute anyfixedgeneric identityon the text.

(c) : The narrative design of Utopia serves satirical purpose on part of Thomas More. The
fictional representationof the ideal stateutopiaappearsas a foil to theexistingnations.The flawless
socio-political featuresin the imaginary land, in a roundaboutwaypoint to the innumerableloopholes
and corruptions that do exist in the real nations.

The aspect of religious tolerance inUtopia is a broad commentaryon the religious intolerance
and the highly publicized feuds betweenProtestantism andCatholicism. The aspect of communal
ownershipofpropertyand thedismissalof individual interest inorder tosafeguard the interestof the
nation–areconsidered as a stepping stone towards the concept and acceptanceofMarxist ideology
in the1990s.Thenotionofequalityand justice that theutopiansbelievealso inawaygearscritical
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Let Us Check Our Progress:
1. Commenton thenarrative techniqueofThomasMore inUtopia.

thoughts towards theemergenceofMarxist ideologyof a nationwhichwill be functioningon the
principlesof equality and justice.

10 (b): ORIGIN OF THE TERM “UTOPIA”
ThomasMore was introducing the newword “utopia” in English lexicon. Theword comes

from Greek origin. The word “utopia” is a combined form of the two Greek words “ou” and
“topos”. “ou”means inEnglish“no”or“not”and“topos”means“place”.Therefore, themeaningof
the term “utopia” means “no place”. The term utopia signifies an imaginary ideal place where
government and socio-political structures are corruption free.

10 (c): SOURCE OF UTOPIA

Critical views onUtopia claim that it is a work on the tradition of Renaissance Humanism.
RenaissanceHumanism is a further development of the concept ofHumanismduring theperiodof
Renaissance inEngland.Humanismtalksabout thevalueandsignificanceofhumans in thecreated
worldofGod.Humanist philosophyattributesonman thedignity andhonourof being the supreme
creationofGod.Man isbeingviewed inHumanist cult as “animale rationale”whichmeansman is
the rational animal, and therefore, he is the best creation ofGod. Inmedieval time human lifewas
condemned.RenaissanceHumanism is a newformofhumanist thoughtwhichposits theview that
human life is somethingwhich shouldbe celebrated.Man is capableof performingoutstanding feats.
Critics have placedUtopia in this tradition of RenaissanceHumanism and in this endeavour they
findparallels andevencontrastswithUtopiaandother textswhichhavebeenwritten in this tradition.
Even they find literary echoes ofUtopia in Greek and Latin texts. Critical views onUtopia has
established that noplace is actually a place and to establish theview theypresent examplesof such
ideal commonwealth fromother literaryworks.ThomasMore’sUtopiadeliberately parodies “Las
Casas’s firstplanfor thereformof theencomiendasystemof theSpanishcolonists inNorthAmerica
to the Marxist- Freudian reading included in Richard Halpern’s The Poetics of Primitive
Accumulation and finally to Jeffrey Knapp’s An Empire Nowhere.” Utopia can be read as a
blueprint forEnglishImperialism.EminentcriticColinStarnes’s readingofUtopia findssimilarities
between Thomas More’s Utopia and Plato’s The Republic. Knapp finds apart from general
similarities between the two books phrases, and ideas which he thinks that More has borrowed
from Plato’s work.Apart from Plato,Aristotle’s Poetics also serves as an important source for
More’s Utopia. More in the two books of Utopia tries to find an answer to the problems of
constructingan ideal land.
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UNIT 11 (a):

ANALYSIS OF THE TEXT UTOPIA

Content Structure:

UNIT 11 (a): Analysis
ThomasMore inUtopiawonderfully uses names of the characters to convey a thought and at

the same time it reinforces Plato’s influence onMore’s thought pattern to write such a book like
Utopia. It has been acceptedunanimously that lot of similarities exist betweenPlato’s theRepublic
andMore’sUtopia.ThenameRaphaelHythloday isbeingusedmyMore to convey a thought and
also it bears testimony toMore’s being influencedbyPlato.ThenameRaphael is an allusionof the
archangelRaphael and itmeans “the healingofGod”. The surnameHythlodaeuswasmade up by
More. It is a combination of two Greek roots – most probably meaning “knowing nonsense”.
Therefore the meaning of the name Raphael Hythloday can be translated into English like “the
healing(one)ofGod,knowingnonsense”.ThecharacterofRaphaelHythlodayhasmanysimilarities
of the character called Socrateswho appears in Plato’s theRepublic.Plato represents Socrates in
his work as the philosopher and the one who devotes his entire life for the quest of truth. More
begins his narrative inUtopia by describing the character of Raphael Hythloday. The character
sketch ofHythloday byMore at the beginning ofUtopia justifiesMore’s intention to emulate the
character of Socrates as described by Plato in his the Republic. Many scholarly observations on
the character of Raphael Hythloday has established the fact that “More characterizes Hythloday
largely in terms of traditional attributes of the philosopher”. More intended his readers to see
Raphael’s position as similar to that of Socrates in theRepublic. There is remarkable likeness
between the two characters Raphael and Socrates. Like Plato,More describes Raphael in Book I
ofUtopiaas a“vir eximius”whichmeans“an extraordinaryman”.He is just likeSocrates because
he has devotedhis entire life to philosophy.He is “desirous neither of riches nor of power” and he
has freed himself from family concerns.He refuses to enter political life. PeterGiles in his formal
mannerof introducingRaphaelHythlodaytoMorementionsthat just likeUlysses, RaphaelHythloday
has travelledall over theworld.Morepainstakingly creates the character ofRaphaelHythloday in
order to represent him as thewisest man in sixteenth century Europe. ThereforeMore describes
Hythlodayas the travellerwho travelsextensively throughout theworldandoutofhis adventureshe
gainswisdom.Here is a differencebetweenSocratesandRaphaelHythloday. Socratesnever travels
outsideAthens. Moredeliberately creates thisdifference inhis character sketchofRaphael inorder
tomake the character convincing to the sixteenth centuryEuropean readers. The sixteenth century
itself is beingconsideredas theeraof expansionandexploration.Whenacharacter lives in sucha
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time without his exposure to the outer world he would not be accepted by the European learned
readers as themostwisemanof the time.

BesidesMore’sUtopia and Plato’s theRepublic both have common similarities. First of all in
both the books the narrators are using dialogue form. Both the narrators of these two texts have
raised a problemand the rest part of the narrative has been used as an attempt to find an answer or
remedy to the problem. In case of Thomas More and Plato the nature of the problem and its
solutions areobviouslydifferent. InBookIofUtopiaMore findsaproblemandat the sametimehe
acknowledges that the immediate solution to the problem is difficult to findout. Just likePlatowho
in his opening section of theRepublic raises the questionwhat is Justice?And in the subsequent
chaptersof the text he tries to finda solution to thequestionwhat is justice?Andhowdoes itwork?
The twoauthors,Plato andMorebothhave raised twoproblems: inPlato’s case inhis examination
of the originof a state as the place to discoverwhat justice is; inMore’s case, to the islandofUtopia
he tries todiscoverwhat the ideal commonwealthshouldbe.EminentcriticSurtzobserves that, “the
interlocutors in both the Republic and the Utopia retire to a private residence after a religious
ceremony in a seaport.”
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Content Structure:

UNIT 12 (a):

CRITICAL RECEPTIONS

UNIT 12 (a): Critical Receptions

References

Assignments

More’s satirical intentions and his use of irony are evident inUtopia.More himselfwants his
learned readers to derivemeanings fromhisworkwhich are associatedwith thepositionofman in
the sixteenth century Europe. Besides, More wants his work to be treated as a kind of political
theory. The personal and intellectual contexts in Utopia are highly connotative. They mean
various things. More uses anachronism in his work where he praises men like Bude for
establishing thecontext of the past more authoritatively. He castigates man like Tyndale. Jackson
Boswell’s study of citations of More in Short Title Catalogue has established the fact that the
sixteenth century European readers derive from the text a wide variety of meanings. The book has
achieveda senseof ambiguity. More’splayfulhandlingof the subjectmatter,hisuseof irony, satire,
and anachronism – all of them enhance the aspect of ambiguity in Utopia. The book is an
imaginative and satiric treatment of the human condition. There are significant similarities
between the themes ofUtopia and ofMore’s career.His decision to become the king’s servant in
the year 1517 is followed by the publication ofhis book Utopia. The subject matter of Utopia,
its allusiveness, and very clear relationship to classic texts associate the text with political
philosophy. It is indeed a Renaissance text. Here the humanist cult of Renaissance, its growing
emphasisonhumandignity,andvalueofananthropocentricworld are prioritized.

The themeofcommunity isan importantaspectofUtopia.Thesystemofcommunity inUtopia
with itsattendant featureslikecommunal living,commondining,plaindress, andfamilialconfession
are not appeals to the responsible self but correctives against misconduct and noncompliance.
There are punishments for infractions. There are rewards for demonstrable virtue.Awomanwill
nurseother mothers’ children.Theutopianssetupstatuesof“distinguishedmen” in themarketplace
“to preserve thememory of their good deeds and to spur on citizens to emulate the glory of their
ancestors”. There are conditioning pressures to virtue. There are similar social pressures against
vice and even against suchminor signs of individualismas eating at home rather than in thedining
hall.DominieBakerSmithobserves that there isnoroomfor thewill thereandnoprivacyonwhich
to exercise it. FromRaphael’s accountwedo not learn the namesof the utopians.What the readers
get toknowis thenameof thefounderkingUtopus.Timeisalsoabsent inUtopia. The insistenceon
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the communal ownership of property inUtopia is a stepping stone to themove towardsMarxist
thought.
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ASSIGNMENTS
1. Write a note on the significance of the letterswhich have been exchanged betweenThomas
More and his friendPeterGiles
2. WriteanoteonRaphaelHythloday.
3. Write anote on theproblematicgeneric identityofUtopia.
4. Brieflysummarize thethemeofUtopia.
5. Write a note on themarriage customofUtopia.
6. Whatare thereligiousbeliefsof theutopians?
7. Writeanoteon thestatement that“BookIandBookII inUtopiaarebasicallycomplementary
to each other”.
8. Describe the houses inUtopia.
9. WhatisRenaissanceHumanism?DoyouconsiderUtopiaadherestothethoughtsofRenaissance
Humanism?Elucidate.
10. HowdoesThomasMore co-mingle the elementsof fact and fiction inUtopia?
11. Mentionbrieflyabout theother literary textswhich canbe consideredas sources forUtopia.
12. Whatare thesimilaritiesbetweenRaphaelHythlodayandSocrates?
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This book is Distinctive for its modernity
of approach to the pursuit of knowledge
and to the obstacles to it arising from
mistaken uses of mind.

Content Structure :

UNIT 13(a):Objectives

BLOCKIV
UNIT 13

BACON’S ‘ESSAYS’

UNIT13(b): Bacon’s Life andWorks
UNIT13(c): Bacon’sWorks other than three ‘Essays’

UNIT 13 (a): OBJECTIVES
Thepresent studymaterialonBacon’s ‘Essays’intends toacquaint the studentswithBacon,his

life, his works andmore particularly, with the ‘Essays’he wrote. There are, however, only three
essays, prescribed inODLsyllabus inEnglish.But the essays ‘OfTruth’, ‘OfDeath’, ‘OfLove’are
representative in the sense that theygive the readersa fair ideaabout thedifferent aspectsofBacon’s
literaryart—his styleofwritingandhispragmaticoutlookonlife.Thestudymaterialswill provide
specific guidelines to the studentsas tohow to read and appreciateBacon’s ‘Essays’.

UNIT 13(b): BACON’S LIFE AND WORKS
ThefullnameofBaconwasFrancisBacon(1561-1626).Baconwasat thesametimea statesman,

a philosopher and an essayist.As a thinkerwhocontemplates on lifemorally and philosophically,
Bacon remains one of themost formativeminds in European thought formore than four hundred
years; as a statesmanhe reached thehighest political and judicialoffice (TheLordChancellorship)
fromwhich, however, hewasdismissed for acceptingbribes in
1621.Thecombinationofgreatnessof thoughtwithmediocrity
of conduct provokedAlexander Pope’s description of him, a
century later,as ‘thewisest,brightest,meanestofmankind.’

His strictlyphilosophicalworks comprisednotably threebooks :AnAdvancement ofLearning
(1605); an expansion of theAdvancement,DeAugmentis Scientiarum (1623);NovamOrganum
(1620).Apart from the Advancement,Baconwrote his philosophy in Latin because of his belief
that it would remain indefinitely the language of international learning. Bacon’s famousworks in
English are hisHistory of Henry VII (1622);New Atlantis (1626), a work that Bacon could not
complete.Before I write anything on his ‘Essays’in a generalizedway, I would like to draw your
attention toBacon’s other works.

Let Us Check Our Progress
1.Write a brief note on Bacon’s life and work ?
2. How did Alexander Pope describe Bacon ?
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A philosophical tale of a fancied island,
Bensalem, where there is a University,
called “Solomon’s House,” Devoted to
scientific research.

Let Us Check Our Progress
1. Write, inbrief, the themesof the three essays.

UNIT 13 (c): BACON’S WORKS OTHER THAN THE ‘ESSAYS’
The Advancement of Learning : It is a philosophical treatise, published in 1605 in

English;Bacon later expanded it in his Latin workDe Augmentis Scientiarum (1623). The book,
addressedtoKing James I, suggestsways inwhich the prestige of the pursuit of knowledge can be
enhanced and its methods improved. It is divided into two parts : Book I treats first those
characteristics that contribute to the dignity of the life of learning. Book II is a survey of the
branches of learning, and ofthemental faculties.TheAdvancement is distinctive for themodernity
of itsapproach to thepursuitof knowledge and to the obstacles to it arising from mistaken uses
of the mind. As a work of

literature, it is distinguished for the terseness and lucidity of
Bacon’s prose. NovumOrganum (1620) : The title bears the
meaningof‘TheNewInstrument’.
The work is written in Latin. Bacon’s aim is to describe a

method of gaining power over nature through a complete and
correctly foundedsystemofknowledge.Knowledgemust be

acquired by experience and experiment, that is, inductively. The obstacles to true knowledge are
false assumption which Bacon calls ‘idols’. These are of four kinds. The Idols of the Tribe are
commonhumanweaknesses such as allowing the emotion to interferewith the reason; the Idolsof
theCaveare individualweaknesses arising from individual upbringing; Idols of theMarket - place
arise fromerroneous uses of language, such as usingnames for non-existent things, or for concepts
whichhavebeen inadequatelydefined; Idolsof the theatrearecausedby falsephilosophicalprinciples
and by incorrect reasoning.

The object of speculative sciencemust be to discover the true forms of things, beginningwith
the formsof ‘simplenatures’, i.e. the truemanifestationsof themost elemental phenomena such as
heat and light. New Atlantis (1626) : In the tradition of Sir Thomas More’s Utopia, it is a
philosophicaltale.Thebookhad itsposthumouspublication, since itwas left
unfinishedatBacon’sdeathThetitlealludestothemythicalisland,
describedbyPlatoinhisdialogueTimeaus.Baconcallshisisland
Bensalem, coined after the name of Holy City of Jerusalem,
andthechiefgloryofthisplaceisitsuniversity,called‘Solomon’s
House’.Unlike theUniversitiesofBacon’s time, this is devoted toscientific research.Some important
linesmaybequotedfromthetext tosubstantiateBacon’s intention :“. Theknowledgeofcauses,
andsecretmotionof things; and theenlargingof theboundsofhumanempire, to theeffectingofall
thingspossible.”

“The New Instrument”: Describes a
method of gaining power over nature
througha complete and correctly founded
system of knowledge. The obstacles to
knowledge are the idols of tribe, of cave,
of Market and of theatre.
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UNIT 14:
CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE THREE ‘ESSAYS’

Content Structure :
UNIT 14 (a): ‘OF TRUTH’withNotes andReferences
UNIT 14(b): ‘OFDEATH’withNotes andReferences
UNIT 14(c): ‘OFLOVE’with Notes andReferences

TheEssaysbyBaconmaybe thematicallycategorizedintoseveralgroups.Therearediscourses
on human relationship (‘OfParents andChildren’, ‘OfMarriage andSingleLife’, ‘OfFriendship’,
‘Of Followers and Friends’) on philosophical and ethical matters (‘Of Truth’, ‘Of Death’, ‘Of
Envy’, ‘OfAmbition’, ‘Of Beauty’); on thematters and principles of diplomacy and politics (‘Of
Nobility’, ‘Of Empire’, ‘Of the True Greatness of Kingdoms and Estates; Of Faction’); on the
practicalmatters of everyday life (‘OfBuilding’, ‘OfGardens’).The variety of subjects ofBacon’s
‘Essays’indisputably proves that Bacon retained encyclopedic interests in life. A pragmatic
philosopher,he felt fascinated tomultiple aspects of human life and experience, resembling perhaps
Wordsworth’svisionofawisemanwhostands“true to thekindredpointsofHeavenandHome”.As
a philosopher and thinker, he succeeds in the interfusion of the abstract with the concrete, the
esoteric with themundane. The three ‘Essays’ in our syllabus—‘Of Truth’, of Death ‘Of
Love’— adequately substantiate and illustrate the above written arguments. A summary of the
Essays aregivenbelow.

UNIT 14 (a): A SUMMARY OF ‘OF TRUTH’
Baconbegins theessayby referring to jestingPilate’s confusing interrogation ‘What isTruth?’

The similar question is posed by the essayist to his readers. But unlike Pilate, Bacon does not stay
backs to offer answer to this philosophic query.He speaks aboutmenwhodelight in the constant

change of opinions and consider it a bondage ofmind to fix a
beliefandcall it truth.Baconargues that inancientGreecethere
were different schools of skeptical philosophers, and now-a-
days they are replaced by ‘discoursing wits’, that is,
argumentative intellectuals.As opposed to truth, there are lies,
lovedandlikedbyordinarymenforthesakeofliesthemselves.
ByechoingPlato,Baconsays that the free indulgence in hison

partof thepoet ismeant forpleasuregiving,but incaseof the tradingclass, it is intendedfor earning
profit. With the help of twometaphoric statements (“Truthmay perhaps come to the prince of a
pearl, that sheweth best by day; but it will not rise to the price of a diamond or carbuncle that
sheweth best in varied lights”) Baconwants to suggest that truth, which is unchanging,

Truth, which is unchanging, wants the
charm of variety and a touch of falsehood
adds variety to truth. Bacon relates Truth
to the creativity of God. First he deals
with “theological and philosophical
truth”, then he concentrates on the “truth
of civil business”.
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Let Us Check Our Progress
1. HowwouldyoucharacterizeBacon’s ideaof truth ?

wants the charm of variety. That iswhyBacon further comments : “Amixture of a lie doth ever add
pleasure.” According to Bacon, Truth by itself is dull, flat and genuine. That is why a touch of
falsehood adds variety toTruth. In order to substantiate his arguments onTruth Bacon speaks about
“inquiry of truth”, “the knowledge of truth” and “the belief of truth”. In his attempt to discover the
true source and origin of Truth, Bacon relates it to the creativity of God. By referring to Lucretius’s
philosophical writingDe Rarum Natura Bacon says that the greatest blessing of human life is to
love the truth and dwell in it.Man’s preoccupationwithTruth removes fromhismind all confusions,
misunderstandingsandfalseconvictions.

The discourseonTruth is divided into twobroad sections. In theopeningparagraphhe dwells
an“theological andphilosophical truth”,while in the concludingparagraph,heconcentrateson“the
truthof civil business”.Baconadmonishes the resort to falsehoodandperfidiouspractices in the civil
lifeofman.Baconexpressesthe ideainasentencewherethemetaphor indrawnfrommetallurgy;”
.... and thatmixture of falsehood is like alloy in coinof gold and silver,whichmaymake themetal
work the better, but it embaseth it.” Bacon relates the violation of truth to satanic practices. But
these ideas according to Bacon, are conventional. The opposite view about the relation between
falsehoodand truth is statedbyMontaigne in the secondchapterof his essays; “For a lie facesGod,
andshrinks fromman.”

Notes and References

1. Pilate : TheRomanGovernor of Judaea beforewhomChristwas tried and condemned to death.
He is introduced simply as a type of the skeptical.

2. Sects :Reference to thevariousskeptical schools of philosophers in ancientGreece.

3.Thewineofdevils :Thephrase ispossiblya fusionofAugustine’s reference topoetryas thewine
of error and the saying ofHieronymus that it is the food of demons.

4. His Sabbathwork : his occupationduring the leisure (Sabbath)which he has enjoyed since the
work of creationwas finished. The reference in his connectionmay also be given to the essay ‘Of
Great Place’where similar such idea recurs.

5. The poet : Alludes to Lucretius, the Roman philosopher - poet-who in his book “De Rarum
Natura” (“On thenature of things”) explained anddefended the atomistic philosophy.Hewasborn
about B.C. 95.

6. Clear and round : honest and straight forward.
7.Embaseth : deteriorates.
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The fear of death is ingrained in the mind
of man for several reasons e.g. various
associations of pains and agonies. But it
can be overcome by different moods and
feelings.

8. The Serpent : Satan, it is described in the Bible, tempted Eve to taste the fruit of the Tree of
Knowledge under the disguise of a serpent. Therefore the derivative meaning is associated with
craftiness, deceit and falsehood.

9.Montaigne :Thesixteenth-centuryFrenchessayist.He isgenerally lookeduponas thepioneerof
personal familiar type of essay.

10.WhenChristcometh :Thereference is to the final judgmentofmankind.TheBiblical allusion is
to the Gospel of St. Luke, xviii, 8 : “I tell you, Hewill cause justice to be done to them speedily.
Nevertheless,when thesonofmanarrives,willhe reallyfind the faithon theearth ?”

UNIT 14 (b): A SUMMARYOF ‘OF DEATH’
Theessaybeginswithanaphoristicstatementwhichhasnearlyassumedaproverbial importance :

“Menfeardeath, as children fear to go in thedark.”The fearof death is ingrainedin themindofman
for several reasons:There are, first of all, various associationsof pains and agonies, clinging toour
idea of death. Bacon describes in this context; “Groans and convulsions, and a discoloured face,
and friends weeping and blacks and obsequies, and the like, shew death terrible.” But, although
death appears to be terrifying, the fear of death can easily be
overcome by different moods and feelings. Bacon states his
idea in a sentence which is characteristic of him —a long,
elaborate sentence, consistingof several short units, having the
self-contained (?) or independent meanings of their own :
“Revenge triumphs over death; Love slights it; However aspireth to it; Grief flieth to it; Fear pre-
occupaleth it.” “Bacon thus wants to suggest that man is hardly afraid of death.After Otho. the
RomanEmperorkilledhimself, pityandcompassion for their leader inducedmanyofhis subjects to
embracedeath. In this connectionBaconalso remembers howsomeof the eminent personalitiesof
the classical past responded to death. The response were various and variable, stoical and good,
humoured. I may quote fromBacon’s essay to draw your attention to these variable responses to
death : (a)“AugustusCaesardied ina compliment”; (b)“Tiberinsindissimulation”; (c)“Vespasianin
a jest; sitting upon the stool”; (d) “Galbawith a sentence, holding forth his neck”; (e) “Septimius
Severns indispatch.”Bacon also citesone line fromJuvenul’s Satire, that denotes that “Theendof
life” is nothing but “one of the boons of nature.” Bacon concludes his essay with the following
observations : (a)Death ispartandparcelofhuman life,andthereforeunavoidable(b)Anindividual
who is good and honest is never afraid of death. (c) Death removes all ill feelings for / towards an
individualwhenheisdeadandmakesothersfeelbetterabouthim.Theessaysignificantlyendswit
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Let Us Check Our Progress

1. What according toBacon, are theways of overcoming the fear of death ?

2. Enlist thevarious responses todeath thatwe find inBacon’s essays.

anothernearlyaphoristic /proverbialstatement,“Deathhasthisalso; that itopenth thegate togood
fame,andextinguishethenvy.

UNIT 14 (c): SUMMARY OF BACON’S ‘OF LOVE’
It is an essay on human nature. Like the previous essay, the present one also begins with an

aphoristic statement, precise, simple, but loadedwithmeaning : “The stage ismore beholding to
Love, than the life ofman.”After havingmade this statementBacongoes on elaborating the idea

withsomeillustrations,mainlyhistorical.Hecontinuestoexamine
thequalitative aspects / features of love.Heconsiders it as one
oftheimportantandmeaningfulfeelingsofhumanheart.Bacon
states that love as a ‘motif’ is much more befitting for a
comedy then for a tragedy. Love is simultaneously mischief
making, dangerous and destructive. He writes that love is
“sometimes like a siren, sometimes like a furry”. Love
conquers everybody’s heart, including the spirited and the
honest. Love imprisons not only Marcus Antonius, a
characteristically voluptuous man but alsoAppins Claudius,
“an austere and wise man.” Love can find an easy entry into
an open and frankmind; but it can also steal into “a well
fortified heart”.

According to Bacon, love which is moderated may be a happy and congenial feeling; but the
excess of this passion is dangerous because it completely destroys “the nature and value”. of all
living things. Love and wisdom are generally alien to each other. By echoing Shakespeare Bacon
claims that loves and lunatics belong to the same category. Bacon idealizes love as a noble feeling
and, for this reason, hewrites : “That he that preferredHelena, quitted the gifts of Juno and Pallas”,
and further, “for whosoever esteemeth too much of amorous, affection Guitteth both riches and
wisdom.” By the word ‘love’ Bacon not onlymeans the reciprocal attraction between two opposite
genders but something else also. For example, theremay be universal love, directed towards one’s
neighbours and commonhumanity. It is this that transformsmen into “human and charitable”. This is
particularly true about the friars and clergymen. Love, different and various, performs different
functions. Bacon therefore concludes the essay with three memorable and quotable sentences :

“The stage ismore beholding to Love, than
the life of man.” Bacon examines the
qualitative aspects of love — love as a
motif is muchmore befitting for a comedy
than a tragedy; it is simultaneously
dangerous and destructive, and all
conquering .....
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“Nuptial lovemakethmankindfriendlyloveperfectethit;butwantonlovecorruptethandembaseth it.
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Let Us Check Our Progress

1. HowdoesBaconcharacterizes ‘Love’ ?

1.Beholding: indebted

Notes and References

2. Like a siren etc. sometimes responsible for self-indulgence, sometimes leading to passion. The
sirenswerewomenwhoby the sweetnessof theirmelodicvoicesenticed the sailorswhopassedby
their island todestruction.

3.The decemvir : the designation of amember of theCouncil of Ten towhom the government of
Romewas entrusted.

4. It hathbeenwell said : thequotation is fromPlutarch.

5. He that preferredHelena : The story of Paris to whom three goddesses— Juno,Minerva, and
Venus. Paris offers the apple of discord toVenus.Consequently Pariswas rewardedwithHelena;
themost beautifulwomenunder the sun.
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UNIT 15

BACON AS A PRAGMATIC THINKER AND PHILOSOPHER

Content Structure:

UNIT 15: Bacon as a Pragmatic Thinker and Philosopher
The fameofBaconas a creativewriter,philosophicandpragmatic thinker restsmainlyonhis

‘Essays’, written on diverse and differentmatters. Before I say
somethingsonthe ‘Essays’writtenbyBacon, itmaybeperhaps
desirable towrite somethingon ‘Essay’ as a literary form.The
term is derived from the French word ‘essai’, meaning
‘experiment’, ‘attempt’. As a literary term it enjoys
comprehensibilityin itsapplication,sinceitcoversanenormous
range of composition from schoolboy exercises to thorough
scientificandphilosophicalworks,theonlyqualityincommon

being the implieddesireof thewriter to reserve tohimself somefreedomof treatment.But theessay
is alsoa recognized literary form in amoredefined sense : it is understood tobe a fairly short prose
composition, instyleoftenfamiliarlyconversationalandinsubjecteitherselfrevelatoryor illustrative
of socialmanners and types.Theoriginatorof the formwas the
great FrenchwriterMontaigue,whose essays were published
ina completed formin1595,and translatedbyJohnFlorio into
English in 1603.Montaingue’s essays were personal because
they are characterized by a spirit of self-enquiry, and his self-
oriented response to facts, ideas and experiences in relation to
his own personal life and environs of the society towhich he
belonged.

In 1597, Francis Bacon, the first great English essayist,
publishedhisfirstcollectionofessays.Thequestionsthatcontinue
todisturb the readerswhether theseessaysbearanysimilaritywith thoseofMontaigue.Theanswer
to this question is notmuch difficult to give because the essays,writtenbyBacon, are distinctively
different fromthoseofMontaigue.When the sixteenthcenturyFrenchessayist candidlydeclares, “I
speak intomypapers as unto the firstman Imeet on the earth”, Baconmaypossibly claim that his
‘discourses’ have nothing to dowith his own self. There is nothing like self-exploration or self-
analysis in these essays becauseBacon’s professed aimas an essayist is to focus his attention on

Unlike Montaigue, there is no self-
exploration or self-analysis in Bacon’s
essays since he focused on external
matters e.g. which are related to the norms
and values of politics. Diplomacy,
common human feelings and
experiences, ethics and aesthetics. Firstly,
a student of mathematics and science,
and secondly, a product of the age of the
Reformation and the Revival of
Learning, Bacon was naturally inclined
to rationalism and logic.

‘Essay’ is derived from theFrench ‘essai’,
meaning ‘experiment’, ‘attempt’. It is
defined as a fairly short composition, in
style often familiarly conversational
and in subject either self-revelatory or
illustrative of social manners and types.
It enjoys comprehensibility in its
application. It is originated by French
writer Montaigue.
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Baconmay be described as a Renaissance
humanist in the light of Raymond
Williams’s definition of ‘humanist’. His
interest in man and in human
Renaissance humanist in the light of
Raymond Williams’s definition of
‘humanist’. His interest in man and in
human his essays. In his essays, Bacon
gives the impression that his personality
is multi- dimensional. They reflect
Bacon’s experience ofmenand theworld.

matters which are external, and which are directly related to the norms and values of politics,
diplomacy,commonhumanfeelingsandexperiences,ethicsandaesthetics.In ‘TheEpistleDedicatory’
to theDukeofBuckinghamhis Grace, LordHighAdmiral ofEngland,Bacondeclares/announces :
“ I do nowpublishmyEssays;which, of allmy otherworks, have beenmost current; for that, as it
seems, they come home tomen’s business and bosoms. The
statement “they (essays) come home tomen’s business and
bosomys”adequatelyexplainthequalitativenatureandthematic
contexts of these discourses. Bacon intends to deal with the
matterswhichareconcernedwith theday-to-day lifeofman—
the proceedings of his everyday life. Therefore, his essays are
to be differentiated either fromMontaigue’s writings, or from
the romance oriented fictional, pastoral prosewritings of Lyly
and Sidney. On the contrary, TheEssays bear the distinctive
mark of Bacon’s individuality—The specificmanner of Bacon’s attitude to life and his habit of
analysingvariousproblemsand issuesofhuman life andexperienceon thebasis of rational, logical
and scientific principles. The questionwhyBacon insisted on the rationalisation of problems and
whyhe situated the problems and issueswithin the framework of logicmay easily be askedby the
readersandstudentsofBacon’s essays.Thefirst important reasonhassomething todowithBacon’s
characteristic temper and attitude. Fundamentally a student of mathematics and science, he had
beennaturally inclined to rationalisationandscientificationof ideas.Thesecond reason is, however,
more importantandmoredeeplyrooted in thespiritof theage. In thisconnection, Imayquotesome
relevantstatementsofF.G.Selbyinhisfamous‘Introduction’ toBacon’sEssays(Macmillan,London,
1965) : “There are certain periods in the world’s history which have a special attraction for any
student of the intellectual andmoral developmentofmankind. Sucha period in theage ofSocrates
and the Sophists in Greece, an age when the belief in an oldmythologywas being shattered, and
tradition, authority, and customwere no longer accepted as adequate sanctions formoral rules and
political institutions. Inaword,a spiritof rational inquiryandcriticismwassuperveninguponanage
of childlike faith. Such a period again in the sixteenth century, the age of theReformation and the
Revival ofLearning,markedbya similar revolt of reasonagainst authority, in this case the authority
of the Church.” Baconwhowas unmistakably the product of the age of the Reformation and the
RevivalofLearningbelieved in thepolicyof asserting reasonsagainst authority, the independenceof
mind and thought against orthodoxy and conservative belief. Indeed, the free and liberal thinking
that inspiredandcharacterised theRenaissancemindmaybeperceived inall thewritingsofBacon,
includinghis ‘Essays’.
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Let Us Check Our Progress
1. What is an essay?
2. Whatare thedistinct featuresofBacon’s essays?
3. ConsiderBaconas apragmatic thinker andphilosopher.

Bacon’s name is, however, frequently associated with ‘Humanism’— a term which had different
connotations during the Renaissance and theAge of Reformation. RaymondWilliams defines the
term‘Humanist’ a derivativeof ‘Humanism’ in the followingmanner : “Humanistwas probably taken
directlyfromumanistawhichfromearlysixteenthcenturyhadbeenasignificantRenaissanceword.It
had late sixteenth century senses equivalent both to classicist and to the student of human as
distinct fromdivinematters. This is a real complexity, relatedon the one hand to survivingdistinctions
between ‘Pagan’ and ‘Christian’ learning, and on the other hand to distinctions between the ‘learned’
(defined as in classical languages) andothers. There is also an ultimate relation to the double quality
of theRenaissance; the ‘rebirth’ of classical learning; the newkinds of interest inman and in human
activities. It is not surprising, given this complex, to find an early seventeenth centuryuse of humanist
to describe someone interested in state affairs and history. The use ofHumanist to describe one of
the group of scholars prominent in theRenaissance and the Revival of Learning seems to come later
in seventeenth century, but has since been common.” (Keywords, p. 150). Baconmay be described
as a Renaissance humanist in the light ofRaymondWilliams’s description and definition of the term
‘humanist’.His interest inmanand in humanactivities” is illustrated in the essays like ‘OfParents and
Children’, ‘OfMarriage and Single Life’, ‘Of Envy’, ‘Of Love’, ‘Of Travel’, ‘Of Nature in Men’,
just as his interest in state affairs and history ismanifest in the essays like ‘OfNobility’, ‘OfSeditions
and Troubles’, ‘Of the True Greatness of Kingdoms and Estates’, ‘Of Judicature’. In fact, in the
‘Essays’Bacongivesthe impressionthathispersonalityismulti-dimensional,asheissimultaneouslya
moralist, a statesman and a man of the world. The range and intensity of his scholarly pursuit is
really amazing.He delighted in thewritings of moralist like Seneca, Lucian andMontaigue; of critics
of character, likeTacitus, Plutarch and Suetonius and of critics of affairs, likeCicero andMachiavelli.
All these readings, showBacon’s adequacy as a classical scholar— a typical representative of the
Ageof theRevival ofLearning.

Bacon’s ‘Essays’, Selby declares are the fruits of his observation of life. They reflect his
experienceofmenandof theworld.Themost curious are thosewhich treatof cunningof suitors,of
wisdomforaman’s self, of simulationanddissimulation,andother subjectsof thekind.Theyreveal
a habit of thoughtandactionwhich isnaturallygeneratedunderdespotic rule.”The tone thatBacon
assumesinthe‘Essays’is thatofaninstructorofhumanity.The‘Essays’areundoubtedly theproducts
ofthatwisdomwhichoriginatesfromtheuniversal insight intotheaffairsof theworld.
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We read Bacon’s essays as much for the
variety of their themes as also for theirstyle.
Bacon gave much strength and simplicity
to the English language. His prose style
signifies a remarkable departure from both
the two contemporary models – (i) the
rhetorical, ornamental prose style (e.g.
Lyly’s Eupheus), and (ii) the circuitous
prose style embedded in diffuseness (as in
Arcadia).

Content Structure :
UNIT 16: Bacon’s Prose Style

Suggested Readings
Assignments

UNIT 16

BACON’S ESSAYS

Prof. Selby has pointed out that one of the reasons why we still read Bacon’s ‘Essays’is as
much for thevarietyof their themesas also for their style.AlthoughBaconhadnogreat respect for
theEnglish language, holding that “thesemodern languageswill at one timeplay thebankruptwith
books”,yetnomanindividuallydidmore togivestrengthandsimplicity to theEnglish language than
he.Before I concentrate specificallyondifferentaspectsofBacon’sprosestyle, it is perhapsdesirable
to note downbriefly the peculiarities in the style of writing of the prosewriters and essayistswho
were the near contemporaries of Bacon. The English prose style in the time of Bacon generally
moved between two extremes. On the one hand, therewas the rhetorical, ornamental prose style
whichwasembeddedindiffuseness;and,on theother therewas thecircuitousprose style, saturated
withextremesentimentality.Thuson theonehand therewas theneedlesselaborationofEuphemism,
as in the followingexcerpt fromLyly’sEupheus.

“I have read that the bull being tied to big-tree loseth his strength, that thewhole herd of deer
standat thegaze if they smell a sweet apple, that thedolphinby the soundofmusic is brought to the
shore.And that nomarvel it is that if the fiercebull be tamedwith the fig-tree, thatwomen, beingas
weak as sleep, be overcome with a fig; if the wild deer be caught with an apple, that the tame
domosel iswonwith a blossum”; and on the other, there is a touch of artificiality in the circuitous,
long-drawnsentences,as in thefollowingfewlinesfromSidney’s.”
Arcadia :

“Kneelingdown,evenwhereshestood,she thussaid, ‘O,All seeingLight,andeternal lifeofall
things towhomnothing iseither sogreat that itmay resist or so
small thatit iscondemned; lookuponmymiserywith thineown
eye ofmercy, and let thy infinite power vauschafe to limit out
some proportion of deliverance intome, as to thee shall seem
mostconvenient.

Bacon’s prose style signifies a remarkable departure from
twomodels.Hewould never like to lose himself in the poetic
diffuseness/diffusiveness of Lyly, or the over elaborated,
sententiousexpressionsof theArcandianmodel.Hissentences
aregenerallyclearandintelligibleonaccountof twobasicfactors.First,Bacon’sproseis the talker’s
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prose; and secondly Bacon himself being a student of science introduced in the English prose of his
time the spirit of rationality, common sense and lucidity. Indeed, as a prose writer Bacon gives the
impression that he is addressing a select groupof audiencewhoare listening to himwith rapt attention.
Afewexcerpts fromtheEssaysmayqualify thestatement.

(a) “You shall read in some of the friars’books of mortification that a man should thinkwith
himselfwhat thepain is if he havebut his finger’s endpressedor tortured, and thereby imaginewhat
thepainsof deathare,when thewholebody is corruptedanddissolved.” (‘OfDeath’).

(b) “Afterthesetwonoblefruitsoffriendship. followeththelastfruit;whichislikethepomegra-
nate,fullofmanyKernels;Imeanaidandbearingapartinallactionandoccasions.”(‘OfFriendship’).

(c) “Some books are to be tasted, other to be swallowed, and some few to be chewed and
digested.” (‘Of studies’).

The scientific precision of modern-day prose was anticipated by Bacon in his Essays.He
wouldhardlypass intounnecessarydigression,ordiscursive, loosedeliberationsonanygiven topic.
Hisstatementsanddiscussionsarealways tooprecise, andpointed.Anythingsuperfluous, irrelevant
hasbeencarefullyavoidedbyhim.Wheneverhetakesupa topic,hecontinuestoofferhisobservations
on it ina systematicmanner, as thoughhisentire task is to arguewell convincinglywithhis readers/
audiences he is addressing. Thus in an essay like ‘Of Love’, he initiates his deliberation with an
aphoristic statement : ‘The stage is more beholding to Love, than the life of man”. Thereafter he
focuseshisattentionon thequalitative features/aspectsof love.This is followedbyseveral allusions,
drawn fromhistory andmyth, to suggest the influence love exerts upon different individuals. The
essayendswithbroadreferences todifferentkindsof love—nuptial love, friendly loveandwanton
love. [**Please see thesummaryof the ‘Essay’.]There isa systemin thediscussion—a suggestion
of graded arguments and there is very little loose and incoherent in the article. It in this quality of
compactnesswhichhasdistinguishedBacon’sprose fromthatofMontaigue, orLylyorSidney.One
does not find in his essays either anything subjectiveor anythingdelicate and tender. It is, as Selby
has suggested, “masculine” prose because it is strong and vigorous tenseness happens to be one of
the basic qualities of Bacon’s prose style, and the effect of tenseness is achieved with the help of
aphoristic, statements. For example, (a) “Revenge in a kind, of wild justice”. (‘Of Revenge’) (b)
Men fear death, as children fear to go in thedark.” (‘OfDeath’), (c) “Mencreate oppositionswhich
arenot” (‘OfUnity inReligion’).

TheinterestingthingaboutBacon’sstyle is that thesentencesinhisessayscombine in themselves
thequalityof picturesquenesswithweight.His imagination, flamboyant and luxuriant, enlivens every
page of his writing. It is Baconwho can state any abstract idea in term of the concrete, as in the
following:

(a) “Truthmayperhapscometo thepriceof apearl, that shewethbest byday; but itwill not rise
to thepriceof adiamondor carbuncle, that shewethbest in varied lights.” (‘OfTruth’).
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(b) “Groans and convulsions, and a discoloured face, and friendsweeping, and blacks, and
obsequies and the like, shewdeath terrible.” (‘OfDeath’).

(c) “Virtue isa likea richstone,bestplainset; andsurelyvirtue isbest inabody that is comely,
though not of delicate features.” (‘OfBeauty’).
ThecharmofBacon’s style liesalso inhis longsentenceswhicharemadeof short, self-dependent
units, leadingthemselvesuptoafinalclimaticeffect,as inthefollowing:

(a) “Revenge triumphsoverdeath;Love slights it;Honouraspireth to it;Grief flieth to it;Fear
pre-occupateth it.” (‘OfDeath’).

(b) “Nuptial lovemakethmankind; friendly loveperfecteth it;butwanton lovecorruptethand
embaseth it.” (‘OfLove’).

(c) “Readingmaketh a full man; conference a readyman; andwriting an exact man.” (‘Of
Studies’).

A comparisonofBaconwith someof his contemporaries proves hiswell - defined superiority
toothers.Acloseanalysis ofhis prosestyleshowshowwidelyhedeparts fromtheprolixmethodof
Hooker,Sidney, Lyly andAsclam. In rhetorical power,musical cadence, he is equalledbymanyof
his contemporariesbut, a clear, terge andeasywritinghehasno rival, andeven todayhis essays are
models of succinct, lucid prose. He blends dignity with familiarity in that pleased and attractive
mannerwhichin thesecretofpowerofallgreatEnglishessayist.

ImayendmydiscussiononBaconandonhisachievementasanessayistbyquotingfromProf.
Sukanta Chaudhuri’s ‘Introduction’ to Bacon’s Essays : A Selection (OUP, India, 1977); “The
essaysareslight in form,andapparentlyoccasional in spirit;butBacontook themseriously.

.... Properly analysed, the text of these 58 short pieces, and the evolution of their style and
structure, may be found to reflect in miniature the most serious concerns of one of the noblest
intellects of theRenaissance.”

Let Us Check Our Progress
1. Write a critical note onBacon’s prose style with ref. to the essays, prescribed in your

syllabus.

‘OF TRUTH’
Thefollowinglinesfromtheessaysprescribedinthesyllabusmaybeimportantforshortquestions :
(a) “Amixtureof a liedothever addpleasure” (‘OfTruth)
(b) “.....Theknowledgeof truth,whichis thepresenceof it, and thebeliefof truth,whichis the

enjoyingof it, is thesovereigngoodofhumannature”. (DO)
(c) “Certainly, it isheavenuponearth tohaveaman’smindmoveincharity, rest inprovidence,

and turn upon the poles of truth.” (DO)
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(d) “... andthatmixtureoffalsehoodis likealloyincoinofgoldandsilver,whichmaymakethe
metalwork thebetter, but it embaseth it.” (DO)

‘OF DEATH’
(a) “Men fear death, as children fear to go in the dark.”
(b) “Revenge triumphsoverdeath;Love slights it;Honouraspireth to it; grief flieth to it;Fear

pre-occupaleth it’.
(c) “Deathhas thisalso; that it openth thegate togoodfame,andextinguishethenvy.”
(d) “It isworthy theobservingthat there isnopassion in themindofmansoweak,but itmates

andmasters fear of death.

‘OF LOVE’
(a) “Thestage ismorebeholding toLove, thanthe lifeofman.”
(b)“....butinlifeitdothmuchmischief;sometimeslikeasiren,sometimeslikea fury.(c)“......and

therefore it is well said, That it is impossible and to be wise.”
(d) “Thathe thatpreferredHelena,quitted thegiftsof JunoandPallas.”

SUGGESTED READINGS

1. F.G.Selby (ed.) :Bacon’sEssays (Macmillan&Co.Ltd., London).
2. Prof. SukantaChaudhuri (ed.)—Bacon’s Essays :A Selection (OUP, India).
3. F.H.Anderson : The Philosophy of Francis Bacon.
4. BasilWilley : TheSeventeenth Century Background.
5. L.C.Knights :Explorations, ‘BaconandtheSeventeenthCenturyDissociationofSensibility’.

ASSIGNMENTS

6.Write anessayon thedistinctive featuresofBacon’s prose style.
7.WhatdoesBaconwriteon love?Is love,according tohim,a ‘universalhumanfeeling’?

8.HowdoesBacon philosophise onTruth ?
9. Breakup theallusions in the essays ‘OfDeath’, ‘Of Love’.
10. Locate and annotate : “Men fear death, as children fear to go in the dark”.
11.Locateandannotate : “Thathe that preferredHelena, quitted thegiftsof Junot Pallas.
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OBJECTIVES 

Dryden wrote only three major satires – Mac Flecknoe, The Medal and Absalom and 

Achitophel. 

Nevertheless, it is as a satirist that he is known to many modern readers. Some of his other 

poems, such as Absalom and Achitophel Part II and The Hind and the Panther, contain incidental 

satire, but Absalom and Achitophel is, by common consent, his best. This is a complex poem 

rooted in the politics of Dryden’s time and making use of biblical story for polemical ends. In this 

module, therefore, we shall have to discuss the historical background, take a look at the 

Biblical story that Dryden has used for satiric purposes and then make a critical study of the 

poem. 
 

Unit 1 (a): HISTORICAL BACKGROUND: THE POPISH PLOT AND 

THE EXCLUSION BILL 
 

It is impossible to fully appreciate the poem without some knowledge of the political issues 

involved, and since religion and politics were thenalmost inseparable- as theyoftenunfortunately 

are even today - we must also try to understand the religious 

conflicts. In fact, themainpolitical issue, as we shallsee, turned 

onareligionsquestion. Absalom and Achitophel waspublished 

in November 1681 when a leading political figure of the time, 

the Earlof Shaftesbury, wasimprisoned in the TowerofLondon 

and awaiting trial. In his Augustan Satire, Ian Jack states 

categoricallythatthepoemwas“timedto influenceShaftesbury’s 

trial.” But a more recent commentator, James Anderson Winn, 

maintainsthat bythe time Dryden’spoemappeared, onor about 

17 November, Shaftesburg’srelease wasinevitable. During the preceding months, new publications 

for or against Shaftesbury appeared about every week, while during the same period Dryden was 

polishing his poem. Shaftesbury was a Whig and the Grand Jury, whose verdict would be crucial, 

consisted largely of Whigs. On 18 October, a Whig named Rouse had in fact been exonerated by 

the Grand Jury from the politically motivated charges brought against him. Moreover, Dryden’s 

poemwas published just a week before the beginning of Shaftesbury’s trial. 

The Earl of Shaftesbury was 

imprisoned for his role in leading the 

political opponents of Charles II’s 

rule. The opposition to the king 

mainly manifested itself through two 

significant events in seventeenth 

century British politics — the Poppish 

Plot and the Exclusion Crisis. And the 

poem was timed to influence 

Shaftesbury’s trial.” 
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Shaftesburywas imprisoned for his role in leading the political opponents of Charles II’s rule. 

The opposition to the king mainly manifested itself through two significant events in seventeenth 

century British politics - the Popish Plot andthe Exclusion Crisis. When Charles II was invited from 

hisexile in Franceand the monarchyofEngland wasrestored to him, there was nationalrejoicing in 

that country. The ‘Restoration’occurred in 1660 in the midst of widespread resentment against the 

strict Puritan rule of the last fourteen years, and Charles, whose father Charles I had been executed 

by the Puritan revolutionaries in 1649, took full advantage of the anti-Puritan and anti-Republican 

mood to launch repressive measures against Protestant dissenters, most of whomwere Puritan. But 

the unpopularity of the Puritans did not mean that England, which adopted Protestantism as its 

official religion duringtheruleof Elizabeth’s father, HenryVIII’would welcome Roman Catholicism. 

There were Roman Catholics in England of course, but theywere in a minority. Besides, Protestant 

Englandhadalwaysregarded Catholics as politicallydangerous. Thesuspicionof Catholics at home 

was intensified by distrust ofthe politicaldesigns of Catholic countries like Spainand France. There 

was great national jubilation as well as the sense ofa missionaccomplishedwhen Protestant England 

undertheleadershipof QueenElizabethdefeatedthenumericallysuperior Spanishforces in afamous 

nava battle at Cadiz in 1587. So far as English Catholics were concerned, there was a continuous 

ideologicalcampaignagainst them by Protestant clergymenand theologians; the political campaign 

against the Catholics intensified with the discovery of the Gunpowder plot in 1605. The motive 

behind the plot was to blow up Parliament House with King James I, his Queen and many others 

inside the building. The leaders of the conspiracy were alleged to be Catholics. During the reign of 

James’s grandson, Charles II, an equally sinister plot was supposedly hatched by Catholics to 

accomplish their religious and political objectives. This conspiracy came to be called the Popish 

Plot, after the Pope, head of the Catholic Church, and for Protestants, the symbol of false religion 

and sinisterdesigns. England’s powerful Catholic neighbour, France, whichhad nowtakenthe place 

of Spain as the target of Protestant English nationalism, was also suspected to have instigated the 

plot. In Absalom and Aclitophel the Popish plot is described as the “wished occasion” eagerly 

seized by the King’s opponents, the Whigs. In fact, Shaftesbury, the leader of the Whigs, is said to 

have remarked on the Plot : 

“I will not say who started the game but I am sure I had the full hunting of it”. The game was 

actually started by Titus Oates, a disreputable Catholic who had fled to the Continent in 1675 to 

escape a charge of perjury. Oates returned to England in 1678 and declared that he had evidence of 

a Catholic plot to murder Charles II andoverthrowthe Protestant religion in England by Frenchand 

Irish armies. Oates’s revelations were almost wholly fictitious; but Parliament, dominated by the 

Whigs, adoptedaresolutiontothe effect that “there has beenandstill is adamnableand hellish plot, 

contrived and carried on by Popish recusants [those who refused to attend services of the Church of 

England], for the assassinating and murdering the king, and for subverting the government and 
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destroying the Protestant religion”. Between, December 1678 and July 1681 morethanthirtypeople 

were condemned for being involved in the plot. Coleman, the Duchess of York’s secretary, was 

arrestedon the charge of possessing treasonable material, and since Charles’s brother, the Duke of 

York, James, was a Catholic, he too was implicated in the plot. One incident in particular gives a 

fairlygord ideaofthe politicaland religious hysteria generated bythe discoveryofthe so-called plot. 

Edmund Berry Godfrey, themagistratebeforewhom Oateshadmadehis depositions, wasmurdered. 

Though the Catholics blamed Oates for the murder, the Protenstants regarded the murder as the 

prelude to widespread disturbances and uprising planned bythe Catholics. There was widespread 

panic, manycitizens went about armed, while Godfrey’s death as treated was a tragic reminder of 

Catholic designs. Catholics were excluded from sitting in Parliament and officially ordered not to 

come within ten miles of London. Hundreds were arrested on Oates’s false evidence. The Whigs 

exploited the newly intensified anti-Catholic mood, while Charles II shrewdly remarked that 

Shaftesburyand his party had “set on Oates, and instructed him”. 

The Whigs could exploit the anti-Catholic sentiment for political purposes because ofthe fact 

that the man who was to succeed Charles II as monarchof England was a Catholic. This man was 

James, Duke of York, who was legally Charles’s heir to the 

throne. Charles, notorious for his promiscuity, had a number of 

illegitimatechildren, but no legitimate issue. Thelawof England 

wouldnotallowabastardto inherit his father’s title orproperty. 

The most famousofthese illegitimate childrenwas the Duke of 

Monmouth, who was also the King’s favourite and whose 

attractive appearance and manners had already made him a 

popular figure. He hadalso gainedaconsiderablereputation as asoldier. The Whigsspreadrumours 

that Charles had actually married Monmouth’s mother, Lucy 

Walter. But Charles stubbornly denied suchrumours and was 

moreover adamant that Monmouth, on whom he conferred 

several honours, could not be the next King of England. The 

Whigs chose Monmouth as their leader not onlybecause of his 

popularitybut also because ofthe act that the Catholic James’s 

legitimate heir, his daughter Mary, had married William of 

Orange. This meant that in the event of James’s death, aforeign 

monarchwouldeffectivelyrule England. Shaftesburyalsotook 

into account the fact that Monmouth’s disputed claim to the throne of England would make the 

young man dependent on his political support and would also effectively weaken the monarchy. 

Charles was requested to declare that Lucy Walter was his legallywedded wife, a request which he 

flatly turned down. So far as the succession issue was concerned, therefore, England had to choose 

The Whigs chose the Duke of 

Monmouth, Charles II’s illegitimate 

son as their leader not only because 

of his popularity but also because of 

the fact that the catholic James’ 

legitimate heir had married William 

of Orange, a foreigner. 
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betweenthe Catholic James andthe illegitimate Monmouth. Charles’s sympathies were whollywith 

his brother, because Charles himself harboured Catholic beliefs. He was in fact secretly negotiating 

a treaty with the French Emperor, Louis XIV, by which he would join Louis in destroying the 

Protestant stronghold of Holland, declare his conversion to Catholicism, overthrow Protestantism in 

England and make it a Catholic country. To achieve these aims, Louis would assist Charles with 

Frenchtroops and a huge annualgrant. Charles, therefore, refused to yield ground onthe succession 

issue and in the process only strengthened the Whig cause. The Whigs claimed that they were 

protecting the King against Catholic conspiracies and Monmouthassertedthat it was his love for his 

father whichpromptedhim to opposehis uncle. The Whigs, enjoying a huge majority in Parliament, 

introducedthe Exclusions Bill in 1679. As its veryname indicates, the Bill sought to exclude James 

fromkingship. Butthepassageofthe Billwas prevented by Charles’s dissolutionof Parliament. The 

second Whig Parliament, elected in September, 1679, was prorogued by Charles. When Parliament 

reassembed in November, the Exclusion Billwas passedthroughthe Commons, but its passage was 

blocked in the Lords mainly because of the determined opposition of the East of Halifax, who had 

beena supporter of Shaftesburybut whose belief in the principle of hereditarysuccessionaccording 

to English law led him to oppose the Whigs. Parliament was again dissolved, but once again the 

Whigs were elected with a large majority and were this time more determined to turn the Bill into 

Law. They thought that Charles would capitulate because the Exchequer was exhausted and the 

King needed parliamentary approval for his budget. But Charles, shrewd as ever, summoned 

Parliament at Oxford, away from the stronghold of Whig power and popularity, the city of London. 

He then dissolved Parliament instead of submitting to Whig demands and could afford to do so 

because Louis XIV had secretly promised to pay him an enormous amount of money. Defeated in 

their constitutional battle, the Whigs began to adopt militant postures, but the King and his followers 

mobilisedpublic opinionagainst the Whigs by arousingfearsofcivilwar. The suspicionofa Catholic 

conspiracy also receded gradually and manyof those who had earlier tried to implicate prominent 

Catholics in various plots began to confess that they had been instigated by their employers to give 

false evidence. Though Shaftesbury was acquitted by a jury of his own sympattizers in 1681, the 

political tide turned withthe election of Torysheriffs in London in 1682. 

Shaftesbury went into exile in Holland in 1683 and died soon afterwards. Monmouth was 

arrested in 1682, later released on bail and went to live in Holland. But at the beginning of James’s 

reign he led a rebellion against the king and was defeated and executed. Titus Oates was arrestedon 

the charge of perjury and sentenced to imprisonment and torture. But he was released a few years 

later and after the Revolution of 1688, was even given a pension. Dryden’s poem however, is not 

concerned withthe ultimate fate ofthe principal figures; its main focus is the civil-war-like situation 

building in Charles II’s Englandandtheprominent personalities involved in thepoliticalconflict. 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Write a note onthe historical background of Dryden’s poem “Absalom and Achitophel”. 

 

 

Summing Up 

Absalom and Achitophel must be placed first in its specific historical context. The central 

issues in the poemare the Popishplot, in which Catholics were widelythought to be implicated, and 

the question ofsuccessionto the English throne. The Whigs exploited the so-called Popish plot to 

create an anti-Catholic mood among the people. Led by Shaftesbury, the Whigs also sought to 

ensure, throughthe Exclusion Bill, that King Charles II’s Catholic brother, James, would not succeed 

his brother as King of England. Charles’s illegitimate son, the handsome and popular Monmouth, 

was projected as the next King by the Whigs. 

 

Unit 1 (b) : CHARLES’S PROMISCUITY 
 

Charles II’s licentiousness aggravated the political conflict. The King’s promiscuity was an 

important issue in contemporarypoliticsand Dryden’spoemopenswiththepoet’sownwittyversion 

of Charles’s sex life; it was also an important issue in the Bible storyused by Dryden. Charles was 

widely regarded as an adulterer who would have to pay for his sexual excesses. Aschoolmate of 

Dryden’s, Creighton, in fact went to the lengthofholding Charles’s lecheryresponsible for thenaval 

disasters suffered by England in a war with the Dutch in 1667. Creighton was a clergyman and 

based his sermon against the King on the verychapters of II Samuel which provided Dryden with 

the Biblical parallel for his narrative. Several other contemporaries of Dryden advanced political 

arguments in support of the prevalent view about the need to separate the King as man from the 

King as King. The chief political argument was that the King was a “public person” who could, in 

“his private capacity”, only eat anddrink, andperform“someother actsofnature”. For anychampion 

of the King, therefore, the most embarrassing and awkward aspect of Charles’s character was his 

unbridled sexuality. But instead of brushing this fact aside, Dryden faces the issue squarely in the 

opening lines of the poem. First, he compares Charles’s adultery with that of the Biblical David, 

therebyplacing it in the context of “pious times”. Secondly, he suggests that polygamy beganto be 

consideredsinfulonlyafter “priestcraft” disapprovedofit. Drydenattackstheclergybecausedevout 

Churchmenconsistentlycriticised Charles’sunconcealedwomanising. Thirdly, Drydencleverlyequates 

Charles’s sexual vigour with his authority as a King, implying that the way Charles scattered “his 

Maker’simage”(10) throughoutthelandwasa definingpartofhiskingship. Finally, the lineseulogizing 

Charles’s manlyvirgour so skilfullyusethepoetic resourcesofalliteration, stress, rhythmandword 

order that poetic fecundity becomes the equivalent of Charles’s capacity to multiply. We shall see, 

however, that Dryden’spraiseof Charles is notwithoutahintofmockerydirectedagainst Charles’sn 

excesses. 
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Unit 1 (c): THE BIBLICAL SOURCE: ABSALOM AND ACHITOPHEL 

AS AN ALLEGORY 

The standard justification of the use of allegory in a political composition is, as Ian Jack 

points out, to be found in the French author Barclay’s Argenis, which was known to Dryden. 

Barclay declares in his Argenis : “ I will compile some stately fable, in manner of a history.” 

The fashion for allegory became so widespread in France in the seventeenth century that a 

political significance was sought in every work of fiction. The use of political allegory become 

common in England too after the Civil War (1642-1646) and the political controversies 

generated by it. Charles II and his courtiers also brought from France a taste for this kind of 

writing. Jack mentions two allegorical ems in English which exerted some influence on Dryden’s 

Absalom and Achitophel. 

One of these poems was Naboth’s Vinyard; or, the Innocent Traytor. This poem was 

produced anonymously, but attributed to a rather obscure writer called John Caryll. Like 

Dryden’s poem, Naboth’s Vinyard is written in heroic couplets and describes contemporary 

events in terms of an Old Testament allegory. Another poem, whose relevance to Absalom 

and Achitophel is less often recognized, is The Progress of Honesty by D’Urfey. The political 

conflict described in this poem is the same one that Dryden allegorises - that between the King and 

his supporters, on the one hand and the Whigs led by Shaftesbury on the other. While the loyal 

followers of Charles II are given classical or Italianate names several followers of Shaftesbury are 

givenmanes fromthe Old Testament. Shaftesbury is evencalledAchitopheland “chief Advocatefor 

Hell” in that poem. Scholars have shown that sermons written as early as 1627 present Achitophel 

as the type ofa wicked politician and that the names of David, Absalom and Achitophelwere often 

used allegorically in a contemporary context concerning disloyal advisor. In her easy, “Absalom 

and Achitophel”, Ruth Nevo points out that biblical analogy became more and more prevalent, 

largely in the hands of republicans and Whigs, as the shadow of the accession crisis darkened. In 

1680 the Duke of Monmouth was finally identified as Absalom and Shaftesbury as Achitophel in 

Absalom’s conspiracy, or The Tragedy of Treason. 

Biblical allegorizing thus was frequent at the time ofthe Popish plot, though it was not steadily 

pursued. Dryden’s distinction lay in the fact that in his hands the allegory was total, not merely 

confined to giving biblical names to one or two contemporarypolitical figures. The parallel between 

seventeenth century England and pre-Christion Israel is sustained by Dryden throughout the poem. 

This parallel is indeed “the very root and heart of Absalom’s success”; moreover “Dryden has 

chosen to pay the enemy in his very own coin” (Nevo). Biblical parallels were mostly cited by 

Puritans, most of whomwere republicans as well, while the court culture displayed “classicizing, 

strongly Epicureantendencies”. Drydenthus adopts the strategyof subverting the positionof the 
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republicans in terms of the very text which they considered sacred. Moreover, since reading the 

Bible was a much more widespread practice then than it is today, Dryden had the further advantage 

of conducting a political debate in a language available to all. But before considering the various 

advantages derived by Dryden fromthe biblical allegory, we must know what the Old Testament 

story is. 

The storyofAbsalom’s rebellion had already been applied to the Duke of Monmouth. At first 

sight the dangers ofthe storymust have appeared to Dryden more considerable than its advantages. 

In II SamueloFthe Old Testament we find a storyofsexualexcess and the rebellion it leads to. 

Awriter supporting the King had to recognize the fact that the parallel between Charles and David 

works both ways : on the one hand , it confers on Charles a 

godlike, prophet-like stature; on the other hand, the parallel 

makes explicit Charles’s resemblance with David in respect of 

sexual licence. As we saw, Drydenuses all the resources of his 

wit and poetic powers to overcome this potential weakness in 

the political cause he supports. In II Samuel, David, King of 

Israel, commits adultery with thebeautiful Bathsheba and has 

her husband killed. As a direct consequence of these two acts 

of adultery and murder, David has a confrontation with his 

rebellious son Absalom, who compels his father to leave the 

capitalcityand treats his father’s concubines as his own “in the 

sight of all Israel”. But the emergence of Absalom as David’s 

sexual rival, so crucial an issue in the Bible story, is of no 

importance in Dryden’s retelling ofthetale. Amoreproblematic aspect ofthe Bible story for Dryden 

was the fact that the David–Absalom conflict ended in tragedy. In II Samuel, the loyal Israelites 

flock to David and Absalom runs away from the battlefield. Despite David’s strict instruction that 

nobody should hurt his favourite son, an over-enthusiastic soldier, Joab, pursues Absalom to the 

point where the latter’s long hair is caught in the branches of an oak tree. Absalom is immediately 

killed by Joab and when the news reaches David, he is overwhelmed with grief for his son. David’s 

lament for his son was frequently sung in English cathedrals. Dryden’s preface to the poem 

unequivocallydeclares that he has omitted the tragic ending of the Bible story. It is clear fromboth 

preface and poemthat Absalom should be treated with kindness and generosity. Dryden explains 

that he did not pursue the story to its tragic and “because, I could not obtain from myself, to show 

Absalom unfortunate”. The frame of the picture therefore had to be cut not. Not all the names in 

Dryden’s poemaretakenfrom II Samuel; some ofthe more prominent political figures ofthe period 

are givennames fromother partsofthe Bible. The Duke of Buckingham is called Zimri and Dryden 

probablyhad in mind two biblical Zimris : one waskilled for adultery(Numbers XXV) andtheother 

A writer supporting the King had to 

recognize the fact that the parallel 

between Charles and D a v i d 

works both ways : on the one hand, it 

confers on Charlesa god like, prophet- 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Consider “Absalomand Achitophel” as an allegory. 

 

 

killed King Elah, after making himself drunk, reigned for sevendays andthencommittedsuicide(1 

Kings XVI). Slingsby Bethel, elected sheriffof London in 1680, is unflatteringlyequatedwith Shimei, 

who cursed David and who does feature in II Samuel, as does Achitophel; but Corah, a figure with 

whomthedisreputable Titus Oates is identified, is to be found as Korah in Numbers XVI. As for the 

other main biblical parallels, England is “Israel, London Jerusalem, Hebron Scotland, and France 

Egypt. The Protestants are referred to as Jews, the Roman Catholics as Jebusites and the Anglican 

clergy are called Jewish Rabbins. But it is not the particular places or individuals which make the 

allegory so effective; the power ofthe allegoryderives mostlyfromthetotal, detailed and consistent 

analogy between England and Israel. 

Summing Up 

The idea of a political allegoryon the contemporarypoliticalconflict between King Charles II 

and the Republicans or Whigs did not originate with Dryden; nor was Drydenthe first writer to cast 

this allegory in the formofthe biblicalstoryof David, AbsalomandAchlitophel. What distinguishes 

Dryden, however, is the fact that his allegory is more consistent, more sustained and much more 

detailed than that of anyother writer of the time. 

 

  Unit 1 (d) : THE ADVANTAGES OF USING THE BIBLICAL STORY   

It should be clear by nowthat by using the biblicalparallel Drydengives a mythic qualityto the 

political conflict which his poem narrates. We may in fact identify several major ways in which 

Dryden uses the Bible story to extend the appeal and significance of his narrative. Of course, we 

must always bear in mind the fact that for Dryden’s original readership, the Old Testament storywas 

well known. First, the Bible story gives him some archetypes which he can use selectively and 

manipulate for his own purposes. In other words, the story gives him a useful technical licence. 

Secondly by using the Old Testament story Dryden has been able to gain objectivity, or rather an 

illusion of objectivity, because he admits his own partisanship in his address ‘To the Reader’: “he 

who draws his pen for one party, must expect to make enemies of the other” (3-4). But he also 

believes that “if a poemhave a genius, it will force its own reception in the world” (13-14).Absalom 

and Achitaphel has forced its own reception by projecting a partisan political account as a neutral 

set ofcircumstances. The result is that his readers do not always feel deeply involved in the fates of 

the characters or in their political views. They mayenjoythe storyand the characters as fictional, as 

a fable, or as a drama that belongs to a remote past at the same time as it casts a great dealof light 
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1. What advantages did Drydenenjoybyusing the biblical story in his poem ? 

 

 

onthe present. Thirdlythe Biblical names by themselves were capable ofsuggesting manypersonal 

moraland political traits to Dryden’s readersmostofwhomwerethoroughlyversed in the Bible and 

for most of whomthe characters had become types - Achitophelthe type of the crooked counsellor, 

Zinnithetype ofthe fickle politician, Davidthe all-powerfulking rather too fondofwomen, Absalom 

the ambitions and vulnerable young man, liable to be tempted. Contemporary figures were then 

made to fit these types manyof whomare seen to recur through history : for example, Achitophel is 

“A name to all succeeding ages curst” (151). Even before the readers find it appropriate that 

Shaftesbury is in fact like Achitophel they will concede that to Christians at least Achitophel is an 

already established type of evil counsellor. When the two-way process is complete, when in other 

words, Achitophel is recognized both as a biblical type and as a particular individual, the reader will 

still wonder howthe historical individualcould be visualised by Dryden as a name cursed to all later 

ages. It is as if the poet-narrator is guaranteeing a sort of immortalityto a contemporarypolitician. 

Drydenreinforcesthis effect of immortality by achievinganother effect, whichhas beencalled three- 

dimensional. This effect occurs becausethe narrative, by constantly switching back and forth between 

the mythic past and the actual present, suggests that all this happened before, is happening now and 

may happenagain. Finally Dryden also uses throughout the poem Biblical metaphors which have 

great suggestive power, metaphors like a “second Moses”, a “cloudy pillar” and a “guardian fire”. 

Well-known biblical phrases and sentences and ideas are comically distorted to emphasize the 

meanness and corruptionofcontemporarypoliticians : Shimei“never brokethe Sabbathbut for gain 

(588)”; he “loved his wicked neighbour as himself” (600). 
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Unit 2 (a) : DRYDEN’S VIEWS ON SATIRE 

Dryden is notonlyknownprimarily as a satirist, as “the father ofAugustansatire”, but also as a 

shrewd commentator on the history and art of satire. His long essay on satire, “A Discourses 

concerning the Original and Progress of Satire”, is usually 

regarded as the best essay in English on the nature of satire. 

Dryden says in his “Discourse” that the English word “satire” 

derives from the Greek word satyra and the Latin satura. The 

first is undoubtedlyassociatedwiththesatyrs, creatures inGreek 

mythology, whoaremainlyofhumanformbutwithsomebestial 

aspect, such as a horse’s tail or the legs of a goat. This 

association suggests that originally in ancient Greek literature 

satire was a crude form of curse directed at evils like drought, worms, parasites and the forces of 

sterility; the curse was balanced, however, with praise of the sun and the rain, and the forces of 

fertility. Drydenconsiders the Latinetymologyfromsatura as the more appropriate. The Latinword 

means “filled withfood” or “sated”, andrecallssaturalanx, a festivalplatter filled tooverflowingwith 

finely chopped meats. Dryden refers to the Roman rhetorician Quintilian’s comment that satire is 

wholly Roman. Drydenadmires most the Roman satirists Horace and Juvenalwhose satires were 

mixturesofvarioussubjectsandexamples, usuallyboundtogether bya singleunifyingtheme. Dryden’s 

Discourse was in fact the preface for his translation of the satires of Juvenal and another Roman 

satirist, Persius. Dryden’s comparison of Horace and Dryden never wrote the primitive satyra 

based on the curse and the medical and penal metaphors of 

cure and punishment, scourging and pillorying- the satire 

practised by Oldham in his Juvenal in the Discourse shows his 

admiration for both, but also makes it clear that Horatiansatire 

comes closer to his idealofsatiric art. Indeed, the most famous 

passage of the “Discourse” conveys the essence of the satiric 

art of Horace, who “writ according to the politeness of Rome, 

under thereignofAugustus Caesar”. Drydenobserves, “Howeasy it is to callrogue and villain, and 

that wittily! But how hard to make a man appear a fool, a blockhead, or a knave, without using any 

ofthoseopprobriousterms ! .there is still a vast difference betwixt theslovenly butcheringofa man, 

and the fineness of a strokethat separates the head fromthe body, and leaves it standing in its place. 

A man may be capable, as Jack Ketch’s wife said of his servant, of a plain piece of work, a bare 

hanging; but to makea malefactor diesweetly, wasonlybelongingto her husband”. Jack Ketchwas 

an executioner, and we may apply the difference drawn between Ketch and his assistant to the 

difference between Drydenandsomeofhispredecessors: an earlier satirist like John Oldham is the 

Dryden considers Latin etymology of 

‘satire’ from ‘satura’, which means 

“filled with food” or “sated” as the 

most appropriate. His comparison of 

Horace and Juvenal in the 

“Discourse” shows his admiration for 

both, but also makes it clear that 

Horatian satire comes closure to his 

ideal of satiric art. 
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slovenly butcher, while Dryden is the expert executioner. “I wish I could apply it to myself”, says 

Dryden, thinking of “the fineness of a stroke” that beheads, and yet leaves the head standing onthe 

shoulders. DrydenthencitestheportraitofZimri(theDukeofBuckingham) inAbsalomandAchitophel 

: it is “worth the whole poem; ’tis not bloody, but ’tis ridiculous enough. And he for whom it was 

intended was too wittyto resent it as an injury”. Here is Dryden’s ideal : it is “fine raillery”, so well 

executed that it appears almost tobe a backhanded compliment to the victim. 

Satires upon the Jesuits, which appeared in 1680, shortly before Absalom and Achitophel. 

By using the example ofthe executioner Jack Ketch, Drydensuggeststhepunishment metaphor, but 

the beheading is done so sweetlythatthe victim is not immediatelyawarethat he has beenbeheaded. 

This would also imply that Dryden prefers the politeness, the moderation and “the golden mean” 

which avoids extremes of everykind-qualities that characterize Horation satire. Moreover, Dryden 

began as a poet of praise, whether of Oliver Cromwell or of Charles II. It had been argued earlier 

by William Davenant (in the 1650s) that the panegyric was a hallmark ofthe greatest ofgenres, the 

epic. While Dryden deliberately employs some epic devices in Absalom and Achitophel, as we 

shall see, the panegyric gives him scope in the poem for 

contrasting portraits, such as those of David, Barzillai and the 

other “loyalists” set against the malcontentsAchitophel, Zimri, 

Corah and their followers. Dryden builds all his satires and 

panegyrics onthe basic unit ofthe portrait or “character”. The 

ancient Greek philosopher and writer, Theophrastus, was the 

first to introducethetypeofwriting known as “character” which 

offers a succinct summing up ofa personality. Theophrastus’s 

Characters was a collectionofthirtydescriptive sketchesof varioustypesofcharacter. Eachillustrates 

some deviation fromthe proper normof behaviour, exhibiting some failing, followed by examples of 

this failing. Dryden’s contemporaries like Halifax, Burnet and Clarendon followed Theophrastus’s 

characters as well as the portraits of historical personalities drawn by Plutarch, Greek philosopher, 

historian and biographer (c. AD 46 - c.120). InAbsalom and Achitophel the satirical portraits are to 

some extent like these “characters”, but Dryden bases manyofthese portraitsonthe epic catalogues 

of heroes and on Milton’s parody of these in his portraits of the rebel angels in Book I of Paradise 

Lost. Yet another epicqualityofAbsalomlies in its juxtaposition ofthepresent andthe past. Dryden 

learnt from Virgil’s Aeneid how in an epic the past can be used as an analogue to the present, with 

the emphasis more onthe placing of contemporarysociety by the side of that of the past than onthe 

story. By using the biblical story of David and Absalom Dryden also elevates the contemporary 

event. 

In the Discourse Drydenclassifies his ownsatires, MacFlecknoe and Absalom and Achitophel, 

as Varronian. Varro (116-27 Bc) wrote satires on the model of the Greek writer Menippus of the 

Dryden classifies his satire as 

varronian i.e. satirizing the follies of 

men in a serio-comic style, using a 

mixture of prose and verse. Though 

‘Absalom and Achitophel’ does not 

mix prose and verse, it may be called 

varronian because of its use of a 

variety of narrative, satire, panegyric, 

epic and dramatic. 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Discuss “Absalomand Achitophel” as a satire. 

 

 

third century BC. Menippus satirized the follies of men in a serio-comic style, using a mixture of 

prose and verse. Varro’s satires were also in a mixture of prose and verse, some of them using 

dialogue or a semi-dramatic form. They had a wide range of characters and scenes, which were 

described in a vigorous and earthy language. Neither MacFlecknoe nor Absalom mixes prose and 

verse, though Absalom has a wide range of characters. It may be called Varronian also because of 

its useofa varietyofnarrative, satire, panegyric, epic and dramatic.Another prominent characteristic 

of Varroniansatire is imitation or parody- the juxtaposition of ancient and moderntexts. Varrooften 

quotedlines from Homer and the great Greektragic playwrights, turning their serious meaning into 

something ludicrous. Absalom combines biblical parodywith seventeenth century English history 

and juxtaposes different characters and voices. It also often alludes to Milton’s Paradise Lost and 

sometimes adapts lines from that epic to a different context. Absalom, like Varronian satire, is not 

formallysatiric; in fact, Drydencalls it “APoem”. As fortheverse, Drydenthinksthatthe decasyllabic 

couplet is the most suitable for satire of an elevated kind. The decasyllabic couplet, introduced into 

Englishpoetry by Chaucer, came to be called the “heroic couplet” in the seventeenthcenturybecause 

of the frequent use of such couplets in “heroic”, that is, epic poems. This verse form consists of 

iambic pentameter lines whichrhyme with each other. Drydenfoundthis verse form. On the contrary 

he criticized Samuel Butler for having used in his Hudibras the octosyllabic couplet. According to 

Dryden, this kind of couplet often produces the effect of doggerel and “turns earnest too much to 

jest”. 

Summing Up 

Dryden’s ownviews onsatire expressed in his Discourse throw agreat dealof light on Absalom 

and Achitophel, especiallyon its Varronian features, its juxtaposition ofthe past and the present, its 

epic quality, its Horatian characteristics and its “fine raillery”. Dryden also justifies the use of the 

heroic couplet as the most suitable verse form for a majestic kind ofsatire. 
 

 

Unit 2 (b) : ABSALOM AND ACHITOPHEL AS A HEROIC POEM 
 

And the turnof heroic poetry”. Alexander Pope praised the “long majestic march, and energy 

divine” of Dryden’s poetry, and the verse of Absalom for the most part has these qualities. Dryden 

himself considered the heroic couplet much more dignified than the octosyllabic couplet employed 

by satirists like Butler. Thenagain, Drydenchosehis wordsfortheir music as well as their meaning. 

To increasethe harmonyofhis verse he adoptedfromtheclassicallanguageswordshavinga sonorous 

quality, often approaching the musical quality ofVirgil’s poetry. The result was a brilliant heroic 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Consider “Absalom and Achitophel” as a heroic poem. 

 

 

idiom illustrated by lines like the following : “Or that his conscious destiny made way/ By manly 

beauty to imperial sway (21-22)”. The conscious heightening of style is most evident when the 

narrator introduces a speech, often in lines reminiscent of the classical poets and their modern 

followers, like Milton. As an example Jack cites the lines introducing Achitophel’s first speech to 

Absalom : “Him he attempts with studied arts to please / And 

sheds his venom in suchwords as these(228-29)”. The Miltonic 

echoes in manyof the lines, including inversions of the normal 

word-orderof English, also markthestyle as heroic. Yetanother 

heroic quality of the poetic style has been described by Ian 

Jack in Dryden’sownwords. Inthe preface to his longnarrative 

poem, Annus Mirabilis , Dryden says that the proper wit of a 

heroic poem lies in “some lively and apt description, dressed in such colours of speech, that it sets 

beforeyour eyes the absentobject, as perfectly, and more delightfullythan nature”. Absalom contains 

relatively few similes and metaphors; but Drydenuses elaborateand striking images to “amplify” the 

poetic effect, as when he uses a long simile to emphasize the effects ofthe Popish plot (134-41). 

The heroic character of Absalom is particularly evident in the poem’s five speeches - two by 

Achitophel, two by Absalom and one by David. These speeches are modelled on the speeches in 

classical epic poetryand in Milton’s Paradise Lost. Ruth Nevo points out the Virgilian allusions in 

thepanegyricpassageswhichevokethecharacteristics ofthe manofhonour - magnanimityandthe 

liberal profession of arts and arms. These qualities are most marked in the portrait of one of the 

King’s followers, Barzillai (James Butler), whose wealth was large and heart larger (826-28). The 

elegyuponhis son(831-47) is “closely Virgilian and diametricallyopposed to anymoodof biblical 

elegiac in such a way as to place the maximum distance between the two ancient worlds so subtly 

employed by Dryden to focus and evaluate contemporaryaffairs”. 
 

 

Unit 2 (c): MILTONIC ECHOES: INTERTEXTUALITY IN 

ABSALOM AND ACHITOPHEL 

To be evident fromthe moment he tries to seduce Monmouth “with studied arts”, shedding his 

“venom” in appropriately chosen words. As David Hopkins has pointed out, here we are intended 

to remember Satan’s temptation of Eve in Book IV of Paradise Lost : Satan squats “like a toad, 

close at the ear of Eve”, “inspiring venom”. We find a similar allusion in the unmistakably Miltonic 

flavour of the lines introducing Shaftesbury’s second speech aimed at seducing Monmouth. The 

Absalom and Achitophel possess a 

number of qualities that belong to a 

heroic poem — the aim is to present 

“Nature wrought up to a higher 

pitch.” ; the verse is marked by “the 

smoothness, the numbers, and the turn 

of heroic poetry.” ; presence of 

Miltonic echoes and so on. 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. How does Drydenallude to Milton’s “Paradise Lost” in his poemand for what purpose? 

 

 

latter has not beenentirely convinced bythe first speech, and has expressed his reluctance to rebel 

against his father. At this point the narrator observes, “Him staggering so when Hell’s dire agent 

found, / While fainting virtue scarce maintain’d her ground,/He pours fresh forces in ...”. The lines 

are Miltonic, first, because of the inversion which places the object rather than the subject at the 

beginning ofthe sentence, as Milton’s “Latinisms” oftendo; secondly, because ofthe phrase “Hell’s 

dire agent” which not only equates Shaftesbury with Satan but is also reminiscent of several very 

similar phrases used by Milton about Satan; and thirdly, because ofthe waythe narrator’s comment 

guides our perceptionof Shaftesbury’s truenatureand prevents us frombeing swayed by his speech, 

something that the narrative voice in Paradise Lost Book I does before each of Satan’s powerful 

speeches begins. That Dryden conceived of Shaftesbury’s influence on Monmouth in terms of the 

Miltonic theme of temptation and Fall is evident in the words used by him in his address “To the 

Reader”; “ ‘tis no more a wonder that he withstood not the temptation’s ofAchitophel, than it was 

for Adam, not to have resisted the two devils, the Serpent, and the Woman”. Another Miltonic 

analogy has been pointed out by Ronald Paulson. Describing Achitophel’s conception of his son, 

which is like the conception of rebellion (71-72), the narrator alludes to Satan’s “conception” of 

rebellionwhichshows himproducing his daughter, Sin. Achitophel is typologically Satanbecause he 

tempts Absalom by telling him that he is the “Son”, Christ. (Typology is the doctrine or study of 

eventsand figures as types or prefigurative symbols, especially in the Bible; thus the Old Testament 

hero Samson is a “type” of Christ.) Paulson also suggests that the satiric fiction of Absalom and 

Achitophel derives from Paradise Lost : Achitophel is Satan, Absalom is Adam, and the crowd of 

unretiable Israelites or Englishmen are like the fallen angels. Indeed, the followers of Shaftesbury- 

Achitophel are explicitly compared with the fallen angels in Paradise Lost : “Some had in courts 

beengreat andthrownfromthence/Like Fiendswereharden’d in Impenitence(144-45)”.As already 

noted, Dryden sees the political crisis as a storyof temptation and Fall, based on a lie, that is, the so- 

called Popishplot. Theresult ofall this is chaos, an image whichrecurs through Absalom and which 

is reminiscent of Milton’s Chaos. 

Thus Absalom frequently and deliberately alludes to Milton’s Paradise Lost, widening the 

poem’s heroic associations. The designofthe poem, as Dryden himself pointsout, follows to a large 

extent thetemptationtheme of Paradise Lost, while Shaftesbury-Achitophel is obviouslypresented 

as a Satanic figure. 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. What advantages did Dryden enjoy byusing heroic couplet in his poem “Absalom and 

Achitophel” ? 

 

 
 

Unit 2 (d): DRYDEN’S USE OF THE HEROIC COUPLET 

As we saw earlier, Dryden considered the decasyllabic or heroic couplet the most suitable 

poetic mediumfor majestic satire. One important reasonfor this was the fact that this kind ofcouplet 

was already associated with heroic or epic poetryand heroic tragedy, which Dryden considered a 

descendant of the epic. Besides, the couplet can achieve certain effects more easily than other 

verse-forms can. It can acquire a concentrationwhichmakes it 

apt for aphorisms, as in the following lines : “So easy still it 

proves in factioustimes,/Withpubliczealto cancelprivatecrimes 

(180-81).” Secondly, a couplet is perhaps the most suitable 

verse-formfor a forcefulantithesis. This antithesis can be found 

in the two halves of a single line of the couplet as here : “In 

friendship false, implacable in hate (173).” The entire couplet is 

often structured in the formof antithesis, as in these lines, each 

ofwhich is antithetical: “Stiff in opinions, always in thewrong; 

/Was everything by starts, and nothing long (547-48).” Antithesis becomes a subtle instrument in 

the confines of a couplet, as when it is used to expose Shimei’s hypocrisy : “And never broke the 

Sabbath, but for gain(588).”Sometimes the antithesis lies in onlytwo words opposite in meaning : 

“He had his jest, and they had his estate (562).” More strikingly, the form of the couplet enables 

Dryden to use antithesis which combine all these characteristics : “Stiff in opinions, always in the 

wrong;/Was everything by starts, and nothing long (547-48).”As these examples show, the couplet 

expresses a characteristic wayof thinking. W. Graham has shown that conciseness of the couplet 

accounts for three other features of Dryden’s verse style in the poem. The first of these features is 

syllepsis, that is, the use of a word to govern two other words, one literally, the other figuratively : 

“As served it once for worship and for food (121).” Here the word “served” governs “worship” 

literally and “food” figuratively. The second feature is juxtaposition, or placing side by side words 

whosepositioning in thesentence creates an effect ofincongruity: “Waschemist, fiddle, statesman, 

and buffoon (550).” The same effect is achieved by Alexander Pope’s more famous line in The 

Rape of the Lock : “Puffs, powders, patches, Bibles, billet-doux.” The concise nature of the couplet 

also makes it hospitable to puns : “His neck was loaded with a chain of gold (596).” Finally, the 

couplet’sdiscipline and its demand for precision lead to some memorable combinationsofadjectives 

andnouns:“necessarygold”, “wished occasion”, “all-atoning name”. 

Dryden used heroic couplet for 

serving several purposes — it can 

acquire a concentration which 

makes it opt for aphorisms ; a 

couplet is the most suitable verse form 

for a forceful antithesis ; the 

conciseness of the couplet accounts 

for various features of Dryden’s verse 

style like syllepsis, juxtaposition, puns 

and so on. 
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Dryden’s occasional use of the triplet 

is deliberate and part of his artistic 

design, for the triplets always serve 

an important purpose and are 

organically related to the poem. e.g. 

in line 156, 157 and 158, Achitophel’s 

boundless energy is contrasted with 

his frail, small physique. Here the 

triplet, effecting an irruption or 

disruption, “is a powerful reminder 

of one form that power may take”. 

 

 
 

Unit 2 (e): DRYDEN’S USE OF TRIPLETS 

The heroic couplet is universally recognized as both Dryden’s favoured verse-form and as 

eminentlycharacteristic of his poetic style. But his use of triplets has not been as often commented 

upon. As Christopher Ricks says in his brilliant essay, ‘Dryden’s Triplets’, the “heroic triplet” is 

“neithera termthat is in usenor an accomplishmentthat is muchappreciated”. Ricks, whosediscussion 

ofthetriplet we shallclosely follow now, refers to the definitionsofboth “couplet” and “triplet” in the 

Oxford English Dictionary. Acouplet is there defined as “A pair of successive lines of verse, esp. 

whenrhymingtogetherandofthesamelength”;thismeaningwasalreadythere inthe Englishlanguage 

in 1580. The triplet is defined as “Three successive lines of verse, esp. when rhyming together and 

of the same length”; this meaning did not exist before 1656. Form this it is apparent that the 

development of the triplet marked another stage in the progress of poetry. An easlier critic Mark 

Van Doren, comparing Dryden’s triplets with those of Pope, concluded that Dryden’s were less 

organically related to the poems in whichtheyoccurredthat in fact theywere often“excrescences”. 

But as we are going to see, this is a complete misreading ofthe triplets. 

The first triplet in Absalom and Achitophel comes after seventy seven consecutive couplets 

and occurs in the portrait of Achitophel-Shaftesbury. Achitophel’s boundless energy is contrasted 

with his frail, smallphysique : “Afiery soul, which working out its way, / Fretted the pigmy body to 

decay: /And o’er informedthe Tenement of Clay(156-58)”. Just as the soulofAchitopheloverflows 

the limits of his body, so does this triplet overflow the bodyof 

thecouplet, over-informingthetenement (roomfor living in) 

that is the couplet-form itself. The triplet here, effecting an 

irruption or disruption, “is a powerfulreminder ofone formthat 

power may take”. The narrator finds in Achitophel the power 

which can break the social bonds of tradition or convention, as 

well as the fierce energythat can overcomephysicalweakness. 

Achitophelis notbeingridiculedfor his“pigmybody”; thepoint 

is ratherthatthebodyis asmallthingcomparedwiththevastness 

of the soul. Like Milton’s Satan, Achitophelcannot be slighted; he has to be resisted ; something that 

Absalomfails to do. Theover-informed verse-form, theeruptive triplet, is thusorganic. In fact, none 

of the eight triplets in Absalom and Achitophel is an exerescence; all of them are organic “in their 

relation both to the tissue of the verse and to the issue of the poem”. Dryden’s attack onAchitophel 

widens fromthe latter’s body to the greater bodypolitic, larger than England. This will be clear if we 

examine another triplet, the one that refers to the Triple Alliance between England, Holland and 

Sweden against France in 1668. The triplet not only celebrates the Triple Alliance but blames 

Achitophelfor wrecking it.Achitophelwas “Resolved to ruinor to rule the State”, and“To compass 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Cite some examples of Dryden’s use oftriplets in the poem“Absalom and Achitophel”. 

For what purpose have they been used ? 

 

 

this the Triple Bond he broke; /The pillars ofthe public safety shook: /And fitted Israel for a foreign 

yoke (175-77)”. “The triplet enacts the triplicity of which it speaks. It expands the lines’ compass, 

being fitted to a different yoke fromthat ofthe couplet, a yoke foreign to the usualpublic safety...that 

is a covenanted verse-movement, the heroic couplet.” At the same time this triplet is a tribute to a 

triple bond, rhyme being by its very nature a bond. Ricks then draws an illuminating comparison 

between the verse-formemployed by Milton in Paradise Lost and that used by Dryden in his most 

Miltonic poem, Absalom and Achitophel. For Miltonthe choiceofblank verse in his epic constituted 

a political and social achievement as well as an artistic one. As Milton himself says in “The Verse”, a 

note before the beginning of Paradise Lost : “This neglect then of rhyme so little is to be taken for 

a defect though it mayseem so perhaps to vulgar readers, that it rather is to be esteemed an example 

set, the first in English, ofancient libertyrecovered to heroic poemfromthetroublesomeand modern 

bondage of rhyming”. For Dryden it was the heroic couplet that represented an ancient liberty 

recovered to the latest form which the heroic poem might take, the form of the mock-heroic. One 

otherexampleofthetripletwill be enoughforour purposeshere. Thistriplet occursduringAchitophel’s 

first speechtoAbsalom, trying to persuadethe latter to rebel against the King. Oneofthe arguments 

used byAchitophel is that the King’s popularityhas declined substantially. At the Restoration, which 

took place twenty years ago, the joyof the people of England at having a King, after an interval of 

almost twentyyears, knew no bounds. This overflowing joyapparentlycannot be conveyed through 

a couplet, and the verse-form is expanded into a triplet : “He is not now, as whenon Jordan’s sand 

/ The joyful people throng’d to see him land, / Cov’gring the beach, and black’ning all the strand 

(270-72)”. “Over and above the call of duty had been the people’s joy, and therefore over and 

above anything that the dutifulcouplet could accommodate. The ‘full’ in ‘joyful’ proceeds to fill the 

couplet so that it has to spillover”. As thesethreeexamplesshow,thetriplet is morethana convenience 

for Dryden, more thana mechanical extensionofthe couplet by one line, and certainly more than a 

mere excrescence. 

Thus Dryden employed the heroic couplet in Absalom and Achitophel because he considered 

it the most suitable verse-form for satire of an elevated kind. His occasional use of the triplet is 

deliberate and part of his artistic design, for the triplets always serve an important purpose and are 

organically related to the poem. 
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Unit 3 (a): ABSALOM AND ACHITOPHEL: ITS POLITICAL 

PURPOSE AND CREED 

Absalomand Achitophel is oftendescribed as the greatest political satire in the English language. 

The adjective “political” is apt for severalreasons. First ofall, writing the satire was itself a political 

exercise, for far fromusing his satire as a means to correct the follies of individuals or his society, 

Dryden had a clearly polemical intention. Dryden’s ostensible motive was to apply the sovereign 

remedy of reason to a “Hot distempsed State”. But his more important intention was to denigrate 

the politicians who were locked with King Charles II in a fierce struggle for power. Secondly, 

Dryden does not even pretend to be objective or impartial. As he admits in his address ‘To the 

Reader’, “he who draws his pen for one party, must expect to make enemies of the other”. Thirdly, 

as Winn has shown, Dryden’s poem seeks to interpret the political drama in terms of a complex 

debate about justice and mercy, and the political wisdom and effectiveness of each of these two 

qualities. Finally, the poem upholds not only a particular political formation, but a political creed 

which is propounded as the unquestionablyright and rational view. 
 

Unit 3 (b): THE POLITICAL INTENTION 
 

Absalom and Achitophel is Dryden’s contribution to the pamphlet war which accompanied 

the “Exclusion Crisis”. The exclusionists came to be known as Whigs and we saw earlier how their 

political campaign received fresh impetus fromthe alleged discovery of the so-called Popish plot. 

The Exclusion Bill was passed twice by Parliament, in 1679 and 1680, but on both occasions the 

King dissolved Parliament. After calling time. The King sought to justify his action in a Declaration 

whichwasordered to be read fromallthepulpits in England. Whenthe Whigs sharplycriticized the 

Declaration Dryden defended the King’s action in a prose pamphlet, His Majesty’s Declaration 

Defended. In July 1681, Shaftesbury was arrested on a charge of treason. There is reason to 

believe that Dryden was commissioned by King Charles himself to write the poem, though the 

intention definitely was not to influence Shaftesbury’s trial. (We saw earlier why it could not have 

beenso.) Dryden’srealmotive was to contribute to thepropagandawar aboutthe Exclusionquestion. 

He wanted to emphasize Charles’s justice, his compassion as well as his firmness during this political 

crisis. He also wished to underline the seditious and anarchic tendencies of Shaftesbury and his 

followers. Dryden presents the Whigs as pretenders to power. The succession issue was not, for 

Drydenand people of his political faith, simplya questionofone ruler being followed by another; it 

had much wider economic and political implications. In The Medall Dryden characterizes the 

succession issue as a conflict between “Property and Sovereign Sway”. As Ruth Nevo shows, for 

Dryden the sway of property is anarchic and the Whigs represent the “Almighty crowd”, to use a 

phrasefromThe Medall.Afurther significanceofthe Miltonicallusions inAbsalomandAchitophel 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. What was Dryden’s realpolitical motive behind the writing ofthe poem? 

 

 

is political. Just as Milton’s Satan is invested with royal splendour and presented as a royal tyrant 

whowants to wieldsovereignpower, Dryden’s Satanicfigure,Achitophel, standsforrepublicanism. 

Thearguments he employs to InfluenceAbsalomarerepublican. Thus, thepoliticalconflict is presented 

by Dryden as a clash betweentwo ideologies — conservatism and republicanism. it in March 1681 

at Oxford, Charles dissolved Parliament for the third and final 

 

      Unit 3 (c): THE ROYALIST BIAS: DRYDEN’S PARTISANSHIP       

The Whigs published a number ofanswers to the Declaration, including Aletterfrom a Person 

of Quality, a pamphlet which reiterated the fears of Popish plots and the arguments for Exclusion. 

The Tories, determinedto put forwardtheir side ofthe argument, published an anonymouspamphlet, 

His Majesty’s Declaration Defended. James Anderson Winn treats this pamphlet as the work of 

Dryden. In the pamphlet Dryden speaks of the “many examples of moderation” in Charles’s reign 

and emphasizes the “temperate and wholesome Constitution” of the English monarchy.” Any 

impartial observer of the English political scene of the time would find many of Charles’s actions 

against his political opponents bitterly vindictive. In Absalom and Achitophel one of the main 

problems faced by Dryden is how to reconcile the politicalnecessityofvengeance withthe Christian 

ideal of moderation. The assumptions ofthe poem are almost as partisan as those ofthe pamphlet. 

Bothpamphlet andpoemalso stronglysuggest Dryden’spersonalidentificationwith King Charles, 

so that his defence of the king was a kind of self-defence too. Moreover, Dryden had oftenexercised 

the right to defend himself and even referred to himself in the Dicourse on satire as “naturally 

vindicative”. He could therefore easily equate his manydefences ofhis literaryactionswith Charles’s 

recent defence of his political actions. Dryden’s identification with Charles also leads him to present 

the conflict between Charles and Monmouth as one between age and youth. When Achitophel 

interprets David’s mercy as the lethargy of old age and exalts the youthful vigour of Absalom, 

Dryden expects his readers to recognize the appeal of the argument but to reject it as misleading. 

Again, like many Tories, Dryden believed that the whole system by which property was passed 

downfromgenerationto generation was threatened by the Exclusion Crisis. 

As a firstborn son, he had very good reasons to want the system to prevail. Dryden perceived 

that the continuation of primogeniture, to which he owed his own privileges like the benefit of a 

University education, was inseparably linked with the laws of monarchical succession. Dryden’s 

weakness for Absalom, leading himto present the young man as a victim of cunning manipulation, 

also derives from his identification with Charles, this time as father ; as he says in the preface to the 
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Dryden deliberately omitted the 

tragic ending of the Biblical story 

from his poem. since, he, like Charles 

himself had a fondness for Mon- 

mouth. 

Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Dryden’s defence ofthe King was a kind of self-defence too. — Substantiate. 

 

 

poem, “David himself could not be more tender of the young man’s life, than I would be of his 

reputation.” Finally, Dryden’s partisanship is most evident in his treatment ofthe Whig leader,Anthony 

Ashley Cooper, Eart of Shaftesbury, the first Englishpolitician to realize that the basis ofpower in a 

democracy is political organization rather than factionalism and mob violence. The genuineness of 

his political beliefs is proved by his association with John Locke, who wrote the unfinished Essay 

concerning Toleration in closeassociationwithAshley. Dryden, however, presents him as a crooked 

counsellor, acunning manipulator and a Satanic tempter ofyouth. Thoughhis accomplishments as a 

judge are magnificently praised, as a politician he is presented as unreliable, deceitful, ambitious, 

withanarchic tendencies. 

 

          Unit 3 (d): THE DEBATE ABOUT JUSTICE AND MERCY  

Dryden’s partisan confidence in the royalist cause was based upon the increasing setbacks to 

the Whig position. Shaftesburywas imprisoned and possessed a document calling upon Protestants 

to take up arms to prevent a Catholic succession. But since the document was unsigned and not in 

Shaftesbury’s handwriting, it could not be usedagainst the Whig leader.Another prominent political 

figureoftheopposition, Stephen College, wasputontrialbut acquitted by a Londonjuryhandpicked 

by Whig sheriffs. But the King shifted the trial of College to 

Oxford, where a more cooperative jury sentenced College to 

deathbyhanging.Titus Oates, whotestifiedonbehalfofCollege, 

was thrown out of his comfortable house and his financial 

allowancewaswithdrawn. Charleswasrevealinghisvindictive 

tendencies and Shaftesburyfeared that he might be another victimofthe King’s politicalvengeance. 

But Dryden says in the preface that he deliberately omitted from his poemthe tragic ending of the 

Bible story : “The conclusion of the story, I purposely forbore to prosecute ; because, i could not 

obtainfrommyself, to showAbsalomunfortunate.” Drydenhadthusstoppedshortofthe“conclusion” 

and his declaration to this effect must have attracted attention in the context of the relentless and 

successful prosecution of Stephen College, and immediately before the unsuccessful attempt to 

prosecute Shaftesbury. The poemhas abundant evidence of Charles’s fondness for Monmouth, and 

Dryden too appears as a father-figure reluctant to showAbsalom “unfortunate”. Again we perceive 

an analogybetweenthe poet and his monarch, an analogywhich raises questions about the wisdom 

ofa policyof mercy. Winn has rightly found in the poema complex internaldebateonthe respective 

merits of justice and mercy. In the third edition of Absalom and Achitophel, published by the end 

of December, Dryden added to David’s final speech four extra lines expressing his readiness to 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Justice and mercytopeverything in thepoem“AbsalomandAchitophel”— substantiate. 

 

 

pardonAbsalom. Thiswasasurprisingaddition, because Monmouthhadmeanwhiledonesomething 

fresh to provoke Charles’s anger— he had offered to stand bail for Shaftesbury. Dryden is aware 

that Charles was more vindictive thanhimand therefore says in the prefacethat the positionadopted 

by himwill not “please the violent, onbothsides”, referring to his own mercy as a fault : “The fault, 

onthe right hand, is to extenuate, palliate, and indulge ; and, to confess freely, I have endeavoured 

to commit it.” 

 

  Unit 3 (e): DRYDEN’S POLITICAL CREED  

In his Life of Dryden, Dr. Johnsonobserves that “If it [Absalom and Achitophel] be considered 

as a poem political and controversial it will be found to comprise all the excellences of which the 

subject is susceptible.” Johnson’s remark indicates how keenly the contemporary readers enjoyed 

Dryden’s satire for its treatment of urgent matters and recognizable figures of topical relevance. 

Some more recent critics consider the poem’s chief achievement to lie in its creation of a coherent 

andunified “conservative myth” : Drydenhasusedallthe resourcesofhis poetic art to convince the 

readeroftherightnessoftheroyalcause. But David Hopkinshaspointedouta fundamentalweakness 

in Dryden’s presentation of the royalist position. Dryden’s linking of contemporary and biblical 

events at times appears to be “more ingenious than inevitable.” This is most evident in the portraits 

of the “short file” of King Charles’s loyal supporters which precede Charles’s final speech. The 

portraitof Barzillai, or James Butler, is flawed by a monotonyofmovement and inertnessofmetaphor. 

“A sceptical reader might feet that some of the allegorical parallelism which is so central to the 

poem’s main design only has the desired effect if the allegory is being decoded by someone who 

alreadyfundamentallysharesthepoet’s assumptions”. Hopkins identifies another basic weakness in 

Dryden’s poetic design as the vehicle of his political strategy. The assumptions and principles on 

which Dryden bases his allegory were not exclusive to the partyof which he was the spokesman. 

Essentiallythe same allegorical scheme and political arguments were employed in Elkanah Settle’s 

Absalom Senior, a Whig reply to Dryden’s poem. In Settle’s poem it is the Tories who are seen as 

motivated by self-interest. The poem also presents parliament as a divinely appointed check on 

tyrannical kings - a point of view exactly the reverse of that of Dryden. Dryden is not of course 

advocatingabsolutepower for theking; but he is in favourofputtingtheking in overallcontrolofthe 

state. InAbsalom and Achitophel he applies a three-part scheme to political policy, when he offers 

thekinga thirdoptionfor dealingwithhisenemies. Sincelarge-scaleamnestywouldlead to weakness, 

and absolutist vengeance might provoke acivilwar, Drydenadvocates apolicyoffirmpunishment 
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for those who challenge such fundamental laws as the law of succession, but a general policy of 

moderation and tolerance, and a propaganda campaign to remove fears of absolutism and win 

support for Charles. 

Dryden’s exact political creed emerges when, in a sudden departure from the narrative of the 

progress ofAbsalom’s conspiracy, he addresses England in a prophetic voice as “foolish Israel!” 

(753). He asserts that any interference withthe line of succession will leave the people vulnerable 

and exposed to the sword of every “arbitrary Lord”. In 761-62 he offers a spirited refutation ofthe 

ideas of contractual monarchy then being developed by 

Shaftesbury’s secretary, Locke. The whole speech (753-810) 

is in factagreatcontributiontothecontinuing politicalargument 

regardingthe king’s rights. To expressthe view that innovation 

is “the blow of fate” Dryden uses an architectural metaphor. If 

and whenancient buildings become weak and endangered, the 

best course is not to change the foundations, but to strengthen 

thewallandpatchtheflaws. Thepoliticalinnovatorwhoattempts 

to change the foundations becomes a rebel. The full horror ofthe innovator’s attempt is brought out 

by using the metaphor of the Ark. (The Ark of the Convenant was a chest or box representing the 

Deity, carried by the Israelites in their wanderings in the desert after the Exodus. The Ark was the 

holyof holies, symbolizing God’s merciful promises to his people.) When the Ark was restored to 

Israel by a dancing David, a man who was trying to steady it in the oxcart was struck dead on the 

spot for touching it. That story, as Winn suggests, is intended by Dryden to provide a precise 

commentary on whig ideas about government. Uzzah, the man struck dead, intended no harm or 

sacrilege, and yet “God smote him for his error” (II Samuel). Dryden means that even those Whigs, 

who have no quarrelwiththe institutionof monarchy, become rebels whentheywishtotamper with 

the succession. On the other hand, Dryden believes that arbitrary power is as dangerous as “lawless 

anarchy” is, though it is withthe second danger that he is morefullyconcerned. In fact, the apparent 

impartiality of the lines on the dangers of absolute rule is offset by the poem’s earlier assertion that 

David cannot be regarded as an arbitrary ruler. It is true that Laws are vain, by which we right 

enjoy/If kings unquestioned. Can those laws destroy(763-64)”; but the “laws” have already been 

identified with the king’s cause and therefore it is clearly implied that the warning does not applyto 

Charles’s rule. The argument is further weighted against republicanrule by the frequent association 

ofthe “public” with “lunacy” and by the reference to “Nature’s state”. 

This image is most lucidly explainedby D.R. Elloway. Drydenrefers first to theoriginalcontract 

by which people instituted government by giving awaytheir “native sway”, a phrase which recalls 

Dryden’s contemporary Thomas Hobbes’s “Right of Nature” that had to be surrendered in the 

interest ofsettled rule. Drydenrecognizes the dangerthat it might lead to tyranny, but maintains, like 
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Hobbes, thatthecontract is bindingonsuccessivegenerations. Drydenalso maintainsthat theoriginal 

terms ofthe contract cannot be changed, though he makes it clear that he does not support absolute 

rule by monarchs. His justification of royal authority is based, not on theoretical principles, but on 

the danger posed by an unruly crowd and the necessity of a central power to protect individual 

rights. Dryden also uses Hobbes’s argument, repeating the political theorist’s verywords, that if the 

king’s prerogative to rule is seized by the people, both kings and “Government itself” will fall to 

“Nature’s state”. If people usurp the king’s power, total chaos will reign: “For whatsoev’r their 

sufferings were before,/That change theycovet makes themsuffer more (797-98)”. 

Summing Up 

Absalom and Aclitophel is intensely political and makes no bones about its partisan views. It 

supports the king’s cause as against that of the republican Whigs whose views are rejected and 

whose leaders are included. It is also political in the sense that it contains an internal debate about 

the politicalwisdomof justice and mercy. Since Drydentreats Monmouthwitha fatherly indulgence, 

morethanevenhisnaturalfatherdid, Monmouth’srebellion is presented as theresult | of Shaftesbury’s 

instigation. Drydenshowsthat his poem, unlike one ofhis pamphlets which it strongly resembles, is 

not merelypolemicalbut results froma genuinelyheld and for himrationallyvalid political ideology- 

that ofconservatism. 
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Unit 4 (a) DRYDEN’S ART OF CHARACTERIZATION: THE 

PORTRAITS 

We have alreadyseenthat Drydenwas to a large extent influenced by the type of writing known 

as “character” and that his satires are all built on the basic unit of the portrait or character. Since 

belief in Dryden’s politicalcreed is limited and since interest in the particular case ofthe struggle for 

power which prompted the poem is not universal, it is possible to suggest that Absalom and 

Achitophel retains a constant readership because of the poem’s artistic qualities. Chief among these 

qualities is its art of satirical portraiture. The historyof the critical reception of the poemshows that 

after its topical interest had worn off, Dryden’s poem was usually remembered, not as a whole 

design, but for the excellence of its parts, especially its memorable portraits. Dryden himself seems 

to have thoughtthat the chiefappealofthe poemlay in its portraits, or at least one of its portraits. He 

said that “the character of Zimri in myAbsolam is, in my opinion, worththe whole poem”. Theonly 

reason why we may not agree with his view is that there are other portraits in the poem which are 

equallybrilliant and memorable. We shall now look at some ofthese portraits. 
 

Unit 4 (b): THE PORTRAIT OF DAVID-CHARLES 
 

This is the shortest of the poem’s many portraits, but may also be called the most lively. The 

poembegins with a wittydepiction ofthe king and his infamous lechery. We have alreadyseen that 

the creative fecunditydisplayed in drawing this portrait matches Charles-David’s fertility. We shall 

now turn to some other aspects ofthe portrait. Traditionally a 

satirist hasbeenseen as ademolitionexpertsuccessfullycarrying 

outthemoralandpolemicalaimswithwhich he beginshiswork. 

By exposing the follies and vices of his victims, the satirist 

traditionally wins our assent to his own moral, political or 

aesthetic values. Suchatraditionalview ofthe satirist’sobjectives 

would lead us to expect that Dryden would justify the king’s 

every action and seek to prove the divinely sanctioned role of the Stuart monarchs. The satirist 

would also be expected to spare no pains to convince his readers of the complete villainy of the 

king’s political opponents. Some ofthe portraits in the poemfulfil such expectations. But the more 

complex of the portraits, such as David, Achitophel and Zimri, cannot be seen in such black-and- 

white colours. Some recent theorists ofsatire have questioned the traditional assumptions about the 

satirist’s intentions and practice. They detect in much great satire two contradictory strains existing 

simultaneously. There are, onthe one hand, the satirist’s corrective and reformist intentions; at the 

same time, often equally unmistakably, there is clear evidence that the victims partly arouse the 

satitist’s sympathyand fascination. According to T.S. Eliot, both Drydenand Pope have the ability 

Traditionally satirist, by exposing the 

follies and vices of his victims, wins 

our assent to his own moral, political, 

or aesthetic values. But all the 

portraitures of characters do not fulfil 

our expectation that Dryden would 

justify the king’s every action. 
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to transformtheir real-life targets into fictive creations, so that the victims become merelythe pretext 

for the poetry. While satire is generallydestructive, Dryden’s satire, says Eliot, creates the object it 

sets out to destroy. Dryden can do this because he has the supreme gift of “a certain divine levity”. 

Dustin Griffin has shownthat the satirist can be bothrepelled and attracted by the world of folly. The 

satirist not only seeks to persuade us, or denounce his targets, but provokes us to raise and consider 

questions about the subjects of satire, questions which seem to challenge the tone of approval or 

disapproval that appears to be dominant. 

Some consider that by using ironies, Dryden is at theverybeginninggettingoutofthe wayofthe 

matters of Charles’s lecheryand Monmouth’s illegitimacy, so that he canconcentrate onthe more 

important political issues in the rest of the poem. Others think 

that Dryden, in this way, sought to emulatehis king by having at 

least one actress-mistress of his own.Our interpretation of the 

David-Charles portrait is to a very large extent determined by 

the ironies operating in the relevant lines (1 - 16), ironieswhich 

continuallyraisedoubtsaboutthenarrator’sattitude. Thosewho 

read the lines as a clear indication of the narrator’s approval of 

theking’spolygamypoint outthat by adopting this clever strategy 

Dryden is at the very beginning getting out of the way the 

inconvenient mattersof Charle’s lecheryand Monmouth’s illegitimacy, so that he can concentrateon 

the more important political issues in the rest of the poem. Some others have suggested that the 

opening lines of the poem express the narrator’s unmistakable approval of Charles’s conduct and 

containa plea for understanding. Those who endorsethis interpretation point out how monogamy is 

disparaged in a cynical, man-of-the-world spirit, especially in the line : “E’r one to one was, cursedly, 

confined(4)”. In this connection it is sometimes mentionedthat Drydenhimselfsoughttoemulatehis 

king by having at least one actress-mistress of his own. Another approach to the portrait is through 

the traditional belief according to whichthe king had two bodies, the one public, sacred and eternal, 

the other private, frail and mortal; the second is foregrounded in the opening lines, while the first 

occupies the centre-stage in the poem’s action, especially its conclusion. This reading of the lines 

insists that Dryden is presenting Charles’s promiscuity at the verybeginning as an attractively virile 

sexuality, that the manifestly ironical tone of some ofthe lines does not have the effect of damaging 

Charle’sauthorityandcredibility, andthattheunderlyingsuggestion is that if, like thebiblicalDavid, 

Charles is susceptible to excessive sexuality, like the biblical prototype again, he is also God’s 

representative on earth, as can be seen at the end when Charles’s voice is reinforced by divine 

intervention: “He said. The’Almighty, nodding, gave consent (1026)”. But one cannot ignore the 

manyquestions which the opening passage raises. Is the narrator seriously endorsing the notion of 

an ideal paradise in which unchecked sexuality was the rule rather than an exception? Does the 

The confusion regarding the question 

of polygamy is the inevitable result 

of the inconsistency between the 

flippant opening lines about 

Charles’s lechery and the solemn 

closing elevating Charles to a godlike 

stature. But some other critics think 

that the unity of “Absalom and 

Achitophel” lies in its acceptance of 

disunity. 
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word “priestcraft” in the opening line suggest that priests are the villains ofthe piece because they 

put an end to polygamyand that the narrator reveals here an anticlericalismwhichdistinguished the 

Whig politicians? (The word “priesteraft” suggests “deceitful priestly cunning”.) Does the narrator 

seriously believe that Charles’s promiscuity is “after Heaven’s own heart”? What would such a 

belief indicate about the nature of the Christian God? (Jeremy Collier asked the same question and 

cametotheconclusionthat Drydenwasbeing blasphemous.As he wrote in 1698 : “This is downright 

defiance ofthe Living God. Here you have the veryessence and spirit ofblasphemy ”). Since the 

narratorrefers to a time when polygamywas not a sin, does it follow that like Milton, Dryden had no 

inherent objectionto thepracticeofpolygamy?Therearealsosomepotentiallysubversivesuggestions 

in the passage:that thedivine right enjoyed by the king is the right to be lecherous; that sexualactivity 

unsupported by law and morality is “natural”; that priestshave nothing to do withpiety; andthat the 

confinement imposed by monogamy is a curse. Insteadoftaking these suggestions as teasing hints, 

somecriticsseethemas unmistakablesignsofideologicalconfusiononthepoet’spart.Theconfusion 

is the inevitable result, according to such critics, of the inconsistency between the flippant opening 

lines about Charles’s lecheryand the solemn closing lines elevating Charles to a godlike stature, an 

inconsistency due to the contradiction between a secular view of nature and society and a belief in 

the outmoded notion of a sacred monarchical order. But there are also critics not at all troubled by 

the poem’s transition from subversive humour at Charles’s expense to a solemn assertion of his 

divine authority. The unityof Absalom and Achitophel, according to this view, lies in its acceptance 

ofdisunity. 

 
 

Unit 4 (c): THE PORTRAIT OF ACHITOPHEL-SHAFTESBURY 
 

We findthesamekindofcomplexityandambivalence inthe portrait ofShaftesbury-Achitophel, 

though here the tone is never flippant or even humorous. For 

Ian Jack, the description ofAchitophel is a reminder that satire 

can exist without humourandwithout ridicule. But just as in the 

portrait of Charles-David a tone of approval is often overlaid 

by ironicalquestioning, Achitophel is not presented simply as a 

villain. With some of the king’s enemies Dryden displays a 

tendency to paint them in the blackest colours; their motives 

areuniformlydespicableandtheyaretreatedwithcontempt or 

scorn. But in drawing the portrait ofAchitophel Drydenoften suggests a tone of genuine wonder, 

Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Comment onthe portraiture of David. 

The description of Achitophel is a 

reminder that satire can exist without 

humour and without ridicule. Dryden 

often suggests in describing him a 

tone of genuine wonder caused by the 

man’s boundless energy and ambition 

which almost overwhelm his pigmy 

body. Here dislike or distrust is 

modified by a recognition of true wit. 
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The wonder is caused by the man’s boundless energy and ambition which almost overwhelm his 

pigmybody.Achitophel is a phenomenonwho promptsthesatirist to raise somefundamentalquestions 

about a type of human personality (165-68). As the questions indicate, Achitophel’s restlessness is 

almost inexplicable in termsofcommonlyperceived motives such as malice, hatred, self-interest or 

envy. The motives which drive him arise from deeper “psycho-somatic regions”. Shaftbury had 

undergone an operationona cyst ofthe liver, but the wound had not completely. 

We saw in the portrait of Charles that approval is oftenmodified, or evenoffset, by critical hints. 

In the portrait of Shaftesbury we see the reverse of this satiric strategy: here dislike or distrust is 

modified by a recognition of true merit. Shaftesbury’s greatness as a judge dispensing justice without 

fear or favour is freely acknowledged, as are his zeal to redress the grievances of the poor, his 

speedyexecutionofhisduties, hisaccessibilityand incorruptibility. It is truethatAchitiphel is introduced 

as the leader of the king’s enemies, the “Fiends” who are “harden’d in impenitence” because of 

“their Monarch’s fatalmercy”. Winnbelieves that the reference is to theAct of Oblivionof 1660, by 

which Charles forgave suchoffences as Shaftesbury’s service on Cromwell’s Privy Council. But the 

advocacy of vengeance is not the driving force behind the portrait. Like Milton’s Satan, whose 

resemblance with Achitophel has been pointed out in detail earlier in the module, the King’s chief 

adversary has fallen from greatness. He is “Sagacious, bold, and turbulent of wit” (153), “A fiery 

soul (154)”, whose clean hands and discerning eyes are explicitly praised. Dryden even mentions 

the possibility that Shaftesbury’s considerable talents might have been better employed. Thus in the 

portrait of Achitophel we detect a note of loss or regret caused by the recognition of exceptional 

talents dedicated to wrong ends. 

 

  Unit 4 (d): THE PORTRAIT OF ZIMRI-BUCKINGHAM  

Dryden’s characterization of Zimri, frequently referred to earlier in the module, is remarkable 

for other reasons, though here too we detect the curious mixture of fascination and condemnation 

that marksthe portraits of David and Achitophel. It is different fromtheAchitophelportrait in being 

general rather than particular, while Achitophel is primarily a picture of an individual. The Zimri 

portrait has beencalled by Ian Jack as first ofall “a humourous character ofthe Inconstant Man”. It 

also differs fromthe satire on Shaftesbury in that it relies on humour and avoids the sombre tone of 

the Achitophelportrait. Dryden’s reference in the Dicourse to the fact that the Dukeof Buckingham, 

the original of the portrait, was amused rather than offended by the portrait, shows that he did not 

wish to provoke the Duke. The enmity between Dryden and the Duke was literary as well as 
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political. In his Rehearsal (1671), aparodyof Restorationheroictragedy, Buckinghamhad ridiculed 

thetypical love-honour conflicts in Dryden’s heroic plays. Buckingham in fact attacked Dryden for 

political as well as aesthetic reasons, provoking the latter to respond in kind. By presenting Zimri- 

Buckingham as a fickle person Dryden is suggesting that those who support the Whig cause are 

totally irresponsible. Since Buckinghamwas a much lesser politicalthreat than Shaftesbury, Dryden 

adopts a tone of light banter in the portrait. Apart from the Zimris in the Bible, another original for 

Dryden’s Zimri can be found in classical poetry. In his Third Satire the Roman satirist draws the 

portrait ofa Greekwho is an opportunist to the core. Hopkins quotes from Dryden’s owntranslation 

of Juvenal’s lines to demonstrate the similarity. The striking similarity between some of the most 

brilliant lines in the Zimriportrait and Juvenal’slines as translated by Drydenwill be evident fromjust 

two examples from the latter : “Who bears a nation in a single man?” and “All things the hungry 

Greek exactlyknows”. Similarly, George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, is “everything bystarts, 

and nothing long”. He is chemist, fiddler, statesman, buffoon, womanizer, painter, poet and “ten 

thousand” otherthings. Dryden is ofcourseexaggerating, as the hyperbole (“tenthousand”) shows; 

but historians have cited contemporaryaccounts of Buckingham’s profligacy. In the Zimriportrait 

Dryden’s principal satiric aim seems to be to single out the type of fickle and unscrupulous person 

who is a threat to thestabilityofa society. But as in the ambivalent portraitsof DavidandAchitophel, 

in the Zimri portrait too we find traits which cannot be taken as straightforward condemnation. 

Hopkins has found an unexpected resonance in two of the most celebrated lines in the portrait : “A 

man so various, that he seemed to be/Not one, but all mankind’s epitome”. Juvenal’s Greek shyster 

contains in his single personality an entire nation, but Zimri’s comprehensiveness is much more 

impressive : he is the epitome of all mankind. In his magnificent tribute to Shakespeare’s genius 

Dryden says in his Essay of Dramatic Poesy that “he was the man who of all modern and perhaps 

ancient poets, hadthe largest and most comprehensive soul”. Thereseems to be onlya thin dividing- 

line betweenthe description of Zimri’s comprehensiveness and the large and comprehensive soulof 

Shakespeare. Specialattention should be paid to the adjective “various” in the lines fromthe Zimri 

portrait: theadjectiveusuallyqualifiespluralnouns, but herea single man is said to be so variousthat 

he can be taken as all mankind in miniature. Another comment on Zimri similarlywavers between 

condemnationand something akin to approbation: “Blest madman, who could everyhour employ, / 

Withsomething newto wish, or to enjoy!(553-54)”.As Hopkinssays, “it is difficult to be quite sure 

whether Dryden’s tone is closer to condemnatoryscorn or delightedwonder”. Thetoneofwavering, 

ofwonder, is nicelyconveyed by the jerkyantitheses in the portrait, for example : “Stiff in opinions, 

always in the wrong;/Was everything by starts, and nothing long (547-48)”. Zimrihas a chameleon- 

like personality, capable of assuming different characters in quick succession. As Dryden describes 

these different characters or shapes, the verse has a tumbling quality (550-51). Not only do such 

lines indicate the satirist’s huge delight in contemplating this “blest madman”, but they are also a 
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comment onthe“delightfulabsurdityofhumanperversenessratherthanapolemicaldenunciationof 

apoliticalenemy.Theyhavean imaginativefreedomthattranscendstheirstrategicpurpose(Hopkins).” 
 

 

  Unit 4 (e): THE PORTRAIT OF SHIMEI-BETHEL  

The portraits ofthe two remaining figures ofthe politicalopposition, Shimeiand Corah, are very 

different in tone and strategy. For both, the satirist adopts an attitude of contemptuous scorn, more 

evident in the Corah portrait. Jack has also detected in these portraits an indirectness of approach 

involving somedegreeofhumour whichmakesthetoneverydifferent fromtheunsmilingindictment 

of Achitophel. Jack’s explanation is that since commoners cannot be as dangerous politically as 

noblemen, Dryden can afford to treat Shimei and Corah with the kind of contemptuous humour 

which is totally absent from the Achitophel and Zimri portraits. Jack is right, since Dryden’s class 

discrimination is evident in the way he ridicules Corahfor his “base” birth. The “character” of Shimei 

begins with lines which employ unambiguously pejorative words: “worse”, “wretch”. The 

contemporarypoliticianbehindthebiblicalname is SlingsbyBethel, whorepresents, in thewordsof 

D.R. Elloway,“that fusionofaustere PuritanNonconformityandtight-fistedcommercialindividualism 

that made the City an anti-Royalist stronghold... His name became proverbial for meanness”. He 

was elected one of London’s two Whig sheriffs in 1680. In II Samuel Shimei cursed David, a fact 

recalled in the portrait by Shimei’s readiness to join any group “gathered to declaim/Against the 

Monarch of Jerusalem(601-02).” The biblical Shimei is the archetype of hypocrisy and disrespect 

to the divinity that is supposed to be embodied bythe king, and these are the keynotes of Dryden’s 

portrait of Bethel. Bethel had written a book called The Interests of Princes and States in which he 

spokeabouttheidealconditionsfortrade. Theportrait therefore emphasizesthecrasscommercialism 

of the man, symbolized bythe facts that “His neck was loaded with a chain of gold (596)” and that 

all his energywas spent in “heaping wealth.” His political bias was evident in the way he packed “a 

juryofdissenting Jews” whenever anyofhis “factiousfriends” wasontrial. Drydenmakestellinguse 

of anti-climaxes to expose the real nature of the man behind his public appearance. Thus Shimei 

showed earlypromise of“Zeal to God,” but also of hatred to his king (from Dryden’s royalist point 

ofviewthetwo are irreconcilable). Shimeinever “brokethe Sabbath”, but if he ever did, it was only 

for personal gain. He respected Moses’s Laws, but only because they were the product of long 

fastingwhichappealed to his miserlyhabits. Thusevenhisrefusaltoindulgehisappetites is presented 

as a flaw, an example ofhis parsimony. The devastating satire at the expense of Bethel is sometimes 

a result ofcleverlyplacing a single word, as in the line: “Yet loved his wicked neighbour as himself 
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(600)”. Thenoblebiblicalidealoflovingone’sneighbour as oneself is grosslyparodied in thesingle 

adjective “wicked”. In fact, the entire portrait is intended as a travestyofthe Christian ideal. 
 

 

  Unit 4 (f): THE PORTRAIT OF CORAH-OATES  

In the portrait of Shimei, but more so in that of Corah, we have come a long way fromthe fine 

raillery of the Zimri portrait or the ambivalence in the characterization ofAchitophel. The Corah 

portrait is denunciatorysatire at its sharpest. Dryden’sscornforthisshadyfigure is vividlyexpressed 

in the lines directly addressed to the man and in the employment of the derogatory“thou” (632-33). 

The original of the portrait was Titus Oates, who has been already described earlier in the module. 

Since Oates was the son of a weaver, Dryden mocks his low birth. Graham has pointed out the 

close similarity between Oates and the biblical figure of Korah in Numbers, xvi. Like Oates, Korah 

created an atmosphere of doubt and suspicion when he “rose up before Moses with certain of the 

children of Israel, two hundredand fiftyprinces ofthe assembly, famous in the congregation, menof 

renown : And they gathered themselves together against Moses and against Aaron, and said unto 

them, Yetake too muchuponyou, seeing allthecongregationareholy, everyone ofthem; wherefore 

then lift ye up yourselves before the congregation of the Lord?” Just as Oates’s false evidence was 

responsible for a number of people dying, getting injured and losing their reputation, so innocent 

people “died about the matter of Korah”. As in the portrait of Shimei, there is in the Corah portrait 

tooskilfuluseofbiblicalallusionsto denigratethe victim. The biblical Korahwasa Levite, a member 

ofthe tribe entrusted withthe care ofthe Tabernacle and therefore allowed some privileges. Dates 

also enjoyedprivileges fromthe Whigs because ofhis “discovery” ofthe Popishplot. There is more 

biblicalallusion in the lines : “Erectthyselfthou MonumentalBrass:/ High as the Serpentofthy Metal 

made (633-34)”. Here the reference is to Moses’s brazen serpent which saved the Israelites from 

the plague of fiery serpents. (Numbers, xxi). Oates likewise claimed that his testimonywould save 

the English from Catholic conspiracy. Kinsleyhas pointedoutthat Dryden mayalso be recalling the 

Old Testament application of “brass” to a people hardened bysin. That Oates completelydevalued 

the word “witness” is indicated by further biblicalallusions : to the false witness who testified against 

the martyr St. Stephen and to other false witnesses mentioned in the Gospelof Matthew. Thus by 

the time Dryden has finished with the word “witness”, it is thoroughly discredited along with the 

perjurer Oates. Another distinctive aspect of the Corah portrait is its delineation of an upstart who 

threatensto assumetheproportionsofa great politicalplayer. Oate’slowbirth is said to be responsible 

for his desire to seek fame, or notoriety. Dryden scornfully dismisses the ambition of the “weaver’s 

issue” to become a “Prince’s son”. 
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Ruth Nevo sees the portrait of Corah as the crowning achievement of Absalom and Achitophel. 

She finds in the poem“two great rival systems of evaluation”, the classical and the biblical. (Zimri is 

both a biblical figure and modelled on one of Juvenal’s satiric targets). These two rival strains are 

simultaneouslypresent in the exposureofthis arch-hypocrite. “Classical monumentalfame, Mosaic 

redemption, perjuryand prophecyallcombine to articulate the inimitable, denselypacked scorn” of 

the lines describing Corah-Oates. 

 

THE FOLLOWERS OF CHARLES 

The portraits of the Royalists are of course not a part of Dryden’s satiric design and it will be 

entirely wrong to expect in them the ironies, sarcasm, denunciation and even ambivalence which 

mark the characterization of the Whig politicians. For the loyalists Dryden uses panegyric. This 

panegyrical style is by no means undistinguished, however. In fact, Ruth Nevo has argued that the 

values against whichthe ironies in the satiricalportraits have beenset arealso invoked in the portraits 

of the Royalists. These valies can be generally labelled as Augustan and divided under the heads 

Church, King, and classicalculture. However, it is classicalculturewhich is most clearlywoven into 

the textureof the verse. “In the panegyric passages, though these are kept within the framework of 

biblicalreference, the Virgilianallusionsare most marked, andthe values evokedaresignificantlythe 

familiar attributes ofthe life ofthe manofhonour-magnanimityandthe liberalprofession ofarts and 

arms”. These values are most strikingly present in the portrait of Barzillai. The biblical Barzillai 

sustained David during Absalom’s rebellion; the contemporary figure behind the biblical name is 

James Butler who served Charles faithfully. Dryden takes special care to mention the fact that the 

king’s supporters werefew; for himtheir real distinction lies in the smallness ofthe group, because 

already he has associatednumerical majoritywith madness. The contrast is emphasized by means of 

an antithesis : “Friends he has few, so high the madness grows;/Who dare be such, must be the 

people’s foes (813-14).” The portrait of Barzillai’s son emphasizes the latter’s filial loyalty and 

reliability, and is thus a contrast to the portrait ofAbsalom. Zadoc, who was the highpriest of Israel 

during Absalom’s rebellion, in II Samuel, is Dryden’s name for William Sancroft, Archbishop of 

Canterbury. Saganof Jerusalemwas the highpriest Zadoc’sdeputy in the Bible; behindthe allegorical 

name is Henry Compton, Bishop of London. Adriel, a name that has not been traced in the Bible, 

stands for John Sheffield, Earl of Mulgrave and “the author of much unreadable verse” (Elloway). 

These are the main figures in the group of Charles’s loyal followers. It is undeniable that Dryden’s 

presentation of this group lacks the liveliness and comprehensiveness of the portraits of the king’s 

politicalopponents. Two explanationsofthisdifference have beensuggested. First, Drydenintends 
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a contrastbetweenthe Whigs’ misuseoftheirowntalents in pursuingunworthyendsandthe Royalists’ 

proper useoftheir abilities in the king’s cause. As a result, the second groupof portraits depends for 

its effect on its relationship with the first. Secondly, Dryden wants to emphasize the connection 

betweennumericalsuperiorityand political irresponsibilityand therefore he can afford to name only 

a few ofthe loyalists to suggest their politicalworthand good sense. 
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ASSIGNMENTS 
 

Short-answer  type: 

1. Whywas king Charles II’s sexuality an issue in contemporarypolitics? 

2. What wasthe British convention regarding succession to the throne? 

3. Fromwhich book ofthe Bible is the storyof Dryden’s poemderived? 

4. Explain one advantage of using the Bible story in Absalom and Achitophel. 

5. Who was Titus Oates? Whydid he become famous/notorious? 
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6. What is the Popish Plot? What was its political impact? 

7. What is the Exclusion Crisis? Brieflycommentonitspoliticalimportance. 

8. How would you define a couplet and a triplet? 

9. What is Dryden’s attitude to Absalom? Why did he adopt such an attitude? 

10. Mention some of the real people and places as well as the biblical names given to them by 

Dryden. 

11. Who is Barzillai? Why is he important? 

12. Who isAdriel? 

Broad Questions: 

1. Explainthe topical issues ofhistoryand politics that lie behindAbsalomandAchitophel. 

2. Comment on Dryden’s use ofthe Bible for allegorical purposes inAbsalom andAchitophel. 

3. What arethe advantages ofusing a biblical story in Absalomand Achitophel? 

4. Examine Dryden’s views onsatire withspecialreference toAbsalom andAchitophel. 

5. Why isAbsalom and Achitophelcalled a heroic poem? Substantiate your answer. 

6. What do youmean by “intertextuality”? Discussthe intertextuality inAbsalomand Achitophel. 

7. Tracethe Miltonicechoes inAbsalom andAchitopheland comment ontheir significance. 

8. Comment on Dryden’s use of the heroic couplet. Why does he sometimes use triplets? Give 

suitable examples. 

9. Why Absalomand Achitophel is called a political satire? What was its political objective? 

10. Is Dryden objective or partisan in his treatmentofpolitical issues? Discuss with reference 

to the  text. 

11. Expound Dryden’s ownpoliticalcreed as you find it inAbsalom and Achitophel. 

12. Why is there a debate on justice and mercy in Absalom and Achitophel? How is the debate 

conducted? 

13. Comment on Dryden’s art of satiric characterization with special reference to any one of the 

portraits. 

14. Comment on the portraits of the following figures as they are presented in Absalom and 

Achitophel: 

(a) Charles-David 

(b) Achitophel-Shaftesbury 

(c) Zimri-Buckingham 

(d) Shimei-Bethel 

(e) Corah-Oates. 
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OBJECTIVES 
 

The objectives of this block is first to give students an overview of Alexander Pope’s life and 

literary works. Secondly, to initiate a detail discussion of An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnut. The entire 

block is a comprehensive student friendly analysis of the text An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnut .Along 

withthe detail discussionof the text the block is focussing oncritical understandings ofthe text in 

order to give students a comprehensive understanding of the text An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnut. 
 

Unit 5(a): ALEXANDER POPE - A GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 

Alexander Pope was born in May 1688 in London to an affluent linen trader and a Roman 

Catholic in religion. Duringthe accessionofWilliamand Maryto the Britishthrone, Roman Catholics 

were compelled to live outside London; several prohibitions were imposed upon them as a 

consequence of which the senior Pope had to leave London to settle in the tranquil environment of 

Windsor Forest. Being a Roman Catholic, Pope was deprived of an university education. Besides, 

a deadlytubercular disease in the spine made Pope a cripple. He was constantly in pain which he 
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refers to as “this long disease, my life” in An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot. Thoughconfined to the bed, 

Popeacquired a great knowledge ofthe classics. By and large a self-educated person, Pope started 

showinghis literarytalent at averyearlyagewhich he mentions 

in the poem: “As yet a child, nor yet a fool to fame,/ I lisp’d in 

numbers, for thenumberscame”(ll. 128-129).And by the time 

Pope was twenty five, his name as a great poet was already 

established in the literaryworld. Hisacquaintancewiththe Greek 

and Latin literature produced his first published work Pastorals 

in 1709. Two years later he published An Essay on Criticism 

which is an attempt to develop an aesthetics of poetry and 

criticism. In thispoemPopehasusedthe heroiccoupletalmost 

to perfection. Windsor Forest extols the magnificent beautyofthe landscape ofthe royal forest and 

the poet’s vision of a Utopian era of calm and peace. In 1714 Pope undertook an ambitious project 

of translating Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey. The subscription of this project made Pope financially 

independent. In 1725 his publication of the edition of Shakespeare saw himquarrelling with Lewis 

Theobald just as his translation of Homer soured his relationship with JosephAddison. 

But Pope’s genius lay in satires and mock-epics, the two dominant genres that represented the 

prevalent literary taste of 18th century England. In 1714, the enlarged version of The Rape of the 

Lock was brought out and immediately acknowledged as a masterpiece of mock-epic poetry, a 

delightful satire on the world of fashionable men and women. In this year of success, Pope co- 

founded with Swift, Gay, Joseph Spence and Dr. Arbuthnot the ‘Scriblerus Club’ and established a 

lasting friendship with these men of letters. Its aim was to ridicule all literary pretension, bad taste 

and corruption rampant in social life. The Dunciad is another specimen of the mock-heroic with 

Lewis Theobald as its hero. The poem is an invective, amerciless sizing downof literarygiants into 

dwarfs or a bunch of ‘dunces’. The poem is a war against pretentiousness and pseudo scholarship. 

An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot, published in 1735, is again a disparaging campaign against false 

criticism, evils of patronage and poverty-stricken scribblers as well as a defence of himself, his 

parents and friends, and his poetic career. The didactic note continues in An Essay on Man and it is 

taken up earnestly in the Moral Essays and Imitations of Horace (published in 1738). The Imitations 

is a modern adaptationof the Latin poet to contemporary situation. Pope’s poetic career came to a 

close with the publication of the revised version of The Dunciad in 1743 replacing Lewis Theobald 

with Colley Cibber as its hero. The satire reaches solemn heights and at times attains Miltonic 

grandeur. The New Dunciad was Pope’s last completed work. 

After the publication of The New Dunciad Pope’s health deteriorated. The man who valued 

friendship more than anything else died surrounded by his ever-trusting friends on 30 May 1744, 

literallysumming up Macbeth’sdescriptionofdead Duncan: “After life’s fiftul fever he sleepswell”. 

Though confined to the bed, Pope 

acquired a great knowledge of the 

classics. By the time, Pope was twenty- 

five, his name as a great poet was 

already established in the literary 

world. His earlier works include 

“Pastorals”, “An Essay on Criticism” 

etc. But his literary genius lay in 

satires and mock-epics like “The Rape 

of the Lock”, “The Dunciad”, “An 

Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot” and so on. 
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Unit 5(b): ALEXANDER POPE AND HIS TIME 
 

Alexander Pope’slife-spancoveredtwo different periodsof English Socialpoliticaland literary 

history, the end of the Restoration period and the beginning of the Augustan age. He was born in 

1688, the year in which William of Orange and Maryacceeded to the throne of England after King 

James II, a Roman Catholic had to flee to France because of his religous beliefs. In religion, The 

countrywas widelydivided into two camps: Catholics and Protestants;Whigs and Tories in politics. 

The Parliament withroyalsupport passed the Bill of Rights that curbed the royalpower and barred 

Roman Catholics frombeing monarchs. The power ofthe monarch was no longer held to be sacred 

as divine power, The Toleration Act in 1689 made some provision for freedom of worship for 

Dissenters but the restrictions imposed onthe Catholics were not waived. Theywere forced to live 

ten miles away from London. University education was denied to the Catholics. They could not 

enjoycivicrights andchoosepublic offices. Pope andhis family, being Catholics, were subjected to 

these restrictions. Inspiteofthesesevererestrictions andminoritystatus, the Romancatholics formed 

a prosperous, rich section of the population. 

In 1701 Queen Anne succeeded William III and Mary who died childess. The reign of Queen 

Annewas marked bypoliticalturmoil inside thecountryand foreign invasions. Butthereignofthree 

successive Hanoverian kings, George I, George II and George III was comparativelypeaceful. The 

two Jacobite uprisings in 1715 and 1745 were successfully thwarted by the protestant monarchyof 

England. Another important event of the period concerned Robert Walpole’s rise to power in the 

Court of George I and George II. 

The political condition of England, the rivalry between the Whigs and the Tories, the Jacobite 

uprising had a definite impact onthe literature of the period. Dryden, Pope, Swift, Addison, Steele 

were directly or indirectly involved in politics, though Pope was never a political man like Dryden. 

His sympathies were evidentlywith the Tories while Addison and Steele championed the cause of 

the Whigs. Thougha Tory, Pope had manyfriends among the Whigs, a disposition he describes in 

‘The First Satire ofthe Second Bookof Horace Imitated’: “While Tories call me Whig, and Whigs 

a Tory’(1.68). He could not conceal his dislike for Robert Walpole and his policies in An Epistle to 

Dr. Arbuthnot and The Imitations of Horace. Though not a member of the party, Pope registers his 

politicalantipathy for the monarchy supported by Whigs. 

Alexander Pope represents the ideals and literary principles of the English Augustan age also 

called the Age of Englightenment. The Neo-classical principles of ‘correctness’, perfection and 

Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Name some representative literary pieces of Pope. 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. What wasthe politicalcondition of England like during Pope’stime ? 

2. What are the salient features of Pope’s poetry ? 

 

 

decorum were the ‘rules’ of literary composition. The Age of Englightenment strives to identify 

man’sproper place in the schemeoftheuniverse, hisrelationship with Godand thenatureofthings. 

Man is essentially an imperfect being created by Godand placed in thecentreofthe ‘Great Chainof 

being’. He is superior to birds and beasts, the vegetable world and the geologicalworld by virtue of 

his rationality. Man may be the supreme creationofthe Universe, but he is givento “chaosofthought 

andpassion, allconfused”(Epistle II,An Essayon Man).Thepoetryof Popeendorsesandembodies 

allthe intellectualand ideologicaldevelopmentsoftheage. The insistence onrefinement in style, on 

‘correctness’ as advocated by the Neoclassical period is registered by Pope in his An Essay on 

Criticism, An Essay on Man, Moral Essays and Imitations of Horace. 

 

Unit 5(c): A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE POEM 
 

An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot is Pope’s Apologia pro sua satura, a defence of his satires 

against the malicious attacks of his detractors. The poem a mosaic of several verses written on 

several occasions, may be divided into three sections. Lines 1-124 give an account of the poet’s 

disgust withthe vain literaryaspirants and hack writerswho pester him onalloccasions and at every 

place seeking his favour. The poemhas an abrupt, dramatic beginningwiththe poet-speaker ordering 

John Serle, his manservant, to shut the door to save him fromthese men. He is not spared even on 

Sundays or at church or at dinner time. 

Muses from Parnassus have been let loose to “rave, recite, and madden round the world” 

(L.4). 

Poetryand insanityare brilliantly justaposed in the reference to ‘Sirius’, the Dog-star, ‘Bedlam, 

and ‘Parnassus. Sirius appears in late summer, the oppressive heat of which is supposed to cause 

insanityand again, the seasonwas sacredtothe Romansofancient times for poetryreading session. 

Whereas for Pope poetry is “a sane diversion”, for the poetasters it is “a mad obsession”. The 

favour-seekersincludea parson, amaudlinpoetess, arhyming peer, aclerk, allpretenders to poetry. 

The poet wonders why he is held responsible for every offence committed by others. If a 

person like James Moore Smythe is found guiltyofviolating the laws ofthe countryor if a frantic 

wife like Lady Walpole deserts her husband, the reason is attributed to Pope : “And curses Wit, and 

poetryand Pope” (L. 26). Exasperated withall this, Pope seeks some remedy from Dr. Arbuthnot, 

though he knows it is absolutelyimpossibleto destroythe“flimsylines” ofthe“cobweb” spun bythe 
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In the Atticus and Sporus passage, 

The aggressive onslaught On critics 

and plagiarists culminates. But at the 

end with the blessing of a son and of 

a friend, the vexed and savage tone 

of the satirist merges into a note of 

exquisite tenderness not expressed 

elsewhere in Pope’s poetry. 

 

 

scribblers. The comparsion between poetasters and spiders is workedout brilliantly in lines 89-94. 

Popestates his personalopinionclearly: he is innocent and guiltless, frank andfriendly, morea victim 

than an aggressor, never willing to hurt anyone. Yet, when Arbuthnot tries to dissuade him from 

naming anyone richand famous, the exhortation seems to fa 

Writing poetrywas quite naturalto himand it gave himpleasure to sustain him “thro’this long 

disease, my life,” a tender reference to his life long disease, that made hima cripple. “But whythen 

publish?” He promptly answers that he published his works because of the support and 

encouragement of his friends like Granville, William Walsh, Samuel Garth, William Congreve, Swift, 

Rochester, Henry St. John, Talbot, Somers, Sheffield and Bolingbroke. When he had so many 

friends at his side, he did not care for the “Burnets, Oldmixons, and Cooks” : 

“Happy my studies, when by these approv’d Happier their author, when by these belov’d 

Fromthese the world will judge of menand books” (143-145)Anycritic who has “spirit, taste 

and sense” need not be afraid of his “modest satire;” it onlyaims at the dull, textual critics who are 

moreconcernedwith“commasandpoints”, spelling andmeterrathersthanwiththespirit ofawork. 

The aggressiveonslaught oncritics and plagiarists culminates in theAtticusand Sporuspassage. 

While acknowledging the genius ofAddison, Pope accuses himof jealousy and rivalry and likens 

himto a Turk who cannot bear anyrival. The portrait of Bufo is a scathing-satire on self-flattering 

patrons. The poet refuses to depend on any patron for favours. He is happy to pursue his poetic 

vocation. This is followed by a searing portrayal of Sporus, namely, Lord Hervey. The ferocity 

changes into a tone of tenderness in lines 381-419. 

In these lines Pope pays a touching tribute to his parents and Dr. Arbuthnot. Pope presents his 

father as an honest, wise and balanced person. A stranger to 

hypocrisy, he never “dar’d an oath, nor hazarded a lye” in order 

to enter public life. He was by no means a craftyperson : 

“Unlearn’d, knew no schoolman’s subtle art/No Language, 

but the Language ofthe Heart” (II. 398-399). Pope also paints 

a happy picture of domestic bliss of his parents. The rest of the 

poemseespope in arole-reversalsituation: he bestowsblessings 

onhis dying mother an dying friend. Imaginatively he becomes a caring parent to his ailing mother. A 

mother is supposed to rock the cradle of her baby. 

Here the role is reversed – the son wishes to “rock the cradle of reposing age”. Imaginatively 

Popereplaces himselfwith Dr.Arbuthnotwhotreatedhimand longs to “preservehimsocial, cheerful 

and serene.” Withthis blessing of a son and a friend, the vexed and savage toneof the satirist merges 

into a note of exquisite tenderness not expressed elesewhere in Pope’s poetry, a restoration of calm 

of mind, all passions spent. 
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Unit 6 (a): Analysis of Different Character Portraits 
 

 

6(a) i: THE CHARACTER OF ATTICUS 

An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot is celebrated for its verse portraits, notably those of Atticus, 

Sporus and Bufo. Lines 193-214 contain the portrait of Joseph Addison as Atticus. This passage 

was written in 1715 and published in 1722. Later on it was 

incorporated into the Epistle after some alterations. Once 

friends, Pope and Addison soon turned into rivals over the 

latter’s preference for Tickell’s version of Homer to Pope’s. 

This was enough to enrage Pope and his wounded pride finds 

an outlet in the Atticus passage. The Atticus passage begins 

witha praise ofthe ‘EnglishAtticus’. The originalAtticus was 

born a Roman, but he was called “Atticus” because of his long stay in Athens and his profound 

knowledge in the Greek language and its literature. He was a close friend of Cicero withwhom he 

exchanged many letters. But soonthe panegyric moves into a sharp attack. Addison cannot tolerate 

any literaryrival, a usualcharacteristic ofa Turkish Sultanwho hates to see a kinrise in power. The 

startling paradox“Damnwith faint praise, assent withcivil leer” wittilypointsto his failing as a critic. 

He cannever praise a rival’sworkwholeheartedly; it is clear that hiscivility is a cover for hisenvious 

displeasure. Though he is never contemptuous, he encouragesothers to sneer. Though he is willing 

to wound, he lacks the moral courage to openlystrike an opponent. He is extremelycautious in his 

condemnation. For Pope, it is reallyunworthyofa man like Addisonto be fearful evenof fools and 

be surrounded by flatterers. He pretends to be obliging without ever obliging anyone. The portrait in 

this waybristles withextensiveuse ofanalogiesand antithesis that addsa sharpnessto the portraiture. 

The comparison with Cato is sarcastic and witty. Addison is shown to preside over a smallgroup of 

sycophants, his ‘little senate’. After making him an object ofridicule Pope asks, 

“Who but must laugh, if such a man there be? Who would not weep, if Atticus were he?” [213- 

214] 

Thus, when If a personlike Atticus stoops to folly, it is not simplyunfortunate but tragic. 

The Atticus passage is a masterly work of portraiture. It strikes a perfect balance between 

appreciation and condemnation. However, one may ask if Addison deserves such an attack from 

Pope. For it wasAddisonwho first appreciated Pope’s literarygifts. The latter also genuinelyadmired 

Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Attempt a critical analysis of the poem“An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot”. 

The Atticus passage contain satirical 

treatment of Addison. He wittily 

points to Addison’s hating of a 

literary rival and to his fall as a critic. 

This passage is a masterly work of 

portraiture which strikes a perfect 

balance between appreciation and 

condemnation. 
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Addison. Buttherift betweenthetwowasmoreliterarythanpersonal. Consideredfroman objective 
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In this passage, Pope retaliated 

against Lord Hervey and Lady Mary 

Wortley Montagu, who mercilessly 

attacked Pope’s physical deformity 

and obscure birth, with fury and 

savagery quite absent in the atticus 

passage. This portraiture is the most 

derisive of all Pope’s character 

sketches. 

Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Comment onthe portraiture ofAtticus. 

 

 

point of view, the portrait remains a witty piece of work, an argument against hypocrisy and a 

vindicationofimpartiality in criticism. 

 

  Unit 6(a) ii: THE CHARACTER OF SPORUS  

Lord Herveyand Lady Mary Wortley Montagu conspired jointly to publish Verses Address’d 

to the Imitator of the First satire of the Second Book of Horace in which they mercilessly 

attacked Pope’s physical deformity and obscure birth. Pope 

retaliated with a fury and savagery quite absent in the Atticus 

passage.Arbuthnottries to restrainhimas Sporus is avile, filthy, 

contemptible creature, athing ofsilk, a white curdofass’s milk, 

a butterfly and, therefore, Pope ought not waste his time on 

suchathing. But his friend’s advice serves to intensifyhis anger. 

To him Lord Hervey is a gilded bug that stinks and stings, a 

well-trained spaniel that lacks the courage to bite its prey, an 

uglytoad and a serpent. Through a quick succession of animal imagery Pope savagely hits at Lord 

Hervey’s effeminate features, his bisexuality and manner of speech. Sporus was a favourite eunuch 

of Emperor Nero of Rome whom he later married in a lavish ceremony. Like Satan, the tempter of 

Eve, Sporus is a mainpulator. Asycophant in the court of Queen Caroline and a spokesperson of 

Robert Walpole, Lord Herveyspews venom in the earsof Queen Caroline. He is ‘one vileAntithesis’ 

ofwhat is honest and graceful, an ‘Amphibious thing’ who acts in different roles : “Sporus is puppet 

and puppeteer, controlled and controller, deceived and deceiver” : 

His wit all see – saw between that and this, 

Now high, now low, now Master up, now Miss. 

Fop at the Toilet, Flatt’rer at the Board. 

Now trips a Lady, and now struts a Lord” (II. 323-325) these lines present Sporus in the most 

reviling colour. In his case face is not the index of mind. Externally, Sporus may have, a “Cherub’s 

face”, but the rest of his body is that of a serpent. The final blow is dealt in the expression ‘pride that 

licks the dust’. 

The portrait of Lord Hervey as Sporus is the most derisive ofall Pope’s character sketches. Dr. 

Johnson concludes : “The meanest passage is the satire on Sporus”. The devastating condemnation 

of Lord Herveydone througha series ofsuccessive animal images mayraise the questionwhether 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Comment onthe portraiture of Sporus and of Bufo. 

 

 

Pope was entirely fair in his depiction. But we need not go beyond what the text tells us. Personal 

animus mayhave motivatedthe Portrait of Lord Hervey as Sporus. But it is lessaboutacontemporary 

than about an enemywith whom the satirist is always at war. The Sporus lines sum up, in the words 

of Maynard Mack, “in an exemplum the fundamentalattributes of the invader in every garden : his 

specious attractiveness – as a butterfuly, a painted child, a dimpling stream; his nastiness – as a bug, 

a creature generated in dirt, a thing that stinks and stings, a toad spitting froth and venom; his 

essential impotence – as a numbling spaniel, a shallow stream, a puppet, a hermaphrodite; and yet 

his perpetual menace as the tempter, powerless himself but always Lurking ‘at the ear of Eve’, as 

Pope puts it, to usurp the powers of good and pervert them”. It is a war involving “the strong 

antipathyof Good to Bad”. Sporushasbecomeaclassic exemplar, aprototypeofcringingobedience 

and vulgar sycophancy. Pope has “given Herveya kind of immortality he never dreamt of”. 

 

Unit 6(c) iii: THE CHARACTER OF BUFO 
 

The portrait of Bufo is not as destructive as that of Sporus. ‘Bufo’ in Latin means ‘Toad’. In the 

Epistle he stands for a proud literarypatronwho bestows his charity to unworthyand undistinguished 

poets. Bufo is a blend of Charles Montagu, Earlof Halifax and George Bubb Dodington, a Whig 

politician. Pope describes him as a pretender with claimsto taste and learning. He is as proud as 

Apollo to whom the poets in ancient time used to dedicate their poems. Similarly, his modern 

counterpart is “fed with soft dedication all day long”. His library is stuffed with busts and books of 

dead poets which he has hardly ever read. Astranger to literary acumen, Bufo doles out his charity 

among flatterers and pretenders to knowlege. But at times he can be miserly. Dryden was allowed 

to die in poverty, but he wasgivena lavish funeral, thanks to Bufo’s so-called generosity. Thepoet’s 

hatred for such an undiscerningpatronculminates in thebrilliant antithesis: “Hehelp’dto burywhom 

he help’d to starve” [L. 248]. Popethanks himself for not having such a patron. He is happyto have 

John Gay, his friend and inspirer. Bufo or the Earl of Halifax thus becomes an archehetype of 

pretenders to poetry and taste, of flattery and partisanship. 

 

Unit 6(b): AN EPISTLE TO DR. ARBUTHNOT AS AN 

  AUTOBIOGRAPHY  

Alexander Pope was born in an age in which the literary atmosphere was vitiated by battles 

waged between writers. The life of an author or a political person was no longer a private affair; 

publiccuriositywoulddig up everysecretoftheir personallife. Dryden, Swift, Gayand Popehad to 
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put up with such public intrusions, blatant lies and distortion of facts regarding their careers end 

relationships. Pope felt compelled at a certain point of his career to replyto all the allegations and 

present himself in a favourable light. Imitations of Horace gave 

himthe much– requiredmediumofself-expression.The Satires 

and Epistles are largely autobiographical : “The whole man 

pulsates in them – his intense nervous responses to nature and 

to man, hisexquisite sensibilityand lovelyfecling forthemusic 

of the word and phrase, his generosity, his implacable enmity, 

hishumour, hishatred, hiswarmfriendship, andhisdeeplystirred 

patriotism.” An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot is the most his of all 

hispoems, anapologia for hispersonallife, literarycareer, friendsandparents. Theyareacomposite 

self-portrait of the man : George Fraser has observes that Pope is “always warm where he speaks 

with moralapprovalor gratitude; bitterlyand excessivelysharp to his foes when he thinks them, like 

Lord Hervey and Lady Mary, malignant; blandly severe, but balanced and just to a dead man like 

Addison, who was not a true friend or an open enemy, but whose gifts as well as his faults deseved 

recognition”. 

The Advertisement franktly admits that the poet intends to launch a counterattack on those 

“Persons of Rank and Fortune’ who had reviled his ‘person, Morals and Family’. He has clearly 

mentioned the names of these ‘persons of Rank and fortune’ Lord Hervey, Lady Mary Wortley 

Montagu and a host of others. Throughout the poem, Pope places himself in a lofty position from 

which he throwshisshaftsagainst hisantagonists. Theabruptopeningofthepoemwith an exhortation 

to his own manservant, John Serle, establishes the personality of a vexed autobiographical narrator 

desperately in need ofrelief fromthe pestering hack writersand flatterers. Thepersonalnotebcomes 

allthe more prominent from line 125 whichestablishes him as a paragonof virtue : 

Why did I write? What sin to me unknown 

Dipp’d me in ink, my parents’, or my own? 

As yet a child, nor yet a fool to fame, 

I lisp’d in numbers, for the numbers came. (125-128) 

He claims to have been “lisping in numbers” since his childhood for poetry came to him 

spontaneously. He served poetrynot to please anywomanbutto please himself, to help him “through 

this long disease, my life.” Poetic vocation was a great diversion in his miserable life. No poet, 

perhaps, has ever so poignantly expressed the storyof a life dwarfed by an incurable disease of the 

spine within so few words. The question “But why then publish” is followed by a list of Pope’s 

lifelong friends whom he recalls affectionatelyand gratefully. Theyreceive the new poet with‘open 

arms’, inspire and encourage him; it is for themthat world is a glorious place to live in : 

“The whole man pulsates in them— 

his intense nervous responses to 

nature and to man, his exquisite 

sensibility and lovely feeling for the 

music of the word and phrase, his 

generosity, his implaccable enmity, 

his humour, his hatred, his warm 

friendship, and his deeply stirred 

patriotism.” 
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“Happy studies, when by these approv’d! 

Happier their author, when by these belov’d.” 

The portraits of Atticus, Sporus and Bufo are evidently 

motivated by deep personalrancour. 

The poet’s righteous indignation against Addison, Lord 

Herveyand Earlof Halifaxresonatesthroughlines 193-248 andagain in lines 305-333. Theintervening 

lines are a projection of the self: “Poor guiltless I!” The autobiographical part of the poem takes 

away the spleen and spite of these passages. It demonstrates a compliment to his own virtues as 

contrasted withthe vices ofhis enemies. He pictures himself as a manofhumble desires : 

“Oh let me live my own! and die so too! 

(“To live and die is all I have to do”) 

Maintain a poet’s Dignityand Ease” (U. 261-263) 

Preoccupied, thus, with books and friends and humble affairs of life the poet is least interested 

in the great affairs of public life. Power does not attract him : “I was not born for courts”, he 

declares. He pays his debtsregularly, says his prayerslike anydevout Christianand sleepsundisturbed 

never botheringabout his next work or about critics like Dennis. Thepoemregisters hisunflinching 

devotionto his friendswho are worthyand virtuous; but at thesametime his poetry is like ascourge 

to those who pretend to be what they are not in reality : 

A lash like mine no honest manshalldread, 

But all such babbling blockheads in his stead. [303-304] 

It is immediately followed bythe severe ‘lashing’ (of Lord Hervey in the Sporus passage. The 

ferocity ofthe attack on Sporus subsides to a gentle tone in the subsequent stanza which describes 

the poet as a man of integrity and virtue in an age of intrigues and moral vices. This time the first 

person voice shifts into third person; the poet is “Not Fortune’s Worshipper, nor Fashion’s Fool. / 

Not Lucre’s Madman, nor Ambition’s Tool” (L. 335). He does not wander long in ‘Fancy’s Maze’. 

He ‘Stoop’dto truth, and moralized his song.” Atolerant man, 

Pope endures all abuses, libels against his name, his physical 

infirmities and his friends. He sufferes much but never deviates 

from the path of virtue for which he is ever ready to die: “For 

thee, Fair Virtue! welcome ev’nthe last!” (359) 

Thismoralpart ofthepoemsoongiveswaytothe mostmoving 

andtender passage recapitualting the virtuesofhis parents and 

the poet’s filial devotiontowards them. His father wise, honest, homely. He is a “stranger to Civil 

and Religious Rage”. In other words, political and religious intrigues never interest him. Avery 

The intimate tone of an autobiogra- 

phical speaker is unmistakable 

throughout the poem, but all his 

claims about and barbs at some 

persons are not justified. But it is 

important to recognize that it is a 

dramatic projection as much as a 

construct. 

The autobiographical part of the 

poem takes away the spleen and spite 

of these passages. It demonstrates a 

compliment to his own virtues as 

contrasted with the vices of his 

enemies. 
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simple man, he knows no intricacies of the heart. He dies peacefully without any pain and the son 

prays “O grant me, thus to live, and thus to die”. Ironically enough, the son lives a life ofprolonged 

suffering till death releases him in 1744. Pope protestshis love for his mother; he wants to take care 

ofher, to “smooththe Bedof Death”. Infact, she dies a few weeks after this poem is completed. The 

poemwhich begins with the voice of a vexed first person speaker rounds off with the same voice, 

but this time calm, restored to peace, witha finalwarmtribute to his dying friend, Dr. Arbuthnot. 

The intimate tone of an autobiographical speaker is unmistakable throughout An Epistle to Dr. 

Arbuthnot. The-personaprojectshimself in apositionfar superior to corrupt scribblersand flatterers. 

However, in all fairness to Pope, it can be said that allhis claims 

about and barbs at some persons are not justified. Critics like 

Theobald, Bentley, Addison were scholars and worthy men. 

The Earlof Halifax was a generous patron. His contemptuous 

jibe at the poverty of some poet-aspirants is unfortunate. In 

The Dunciad too, Pope severely condemns hack writers and 

makes fun of their poverty. Pope does not believe that he is 

mockingthe ill-fortune ofthosewho doesnot havethe comfort 

and solvency of his own life. On the contrary, he considered himself a defender of cultural and 

literary values which he felt were onthe wane. To him, Swift, Gayand Arbuthnot were epitomes of 

literary as well as moral virtues. It is, however, important to remember that the poem must be read 

as it is andwhat it stands for. It upholdsthe virtuesofgenuinecriticism, need for privacy in personal 

life and above all, goodpoetry. In it Pope has wageda war against inferior criticism and the tendency 

to malign one’s reputation. Thus I.R.F. Gordon concludes, 

“The poem’s most interesting dramatic creation, however, is that of Pope himself. The besieged 

poet who speaks in the poem, and vigorously defends his life and art, is clearly, on one level, the 

voice ofthe actual, living poet, Alexander Pope. But the poet speaker comes to us through a series 

of filters. He is after all, onlyone ofthe poem’s voices. Pope, the author, embraces the ‘Pope’who 

speaks in it, as well as the ‘Dr. Arbuthnot’with whom he speaks. The Pope who speaks in the poem 

is Pope as he would like the public to think ofhim; Pope without warts... The voice ofthe poet who 

speaks in An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot comes as close as any in Pope’s poetry to being an 

authentically autobiographical one, but it is important to recognize that it is a dramatic projection; 

just as much a construct, in one way, as that of Dr. Arbuthnot is in another. 

The ferocity of the attack on Sporus 

subsides to a gentle tone. Pope 

endures all abuses. He suffers much 

but never deviates from the path of 

virtue. This moral part soon gives way 

to the most moving and tender 

passage recapitulating the virtues of 

his parents and the poet’s filial 

devotion towards them. 
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Unit 6(c): A NOTE ON SATIRE 

The term ‘satire’ is derived from the Latin satura, meaning ‘medley’, a dish of mixed food 

items. Juvenalcalled it ‘ollapodrida’ meaning ‘mish-mash’, ‘Satire’ as apoetic genredeveloped, not 

in Greece but in Rome. Critics often confuse the Greek satyr plays with satires. It was in 1605 that 

the etymologicalconfusionwas cleared by the Frenchscholar Isaac Casuabon. Satire as the Romans 

understood it is an artistic composition to hold up human vices, follies, moral failings for ridicule 

therebystriving to correct andreformthem.According to Dryden, theaimofsatire is theamendemnt 

ofvices. Swiftclaimsthatsatire‘isa sortofglasswhereinbeholders do generallydiscovereverybody’s 

face but their own.” For Alexander Pope, satire is “a sacred weapon”, “sole dread of Folly. Vice, 

and Insolence” (Epilogue to the Satires). Satire, in the English literary context, owes its origin and 

inspiration to Horace and Juvenal who established the genre of formal verse satire. Their approach 

to the genre, however, was quite different. This led Dryden to identify the satires of Horace as 

‘comic’ satire while those of Juvenal as ‘tragic’. Horace’s Satires and Epistles have the design of 

a ‘medley’, of sermo or conversation between persons covering a wide range of subjects. Pope 

foundhisaffinitymorewithHoracethanwith JuvenalHowever, whilehis Moral Essays and Imitations 

of Horace follow the Horatianexample, The Dunciad imbibes the spirit ofJuvenal. 

An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot is modelled on Horace’s use of sermo or chat and poetic 

autobiography. Like Horace, Pope has given a dramatized account of his self as a man and as a 

poet. The poem dramatizes the tension the poet feels being “cabin’d and cribb’d” on all sides by 

scribblers, unjust critics and people like Lord Hervey and Lady Mary Wortley Montagu in a 

conversation between Pope and Arbuthnot. It is notable for the dramatic cuts, swift surprises, 

interruptions andexclamations. The conversationaldesignofthe poemwhichbegins with an address 

to the servant allows space enough to another participant. Thus what appearars to be a dramatic 

monologue, a genre Browning would perfect later on, changes into a dialogue. The poem posits a 

thesis by launching an attackonvice and folly and an antithesis demonstratingthe value ofrationality 

and of the life of a good, well meaning human being, as it has been explained by Maynard Mack. 

The readers do not failto recognize the basically goodnatured, tolerant, friendlyman forced to write 

this apologia : “Difficile est saturamnonscribere: “It is difficult not to write satire.” 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot incorporates satire, biography a critique on the contemporary 

literary world, the evil influence of patronage and partisanship provoked by political differences. 

Pope is profoundly moraland didactic in this poem as he is in all his poems. But the poemdoes not 

read like a heavily-loaded didactic sermon because of its varying mood shifting from passionate 
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rage through a wistful and lingering gaze at the poet’s past life to an affectionate musing on his 

parents and friends, the poem involves the use of precise and apt antithetical and epigrammatic 

verse, sharp and witty banter, and a pervasive use of animal imagery. As Jack Lynch observes An 

Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot offers a study of Pope’s “satirical principles – or, at least, how he’d like 

them to be interpreted”. 
 

ANNOTATIONS 
 

Nequesermonibus Vulgidederis... tamen. 

Taken from De Republic, VI, 23 by Cicero [Marcus Tullius Cicero, more popularly known as 

“Tully’, and it means “Youwill not anylonger attend to the vulgar mob’sgossip nor put your trust in 

human rewards for your deeds; virtue, through her own charms, should lead you to true glory. Let 

what others sayabout you be their concern; whatever it is, they’ll say it anyway.” 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 
 

Persons of Rank and Fortune : Areference to Lord Hervey and Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, 

friends-turned-foes, who jointly brought out the scurrilous Verses to the Imitator or Horace. Lord 

Hervey wrote An Epistle to a Doctor of Divinity from a Nobleman at Hampton Court to which 

Pope sharply reacted with his prose reply called A Letter to a Noble Lord. 

The learned and candid ‘Friend’to whom it is inscribed refers to John Arbuthnot (1667-1735), 

a Scottish mathematician, physician to Queen Anne; an author and a co-founder of the famous 

Scriblerus Club with Alexander Pope, Jonathan Swift and John Gay. He was a friend of Pope to 

whom the poet dedicated the Epistle. 
 

THE POEM 
 

Good John: John Serle, Pope’s manservant. 

Knocker : The doorknocker was usually muffled if someone in the house was sick or haddied 

recently. 

Dog-Star : Sirius, the dog-star, appears in late August. Its associations are with oppressiveheat 

ofthe late summer supposed to cause madness and poetry-reading sessions in ancient Rome. 

Bedlam or Parnassus : ‘Bedlam’ is corrupted from Bethlehem. It was originally called the 

hospital of St. Mary of Bethlehem, located in Bishopgate, London. Later on it became an 

asylum for the lunatics. Parnassus is a mountain in Greece, sacred to Apollo, god of poetry 

and therefore sacred to the muses. 
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L.8 Grot : The underground grotto built by Pope in the garden of his villa at Twickenham. L.9 

Charge : attack 

L.10  Chariot : afour-wheeled horse drawn vehicle. 

L.10  Barge : Pope’s house at Twickenham was close to the River Thames and very often he 

would travel fromhere to London bywater. 

Sabbath;Adayofreligiousobservanceandrest, kept bythe JewsonSaturdaysand Christianson 

Sundays. 

Mint: Asanctuaryfor debtors. They were allowed to appear on Sundays without the threatof 

being arrested. 

L.15 Parson : a pun on the name Laurence Eusden who became poet laureate in 1718 and held 

the laureateship until his death in 1730. He was an object of Pope’s scurrilous attack. 

bemus’d: Slighlypuzzled. 

Maudlin: Sentimental, talking in self-pityingly manner especiallywhendrunk. L. 18 Engross: 

Prepare legal documents. 

L. 21 TWI’NAM : Pope’s home at Twickenham. 

L. 23 Arthur : Author Moore was a businessman and an M.P. His son James Moore Smythe was 

a minor poet and dramatist. He inserted some verses of Pope in his comedy The 

Rival Ladies andwhenthelatter withdrewhis permission to include them, he refused 

to do so. 

L. 25 Cornus : Derived from Latin cornu. meaning ‘horn’ the word refers to a cuckold. Cuckolds 

weretraditionally imagined to wear horns. This mayhavereference to LadyWalpole 

who left her husband in 1734. 

L. 27 Friend to my life : John Arbuthnot, the poet’s friend. 

L. 29 Drop or Nostrum : medicines. 

L. 40 “Keep your piece nine years” A reference to Horace’s advice to aspiring poets in Ars 

Poetica to keeptheir manuscripts for nine years before publishing them. 

L. 41 Drury Lane : The name of a theatre district in London; the surrounding area was a 

notorious haunt for prostitutes and people of doubtful character. The speaker dwells in a 

garret here. That thepoet lives in an attic withbrokenwindows is suggestiveofthe‘high’ life 

that he lives. 

Lull’d by soft zephyr : Induced to sleep by soft, gentle breezes. 

Termends : Alegal term meaning the regular sessions of law court which of ten coincideswith 

the publishing season. 
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L.49 Pitholeon : Pope’s Note runs thus : “The name taken from a foolish poet of Rhodes, who 

pretended much to Greek.” Pope may be referring both to Leonard Welsted, translator of 

the works of Longinus and to Thomas Cooke who translated several Greek poems. Both 

were Pope’s bitter enemies. 

Curll : Edmund Curll was a disreputable publisher guilty of publishing seditious and obscene 

literature. He was also accused of pirating Pope’s works. He has been satirized in The 

Dunciad. 

“He’ll write a journal, or he’ll turn Divine “: He will become a hackwriter in politics or 

religion. It may also allude to slanderous attacks on Pope in The London Journal and to 

Welsted’s theologicaltreatises. 

L.61 Lintot : Bernard Lintot; published manyof Pope’s works. 

L.65 go snacks : To share the profits. 

L.69 Midas’ears : In ancient mythology, Midas, the kingof Phrygia, was givenass’s ears byApollo 

after he awarded Pan the prize in a music competition between Apollo and Pan, thereby 

incurring thewrathofthe former. In shame, Midas hidthe earsunder a headdress. However, 

the secret was revealed by his minister, then by his barber and his queen who bursting with 

the secret, whispered it into a hole in the ground. Here Pope alluded to King George II, 

Queen Caroline and Robert Walpole. 

L.74 coxcomb : Avain and conceited person. 

L.74 Perksthem: flauntsthemimpudently. 

L.79 Dunciad : A mock-heroic-poem by Pope satirising ‘dulness’ in general, but particularly an 

attackon Lewis Theobald who had criticised Pope’s edition of Shakespeare in Shakespeare 

Restored (1726) 

L.85 Codrus : A conventional name for a bad poet mocked by Virgil and Juvenal. L.87 Pit, box, 

and gallery : Different partsof a theatre. 

Colley : Colley Cibber, playwright and poet laureate. Pope savagely attacks him in the final 

version of The Dunciad. 

Free-masons Moore : James Moore Smythe was a member ofthe societyof free Masions. 

L.98 Bavius : Abad Roman Poet who attacked Horace and Virgil. 

Bishop Philips : Ambrose Philips a pastoral poet, became secretary to the Bishop of Armagh. 

Pope and Ambrose Philips quarrelled over the relative merits of pastoral poetry. He was 

called “Namby-Pamby” by Pope, giving rise to the term. 

Sappho : A seventh-century B.C. Poet from Lesbos in Greece. Here Sappho is the name of 

Lady Marry Wortley Montagu, once a friend of Pope, later a bitter enemy. 
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L.103 Twice as tall : Areference to Pope’s short figure. He was ony 4’6" tall. L. 111 Grubstreet : 

The traditional haunt for hack writers. 

L.113 My Letters: Edmund Curll brought out a pirated edition of Pope’s letters. L.117Ammon’s 

great son : Alexander the great. 

L.118 Ovid’s nose : Ovid’s name was Publius Ovidius Naso; “nose” is derived from Latin naso. 

L.122 Maro : Publius Vergilius Maro, familiarly known as Virgil. He wrote The Aeneid. 

L.124 Homer : The Greek blind poet, author of the two great epics. The Iliad and The Odyssey. 

L.128 Lisp’d in numbers : Pope claims that he has beenspeaking poetryfromchildhood. 

L.132 This long disease : A reference to Pope’s lifelong suffering from deformity caused by 

tuberculosis ofthe spine. 

Granville : George Granville, Lord Landsowne, a friend of Pope. He dedicated his Windsor 

Forest to Granville. 

Walsh: William Walsh, an early friend of Pope. 

Garth: Sir Samuel Garth, a poet and physician. He was the author of The Dispensary, the 

earliest specimen of mock-heroic poetry. 

Congreve : William Congreve, chief exponent ofthe Restorationcomedyof Manners. 

Talbot : Charles Talbot, Dukeof Shrewsbury. 

L.139 Somers : John, Baron, Somers, Whig statesman and Lord Treasurer. He inspired Pope to 

write his pastorals. 

Sheffield : John Sheffield, poet and politician. He wasthe Earlof Mulgrave. 

Rochester : Francis Atterbury (1662-1732), the Bishop of Rochester and Dean of 

Westminster. He was a Jacobite and sent to exile in 1723. 

St. John : Henry st. John, Viscount Bolingbroke, an important Tory statesman. As a friend, he 

was very close to Pope. 

L.146 Burnets : Pope refers to them as “Authors of secret and scandalous History.” All of them 

attacked Pope. Sir Thomas Burnet was a follower of Addison; he criticised Pope’s on his 

translation of Homeric epics. John Oldmixon was a Whig politician and historian. He was 

accused of pirating Pope’s poems in Court Poems. Thomas Cooke was a poet, translator 

and pamphleteer. He offended Pope and when he apologized, Pope refused to oblige. 

L.149 Fanny: Lord Hervey, ridiculed as Sporus in the poem. 

L.151 Gildon: Charles Gildona poet and critic who attacked Pope’s useofsupernatural machinery 

in The Rape of the Lock. 
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L.153 Dennis : John Dennis, a Whig critic and dramatist. He felt humiliated by Pope’s comment in 

his An Essay on Criticism. Dennis’ response created a bitter feud between the two. 

L.164 From slashing Bentley down to pidling Tibalds : Richard Bentley was a classical scholar an 

one of Pope’s enemies. ‘Tibald’s refers to Lewis Theobald, an editor and critic, became the 

object of Pope’s savage attack in The Dunciad for his criticism of Pope’s edition of 

Shakespeare. 

L.177 Casting-weight : Counterbalance. 

The Bard :Ambrose Philips 

Persian tale : Ambrose Philips, as Pope mentioned in his note, translated a book of Persian 

Tales for which he was given half-a-crown for each section; it also means the fee of a 

prostitute. 

L.187 Fustian: ahigh-flown, inflated language. 

L.190 Tate : Nahum Tate (1651-14715), a poet, dramatist and poet laureate. He produced King 

Lear withahappyending. He also translatedpsalms. Popehassatirised him in The Dunciad. 

L.192 Addison : Joseph Addison, co-author of The Spectator, one of Pope’s former friends, turned 

into an enemy for differences in literary and political issues. He has been satirised in the 

‘Atticus’ passage of the poem. 

L.198 Turk : Addisonaccused Pope of literary jealousy and compared himto an Eastern monarch 

who could not stand rivalry. Here Pope responds to Addison’s comparison by likening him 

to a Turk. 

L.209 Cato : The Roman Senator.Addisonwrote a tragedycalled Cato to which Pope, still a friend 

of Addison, contributed the verse prologue. Addison presided over a companyof admirers 

at Button’s coffee-house. 

L.211 Templars : Students of law at the Inner or Middle Temple. 

L.215-216 Rubric and claps : Booksellers advertised the title pages of books by pasting them like 

posters, known as ‘claps’, ‘Rubric’ means ‘in red’, a colour veryoften used on title pages. 

L. 222 Great George, a birth day song : George II, King of England. ‘Birth day song’ refers to the 

practice ofwriting poems in honour ofthe king’s birthday. Popehere suggeststhat George II 

was contemptuousof such effusive odes. 

L. 230Bufo : In Latin the word means a toad, here caricature of a literary patron. ‘Bufo’ is,  

modelled partlyon Charles Montagu, Earlof Halifaxand George Bubb Doddington. 

L.   231 Forked hill : The twin peaks of Parnassus. 

L. 236Pindar stood without a head : Pindar was a distinguished Greek poet of 5th century 

B.C., notable for his odes. Popehere mocks at the fashionofcollecting headlessantiquaries. 
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L. 245He help’d to bury whom he helpd’ to starve : The meaning is that the patron hardly did 

anything for Dryden as long as he lived. But after his death, Earlof Halifaxproposed to build 

monument in his honour. 

L.246 Bavius : name for a bad poet. 

L.256-260 Gay : John Gay, a close friend of Pope, the author of The Beggar’s Opera. He was a 

co-founder of Scriblerus Club. His patron was the Duke of Queensberry who paid for the 

constructionofhis monument in Westminster Abbey. Popewrotethe epitaph. 

L.276 Balbus : The name of a Roman lawyer. Here it refers to George Hay, 7th Earl of Kinnoul, a 

former friend of Pope. 

L.280 Sir Will or Bubo : ‘Sir Will’ is Sir William Yonge, a whig politician, supporter of Robert 

Walpole, hatedfor his corruptpractices. ‘Bubo’refers to George Bubb Doddington, notorious 

for hisbadtaste. In Latin‘Bubo’ means ‘owl’ withasuggestionof‘booby’ meaningastupid, 

sillyperson. Boththese menwere Pope’s political enemies. 

L.299-300 Cannons : Areference to estate of Duke of Chandos. In his ‘Epistle to Burlington’ Pope 

has satirized ‘Timon’s villa for hitsostentatious looks and lack oftaste. ‘Deanandsilver bell’ 

refer to thechapel in the Timon’s villa. Pope’sdetractors identified thisestatewith Cannons, 

the estate of the Duke of Chandos, one of Pope’s well-wishers. Pope denied the charge. 

Sporus : The name of a Roman eunuch, a victim of Emperor Nero’s lust. Here ‘sporus’ 

refers to Lord Hervey, a political adversary of Pope, noted for his effeminate features. He 

was known to be a bisexual and to have a passionate relationship with Stephen Fox, the 

young Lord Ilchester. He was a confidant of Queen Caroline. 

Ass’s milk : It was used as a prescribed tonic for the frail and the delicate. Lord Hervey often 

drank it. 

L.319 At the ear of Eve : In Paradise Lost, BK. IV Satan is described as squatting “like a toad, 

close at the ear of Eve”. Here Eve stands for Queen Caroline. 

Rabbins : Rabbis; Jewish priests. 

Cherub’s face : A reference to Hevrey’s feminine appearance and to the portrayal of the 

serpent witha beautiful human face. 

L.335 Lucre: money. 

L.353 Pictur’d shape : Areference to the cartoons drawnon Pope’s deformed body, showing him 

as a hunchbacked ape with a human face. 

Japhet : Japhet Crook, a notorious forger. His ears were cut off as a punishment for his 

crime. 

Hireling : One who serves for money. 
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Knight of the post : A person who is paid to give false evidence in court. L.369 Bit : duped or 

deceived. 

L.371 Friend to his distress : Pope contributed to a benefit performance held in 1733 to aid John 

Dennis. 

L.375 Welsted’s lie : Leonard Welsted, a poet and translator. Welsted had hinted that Pope’s 

poetry had caused the death of a lady and that he had libelled the Duke of Chandos. 

L.378 Budgel : Eustace Budgell was a cousin of Joseph Addison and a minor writer. Budgell was 

accused of forging a will in his favour. He held Pope responsible for this revelation in Grub 

Street Journal. 

L.380 Two Curlls : Edmund Currl, the publisher and Lord Hervey, the second Currl. Bothof them 

were Pope’s long-standing enemies. 

L.391 Bestia : Full name-Lucius Calpurnius Bestia, a corrupt Roman consul who took bribes to 

arrange a dishonourable peace treaty. Here Pope is perhaps referring to the Duke of 

Marlborough. 

L.397 Nor dar’d an oath, nor hazarded a lie : Pope alludes to the restrictions imposed on the 

catholics during the 18th century. Pope was born of Roman catholic parents and it was a 

compulsion for the catholic parents and it was a compulsion for the catholics to take oaths 

before entering public life or profession. In order to enjoy the civil rights, many catholics 

took oaths and lied. Pope and his father never evaded the restrictions because of their 

honesty. 

L.410 Mother’s breath: Edith Pope, the poet’s mother, died eighteen months before the Epistle 

was published. 

L. 415-417 My friend... Queen : Dr. John Arbuthnot, Pope’s friend and associate, to whom the 

poemwas dedicated. ‘Queen’refers to QueenAnne whom he served as long as she lived as 

a court physician. After her death, however, Arbuthnot lost his position as he was a Tory. 

Nevertheless, his income from the court of king George who succeeded Queen Anne did 

not stop. 
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4. Ian Jack, Augustan Satire: Intentionand Idiomin EnglishPoetry1660-1750, Oxford University 

Press. 
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5. Peter Dixon, The World of Pope’s Satires : An Introduction to the Epistles and Imitations of 

Horace, Methuen. 

6. I.R.F. Gordon, APreface to Pope, Longman. 

7. Judith O’Neill(ed.), Critics on Pope. 
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BlackwellAnnoatatedAnthologies. 

9. An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot, ed. & annoated by Jack Lynch. 
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ASSIGNMENTS 
 

11. Consider An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot as Pope’s apologia. 

12. Analyse An Epistle as an autobiographicalpoem. 

13. Comment onthe portrait ofAtticus. Do youthink that Pope is absolutely fair in his portrayalof 

Athicus? 

14. Critically evaluatethe sporuspassage. 

15. Assess An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot as a Horatian satire. 

16. How far can An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot be read as a critique of contemporary literary 

scene. 
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BLOCK-II 

Oliver Goldsmith: The Deserted Village 
 
 

CONTENT STRUCTURE 
 

Unit 7(a): Oliver Goldsmith’s Life and Works 

Unit 7(b): Historical Background of The Deserted Village  

Unit 7(c): The Deserted Village : Background of the Poem 

Unit 7(d): Dedication to Sir Joshua Reynolds 

 

Unit 8(a): Theme of the Poem 

Unit 8(b): The Pastoral 

Unit 8(c): Pastoral Features in The Deserted Village 

Unit 8(d): Critical Analysis of the Poem 

Unit 8(e): Criticism 

Suggested Reading 

Assignments 
 

OBJECTIVES 
 

The objective of this block is to access the contribution of Oliver Goldsmith in the temporal 

spanofeighteenthcentury. Besides, this block is focussingonthe historicalbackgroundofeighteenth 

centuryagainst the backdropof which Goldsmith’s text The Deserted Village is based on. Besides 

this block concentrates onthe minute discussion ofthe text The Deserted Village. The text has been 

analyazed critically in order to make the discussionofthe text student friendly. 
 

Unit 7(a): LIFE AND WORKS 
 

Oliver Goldsmith was born on 10 November 1728, either at Pallas, County Longford, or 

Elphin, Roscommon, in lreland, in a familyofclergyman-farmers, His father, the Reverend Charles 

Goldsmith, was a clergyman of the Established Church. He had five sons and three daughters, of 

whomOliver wasthe fifthchild. In 1730, the familymoved to ahamlet named Lissoy, in thecounty 

of Westmeath, where Oliver spent muchof his childhood. 

Goldsmith’seducationwasvaried. His first teacher wasarelativecalled Elizabeth Dewlap, who 

as followed by the village schoolmaster, Thomas Byrne, who had earlier beena soldier and fought 
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against Spain. He was then admitted to school at Elphin, then to Althone and finally to 

Edgsworthstown. But schoollife for him was uncongenial, as 

his face was deeply scarred from an attack of small-pox at the 

age of eight, which made himenormously self-conscious, and 

gave rise to the misconception that he was stupid, so that his 

companions at schoolharassed himunbearably. 

At the age ofseventeen, he joined Trinity College, Dublin, as 

a sizar or pocholar, where again he was made conspicuous by 

the special dress he was obliged to wear as well as the menial 

tasks he had to perform in order to avail of his expensive 

education. His tutor, Dr. Theaker Wilder, protracted his 

humiliation and distress. When, in May 1747, his father died, 

leavingapittance, his circumstancesbecame further straitened. 

In February 1749, he received the B.A. degree and left the university. 

Goldsmith now tried desperatelyto obtain a profession, but was repeatedly unsuccessful. His 

variousattempts at acareer in thechurch, themedicalprofessionandthelaw, or his idea ofemigrating 

to America, did not materialize. On one occasion he gambled away his money, on another, he 

rambled through Germany, Switzerland and Italy, playing on the flute to substantiate his income. 

Eachtime the funds provided by his considerate uncle Contarine saw himthrough, During this time, 

he sent his brother in Ireland a rough draft of The Traveller, the first poem he would write. 

Among his other temporary pursuits, he now began a career as reader and corrector of the 

press to the famous novelist, Samuel Richardson, and also served as an usher at Peckham’sAcademy. 

Here he came under theobservationofa bookseller, Griffiths, the proprietorofthe Monthly Review, 

who invited himtotryhis hand at criticism. Eventhis, however, lasted amere five months. 

It was probably in 1759 that Goldsmith wrote his first important work, An Enquiry into the 

Present State of Learning in Europe, which increased his reputation, though not his financial 

circumstances. He was still a Grub Street hack, eking out a meagre living and staying a lodgings at 

12 Green Arbor Court, Old Bailey. At this time he wrote his periodical essays, entitled The Bee, and 

was commissioned by Smollett to contribute to his new serial The British Magazine as well as by 

John Newberry for The Public Ledger, where he wrote the essays that constitute The Citizen of 

the World. This helped to relieve his economic problems to a great extent, and enabled himto shift 

his accommodation to Fleet Street, where Dr. Johnson visited him and became one of his closest 

friends. 

Goldsmithnowengagedhimselfin writing furtherworks, as widelyranging as history, biography, 

novel, poetry, essaysandreviews andevennaturalhistory, whichkept himoccupied throughout his 

School life for Goldsmith was 

uncongenial, as his face was deeply 

scarred from an attack of small pox. 

When he joined Trinity College, 

Dublin, he was obliged to perform 

menial tasks in order to avail of his 

expensive education. In February, 

1749, he received the B.A. degree. His 

desperate endeavour to obtain a 

profession was varied and chequered. 

His first poem was “The Traveller”. 

Other works include “An Enquiry 

into the Present State of Learning in 

Europe”, periodical essays like “The 

Bee”, “The Citizen of the World”. 
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The writing of periodical essays in 

different magazines relieved 

Goldsmith’s economic problems to a 

great extent. He then engaged 

himself in writing further works 

ranging as history, biography, novel, 

poetry, essays, reviews and even 

natural history 

— “The History of Mecklenburg”, 

Pluturch’s “Lives”, “The Vicar of 

Wakefield”, “The Good-Natured 

Man” and so on. 

Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Name some of Goldsmith’s periodicalessays. 

2. Namesomeof Goldsmith’sworksranging as history, biography, novel, poetryandessays. 

 

 

life. The History of Mecklenburg, Plutarch’s Lives (abridged), The Vicar of Wakefield, History 

of England, History of the Earth & Animated Nature, 

biographies of Parnell and Bolingbroke, The Good-Natured 

Man, The Traveller-all these works, and others, followed in 

quick succession. His finances constantly vacillated, as he was 

inclined to spend the large sums of money he received for his 

writing in investing in newer and more lavishly decorated 

residences. But despite the financial problems constantly 

besettinghim, which he wardedoff byfurther writing, he enjoyed 

life, partied and junketed at the clubs he now frequented, and 

also attended literarygatherings. 

In 1768, thedeathofhis brother Henryreawakened in himnostalgic memoriesofhis childhood, 

and inspired the poignant reminiscence of The Deserted Village. He dedicated it to his friend Sir 

Joshua Reynolds, who was the President of the RoyalAcademy. It was published on 26 May 1770 

and proved an unqualified success. 

In 1772 Goldsmith wrote his last work, She Stoops of Conquer, or The Mistakes of a Night 

which time has proved to have beenone ofthe most hilarious and popular plays ever staged. 

In March 1774, the constant toil and stress of his work-laden life took its toll upon him, and 

brought ona nervous fever, ofwhich he died on 4 April. He was only 46. 

 
 

  Unit 7(b): HISTORICAL BACKGROUND  

Oliver Goldsmith lived at a time when Augustan poetry had almost exhausted its possibilities, 

and Romanticism was yet to be born. He, together with other such poets such as Gray, Collins, 

Thomson, Smart and Cowper have been termed the Pre-Romantic poets, because their poetry, 

though influenced by the prevailing neo-classical spirit, bears distinctive marks of breaking away 

from themand exploring other themes, using language more imaginatively, manifesting a sense of 

wonder at the creative and prophetic powers of the poet, and introducing a love of nature and 

religious fervour andahumanitarianconsciousnessthatexistedmuchbeforethe French Revolution- 

features that wereto be the hallmarks of Romantic poetry. 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Comment onthehistoricalbackgroundof Goldsmith’s poetry. 

 

 

Augustanfeatures can yet be traced in Goldsmith’spoetry, in theepicsimiles, character-sketches, 

the use of the pastoral form, which is a classical convention, as well as the use of rhymed couplets, 

but Romantic traits are also subtlyprefigured. 

In The Deserted Village, Goldsmith speaks out against the injustice meted out to the peasants, 

as Grayretaliates against the tyrannical monarch in The Bard, Crabbe against the despotic methods 

of those in power, and Blake in Songs of Innocence & Experience distinguishes between these 

binaryoppositions. Goldsmith’s intrusion into the poem at the end to mournthe departureof Poetry 

equates poetrywith liberty. The poemalso prefigures the type of poetry, like Wordsworth’s that is 

rooted in ruralvalues whicha commercialsocietyrenders vulnerable. 

In the prefatorydedication, Goldsmith refers to “the poet’s imagination,” a concept that was to 

become the dominating concern of Romantic Poetry. 
 

 

Unit 7(c): THE DESERTED VILLAGE 

BACKGROUND OF THE POEM 

The poemarticulates a serious concernwiththe after-effects ofthe Industrial Revolution, and, 

in particular, with the Enclosure Acts, which had been implemented in order to “enclose” or take 

awayarable land fromthe hands ofsmallproprietors and sanctionthe formationofextensive private 

parksor vast farmlands. This occasionedthe displacement or evacuationof large numbersof yeoman- 

farmers or cottiers, who had been employed on this common land for generations. Their only 

alternative was to seek employment in the city or else emigrate to the distant, unknown territory of 

America. 

The village of Lissoy, where Goldsmith had spent the happy years of his childhood, had been 

purchased by General Napper (or Napier or Naper), thuscompelling the familieswhichhad so long 

dwelt there to seek rehabilitation elsewhere. 

 

Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. What do you know about the background of poem “The Deserted Village” ? 
 
 

Unit 7(d): DEDICATION TO SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS 
 

“I knowyouwillobject (and indeedseveralofour best and wisest friendsconcur in theopinion) 

that the depopulation it deplores is nowhere to be seen, and the disorders it laments are onlyto be 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. What is the keynote of the poem ? 

 

 

found in the poet’s imagination. Tothis I can scarcelymake anyother answerthan I sincerelybelieve 

what I have written; that l have taken all possible pains, in my countryexcursions, for these four or 

five years past, to be certain of what I allege, and that all my views and enquiries have led me to 

believe those miseries real, which I have attempted to display”. 
 

Unit 8(a): THEME OF THE POEM 
 

The Deserted Village depicts the picturesque and idealized life that existed in Auburn (the 

name by which Goldsmithrefers to Lissoy) in theyears preceding the EnclosureActs, and compares 

it with the barren and unkempt condition of the village when the poet revisits it, as well as the 

imagined tragic and exacting conditions in which the villagers exist at present. The pastoral, idyllic 

beauty of the village is encapsulated in the first 34 lines, before it is brought to an abrupt halt. 

Thereafter, the poem vacillates between both extremes, expatiating on the charms ofAuburn-its 

natural beauty and prosperity, the simplicity and artlessness of its inhabitants, with their innocent 

diversions and enduring human values, and singles out two characters-the schoolmaster and priest- 

for detailed illustration. The poet deplores the change and inveighs against the degenerate times 

with its attendant pursuit of luxuryand commercial enterprise. He gives a graphic portrayalof the 

fears and constraints that nowoverwhelmthe displaced villagers, and apostrophizes Poetry, which, 

like the rural virtues symbolized by the erstwhile populace, is leaving, as it is unable to withstandthe 

indifference towards it that theremaining population manifests. 

 

  Unit 8(b): THE PASTORAL  

The pastoral(derived fromthe Latinword pastoralmeaning “concerning shepherds”) is a genre 

that was introduced in the 3rd century B.C. by Theocritus (316-260 B.C.), a native of Syracuse in 

Sicily,in his ldyls (in Greek, a little figure or picture), poems which described incidents in the lives of 

shepherds and shepherdesses, such as rural activities and contests, and their loves and sorrows. His 

poem on the death of a shepherd called Daphnis provided the prototype for a variation of the 

pastoral, called the pastoral elegy. He was succeeded, after his death, by Bion (c. 100 B.C.) and 

Moschus (C. 150 B.C.) and subsequently, by the Roman poet Virgil (70-19 B.C.) who used these 

features in his Eclogues ( a collection of pastoral poems) as an artificial convention to evoke a 

prelapsarian golden age. In the late Middle Ages, the impact of Christianity laid its impress on the 

genre, with its equation of pastor with shepherd, and the concept of Christ as the shepherd looking 

after his flock, as exemplified in the 23rd psalm, The Lord is My Shepherd, I shall not want. 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. What does “pastoral” mean ? Write a note onthe evolution of pastoral poetry ? 

 

 

The Italian renaissance, with its renewed interest in the classics, evinced a flowering of the 

pastoral, diversifying its range and scope and producing hybrid genes such as the prose pastoral, as 

for instance, in Boccaccio’s Ameto, which inspired Sannazaro, the creator ofthe modern pastoral, 

to write Arcadia, a pastoral romance. There was also pastoral drama such as Tasso’s Aminta 

(1581) and Guarini’s II Pastor Fido (1585). The pastoral traits were extended to include satire and 

personalcomment, as in Petrarch’s Eclogues and Mantuan’s Latin pastorals. 

In England, thechiefexponentsofthepastoralwere Sidney, (Arcadia), Spenser (The Shepherd’s 

Calendar) and Milton, who blended this genre with the ode (L’allegro & II Penseroso), the drama 

(Comus), and the elegy (Lycidas). In the 18th century, it was popular as a beginner’s feat in classical 

imitation, as in Pope’s Pastorals or as burlesque “town-eclogues” as in Gayand Swift. By the 19th 

century, it was no longer a traditional form ofpoetry, and its range had reduced to include a handful 

of poems, such as Wordsworth’s Tintern Abbey and Michael, Thomson’s The Seasons, Shelley’s 

Adonais and Arnold’s Thyrsis. The 20th century witnessed a further decline, but there were some 

notable poems by Pound, Auden, MacNiece and in particular, R.S. Thomas. 

 

Unit 8(c): PASTORAL FEATURES IN THE DESERTED VILLAGE 
 

Oliver Goldsmith’s poem The Deserted Village has distinct pastoral features, in that it deals 

withthe idyllic life ofthe countryside, with its attendant joys and sorrows, its innocent and tranquil 

existence and its agriculturalprosperity. 

The opening lines of the poemabound in myriad picturesque description. Sweet Auburn is the 

loveliest village of the plain, and consequently smiling Spring is reluctant to depart from it. Every 

charm is etched on the poet’s memory: 

The sheltered nook, the cultivated farm. The 

never-failing brook, the busy busy mill, 

The decent church that topped the neighbouring 

hill, The hawthorn bush. 

Theinnocenceandease that characterizes the simple villagers contributes to their life of humble 

happiness, where pleasures are shared; the elderly watch while the young participate in sports on 

holidays; on workdays, after their tasks are over, the men seek entertainment and companionship 

over glasses of ale at the inn. Romance blooms covertly despite the strict chaperones keeping 
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watch; couples dance beneath the spreading tree that encompasses them, and happy, spontaneous 

laughter reverberates all over the place. 

Two characters subtly dominate the scene. It is the village schoolmaster who guides the 

mischievous boys in the academic path, impressing them with
“The Deserted Village”, though not

 

histoweringknowledgeandskills, whosesternexteriorconceals 

a kind and concerned heart. But it is the village preacher whom 

theyfind more endearing and approachable, as personsranging 

from vagrant beggars to disbanded soldiers, irreverent fools to 

dying men, are uniformly consoled by his words. He is their 

a conventional pastoral, is a pastoral 

in its setting and character and 

concerns the trials and tribulations 

of rustic life. It blends romance with 

reality, idealization with blatant 

truth. 

spiritual guide, reminiscent of Chaucer’s Parson, who”watched and wept, he prayed and felt, for 

all.” 

But The Deserted Village is a pastoral with a difference. It does not merely enumerate the 

pleasures ofcountrylife, it simultaneously recountsthetragedyofthe villagers’ later existence, and 

paints the desolation ofAuburn in subsequent years. The tyrant’s hand has effaced all the beauty and 

charmofAuburn, its people and sports, leaving the entire stretch desolate and barren. 

The book, once never-failing and glassy, is now choked with sedge; instead of the carolling of 

the birds of spring, the bittern’s ominous notes echo across the untenanted plain; the footway is 

grass-grown and difficult to traverse; the preacher’s cottage is no longer identified as a place where 

the garden smiled but by the encompassing torn shrubs. There are no cheerful murmurs and no 

busy steps any longer; everything is bleak and sepulchral. 

Those who have left for the city, hoping for a betterment oftheir position, have been faced with 

theglaring truthofthedegradationwhichthreatens to engulfthem. Theyaresoonreduced to penury, 

and starve at the gates of rich men who take advantage of their innocent and trustful natures. The 

plight of one such girl is described, a sweet and modest girl, who has been betrayed, and with 

heavy heart deplores that luckless hour. But those who have been exiled to new-found worlds 

have not fared any better. They have had to face torrid tracts and blazing suns and accost the 

vengeful snake and crouching tiger and numerous other unexpected hazards. 

The Deserted Village is also not a conventional pastoral in the sense that it lacks some of the 

characteristics present, for instance, in Milton’s Lycidas or Shelley’s Adonais. The poet does not 

invokethe Muses at thebeginningofthepoemfor inspiration. Noraretherenymphsortheirequivalent, 

who are asked to account for their negligence. Nature does not mourn for the people concerned, 

nor is there a procession of mourners. Finally and most significantly, there is no abrupt change of 

tone towards the end of the poem, no transition from despair to hope. 

And yet The Deserted Village is a pastoral in its setting and character, and concerns the trials 

andtribulationsofrustic life. It blendsromance withreality, idealizationwithblatant truth. Thepoet 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Consider The Deserted Village  as  a  pastoral poem. 

 

 

is the solitary mourner, apart from the wretched matron who has no other recourse except to eke 

her solitaryexistence. 

Goldsmith also introduces a characteristic of the later pastoral, namely, social criticism and 

personalcomment. The poem is replete withsuch instances. The most incisive criticism is brought 

out through the contrast between Auburn and the city, which is echoed in the binary opposition 

between natural/artificial. Simplicity, innocence, charm, happiness, and joy are pitted against 

luxury, profusion, pomp. splendour, prosperity against plenty, nature against nurture. 

In the manner of Wordsworth’s Michael, which it anticipates, Goldsmith’s poem does not 

mourn a death per se, but the destruction of values. 

The didactic nature of the later pastoral is also evident in the apostrophe to Poetry, which is 

personified as a Dear, charming nymph, who is neglected anddecried by the insensitive, mercenary, 

city-dwellers, and hence is faced with no other option but to exile herself from this uncongenial 

environment. 

 

Unit 8(d): CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE POEM 
 

The poembegins with an apostrophe to Auburn, the loveliest village the speaker has seen. He 

then proceeds to expatiate on her charms. Physical well-being and mental content, (health and 

plenty)keepthevillagerscheerfulandevenSpringand Summer 

show a definite predilection towards her, in the protraction of 

their stay. The speaker, whose youth has beenspent here, points 

out each sheltered nook (bowers of innocence and ease) and 

each landmark (the cultivated farm, the busy mill, the decent 

church, the hawthorn bush) which contributes to her charm. 

On Sundays the entire populace congregates around the 

spreadingtree, theyoung to participate andthe aged to leisurely 

observe their pursuits from the vantage point of their seats. 

Innocent activities, such as competitions and dances prevail, and young lovers take advantageofthe 

occasion to pursue their amorous dalliance. To them, eventheir daily labour is not a drudgery but a 

pleasant occupation. 

With a suddenness that parallels the abruptness of the villagers’evacuation, the aftermath of 

their departure is portrayed. The tyrant has rendered the entire plain desolate. The speaker’s grief 

compels himto insert a few personal observations here. Princes and lords and their successes are 

The poem begins with an apostrophe 

to Auburn, the ‘Loveliest village’. But 

the aftermath of the departure of 

villagers is portrayed with a 

suddenness that parallels the 

abruptness of the villagers’ 

evaluation. His hope to return to the 

paradisiacal spot after all the tired 

and anguished experiences of his life 

is tinged with nostalgia. 
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but transitory, but such a bold peasantry, once evicted, can never be replaced. However, the 

growth of tradesmen has altered human perceptions on what the prosperity of a country entails. 

Opulent merchants, with their unwieldy wealth and cumbrous pomp have usurped the land from 

the haplessswain, not recognizing in their folly and ignorance, theenormityofthewrongtheyhave 

done. 

As the speaker glances around the altered sights of Auburn, the glades forlorn, the tangling 

walks and ruined grounds, he recalls with nostalgia how he had hoped to return to this paradisiacal 

spot after all the tired and anguished experiences of his life. He had not only cherished it as a place 

of rest and solace, but also desired to regale the simple villagers with his experiences and impress 

themwith his erudition or book-learned skill. In a Homeric simile, he compares himself to a hare, 

pursued by hounds, whicheventuallyreturns to theplace fromwhere it beganits flight. Thespeaker 

had similarly wished to return home after his wanderings and die here. He believes that this would 

have given him a foretasteofheaven. 

In the lonely, barren surroundings through which he now traverses, the speaker is reminded of 

the myriad sounds he had earlier heard here as evening drew to aclose. The mingled harmonyofthe 

maid’ssong, the lowing herd, the gaggle ofthe geese, the childrenwhooping with joy as schoolgave 

over, the baying of the watchdog. and the full-throated laughter of the happy villagers was wafted 

out to him in the intermittent pausesbetweenthe melodious notesofthe nightingale. 

Thespeaker now givesdetailedportrayals oftwoofthemost remarkablecharacters inAuburn, 

in the manner of the classical character-portrayals of 

Theophrastus, which he has done in earlier works (e.g. The 

Man in Black and Beau Tibbs in The Citizen of the World). 

The first is that of the village preacher, whose character was 

eitherderived fromhisfather, the Reverend Charles Goldsmith, 

his brother Henry or his uncle Contarine, or a fusion of these characters. Atrue preacher and an 

honest rustic, in the manner of Chaucer’s Parson, he was loved and held in great esteem by his 

congregation, as he prioritized preaching and giving the villagers spiritual sustenance, and was 

indifferent equallyto ambition as to monetaryconcerns. 

Those who gathered at his house included vagrants, beggars, ruined spendthrifts and battered 

soldiers, whom he would both chide and relieve of their problems, often talking late into the night, 

commiseratingwiththeir sorrowstosuch an extent that he wouldoftenforgettheir faults. Hisconcern 

extended to all his flock, to whom he would minister comfort and ease, particularly to those ontheir 

deathbed, whose despair and anguish he would do his best to alleviate. 

At church, his sermons proved so sincere and affecting that even unbelievers were moved to 

pray, and after the service, the villagers would gather around him, their childrenplucking at his robe, 

Goldsmith gives detailed portrayals 

of the village preacher and the village 

schoolmaster in the manner of the 

classical character portrayals of 

Theophrastus. 
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to show their affection and esteem. He was always ready with a smile, as he held their cares and 

griefs very close to his heart, although his serious thoughts were turned to heaven. In a Homeric 

simile, Goldsmith compares him to a tall cliff which is surrounded by storm-clouds at the centre, 

whereas its peak is open to the sunshine. These clouds embody his worldly worries, whereas the 

eternal sunshine signifies his sublime absorptionwiththe divine. 

Theother character in the village whom Goldsmithsingles out for attention is the schoolmaster, 

who’soriginal is undoubtedlyThomas Byrne, who hadtaught him in his childhood. He had beenthe 

quartermaster in Queen Anne’s wars at Spain, and often regaled his student with these adventures. 

Here he is portrayed as a man of stern appearance and strict behaviour, though this severity is 

attributed to his excessive love for learning. The students have learnt to fathom his mood from a 

scrutiny of his face, and affect a pleasure at his jokes which they do not feel, in order to keep him in 

a good mood, as his frowns forebode ill for them. 

The village schoolmaster was an extremelyerudite man, and impressed the rustics withthe vast 

extent of his learning. Not onlycould he write and cipher, he could also measure lands and presage 

the times when rents were due and even calculate the fluid content of vessels. But what awed them 

most was his ability to argue, using words of learned length and thundering sound and continuing 

even after he had been overcome. It was incredible to them that one small head could carry all he 

knew. 

The speaker now passes a hawthorntree, on whose branches hung a signpost, in happier times, 

bearing the name and picture ofthe village alehouse. Here greybeard Mirth once associated with 

smiling Toil anddiscussed village matters in serioustones. The 

speaker fondly recalls the interior of the alehouse, with its 

sanded floor and whitewashed walls, the varnished clock 

and chest of drawers, the pictures of the twelve good rules and 

the broken teacups placed over the chimney. He mourns, with 

theknell-like anaphoric iteration No more, thepassing awayof 

their simple pleasures, such as the farmer communicating the news of his harvest, the woodman 

singing a ballad, the smith listening to them in silence and the innkeeper busy keeping the ale in 

circulation, after it had first beenkissed bythe barmaid, as was the custom. 

The speaker now justifies his preference for these simple pleasures and spontaneous joys over 

all the gloss of art. The villagers’ simple blessings are prompted by nature and innocent ofevil, but 

the pleasures stimulated by art are showy and affected, like the long pomp and midnight 

masquerades, which are a blatant display of wanton wealth, and instead of making a person 

content, aggravates his desires further. Indeed, the speaker questions whether this emotion can truly 

be described as joy. 

He gives graphic and romantic 

description of the Lawthorn tree, the 

village alehouse and so on. He 

justifies his preference for the simple 

pleasures and “spontaneous joys” 

over “all the gloss of art”. 
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The land, arrayed in nature’s simplest 

charms, is compared to a young girl, 

who possesses a natural attractive- 

ness that is becoming, and when older, 

she losses this beauty, and resorts to 

artificial aids to enhance her appeal. 

Then the speaker reverts to the day of 

their departure. 

 

 

Agitated by the trend of his thoughts, the speaker nowaddresses the politicians, asking them to 

differentiate between a splendid and a happy land. He repeats an idea he has expressed in The 

Citizen of the World, that “Too much commerce may injure a nation as well as too little.. and 

there is a widedifference between aconquering and a flourishing empire.” He feels that prosperity 

should not be exalted at the expense of the future of the poor peasants; one man should not enjoy a 

vast estate alone if it deprives so manyof their daily wages. 

At this point the speaker indulges in another impassioned epic simile to drive home his point. 

The land, arrayed in nature’s simplest charms, is compared to a young girl, who possesses a youth 

and naturalattractiveness that is becoming. Whenolder, she loses this beauty, and resorts to artificial 

aids to enhance her appeal. Similarly, the land, which does not need any artificial embellishment, 

appears garish when palaces and lofty towers are built upon it, and its pristine beauty is spoilt. 

Therefore, considering the prosperity of the country without reflecting upon the well-being of its 

peasantry is tantamount to making it a garden, and agrave. 

The speaker next ponders onthe alternatives present to the villagers. Some opt for the city, but 

here they encounter a luxury from which they are exempted. The people who live here pamper 

themselves with profusion at the expense of these honest labourers. The contrast is glaring; the 

courtier glitters in brocade while the pale artist plies his sickly trade; and the ostentatious long- 

drawnpomps ofthewealthyare set against the formidable but 

familiar sight ofthegibbet, because for thepoor, thepenallaws 

are so stringent that manyoffences such as forgery, horse-theft 

and shop-lifting are punishable by death, and hence the gibbet 

is a familiar sight ofthe 18th centuryscene. 

As he muses on the richly decked city dwellers in their 

chariots in the blazing square, the speaker comments, with 

scathing irony, Sure, these denote one universal joy ! 

The plight ofone suchmaiden is then highlighted : a sweet, modest village belle who has aspired 

for a better life in the city, and since duplicity is foreignto her, has not hesitated to put her trust in a 

city-dweller. He however, has exploited this implicit trust and betrayed her, compelling her to a life 

of starvation or beggary, or even prostitution. If these villagers have been reduced to penury or 

worse, those who have chosento emigrate have not fared much better. 

The speaker imagines them venturing through torrid tracts under blazing suns with hesitant 

steps, as this is so different from the life to which they are accustomed. They pass through wild 

forests and matted woods which are frequented by snakes and tigers and also murderous savages; 

theyexperience tornados which turn the whole area into a ravaged landscape. 
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The speaker now reverts to the day of their departure. The poor exiles cast lingering looks at 

their cottages, hoping to resume their lives in a similar environment in the west, but loth to face the 

unknown country, theydissolve into tears. The goodoldsire eventually summons courage for the 

sakeof his family, and is the first to leave. His lovelydaughter accompanies him, leaving her lover to 

his destiny. Her mother is the last to depart, crying and kissing her babies as she too bids goodbye 

to this beloved home for ever. 

At this point the speaker intrudes again, apostrophizing luxury, and cursing it as it contravenes 

the age-old doctrine ofplain living and highthinking. Kingdoms whichthrive on luxuryexpand to a 

sickly greatness and resemble a bloated mass of rank unwieldy woe. Their strength is finally 

sapped and destruction follows. As the speaker stands amidst the ruins ofAuburn, he can envisage 

the rural virtues leave the land. He pictures the melancholy band of villagers boarding the ship 

thatwilltransportthemawayfromtheir homelandforever, andwiththemallthevirtuestheyrepresent, 

contented toil, hospitable care, kind, connubial tenderness, and above all, the sterling qualities 

of piety, loyalty and love. Withthemdeparts Poetry, as she is not cherished in this land any more, 

and leaves in search of a more hospitable environment. Being a poet, the speaker pays tribute to her 

as she encourages the nobler arts. She is the source of all my bliss and all my woe, since society 

is generally indifferent to poetryand does not requite the poet properly for his efforts, so the pleasure 

ofcomposing poetry is its sole recompense. He bids Poetryfarewell and reminds her that she also 

has a didactic purpose, not only an aesthetic one. Wherever she goes, to Torno’s cliffs in Sweden 

or to the other hemisphere, to Pambamarca’s side in Quito, the capital of Ecuador, her voice 

should speak out against the wrongs that are perpetrated and teach erring man to prioritize human 

values and not wealth. The poemends withanother simile whichseeks to emphasize that an empire 

whichhas beenbuilt throughcommercialenterprise can one day be destroyed, just as the oceancan 

sweep awaya breakwater which has been constructed with great labour. But those who depend on 

their owntalent and ability can withstand the scourge of time, just as the rocks onthe seashore are 

powerfulenoughto resist the constant pounding ofthe waves. 

Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Attempt a criticalanalysis ofthe poem“The Deserted Village”. 
 
 

Unit 8(e): CRITICISM 
 

Lord Macaulay; “It is made up of incongruous parts. The village in its happy days is a true 

English village. The village in its decay is an Irishvillage.The felicityand the miserywhich Goldsmith 

has brought close together belong to two different countriesand to two different stages in the progress 

of society. He had assuredly never seen in his native island such a rural paradise, such a seat of 
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plenty, content andtranquillitysuch as his “Auburn.” He had assuredlynever seen in England all the 

inhabitants ofsucha paradise turned outoftheir homes in one dayand forced to emigrate in a body 

to America. The hamlet he had probably seen in Kent, the ejectment he had probably seen in 

Munster, but by joining the two, he has produced something which never was and never will be seen 

in anyother part of the world.” 
 

SUGGESTED READINGS 
 

1. Basil Willey : The Eighteenth Century Background 

2. Boris Ford : Pelican Guide to English Literature Vol-4 

3. John Butt : English Literature in the mid-Eighteenth Century 

4. G.S. Rousseau : Goldsmith: The Critical Heritage 

5. J. R. Watson(ed. : Pre-Romanticism in English Poetry of the Eighteenth Century (Casebook 

series) 

6. James Sutherland : A Preface to Eighteenth Century Poetry 

7. R. Trickett : The Honest Muse; A Study in Augustan Verse 

8. Raymond Williams : The Country & the City 
 

ASSIGNMENTS 
 

1. What is the role of Goldsmith’s “poetic self” in his poem The Deserted Village? Does it addto 

the tragic effect? 

2. Comment on the blend of lyrical and dramatic elements in Goldsmith’s poem The Deserted 

Village. 

3. Analyze The Deserted Village as a pastoralpoem with a difference. 

4. Discuss the theme of “Dispossession and exile” in Goldsmith’s poemThe Deserted Village. 

5. It hasbeenobservedthat Goldsmith’spoemThe Deserted Village is “Classic in form, Romantic 

in content.” Do you agree? Give reasons for your answer. 

6. Critically coment on Goldsmith’s art ofcharacter-portrayal in The Deserted Village. 

7. Discuss Goldsmith as Pre-Romantic poet with reference to The Deserted Village. 
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The Way of the World – William Congreve 
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Unit 12(b): The Way of the World  — as a comedy of social criticism  

Unit 12(c): Significance of the Proviso Scene 
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Unit 9(a): INTRODUCTION 
 

This module introduces you to The Way of the World, the finest speedmen of the Rectoration 

Comedy of Manners. Even after the passage of three centuries the appeal of the sparking wit, 

brilliant reparteeandelegant proseofthis comedy is undimmede. You needonlyto readthe play for 

yourselves to be awareofits enduring charm. This module will assume that you are acquainted with 

the text. 
 

Unit 9(b): OBJECTIVES 
 

After acquainting you with the main factsof William Congreve’s life and giving you an idea of 

Congreve’suniquequalities as acomic playwright, themodule discussestheplay in detail. There is 

a synopsis ofthe plot, an account ofthe main characters and the way they are made memorable in 

one way or another, as well as, a detailed analysis of the play’s most facous seene. The major 

aspects ofthe play such as the significance, ofthe little, its representation of Restoration manners, 

thenatureofitswit, anditscriticismofprevalent socialconventions, arecomprehensivelydiscussed. 

Youmust nowsupplementthe discussionwitha sensitive reading ofthetext. 
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  Unit 9(c): WILLIAM CONGREVE: LIFE AND WORK  

The greatest exponent of the Restoration comedyof manners, William Congreve was born at 

Bardsey, near Leeds, on 24 January 1670, but spent his youth in Ireland, where his father served as 

a liuntenant in the Englishgarrisons at Youghaland Carrickfergus. When Congreve wastwelve years 

old, his father was transferred to Kilkenny, where he joined the Duke of Ormond’s regiment. In 

April1686 Congreveleft Kilkenny Collegewhichgave hima securegrounding in classicallanguages 

and literatures and went to Trinity College, Dublin, to continue his studies. Jonathan Swift was one 

ofhis fellow-students in Trinity College, which was then at the zenith of intellectual excellence, but 

because of the political turmoil of the day, consequent upon the accession to the throne of the 

Catholic King James II, the College closed for a span in 1689. Congreve probably arrived in 

London about the middle of the year and entered the Middle Temple as a law student in March 

1691. He had, however, little or no interest in legal studies ; 

what he learned fromhis visits to Dublin’s SmokeAlleyTheatre 

proved to be of greater interest than the dry-as-dust letters of 

the law. Enthusiastically interested in a literary career, he soon 

gained the attention of the sixty-year-old John Dryden, lately 

poet Laureate, who still championed the cause of the 

emancipated socio-culturalethos ofthe Restoration. 

Congreve abandoned law for literature and evinced a keen 

interest in two leading theatres, the Theatre Royal and the 

Lincolin’s Inn Fields Theatre. He took up writing before long 

and published his four comedies within a period of only seven 

years. In 1691 he published a short prose romance, Incognita, 

under the name of Cleophil, which he had written in Trinity College some two or three years ago. 

His first comedy, The Old Bachelor, was staged at the Theatre Royal in 1693 with brilliant success. 

The warm recommendations of Dryden and Southerne and the superb skills of Thomas Betterton 

and Anne Bracegirdle went a long wayto establish the young comedy-maker (who was then only 

twenty-three) as an irimitable masterofcomic dialogue, verbalwit, rhythmand movement oflimpid 

spontaneity. That he wasalso adeep-searchinganalyistoffemininepsychologywasprovedbeyond 

Enthusiastically interested in a 

Literary career, Congreve 

abondoned law and evinced a keen 

interest in two leading interest in 

two leading theatres—the theatre 

Royal and the Lincolin’s Inn Fields 

Theatre. He took up writing before 

long and Published his f o u r 

comedies within a period of only 

seven years. His works include 

‘Incognita’, ‘The Old Bachelor’, 

‘The Double Dealer’, ‘Love for Love’, 

‘The Mourning Bride’, ‘The Way of 

the World’ and so on. 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Name the chief works of Congreve. 

 

 

any shadow of doubt. Congreve followed his first comedy in 1694 with another comedy, The 

Double-Dealer, and in 1695 with Lovefor Love, produced by andstarring again, Thomas Betterson 

andAnne Bracegierdle, whichimmediatelywonfor himthehighest accoladesofthe Englishtheatre - 

world. Twoyears later, he had an almost equalpopular success withhis versetragedy, The Mourning 

Bride, which was first performed at Lincoln’s Inn Fields in February 1697. Unfortunately his next 

and best play, The Way of the World (1700), was not well received, partly because of the allegations 

ofimmoralityand licentiousness brought against Restorationcomedy by Jeremy Collier. Indeed, the 

best comedy proved to be the worst failure on the stage. 

At theageofthirtyCongreveretired to live the life ofa non-political, non-interfering gentleman— 

a claimwhichirritated Voltaire when he visited him in 1726. His creative inspirationcertainlyflagged, 

but it did not altogether fail. Aside fromthe afore-mentioned works, Congreve wrote his masque, 

The Judgment of Paris (1701), his opera libretto, Semele (1710), his Odes to St Cecilia’s Day 

(1701), his long poem, Epistle to Lord Cobham (written in 1728, but published posthomously), 

and his poetical tributes to the brother and father-in-law of Henerietta Godolphin, who had been his 

firm and sincere friend since the cessation of his attachment to Anne Bracegierdle around 1702 to 

1703. Dubing the last few years of his life Congreve became financially and materially successful 

because of his association with the Kit- Cat Club at the house of the publisher, Jacob Tomson. He 

obtained a new political host with effect from 1705 when he became Commissioner for wines at an 

annualsalaryof£200. But Fortunereallysmiledonhimwiththeestablishmentofthe Whiggovernment 

following the accession of George I in 1714. He was made Secretaryto the Island of Jamaica at an 

annualsalaryof £700. His health was however, declining fast. Alonelymansuffering fromgout and 

cataract, he could onlyundertake asadtrip downthe memorylane, although Henrietta was withhim 

to the last. Congreve died at his Surrey street lodgings on 19 January 1729. 

 

Unit 10(a) CONGREVE - THE COMIC PLAYWRIGHT 
 

When Congreve started writing his comedies in the last decade of the seventeenth century, 

during the reign of William III, after the Glorious Revolution of 1688, the Bacchanalian orgythat 

brokeout withthe returning monarchy had already yielded place to weariness and even disillusion. 

Therewas hardlyanycomic playwright who could continuethetraditionofthe comedyofmanners 

with vigour and singleness of purpose ; Dryden’s laurels were yet to be bequeathed. It was but 

naturalthat whenAnne Bracegierdle appearedbeforethe Drury Lane audience to speakthe Prologue 

to The Old Bachelor (1693), she actuallyheld a brief for the ‘young author’whomshe described as 
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“Love for Love gave Congreve an 

opportunity to make a really 

impressive display of his gift for gay 

and witty comedy without rancour. 

Mild satire is sometimes perceptible 

in Congreve’s routine hits at the usual 

and obvious targets, the pretending 

astrologer, the half-witted beau, the 

awkward country girl, but these hits 

are not sufficiently powerful to situate 

the play within the tradition of the 

realistic satirical in English comedy. 

 

 

civilandbashful, entreating the favourofhis judges. Thejudgeswereall fascinatedbecausethenew 

venture brought the diverse elements of seventeenth - century 

Englishcomedyinto adelightfulunityand offered a banquet of 

delicious, oftenepigrammatic, wit, while unfolding thepageant 

ofa sophisticated society made ridiculous withthe flourish of 

modishaffectatious. Indeed, Congreve became the darling not 

merelyof the playgoers but also of Dryden who introduced his 

second comedy, The Double Dealer (1694), placing on record 

a tribute of eestatic fervour : ‘Inhim all beauties, of this age we 

see’— Etherege’s‘courtship’, Southerne’spurityand ‘the satire, 

wit andstrengthof ManlyWycherley.’ 

Dryden was certainly right, but we should also add that Congreve’s alliance was not with 

Restoration comedy alone ; that he derived from various sources, both foreign and native, from 

Tefence, Moliere, Jonson, Middleton, Marston, Fletcher and Brome in particular, and forged a new 

comedic genre which would celebrate the grace and polish of an essentially urban civilization. In 

complexromantic intriguesand subtleties ofdialogueand characterization he was indebted to Terence 

who reworked and developed the Grek comedy of Menander ; Moliere was another influence of 

great magnitude, as has been shown by Dudley Howe Miles in his The Influence of Moliere on 

Restoration Comedy ; and apropos of the influence of Jonson, or for that matter, of the whole of 

Elizabethan/ Jacobeancomictraditiononhiswork, we haveauthoritativecorroborationfromBonamy 

Dobree, Kathleen Lynchand Ian Donaldson. Lynchhas specificallyaverred that themost fundamental 

conspicuousinfluence in Congreve’scomedywasthe influenceofthe Elizabethantradition.According 

to her, mostwritersof Restorationcomedyfellback at times, witha senseofrelief, uponElizabethan 

plots and humours, but Congreve was, in this respect, the most 

conservative of them all. “All that is best in the Restoration 

continuance of Elizabethan dramatic conventions may be 

illustrated in Congreve’s plays’. (The Social Mode of 

Restoration Comedy). 

The Old Bachelor with the ‘humorous’ excesses of 

Heartwell, Fondlewife and Captain Bluffe proved aresounding 

success, but The Double Dealer failed probably because 

Congrevetried to register in it anewidiomofmoralseriousness 

and to satirize theshamelesshypocrisyofhisage in thepersons 

of LadyTouchwood Lady Frothand Lady Plyant who have no hesitation in cuckoldingtheir husbands 

without, of course, ruffling the placid appearances of social decorum. Maskwell in the play is a 

villain bent on destroying the happiness of Mellefont and Cynthia, and he has been depieted, not 

Congreve derived elements from 

various sources, both foreign and 

native, from Terence, Moliere, Jonson, 

Middleton, Martson, Fletcher and 

Beumont in particular, and forged a 

new comedic genre which would 

celebrate the grace and polish of an 

essentially urban civilisation. All that 

is best in the Restoration continuance 

of Elezabethan dramatic conventions 

may be illustrated in Congreve’s 

plays. 
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comically, but as a manifestationofcalculating evil and a miracle ofatrocious ingratitude. He is, in 

some sense, a descendant of Moliere’s Tartuffe, but his love intrigue with Lady Touchwood does 

not comparewiththatof Tartuffe with Elmire : Lady Touchwoodlacks dignityand elegance, where 

Elmire has a fineness ofdisposition, a reticent composure and a prudent understanding ofthings as 

theyare. For once in his short dramatic career Congreve attempted a manifestly vigorous satire, but 

it was absolutely dissonant with the audience temper of his time. We must remember that Cibber’s 

Love’s Last Shift was stageed in 1696, just two years and a few months after the production of The 

Double-Dealer. Englishpeople werethirsting for their cups ofweeping comedy. 

Congreve’s third comedy, Love for Love (1695), however, hit the jackpot, so to speak. It was 

atriumphant success. It gave Congreve anopportunityto makeareallyimpressivedisplayofhisgift 

forgayandwittycomedywithoutrancourorrecrimination.There 

is not muchofMoliere’simfluence in Congreve’splotpatternor 

art of characterization; the romantic plot resembles that of 

Fletcher’s The Elder Brother andthe ‘humourous’characters, 

particularly those of Foresight and Ben have a direct ancestry 

in Jonson, while Valentine is a susprising variation on 

Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Mild satire is sometimes perceptible in 

Congreve’s routine hits at the usual and obvious targets, the pretending astrologer the half-witted 

beau, the awkward countrygirl but these hits are not sufficiently powerful to situate the playwithin 

the tradition of the realistic-satirical in English comedy. Some critics have, however, found in it 

elementsofsentimentalism, espectally in Valentine’s self-fulfilment’that originates in his knowledge 

ofmoralgoodness and spiritual freedom. Norman Halland, for example, says, in The First Modern 

Comedies, that the action of Love for love perfectly exemplifies the last phase of restoration 

comedy. The hero who rehears fromthe social world of deception and illusion to a personal haven 

ofemotionalsecurity‘discovers the heart behind the mask.’We wonder whether the popular appeal 

of the play resides in its interpretation as a comedy of almost transcendental affirmation or in its 

representation ofrollicking zest that enlivens a romantic plot. 

Congreve’s last and best comedy, The Way of the World (1700), written in the immediate 

aftermath of Jeremy Collier’s searing criticism in A Short View of the Immorality and Profaneness 

of the English Stage (1698), did not prove a success when it was first produced. It revealed his 

social realism and ethical consciousnes; it affirmed his intellectual resourcefulness and ‘purity of 

style’; it reflected his ability to enrich the comedy of manners with a delicate poise and a creative 

idealism; and yet the theatre-audience found the play impossible to appreciate. The reasonperhaps 

was that Congreve tried a fresh comedic genre which, while envisioning some ofthe basic qualities 

of Shakespeare, Jonson, Massingar, Fletcher, Dryden and Etherege, made an eclectic impression, 

part romantic, part critical, but, above all, marked by intellectual acuityand emotional depth. The 

In “The Way of the World”, Congreve, 

while envisioning some of the basic 

qualities of Shakespeare, Jonson, 

Massingar, Fletcher, Dryden, and 

Etherege, made an electic impression, 

part romantic, part critical, but above 

all, marked by intellectual acuity and 

emotional depth. 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Consider Congreve as a comic playright. 

 

 

Way of the World has often been regarded as a comedy of wit; and the whole of the proviso-scene 

inAct IV as the supreme triumphof Congreve’s intellectual dexterity. It bears witness to Congreve’s 

passion for falling upon fine phrases like a lover, his ‘command of dancing words’and his power to 

regale us withhis ‘streamsofconceited metaphorsand the bewildering flights ofhis fancy’ (Allardyce 

Nicoll). The play has also beenconsidered as a comedyofsocialcriticism in which attack has been 

made not only on affected forms of wit or artificial modes of politeness but also on the decadent 

social order, represented by Lady Wishfort suffering from an ‘indigestion of widow-hood’ that 

requires to be replaced by a new socialorder symbolizedthroughthelove of Mirabelland Millamant, 

the young, enlightened hero and heroine. 

It is truethat Congreve’s power lay, not in the fashioning of dramatic incident, but in his mastery 

of intellect-dominated verbalwit and in his exploration/renditionof contemporarysocialethos. Verbal 

wit and social realism are however, not the ultimate realities in Congreve’s comedy which often 

drawsonthe intricate matrix of human experience. Sometimes like Bernard Shaw, Congreve gives 

vent to his suppressed emotions; sprightly wit and acute tragic sense enter into a curious artistic 

complex. Ann’s cry for the father of the Superman and the litany at the end of Saint Joan produce 

a kindofmusic that palpitates into profound melancholy. Mrs Fainall, thecast mistressof Mirabell in 

The Way of the World, also leaves an impressionofunmitigated pain. She has a passion for Mirabell, 

her former lover, andshe is loyalto him in everypossible way, but her heart aches at not being loved 

by her husband. On one occasionshe says,’He [Mr. Fainall] has a humour more prevailing than his 

curiosity, and willwillinglydispense withthe hearing ofone scandalousstory, to avoid an occasion to 

make another by being seento walk with his wife.’ The affectation of lightness in the remark only 

deepens the anguish and bitterness the wayofthe world is strewn with. 

 

  Unit 10(b): THE EPIGRAPH OF THE 1700 EDITION  

The epigraph found onthe title page ofthe 1700 edition of The Wayofthe World contains two 

Latinquotations from Horace’s Satires. Intheir wider contexts theyread in English: 

“It is worthwhile, for thoseof you who wishadulterers no success, to hear how much misfortune 

they suffer, and how often their pleasure is marred by pain and, though rarely achieved, even then 

fraught withdanger.” 

“I have no fear in her companythat a husband mayrush back from the country, the door burst 

open, the dog bark, the house shake with the din, the woman, deathly pale, leap from her bed, her 

complicit maidshriek, shefearingforherlimbs, herguiltymistressforherdowryand I formyself.”The 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. How far is the title of “The Wayofthe World” relevant and appropriate ? 

 

 

quotationsoffer a fore-warning ofthe chaos to ensue fromboth infidelityand deception. According 

to Brian Gibbons, the centraltheme or didactic intent ofthe play is indicated by the epigraph: the fate 

ofadulterers and the fears ofa guiltywoman for the loss of her reputation. 

 

Unit 10(c): RELEVANCE AND APPROPRIATENESS OF THE TITLE 
 

Like other comedies in the historyof world drama, The Wayof the World deals with the theme 

oflove, assimilating, in its fable-structure, an interplay oferotic instincts. There is muchofromance 

in the comedy, but this romance is controlled and rational rather than exuberant and disruptive of 

logical propriety. In the ultimate analysis, however, Congreve’s comedy is not a romantic comedy, 

butacriticalcomedythat attests to Congreve’ssocialsolicitudeandethicalconsciousness. It belongs 

to the realistic-corrective tradition of English comedy and seeks to cure the existing societyof its 

oddities and flaws, excesses and affectations. Congreve makes a satirical exposition of the social 

manners of his day - the ‘way’ in the title of his play refers to contemporary manners, habits or 

modesofpatternedelegance, andthe‘world’ impliesthesocietywherethesemannersarerepresented 

or manipulated. 

In choosing the title of his play, Congreve not merelypresents or analyses the societyof his age 

but also brings out the element of irony in this society’s deceptive/affected codeof conduct. Towards 

the end of the play Mirabell uses the phrase ‘the way of the world’, while mocking at Fainall’s 

‘confusion’ as the latter reads the parchment with the inscription : ‘A deed of conveyance of the 

wholeestaterealofArabella, Languish, widow, in trust to Edward Mirabell’. Mirabell, in fact, turns 

the tables against Fainall and saves Lady Wishfort’s prestige and Mrs Fainall’s property; the last 

laugh is his; and what he emphasizes by referring to ‘the wayofthe world’ is obviouslythe triumph 

of Mrs Fainall over her husband who has always tried to play her false. This is the ‘most unkindest 

cut’ of irony in a society that is doubtless patriarchal. The Way of the World is an ironic title, 

despite Brian Gibbons’s view that ‘Mirabell imposes on the cynically realistic wayof the world the 

more generous vision of the art of comedy.’ 

 
 

Unit 11(a): THE WAY OF THE WORLD: PLOT SYNOPSIS 
 

Act I is set in a chocolate house where Mirabelland Fainall have just finished playing cards. A 

footmancomesand tells Mirabellthat Waitwell(Mirabell’smale servant) and Foible(LadyWishfort’s 

femaleservant) weremarriedthat morning. Mirabelltells Fainallabout his loveofMillamant and is 
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encouraged to marryher. Witwoud and Petulant appear and Mirabell is informed that should Lady 

Wishfort marry, he will lose £6000 of Millamant’s inheritance. He willonlyget this money if he can 

make Lady Wishfort consent to his and Millamant’s marriage. 

Act II is set in St. James’s Park. Mrs Fainall and Mrs Marwood are discussing their hatred of 

men. FainallappearsandaccusesMrs Marwood(withwhomhe is having an affair) ofloving Mirabell. 

Meanwhile, Mrs Fainall tells Mirabell that she hates her husband, and they begin to plot about 

tricking LadyWishfort to give her consent to themarriage. Millamant appears in the park, and angry 

aboutthe previous night (where Mirabellwas confronted by Lady Wishfort) she lets himknow her 

displeasure in Mirabell’s plan, which she only has a vague idea about. After she leaves, the newly 

wed servants appear and Mirabellreminds themoftheir roles in the plan. 

Act III, IV and V are all set in the home of Lady Wishfort. We are introduced to Lady Wishfort 

who is encouraged to marry‘Sir Rowland’- Mirabell’s supposed uncle - by Foible so that Mirabell 

will lose his inheritance. Sir Rowland is, however, Waitwell in disguise, the plan being to arrange a 

marriage with Lady Wishfort, whichcannot go ahead because it would be bigamy, and Mirabellwill 

offer to help her out ofthe embarrassing situation if she consents to her marriage. Later, Mrs Fainall 

discusses this plan with Foible, but this is overheard by Mrs Marwood. She later tells the plan to 

Fainall, who decides that he will take his wife’s money and go awaywith Mrs Marwood. 

Mirabell proposes to Millamant and with Mrs Fainall’s encouragement, Millamant accepts. 

Mirabell leaves as Lady Wishfort arrives, and she lets it be knownthat she wants Millamantto marry 

her nephew, Sir Wilful, who has just arrived fromthe countryside. Lady Wishfort later gets a letter 

telling her about the Sir Rowland’s plot. Sir Rowland takes the letter and blames Mirabell oftrying 

to sabotage their wedding. Lady Wishfort agrees to let Sir Rowland bring a marriage contract that 

night. 

By Act V, Lady Wishfort has found out the plot, and Fainall has had Waitwell arrested. Mrs 

Fainall tells Foible that her previous affair with Mirabell is now public knowledge. Lady Wishfort 

appears with Mrs Marwood, whomshe’s thanking for unveiling the plot. Fainall then appears and 

usesthe informationof Mrs Fainall’spreviousaffair with Mirabelland Millamant’scontract to marry 

himto blackmail Lady Wishfort, telling her that she should never marryandthat she is to transfer all 

the moneyover to him. LadyWishfort tells Mirabellthat she will offer consent to the marriage if he 

can save her fortune and honour. Mirabell calls on Waitwell who brings a contract from the time 

before the marriage of the Fainalls in which Mrs Fainall gives all her propertyto Millamant. This 

neutralises the blackmail attempts, after which Mirabell restores Mrs Fainall’s property to her 

possessionand then is free to marry Millamant withthe full £6000 inheritance. 

[Source : Wikipedia] 
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Mirabell, the most fully worked out 

of all Congreve’s male characters, 

though somewhat devious, manipula- 

tive, even amoral is capable of 

balancing out ‘enlightened self- 

interest with consideration for 

others’. 

 

 
 

Unit 11(b): CONGREVE’S ART OF CHARACTER-DRAWING 

The total impression that we receive from Congreve’s world of comedy is one of a mingled 

patternwhereindividualeccentricitiesarecoupledwithfashionableaffectations. Thecomiccharacters 

he depicts are brought into a clear focus as aspects of a single 

humanityandsuggesttellingdimensions intheir associationwith, 

andabsorptioninto, thesocialethos.As Clifford Leechobserves 

in his essay ‘Congreve and the Century’s End’ (in The 

Dramatist’s Experience) : 

His characters belong for the most part to the stock-types of 

theage- menandwomenofwitandfashion;harmlesseccentrics 

likeForesightandHeartwell; menandwomenamorouslyinclined 

despitetheiryears, likeSir SampsonLegendandLadyWishfort; 

unpolished intruders into Londonsociety, like Benand Sir WilfullWitwoud; womenof light virtue; 

fops and would-be wits- but he so contrives his plays that the characters are not isolated targets but 

are seen in relation to one another and to their society as a whole. 

It is by presenting his dramatis personae against the backdropofresplendent but artificial social 

conventions that Congreve lays outthe designofhis criticalcomedy. 

The Way of the World accomodates, in its cast, an interesting variety of male characters - 

Witwoud (reminiscent of Jonson’s Sir Politic Would-be), a would-be or would-have-been wit who, 

as Mirabellsays, ‘so passionatelyaffectsthe reputation ofunderstandingraillery, that he will construe 

an affront into a jest; and call downright rudeness and ill 

language, satire and fire’, Petulant, whose name is indicative of 

his temperament, a choleric man who professes perpetual 

animosityandturnsoutto be an indecentquareller, andSir Wilfull 

Witwoud, acountrybumpkinwithhis loam-footedhonestyand 

endearing warmth, who manages to disgrace himself by 

becoming embarrassinglydrunk. The hero of Congreve’s play, Mirabell (whose name derives from 

the Latin mirabilis meaning ‘wonderful’), is of course, the most important male character admired 

by all the ladies around him. Indeed, the most fullyworked out of all Congreve is male characters, 

Mirabell, though somewhat devious, manipulative, even amoral(having a prodigalpast) is capable 

ofbalancingout ‘enlightened self-interest withconsiderationforothers’(David Thomas). The‘admirer 

of female beauty’ has been contrasted from the very beginning with Fainall (who feigns all), the 

villain, the shamelesslyself-seeking power-hungryfortune-hunter, whoonlyrepels or shocksus. An 

outsider in the true senseoftheword, who has no sense offamilyresponsibilityor socialobligation, 

Fainall embodies the odious crueltyof Hobbes’s man in the raw state of nature. 

Congreve’s characters are individual 

eccentrics featuring fashionable 

affectations. They are brought into a 

clear focus as aspects of a single 

humanity and suggest telling 

dimensions in their association with, 

and absorption into, the social ethos. 

They belong mostly to the stock-types 

of the age—man and women amoro- 

usly inclined despite their years, fops, 

would-be-wits and so on. 
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Congreve excells in his delineation 

of female characters. Bonany Dobree 

regards Mrs. Fainall as a figure of 

intense realism. Lady Wishfort is 

indeed a fort of wish of carnal 

appetite. 

 

 

Congreve excels in his delineation of female characters. The many-faceted Millamant (whose name 

derives fromthe Frenchmille [thousand]+amant [love]-surrounded by athousand lovers) apart, the 

other female characters are also, drawn no less insightfully. Bonamy Dobree regards Mrs Fainall as 

a figure of‘intense realism’ - her husband has married her only 

for her wealth, but he is in love with Mrs Marwood, and she 

has accepted her loss and defeat with quiet dignity. Moreover, 

she herself is a victimof an almost Chekhoviansense ofsadness 

(Cf The Seagull) because she still loves Mirabell, yet has to 

encourage Millamant and assume airs ofgenerous approbation 

of her match with him. Arguably the most poignant character in The Way of the World is Lady 

Wishfort who is constantly deceived, abused and exploited by all those around her. She is on the 

wrond side of fifty-precisely fifty-five-but she seems to experience the passions ofrobust sexuality. 

She is indeed a fort ofwish- ofcarnalappetite and in her conduct she is always dishonest. She may 

be styled a ‘humorist’, but her humour is notofone particular shade. She contains ‘multitudes’ in her 

humour: luxuriouslust (ofan Epicure Mammon), sullenanger(ofa Morose), vituperativemalevolence 

(of a Face) gross rancousness (of an Ursula) and, above all, the glaring pretension and hypocrisy, 

characteristic of all Restoration coquettes. Another female character is Mrs Marwood who is bend 

on marring the happiness of others. With her selfish lusting, after Mirabell-and her schemes and 

conspiracies-shechallengescomparisonwithFainall; botharemotivated byappetite, greedand envy. 

Themostimportantfemalecharacter in theplay is doubtlessits heroine Millamant, whocombines 

wit and womanliness in equal proportion. From the very moment of her arrival in Act II, scene I - 

‘faith fullsail, withher fanspreadandher streamersout’- she is charmingand lovable, an embodiment 

of the freshness of spring, ‘the incarnation of happiness or at least of the desire for it.’ (Bonamy 

Dobree) Millamant is a young girlofchanging moods and fancies, sometimes a little impish, but she 

also upholds the principles ofdecorumand honour. She ‘herselftends, a vestal virgin, the patrician 

flameof Caroline honour’, and by winning Mirabellback to the 

ways of Caroline honour, ‘she makes their love no mere 

excreseence ofwhimand chance, but the lasting affirmation of 

the traditional decencies; and the unionoftwo minds within a 

shared culture.’(Donald Brue, Topics of Restoration Comedy) She realizes the importance of 

controlled passion and organized logic in a man-woman relationship, as is evident in the proviso 

sceneoftheplay. She is worldly-wise, yet romantic; practicalyet passionate; far-sighted, yet emotional. 

She sets great store by the logicalities of life, but she possesses and dwells in a wonderland of airy 

vitality, hiding her feeling behind the only too necessary artifices of her sex. Once assured of her 

love, she divests herself of her armour and shows a perfect candour : ‘If Mirabell does not make a 

good husband, I ama lost thing.’ 

Millamant combines wit and 

womanliness. She is world-wise, yet 

romantic ; practical yet passionate ; 

far-sighted, yet emotional. 
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Unit 11(c): 

THE WAY OF THE WORLD — AS A COMEDY OF MANNERS 

The comedy of manners is the dominant and characteristic type of comedy in the history of 

world drama - fromAristophanes and Terence to Ibsen, Shaw and Brecht. It is the achievement of 

the sense of comedy of existence through a humour-slanted critical presentation of social life and 

patternsofhumanbehaviour, an intellectualand rationaldiscrimination ofvalues. But, asAllardyce 

Nicollrightly says in his Historyof English Drama (1660-1900) Vol. I, when we saythat Congreve’s 

comedy is a comedyof manners we areusingthe word in its Congreviansense, betokeningsomething 

brilliant about a manor a woman, not ahumour, but a grace or a habit ofrefined culture, something 

that looks “a little je ne-scay-quaysh” (to borrow the phrase from Lady Froth’s speech in Act II, 

scene I of The Double Dealer). The manners in Congreve’s comedyare, by no means, the behaviour 

of humanity in general but the affectatious and cultured veneer of a highly developed and self- 

conscious group towards the close of the seventeenth century. The society it represents is artificial - 

a powdered and rouged society; it is indeed artificiality whichprovides the unityofatmosphere for 

a narrow, comic world where ‘the true voice of feeling’ (to use a Keatsian phrase in a different 

context) has been stifled in the bantering levity of fanciful and aristocratic high-ups - the beaux and 

belles who onlyassume affectations. 

Congreve’s comedyof manners presents a galleryofentertaining comic characters withsundry 

whims and fancies in the boudoirs and coffee-houses, in the Hyde Park, the Piazza, or the Mall, and 

these characters are made to spin, as it were, to a gay tune with all the formal discipline of a ballet 

choreography. The dancing figures of Edgar Degas seem to come out of the delicate haze of 

impressionismand breathe in the modish trivialities ofa highly 
Congreve’s comedy   of   manners 

sophisticated age. Congreve’s comic characters owe their 

liveliness to the world of manners to which they belong, and 

sometimes we are made to see even the most fantastic 

excesses ofthe manners theyassume - the wayward flutter of a 

fan in the hand of a moody heroine (Millamant) or the riding 

dress of a much-travelled boor (Sir Wilfull Witwoud). In his 

delineation of manners, whether elegant or absurd, Congreve 

presents a gallery of entertaining 

comic characters with sundry whims 

and fancies in the boudoirs and 

coffee-houses, in the Hyde Park, the 

Piazza, or the Mall, and these 

characters are made to spin, as it were, 

to gay tune with all the formal 

discipline of a ballet choreography. 

acknowledgesthe mingled patternofthe individualand the socialand seeks to continuethe tradition 

ofcriticalcomedy by exploiting its traditionalmaterial, theodditiesandaffectationsofindividuals in 

society. 

Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Comment on Congreve’s art of characterisation in the play “The Way of the World”. 
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The comedyof manners is also the comedyof wit; and it has been customaryto cite The Way 

of the World as an illustration ofthe brightest varietyof Congrevianwit. Comments like ‘friendship 

without freedom is as dull as love without enjoyment, or wine without toasting’, ‘A wit should no 

more be sincere, thana womanconstant. One argues a decayofparts as t’other of beauty’, and ‘the 

falling outofwits is like the falling outoflovers - we agree in the
“The   Way   of   the   World”   is   an

 

main like treble and bass’(all made by Witwoud, thougha false 

wit) are too interesting to miss. Congreve’s ‘purity of style’and 

‘perfection of dialogue’ certainly remind us of a Frenchman, 

not, however, of Moliere, but of Gustave Flaubert, author of 

Madame Bovary. The proviso-scene in where Mirabell and 

Milamant put forwardcertaintermsand conditions beforethey 

get marriedwitnesses to thecentralvaluesofurbancivilization. 

Congreve deals with the exuberance of youthful love, but his 

illustration of the brightest variety of 

Congrevian wit. Congreve’s ‘purity of 

style’ and ‘perfection of dialogue’ 

certainly remind us of a Frenchman. 

Congreved deals with the exuberance 

of youthful love, but his comic vision 

is such as to acknowledge all that is 

morally significant in its 

representation in an upper-class 

society. 

comic vision is such as to acknowledgeallthat is morallysignificant in its representation in an upper- 

classsociety. The norms of love and marriage that Congreve formulates in his comedyvindicatehis 

socio-ethical consciousness and attest to a lasting affirmation of the traditional decencies. Wit, the 

splendid gloryandgraceofurbancivilization, the rarequalityofmind that gives the right direction to 

a pragmatically free society, not onlypermeates the whole ofthe proviso-scene but also enriches the 

style of the whole play itself. Congreve’s style is such as to solidify the dramatic structure and to 

distinguish between one character and another on the basis of rhetorical rhythms and dictional 

singularities. It ranges fromone peak to another fromthe stinging cynicism of Fainall to the dulcet 

melancholyof Mirabell, fromthediaphanouscharmof Millamant to theabusiverage(the Meredithian 

‘boudoir Billingstate’) of LadyWishfort fromthe fashionables affectationofWitwoud to theraucous 

boorishness of Sir Wilfull Witwoud. 

s, ofcourse, polite and amiable, immune fromrancour and indignation, andtherearereasons to 

subscribe to the view that he anticipates Sheridan whose The School for Scandal continues and 

embellishes the tradition ofthe comedy of manners and invites comparison with his The Way of the 

World. Like the poet of the “Rope of the Lock”, he cannot be a devastating critic but he can think 

of certain values of traditional ethics which impose a pattern on the ridiculously absurd mode of 

living in the societyof his age that aspired to be civilized in every respect. Yet ever since the non- 

juryingAnglican priest, Jeremy Collier, flung his fulminationsintothestrongholdsof Englishdrama, 

it has been the habit to regatoration Comedy as licentious, immoral, obscene and dissolute. The 

violation of moral decorum in Restoration comedy certainly strikes the attention of even a casual 

reader and makes him reflect on what the real function or purpose of literature ought to be. It may 

however be noted that the comic playwrights of the Restoration period, were eager to draw the 

pictureofasocietyfree fromtheconventionsoffeudalismandchivalry. Theythoughtoflaunchinga 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Consider “The Wayof the World” as a comedyof manners. 

 

 

move togards greater justice between manand woman. While presenting their love-relationship in a 

dramatic form, they drew a line of demarcation between passion and affection. Nevertheless, we 

are shocked when Lady Wishfort shouts at Foible, her maid-servant, and uses a language of 

unmatched foulness, or when Waitwell playing the role of Sir Rowland engages in an amorous 

interview with Lady Wishfort and pays handsome, compliments to her ‘adorable person’. 
 

 

    Unit 12 (a): THE WAY OF THE WORLD - AS A COMEDY OF WIT     

Restoration comedy is primarily organized on the basis of wit, which is obviously its most 

outstanding feature. Almost all the characters in The Wayofthe World engage in an exercize of wit 

thustestifyingto thedazzlingbrillianceofcongreve’sintellectualdynamics, Dr Jonsonstyles Congreve’s 

characters ‘intellectual gladiator’s who are made to produce an unceasing salvo of Verbal Wit. 

Leigh Hunt says that Congreve presents ‘a set ofheartless fine ladies and gentlemen, coming in and 

goingout, saying wittythings at eachother and buzzing in some mazeof intrigue’. Hazlitt’ describes 

how Restorationcomedy, the ‘Corinthiancapital’ofpolished elegance spotlightsthe “conquest over 

dullness.” Meredith expresses the view that Congreve ‘hits the mean of a fine style and a natural in 

dialogue.’ Dwellingonthe seminalqualiting of Restorationcomedy Whibleyobservesthat in point of 

concision Congreve’s style is still unmatched in the literature of England. The Verbal style of The 

Wayof the World is obviouslycharacterized by intellect-dominated Wit, but we are also fascinated 

by the technique that Congreve adopts to draw a line of demarcation between true Wits and false 

Wits. Thomas Fujimura in The Restoration Comedyof Wit speaks of the characteristics that mark 

the truewitsoff fromthe false Wits. Thetruewitsaresensitive, imaginative anddecorous, while the 

false witsthrive onthe superficiesofurbancivilization. The former sharpentheir emotionsupontheir 

wits while the latter areaffected and pretentious and capitalize onelegant absurdities. 

Integrity of feeling and stability of faith - the rich beauties of unalloyed human emotions have 

been denied Fainall. Brian Gibbons, in his introduction to The Way of the World, speaks of the 

differences of degree among the false wits in the play. He observes a strict hierarchy from Fainall to 

Witwoud and thence to Petulant, and arrives at the conclusion that this hierarchy of false wits is 

indicated ‘bythe order in which characters appear inAct I, so that the audience has the opportunity 

to measureeach in turnagainst Mirabell, thetruewit, and to comparerelativedegreesoffolly.Witwoud 

and Pelulant are obviously false wits in the play. They are, in the words of Norman Holland in The 

First Modern Comedies, ‘ridiculous, all manner and no substance, as empty as ballons, and blown 

by whatever randomstimulicome their wayand suggest preposterousidosyncraces onthe plane of 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Consider ‘The Way of the World’ as a comedy of wit. 

 

 

socialexistence. Witwoudchurnsout fashionableandextranvagantsimilitudesand Mirabelldescribes 

him as ‘a foolwith a good memory, and some fine scraps of other folk’s wit’. Pelulant is nearly all 

vapour and tends as a consequence to be highly explosive, thus betraying his Elizabethan lineage. 

LadyWishfort who provides broadfunverging onthe farcical is another false wit. Mirabellsays that 

she ‘publishes her detestation of mankind; and full of the vigour of, fifty-five, declares for a friend 

and Ratafia. What is however interesting to note is that some of the false wits sometimes make 

observationsorpassremarkswhicharetoofullofwit to escapeourattention. Witwoud, for example, 

says about Pelulant ononeoccasion, ‘His want oflearning gives himthe moreopportunities to show 

his natural parts’. Even the maid-servant Foible is capable of resorting to wit. To Lady Wishfort she 

says, ‘A little art once made your picture like you and now a little ofthe same art must make you like 

your picture. Your picture must sit for you madam.’ 

The best variety of Congrevian wit has however, been exemplified and illustrated in the wit- 

combats between Mirabell and Millamant, the true wits in the play. Mirabell’s ‘... beauty is the 

lover’s gift; ’tis he bestow your charms: your glass is all a cheat’ is a comment which is not merely 

mellifluous in its sonictexturebut also poetic in its power ofevocation. Theproviso scene in theplay 

reveals the most scintillating aspects of Congrevian wit. Congreve’s hero and heroine who are 

experts in the art of social survival desire a kind of marriage which must be compatible with the 

notionofwit andembodythe most cherished values ofurbancivilization, thoseoffinesse graceand 

decorum, which formthe nucleus ofaconsistentethicalcode in worldofappearances. In the proviso 

scenemarked by organizedreasonandcontrolledpassion, Mirabelland Millamantliberatethemselves 

from the follies and affectations of the society they live in and base their romantic priorities both 

soberlyand realisticallyuponthe logicalities oflife. John Barnard is perfectlyright when he says :The 

proviso scene is not negative; it enfranchises the lovers and is the essential preparative to giving 

themselves to one another whilereconcilingthe competingdemandsofwit (in the senseofjudgement, 

and love it is a worldlyattitude but neither despicable not unrealistic. 

 

Unit 12(a): THE WAY OF THE WORLD: AS A COMEDY 

OF SOCIAL CRITICISM 
 

‘Documentary’ critics of the Restoration comedy of manners express the view that comic 

playwrightslike Etherege, Wycherleyand Congrevepresent afaithfulpictureofcontemporarysocial 

ethos. Indeed, close fidelity to actual life has been observed in their comedies. In The Way of the 

World Congreve provides us with a vivid and dependable picture of the national metropolis that 
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brims with pastimes and follies at it Jame’s Park, the New Exchange and the World’s End. 

ConterporaryLondoncomesto life with Will’s Coffee-house, Pall-Malland Covent Garden, Locket’s 

Eating-house at the Charing Cross, Duke’s Place, Rosamond’s Pond, Bridewell, the house of 

Correction for vagabonds and loose women, and Ludgate, the debtors’ prison, supposed to be 

crowded withthe starving and diseased (as imagined by W.H.Van Voris in The Cultivated Stance). 

Congreve’s world is a great dealtoo real, and what Macaulay says about the realismof Restoration 

comedy in general holds good for Congreve’s comedy in particular: ‘Here the garb, the manners, 

the topics ofconversationare those ofthe realtownand ofthe passing day.’(Critical and Historical 

Essays, Vol II) What Macaulay does not consider is that the realism itself of Restoration comedy 

(or, for that matter of Congreve’s comedy) is largelya compound ofart and artificiality and reveals 

a social structure which has no foundation in the authenticity and truthfulness of natural emotions. 

Congreve is deep-searching in the realm of refined intellect whose life becomes an art and art an 

aesthetic ofartficiality. He is a faithfultranscriber ofthe realismthat comes full circle and is complete 

by beingartificial. We maynot agreewith Charles Lambwhen, in his essayon‘TheArtificial Comedy 

ofthe Last Century’, he postulates withingenious sophistrythat the Fainalls and Mirabells and Lady 

Touchwoods - all creaturesofsportive fancy- figure in ‘a speculative scene ofthings’and get but of 

‘the Christendom into the land... of cuckoldry- the Utopia of gallantry-where pleasure is duty, and 

the manners perfect freedom.’ But there is no reason why we should not appreciatethe significance 

of the word ‘artificial’ he has used in the little of his esssay. The Restoration comedy of manners in 

indeed artificial in its avoidance of the promptings of nature and of the pressures of passion, but 

Congreve’s comedy is artificial in the sense that it is a realistically vivid portrayal of an artificial 

societywhereonlythe aristocratic high-ups flaunt their intellectualresources, strike attitudes andvie 

withone another for posing in the social mirror. It is of this artficial societythat Scandalsays in Act 

III, scene III of Love for Love : ‘I know no effective difference between continued affectation and 

reality.’ In his Comic Characters in Shakespeare, John Palmer observes : ‘In the comedies of 

Congreve ... we are no longer men; we are wits and a peruke. We are no longer women; we are 

ladies of the tea-table.’ Palmer’s observation is significant especially in the context of the social 

ethos, as portrayed in The Way of the World, where the surface is all suggesting the artificial/ 

assumed norms ofurban sophistication. It is only Mirabelland Millamant, the true wits in the play, 

who turnagainst the currentsofthetime and seekto controlthe societyaround them. Philip Roberts 

rightlysays that in the proviso scene Mirabelland Millamant relinquish their current socialpositions 

while giving up whatthefopswould givetheir all for. Indeed, they go a stagefurtherthanother comic 

centralfiguresand‘in so doingtheyunavoidablybreakdownthe incredibilityessentialto theartifice.’ 

Congreve has of course ridiculed the artificial social set-up of the Restoration period. But as 

K.M.P.Buston says in Restoration Literature, ‘However much the individual dramatist protested in 

prologues and epilogues that he was castigating the vices and follies ofthe age there was a general 
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Congreve’s proviso scene attests to the 

rare acuity and strength of his critical 

perception. His satirical barbs are 

aimed at the absurd excesses of 

manners and the ethical norms he 

envisions and formulates refer to the 

Traditional decencies associated with 

the ideal of love and marriage. 

Congreve is a stern and fierce satirist, 

but he is also capable of giving us 

something more than mere 

amusement. His play ‘moves firmly to 

an endorsement of the forms and 

conventions of civilised society.’ 

Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Consider “The Wayofthe World” as a comedyof social criticism. 

 

 

atmosphere of overlooking faults, and a confused moral atttitude governing the structure of the 

play.’Congreve wields his sword of common sense to prune off the excesses of affectation in 

contemporarysocialconduct but he is at best mildly critical in his aims and objectives.Congreve is 

by no means a satirist as stern and fierce as Jonson but he is capable of giving us something more 

than mere amusement. Ian Donaldson, in The World Upside-Down, speaks of the values embodied 

in The Way of the World and points out that the play ‘moves 

firmlytoanendorsementofthe formsandconventionsofcivilized 

society.’ He believes that its ‘values are, in all senses of that 

word, those of urbanity.’ Congreve examines the values of a 

town society, ‘the London beau monde, artificial in character, 

yet celebrating the norms of practical wisdom and controlled 

logic and presents them in a subtle way by’ means of his well-poised thematic explication. What is 

really interesting is that the ‘affected’ characters in his comedyhighlight the genuinessofthesevalues 

by turning them upside down or by exaggerating them to the point of the most fantastic kind of 

caricature. The courtship of Lady Wishfort and Waitwell masqucrading as Sir Rowland in Act IV, 

scene XII in The Way of the World is a laughing crusade against the absurdity and extravagance of 

a decadent social culture. Lady Wishfort’s affectations, her use ofrhetorical language as she awaits 

or meets the disguised Waitwell when seen in a critical perspective,’ may offer a clue to a saner 

humanrelationship andsuggest awayoutofthespurious mode ofliving. Congreve’s purpose is not 

to flayvices or persecute follies, but his focus is ona socialethospurgedofallmanner of illogicaland 

ridicalous excesses. 

 

  Unit 12(c): SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROVISO SCENE  

The proviso scene had been invented by Honore D’Arfe (L’Astree) and Congreve borrows 

verbally from Dryden’s Secret Love for his own proviso scene 

in Act IV, scene I of The Way of the World. There are other 

echoesof Dryden’s Marriageà la Mode and The Wild Gallant, 

and there is a general debt in structure and technique to 

Etherege’s The Man of Mode. But Congreve’s proviso scene 

attests to the rare acuity and strength of his critical perception. 

His satirical barbs are aimed at the absurd excesses of manners 

in contemporarysocietyand the ethical norms he envisions and formulates refer to the traditional 
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decencies associated with the ideal of love and marriage. Mirabell and Millamant seek to strike a 

bargain before their marriage, putting forward certain terms and conditions, because they want to 

extricate themselves fromthe follies and affectations of their societyand retain their composure and 

wit, their measure of control and sense of decorum. The diverse demands of logic and passion have 

beenreconciled in the view ofmarriage theypropose. Congreve seems to suggestthat in the cynical, 

profligate and deceitfulways of the world it is only love that can act as a saving grace, but this love, 

whichfinds fulfilment in marriage, must be perfect, integrated andprudent. 

The proviso scene begins as Mirabellcompletes the couplet from Edmund Waller’s ‘The Story 

of Phoebus and Daphne, Applied’. Millamart recitesthe first line ofthe couplet, ‘Like Phoebus sung 

the no less am’rous’ boy,’ and Mirabell completes the couplet by reciting its second line ‘Like 

Daphne she, as lovely and as coy’. Mirabell desires that ‘the 

chase must end, and my pursuit be crowned’, but Millamant 

does not desire a state of inglorious ease, where she runs the 

risk of being ‘freed fromthe agreeable fatigues ofsolicitation.’ 

She hates the lover ‘that can dare to think he draws a moment’s 

air independent on the bountyof his mistress’. ‘There is not so 

inpudent a thing in nature as the saucy look of an assured man, 

confident ofsuccess,’ shesays. Theapprehensionofdisillusion 

after marriage is so pervasive in the prevalent social ethos that Millamant declares, ‘I’ll be solicited 

to the very last, nay, and afterwards’, meaning that she must be wooed even after her marriage 

although she is deeply in love with Mirabell’ Indeed Millamant in the proviso scene resembles 

Shakespeare’s Rosalind whose affection ‘hath an unknown bottom, like the Bayof Portugal’. (As 

you Like It, Act IV, scene I), but she indulges in a deliberate exaggeration of her caprices and 

declares her ‘will and pleasure’. She cannot bid farewell to her ‘dear liberty’, ‘faithful solitude’ and 

‘darling contemplation’. She does not want to be called names like wife, spouse, my dear, joy, 

jewel, love, sweetheart, and the rest of that nauseous cart in which men and their wives are so 

fulsomelyfamiliar’. She tells Mirabell, ‘Let us be as strange as if we had been married a great while 

and as well-bred as if we were not married at all.’ 

Tothis brilliant gambit Mirabellretortswitha number ofstipulations, showinghisconcernforhis 

reputation as a husband and for thehealth/figureofhis futureson. He will not allow Millamant to use 

masks and cosmetics (made of ‘hogs’ bones, hare’s gall, pig-water, and the marrow of a roasted 

cat’), drink filthy, strong waters, toast follows, entertain bawds and courtesans, or to wear anytight- 

fitting garments at the time ofher pregnancy. The proviso scenecomesto an endwithacceptanceof 

the basis of social survival bythe gay couple, attesting, incidentally to an amalgam of passion and 

logic in their loving relationship. Indeed, Congreve’s hero and heroine who are experts in the art of 

social survivial, ‘manage to control the society around them’ (Harriett Hawkins, Likenesses of 

Congreve’s hero and heroine who are 

experts in the art of social survival, 

‘manage to control the society 

around them’. The proviso scene 

reconciles the competing demands of 

wit and love and ‘enfranchise’s them, 

revealing the union of two minds in 

the sophisticated content of urban 

culture. 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Discuss the significance ofthe proviso scene. 

 

 

Truth in Elizabethan and Restoration Drama). The proviso scene reconciles the competing 

demands ofwit (in the sense of judgement) and love and ‘enfranchises’ them, revealing the unionof 

two minds in the sophisticated context ofurbanculture.As regards Mirabelland Millamant, Donald 

Brucesays,‘Enlargedand Baroquetheycleavetheblueair side by side like immortalsona polychrome 

ceiling at Hampton Court, bound not for an illusory Cythera but for a skywhere Honour is the sun.’ 

‘Baroque’ cannnot be the most appropriate word to describe Mirabell and Millamant who are at 

oncerefined and sincere, inventive and practical. Throughoutthe playthey do not ignore goodsense 

or good manners; eachdiscovers the wayto a pragmatically free society. 

Congreve in the proviso scene of The Way of the World, certainly breaks new ground by 

making Mirabelland Millamant, who areexquisitelywell matched, standona sure fooling ofequality 

in what still appears to be a largely patriarchal society. Bothof
Mirabell and Millamant stand

 

themhaveastuteforesight andareextremelyintelligent andwell- 

read. The hero is somewhat sententious, theheroine deliberately 

provocative but both are keen that they should obtain the 

remainder of Millamant’s fortune in Lady Wishfort’spossession 

to ward off the financial hazards of city life. For Millamant, 

however, personallibertyis moreimportantthanfinancialsecurity 

withinaframeworkofmaritalcommitment, and Congreveseems 

to have envisaged a stable future life for the gay couple, 

disengaged fromthe moorings of feudal conservatism. David 

on a sure fooling of equality in 

what still appears to be a 

largely patriarchal society. ‘In 

assenting to Millamant’s 

provisos, Mirabell has actually 

agreed to renounce most of the 

accepted signs of patriarchal 

control over his wife. ’ 

Thomas is guiltyof no exaggerationwhen he says, ‘Inassenting to Millamant’s provisos, Misrabell 

has actuallyagreed to renounce most of the accepted signs of patriarchal controlover his wife and 

has promised to allow her instead the considerable measure of freedom she demands to be herself 

within the confines of marriage.’ 
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1. Bruce, Donald, Topics of Resteration Comedy 

2. Dobree, Bonamy, Restoration Comedy 

3. Fujmuga, Thomas, The Restoration Comedy of Wit 

4. Holland, Norman, The First Modern Comedies 

5. Loftis, John (ed.), Restoration Drama 

6. Lynch, K.M., The Social Mode of Restoration Comedy 

7. Muir, Kenneth, The Comedy of Manners 

8. Morris, Brian (ed.), William Congreve 

9. Miner, E. (ed.), Restoration Dramatists 

10. Nicoll, Allardyce, A History of Restoration Drama 

11. Palmer, John, The Comedy of Manners 

12. Thomas, David, William Congreve 
 

ASSIGNMENTS 
 

13. Discuss The Way of the World as a perfect example of the Restoration comedy of manners. 

14. Assess The Way of the World as a comedy of social criticism. 

15. Write a critical note on The Way of the World as a comedy of wit. 

16. Bring out the signifiance of the proviso scene in The Way of the World. 

17. Comment on Congreve’s presentation of Millamant in The Way of the World. 

18. Examine Congreve’s art of plot structure in The Way of the World. 

19. Indicate the importance of The Way of the World in the historyof English comedy. 

20. Show how Congreve makes a satiric expositionof ‘The Way of the World’ in a morally 

loose andartificially fashionablesociety. 

21. Compare and contrast the characters of Mirabell and Millamant in The Way of the World. 

22. Comment on the apppropriateness of the title of Congreve’s play, The Way of the World. 
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Block – IV 

The Misanthrope – Molière 
 
 

CONTENT STRUCTURE 
 

Unit 13(a): Objective  

Unit 13(b): Introduction 

Unit 14(a): Brief Note on the Playwright  

Unit 14(b): Brief Note on the Play 

Unit 14(c): Outline of the Story  

Unit 15(a): Aspects of the Play  

Unit 15(b): Characters 

Unit 16(a): Comedy of Manners 

Unit 16(b): Reflection of Contemporary French Society  

 

Suggested Reading 

Assignments 

 

Unit 13(a): OBJECTIVE 
 

In this module we shall study one of the best plays written by one the most celebrated French 

playwrights. We shall learn about the type of comedies written in France in the seventeenth century 

and about how this playwright managed to write a play that not only amused but also criticized 

contemporary French aristocracy. We shall try to understand why the playwright needed to write 

such a play and what this play means to us today. There will also be a list of books and websites you 

could consult to acquire more information about the playwright, his work, and his times. You could 

try answering some short and some essay-type questions to see if you have properly understood the 

play. 
 

Unit 13(b): INTRODUCTION 
 

Molière’s The Misanthrope is one of the best plays written by the actor-playwright and is one 

of the most frequently performed. After its first performance on 4th June 1666 it became a big both 
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in the court and in literary circles success. European critics and writers of great importance, such as 

Boileau, Lessing and Goethe considered this play to be the best among Molière’s which and his 

comedies are regarded as his highest achievement. 
 

Unit 14(a): BRIEF NOTE ON THE PLAYWRIGHT 
 

Molière (pronounced “Maw-li-air”) was born Jean-Baptiste Poquelin (pronounced “Jon 

Bahpteest Poklan”) on 15 January 1622. His father was one of eight men who were responsible for 

King Louis XIV’s furniture and upholstery. So, young Jean- 

Baptiste had a very comfortable childhood. He was educated 

at Claremont College where he was taught the classics. This is 

where he became acquainted with classical theatre, that theatre 

on which Aristotle based the theory of his Poetics. 

However, his father had always meant for him to eventually 

join the business of upholstery and continue the family trade. 

The son, however, had already developed another interest - 

that of theatre! His father’s shop was very close to two theatre 

halls and young Jean-Baptiste was often found at either of the 

two theatres watching plays. Although his father tried his best 

to get the young man to join the family business, Jean-Baptiste 

decided in 1643 that theatre would be his means of livelihood. 

His decision was due to the fact that he had fallen in love with 

an actress and had decided to form a theatre group with her 

and her brother, her sister and some others. He also decided to 

change his name to Molière, perhaps to spare his father the embarrassment of having a son who is 

an actor. He named the group l’Illustre Théâtre or The Illustrious Theatre. They hired a tennis court 

in Paris and converted it into a theatre. But their plays were not a success. So, the troupe decided to 

go on a tour of the provinces. 

Molière started to write his own plays as opposed to the plays of such classical tragedians as 

Racine and Corneille which the troupe had been performing so long. In 1658, they learnt that the 

brother of King Louis XIV - Duc d’Anjou (or Duke of Anjou) - was looking for a theatre group to 

patronize. The members of the Illustrious Theatre tried their luck in the presence of the King on 24 

October. They made the mistake of performing a poor tragedy by Corneille (Nicomède). The royal 

court was not impressed. Realizing their mistake they asked for permission to perform another play. 

They performed The Love-Sick Doctor. It was a success. They were accepted by the Court and 

given their own theatre house. 

Jean — Baptiste, going against his 

family will, decided that theatre 

would be his livelihood and also 

decided to change his name to 

Molière, perhaps to spare his father 

of the embarrassment.     He formed 

a theatre group “l’ Illustre Théâtre” 

and started writing plays, opposed to 

the plays of Racine and Corneille.... 

they performed “The Love - Sick 

Doctor’ in the royal court of king 

Louis XIV and it was a success. They 

were accepted by the court and were 

given their own theatre house..... 

Moliere’s plays include “The 

Pretentious Ladies”, “The School for 

Husbands”, “The School for Wives”, 

“Tartuffe” etc. In 1660 the King gave 

Moliere the theatre of the Royal 

Palace. 
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In 1665, Moliere renamed his 

company “Troupe du Roy” In his 

later life Moliere was dogged by 

accusations of playiarism. He 

borrowed plot liness from sources as 

diverse as Plantus and Boccacio. He 

suffered From the bereavements of his 

sister-in-law and of his own son. After 

his death, he was buried at the 

cemetery of St. Joseph on the 21st 

February of 1672. 

 

 

The first play Molière wrote, after getting his own theatre, was The Pretentious Ladies and it 

immediately plunged him into trouble. In the play he makes fun of one Madame de Rambouillet, a 

member of the royal court who had appointed herself as the final arbiter in matters of taste. But 

when the influential lady tried to make the young playwright 

leave the city, in 1660 the King gave Molière the theatre of the 

Royal Palace. His troubles continued. His 1662 play The 

School for Wives - written a year after he wrote The School 

for Husbands (which is referred to in The Misanthrope) - turned 

out to be controversial, with him being accused of impiety and 

incest! Two years later Tartuffe (one of his best known plays 

now) was banned and would not be performed till 5 February 

1669. In 1665, his company was re-named “Troupe du Roy” 

(The King’s Players). In 1666, Molière wrote Le Misanthrope amid failing health and difficulties in 

his marriage of four years to Armande. Their marriage ended two years later, butArmande continued 

to be a part of Molière’s troupe. During the next few years although Molière continued to write 

plays, he was dogged by accusations of plagiarism and by scurrilous accounts of the reasons behind 

the failure of his marriage. As for the accusations of plagiarism, it needs to be mentioned that he did 

borrow plotlines from sources as diverse as Plautus and Boccaccio. He continued to invite animosity 

for his satires against particular sections of French society. There was hardly a section that escaped 

the barbs from his pen. Be it physicians, astrologers, pedants, or society ladies. 

On 10 February 1673 his new play The Imaginary Invalid was first performed. Molière was 

doing very poorly at the time. He had suffered two bereavements - one of his sister-in-law Madeleine 

in February 1672 and the other of his son in October. However, he continued to play the lead role 

in the new play, inspite of other members of the troupe begging him not to. On 17 February, after 

playing the part of someone who was pretending to be ill, Molière, who was severely ill, broke into 

a bad cough and burst a blood vessel. He died soon after. There was big controversy about what 

was to be done to his body because in those days actors were not regarded as respectable people 

and could not be given the dignity of a proper funeral or a marked grave. It was only after the King 

insisted that Molière’s body was buried at the cemetery of St. Joseph on the 21st that same year. 

 

Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Why did Moliere decide that theatre would be his means of livelihood ? What was the 

name of his theatre group ? 

2. Name the plays written by Moliere. 

3. Discuss how Moliere was accepted by the court of King Louis XIV ? 

4. Why was Moliere accused of plagiarism ? 
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Unit 14(b): BRIEF NOTE ON THE PLAY 

The Misanthrope was first licensed under the full name of Le Misanthrope ou L’Atrabilaire 

Amoureux (The Misanthrope or The Angry Lover). The play was performed not at the court but 

at the theatre of the Royal Palace on 4 June 1666 because the royal family was still mourning the 

death of the Queen Mother, Anne of Austria. Although the play was not a success with the public, it 

was a success with the critics. Some referred to it as “a new style of comedy.” There are reasons 

why they would say so. Although it borrows from the traditional farce, from the Italian style of 

commedia dell’arte and from courtly life, it manages to transcend the narrow definition of a comedy 

and becomes something more serious and thought-provoking. It comes close to tragedy but is 

rescued from a tragic outcome at the very last moment. The audience reaction Molière clearly seeks 

is not one of loud laughter (though there are some moments that always make the audience guffaw) 

but what Donneau de Visé calls “rire dans l’âme” or rather “inner laughter.” Nicholas Boileau (1636- 

1711), poet, dramatist and critic, who translated Longinus’s “On the subline” and wrote The Art of 

Poetry in 1674 and who had great influence on Addison and Pope, thought the play to be among 

Molière’s best. Unlike in comedies of that time and indeed comedy in general, the characters in this 

play are not all types or flat in nature. Some confront conflicts and experience a contain complexity 

which lifts the play above the level of mere farce. The laughter is sometimes so bitter that Robert J. 

Nelson calls the play, “Molière’s supreme achievement in the satiric mode.” 
 

Unit 14(c): OUTLINE OF THE STORY 
 

In Act One, Alceste (pronounced “Alsest”), a nobleman, is visiting the house of a young widow 

named Célimène (pronounced “Selimen”) with whom he is in love. Alceste prides himself on his 

honesty and deplores the hypocrisy and dishonesty all around him. When the play begins he is upset 

with Philinte (pronounced “Philant”), who is his friend. He is upset because Philinte has just been 

very cordial to some gentleman, but cannot tell Alceste the gentleman’s name when asked, because 

he hardly knew the man! Oronte (pronounced “O-ront”), a nobleman enters and after praising 

Alcestelavishly asks him to give his judgement on a poem the former has written. On hearing the 

poem, Alceste tries to be polite and criticises Oronte indirectly, talking about other people who 

write bad poetry, but when pressed, becomes blunt and angers the nobleman, who leaves. 

In Act Two Alceste and Célimène meet and he expresses his displeasure at her indulgence 

towards all nobleman. When she tells him that she has to be nice to them because they can be of 

practical help to him, he protests. We see the entry of two noblemen, Clitandre (pronounced “Klee- 

tawndr”) and Acaste (pronounced “Acast”) who regularly supply Célimène with all the court gossip. 

In this Act, we also get to see Célimène’s cousin Éliante (pronounced “Ay-lee-awnt”), who Philinte 
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thinks is a better match for Alceste than Célimène. The Act ends when Alceste is summoned to 

appear before the Marshals of France (the court of law) because Oronte has complained against 

Alceste because of the latter’s blunt criticism of the former’s poetry. 

Act Three opens with Acaste and Clitandre alone, trying to find out an amicable way to solve 

the problem of their both courting the same woman - Célimène. They agree that if one of them can 

produce proof of her preference for him, the other will stop courting her. In this act we have the 

introduction of a new character: Arsinoé, a lady past her prime but without a lover and therefore 

envious of Célimène. She is visiting Célimène ostensibly to inform her about the criticism she has 

been hearing about the young widow. Célimène sees through her and replies that there are people 

doubting Arsinoé’s piety, thinking her instead to be a prudish hypocrite. Before tempers rise any 

further, Célimène decides to go away to write some urgent letter, leaving Arsinoé in the company of 

Alceste who has just come in again. Finding him alone Arsinoé now tries to sow seeds of suspicion 

against Célimène in Alceste’s heart by telling him that he is being cheated. He says that he will only 

believe this if he is given the proof which promises to provide. 

In Act Four Philinte, who has secretly been in love with Éliante, declares his affections to her. 

When she says that she has decided to give her hand to Alceste if he is eventually rejected by 

Célimène, Philinte says he will wait for her to reciprocate his emotions should Alceste and Célimène 

decide to get married. Alceste storms into the stage, in his pocket a letter that supposedly proves 

that Célimène has indeed been disloyal to Alceste. In a fit of anger he proposes to Éliante, who 

advises calm and does not accept his proposal. At this moment Célimène walks in and Alceste 

unleashes his anger at her, calling her a traitress, even though the letter that he produces is unsigned. 

She threatens to be truly unfaithful and thus give him something real to complain about. The quarrel 

is abruptly stopped by Du Bois (pronounced “Doo Bwa”), Alceste’s manservant, who asks his 

master to leave the place, because he is about to be arrested in connection with a lawsuit. 

The Fifth and final act finds Alceste telling Philinte that he has decided to withdraw from all 

contact with society. We learn that his decision stems from the fact that a case he was fighting has 

now been decided against him. He has lost the case. When Philinte asks him to appeal against the 

judgement Alceste says that he accepts the verdict because the case will go down in history as proof 

of the wickedness of contemporary French society. While Philinte goes in search of Éliante, Célimène 

enters, followed by Oronte. The nobleman insists that she chooses between him and Alceste as her 

lover. Soon Clitandra, Acaste, Oronte and Arsinoé also gather there. Clitandre and Acaste each 

have a letter supposedly written to the other by Célimène. In the letters, she seems to ridicule all the 

men present on stage. Cornered thus, Célimène admits that the letters are indeed written by her. She 

turns to Alceste and says that he is fully justified in hating her. Alceste says he still loves her and asks 

her to cut off all contact with society and go away with him to a place far away from civilisation. She 
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The influence of the Italian 

commedia dell’ arte form is evident 

in Alceste. He has set out to tear off 

all the masks in the world not 

knowing that the face itself assuming 

all the tics of the soul, stiffens, 

hardens, and becomes in turn a mask. 

It is his seriousness and sincerity that 

makes his use of cliches comical. He 

is otherwise a tragic character, save 

that he never undergoes the 

Aristotelian process of ‘anagnovisis’. 

He effectively condones hypocrisy 

and encourages Céliméne to put up 

an appearance of fidelity if not to be 

actually faithful. The parallels 

between Alceste and Moliére work at 

both levels : personal and 

professional. 

Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Narrate the story of ‘Misanthrope’ in brief. 

 

 

refuses to, but offers her hand in marriage, which Alceste refuses. He now offers himself to Éliante 

again. She turns him down but instead offers her hand to Philinte, who gladly accepts. Alceste leaves 

the stage ready to go to a place where he can live in honour and honesty. Philinte runs after him, 

hoping to make him change his mind. 
 

 

Unit 15(a): CHARACTERS OF THE PLAY 
 

Alceste: 

There is enough evidence to prove that Molière had written the part of Alceste for himself. 

Boileau is known to have often regaled his friends by showing how the actor-playwright used to 

enjoy playing Alceste particularly towards the end of Act Two of the play. The influence of the Italian 

style of theatre known as commedia dell’arte is evident in Alceste. His name, as pointed out by the 

critic Gustave Lanson, is conventional, abstract, moral. According to Lanson, Alceste is like a mask 

of humanity, like the masks that were used in the commedia 

dell’arte form. There is nothing particularized about the name 

and the type of character Alceste is in the play. But, as Alfred 

Simon notes, “Alceste has set out to tear off all the masks in the 

world, believing that everyone has chosen the mask which would 

permit him to dodge himself and others. He does not understand 

that in the end the face itself, assuming all the tics of the soul, 

stiffens, hardens, and becomes in turn a mask. Touching and 

ridiculous, his maniacal passion creates the mask of truth for 

him.” 

Alceste means what he says. As Will G. Moore points out, 

when Alceste uses the clichés of his day, he does not use them 

for what they are. Instead he makes them actually meaningful. It 

is his seriousness and sincerity that makes his use of clichés 

comical, because everybody else uses them meaninglessly. 

Although Molière gives Alceste some moments of comedy and plenty of scope to indulge in 

exaggerated physical gestures to provoke laughter in the audience, the fact remains that he could 

almost be a tragic character, particularly, in his isolation and in his loneliness. The reason why he 

does not become a tragic character is that he never undergoes theAristotelian process of ‘anagnorisis’ 

or the recognition of the foolhardy nature of his rigidity. If he is rigid and stubborn in the beginning, 
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his rigidity intensifies, if anything, at the end. He becomes even more of a mask than he is when the 

play starts. According to Alfred Simon, “Alceste’s misfortunes multiply to a tempo of burlesque that 

mocks his seriousness.” His rigidity intensifies to the point of becoming ridiculous. Alfred Simon 

believes that Alceste’s “inability to remain impassive and unconcerned is the root of his trouble.” 

What however makes Alceste rise above the level of the usual mask-character is to the conflicts and 

complexity that the playwright puts into his character. Alceste is torn apart by his zeal for honesty 

and his love for Célimène. It is indeed even more interesting that his love is not selfless, but is there 

only because he thinks that it is reciprocated. Moreover, it should be noticed that he does not 

acknowledge the fact that Célimène is not a dishonest, hypocritical prude like Arsinoé and therefore 

is basically honest. And yet, Alceste breaks off his relationship with her. So, we may say that their 

relationship ends not because of anything she may have done but because her behaviour is an affront 

to Alceste’s extremely sensitive ego. It is a problem that he pleads with Célimène to understand, 

“Try to appear faithful, and I will try to believe that you are.” So, he effectively condones hypocrisy 

and encourages her to put up an appearance of fidelity if not to be actually faithful. Because he 

makes an exception, and that too for someone who he loves because he believes he is loved in 

return, Alceste’s character becomes more complex than what one would expect from a mask 

character, which is what he was obviously conceived as. 

There are a lot of reasons to suppose that Alceste may have been written to serve as the 

dramatist’s mask. The parallels between Alceste and Moliére work at both levels: personal and 

professional. On the personal, the end of Alceste’s relationship with Célimène may be seen as a 

reflection of the troubles the playwright himself was having in his own marriage with Armande. The 

way Alceste is plagued by a mysterious law suit, may be a composite of all the troubles Molière had 

with the various members of the royal court. 

Inspite of the temptation to read Alceste as the mouthpiece of the dramatist, one should be 

cautious because there are enough reasons for us to say that Molière puts sufficient distance between 

himself and his character. 

Philinte: 

Philinte is a foil to Alceste. His “lucid acceptance of reality” (Alfred Simon) is meant to throw 

Alceste’s attitude to reality into sharper focus. He accepts that fact that society’s concern for 

appearances has falsified every word and gesture. Commenting on Philinte and Éliante, Robert J. 

Nelson says that they are “but relatively innocent, set apart by the ‘virtue’ of their tolerance from the 

rigid Alceste.” The speeches of Philinte contrast to those of Alceste in that the former’s words 

always advise moderation, calm and tact whereas the latter’s speak of all that is contrary to moderation, 

calm and tact. While some critics argue that Philinte represents the ideal to which Molière aspired, 

he does not have sufficient complexity to ever emerge as a credible character, he also ultimately 

remains a type. Even for him, three words can suffice as a description: man of moderation. 
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Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. Comment on the characters of 

(i) Alceste, (ii) Philinte, (iii) Célimène, (iv) Les Facheun 

 

 

Éliante: 

Lionel Gossman cites her as an example of that kind of character that preserves their innocence 

“through an enigmatic absence or abnegation of desire which places them outside the world.” She 

and Philinte occupy the calm centre of the play while all the other characters supply all the excitement 

and drama and, indeed, even the histrionics. Therefore, when the play ends with Éliante and Philinte 

becoming a couple, it looks like the conventional happy ending. However, it would be unwise to see 

Éliante’s acceptance of Philinte’s proposal as a happy ending, because as far as she is concerned 

Philinte will always be the second best, she had set her heart on Alceste. 

Célimène: 

About Célimène, Robert J. Nelson says, “She is an artificial character…she plays a role, but 

…she plays it everywhere.” François Mauriac calls her the “brilliant insect that destroys a man’s 

life.” According to Alfred Simon, although she is bored and bewildered, signs of her inner vacuity, 

she, at least never pretends. “She is exactly what she appears to be. … She is devoid of fatuousness 

and has no illusions. The only one to fall into her trap is someone who willingly covers his eyes and 

plays blindman’s buff.” We also sympathise with her when she refuses to accompany Alceste into 

self-imposed exile by saying that solitude does not suit the soul of a twenty-year old. There will, 

however, always be those who will regard her as a thoughtless flirt and others who will regard her a 

wise young woman who knows that for her to function in society, without the support of a husband, 

requires her to indulge men so that her position of eminence remains intact and she can depend on 

the men to be of practical help to her when such a need arises, as with settling of legal disputes. 

Les Fâcheux: 

Les Fâcheux (pronounced “Lay Fah-sho”) may be translated as “The Annoyances.” In the 

play the annoyances are Oronte, Acaste, Clitandre and Arsinoé. They are so called because they 

provide the annoying element in the play. They are type characters, one virtually from the other. 

Each can be described in one or two words. They are either a failed poet, a gossip or an envious 

lady. Their presence in the play is crucial, however, because it is primarily through them that the 

playwright criticises contemporary French society. 
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UNIT 16(a): THE PLAY AS COMEDY OF MANNERS 

The Comedy of Manners is a style of comedy that developed in the latter half of the seventeenth 

century in Europe. Plays written as comedies of manners have some distinguishing features. They 

are mostly set in the town, in the city and never in the country. The plot consists mostly of romantic 

intrigue and petty conspiracies. The dialogue is marked by an abundance of wit and repartee. The 

characters tend to be uni-dimensional or flat, mask-like. The Comedy of Manners was being written 

in France at a time when theatre-going and amusements in general had achieved huge popularity and 

royal patronage. So, it was only to be expected that the nobility would want to see flattering reflections 

of itself on stage, and that if there is any criticism it would be palliated by the notion that the character 

in question is not representative of the nobility in general but is an anomaly, an exception, an oddity. 

That is how Alceste gets away with criticising the nobility. He is shown to be an oddity. 

 
 

 

UNIT 16(b): CONTEMPORARY FRENCH SOCIETY 

Molière lived in France at time when the country was ruled by an absolute monarch - King 

Louis XIV. Not only was he the longest ruling European monarch of that time - seventy-two years 

- but he had more powers than any other monarch ruling in any other country at that time. He is 

famous for having once said, “L’état, c’est moi” or “I am the state.” He was also known as Le Roi 

Soleil or the Sun King because he had once played the role of the sun in a court ballet. He came to 

the throne aged five in 1643, began to rule in his own right from the age of twenty-four and died in 

1715. He ran a court of extreme splendour and was a great patron of the arts. He commissioned 

extravagant extensions to grand palaces such as the palace of Versailles (pronounced “Vairsaee”), 

bestowed his patronage on Jean-Baptiste Lully (pronounced “Loolee”), the great composer of 

Italian origin who, as court composer, also provided music for Moilere’s plays and even composed 

an opera called Alceste (1674) although that was based on a play by Euripedes! 

However, since the King was a generous patron of the arts, the members of his court started to 

appoint themselves as art critics as well. There was, for instance, the practice of some members 

f the nobility sitting on the stage itself, during a performance. Their laughter or jeers dictated the way 

the others in the audience below were to react. Molière was always annoyed by the fact that people 

who were sitting in judgement on his work had neither his education, nor his experience, nor his 

talent to do so. He uses Alceste to voice some of his complaints about the royal court, continuing an 

Let Us Check Our Progress 

1. What do you know about the comedy of manners? Consider Moliere’s ‘The Misanthrope’ 

as a comedy of manners. 
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exercise he started in The Pretentious Ladies where he notoriously aimed thinly disguised barbs of 

criticism towards Madame de Rambouillet. In The Misanthrope he creates characters such as 

Oronte to show that the nobility should not dabble in matters it does not have any knowledge of. It 

is a testimony of Molière’s ability to walk the tightrope that the nobility enjoyed the play and found 

little to object in it. 
 

SUGGESTED READINGS 
 

1. Le Misanthrope, ed. Gustave Rudler (Oxford: Blackwell, 1947) 

2. The Misanthrope, trans. Richard Wilbur (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1955) 

3. The Misanthrope and Other Plays, trans. John Wood (Penguin Books, 1959) 

4. Men and Masks: A Study of Molière, Lionel Gossman (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1963) 

5.  Molière and the Comedy of Intellect, Judd D. Hubert (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University 

of California Press, 1962) 

6. Molière: A New Criticism, Will G. Moore (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1949) 

7.  Molière: A Collection of Critical Essays, ed. Jacques Guicharnaud (New Jersey: Prentice- 

Hall, 1964) 

8. From Gesture to Idea, Nathan Gross (New York: Columbia University Press, 1982) 

9.  The Happy End of Comedy: Shakespeare, Jonson, Moliere, Zvi Jagendorf (Delaware: Univ 

of Delaware, 1984) 

10.  Intruders in the Play World: The Dynamics of Gender in Molière’s Comedies, Roxanne 

Decker Lalande (Fairleigh Dickinson Univ P, 1996) 

11. Molière (Twayne’s World Authors Series, No 176), Hallam Walker (Twayne Pub: 1990) 

12.  Molière and Plurality: Decomposition of the Classicist Self (Sociocriticism: Literature, 

Society and History, Vol. 1), Larry W. Riggs (Peter Lang Publishing:1990) 

13. Molière (Modern Critical Views), ed. Harold Bloom (Chelsea House Pub, 2001) 

In addition to books, there are many websites that you might want to go to for more information 

about Molière. Some of them are: 

http://www.2020site.org/moliere/ 

http://www.bibliomania.com/0/6/4/frameset.html 

http://www.imagi-nation.com/moonstruck/clsc35.html 

http://www.theatredatabase.com/17th_century/moliere_001.html 

http://www.discoverfrance.net/France/Theatre/Moliere/moliere.shtml 
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http://www.theatrehistory.com/french/moliere003.html 

http://www.theatrelinks.com/plays_playwrights/moliere.htm 

http://www.boomerangtheatre.org/archives/misanthrope.html 

http://honors.montana.edu/~oelks/TC/MoliereBio.html 

 

ASSIGNMENTS 
 

Essay-type 

1. Discuss The Misanthrope as a Comedy of Manners. 

2. Would you say that Alceste is the mouthpiece of Molière? Why? 

3. How would you read the play as a critique of contemporary French society? 

4. Discuss the character of Philinte. 

5. Analyse the character of Célimène. 

Short-Answer type 

1. Why is Alceste angry at the beginning of the play? 

2. What kind of gossip do the men and women coming to Célimène’s house indulge in? 

3. How do we know that Arsinoé is envious of Célimène? 

4. What role do letters play in unmasking Célimène? 

5. Why does Alceste refuse to appeal against the court’s verdict? 
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 Unit 4: Textual Analysis  

Unit 1(a): Introduction-Daniel Defoe: Life and Times 

The world into which Daniel Defoe was born was one on a much smaller scale. It was a 

preindustrial world. There were no machines, no daily newspapers, and no rapid means of 

communication. It was a localized world, in which the dominant means of transport was 

horseback. It is, therefore, difficult for us to-day in this twenty-first century world, luring a 

sophisticated technology dominated age, to make the imaginative leap necessary to contemplate 

this localized world with its obvious limitations and a much slower pace. 

Of course, it should not be concluded from this that the seventeenth century world was a 

static one. Strife was commonplace in England and on the continent of England. The period 

between 1642 and 1649, witnessed a civil war between Puritans (supporters of parliamentary 

government) and Royalists (supporters of the monarchy and the divine right of kings) in 

England. The two civil wars were followed by Cromwell's protectorate and long period of 

political instability. Rural parties and factions were engaged in fierce arguments, since the 

English were divided bitterly over a range of political and religious issues. Fundamental to these 

disagreements was the argument over what should be the relationship between the Crown and the 

Parliament. This debate was raging intermittently throughout Defoe's early life and was not 

resolved until the 'Glorious Revolution of 1688 when Defoe was 28. These decades of conflict in 

which England was divided against itself, help to explain the polemical nature of much of his 

early writing and the restlessness which is so characteristic of his work. 

Daniel Defoe was born in London Probably in the autumn of 1660. His exact date of birth 

remains unknown since there is no written record of his birth or baptism. He was the son of 

James and Alice Foe of parish of St. Giles Cripplegate, lying just beyond the wall on the 

northern edge of the city of London. James Foe was a tallow chandler - a dealer in candles and 

soap - and later became a merchant of some substance, extending his activities into overseas 

trade. Little or nothing is known of Alice Foe - not even her maiden surname is recorded. There 

is no evidence of any literary or creative background in Defoe's ancestry, though the values 

inculcated in his childhood home were those he remembered all his life. Defoe had two older 

sisters, Mary (born in 1657) and Elizabeth (born in 1659), but the latter died in infancy. His 

boyhood home was situated in Swan Alley in the parish of St. Stephen, Coleman Street, within a 

walking distance of St. Paul's Cathedral and the Royal Exchange. The atmosphere of the house 

was quiet and respectable, but just beyond the courtyard lay the bustle of the city and the narrow 

festering alleys leading down to the Thames. 

Defoe was brought up in a world in which the predominant values were orderliness 

discipline, self-sufficiency and respectability. To improve one's lot through one's own industry 

was the prevailingethic. As a boy, Defoe must have been familiar with such terms as 'merchant', 

'trade' and 'commerce'. He must have been impressed by the knowledge that his father had 

attained a position of modest prosperity as a result of hard work and initiative. The earnestness of 



his childhood background is reflected in his writing out in longhand the whole of the first five 

books of the Old Testament. 

When Defoe was only a small boy, his life was torn violently by two events, which 

haunted his imagination in future : the Plague and the Fire of London. The Plague left the streets 

deserted - streets that had once been populous, of grass growing among the cobblestones, of the 

crying of the bereaved. The sight had deep impression on the tender mind of Daniel. He weaved 

his memory of the terrible epidemic into his masterly Journal of the Plague Year later. London 

had barely recovered from the plague, when it was gutted by the Great Fire, which raged for four 

days and nights, destroying St. Paul's and 87 parish churches, including St. Stephens, and 13,000 

houses. Many of the familiar landmarks Defoe had seen as a boy were destroyed by the Fire. It 

included the Royal Exchange, the Customs House and the Guildhall. He never forgot the 

impression this disaster made upon him. Though the Foe household and shop escaped destruction 

in the fire, many of James Foe's friends and business associates were directly affected by it. 

Daniel could not forget the sight of the sky glowing at night, the smoking ruins of the city, and 

the homeless camping on the grass. 

Defoe does not record any reminiscences of his school, though he retained affectionate 

memories of Dorking and its surrounding scenery. When he was 11, he was sent to a boarding 

school by his father. This school was at Dorking in Surrey. These were highly impressionable 

years when he took a lively interest in politics from an early age. He must have been aware of the 

national and international events that were happening around him and talked about at home and 

at school : the freezing of the assets of the Lombard Street banks by Charles II (which caused the 

ruin of many businessman), the uneasy truce between the crown and the Dissenters, the rise to 

fame of the young William of Orange. He stayed for five years at Dorking. The school was kept 

by the Reverend James Fisher, an elderly nonconformist clergyman and a former Cambridge 

scholar. Fisher instilled a passionate faith in the virtues of a classical education and a knowledge 

of Greek and Latin into his students' minds. In fact, Defoe's fondness for Latin books, (which 

were included in his library) had a great impact on his pamphlets and essays. 

Soon after his sixteenth birthday in 1676, his father sent him to the dissenting academy 

kept by Reverend Charles Morton at Newington Green, Stoke Newington. James Foe wanted his 

son to be in the ministry and he therefore, thought a three-year training at Morton Academy 

would be very helpful for Daniel. Daniel received an excellent opportunity and guidance at 

Morton's Academy and studied Logic, Politics, English, Philosophy and Mathematics. He was 

indebted to Morton because under his supervision Defoe also read widely outside the curriculum, 

including travel, history, poetry (especially Samuel Butler's Hudibras) and devotional literature. 

He derived an inquiring attitude of mind for science and English language. Morton's influence 

helped him to develop an ability to write in a persuasive, flexible style that followed the natural 

rhythms of conservation. Though Morton Academy was a remarkable school, Defoe never 

entered the ministry, and therefore disappointed his father. He felt that he would be a misfit as a 

clergyman and hence tried for other means of livelihood. However, the training at Morton's 

helped Defoe in so many ways for becoming what he became in future. 

Morton encouraged his pupils to think for themselves and indulge in individual reading 

and enquiry. Defoe, eagerly read Bunyan's Pilgrims Progress as soon as it was published in 

1678. He also admired the poetry of Andrew Marvell, the Earl of Rochester and John Milton. 

Inspired by his readings Daniel tried his hand in composing a volume of poetry, Meditations, 

though the volume lacked literary promise. 

The 1680's were a promising time for an energetic young man to establish himself as a 



tradesman. Though it was still a pre-industrial society, the outline of the modern business world 

were already obvious. These years saw the advent of the penny post in 1680, and this made 

possible several postal deliveries in the London area each day. There was a rapid expansion in 

the number of joint stock companies, company promoters and dealers in stocks and shares. 

Banking and insurance systems were becoming well-established. There was considerable growth 

of overseas trade. It was a period of optimism and self-confidence for the youth of the country. 

Defoe engaged himself as a London merchant, trading in hosiery, wines and spirits, tobacco and 

other commodities. It was a conventional custom of that time that in order to establish one self as 

a businessman, one had to be apprenticed for seven years before setting up one's own. Defoe 

ignored this convention by establishing himself as a dealer and whole-seller at the age of twenty. 

He did this with the financial aid provided by his father. This probably created a resentment 

among his fellow businessmen, who had to establish themselves by learning 'the hard way'. 

Defoe had no doubt, great enthusiasm, though he lacked practical experience. His energy carried 

him forward for some years but his inexperience proved to be his undoing in the long run. 

Defoe began to travel widely, in the course of his business, journeying on horse-back to 

many parts of England and Scotland, and developing a taste for solitary travel, which remained 

with him throughout his life. On January 1, 1684, he married Mary Tuffley, the only daughter of 

a rich merchant. She brought her a dowry of £ 3700, a very large sum for those days. She proved 

to be a loyal and patient wife, bearing him eight children (of whom two died in infancy) and 

holding the family together through all the odds and Defoe's frequent absence from home. 

Shortly after the marriage Defoe established himself in quite a high-class area in Freeman's Yard, 

on the north side of Cornhill, a locality which was newly rebuilt after the fire. 

In 1688, an event of national importance occurred in England. On the 5th of November, 

the forces of William of Orange landed at Torbay. The invasion was promptly followed by the 

collapse of James II and his regime. This significant event is known in history as The Glorious 

Revolution' - the end of the divine rights of Kings and at the same time, the establishment, once 

and for all, of the supremacy of the Parliament. Defoe was a great supporter of the Revolution 

and all its ideals, the assertion of the fundamental rights of the Parliament; the limitation of the 

royal prerogative and legal toleration for protestant dissenters. 

The English Revolution was not a social revolution like the French Revolution. It former 

was a political revolution since it inaugurated the sovereignty of the people and the permanence 

of the Parliament. 

For a few years, Defoe really did well in his trade, applying all his energy and 

enthusiasm. He dealt with shipbuilding, marine insurance, land deals and civet cat, (bred for a 

secretion used in the making of perfume). A combination of over-confidence, inexperience and 

sheer bad luck ultimately led to this failure in his laboriously and enthusiastically built up empire 

of business. Later in his The Complete English Tradesman, he referred to the miserable, anxious 

and perplexed lifewhich the poor tradesman has to go through, before he is finally crushed; how 

harassed and oppressed he is for money, to what he is driven to for supporting himself. 

Yet Defoe never lost his interest in trade. His experiences as a tradesman shaped him as a 

writer - with his store of knowledge of subjects and topics of varied fields and his extensive 

interest in human character. His fictional narratives have temporary setting instead of a fabulous 

past or a mythical past. 

Towards the end of the century, he was referred to as 'Daniel de Foe,' and he started this 



style while signing his name. Probably, the prefix 'De' sounded rather aristocratic to him. 

Anyway, it was possibly an easy transition from D(Daniel) Foe to 'Defoe' - his usual signature. 

He definitely liked the sound of the prefix, otherwise he would not have adopted it. 

From the end of the century, he was gradually preoccupied with literary work in the form 

of pamphlets, broadsheets and essays. An Essay upon Projects was published in 1698. though out 

of print to-day, the Essay upon Projects is an important indication of the modernity of Defoe's 

thinking, his fascination with sociology and economics. 

The late 17th century and the early 18th century was a period of partnership on social, 

political and religious issues and at the same, a period of acrimonious journalism. Newspapers 

and journals bristled with controversy on the leading issues of the day, conformity or dissent, 

Whig or Troy, Stuart or Hanover, isolation or involvement in Europe, toleration of minorities or 

persecution. Defoe could not resist himself from taking the opportunity of bursting into print on 

any one of these issues. In 1702, his taste for polemical argument landed him into hot water. In 

December, 1702, he published an anonymous pamphlet The Shortest Way with the Dissenters. It 

was quite ironical in its expression, for his object was to expose the intolerance and bigotry of 

those favouring persecution, but the pamphlet misfired. The Fanatics applauded it for saying 

what they had long felt in private, whereas the dissenters condemned it for its outspokenness. 

When its true authorship was known, Defoe was arrested in May 1703, accused of having written 

and published a seditious libel. He was fined, condemned to stand in the pillong, and send to 

Newgate Prison 'during the Queen's pleasure'. When he was released in November 1703, he 

found that his factory had come to grief and he was bankrupt for a second time. Now at the age 

of 43, he had to start his life afresh. 

At this point, he was approached by Robert Harley, the Speaker of the House of 

Commons and an influential figure in the Government. Unlike Defoe, he was a whig, but a man 

of moderation. He invited Defoe to serve as a confidential agent (as we refer to-day as a 'secret 

agent'. He was supposed to travel throughout the country and report to Harley, the political 

temper of the countries and help pave the way for the union between England and Scotland, 

which became a reality in 1707. Defoe served for this purpose from 1703 to 1714. he was 

temperamentally well-suited to this work and he performed his duties quite seriously. Many 

years later, he used his experiences for this period in his Tour Through the Whole Island of Great 

Britain. 

The political scene was transformed in 1714, with the death of Queen Anne and the 

accession of George I. The Tory Government was replaced by the Whig government. Defoe 

adjusted himself to the new scenario and continued until 1730 to serve successive the Whigs 

through his journalistic activities. In addition to all these activities, he started writing a manual of 

moral and religious instruction, published in two volumes between 1715 and 1718, under the title 

The Family Instructor. In writing these two volumes, he gained a lot of experience in handling 

conversation and, since each dialogue is linked with passages of narrative and comment, he 

learned to master many techniques which would be of service to him as a novelist. He mastered 

the art of conversing with the reader in an intimate and familiar way, of creating credible 

characters, of writing sequences of convincing dialogue and argument, of writing stories 

designed with a didactic intention. The book earned a reputation for Defoe. At that time there 

was a demand for well-written criticism, history, travel and fact, presented in a lively and 

readable form. Defoe, with his background of journalism and experience, was ready to meet this 

demand. 



In February, 1704, he published the first number of his periodical - The Review 

Theoretically, Defoe was its editor, but in practice, he was the sole contributor, writing 

commentary and discussion on various issues, - trade, religion, politics and international affairs. 

The periodical was a very important one in the sense, that the future author of ROBINSON 

CRUSOE became acquainted with writing scenes and conversations, in which he assumed an 

imaginary persona. The Review was the workshop in which he perfected his style as a man of 

reason with an ear for the speech of ordinary people. 

In 1719, he published Robinson Crusoe, a book which has been described as the first long 

piece of prose fiction that had the primary purpose of giving the illusion of reality. Defoe did not 

have a background of literature, rather he did have a background of trade. Though he had had 

considerable writing experience, it was popular journalism and not literary writing. In this sense, 

he was the antithesis of Pope and Swift and was regarded by them with suspicion and 

disapproval. Though Robinson Crusoe was published at the price of five shillings, it sold very 

well. His writing reached a new reading public, eager to read his stories of travel and adventure, 

written in a fluent, conversational style. Though ignored by scholars and book collectors, it was 

widely read by newly literate artisans and workmen who were looking for convincingly written 

narratives. The growth of literacy, improvements in printing techniques and the increase of 

popular journalism, combined together to create a favourable atmosphere for the kind of 

narratives which Defoe was writing. The new readers could identify with the characters featured 

in these novels. All these factors helped to give birth to the modern novel. 

After 1724, he stopped writing fiction. The reasons behind this decision is, of course, not 

very clear. Perhaps he felt that he had 'written himself out'. Perhaps he was tired of writing 

narratives of this kind and wished to return to non-fiction. For the rest of his life, he remained 

engaged in the composition of works of edification, a genre for which he had a great fascination. 

First came his massive work of topography, A Tour Through the Whole Island of Great Britain, a 

summary of the impressions he had formed from many years of journeying through England, 

Scotland and Wales. He next published The Complete English Tradesman, an interesting 

handbook on the complexities of running a business ; A System of Magic and An Essay on the 

History and Reality of Apparitions, with its attention on the supernatural was a subject which 

held for him a lifelong fascination. In these writings, he showed his awareness of the popular 

interest in ghosts and demons. In 1728, when he was sixty eight, came his last major work on 

trade, A Plan of the English Commerce. Though he was now often in considerable pain from 

gout, he was still capable of writing fluently and lucidly. To the end, he continued to write 

manuals, pamphlets, essays and summaries revealing his gift for presenting large masses of 

information in an easily digestible form. The last years of his life were spent in writing and 

revising The Complete English Gentleman with anecdotes and homilies. This book intended to 

be a guide to a life of culture and respectability. 

For some years he had been living quietly and comfortably at Stoke Newington, not far 

from his old school. Here he built a library of his own where he spent time in reading and 

writing. Inspite of his leading a life in genteel surroundings, death came to him on April 26, 

1731, at a lodging house in Ropemakers Alley, London, where he had been, for some months, 

apparently absconding from one of his creditors. He was buried in Bunhill Fields, Finsbury, in 

the same cemetery as John Bunyan and William Blake. In 1870, the plain stone that marked his 

grave was replaced by a marble pillar erected from the subscription of 1700 children in gratitude 

to the author of Robinson Crusoe. 

Had Defoe died before writing Robinson Crusoe, it is doubtful whether he would be remembered 



to-day as a prominent name in the field of writing a novel - a novel that won the heart of both 

young and old. He was certainly not conscious at the time that in writing Robinson Crusoe and 

Moll Flanders, he was creating the first novels in English and paving the way for a host of 

successors, including those of Samuel Richardson, Joseph Fielding and Jobias Smollett. The 

paradox is that, by writing these 'non-serious' works, he has earned for himself a permanent place 

in literary history. 

The whole lot of immense output of essays, handbooks and pamphlets is completely forgotten 

today, but his novels are still alive and widely popular. These novels will continue to be read, 

enjoyed and appreciated and will carry his name into the future. 
 

Unit 1(b) Robinson Crusoe: Source in Travel-Writing 
 

The prototype of Robinson Crusoe was a stubborn sailor, Alexander Selkirk (1676 - 1721), who 

on a voyage with William Dampier, quarrelled with his captain and had himself put ashore in 

1704 on the uninhabited island of Juan Fernandez off the east coast of south America. After 

some initial difficulties, Selkirk managed to survive on this island and live there for a little less 

than four and a half years. When he was rescued in January, 1709 by Captain Woodes Rogers, he 

was found to be in good health and quite satisfied with his island life. Robinson Crusoe like most 

of Defoe's later fiction, has a firm basis in actuality; while his fiction is basically fiction, it often 

starts from and sometimes stays very close to a fact, or a series of facts. 

Defoe got the Selkirk story from several sources. Accounts of his life on the island was 

published in 1712 in Edward Roger's Cruising Voyage Round the World and by Edward Cooke's 

A Voyage to the South Sea and Round the World (1712). Moreover, on December 3, 1713, 

Richard Steele, the essayist devoted as whole issue of The Englishman to the Selkirk story. It is 

obvious that Defoe had read these accounts; and though he had not featured Selkirk in the pages 

of his own Review (1704 - 1713) there is every possibility of Defoe having sought out Selkirk to 

hear his story from his own lips. 

There are some obvious similarities between Selkirk's experiences and those of 

Defoe's hero such as : 

(a) the basic situation of the marooned mariner ; 

(b) Selkirk, like Crusoe, had been invaded by cats and had tamed goats ; 
(c) Selkirk had been supplied with bedding and provisions, while Defoe rescued his own from 

the shipwreck. 

(d) Crusoe, like Selkirk had lived on turtles initially. 
(e) Steele's interview with Selkirk also mentions that like Crusoe in the novel the former had 

gone through a period of deep depression. Then gradually, "by the force of reason and frequent 

reading of the scriptures, …… he grew thoroughly reconciled to his condition." Selkirk's 

development from dejection to reconciliation, is paralleled by that of Crusoe, but Defoe could 

have invented this without having known Selkirk's similar predicament. 

(f) Apart from these few details, the rest of Robinson Crusoe is Defoe's own invention. For 

whereas Selkirk had spent only four-and-a-half years, Robinson Crusoe lived for twenty eight 

years on the island off the Eastern Coast of South America near the mouth of the river Orinooco. 

 

Defoe, in fact, could have drawn these details from several accounts, real or fictitious, of 

shipwrecked sailors namely : William: Dampier's, A New Voyage Round the World (1703), 

Robert Knox's Historical Relation of Ceylon (1681) and Maxmillian Missions fictitious Voyage 

of Francois Legaut (1707). In his book Knox relates his twenty - year imprisonment in Ceylon 



which is very different from Crusoe's shipwreck, in character and personality, Knox, rather than 

Selkirk, comes closer to Crusoe. 

In spite of its close relation with historical facts, Defoe's story is entirely fiction. He had 

collated his details from various sources and also from his wide personal experience. Defoe was 

actively involved in trade and business throughout his life and through this was associated with 

later travel, stories of adventure and maritime gossip. He bought and sold ships and his brother 

was a shipbuilder and, therefore, he had a thorough knowledge of ships and navigation. 

However, what is significant in this link between Robinson Crusoe and contemporary 

travel literature is the assumption that the novel is also a travel account or at least, belongs to the 

tradition of travel literature. 

In the seventeenth century travel books, in spite of their sub-literary status, acquired a great deal 

of popularity. The reason for this was by growth of maritime exploration and the consequent 

increase and expansion of trade in which England and several European nations were involved 

during this time. This commercial and later colonial expansion gave rise to and later was 

supported by factual and fictitious accounts of travel and exploration such as those by Mission 

and other such writers. 

These travel books had certain common characteristics : 
(a) The basic formula was the chronological movement from place to place; there was much 

geographical detail about the place and its inhabitants ; thus, the emphasis was on information 

and factual details rather than events. 

(b) The typical narrative begins with the author's credentials ; the nature and purpose of the 

current voyage; the details of the ship its size and number; important crew members are 

introduced; details of the log-book at sea; masses of nautical and navigational details (wind, 

currents, routes, detours); certain unusual events (storms, pirate encounters, crew changes) — 

though these are digressive and minor anecdotes — ; topical descriptions of places and people 

are given greater space; events are therefore, either ignored or subordinated to these topical 

details. 

(c) Even when an unusual happening is related, the tone and style is calm and dispassionate ; a 

thorough "objectivity", characterizes the style of this type of writing. 

(d) An important aspect of this objectivity is the total absence of a central theme or an informing 

idea which is used to link or structure the chronology of visits; at the most, chronology is 

sometimes replaced by topicality when the narrative is interrupted to give details about a 

particular place; yet, this is by 

far, the only organizing principle - thematic considerations being foreign to this convention. 

(e) Thus, what is obvious is that these travel books lack thematic unity or ideological focus by 

becoming more an enumeration of voyages and topical details. 

(f) A.W. Seccord emphasises the links Robinson Crusoe has with the typical travel book and 

states that "Robinson Crusoe, finally, is not so much a fictitious autobiography, as it is a 

fictitious book of travel …… ". Seccord points out that in this novel there are "a series of things 

well known in the literature of travel " — storm, shipwreck, captivity, life on a desert island ; 

description of these events and the details of the sea journey (position at sea, winds, direction, 

speed) and of the island (flora, fauna, animals, climate, 

sailing conditions around it). Robinson Crusoe also has that objective matter-of- fact style typical 

of this writing. 

However, as J. Paul Hunter points out, in spite of these similarities "Robinson Crusoe 

makes no attempt to follow the conventional pattern of the travel tradition." The similarities, he 



adds, are merely superficial; Defoe's emphasis is totally different or, at least, there is a different 

use of conventional material. 

(a) In Robinson Crusoe, the facts about several places are never presented as mere 

information. Each fact emerges out of the experience of the hero and often funcitons as a 

narrative situation which contributes to the development of the hero's character or that of the 

novel. For, instance, Crusoe describes lions and leopords and, later, savage natives as possible 

dangers to himself and Xury. In another incident, he kills a leapord in return for the kindness of 

the natives. 

(b) The description of the island is given as the narrative develops and this description is integral 

to Crusoe's experiences and the development of his character. 

(c) There is no attempt to provide a list of topical details of the island. In fact, a complete 

description of the island is not given and neither is there any other detail regarding Brazil except 

those related to Crusoe's life in that country. Thus, information is subordinated to character and 

event. 

(d) In Robinson Crusoe chronology is used as a conscious device to dramatize the growth and 

development of the hero. Therefore, the novel has a dramatic structure which uses events to 

suggest mental and emotional conditions of the protagonist. 

(e) Chronology, therefore, is not simply a device used to give the novel a unity of structure but is 

also contributes a thematic focus involving the character of the hero. Each event thus marks a 

development of Crusoe's character from his rebellion against parental authority and rejection of 

their advice regarding his 'station' in life — his 'Original sin'. This leads to this shipwreck which 

he later sees as a punishment for this transgression. On the island he goes through a series of 

experiences which finally makes him accept responsibility for his sin and his appeal to God to 

redeem him and thereby reconcile him to Christian faith marks his achievement of a social and 

moral education which the novel tries to emphasize. 

(f) Robinson Crusoe, therefore, has a specific thematic coherence and an ideological emphasis 

which distinguishes it from the typical travel book or, for that matter, the contemporary 

adventure tales, the picaresque and the romance. 
 

Unit 2(a): Robinson Crusoe and the Theme of Economic Individualism 
 

Realist fiction generally uses two basic narrative methods :- 
The Historical - mimetic method and the autobiographical - memoir narrative method. The first 

generally corresponds to the method of omniscient third-person narration in which the novelist is 

outside the text relating the events and actions objectively. While the second method uses a first - 

person narrative technique where the narrator recounts his experiences. 

Robinson Crusoe uses the autobiographical - memoir method. This is evident the formal 

structure of the plot in which there is, as Ian Watt points out, a total subordination of plot to the 

pattern of the memoir - (this is one important contrast to the structure of the travel book). There 

is, therefore, the obvious use of the simple journal or diary form. But this method is not 

consistently used throughout the novel - there are departures often into soliloquy and the 

dramatic method narration. 

More important is the fact that the novel emphasises the "primacy of individual experience" 

(Watt). In of the novel there are, therefore, a variety of scenes and events of an exotic and 

spectacular nature but all these are subordinated to the character participating in these events. 

Thus, quite evidently these scenes and events are used to express or externalize character or 

personality. 



For instance, when Crusoe makes his escape from the captivity of the moor it illustrates his 

practical sense in devising and executing the scheme- thus the manner in which he is able to 

manage events. 

Then, while Crusoe and Xury travel along the African shore, exotic and spectacular and 

dangerous scenes are depicted. Crusoe's basic sense of self preservation is suggested in the way 

he deals with the native and returns the help he receives from them by saving them from 

ferocious beasts. What is significant is that he is now in a position to establish control over 

events. This pattern of managing events to controlling them is repeated during his exile on the 

island. Events, thus dramatize consciousness and become the index of character development. 

By emphasizing the importance of the individual, Robinson Crusoe expresses one of the basic 

postulates of the novel, which as a new genre, represented truth as subjective, private and 

individualistic. Moreover, the realism which characterizes the novel is evident not simply 

because it depicts the details of contemporary life. This realism also lies in the fact that the novel 

involves a definition of the self as a medium for a representation of reality. This definition of the 

self involves social and ideological terms. Thus, the individuality of character is shaped by his 

society and its values. 

Circumstantial realism is thus a basic aspect of the novel, which aspires to reflect the 

contemporary world. However, personal experience is the basic category, the ultimate material 

for this reflection of the world. 

RC, therefore, begins with the usual sociological definition of Crusoe's character. He is the third 

son of an immigrant family, whose father, a merchant, has "got a good estate", but he has not 

been bred to any trade and thus has a propensity for "rambling thoughts". "Something fatal in 

that propension of nature" makes him 

choose a life of sea adventure against his parents' advice to settle "to business." Thus the very 

first sociological details indicate the direction in which Crusoe's character and career is going to 

develop. 

What is significant about Crusoe's wanting to go to sea is his reluctance to remain fixed in the 

economic and social position defined by his father, "the middle state or what might be called the 

upperstation of low life". Thus, his "fatal propension of nature" is actually his desire for social 

and economic mobility, which he states categorically at the end of chapter one, where Crusoe 

calls it the "undigested notion of raising my fortune." This desire for social mobility is, according 

to Ian Watt, the very basis of the spirit of capitalism which was growing in the eighteenth 

century. Thus, Watt defines the novel as an illustration of the fundamental social and ideological 

impulse of the age - namely economic individualism. For Watt, all Defoe's heroes pursue money 

which, in his Review Defoe called "the general denominating article in the world". Crusoe's next 

voyage, the one he calls "the only voyage which I may say was successful" had a purely 

economic motive. In fact, he travels purely as a gentleman merchant on a trip to Guinea where he 

makes a significant fortune. Similarly, the voyage from Brazil had the specific motive of slave 

trade which was then the most lucrative. 

A necessary corollary of this economic individualism is — the devaluation of traditional forms 

of group relationship such as the family, the village, nation and even comradeship. Crusoe thus 

sells Xury, who had helped him in his escape from the Moors, for sixty pieces of eight (though 

he acquires a promise that the boy would be released in ten years if he became a Christian) ; on 

the island, however, he severely regrets this but here too he thinks of Xury as a servant who 

could have assisted him in his labours on the island in his labour. Crusoe's relations with Friday 

is also seen in utilitarian terms. 



Romantic love and sex, therefore, play little part in Crusoe's life or in the novel. On 

the island when his isolation plagues him, he desires a male slave and with Friday 

he settles into a life of joyous contentment. Women are, therefore, treated as economic 

commodities. On the island. In Part II, of the novel, the colonists draw lots to choose their wives. 

The first to choose gets the "homeliest and oldest," of the five women but Defoe writes, she 

"proved the best wife in the parcel." Thus, the language of commerce qualifies personal and the 

marital relationship. Similarly, Crusoe gets married only after being financially secure and 

marriage is described in one of the most impersonal phrases in all literature as an experience "not 

either to my disadvantage or dissatisfaction". And soon after his wife dies, he abandons his 

family for another voyage. 

Crusoe's experiences on the desert island can be divided into two broad phases. The 
first phase deals with his efforts at instinctive self preservation and the second phase is the period 

when he has mastered his environment, established control over his circumstances, nature and 

established his supremacy as colonizer and even ruler. The two phases can be divided by the 

central climax involving his encounter with the savages and his rescue of Friday, thereby ending 

his physical and even spiritual isolation. 

The first phase is dominated by the basic impulses of economic individualism. Crusoe's control 

over nature and his circumstances gives him the spiritual and moral justification for his role as 

colonizer in the second phase which extends this control in economic and political terms. 

The basic existential drive that dominates Crusoe after the shipwreck and his marooning is his 

instinctive sense of self preservation. This impulse is determined by the forces of necessity. In 

his General History of Trade, Defoe re-phrased the common proverb as "Necessity, which is the 

Mother, and Convenience, which is the Handmaid of Invention, first directed Mankind ….. to 

contrive, supplies and support of life". In Robinson Crusoe, the initial attempts of the hero to 

acquire support, life is qualified by this phrase. Crusoe's return to the shipwreck, after his initial 

period of desperation and despondency, is influenced by the desire to find the necessities which 

would make life possible. Defoe's statement is actually an echo of similar statements made by 

contemporary thinkers like Locke, William Temple and John Asgil, who observed that 

inventions were increased by the force of necessity to secure a living. Thus Defoe in his Essay 

upon Projects, expanded this idea suggesting that necessity destroyed sloth and fostered society 

through the creation of labour. 

However, Crusoe's work, like rescuing resources from the wreck, his building of his tent 

and cave, his making of pots, taming goats, growing corn and baking bread- are all determined 

by their obvious utility value. This emphasis on the utility value of things is illustrated best in 

Crusoe's ironic panygeric on the gold and money he finds in the wrecked ship. The same 

sentiment qualifies Crusoe's agricultural activities later and also in his later realization that by 

owning the island he had much much more than his needs. Maxmillian Novak thus points out 

that Robinson Crusoe elaborates the utility theory of value basic to capitalism as treated by 

several economists. Defoe, Novak admits, was influenced following by the contemporary 

philosopher Locke, whose Two Treatises on Civil Government, explored this idea. 

Just as Crusoe's demands and his produce are proportionate to his necessity and utility, it 

naturally implies that his labour is also proportionate to his needs. This, in fact, makes the novel 

also an elaboration of the capitalist theory of labour. Again Defoe took these ideas from John 

Locke's Two Treatises where Locke pointed out that value was not inherent in nature, but was 

created by human labour. This idea as also basic to the Puritan ethic which dignified labour with 



the implicit suggestion that honest labour in the pursuit of wealth was a form of the imitation of 

Christ. 

Yet, what is significant about the first phase of Crusoe's life on the island is the fact that 
it presents the primal conditions of man's labour relations with his product. In other words, 

Robinson Crusoe, in spite of its elaboration of capitalism and the implicit division of labour, 

presents a state in which man is in direct and proportionate relation with his labour and its 

produce. This, in fact, made Karl Marx use the novel as an Utopian example of the primary and 

natural conditions of man. Crusoe's labour is thus not differentiated and does not suffer the 

division of labour, which characterizes the economic individualism or economic specialization of 

capitalism. 

He achieves a sense of completeness by the very needs of his natural circumstances which forces 

him to make his own baskets and pots and also bake his own bread. It is in these two aspects that 

Robinson Crusoe acquires an ambiguous implication. Thus, while elaborating the tenets of 

capitalism in its theory of utility and theory of labour, it simultaneously opposes and transcends 

these impulses by presenting a primary, natural and autonomous condition of man. Thus, in spite 

of the historical determination evident in Crusoe's novel, Defoe at the same time, presents 

Crusoe as a freer individual, who can transcend these tendencies in a pattern of action, which 

gives him absolute economic, social and intellectual freedom. It is in this significant sense, that 

acquires the characteristics of myth. He exemplifies the bourgeois myth of individualism and at 

the same time, becomes a symbol of natural man, Adam. 
 

Unit 2(b): Robinson Crusoe: Spiritual Autobiography 
 

The narrative structure of Robinson Crusoe can be divided into two broad strands of 

experience:- 

(a) Crusoe's economic aspiration: his experiences on the island begin with his instinctual will to 

survive and ultimately lead to the accomplishment of mastery over nature, and the establishment 

of power and control over his circumstances. 

(b) Complementing this development is Crusoe's religious conversion; this is a simultaneous 

process involving an acknowledgement of sin, repentance and acceptance of God's control and 

grace ; this constitutes his renewal into faith and acceptance of God's will and a divine pattern. 

These two aspects are complementary parts of the controlling reality which is presented through 

the narrative. Both express dominant ideological impulses : the first, the ideology of growing 

capitalism, the second, the ideology of Puritanism. John Richetti describes Crusoe as a converter, 

turning an ideology to the uses of survival and autonomy by using what it gives and neutralizing 

its possessive effects. 

What Defoe does in Robinson Crusoe, is to create situations and contexts in which the hero's 

experiences dramatise the basic ideological impulses of the age. In reality, what the narrative 

establishes is a situation in which Crusoe first survives disaster by sheer practical sense and a 

will to control and then to escape the destructive effects of isolation, that is for psychological 

survival he recognizes that he is part of a providential design and accepts divine control. 

The autobiographical memoir narrative technique is historically suited to record this 

process 

of spiritual conflict and renewal. The autobiographical mode not only records the objective, 

socio - historical and personal experiences of a protagonist but is also a record of his 

psychological, emotional and spiritual growth and development. From St. Augustine's 

Confessions through Rousseau's Confessions and Pascal's Pensee's to modern-day diaries and 



autobiographies this is the general concern and focus. Defoe's memoir-narrative falls into the 

tradition of the confessional tradition which records therefore, Crusoe's psychological and 

spiritual conflicts and ends in the resolution of these conflicts. 

The first significant illustration of the confessional nature of Defoe's memoir technique is 

seen when Crusoe tries to take stock of his condition after his marooning on the island. (It has to 

be noted that this comes after he has made initial arrangements for his security and survival). 

Thus, using the typical convention of economic individualism, he draws up in a book-keeping 

fashion, the exact nature of his situation on the island : 

I new began to consider seriously my condition, and the circumstance I was reduced to, and I 

drew up the state of Affairs in writing, not so much to leave them to any that were to come after 

me, for I was like to have but few Heirs, as to deliver my thought's from daily pouring upon 

them, and afflicting my mind; and as my Reason began now to master my Despondency, I began 

to comfort myself as well as I could, and to set the good against the Evil, that I might have 

something to distinguish my case from worse, and I stated it very impartially, like Debtor and 

Creditor, the comforts I enjoy'd and the miseries I suffer'd, Thus, this stock-taking thus 

dramatizes Crusoe's total and desperate isolation. This, in fact, becomes a metaphor for his 

desperate emotional and psychologically insecurity and helplessness. Implicitly, therefore, 

Crusoe's turning towards God is a result of his solitary state. 

The first significant event which seems to determine Crusoe's conversion comes early in his 

journal when he discovers ten or twelve ears of barley growing beside his cave and takes this to 

be a miracle. " ............. that God had miraculously caused this grain to grow without any help of 

seed sown, and that it was directed purely for my sustenance on that wild miserable place." 

Later, however, this initial grateful 
euphoria is reduced when Crusoe remembers that he had shaken a bag of chicken feed - "this was 

nothing but what was common." The mature Crusoe is still able to acknowledge the "work of 

Providence" and thank God that these "grains of corn" had remained "unspoiled" and also "that I 

should throw it out in that particular place, where, it being in the shade of a high rock, it sprang 

up immediately; whereas, if I had thrown it any where else at that time, it had been burnt up and 

destroyed. 

"Thus just as Crusoe survives physically by a pragmatic co-operation with natural forces he 

survives on the psycho-spiritual level by learning to see God's presence in material and physical 

events and details. This event seems to mark the beginning for his active search for faith in a 

superior power. This marks a transition both in the narrative and the character, from a life of 

action to one of contemplation. Defoe, however, brings about Crusoe's conversion a little later 

when he is severely sick. This conversion is preceded by a nightmare. 

The nightmare, however, does not precipitate Crusoe's religious crisis - in fact, it is simply a 

symptom of his bodily and spiritual confusion Crusoe himself admits that he is unable to 

understand the meaning of this dream. This naivete is a condition of autobiographical narrative 

where the hero is unlike the cunning and mature picaro. This is a necessary precondition for 

spiritual conflict and regeneration. The dream enables Crusoe to objectively by study his actions 

from his first transgression of parental advice and the series of later deviations which at least 

brings him to acknowledge guilt and, therefore, see his isolation as retribution. This is the second 

precondition of spiritual regeneration. 

The event, which actually brings about the conversion is Defoe's search for tobacco and, 

thereby, finding the Bible (pgs. - 93 - 94) In this section of the novel, Crusoe's sickness is used 

functionally and dramatically for his achievement of self-knowledge. 



Sickness, therefore, becomes a means for distancing himself from his physical and 

psychological self. Thus, by seeing himself as a character who has participated in a chain of 

events and circumstances, he is able to define his status and function in this chain. In other 

words, Crusoe, who had before been living an entirely self - contained existence is able to find a 

pattern and continuity in his experiences from his first act of "Original Sin" and thereby see 

himself as fulfilling a divine plan : (see pp - 92 - 94). Thus, while reading the Bible, the next day, 

he submits himself to God. Crusoe is thus converted to a petitioner. Thus, from an enterprising, 

pragmatic engineer of his circumstances, he becomes a supplicant. 

What is significant is that it is only after his conversion that Crusoe is able to achieve a greater 

degree of control and a sense of completeness. It is after this that Crusoe turns from mere 

survival toward exploring and domesticating the island - converting it from a prison into a 

garden. (see pp. 100 - 102; 152, 153) 

He discovers the more pastoral and luxuriant side of the island - his Garden of Eden. This, in 

fact, becomes a symbol of his new condition. This new condition is characterized by a synthesis 

of activity and passivity. He builds a villa in his garden to balance his fortress. He tames wild 

things, he controls his agricultural activity and devotes time to Bible reading and contemplation. 

Thus, having reconciled contradictions in himself, he sets about resolving contradictions thereby 

converting chaos into cosmos, establishing God in his creation. 

This sense of completeness is also reflected in the formal aspects of the narrative: 
(a) the journal/diary peters out and is finally abandoned for a more coherent narrative style. 

Previously, he had only secured fragmentary flashes of his past, regretting this or that. Now he is 

able to review his life, explain the causes of his wandering and fit his experiences into a pattern 

of repentance and renewal through God's mercy. Thus, his new psycho-spiritual control gives 

him an access to the Puritan world view with its allegorical symbols, emblems and metaphors 

(see pp - 132 - 133). 

(b) Even the style and rhetoric becomes relaxed and leisurely. The description of his family of 

animals, his basket and pot-making of bread is noteworthy. There is a direct relationship between 

Crusoe's thoughts and actions ; Defoe uses a objective narrative method which comes close to 

the epic narrative style. 

(c) The discovery of the footprint initially subverts Crusoe's equanimity and control. He reverts 

to the conditions of fear and siege. Gradually, however, he is able to adopt a more objective state 

of mind and recognize the irony of the situation. (see pp. - 156) It is to be noted, that just after 

the incident, Crusoe discovers the dead body of a boy from a shipwreck and laments grievously 

for his lack of human company and his isolation. Crusoe's final decision is to do nothing to leave 

it all to God, to obey the impulse and logic of circumstances, in his own words, to follow, "a 

secret hint …… a strange impression upon the mind, from we know not what springs." 

The other incident which helps in this process is another dream (pp. 198 - 199). The dream 

expresses Crusoe's deepest desires - namely, freedom from his circumstances. (This he 

dramatized consciously earlier in his attempts at making a boat and his undertaking an 

unsuccessful trip around island. The dream also dramatizes his understanding that he has a divine 

purpose, namely to rescue a savage and thereby end his isolation. 

(d) The actual rescue of Friday does not equal Crusoe's dream but the experience shows the 

synthesis of action and circumstances, which is the guiding pattern of the narrative of the novel. 

In the moment of Friday's deliverance, Crusoe is like the deity who delivered him : suddenly 

visible and mysteriously powerful. Moreover, he acquires at this moment a sense of divine 

purpose. Thus, in Friday's subsequent conversion to Christiarity he re-enacts his own conversion 



and with Friday's help, acquires real political power by defeating the cannibals rescuing the 

Spaniards and later saving the English Captain and achieving the means of freedom from the 

island after establishing a colony on the island. 

Robinson Crusoe is, thus, an allegorical reworking of the Christian myth of sin, repentance and 

renewal. Through this theme, Defoe dramatizes the Puritan metaphysics of damnation and 

election. The enduring power of the narrative lies in the fact that this religious ideological 

impulse is grounded in the specific circumstances and events which the protagonist experiences. 

Moreover, through his experiences, Crusoe is able to adapt the religious elements to achieve a 

certain autonomy of action that gives his story the universal significance of myth. 
 

Unit 3(a): Robinson Crusoe as Allegory 
 

An ALLEGORY is a narrative in which ideas such as patience, purity and truth are symbolized 

by persons who are characters in the story. Neville Coghill says that allegory has an elaborate 

technique of interpretation and can be compared to a musical composition in which one or more 

themes are introduced by the different voices in turn and then repeated in a complex design. The 

theme pursued, simultaneously, on several levels of meaning: 

(a) the literal sense of the story - the theme is part of a narrative of incidents and experiences. 

(b) Allegorical sense - the theme is seen as a transference of our own lives and situations and 

passions in personified or typical terms. 

(c) Moral sense - the theme is illustrated in maxims of conduct illustrated by the narrative and 

relevant to our lives. 

Robinson Crusoe follows the allegorical mode almost exactly: 

(a) There is the literal level of the story involving Crusoe's adventures, defeats and recoveries. 

(b) There is the allegorical meaning which involves his recognition of sin his repentance and 

redemption. 

(c) There is the moral statement illustrated not only Crusoe's career but also directly through 

Biblical references and moral observations. 
 

Allegorically, the novel can be seen as a version of the parable of the Prodigal son, 

references to which are clearly stated or implied in the text : (pp. - 9, 11, 23). Crusoe here is the 

prodigal, who ignores his father's advice and leaves home ; ruins himself not by wild living but 

by a "fatal propension" to roam; he faces disaster and apparent desolation; repents and returns to 

his father (now in the form of God); is forgiven and rewarded - God kills the fatted calf blessing 

him with the abundance of the island and restores him to favour and lordship. 

Most appropriately, the novel can be described in the more abstract theological scheme. 

Crusoe is Everyman incriminated by the Original Sin; thereby committing folly and crime and 

condemned into further sin through ignoring the repeated opportunities for correction granted by 

God; yet, he is one of the Elect, chosen by God to be finally saved through his acknowledgement 

of guilt therefore, and repentance, becoming an illustration of the ways of God to men. 

In Robinson Crusoe, the allegorical mode is used to define Crusoe's character:- 

Crusoe epitomizes the dual tendencies of the Puritan character - the adventurous and the 

domestic ; In the beginning, Crusoe is dominated by the first impulse – the adventurous; 

however, as soon as this phase ends in disaster, the second tendency (domestic) is adopted - 

Crusoe's energies are directed towards making a home. 



The irony is in the fact that - Crusoe chooses adventure when it is easy for him to be 

domestic and he is domestic when it would be normal for him to seek the help of chance and 

adventure. 

The enduring richness of the novel is in Defoe's combining this opposition in the single 

character of Crusoe. It gives the novel its multiple perspectives – adventure and domesticity ; 

action and contemplation; material and abstract; primitive and civilized. 

This multiplicity explains its modern appeal. Moreover, these multiple perspectives, help 

Crusoe achieve a transcendence from the effects of any one influence; thus, he acquires an 

autonomy of action - and emerges as a type of mythical hero having universal significance. 
 

Unit 3(b): Robinson Crusoe and the theme of Colonialism 
 

One of the central and most significant paradoxes of Robinson Crusoe is in the incident 

dealing with Crusoe's discovery of the footprint. (see pp - 153 - 54) (a) The central irony of the 

novel is immediately evident if these lines are placed with the earlier list of Evil and Good (pp. 

65-67), that marks Crusoe's stock-taking of his initial condition on the island. The dominant 

situation emphasized in the column of evils is solitude; here Crusoe is terror-stricken by the first 

opportunity of resolving this evil; in fact, what is signified as evil in the stock-taking here 

becomes good and vice-versa. This paradox gives us the first textual situation for an exploration 

of the colonialist aspect of the novel. 

Thus, Crusoe whose character is dominated by the controlling impulse of individualism, 

sees the footprint as an aggression against his self-contained personality : The footprint 

represents the metaphoric image of the 'other' and is seen a possible subversion of his inviolate 

self. 

As we have observed, one of the basic characteristics of economic individualism is its 

reduction and even negation of personal and social ties: quite evident in the beginning and 

throughout the last section; this is the fundamental aspect which makes solitude the condition 

humane of the bourgeois capitalism. 

Defoe himself was aware of solitude as the universal condition of man: in Serious 

Reflections of RC (1720), the first essay is called "On solitude" – this suggests Defoe's view as to 

the meaning of Crusoe's experiences. 

(e) The problems of solitude seems to have been a personal reality and concern for Defoe he had 

very few friends, and hardly had any contact with contemporary literary figures. In 1706, Defoe 

complained in a pamphlet of "how I stand alone in the world, abandoned by those very people 

that own I have done them service; … how with …. no helps but my own industry, I have forced 

misfortune, and reduced them ….. how, in goals, in retreats, in all manner of extremities, I have  

supported myself without assistance of friends or relations." Defoe sees in Robinson Crusoe a 

similar meaning; in the Preface to the novel he summarizes the themes as "Here is invincible 

patience recommended under the worst of misery, indefatigable application and undaunted 

resolution under the greatest and most discouraging circumstances." 

The central irony in Robinson Crusoe lies in the fact that what was considered as an evil 

in the beginning of the novel is seen later as a threat which makes solitude itself a metaphor of 

utopian idealism and the image of the inviolate individualism. Crusoe's reaction to the footprint  

dramatizes this instinctual rejection of an intervention into his inviolate utopia of solitude; he 

sees the footprint as an aggression and subversion of his individualist utopia, which is a major 

symbol of his will to control his will to power; the footprint, therefore, implies a threat to his 

power on the island. Thus, Crusoe's first reaction is to retreat into the symbol of his power and 



security his fortress and cave. He takes up and embattled position of constant surveillance; even 

regrets not having produced extra corn for this crisis (note the utopian ideal of production 

according to necessity is immediately rejected); even this religious and spiritual balance is 

disturbed when his power is in possible danger (pp - 169 - 172). The footprint thus becomes a 

metaphor which constitutes a criticism of the associate and a historical nature of Crusoe's Island. 
 

Unit 4: Textual Analysis 
 

In what is considered to be the first important study of the colonial encounter, O Mannoni in his 

book Prospero and Caliban, calls Robinson Crusoe the first The Psychology of Colonization 

model of the colonial encounter. Referring to this paradox of solitude in the novel, Mannoni says 

that Crusoe's pathological terror expresses the "massive misanthropic neurosis", which 

characterizes the European mind and more specifically the colonialist attitude in the eighteenth 

and the nineteenth centuries. According to Mannoni, "the personality of the colonial is made up, 

not of characteristics acquired during and through experience of the colonies but of traits …. 

already in existence in a latent and repressed form in the European psyche, - traits which the 

colonial experience has simply brought to the surface and made manifest". 

Edward Said also confirms this. He points out that concept of the Orient is a European 

construct; that this is based on a whole tradition of literature dealing with the Orient including 

romance and fiction, history and scientific research and finally, the travelogue and, tourist 

literature which Said says has been "producing" the Orient. This production of the East, Said 

says, operates on two major impulses: (a) representing the Orient in order to confirm and justify 

Western superiority and progress and (b) therefore, to structured the orient within Western ideas 

and tendencies of power and control which is, in turn, justified by the ideology that European 

imperialism is ultimately a benefaction on the inferior colonised state. The colony, thus becomes 

"the white man's burden", where the white man performs his moral responsibilities with control 

and power, ultimately turning the colony into another version of the West. 

Robinson Crusoe has most of the features of this colonial model. As we first pointed out, 

Robinson Crusoe does not belong to the tradition of travel literature which often is a sociological 

and demographic work on the colonies; in fact, the realism of the novel argues against its 

consideration as travelogue; there is very little information about the island or its inhabitants. 

Colonial literature does not give information about this. In reality, what the novel turns out to be 

- is an autobiographical record of the white man's existential and spiritual experiences. This, in 

turn, is a dramatization and re-enactment of the main ideological impulses of Europe : growing 

capitalism supplemented by the Protestant ethic ; in other words, as Mannoni says, Crusoe's 

island actually becomes a microcosm of Europe in the eighteenth century. The central metaphor 

of this economic and Puritan ideology is solitude - what Watt calls the "monitary image" of man. 

This is basic to economic individualism which is marked by an extreme solipsism - a 

pathological condition of being imprisoned within the self. Crusoe turns to God to escape this 

bondage within the self, but the controlling irony of his spiritual conversion lies in the fact that 

now Crusoe uses religion, to justify his self-containment, his solitude. Solitude, therefore, 

becomes the metaphoric condition suggesting self knowledge, self-control and thus an assertion 

of power. Thus, in actuality, what Robinson Crusoe explores are class and power relations. 

Crusoe's 'original sin' of running away which is past of the economic individualism, is actually 

his rejection of hierarchical class restrictions of Europe- considered limitations of the self. He 

also embodies the economic and social ambitions of the middle class. Defoe, therefore, is 

actually creating on the island a fictional space for the enactment of the basic facts of bourgeois 



ideology and consequently re-stating the doctrines of control and power which is integral to it; 

thus, inspite of the utopian conditions of the island, the latent contradictions of this situation are 

dramatically foregrounded with the discovery of the footprint and with the introduction of 

Friday, the utopia dissolves into the typicality of the colonial, power situation of the master and 

the slave. The conversion of Crusoe from the dominated to one who dominates, is complete. 

In Robinson Crusoe, Defoe dramatizes the colonial mind through the very psychological 

metaphors which are emphasized in the narrative. Thus, the dream in which Crusoe sees himself 

resulting a native typifies the basic colonialist attitude towards the native. 

a) the dream radically situates the native in the position of the dominated by placing him in the 

context of danger. This, not only reduces the native to the stature of the inferior/rescued but 

emphatically ratifies the domination of the white man/Crusoe. 

b) What is significant about this dream is the wish-fulfillment that it unconsciously dramatizes - 

that the native would be his "servant" and, therefore, act as his "pilot" to "venture to the 

mainland". 

c) This unconscious desire is ratified in Crusoe's conscious "conclusion" where he actually 

determines to "get a savage in my possession". Human company which Crusoe so desperately 

desired to resolve his solitary confinement, is therefore, reduced to its utilitarian denomination 

like the other objects of Crusoe's castle by this term of conspicuous consumption and his desire 

that this "possession" be acquired in a context of "blackmail" - "and, if possible, it should be one 

of their prisoners whom they had condemned to be eaten and should bring hither to kill ….". 

This is the classic typology of power that is basic to the colonial situation. 

d) With minor deviations, the dream is actuated in the real circumstances of Friday's rescue, but 

what is important is the divine justification that Crusoe adds to this. Thus, what Crusoe had 

earlier seen in utilitarian terms, is redefined in terms of Christian benevolence and altruism, - the 

savage, therefore, becomes the white man's burden, his moral responsibility : "It came now very 

warmly upon my thoughts, and indeed, irresistibly, that now was my time to get a servant, and 

perhaps a companion, or assistant, and that I was called plainly by Providence, to save this poor 

creature's life." This redefinition of the premises, which characterizes the native, - is basic to the 

colonialist discourse which Said says, involves a constant production of knowledge of the 

colonized for a "western style of dominating, restructuring and having authority over the Orient." 

e) This is further illustrated in Crusoe's description of Friday, which clearly has racist 

implications. Thus, Friday is given features which separates him from the other savages : "he had 

all the sweetness and softness of a European in his countenance …. his hair was long and black,  

not curled like wool; his forehead very high and large, and a great vivacity and sparkling 

sharpness in his eyes. The colour of his skik was not quite black, but very tawny, and yet not of 

an ugly yellow nauseous tawny, as the Brazilians and Virginians, and other natives of America 

are but of a bright kind dunolive colour, that had in it something very agreeable, though not very 

easy to describe." (pp. - 205 - 206). 

f) What this description actually marks is a specific representation of the native in agreeable 

terms. In other words, it involves a deliberate restructuring of the native by the simple use of a 

contrast. Thus, Friday is distinctive in the sense that though he is a native, his features denote 

that he is not the typical savage. And it he is not this type, he is nearer to the European. The 

contrast, therefore, yields a redefinition, - but this redefinition is encoded within the values and 

beliefs of Europe. Friday is thus produced as a Western version of the native. This representation 

marks an important colonialist intervention in the novel. By distinguishing Friday from the other 

natives what Defoe does is to categorize the native into the typical colonialist structures of the 



cannibal/savage and the slave. This is fundamental to the literary tropes of colonial literature and 

has its beginnings in Shakespeare's The Tempest in the characters of Caliban and Ariel and 

features regularly in later colonialist writing, particularly in Rudyard Kipling, who also 

categorizes the native into the "half devil, half child." 

g) The logical conclusion of this strategy, therefore, is to convert the native to 
the values and beliefs of the European colonizer. Thus, Friday, whose name is arbitrarily 

imposed on him and who is taught the language of servitude – 'Yes Master, No Master' is made 

to engage himself in a Christian discourse with Crusoe, in a remarkably short time. (pp. 216- 

218). Friday's conversion to Christianity (which Crusoe obviously interprets as part of his divine 

purpose) thus, characteristically begins with a rejection and subversion of Friday's native 

religion: 

"I endeavoured to clear up this fraud to my man Friday, and told him, that the pretence of their 

old men going up to the mountains to say 'O!' to their God Benamucke, was a cheat; and their 

bringing word from thence what he said, was much more so, that if they met with an answer, or 

spoke with anyone there, it must be with an evil spirit; and then I entered into a long discourse 

with him about the devil, the original of him, his rebellion against God, his enmity to man, the 

reason for it, his setting himself up in the dark parts of the world to be worshipped instead of 

God …. " (pp. - 217) The reason for quoting this passage is to show certain syntactical and 

verbal connections. Not only is Friday's God dismissed as a cheat, but he is also defined 

categorically as an evil spirit and finally equated with the devil. Edward Said says that this is 

typical of Western colonial subversion in which alien religions are not only characterized as 

Pagan, but also as versions of anti-Christ. This creation of the antithesis is a deliberate assertion 

of power which is encoded within the discourse of religion. Friday's conversion, therefore, is not 

simply a reenactment of Crusoe's own conversion earlier, but (a) reinstatement of Western ideas 

of psychic and civil order; (b) an affirmation of the superiority and civility of the colonizer and 

(c) the primary strategy for establishing control and power over the native. 

In Robinson Crusoe, in the true tradition of colonial discourse, Friday is totally 

assimilated into the European model of civility and culture. This in reality, becomes a total 

negation of his identity, which is completely subsumed within the codes and values of Europe. 

Friday, therefore, becomes a "major symbol announcing the victory of the colonialist project and 

he is a production of Crusoe's civilized self, as a text, which reaffirms European superiority and 

order." 

h) The irony, however, is in the fact, that it is not Friday, or the savages who constitute the real 

threat in Defoe's novel but the white man who is reduced to behaving like the savage. It is in the 

incident of the mutiny on the British ship that the novel is radically problematized as illustrated 

in the conversation between Friday and Crusoe when they observe the mutineers. "I was 

perfectly confounded at the sight, and knew not what the meaning of it should be; Friday called 

out to me, in English, as well as he could, ‘Oh, Master ! you see English mans eat prisoners as 

well as savage mans.’ “Why”, said I, “Friday do you think they are going to eat them.?” “Yes” 

says Friday, “they will eat them.” “No, no”, said I, “Friday, I am afraid they will murder them 

indeed; but you may be sure they will not eat them.” (pp. – 271 – 272). 

i) Crusoe’s rout of the mutineers and his rescue of the English captain is conducted on the dual 

strategies of observation and secret supervisions. Like Prospero in The Tempest, he projects 

himself as having magical powers, almost a deux ex 23achine, who ultimately reveals himself as 

the governor of the island. 

j) This is symbolic in one sense of Crusoe’s assumption of formal political power. 



Crusoe’s Eden, his capitalist utopia is thus politicized with all the formal hierarchies and 

contradictions of a European state. For, with the coming of the mutineers and later in The Farther 

Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, with the arrival of the Spaniards, Crusoe’s island acquires the 

character of a regular colonial settlement whose colonists owe him allegiance and whose laws 

and holdings he formulates and divides. 

The colonialist analysis of Robinson Crusoe therefore, gives us a comprehensive reading of the 

novel for it dramatizes the economic and religious beliefs of Europe in the eighteenth century; 

that these actually dramatize the colonialist attitude and encounter by specifying certain precise 

representations of the colonizer and colonized in relationships of power, that this involves the 

central theme and purpose of the novel representation, therefore, is European ideas and values,  

which aggressively reaffirms European superiority and justifies colonialism. 
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Assignments 
 

1. Write an essay on Robinson Crusoe as a travel book. 

2. Discuss Robinson Crusoe as a reflection of the economic ideas of the eighteenth century. 

3. Comment on Robinson Crusoe as a spiritual autobiography. 

4. Analyse Robinson Crusoe as an allegory. 

5. Examine Robinson Crusoe as a novel which justifies colonialism. 
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Introduction 

I will here be discussing about a seventeenth century novella titled Oroonoko; or The Royal 

Slave written by the first woman to earn her living by writing, Mrs Aphra Behn. For the sake of 

convenience and also because that is how she is popularly known, I will henceforth in the 

module be mentioning the author by her name without the ‘Mrs’. Also the title of the work will 

be mentioned only as Oroonoko in place of the full title. Since not much information is available 

on the author’s life as also critical analysis of the text, my discussion will necessarily deal more 

textual reading based on the available critical material here. The sources of the critical material 

that I have made use of, will be given at the end. However some material had been gathered in an 

unorganized manner and I do not have the proper sources recorded. For such sources only a good 

guess is all that I can offer. However it is to be noted that it is expected that all candidates have a 

copy of the text when consulting the discussion of the text in this module. 

Aphra Behn’s Oroonoko is said to have heralded many different trends in the novel 

tradition. It is credited with pioneering the anti-colonial theme and the realistic trend as also the 

use of minute details in narrative descriptions. 
 

Unit 5(a): Life of Aphra Behn 
 

 

Mrs Aphra Behn’s (1640-1689) early life is shrouded in obscurity. It is assumed that she was 

probably born in 1640. It is also hypothesized that she was born to Bartholomew and Elizabeth 

Johnson of Kent. One of the most important figures of twentieth century literature, Virginia 

Woolf in her A Room of One’s Own (1929), acknowledges Aphra Behn as being the first woman 

to write professionally. Information regarding Behn's education or how she got introduced to 

literary and theatrical circles remain little-known. She is said to have visited Surinam, then a 

British colony, with her family between 1663 and 1664. On her return to England the following 

year she married Behn, a city merchant probably of Dutch descent, who died within two years. 

Charles II employed her in 1666 to work as a spy in Antwerp in the Dutch War. This scandalous 

woman writer of the seventeenth century and a well-known royalist was nevertheless buried in 

Westminister Abbey, on her death on 16 April 1689. 
 

Unit 5(b): Literary Career of Aphra Behn 
 



She is regarded to be the second most prolific and popular playwright of the seventeenth century, 
preceded by none other than the very popular Restoration dramatist John Dryden. Her first play The 
Forced Marriage was performed in 1670 by the Duke’s Company. She went on to write at least eighteen 
plays, as well as several volumes of poetry and numerous works of fiction that were in vogue for decades 
after her death. Her most successful play, The Rover was produced in two parts in 1677 and in 1681. Her 
novella Oroonoko; Or, The Royal Slave (1688) is the work for which she is recognized internationally and 
which has made her name survive through centuries. 

 

Unit 6(a): Publication History and Historical background to Oroonoko 
 

 

(i) Publication History of Oroonoko 
Oroonoko; Or, The Royal Slave, the work that has given Aphra Behn international recognition and fame, 
was published in 1688. This was the first literary work in English that grappled with the issue of the global 
interactions in the modern world. It is necessary here to discuss the historical context of this global 
interaction and slave trade that is at the centre of this work. 

(ii) Historical Background to Oroonoko 
While narrating Oroonoko’s journey from West Africa to the Caribbean, Aphra Behn describes the hero’s 
travel from Africa to Suriname, a place in the north of South America. This journey also represents the 
interactions between the three continents of Britain, Africa and America. There is supposed to have been 
an economic, political, and cultural interaction between these lands based on ‘‘the triangular trade’’ that is 
said to have existed amongst them. There already existed a long history of British colonization of America 
and also of Europeans trading in African slaves But what is interesting is that due to this ‘‘triangular trade’, 
there was forced transportation of a labour population from one continent namely, Africa, to facilitate 
industry in another continent, that is, America, and the produce of this industry was for the consumption of 
another continent, namely Europe. The start of this triangular trade and the increased exploitation of 
African slave labour in the Caribbean necessarily followed from a particular development. This was the 
discovery by the English colonizers in the Caribbean in the mid-1640s that sugarcane could be 
successfully grown and processed rather than the unsuccessful cultivation of cotton and tobacco. This 
shift to sugarcane farming led to a crisis in labour supply that led to more and more African slaves being 
brought in from Africa. It is interesting that during the 1660s, the years depicted in Oroonoko, the African 
population in these islands was roughly equal to the entire white population and by 1690, that is around 
the time when Oroonoko was published, blacks in fact outnumbered whites by an approximateration of 
three to one. This rampant increase in slavery was not so rapid in the North American colonies. This swift 
conversion to slave labour resulted in the Dutch take-over of Suriname, a colony on the coast of Guiana, 
and the place where the narrator meets Oroonoko when he lands there as a slave. This is the first work in 
English to depict this inter-continental trade and interaction that existed during this time and also to 
criticize the treatment of slaves in these lands. Further it needs to be noted that a woman writer achieved 
this and that too in the seventeenth century. 

 

Unit 6(b): Plot Analysis 
 

As the title of the novella suggests, the story is about an African prince named Oroonoko. The whole story 
is narrated in the form of a flashback. This is the story of Prince Oroonoko as told to the narrator who he 
met when he was a slave in Guiana. The old King of Coramantien, on the Gold Coast, had no son for all 
had died in the battlefield. The only surviving successor to this old King was a grandson, the son of one of 
the thirteen sons of the King. This old King had several black wives. However this sole surviving 
successor to the throne, Prince Oroonoko, was trained by one of the oldest generals of the King’s army 
and by the time the Prince reached his seventeenth year, his name had spread far and wide ‘‘as one of 
the most expert captains and bravest soldiers’’. Very soon the Prince started to win battles for the King, 
with the old general by his side. On one such occasion, trying to save the Prince, the General is fatally 
wounded on the battlefield, and Prince Oroonoko is declared general in his place. On his return to his 
native land, Oroonoko decides to visit Imoinda, the only daughter of the slain general and his mentor. 
When ‘‘this gallant Moor’’ meets the ‘‘fair Queen of Night’’, Imoinda (this is how the author describes them 
both), they fall in love with each other and after several meetings both decide to take the other for a life 
partner, with the blessings of Prince Oroonoko’s grandfather. On the other hand, having heard of this 
great beauty Imoinda, the old King who had many wives and many concubines in his otan, had his heart 



set on this young beauty who had sparked a thousand tender thoughts in his old heart. Having received 
information of a probable relationship between this beauty and his own grandson, the King in a rage 
sends her the royal veil, that was an invitation that the King wanted her for his ‘‘use’’, and an order that no 
one dared disobey Imoinda, however, has to be forcibly brought to court where she cries and begs the 
King to set her free but to no avail. The King uses his powers over the pleading girl and when Oroonoko 
gets to hear what has happened on his return from his expeditions it is too late. After a long period of 
silent suffering in agony Oroonoko decides to take the help of one of the old Queens who was now in 
charge of Imoinda, Onahal, and meet Imoinda just once. His loyal follower Aboan and Onahal thus 
arrange for a meeting between the estranged lovers. The King however gets to know of this meeting and 
arrives there just after Oroonoko's friends forcibly makes him escape. As a punishment, the furious King 
orders that both Onahal and Imoinda be sold as slaves and sent to a different land. With the passage of 
time Oroonoko forgot exonerates the King for what he had done to Imoinda, and gradually gets back to 
his normal life. However he promises never to take a woman for his wife ever again. The captain of an 
English ship, arrives on the shores of Coramantien, who knew Oroonoko, on one of his visits and stays 
with Oroonoko and enjoys his hospitality. It was Oroonoko’s ability to converse in both French and 
English, due to his French tutor who had tutored Oroonoko not only in the languages but also the civilized 
ways of European life, that facilitated his friendships with such non-African people. 

However, on the pretext of offering to return the hospitality shown to him, the captain of the 
English ship drugs Oroonoko and his men and then sails off to the far away lands on the coast of America 
with these youths bound in chains. All these young men are then sold off to various plantations as slaves. 
Oroonoko, the royal prince of an African land, is then sold off to a Cornish gentleman named Trefry, the 
overseer of the Parham plantation in Surinam. Once on the plantation, Oroonoko is given a new name - 
Caesar. Soon Oroonoko becomes friendly to Trefry and his ‘noble mien’ and ability to converse in English 
and French, results in him being treated differently from the other slaves. His friend Trefry once takes 
Oroonoko, now called Caesar, to meet a woman named Clemene, renowned for her beauty, who lived in 
absolute seclusion and was reputed to have rejected all men on the plantation. To Oroonoko’s utter 
amazement Clemene is none other than Imoinda. On listening to their story, Trefry and the narrator, 
impressed by this gallant and beautiful prince soon become his friends and arrange the marriage of 
Oroonoko and Imoinda. The lovers separated in their own land by their own people are finally united in 
captivity and by their white masters. It is when Imoinda is pregnant that Oroonoko realizes how 
desperately he needed his freedom. He did not want his children to be born as slaves and he requests his 
friends on the plantation, Mr Trefry and the narrator, to arrange for their freedom. In spite of repeated 
requests that it would be arranged once the Governor arrived, they fail to attain their freedom. This is 
when, having befriended other slaves Oroonoko decides to rebel against the slave masters. They first run 
away to the forest to fight from there. However, the other slaves return to captivity fearing the defeat of 
the rebellion, and Oroonoko is left alone feeling dejected and betrayed. In mortal fear yet refusing to let 
his wife and child spend the rest of their lives as slaves, Oroonoko first kills Imoinda and then mortally 
wounds himself. He is then captured and brutally murdered to teach the other slaves on the plantation 
never to rise in revolt against their masters. 

Imoinda and Oroonoko, the ‘royal’ slaves, thus die in captivity. Oroonoko’s slaying his wife and 
unborn child is a way of protesting against the slave trade of the times. 

 

Unit 7: Themes 
 

 

(i) Attitude to Slavery, Racism in Oroonoko 

Aphra Behn’s seventeenth-century tale of an African prince’s forced from a life of royalty to a life and his 
eventual death is, nevertheless, recognized of a slave as one of the earliest attempts in literature to 
comment against slavery. I will here first try to point out the various reasons for which this work might be 
cited as an anti-slavery document; for, in spite of such attempts to criticize the slave trade, Aphra Behn’s 
own racist attitudes tend to seep through. 

This will be dealt with in the last segment of this sub-section. 
The statements made in the text that would count as anti-slavery comments are: 
(a) In Oroonoko, Aphra Behn seemingly possesses a conflicting attitude toward the institution of slavery 
and of racism stet. While trying to point to the negative aspects of slavery on the one hand, she also cites 
certain racist viewpoints, on the other. The author reveals her deeply rooted cultural bias and racism in 



fictionalizing and romanticizing the lives of slaves on the plantations and displays a rather non-committal 
attitude towards slavery. 
(b) In her unusual choice of an African Prince for a heroic romance, she tries to beautify and valorise the 
Africans. She constantly uses epithets like ‘‘gallant Moor’’ and ‘‘fair Queen of Night’’- when describing 
them, attempting to show that the ‘‘negroes’’, as she calls them in the text, could be just as noble, 
virtuous, passionate, heroic and just as worthy of literary praise and human compassion. It is important to 
note here that never before in English literature had any attempt been made to portray Africans in such a 
favourable light. 
(c) In various ways the author points to the white man’s flaws whether it is in his cruelty towards the 
slaves or in the treacherous way in which Oroonoko and his men are taken slaves. In fact, the aurhor 
notes that according to come, the way in which the captain of the English ship drugs Oroonoko and his 
men on the pretext of extending hospitality, might be commended as an act of bravery. But the author 
strongly condemns it as an ignoble act of treachery and allows the reader to judge such an act. Through 
the sufferings of Oroonoko and Imoinda on the plantation in Surinam, Behn highlights the excessive 
cruelty of the colonial ruler while constantly referring to the sense of honour and the virtues' of the lovers. 
Through the character portrayals of Oroonoko and Imoinda depicted in all their honesty, loyalty, virtuosity 
and strength, Aphra Behn allots these ‘slaves’ an almost immortal status. 
(d) Alongside the portrayal of such ‘noble’ slaves is the character portrayal of white Christian villains like 
the captain of the English ship, whose deeds have already been discussed. The other group of such 
villains comprises the white men on the plantation who torture and torment Oroonoko as he is a slave and 
has dark-coloured skin. 
(e) The most scathing anti-slavery comment is made when Oroonoko speaks to the other natives on the 
plantation and tries to rouse them in a rebellion against slavery, in an attempt to break free from the 
shackles of bondage. Oroonoko questions his fellow slaves ‘‘Shall we render obedience to such a 
degenerate race who have no one human virtue left to distinguish them from the vilest creatures?’’ Aphra 
Behn could not have made a stronger statement than allowing her slave hero a voice to speak against the 
establishment. 
Even after such commendable efforts of Aphra Behn to take a stand against slavery, she constantly 
exposes her racial bias when referring to the African characters as ‘‘negroes’’or as members of the ‘‘dark 
continent’’. 
(a) While describing the African characters, especially their physical beauty, the author never forgets to 
mention that there was ‘‘nothing in nature more beautiful, agreeable, and handsome’’ like these dark- 
skinned people except ‘‘their colour’’. 
(b) Among the other blacks, Oroonoko is an exception. His looks are not like the usual looks of the 
negroes. The prince had been ‘‘civilized in the most refined schools of humanity and learning’’ by his 
French tutor. As the prince was trained in the European ways of life and language, hence his appearance 
is different and more engaging than that of his countrymen. Moreover, Oroonoko’s education in European 
manners also make him acceptable to the English people evident in the number of English friends which 
includes the narrator. 
(c) When Oroonoko chooses to rebel against his slave masters, even the narrator who has all along 
represented herself as a confidant and friend of Oroonoko’s, is scared. She feels her life too might be in 
danger exposing her inherent mistrust of anyone black. At that point Oroonoko becomes one with the 
other members of his race and all good things that have been said about him are instantly forgotten. 
(d) Behn tends to romanticize slavery and life on the plantation rather than choose to confront most of its 
harshness. The struggles of Oroonoko and Imoinda are made to seem heroic and beautiful instead of 
bring shown as the sorry plight of victims of a really harsh and cruel reality. Their valour and virtue are 
highlighted so that it helps in disguising not only the narrator’s prejudices but also the cruelties inflicted on 
the slaves. 
(e) Such romanticizing serves Behn’s purpose which appears to entertain the Restoration aristocracy by 
rendering Oroonoko’s life the stature of tragedy and a heroic romance. The historical importance of the 
work lies in the fact that Oroonoko emphasizes those emotional experiences that were often suppressed 
or distorted in the historical descriptions, debates and documentary records of the period. Aphra Behn on 
the other hand exposes the conflicts and turmoil that other records buried. 
(f) Behn the colonizer indirectly accuses the African King and Oroonoko’s own people for causing the 
separation of the lovers. The lovers, Oroonoko and Imoinda, are reunited on the plantation where both 



are slaves, thus hinting that while their own people had separated them, the colonial rulers brought them 
together. 
(g) The narrator also tries to justify slavery on the ground that it is an economic requirement. Neither is 
there any criticism of the way in which the slaves are treated nor is there any direct attack on the 
institution of slavery itself. 
(h) Oroonoko, who as a character is supposed to act as the mouthpiece against slavery, is himself shown 
to be trading in slaves. When the slaves who had fled from the plantation with Oroonoko betray him and 
return to captivity, Oroonoko mentions that they were ‘‘by nature slaves...[who were] fit to be used as 
Christians’ tools’’. Nevertheless, Behn’s Oroonoko is an early attempt at exposing the evils of slavery 
whether through the criticism of Western civilization or through the ennobling and humanizing of an 
African. And this brave endeavour by a woman writer in the seventeenth century is no mean effort and 
should be accorded its due commendation. 

 

(ii) Gender Issues in Oroonoko 
Oroonoko is the story of the royal slave from the point of view of the middle-class mistress of a colonial 
power. Interestingly, the black, male protagonist can only find a voice through the white, female narrator. 
In the text women, both blacks and whites, have less power than the men. However the black female 
slaves have the least power of all. These women are never consulted but expected to do whatever their 
men-folk ask them to do or go wherever they are asked to go. Even the white women represented by the 
narrator, her mother and sister have some influence, but when important decisions are taken they are not 
consulted. For example we might cite the instance when the decision to punish Oroonoko is taken, the 
narrator is not only not consulted she is not even informed of the decision and the punishment is 
executed while she is away. The way in which Africans used women as commodities is highlighted by the 
number of Queens and concubines that the old King is said to have and also the way in which they are 
discarded once they grow old. The way in which Imoinda is forced to accept the old King’s proposal and 
entertain the King also throws light on this aspect. While pointing to this negative aspect in African culture, 
the author refrains from highlighting the almost similar treatment of women in her culture. In fact we hardly 
get to see too many of the women of the ruling class. Again the ‘beauty’ of the dark-skinned women is 
often contrasted with the beauty of the women of the European races. 

 

(iii) Oroonoko as a Romance 

The second important theme in this novella is that of romance. Oroonoko is portrayed as a hero who is 
adept in the art of warfare, is often referred to as the ‘‘gallant Moor’’, is honest, loyal, faithful. In fact not a 
single flaw in his nature is mentioned ‘‘except the color’’. He is the perfect hero. The story is focussed on 
the love story between Oroonoko and Imoinda. At their first meeting after the death of Oroonoko’s mentor 
the old general who was also Imoinda’s father, both fall in love with each other. Though they decide to get 
married they wait to get the permission from the old King who is Oroonoko’s grandfather. During this 
period Imoinda, despite her protests and tears is forcibly taken away by the King to satisfy his lust. The 
love between the hero Oroonoko and the heroine Imoinda is put to test here. Whereas the furious 
Oroonoko would have rebelled against the King for his deed, his respect towards his grandfather and the 
monarch of the land stops him from taking any drastic step. But the love story has to reach its climax. So 
Oroonoko goes to meet Imoinda in the palace, spends the night with her, the knowledge of which enrages 
the King who then punishes Imoinda by ordering her sale as a slave carried to some fat off land. To this 
same far off land, Surinam, Oroonoko is also brought as slave and the two lovers finally meet after years 
of separation and a lot of pain. It is probably hinted that actually the sympathetic colonial rulers and slave 
masters bring the two lovers together and get them married, while their own people had separated them. 
To make the love story a tragedy and thus immortalise it, both the lovers are killed. Even their killing is 
pathetically rendered. Thus the novella is given the status of a heroic romance as well as a tragedy. 

 

Unit 8(a): Genre and Structure 
 

Aphra Behn’s Oroonoko is a ‘novella’ which is a work of fiction that is shorter than a novel but longer than 
a short story. Certain critics claim the text to be a memoir and a travel narrative, since it is based on 
Aphra Behn’s resit to the colony of Surinam, later known as Dutch Guiana. It is also sometimes said to 
belong to the genre of a ‘biography’ since it is said that it is the biography of Oroonoko as told to the 
narrator, whom he met on the plantation where he spent the last few years of his life as a slave. 

 



 
 

Unit 8(b): Narrative Style, Technique and Characters 
 

Oroonoko has no chapter divisions. The text is in the form of an oral tale being told by the narrator 
therefore it is in a single framework. I will discuss here the narrative style and technique used in this 
novella. 

Narrative Style and Technique 
(a) In her search for a prose form appropriate to stories with contemporary rather than purely heroic 
settings and themes, Behn wrote her fictional works in a conversational tone. Oroonoko is thus strewn 
with personal references like ‘‘I have already said’’or ‘‘I forgot to ask how’’, making the narrative resemble 
an ongoing conversation with her readers. This also lends her tales an ordinary tone than the formal tone 
that is usually evident in earlier prose forms. 
(b) In order to lend authenticity to the work, the narrator is made the witness and interpreter mof the 
events in the story, thus also making her a part of the narrative as one of the ‘characters’. At the start 
itself the narrator mentions, I was myself an eye-witness to a great part of what you will find here set 
down; and what I could not be witness of, I received from the mouth of the chief actor in this history, the 
hero himself, who gave us the whole transactions of his youth. While such authentication adds to the 
interest of the story, the role of the narrator as interpreter allows her to add the colonial aspect. The 
colonial attitudes to race could not have been those of Oroonoko or, for that matter, the black hero’s 
version, these were the narrator’s opinions and therefore the ‘authenticity’ of the hero’s version of the tale 
is anyway discredited. Also the various ways in which Behn tries to make her narrative authoritative is to 
credit her work with literary merit even though it comes from a ‘‘female-pen’’, which was a major hurdle for 
this seventeenth-century woman writer. 
(c) Such authoritative presence of the narrator precedes the figure of the omniscient narrator in the fiction 
to follow like those of Henry Fielding, Jane Austen and George Eliot. 
(d) Oroonoko is regarded as one of the first realistic prose narratives in English literature. It contains a 
number of elements that are new: the conversational narrative style, the narrative authority who is 
recognizably female, and a plot that focusses on the love story of two black slaves. There is a shift in 
locale to the New World, and an analysis of slave trade in the British colony of Surinam. 
(e) By choosing a female narrator to narrate the story of the educated black African prince, Behn’s 
narrative privileges the authority of Western written discourse over African oral discourse. 
(f) Some critics point to the commodification of the Royal Slave’s story through Behn’s narrative, by the 
authoritative female narrator’s rendering of the story. 
(g) It is the narrative that exposes the Eurocentric bias, as discussed in the ‘theme’ section. 
(h) The authoritative narrative was necessary due to the patriarchal culture that Behn was forced to 
contend with in which female authorship was viewed as suspect. Therefore Behn’s narrative had to 
demonstrate complete command of the novel’s subject matter — Oroonoko and Imoinda and their lives. 
(i) Behn’s narrative strategies are representative of the ways in which the British imagined 
and represented the New World during the Restoration and early eighteenth century. The British were 
struggling to strengthen their presence in America during these years and simultaneously trying to make 
meaning of their experiences there. This results in the confused attitude as evident in the text--- the 
constant reinforcement of authority through the narrative, the imposition of colonial power over the black 
slaves which is nevertheless sympathetic and ‘friendly’. 

 

Characters 

The various characters in the story are: 
i) The first-person narrator who is the daughter of the Lieutenant-General of Surinam, who also would 
have been honoured with the responsibility of an additional thirty-six islands had he not died at sea. This 
narrator is the self-confessed author/narrator of the story. 
(ii) Prince Oroonoko is the hero of this tragedy, and also the one who apparently has supplied the narrator 
with the details of the story. Oroonoko is renamed as Caesar when he is a slave on the plantation. 
(iii) The King of Coramantien, the old King who is also Oroonoko’s grandfather. 
(iv) Imoinda is Oroonoko's, beloved, a noble beauty and daughter of the old general who was Oroonoko’s 
mentor. Imoinda is renamed as Clemene on the plantation where she too is a slave. 
(v) Oroonoko’s followers include Aboan, Jamoan. 



(vi) Onahal is the old discarded Queen of the King of Coramantien, in whose charge Imoinda 
is put, and who helps Oroonoko and Imoinda to meet in the palace as a punishment for which she is sold 
off as a slave. 
(vii) Trefry is the friendly plantation overseer of the Parham plantation where Oroonoko arrives as a slave. 

 

 

Suggested Reading 
 

1. Aphra Behn Oroonoko; Or The Royal Slave 
2. Janet Todd (ed.) Aphra Behn. 
3. Dale Spender Mothers of the Novel. 100 Good Women Writers Before Jane Austen. 
4. Angeline Goreau Reconstructing Aphra. A Social Biography of Aphra Behn. 

 
Assignments  

 
Essay Type Questions  
 

1. Describe Aphra Behn’s attitudes to race and slavery as expressed in her novella 
Oroonoko. 

2. What role does race and gender play in Aphra Behn’s Oroonoko? 
3. Would you regard Oroonoko as an anti-slavery novel? Give reasons for your answer. 
4. Comment on the importance of Oroonoko in the history of English literataure. 
5. Discuss the narrative style of Oroonoko. 
6. Discuss Oroonoko as a romance. 
7. Discuss the historical background against which Oroonoko was 

written. 
 
 

SHORT TYPES 
1. Who is the author who credited Aphra Behn for being the first professional woman writer? 
2. Where did Virginia Woolf applaud Aphra Behn for being the first professional woman 

writer? 
3. Give the new names that Oroonoko and Imoinda received on the plantation? 
4. Name any two other famous works of Aphra Behn? 
5. Who were the two characters who helped Oroonoko to meet Imoinda in the palace? 
6. How and for what 'crime' were Imoinda and Onahal punished? 
7. How was Oroonoko taken as a slave? 
8. Where was he sold off as slave and to whom? 



Block III: Eighteenth Century Periodical Literature 

Unit 9: Growth and Development of Periodical Literature in Early 18th Century Britain 

Unit 10 (a): Introduction to The Spectator 

Unit 10(b): The Spectator No 2 

Unit 10 (c): The Spectator No 10 

Unit 11: Introduction to Samuel Johnson and The Rambler essays 

Unit 12 (a): The Rambler No. 4 

Unit 12 (b): The Rambler No. 60 
 

Unit 9: Growth and Development of Periodical Literature in Early 18th Century Britain 
 

 

In London between 1709 and 1714, Joseph Addison and Richard Steele published a series of 

fashionable and influential periodical papers, The Tatler and The Spectator. The earlier paper, 

The Tatler, was edited, and largely written, by Richard Steele, but included contributions from 

other authors, especially Addison, as well as correspondence from readers. The Tatler appeared 

on April 12, 1709. The first few numbers were distributed free of charge; after that, each issue 

cost one penny. Steele continued publishing The Tatler three times a week until Tuesday, 

January 2, 1711, when the last number appeared. 

 

Printed in double columns on folio half-sheets of foolscap, with advertisements at the end, The 

Tatler took the standard form of the periodicals of the day. It stated as its explicit purpose the 

reformation of manners and morals. Steele outlines the goals of the paper in his dedication to 

Arthur Maynwaring, an important figure in the Whig political party, with whom both Steele and 

Addison were allied: "The general Purpose of this Paper, is to expose the false Arts of Life, to 

pull off the Disguises of Cunning, Vanity, and Affectation, and to recommend a general 

Simplicity in our Dress, our Discourse, and our Behaviour". And while, especially in its earlier 

numbers, The Tatler also includes more strictly news-oriented articles on current political, 

military, and financial events, the ethical and social focus of the paper is prominent from the 

start. 

 

Although the last number of The Tatler appeared in January 1711, probably as a result of 

political pressures on Steele, this by no means marked the end of his — or Addison's — career in 

journalism. On March 1, 1711, the first number of The Spectator appeared. Whereas the editing 

and writing of The Tatler was done primarily by Steele, the production of The Spectator was 

more evenly split between the two men; this was to be a collaborative venture. Because of 

Addison's greater involvement, The Spectator came out six times a week, twice as often as The 

Tatler. The first series of The Spectator ran from March 1711 until December 1712 (Nos. 1-555). 

From June to December 1714, Addison, together with Eustace Budgell and Thomas Tickell, 

edited a second series, which appeared three times a week (Nos. 556-635). 

 

Dropping those reports of current political, military, and financial news that had played a part, if 

an ever-diminishing one, in The Tatler, The Spectator, largely consists of a series of self- 

contained, thematically unified essays. This format allows The Spectator more scope for the 

sociocultural and ethical criticism that proved the great strength and irresistible draw of The 

Tatler. The papers address a primarily urban audience made up of men and women in those 

midlevel economic and social positions that have come to be grouped under the rubric "the 



middle class." Taking as their subject the polite conduct of life in all its arenas, public and 

private, domestic and professional, social and familial, these periodicals were crucial agents in 

the definition of the cultural, social, and ethical ideals of that class. 

 

The task the papers set themselves is to reform the sensibilities — aesthetic, sartorial, social, and 

sexual — of each man and woman in the reading audience so that he or she, guided by the 

principles of good sense, decorum, and benevolence, would then do, say, like, and buy the right 

thing. The Tatler and The Spectator wanted to enter into the daily lives of their readers and 

reshape them. Revealing a very modern concern with how people spend their money and their 

leisure time, they do not preach against consumption and pleasure per se; rather, they seek to 

manage these human desires in ways they consider rational, progressive, and useful, both to the 

individual and to the society at large. At once educational and recreational, the papers are the 

precursors to today’s life-style magazines. The Tatler and The Spectator serve as guides, leading 

readers through the vast array of moral, cultural, consumer, and social choices that accompanied 

their relationships with one another and themselves, with the financial and commercial markets 

of their day, and with contemporary entertainments and pastimes. Mediating between the day-to- 

day social and material lives of their readers and the more universal and permanent values of 

good sense, honesty, modesty, decorum, and good taste, the papers attempt to secure a fixed 

significance for the everyday. 

 

The success of the project depended on making the papers attractive to readers and available to 

the largest possible audience. These criteria are at once satisfied and complicated by the papers' 

status as popular, prestigious, indeed, even fashionable commodities in the market of public 

opinion. The Tatler and The Spectator exist within modern conditions of commodification and 

commercialization, which not only mark their content (the Royal Exchange, lotteries, fashions, 

commercial entertainments) but define their nature and shape their approach. The Tatler and The 

Spectator ultimately seek to manage the world from a perspective at once in and out of the 

world. And to be sure, the papers, like Mr. Spectator himself, exist both inside and outside the 

world of commerce. 

 

Writing at a time when cultural standards and codes of conduct were the object of much public 

attention, The Tatler and then The Spectator formulated signature critical styles marked by light 

irony and playfulness. The criticisms and prescriptions Steele and Addison advanced in each 

were mediated by a fictional, gently satiric persona. In The Tatler, Steele and Addison speak 

through one Isaac Bickerstaff, while The Spectator takes its name from Mr. Spectator, its central 

spokesman. Both Bickerstaff and Mr, Spectator are somewhat eccentric, self-mocking 

characters; their temperately satiric irony sets the witty, urbane tone. This distinctive approach 

can be usefully compared to that exemplified by the Society for the Reformation of Manners and 

Morals, one of the most active institutions for the correction of morality at the time. The Society 

looked mostly to the lower classes and concentrated on sexual transgressions and drunkenness. 

Though no less devoted to standards of moderation and probity, The Tatler and The Spectator 

detect vice and folly in a greater range of activities and across a different spectrum of social 

classes. The scope of their reform is consequently broader and their attitude more worldly and 

liberal than that of the Society. 

 

AUDIENCE: NEW MANNERS FOR NEW CLASSES 



The eighteenth century witnessed the rise of the middle class in England. Social historians differ 

in their estimates of the size and constituency of this emergent middle class and in their 

assessment of its relation to other contemporary classes (titled nobility, gentry, wage laborer) and 

to the twentieth-century middle class. In his study of the origins of the English novel, Michael 

McKeon emphasizes the contradictory and mutating qualities of middle-class ideology and 

consciousness. The history of the middle class, writes McKeon, is marked by the presence of a 

simultaneous impulse "to imitate and become absorbed within the aristocracy, and to criticize 

and supplant not only aristocracy but status orientation itself." With, in McKeon's words, the 

"hindsight of modern scholarship," what we can identify as a specific middle-class orientation 

did not emerge as a consciously held class identity but was the result of an earlier series of 

attempts to reform aristocratic elite culture. Kathryn Shevelow argues that "we can use the notion 

of 'middle class' to designate a particular representation of cultural values, beliefs, and pract ices 

that existed prior to, or simply apart from, their eventual conceptual coalescence into a social 

category". Nor was the ideological work that went into the formation of what we see as "middle- 

class consciousness" conducted only in relation to aristocratic elite culture. As Peter Stallybrass 

and Allon White argue, the middle ground of bourgeois standards of taste and culture was often 

carved out through negotiation with "high" elite culture and "low" popular culture. In their work 

on eighteenth-century authorship, they show that in bourgeois discourse these "high" and "low" 

cultural forms are often identified with one another and the excesses of each rejected. biggest  

portion of their audience came from Britain's growing professional bureaucracy and its 

commercial and financial classes; however, there is also evidence of aristocratic, and even 

working-class readership. But it may be safely put that middling and professional classes — 

clerks, commissioners, tradesmen, bankers, stock company directors, insurance financiers — 

begin to assume a dominant role in the nation's socio-cultural as well as eco-political life. 

 

Coming at this very juncture, The Tatler and The Spectator are concerned, then, not simply with 

championing the commercial classes but with advocating a more liberal and even "noble" use of 

wealth than that pursued by the typical avaricious "Cit." They formulate an identity for the 

businessman that combines the best features of the commercial and the noble classes. This 

involves polishing and refining the conduct of the middle classes and purging the elites of the 

habits of vice and folly. In the literature of the time, the possession of wealth is not viewed as an 

evil in itself, but as an advantage easily corrupted if not properly employed. The "use of riches" 

theme becomes a standard topic in social satire. Many men and women were ready to take these 

lessons to heart. Climbing up the ladder of prestige on the rungs of commerce, finance and 

politics, they were eager to acquire the social prestige and cultural polish that had traditionally 

been the province of the aristocracy. Thus, in the decades surrounding the turn of the eighteenth 

century, status based social prestige is being challenged by class-based claims, when the progeny 

of wealthy traders demand cultural capital and urbanity becomes one of the characteristic 

features of truly cultured gentlemen. 

 

But this glittering beau monde of fans and fancy dress, of card games, gossip, masquerades, 

duels, and sexual intrigue was also discredited by those, usually outside the elite, who felt that it 

was morally deficient and thus no model on which to base new standards both fashionable and 

decent. The set of follies castigated by the papers — ostentation, vanity, snobbery, self-interest, 

insincerity, moral laxity, slavish devotion to fashion and to the modish world's empty forms- is 

most immediately traceable to the libertine court society of Charles II (1660-88). Preserved in 



the drama of the Restoration stage, with its ceaselessly witty, often ruthlessly self-serving 

libertine 

heroes and heroines, this court culture set the standard for fashionable society in the last decades 

of the seventeenth century. But as envisioned by Addison and Steele, genteel culture is 

inextricable from the fairly prosaic standards of moral virtue: modesty, benevolence, temperance, 

honesty, chastity before and within marriage. A fashionable society must also be a decent 

society. Within the flamboyant, high-style, sexually libertine culture that had carried the standard 

of fashion since the Restoration, these mundane, bourgeois virtues were antithetical and 

irrelevant. 

 

COFFEEHOUSES, PERIODICALS, AND THE PUBLIC SPHERE 

There was at this period a growing (though still tiny) literate public with enough cation, money, 

leisure, and interest to make reading a part of their daily lives. The success of popular journals 

like The Tatler and The Spectator, at once "improving" and entertaining, bears testimony to a 

public who not only could read but chose to read in their free time. The growing role of literature 

as a popular pastime is reflected in the rise of the modern novel and the blossoming of the 

periodical press. 

 

By the early eighteenth century the writing and printing of books and periodicals were a well- 

established business. The older system of literary patronage, in which aristocratic supporters 

provided authors with financial and social backing, was giving way to a more purely commercial 

mode of operation. Addison and Steele take their rightful places within the emerging profession 

of commercial writers. But the lucrative popular press provoked considerable reaction from those 

who saw it as an agent of cultural corruption. This reaction typically took the form of the ‘Grub- 

Street hacks’, desperate, unskilled men who wrote to earn enough money simply to scrape by, 

with no thought of the value or quality of their work. But at the same time, considerable 

counterclaims were being made for the high quality and respectability of the popular press. 

Through the commercial culture industry that developed during this time, writing and printing 

themselves assume the status of middle-class professions. 

 

An institution central to the organization of public life in early eighteenth- century London, the 

coffeehouse is closely affiliated with the authors, audience, aims, and accomplishments of 

popular periodicals like The Tatler and The Spectator. In its initial number, The Tatler confirms 

this connection by announcing its various departments: 

 

“All Accounts of Gallantry, Pleasure, and Entertainment, shall be under the 

Article of White's Chocolate-house; Poetry, under that of Will's Coffee-house; 

Learning, under the Title of Graecian; Foreign and Domestick News, you will 

have from St. James's Coffee-house; and what else I have to offer on any other 

Subject, shall be dated from my own Apartment.” 

 

The Tatler's relationship to the coffeehouse is double-faceted: not only was it generated from 

these public resorts of business and talk, it was also largely read there. Papers like The Tatler and 

The Spectator were written to be talked about. The essays enter a cultural debate that was highly 

oral and social rather than textual and academic, and coffeehouses were the chief sites of this 

debate. Some functioned as clearinghouses for the latest military, political, or economic news; 



others, like Man's, were fashionable resorts where beaus met to pose and gossip; still others, like 

Will's, were oriented around literary culture and served as critical tribunals. Coffeehouses were 

crucial arenas for the formation and expression of public opinion about plays and poetry, politics 

and finance, dress and manners. An author's reception at Will's could make or break a reputation. 

The formulation of public opinion is the first object of the papers. So it is in the coffeehouse 

culture that The Tatler locates its origins, its aims, and its audience. 

 

First established in London in the mid-seventeenth century, coffee-houses multiplied at a 

remarkable rate; by the end of the century there were more than two thousand of them in the city. 

The coffeehouse and the popular periodicals patrons read and discussed there are two institutions 

central to that arena of discourse and identification Jiirgen Habermas calls the "bourgeois public 

sphere." Habermas's bourgeois public sphere is at once a symbolic space and a literal space for 

the production of that set of ideological and social ideals we have come to identify with the 

polite middle class. It encompasses both the public discursive spheres of the newspaper and the 

coffeehouse and the set of normative principles defined in these arenas. Ideally an open forum of 

rational discussion, the bourgeois public sphere emerging in early eighteenth-century England 

served a number of significant functions: it was an arena of social identification for individuals; 

it provided standards for interaction and public discussion; it established rationales for ever more 

secularized and commercialized modes of cultural production; and it stood as a place outside 

official state power from which criticism "against the state could be launched. 

Through the networks of institutions like the press and the coffeehouse a new notion of the 

"public" arose, one that was composed of private individuals who came together to debate and 

negotiate matters of public concern, to formulate "public opinion." Represented to itself through 

the press, this new "public of the now emerging public sphere of civil society" becomes aware of 

itself as a source of authority and validation separate from, and even opposed to, state authority. 

Operating "as a forum in which the private people, come together to form a public, readied 

themselves to compel public authority to legitimate itself before public opinion," the public 

sphere had political uses. 

 

Public opinion also developed around ethical, social, and aesthetic-cultural issues. The public 

sphere is first and foremost a critical arena where individuals take part in a debate about the 

principles, interests, aims, and standards that ought to govern their political, social, ethical, and 

aesthetic-cultural lives. Largely through publications like The Tatler and The Spectator, the 

public sphere becomes the "place" where the cultural and social norms of bourgeois modernity 

are instituted. By identifying themselves with these sets of norms, and so internalizing them, the 

bourgeoisie establishes its own social identity. 

 

SEXUAL DIFFERENCE, SOCIAL SPHERES, AND GENDERED IDENTITY 

The Tatler and The Spectator are intent on cultivating an audience who will act in ways suitable 

to the genteel and rational exchange of the coffeehouse, but they are also concerned with conduct 

and employment in the more private sphere of the domestic household. Designed for 

consumption both in the male-oriented, public and social venues of the coffeehouse and club and 

at the tea tables presided over by the ladies of the house, these papers undertake the direction of 

both public and private life. As Shevelow explains, the popular periodical performed an 

important transaction between the public and private spheres In the late seventeenth and early 

eighteenth centuries, the social geography was changing. As Ellen Pollak outlines in her 



discussion of the eighteenth-century feminine ideal, upper- and middle-class women increasingly 

withdrew from the arenas of economic productivity into the domestic realm of consumption, 

partly in emulating their aristocratic superiors. Ensconced in the home, sequestered from the 

"corrupt" worlds of politics, finance, and commerce, women become "the embodiment of moral 

value" that infuses domestic space. Women star to take on the role of angels in the house, 

custodians of moral and spiritual life. 

 

What emerges in the eighteenth century is an increasingly polarized separation of spheres: 

public/social/masculine versus private/ familiar/feminine. The way this separation is naturalized 

depends on an early modern shift in the understanding of sexual difference, on the notion that the 

masculine and the feminine are themselves polar opposites and-that this opposition is rooted in 

natural difference. Gender, the cultural marks of maleness and femaleness, is increasingly seen 

as biologically innate rather than socially secured. 

 

Before the modern period, the dominant identity category was not gender but status. In the old 

aristocratic order, a person is first and foremost either a noble or a commoner. But as economic- 

oriented class differences begin to challenge the hold of status on social prestige, the system of 

cultural differences that define identity finds its fixed point in gender. This model of sexual 

difference, and its attendant anxieties and preoccupations, is fully at work in The Tatler and The 

Spectator. Female readers are addressed first "as women, with class associations more vaguely 

assumed in the rhetoric directed toward them" (Shevelow). This is yet another way the popular 

periodicals reached an audience that cut across class and status lines: their address to the "ladies" 

speaks to women in the commercial and professional classes, the gentry, and the aristocracy. 

According to the ideology of gender at work in The Tatler and The Spectator, women form a 

distinct social category defined solely by their innate female nature. This inherent and inalterable 

feminine nature could find its proper expression and direction only within the domestic, private 

sphere. The good female characters are those who cheerfully confine themselves to the concerns 

of their families. Excessively worldly women whose interests and occupations range beyond the 

private household represent a kind of "bad femininity," which the papers do their best to 

discourage. These badly feminine women think more of card games and masquerades than of 

household tasks; they are preoccupied with public social display rather than the well-being of 

their family circle; immodest, even exhibitionist, they strive after social power and pose the 

threat of sexual autonomy. 

 

If their natural frailty makes them more vulnerable to such misguided affections, women's 

nurture and upbringing also does little to strengthen their character. Bickerstaff and Mr. 

Spectator object to conventional female education because, they claim, it promotes aspirations 

toward social status achieved through self-display. Advocates of female modesty and retirement 

from the public world, Addison and Steele promote a program of female education that cultivates 

attention to internal beauty and to a woman's strictly domestic, familial social obligations. 

 

Female nature is innately frivolous and unstable. Since these qualities are understood as natural 

and inalterable, the schemes of female reform and education proposed in the papers encounter a 

problem. For even as they are being enlisted as symbols of the realm of domestic virtue, women 

are also understood to lack the native stability that would most effectively allow them to resist 

the sway of the world's temptations. Women seem naturally flawed in ways that threaten the 



realization of what is being defined as their natural character. Jane Spencer remarks on this 

contradiction: "It seems that eighteenth century women needed a good deal of educating into 

their 'inborn,' 'natural' feminine qualities". 

 

COMMERCE, TASTE, AND CULTURE 
The critical stance of The Tatler and The Spectator is largely determined by an increasingly 

commercialized British society. Colonial expansion, as well as financial, commercial, and 

technical innovation, was providing more things at better prices to greater numbers of people. 

The blueprint for the mass commercial exploitation and mass culture that were to develop more 

fully in the nineteenth century were laid down in the eighteenth century. Eighteenth-century 

cultural commentators remark again and again, with dismay, amusement, and scorn, on their 

contemporaries' obsession with getting and spending. The Tatler and The Spectator paint a 

picture of a society in which almost all social practices and institutions are colored and shaped by 

commercial, rather than more purely ethical, values. These papers are anxious to separate the 

faulty values that drive commerce — self-interest, novelty and impermanence, profit and loss — 

from their own stabilizing ethic of rational benevolence, community, and common sense. This 

ethic is promoted as an antidote to the selfishness, the superficiality, the ephemerality, the 

frippery, and the foolishness of modern life. 

 

The Tatler and The Spectator are eager to establish a sphere of value and identification outside 

the commercial marketplace, where taste and culture are bought and sold with little regard to any 

standard higher than the latest fashion. As they conceptualize and represent this place, The Tatler 

and The Spectator go far in articulating the modern realm of culture: an aesthetic and ethical 

arena for the improvement of human nature responsive to criteria other than status, wealth, and 

fashionability, which mark the commercial ethic. Leslie Stephen calls Addison the prophet of 

this what is now called Culture. 

 

This promised land of "Culture" of which Addison is the "prophet" has most commonly been 

associated with his realm of the imagination. In Spectator Nos. 411-21 Addison provides a kind 

of blueprint for the operation of the mental and affective faculties associated with what we now 

call aesthetic pleasure (see pp. 387-96). These pleasures, like Mr. Spectator's own most 

characteristic faculty, are visual; the pleasures of the imagination are first the pleasures of 

looking, either literally or imaginatively. Addison's imaginative vision and its pleasures stand as 

a kind of superior alternative to the pleasures of material acquisition they so closely mirror. 

Thus, we can clearly see how the principles of access and privilege that govern the bourgeois 

public sphere overlap with those of the aesthetic realm of the imagination. Wealth and status are 

immaterial in truly rational and polite discourse. All one needs is a commitment to a shared 

standard of universal human reason. Similarly, the aesthetic pleasures are not only independent, 

they are superior to the satisfactions of material wealth and ownership. 

 

The emergence of modern categories of culture and taste occurs alongside the commercial 

saturation of everyday London life. In relation to the development of ideas about the cultural 

aesthetic, the commercialization of literature (with its attendant commodification of knowledge) 

and of entertainment and leisure are the most relevant. The eighteenth-century man or woman 

about town could choose from a growing variety of public and commercial forms of 

entertainment and "culture": plays, operas, acrobatics, puppet shows, waxwork shows, 



masquerades, pleasure gardens, collections of curious and novel things in museums, public 

houses, and retail shops. This is the age of the first great entrepreneurs of leisure. But if anything 

that sells gets published or staged, then how can a standard of taste be maintained? The answer 

lies in the power of choice exercised by those who buy. Clearly, this audience must be educated 

to choose what is tasteful and correct. 
 

 

Unit 10 (a): Introduction to The Spectator 
 

 

The   Spectator   was   a periodical published    in London by    the    essayists Sir    Richard 

Steele and Joseph Addison from March 1, 1711, to Dec. 6, 1712 (appearing daily), and 

subsequently revived by Addison in 1714 (for 80 numbers). It succeeded The Tatler, which 

Steele had launched in 1709. In its aim to “enliven morality with wit, and to temper wit with 

morality,” The Spectator adopted a fictional method of presentation through a “Spectator Club,” 

whose imaginary members extolled the authors’ own ideas about society. These “members” 

included representatives of commerce, the army, the town (respectively, Sir Andrew Freeport, 

Captain Sentry, and Will Honeycomb), and of the country gentry (Sir Roger de Coverley). The 

papers were ostensibly written by Mr. Spectator, an “observer” of the London scene. The 

conversations that The Spectator reported were often imagined to take place in coffeehouses, 

which was also where many copies of the publication were distributed and read. 

Though Whiggish in tone, The Spectator generally avoided party-political controversy. An 

important aspect of its success   was   its   notion   that   urbanity   and   taste   were   values 

that transcended political differences. Almost immediately it was hugely admired; Mr. Spectator 

had, observed the poet and dramatist John Gay, “come on like a Torrent and swept all before 

him.” 

Because of its fictional framework, The Spectator is sometimes said to have heralded the rise of 

the English novel in the 18th century. This is perhaps an overstatement, since the fictional 

framework, once adopted, ceased to be of primary importance and served instead as a social 

microcosm within which a tone at once grave, good-humoured, and flexible could be sounded. 

The real authors of the essays were free to consider whatever topics they pleased, with reference 

to the fictional framework (as in Steele’s account of Sir Roger’s views on marriage, which 

appeared in issue no. 113) or without it (as in Addison’s critical papers on Paradise Lost, John 

Milton’s epic poem, which appeared in issues no. 267, 273, and others). 

Given the success of The Spectator in promoting an ideal of polite sociability, the 

correspondence of its supposed readers was an important feature of the publication. These letters 

may or may not, on occasion, have been composed by the editors. 

In addition to Addison and Steele themselves, contributors included Alexander Pope, Thomas 

Tickell, and Ambrose Philips. Addison’s reputation as an essayist has surpassed that of Steele, 

but their individual contributions to the success of The Spectator are less to the point than their 

collaborative efforts: Steele’s friendly tone was a perfect balance and support for the more 

dispassionate style of Addison. Their joint achievement was to lift serious discussion from the 

realms of religious and political partisanship and to make it instead a normal pastime of the 

leisured class. Together they set the pattern and established the vogue for the periodical 

throughout the rest of the century and helped to create a receptive public for the novelists,  

ensuring that the new kind of prose writing—however entertaining—should be essentially 

serious. 



 

Brief Biographical Details of Joseph Addison and Richard Steele 

Joseph Addison was born at Milston, Wiltshire, England in 1672. At the age of 14 he began 

attending the renowned Charterhouse School, whose alumni included the renowned John Wesley 

and the novelist William Makepeace Thackeray. It was here at Charterhouse that Addison 

acquainted Steele. From here Addison went on to Oxford where he completed his M.A. In 1695 

he composed A Poem to His Majesty, addressed to William III. This composition earned him the 

attention of influential politicians who saw much potential in this young scholar. He was granted 

a pension of 300 Pounds, enabling him to travel on the Continent. On his return to London 

Addison fell in with the Kit Kat Club, an association of political and literary figures whose 

members included Richard Steele, playwright William Congreve, architect Sir John Vanbrugh 

and future Prime Minister Sir Robert Walpole. 

In 1708 Addison was elected to the Parliament. The same year he became the equivalent of 

Secretary of State for Irish Affairs. While in Ireland he began contributing to Steele’s paper The 

Tatler. The last Tatler appeared on 2 January 1711, by which time Addison had authored 40 out f 

271 issues. Two months later he and Steele launched The Spectator. Addison continued to write 

poetry and plays (including an acclaimed tragedy Cato). After marrying well (to the Dowager 

Countess of Warwick), Addison died at the age of 48 on 17 June 1719. He is interred at 

Westminster Abbey. 

Sir Richard Steele was born at Dublin, Ireland in 1672. His father, who had been an attorney by 

profession, died when Richard Steele was only five years old. His uncle paid for his education , 

sending him to Charterhouse. From there he went to Oxford, but left without attaining his degree, 

to start a career in the army. He attained the rank of a captain before leaving the army in 1705. 

Steele’s personality can best be summarized by the phrase “Good Time Charlie”. He was 

convivial, generous to a fault and a lover of food and drink. His dissolute lifestyle led him into 

debt on several occasions. Partly due to this reason he chose to marry a wealthy widow. In 1714 

he was made Governor of the Drury Lane Theater. He obtained Knighthood in the year 1715. 

Steele’s health deteriorated due to his intemperate habits and he passed away in the year 1729. 

 
 

The Roger de Coverley Papers 

The Sir Roger de Coverley papers are often said to be the precursor of the modern English novel.  

And in a very real sense they are. There are, to be sure, crude specimens of prose fiction in the 

preceding century that may perhaps dispute this title, though most of them, like the long-winded 

romances that found place in the library of Sir Roger's lady friend, were of French origin or 

pattern. But these romances, while they supply[Pg 30] the element of plot and adventure most 

liberally, were deficient in genuine characters. There are no real men and women in them. 

Moreover, they made no attempt to depict contemporary life as it was. But Sir Roger de 

Coverley is no personage of romance. He is a hearty, red-blooded, Tory gentleman who lives in 

Worcestershire. He has no adventure more striking than might naturally befall a country squire 

who comes up to London for the season once a year. There were scores of just such men in every 

shire in England. His speech, his habits, his prejudices are all shown us with simple truth. And 

yet this is done with so much art and humour that Sir Roger is one of the most living persons in 

our literature. He is as immortal as Hamlet or Julius Cæsar. We know him as well as we know 

our nearest neighbour; and we like him quite as well as we like most of our neighbours. 



Now this was something new in English literature. Sir Roger is the earliest person in English 

imaginative prose that is really still alive. There are men and women in our poetry before his 

day—in the drama there is, of course, a great host of them; but in prose literature Sir Roger is the 

first. Furthermore, the men and women of the drama, even in that comedy of manners which 

professed to reflect most accurately contemporary society, were almost always drawn with some 

romantic or satiric exaggeration; but there is no exaggeration in the character of Sir Roger. Here 

was the beginning of a healthy realism. It was only necessary for Richardson and Fielding, thirty 

years later, to bring together several such genuine characters into a group, and to show how the 

incidents of their lives naturally ran into plot or story—and we have a novel. 

The original suggestion for the character of Sir Roger seems to have come from Steele, who 

wrote that account of the Spectator Club (Spectator, No. 2) in which the knight first appears. But 

it is to Addison's keener perception and nicer art that we owe most of those subtle and humorous 

touches of characterization which make the portrait so real and so human. There is more of 

movement and incident in Steele's papers, and there is more of sentiment. It is Steele, for 

example, who tells the story of the Journey to London, and recounts the adventures of the 

Coverley ancestry; it is Steele, too, who has most to say of the widow. But in the best papers by 

Addison, like the Visit to the Abbey or the Evening at the Theater, there is hardly a line that does 

not reveal, in speech, or manner, or notion, some peculiarity of the kindly gentleman we know 

and love so well. If Steele outlined the portrait, it was left for Addison to elaborate it. Moreover, 

a careful reading of the papers will show that Steele's conception of the character was slightly 

different from Addison's. Steele's Sir Roger is whimsical and sentimental, but a man of good 

sense; not only beloved but respected. Addison dwells rather upon the old knight's rusticity, his 

old-fashioned, patriarchal notions of society, his ignorance of the town, his obsolete but kindly 

prejudices. The truth is that in Addison's portrait there is always a trace of covert satire upon the 

narrow conservatism of the Tory country gentleman of his day. Addison's Sir Roger is amiable 

and humorous; but he does not represent the party of intelligence and progress—he is not a 

Whig. 

Yet there are no real inconsistencies in the character of Sir Roger. His whimsical humor, his 

sentiment, his credulity, his benevolence, his amiable though obstinate temper, are all combined 

in a personality so convincing that we must always think of him as an actual contemporary of the 

men who created him. He is the typical conservative English country gentleman of the Queen 

Anne time, not taking kindly to new ideas, but sturdy, honest, order-loving, of large heart and 

simple manners. To such men as he England owes the permanence of much that is best in her 

institutions and her national life. As one walks through Westminster Abbey to-day, listening to 

the same chattering verger that conducted Sir Roger—he has been going his rounds ever since— 

one almost expects to see again the knight sitting down in the coronation chair, or leaning on 

Edward Third's sword while he tells the discomfited guide the whole story of the Black Prince 

out of Baker's Chronicle. If, indeed, we try in any way to bring back to imagination the life of 

that bygone age, Sir Roger is sure to come to mind at once, at the assizes, at Vauxhall, or, best of 

all, at home in the country. He is part of that life; as real to our thought as Swift or Marlborough, 

or as Steele or Addison themselves. 
 
 

Unit 10 (b): The Spectator No. 2 
 



The second issue of The Spectator was published on Friday, March 2, 1711. This particular 

entry, like many others, begins with a quotation, originally written in Latin by Juvenal-“Ast Alii 

sex/ Et plures uno conclamant ore”. Translated in English, it reads: “The other six, however, 

unanimously cry out to the mouth of one”. This epigraph gives a hint of the subject matter to be 

broached in the essay. In this particular periodical essay by Richard Steele the members of the 

eponymous ‘Spectator Club’ are introduced to early 18th century readers. Notably, each of the 

characters represented a particular section of contemporary English society. But this introduction 

to the characters is not accomplished in a dramatic fashion. On the contrary, Steele gives a 

humorous description of each character revealing the quaintness of one or the idiosyncrasy of 

another. In this endeavour he makes use of the range and diversity of English rhetorical figures 

to the fullest. 

The first in his list is Sir Roger de Coverley-a country gentleman of ‘ancient descent’. He is well 

known to all the residents of Worcestershire. They know the qualities inherent in him 

thoroughly. His primary quality is that of gentility, which rouses among readers the expectation 

of adherence to a set code of behavior, sanctioned by tradition. But in the same breath, Steele 

refers to the presence of certain ‘peculiarities’ that Sir Roger is possessed of. Notwithstanding 

these peculiarities in his behavior, nobody considers them as serious drawbacks, since his virtues 

outdo the peculiarities. In fact, the essayist is of the opinion that the aforementioned 

“singularities” in the behavior of Sir Roger are nothing but manifestations of his “good sense”. 

Sir Roger himself does not feel the urgency to rectify his behavior, since he considers the 

conventions of society, “the manner of the world” to be at fault. But whatever he does, is done 

with a purity of heart, unconfined by the conventions of the world. Therefore, his readiness to 

help fellow beings please all without exception. A country-gentleman, Sir Roger visits London 

from time to time, in keeping with the modes of 18th century life and manners. On these 

occasions, he takes up residence the fashionable Soho Square locality of London, which further 

proves his innate joviality of spirit. While the initial description of Sir Roger seems to be 

suffering from a hint of dullness, Steele enlivens his description by bringing in a purported 

history of failed romantic interest, in the past life of Sir Roger. Steele mentions that in his youth 

Sir Roger had been smitten by the beauty of a widow from a neighbouring county. But courting 

of the lady had come to naught. Steele claims with authority that it was this very incident which 

had shaken to the core the jovial young gentleman that Sir Roger in his youth had been, altering 

his habits and disposition forever. Steele recounts how the heartbreak took Sir Roger close to one 

and a half years to get over with. The permanent scar it left on his psyche manifests itself to this 

date in his curious sense of dress, as he continues to wear the outmoded coat-and-doublet which 

had been in fashion during the year he was wooing the aforementioned lady. While the readers 

are still in awe of Sir Roger’s unwavering dedication, the narrator nonchalantly informs us that 

since the incident dented his confidence, Sir Roger’s desires have become so much humbler that 

he often indulges in casual liaisons with beggars and gypsies. Such indiscriminate commingling 

with social inferiors is unexpected from a gentleman belonging to the stature and repute of Sir 

Roger. Moreover, in the rigid class hierarchy of England, such behavior would have been 

considered especially reprehensible as it attempts to unnaturally bridge the carefully-maintained 

gap between the gentry and the populace. Sir Roger, truthful as he is, makes no secret of the fact, 

but his virtues are so strong that his friends laugh them away. His amicability, humor and 

humility make him a favorite everywhere. 

Steele then goes on to describe the second member of the Club citing his seniority as the 

rationale behind the order of arrangement. The epithets Steele employs to designate him are 



worthy of attention-‘esteem’, ‘authority’, ‘probity’, ‘wit’ and ‘understanding’. A careful analysis 

of the terminology reveals the fact that Steele continues with the characteristic of gentility which 

Sir Roger had also shared. This second member is a lawyer by profession and this obvious 

reason prevents Steele from revealing his name. This unnamed second member’s character is 

another study in contradictions- he is an esteemed lawyer but his interests lie in Philosophy and 

drama. While those embroiled in the province of law are considered the epitome of worldliness, 

this second member of the Spectator Club represents a curious blend of worldliness and refinery, 

by cultivating philosophy and drama, sans profit motive. The legal experts from antiquity (such 

as Longinus and Aristotle) are well known to him, but he hardly ever discusses legal experts of 

renown (such as Littleton or Cooke). However, Steele cautiously reminds that his fascination for 

Philosophy and Drama does not, in any way, come in the way of his professional acumen, 

exemplified by his knowledge of the ‘Orations of Demosthenes and Tully’. Society at large has 

no knowledge of his Wit, since he does not go about parading them. It is only the circle of his 

intimate friends that acknowledges the range and variety of his Wit. Commenting on his taste for 

books, Steele finds it “a little too just for the age”, hinting at a level of frankness and virtuosity in 

this unnamed lawyer, which is rare in contemporary society. Moreover, his infallible punctuality 

(as testified by the regularity of his habits and haunts) makes him an oddly likeable character. He 

is also an impressive conversationalist, precisely because of the fact that his interests are not 

matters of business. Being highly placed and looked upon with respect, his presence in the 

theatre-house is noted by the actors on stage, who try to give their best and thus impress him. 

The third member of the Club is an illustrious merchant by the name of Sir Andrew Freeport, 

who is as opinionated as the previous two. However Steele characterizes him as an industrious, 

tireless and highly experienced individual. In short, he is the epitome of the British entrepreneur 

in the 18th century. Contemporary England thrived due to its scientific and technological 

innovations which resulted in quicker and greater production. The annexation of foreign lands 

under the British crown assisted this process. However, Steele opines against any attempt at 

territorial annexation through war and believes that it were more smoothly done through union of 

commercial interest. Subtly, Steele presents the English trader of the day as an exemplary, calm 

and composed individual who is not trigger-happy. On the contrary, he is a lover of peace who 

intends to untangle the knots of his life through common-sense and rationality. He prefers 

diligence to valour and his speech abounds in aphorisms of frugality. The narrator is all praise 

for Sir Freeport’s strongly held convictions, his unaffected nature and his cool-headed practical 

approach to things in life. Besides, making acquaintance with him is a pleasing experience since 

The person described next is Captain Sentry. Like the two earlier character sketches, Steele once 

again gives a summary of the chief characteristics of the person whose character sketch he is 

setting out to present. In the case of Captain Sentry the defining features that distinguish him 

from the rest are “bravery, perception and humility. His modesty overpowering as he attempts to 

evade public attention. Steele describes Captain Sentry as having been earlier employed in the 

army in a rank no less than that of Captain. During his years of service, Steele recounts, the 

Captain had given several proofs of his mettle However he willfully gave up the soldier’s 

profession since he couldn’t master the art of court intrigues so necessary for making progress in 

that field. Steele, on behalf of the Captain, laments that nothing in British society is obtained 

through honesty and perseverance. Presently he looks after his own small estate and he is also 

the next heir to Sir Roger. Though Captain Sentry hates exhibiting his good qualities, he believes 

in the maxim: “It is civil cowardice to be backward in asserting what you ought to expect, as it is 



a military Fear to be slow in attacking when it is your Duty.” The narrator exhorts this 

outspokenness in the manner of this ex-soldier. 

While the characters described so far (notwithstanding their idiosyncrasies) are steadfast in one 

way or another, the next-an aged gentleman named Will Honeycomb, is the very embodiment of 

the fashionable rake. Steele humorously mentions this aspect when he says: “But that our Society 

may not appear a Set of Humourists unacquainted with the Gallantries and Pleasures of the Age, 

we have among us the gallant Will Honeycomb”. Though belonging to the upper strata of society 

and most obviously a gentleman, the epithet “gallant” sticks to the person of Mr Honeycomb.  

Steele’s penchant for naming characters broadly on the basis of their predominant humour is 

observable in this instance, too. An easy inheritor of wealth, Mr Honeycomb seems to have 

resisted the strains of ageing, as he continues to look handsome. Steele classifies Mr Honeycomb 

as a member of that group of gentlemen who command respect and popularity among the female 

coterie. As observable with old men and women worldwide, Mr Honeycomb can recount 

incidents and facts from his distant youth. Since he is a rake, Steele humorously posits, he can 

recount the origins of specific fashions. He is candid about his several affairs. While other old 

men of his age keep referring to politics, he keeps referring to fashions. The narrator comments 

with a sly innuendo: “…his Character, where Women are not concerned, he is an honest worthy 

Man.” Whenever he participates in conversation, his manner of speaking and the subjects he 

brings up serve to enliven the conversation. His several anecdotes reveal how certain society 

ladies of his youth, now better-known as the “Mother of the lordsuch-a-one”, etc, were smitten 

by the gallantry of some lord from his distant youth. Such conversations might prove to be 

extremely uncomfortable for ladies now commanding respect and in their maturity. 

The last person named is a rare visitor and belongs to the clergy. He does not assert himself like 

the members described so far. On the contrary, he lends a keener ear to listen to what the others 

have to say. But once he gets his opportunity to speak, he speaks with authority and earnestness. 

His discourses mainly concern divinity, which is in sharp contrast to the other members who 

delight in worldly affairs. 
 

 

Unit 10(c): The Spectator No 10 
 

 

The 10th entry in the Spectator papers, composed by Joseph Addison, was published on Monday, 

12th March, 1711. Like most of the other essays in The Spectator, this particular entry also 

commences with an epigraph-this time from Virgil: “Non aliter quàm qui adverso vix flumine 

lembum/ Remigiis subigit: si brachia fortè remisit” which when translated into simple English,  

reads-“Boat rowing against the stream with a different well as those who do not/ Oars: if the 

forces of chance”. 

This essay talks about the neoclassical idea of culture and the very aim with which The Spectator 

functions. Addison begins by giving a thorough estimate of the handsome sales figures of his 

newly begun periodical. Besides giving us a hint of The Spectator’s success soon after it was 

begun, this intial description also tells us a lot about the popularity of periodical publications 

among the general public in Addison’s day. Grateful to all those who subscribe to his paper, he 

promises to make their reading a pleasurable experience. His vanity is to be seen in the manner 

in which he describes his readers as superior to “the thoughtless Herd of their ignorant and 

unattentive Brethren” .Addison suggests that while those who do not subscribe to his paper 

occupy their time with fruitless endeavours and thoughtless activities, those who do subscribe to 



his paper substantially add to their store of ‘cultural capital’. Explicitly Addison states that he 

aims to “enliven Morality with Wit, and to temper Wit with Morality”. Thus Addison can be 

seen here an interventionist, who attempts to engineer morality among the reader-cum-citizens of 

the day. But being a shrewd writer he understands that such an attempt must be made in a subtle 

way, since dry moralizings would never attain the desired object. Therefore, he must “enliven 

Morality with Wit”, while avoiding the opposite extreme, as suggested by the rejoinder: “temper 

Wit with Morality”. Lamenting the “vice and folly” which had engulfed many of his 

contemporaries, Addison promises to safeguard his readers from these. Alluding to Socrates’ 

mythical act of bringing Philosophy to earth from Heaven, Addison pledges to bring through his 

periodical “Philosophy out of Closets and Libraries, Schools and Colleges” into the public 

domain. Therefore Addison’s intention is decidedly democratizing. In the late 17th and early 18th 

century, with the widespread availability of secular and rational education, judging who would 

be the arbiter of high culture had become a hotly debated topic. While social prestige and 

therefore ability had been traditionally accorded to the gentry-hereditary inheritors of property 

and prestige, the recipients of liberal and technical education had empowered the middle classes 

sufficiently to enable them to challenge the conventional superiority of the aristocracy. 

Addison’s stated purpose of bringing philosophic discourse out of limited availability and into 

the domain of mass culture would further the democratic impulse further. Thus having 

determined to make the diversion of reading his paper a fruitful one for his readers, Addison also 

aims to dispel Vice and Folly from their minds (though he laments that these have come to 

characterize the Age he lives in). 

 

Addison also hints at the beginning of the habit that we in modern times take for granted-reading 

the day’s newspaper while sipping our morning tea. He looks to engage the minds of his readers 

early in the morning, even as they are sipping the beverage and biting into the first morsels of 

their breakfast. Manifesting his erudition, Addison next alludes to Sir Francis Bacon-who had 

likened a worthwhile book to the mythical serpent of Moses that engulfed the Egyptians. 

Addison says his endeavour is significantly humbler, since he neither wishes nor aims to make 

other prints extinct through the proliferation of his own. Even so, Joseph Addison berates the 

other publications of his day as merely presenting readers with fables of foreign lands, or serving 

to increase animosity about the other countries. 

In the next paragraph, he ironically calls himself an idle observer and likens his lot to many in 

society who have considerable wealth but nothing worthwhile to do on a daily basis: 

“the Fraternity of Spectators who live in the World without having anything to do in it; 

and either by the Affluence of their Fortunes, or Laziness of their Dispositions, have no 

other Business with the rest of Mankind but to look upon them.” 

It is to be noted that Addison attempts to sharpen the critical faculties of that section of his 

readers which considers “the world as theatre” by infusing them with the right judgment. For 

people who are “altogether unfurnish'd with Ideas, till the Business and Conversation of the Day 

has supplied them” Addison claims his paper to be especially valuable. With its help they can 

stop relying on hearsay, rumours and illogical thought processes that obstruct the sharpening of 

critical faculties. This is Addison’s euphemistic expression of confidence regarding the 

superiority of his publication. 

Besides, Addison feels that his periodical would be of special service to the fair sex who (he 

feels) have nothing more than superficial chores to perform (mostly dressing, beautifying 

themselves, etc). Though Addison concedes that there are women who do perform more 



momentous and worthwhile activities, one can sense Addison’s misogyny coming to the fore 

here. For the rest, reading of this paper regularly would do immense good. 

Last but not the least, Addison takes an ironic jibe at his ‘friends and well-wishers’ who doubt 

the longevity of Addison’s successful running of this paper. For them, Addison makes the 

promise to stop publication as soon he fails to maintain adequate standards or realizes that his 

works are becoming dull. 
 

 

Unit 11: Introduction to Samuel Johnson and The Rambler essays 
 

Samuel Johnson: A Short Biographical Sketch 

Samuel Johnson was the son of Michael Johnson, a bookseller, and his wife, Sarah. From 

childhood he suffered from a number of physical afflictions. By his own account, he was born 

“almost dead,” and he early contracted scrofula (tuberculosis of the lymphatic glands). Because 

of a popular belief that the sovereign’s touch was able to cure scrofula (which, for that reason, 

was also called the king’s evil), he was taken to London at the age of 30 months and touched by 

the queen, whose gold “touch piece” he kept about him for the rest of his life. This was 

succeeded by various medical treatments that left him with disfiguring scars on his face and 

neck. He was nearly blind in his left eye and suffered from highly noticeable tics that may have 

been indications of Tourette syndrome. Johnson was also strong, vigorous, and, after a fashion, 

athletic. He liked to ride, walk, and swim, even in later life. He was tall and became huge. 

 

In 1717 he entered grammar school in Lichfield. In 1726 Johnson visited his cousin, the urbane 

Reverend Cornelius Ford in Stourbridge, Worcestershire, who may have provided a model for 

him. In 1728 Johnson entered Pembroke College, Oxford. He stayed only 13 months, until 

December 1729, because he lacked the funds to continue. n the following year Johnson became 

undermaster at Market Bosworth grammar school, a position made untenable by the overbearing 

and boorish Sir Wolstan Dixie, who controlled appointments. With only £20 inheritance from his 

father, Johnson left his position with the feeling that he was escaping prison. After failing in his 

quest for another teaching position, he joined his friend Hector in Birmingham. In 1732 or 1733 

he published some essays in The Birmingham Journal. Dictating to Hector, he translated into 

English Joachim Le Grand’s translation of the Portuguese Jesuit Jerome Lobo’s A Voyage to 

Abyssinia, an account of a Jesuit missionary expedition. Published in 1735, this work shows 

signs of the mature Johnson. In 1735 Johnson married Elizabeth Porter, a widow 20 years his 

senior. Convinced that his parents’ marital unhappiness was caused by his mother’s want of 

learning, he would not follow their example, choosing instead a woman whom he found both 

attractive and intelligent. His wife’s marriage settlement enabled him to open a school in Edial,  

near Lichfield, the following year. While at Edial, Johnson began his historical tragedy Irene, 

which dramatizes the love of Sultan Mahomet (Mehmed II) for the lovely Irene, a Christian slave 

captured in Constantinople. The school soon proved a failure, and he left for London in 1737. In 

1738 Johnson began his long association with The Gentleman’s Magazine, often considered the 

first modern magazine. He soon contributed poetry and then prose, including panegyrics on 

Edward Cave, the magazine’s proprietor, and another contributor, the learned Elizabeth Carter. 

In 1738 and 1739 he published a series of satiric works that attacked the government of Sir 

Robert Walpole and even the Hanoverian monarchy: London (his first major poem), Marmor 

Norfolciense, and A Compleat Vindication of the Licensers of the Stage. London is an “imitation” 

of the Roman satirist Juvenal’s third satire. Thales, the poem’s main speaker, bears some 



resemblance to the poet Richard Savage, of whom Johnson knew and with whom he may have 

become friendly at this time. Before he leaves the corrupt metropolis for Wales, Thales rails 

against the pervasive deterioration of London (and English) life, evident in such ills as 

masquerades, atheism, the excise tax, and the ability of foreign nations to offend against 

“English honour” with impunity. The most famous line in the poem (and the only one in capitals) 

is: “SLOW RISES WORTH, BY POVERTY DEPRESSED,” which may be taken as Johnson’s 

motto at this time. In 1739 Johnson published a translation and annotation of the Swiss 

philosopher Jean-Pierre de Crousaz’s Commentary on Pope’s philosophical poem An Essay on 

Man. About this time Johnson tried again to obtain a position as a schoolteacher. His translations 

and magazine writings barely supported him; a letter to Cave is signed “impransus,” signifying 

that he had gone without dinner. Despite his claim that “no man but a blockhead ever wrote 

except for money,” he never made a hard bargain with a bookseller and often received relatively 

little payment, even for large projects. From 1741 to 1744 Johnson’s most substantial 

contribution to The Gentleman’s Magazine was a series of speeches purporting to represent the 

actual debates in the House of Commons. 

 

In the early 1740s Johnson continued his strenuous work for The Gentleman’s 

Magazine; collaborated with William Oldys, antiquary and editor, on a catalog of the great 

Harleian Library; helped Dr. Robert James, his Lichfield schoolfellow, with A Medicinal 

Dictionary; and issued proposals for an edition of Shakespeare. His Miscellaneous Observations 

on the Tragedy of Macbeth (1745), intended as a preliminary sample of his work, was his first 

significant Shakespeare criticism. In 1746 he wrote The Plan of a Dictionary of the English 

Language and signed a contract for A Dictionary of the English Language. His major publication 

of this period was An Account of the Life of Mr. Richard Savage, Son of the Earl Rivers (1744). 

In 1749 Johnson published The Vanity of Human Wishes, his most impressive poem as well as 

the first work published with his name. It is a panoramic survey of the futility of human pursuit 

of greatness and happiness. Like London, the poem is an imitation of one of Juvenal’s satires, but 

it emphasizes the moral over the social and political themes of Juvenal. Some of the definitions 

Johnson later entered under “vanity” in his Dictionary suggest the range of meaning of his title, 

including “emptiness,” “uncertainty,” “fruitless desire, fruitless endeavour,” “empty pleasure; 

vain pursuit; idle show; unsubstantial enjoyment; petty object of pride,” and “arrogance.” He 

portrays historical figures, mainly from England and continental Europe, alternating them with 

human types, to show that all are subject to the same disappointment of their desires. The Vanity 

of Human Wishes is imbued with the Old Testament message of Ecclesiastes that “all is vanity” 

and replaces Juvenal’s Stoic virtues with the Christian virtue of “patience.” The poem surpasses 

any of Johnson’s other poems in its richness of imagery and powerful conciseness. Johnson’s 

connections to the theatre in these years included writing several prologues, one for Garrick’s 

farce Lethe in 1740 and one for the opening of the Drury Lane Theatre. Garrick, now its 

manager, returned the favours. Early in 1749 Johnson’s play Irene was at last performed. Thanks 

to Garrick’s production, which included expensive costumes, an excellent cast (including 

Garrick himself), and highly popular afterpieces for the last three performances, the tragedy ran a 

respectable nine nights. 

 

With The Rambler (1750–52), a twice-weekly periodical, Johnson entered upon the most 

successful decade of his career. He wrote over 200 numbers, and stories abound of his finishing 

an essay while the printer’s boy waited at the door; in his last essay he confessed to “the anxious 



employment of a periodical writer.” The essays cover a wide range of subjects. A large number 

of them appropriately stress daily realities; others are devoted to literature, including criticism 

and the theme of authorship. Whatever their topic, Johnson intended his essays to “inculcate 

wisdom or piety” in conformity with Christianity. In tone these essays are far more serious than 

those of his most important predecessor, Joseph Addison, published in The Spectator (1711–12; 

1714). Johnson himself ranked them highly among his achievements, commenting “My other 

works are wine and water; but my Rambler is pure wine.” Johnson’s wife Elizabeth was a great 

admirer of The Rambler essays and incidentally died just three days after the last issue of The 

Rambler was published. 

A Dictionary of the English Language was published in two volumes in 1755, six years later than 

planned but remarkably quickly for so extensive an undertaking. The degree of master of arts, 

conferred on him by the University of Oxford for his Rambler essays and the Dictionary, was 

proudly noted on the title page. Johnson henceforth would be known in familiar 18th-century 

style as “Dictionary Johnson” or “The Rambler.” There had been earlier English dictionaries, but 

none on the scale of Johnson’s. In addition to giving etymologies, not the strong point of Johnson 

and his contemporaries, and definitions, in which he excelled, Johnson illustrated usage with 

quotations drawn almost entirely from writing from the Elizabethan period to his own time, 

though few living authors were quoted. 

From 1756 onward Johnson wrote harsh criticism and satire of England’s policy in the Seven 

Years’ War (1756–63) fought against France (and others) in North America, Europe, and India. 

This work appeared initially in a new journal he was editing, The Literary Magazine, where he 

also published his biography of the Prussian king, Frederick II (the Great). He also contributed 

important book reviews when reviewing was still in its infancy. His bitingly sardonic dissection 

of a dilettantish and complacent study of the nature of evil and of human suffering, A Free 

Enquiry into the Nature and Origin of Evil, by the theological writer Soame Jenyns, may well be 

the best review in English during the 18th century. Johnson’s busiest decade was concluded with 

yet another series of essays, called The Idler. Lighter in tone and style than those of The 

Rambler, its 104 essays appeared from 1758 to 1760 in a weekly newspaper, The Universal 

Chronicle. While not admired as greatly as The Rambler, Johnson’s last essay series contained 

many impressive numbers. 

Johnson’s   essays    included    numerous    short    fictions,    but    his    only    long    fiction 

is Rasselas (originally published as The Prince of Abissinia: A Tale), which he wrote in 1759, 

during the evenings of a single week, in order to be able to pay for the funeral of his mother. This 

“Oriental tale,” a popular form at the time, explores and exposes the futility of the pursuit of 

happiness, a theme that links it to The Vanity of Human Wishes. Prince Rasselas, weary of life in 

the Happy Valley, where ironically all are dissatisfied, escapes with his sister and the widely 

traveled poet Imlac to experience the world and make a thoughtful “choice of life.” Yet their 

journey is filled with disappointment and disillusionment. They examine the lives of men in a 

wide range of occupations and modes of life in both urban and rural settings—rulers and 

shepherds, philosophers, scholars, an astronomer, and a hermit. They discover that all 

occupations fail to bring satisfaction. Rulers are deposed. The shepherds exist in grubby 

ignorance, not pastoral ease. The Stoic’s philosophy proves hollow when he experiences 

personal loss. The hermit, miserable in his solitude, leaves his cell for Cairo. In his “conclusion 

in which nothing is concluded,” Johnson satirizes the wish-fulfilling daydreams in which all 

indulge. His major characters resolve to substitute the “choice of eternity” for the “choice of 

life,” and to return to Abyssinia (but not the Happy Valley) on their circular journey. 



Johnson never again had to write in order to raise funds. In 1762 he was awarded a pension of 

£300 a year, “not,” as Lord Bute, the prime minister, told him, “given you for anything you are 

to do, but for what you have done.” This in all likelihood meant not only his literary 

accomplishments but also his opposition to the Seven Years’ War, which the new king, George 

III, and his prime minister had also opposed. 

 

In 1763 Johnson met the 22-year-old James Boswell, who would go on to make him the subject 

of the best-known and most highly regarded biography in English. The first meeting with this 

libertine son of a Scottish laird and judge was not auspicious, but Johnson quickly came to 

appreciate the ingratiating and impulsive young man. Boswell kept detailed journals, published 

only in the 20th century, which provided the basis for his biography of Johnson and also form his 

own autobiography. 

Johnson participated actively in clubs. In 1764 he and his close friend Sir Joshua 

Reynolds founded The Club (later known as The Literary Club), which became famous for the 

distinction of its members. In 1765 Johnson established a friendship that soon enabled him to call 

another place “home.” Henry Thrale, a wealthy brewer and member of Parliament for 

Southwark, and his lively and intelligent wife, Hester, opened their country house at Streatham 

to him and invited him on trips to Wales and, in 1775, to France, his only tour outside Great 

Britain. Their friendship and hospitality gave the 56-year-old Johnson a new interest in life. 

Following her husband’s death in 1781 and her marriage to her children’s music master, Gabriel 

Piozzi, Hester Thrale’s and Johnson’s close friendship came to an end. His letters to Mrs. Thrale, 

remarkable for their range and intimacy, helped make him one of the great English letter writers. 

 

The pension Johnson had received in 1762 had freed him from the necessity of writing for a 

living, but it had not released him from his obligation to complete the Shakespeare edition, for 

which he had taken money from subscribers. Contemporary poet Charles Churchill satirized 

Johnson for the delay in bringing out the volume. The edition finally appeared in eight volumes 

in 1765. Johnson edited and annotated the text and wrote a preface, which is his greatest work 

of literary criticism. As editor and annotator he sought to establish the text, freed from later 

corruptions, and to explain diction that by then had become obsolete and obscure. Johnson’s 

approach was to immerse himself in the books Shakespeare had read—his extensive reading for 

his Dictionary eased this task—and to examine the early editions as well as those of his 18th- 

century predecessors. His annotations are often shrewd, though his admiration reveals at times 

different concerns from those of some of his contemporaries and of later scholars. 

In his “Preface” Johnson addressed several critical issues. For one, he vigorously defends 

Shakespeare against charges of failing to adhere to the Neoclassical doctrine of the 

dramatic unities of time, place, and action. Johnson alertly observes that time and place are 

subservient to the mind: since the audience does not confound stage action with reality, it has no 

trouble with a shift in scene from Rome to Alexandria. Some critics had made similar points 

before, but Johnson’s defense was decisive. He also questions the need for purity of 

dramatic genre. In defending Shakespearian tragicomedy against detractors, he asserts that “there 

is always an appeal open from criticism to nature.” Echoing Hamlet, Johnson claims that 

Shakespeare merits praise, above all, as “the poet of nature; the poet that holds up to his readers a 

faithful mirror of manners and of life.” He goes on to say that “in the writings of other poets a 

character is too often an individual: in those of Shakespeare it is commonly a species” and that 

“Shakespeare has no heroes; his scenes are occupied only by men.” These comments inveigh 



against the rigid notions of decorum upheld by critics, such as Voltaire, who would not allow 

kings to be drunkards or senators to be buffoons. Johnson’s concern for “general nature” means 

that he is not much interested in accidental traits of a character, such as the “Romanness” 

of Julius Caesar or Brutus, but in traits that are common to all humanity. 

 

In 1765 Johnson received an honorary Doctor of Laws degree from Trinity College, Dublin, and 

10 years later he was awarded the Doctor of Civil Laws from the University of Oxford. He never 

referred to himself as Dr. Johnson, though a number of his contemporaries did, and Boswell’s 

consistent use of the title in The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. made it popular. The completion 

of the Shakespeare edition left Johnson free to write by choice, and one such choice was his 

secret collaboration with Robert Chambers, professor of English law at the University of Oxford 

from 1766 to 1773. While it is difficult to determine just how much of Chambers’ lectures 

Johnson may have written, his help was clearly substantial, and the skilled editor was valued by 

the dilatory professor. 

In the early 1770s Johnson wrote a series of political pamphlets supporting positions favourable 

to the government but in keeping with his own views. These have often appeared reactionary 

to posterity but are worth considering on their own terms. The False Alarm (1770) supported the 

resolution of the House of Commons not to readmit one of its members, the scandalous John 

Wilkes, who had been found guilty of libel. The pamphlet ridiculed those who thought the case 

precipitated a constitutional crisis. Thoughts on the Late Transactions Respecting Falkland’s 

Islands (1771) argued against a war with Spain over who should become “the undisputed lords 

of tempest-beaten barrenness.” This pamphlet, his most-admired and least-attacked, disputes the 

“feudal gabble” of the earl of Chatham and the complaints of the pseudonymous political 

controversialist who wrote the “Junius” letters. 

The Patriot (1774) was designed to influence an upcoming election. Johnson had become 

disillusioned in the 1740s with those members of the political opposition who attacked the 

government on “patriotic” grounds only to behave similarly once in power. This essay examines 

expressions of false patriotism and includes in that category justifications of “the ridiculous 

claims of American usurpation,” the subject of his longest tract, Taxation No Tyranny (1775). 

The title summarizes his position opposing the American Continental Congress, which in 1774 

had passed resolutions against taxation by England, perceived as oppression, especially since 

the colonies had no representation in Parliament. Johnson argues that the colonists had not been 

denied representation but rather had willingly left the country where they had votes, that England 

had expended vast sums on the colonies, and that they were rightly required to support the home 

country.   The   tract    became    notorious   in   the   colonies,   contributing   considerably   to 

the caricature of Johnson the arch-Tory. Yet this view is too simplistic. His rhetorical question to 

the colonists “How is it that we hear the loudest yelps for liberty from the drivers of Negroes?” 

can be traced in large part to a principled and consistent stance against colonial oppression. 

In 1773 Johnson set forth on a journey to the Hebrides. Given his age, ailments, and purported 

opinion of the Scots, Johnson may have seemed a highly unlikely traveler to this distant region, 

but in the opening pages of his A Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland(1775) he confessed 

to a long-standing desire to make the trip and the inducement of having Boswell as his 

companion. He was propelled by a curiosity to see strange places and study modes of life 

unfamiliar to him. His book, a superb contribution to 18th-century travel literature, combines 

historical information with what would now be considered sociological and anthropological 

observations about the lives of common people.Johnson’s last great work, Prefaces, 



Biographical and Critical, to the Works of the English Poets was conceived modestly as short 

prefatory notices to an edition of English poetry. When Johnson was approached by some 

London booksellers in 1777 to write what he thought of as “little Lives, and little Prefaces, to a 

little edition of the English Poets,” he readily agreed. He loved anecdote and “the biographical 

part” of literature best of all. The project, however, expanded in scope; Johnson’s prefaces alone 

filled the first 10 volumes (1779–81), and the poetry grew to 56 volumes. 

Throughout much   of   his   adult   life   Johnson   suffered   from physical ailments   as   well 

as depression (“melancholy”). After the loss of two friends, Henry Thrale in 1781 and Robert 

Levett in 1782, and the conclusion of The Lives of the Poets, his health deteriorated. Above all, 

his chronic bronchitis and “dropsy” (edema), a swelling of his legs and feet, caused great 

discomfort. In 1783 he   suffered   a   stroke. He   died   on December   13   and   was buried 

in Westminster Abbey. 

 

Though we know a great deal about Samuel Johnson the empiricist, the cultural anthropologist, 

the political skeptic, and the gloomy poet, little is known about his role as a moralist. Donald 

Greene’s book Samuel Johnson (1970) discusses Johnson the political writer for more than forty 

pages, but discussion on the 337 essays by Johnson published in The Rambler (1750-1752), The 

Adventurer (1753-1754) and The Idler (1758-1760) occupy a mere 5 pages in Greene’s book. 

However, in the 2nd half of the 20th century several writers, such as Walter Jackson Bates (in his 

1955 book titled The Achievement of Samuel Johnson) have started paying greater critical 

attention to The Rambler in trying to assess Johnson's luminous intelligence more completely. 

 

The Rambler: An Introduction 

The Rambler was published on Tuesdays and Saturdays from 1750 to 1752. It was Johnson's 

most consistent and sustained work in the English language. Though similar in name to 

preceding publications such as The Spectator and The Tatler, Johnson made his periodical 

unique by using a style of prose which differed from that of the time period. The most popular 

publications of the day were written in the common or colloquial language of the people 

whereas The Rambler was written in elevated prose. As was then common for the type of 

publication, the subject matter was confined only to the imagination of the author (and the sale of 

the publication); typically, however, The Rambler discussed subjects such as morality, literature, 

society, politics, and religion. Johnson included quotes and ideas in his publication from 

Renaissance humanists such as Desiderius Erasmus and René Descartes. His writings in The 

Rambler are considered to be neoclassical. 
 

Older studies of The Rambler treat the work as a convenient repository of Johnsonian dicta from 

which one can deduce "the cornerstones" of his morality. But more recent scholarship points out 

a cardinal flaw of the older approach, namely that it took no account of the author's apparent and 

(to some) alarming habit of vacillating, even on issues of great moment, and even within 

individual essays. Paul Fussell has argued that we can understand The Rambler only if we think 

of Johnson, "caught short at deadline time," "working things out ad hoc from page to page." 

"Where he cannot resolve inconsistencies, he ignores them," writes Fussell, "where he cannot 

ignore them, he embraces them. Leopold Damrosch, Jr. detects two "rhetorical modes" in the 

Rambler essays, the first of which is designed "to jolt our complacency by a series of reversals," 

and the second "to deepen our understanding by a steady progression of reflections which are 

held together by association more than by logic. Patrick O Flaherty in his essay ‘Towards an 



Understanding of Johnson’s Rambler’ comments that there are fallacies inherent in the 

approaches adopted both by Fussell and Damrosch. Flaherty in his essay intends to re-focus 

attention upon the weighty and complicated purpose behind Johnson’s writing. 

 

And Johnson’s purpose is clearly visible in Rambler 208, where he states that his "principal 

design" was "to inculcate wisdom or piety. To Johnson it appeared that the knowledge he was 

leading men towards was the most important kind for them to acquire. He thought that men are 

placed on earth to learn to learn to do good and avoid evil. Repeatedly in The Rambler he 

advised readers to turn away from "remote and unnecessary subjects" to "moral enquiries" and 

"the various modes of virtue. In Essay No 320 of The Rambler Johnson tries to grapple as 

honestly as he knows with the problems inherent in leading a moral life in the world of men. 

This involves probing into the complexities of human motivation and "the labyrinth of 

complicated passions" (IV, 41) in order to detect and uncover the sources of human error. 

Johnson repeatedly says that he knows the difficulties of making such a scrutiny of the human 

heart. In essay after essay he tries to explore the configurations and ramifications of a difficult 

subject and, quite often, giving the impression of vacillating. He will also be conscious of what 

he wrote in preceding essays, and he may want to correct or modify views which seem to him in 

retrospect to have been stated with too much appearance of confidence. Though wealth and 

power may be possessed by others, only authors possess the power of conferring "the honours of 

a lasting name" upon their fellow men. Johnson emphasizes that the power brings with it a heavy 

responsibility, requiring of authors "the most vigilant caution and scrupulous justice." 

 

To uncover some of the other potential sources of ambiguity and inconsistency in The Rambler, 

we need to look away from particular essays to the moral vision which pervades the work as a 

whole. Johnson's perception of man's moral life in these essays is generally of something 

threatened from within and without and maintained only by perpetual vigilance. The vast 

majority of men, he writes in No. 70, are in "a kind of equipoise between good and ill" and 

require only "a very small addition of weight" to be moved in one direction or the other. This 

sense of the precariousness of virtue is strikingly conveyed in The Rambler by a set of three 

recurring images, each of them commonplace in Christian writing but of interest here in the 

insistent reinforcement they provide to John- son's theme. The most conspicuous of these images 

is of the heart (or mind) as a fortress or city under siege. The fortress image occurs often, 

expressing poetically Johnson's vision of the embattled heart, preyed upon by its own longings 

and vanities. A similar recurring image is that of the wanderer, trying to walk "with 

circumspection and steadiness in the right path at an equal distance between the extremes of 

error, threatened by "snares”, “ambush”, “asperities” and deceptively comfortable groves that 

seem irresistibly pleasant. The third recurring image is that of human life as a ship lost on a 

stormy ocean, subject to the vicissitudes of wind and tide. The more deeply Johnson burrows 

into human motivations to expose for men the innumerable strategies and vanities which enable 

them to live with error, the keener this awareness becomes of the frailty of virtue and the closer 

he is drawn to an extreme fastidiousness. The reader can be forgiven if he thinks at certain points 

in The Rambler that leading a moral life is too risky and toilsome for mere humans. 

 

Thus he advises young people to enter the world with a policy of "prudent distrust," for the 

"dangers" to which the "converse of mankind" exposes them are "numerous," and "there is no 

ambition however petty, no wish however absurd, that by indulgence will not be enabled to 



overpower the influence of virtue. Such stern morality, verging on over-scrupulousness, is 

characteristic of the Rambler, but it is only one of his two prevailing moods. Modifying and 

humanizing this severe attitude is another side of Johnson which is also expressed throughout the 

work. This is Johnson the compassionate and forgiving observer of men. It is this quality of 

mercy in him which emerges in No. 63 when, after having earlier repeatedly warned readers 

against the dangers of being dissatisfied and restless, he writes that it is natural for mankind to be 

restless and that this condition deserves "pity" and may even "admit some excuse”. The strict  

moralist in him more than once warns against wasting time on trifles and ridicules collectors of 

useless oddities; and yet he also defends such collectors, since "he who does his best, is always 

to be distinguished from one who does nothing. Alongside warnings about the dangers inherent 

in deviating from the beaten track in even trivial ways, he can exclaim "what is there which may 

not be perverted?” and caution readers against "too much" refining their "delicacy". These two 

halves of Johnson’s concerns jostle with one another throughout The Rambler. 

 

Death is a subject to which he is obsessively drawn throughout The Rambler. According to 

Johnson every man should ideally begin his day "with a serious reflection that he is born to die." 

This will destroy "that vehemence of eagerness" after earthly possessions, make us moderate our 

desires, contract our designs, and at the same time urge us to do well what we know we are 

capable of doing (No 17). 

 

What we see in The Rambler is a moralist who would have men be perfect in conflict with an 

onlooker who knew the extent of men's imperfection and felt pity for their suffering. Johnson 

recognized that many of the problems facing his readers were beyond his powers to solve: the 

heaviness of time, the secret mortifications of defeated hope, the limits placed for whatever 

reason on the extent of human knowledge. His pity, his habit of withdrawing from unequivocal 

moral stances within essays and from essay to essay, expresses his unwillingness to make 

heavier by chastisement the already burdensome life of men. But the habit also shows once again 

Johnson's recognition of life's irreducible complexity. Johnson looked abroad at the world and 

saw what any observer must see: that experience cannot be exhausted or explained by formulae; 

that hope is both therapeutic and deceptive; that prudence is some- times a wise policy, 

sometimes a foolish one; that suffering is both ennobling and degrading. As Imlac perceived in 

Rasselas, inconsistencies when imputed to man "may both be true". The Rambler mirrors, rather 

than resolves, this complexity. Johnson's reluctance to try to reduce life to a system also shows 

humility. To take a "distinct and comprehensive" view of "human life," he admitted candidly, 

"with all its intricacies of combination and varieties of connection, is beyond the power of mortal 

intelligence”. 

 

Johnson believed that the only cure for pain was palliative, not radical; he felt that life was 

every- where a state in which there was much to be endured and little to be enjoyed; he thought 

the desire for happiness in this world is vain, the only true happiness available to man being non- 

earthly; he believed that man's lot was to suffer. Parts of various Rambler essays can be found to 

support all of these grim dicta, but a reading of the whole work leaves one with a sense of the 

utter inadequacy of such phrases to contain the richness and variety of Johnson's commentary. 

On the whole, despite gloomy interludes, Johnson impresses one as less a despondent, down-at- 

the-mouth prophet of doom than a humanist thinker, interested in improving the lot of men and 

advancing civilization. 



 
 

Unit 12 (a): The Rambler No. 4 

The 4th number of The Rambler papers was published on Saturday, 31 March 1750. In 

characteristic Johnsonian fashion it begins with an epigraph, this time from Horace, where the 

Roman lyricist from the age of Augustus Caesar, in his book Ars Poetica advocates the fusion of 

“profit” and “delight”. 

Johnson begins the essay by looking at the genre of prose fiction, which was gaining 

popularity in eighteenth century England. Johnson points out that one of the reasons behind the 

popularity of this genre is the semblance of truth that it exudes, containing interesting accounts 

of accidents probable in the real world. Moreover the human characters that one encounters in 

these works of fiction are more or less in keeping with the real personages that surround us in 

human society. 

However realistic these prose narratives may be, they do contain certain elements more 

properly associated with the genre of romance. The narrative strategy of novelists is such that 

they arouse and maintain a level of curiosity among the readers without dragging in fanciful 

elements commonly featured in the genre of romance. Strategies such as epic machinery or 

‘deus-ex-machina’ are rarely, if ever, introduced to extricate heroes from danger. Neither giants, 

nor knights in shining armour, not even fanciful castles in never-never lands are staples of 

novels. At this point Johnson alludes to a remark by Scaliger (Italian scholar and physician who 

employed the techniques and discoveries of Renaissance humanism to defend Aristotelianism 

against the new learning) on Potanus (likely to be a poet referenced in Scaliger's Seven Books 

about Poetry or Poetices Libri Septem of 1591). Scaliger alleges that the poetry of Potanus is full 

of stock pastoral images featuring lilies, roses, dryads and satyrs. These recur in his poetry time 

and again, giving the semblance of beauty and artfulness to his works. But Scaliger debates that 

these are merely props that superficially exult his works without enhancing the core of 

literariness in them. 

Johnson feels genuinely amazed to contemplate how such works featuring stock patterns 

and strategies could retain popular acclaim for such a long duration. However, the continued 

acceptability of such strategies among readers ensures writers’ adherence to these tried and 

tested techniques. Quoting Horace once again, Johnson clarifies that readers’ persistent 

acceptance places “a greater burden on the less of forgiveness”. In fact readers have become so 

accustomed to these strategies that they can trace the slightest deviations from these norms, if 

and when writers introduce innovations. Referring to an incident in the life of ancient Greek 

painter Apelles, Johnson reminds how a shoemaker once censured the former for ill-executing a 

slipper in one of his paintings. Through this reference Johnson intends to emphasize upon the 

point that those who have come to recognize a particular form as the standard become highly 

sensitive to any deviations from the norm. 

Returning to the topic of contemporary novelists, Johnson states that compliance to the 

tastes of readers is not the chief concern of writers. Novelists of Johnson’s day pandered chiefly 

to the tastes of young impressionable readers who considered the novelistic discourse as 

predominantly moralistic. According to Johnson novelists take full advantage of this fact to 

impress upon the pliant minds of their readers “every false suggestion and partial account”. One 

cannot help notice how Johnson carefully builds his argument, to subvert the authority novelists 

wield in the public sphere of Johnson’s day. 

Next Johnson reminds us by referring to an unnamed ancient authority on writers and 

their responsibilities, how every writer should be careful in presenting their material in the public 



domain, especially when the readers concerned are young. This is because young readers being 

impressionable are susceptible to “unjust prejudices, perverse opinions, and incongruous 

combinations of images”. 

Romances, which predominated in an earlier era, featured incidents so distant from the 

intercourse of daily life that readers were safe from imbibing values from these texts and 

applying them in their personal and social lives. Readers were free to amuse themselves with the 

ups and downs in the fates of “heroes and …traitors, deliverers and persecutors” without running 

the risk of being influenced by them adversely. The characters of romance acted upon the basis 

of a value system intrinsic to the make-believe world of romance, lying outside the aegis of lived 

human reality. But even romances were read voraciously by the youth, whose impressionable 

minds were susceptible to look upon the heroes of romance as idols and the travails they faced 

and overcame heroically as admirable. 

Given the immense power of example, which readers are likely to emulate, Johnson 

opines that they are more potent that dry instructions of morality or words of advice. Therefore, 

Johnson would have writers of fictional narratives choose incidents in such a manner that only 

the best and morally superior incidents be allowed to feature in their works. This would ensure 

that even if readers are swayed by their attractiveness and try to emulate such fantastic deeds, 

they would be emulating virtue rather than vice. Johnson sounds like an apostle of neoclassic 

decorum in these lines. 

Next, Johnson points out how authors stand at an advantageous position since they are at 

liberty to pick and choose which incidents they would feature in their narratives and which ones 

they would omit. With regard to this he compares writers to a diamond; diamonds may be 

artfully polished and placed strategically in order to maximize their luster. Similarly authors may 

so choose material and arrange them that attention of the readers may be attracted and 

maintained suitably. 

Johnson, following the neoclassic school, reminds that imitation of nature is the ultimate 

aim of art. But Johnson places a caveat on this dictum by claiming that only those parts of nature 

should be preferably imitated which bring about an affinity towards virtue in the minds of 

readers. Though representing life in general, art would be gainfully employed only if those 

sections of life are imitated which are neither “discoloured by passion”, nor “deformed by 

wickedness”. Johnson fails to discover any use in such descriptions of life which paint the world 

in profligate colours. Thus Johnson considers it unwise to portray the entirety of mankind as a 

mirror in art and literature. 

Rather, while describing men and manners, such accounts should ideally be omitted, 

which would rather “make men cunning than good”. However, even if such details must be 

provided in fictional accounts, proper care need be taken by the authors to portray them in a 

negative light, so that readers may learn to distinguish good from evil, the imitable from the 

disreputable. In other words, the purpose of literature would be truly served if the authors take 

proper care, thus infusing in readers the ability to identify and segregate that part of human 

behavior which must be shunned. Johnson the moralist predominates here once again. 

Johnson says that there are several writers who so mingle the reprehensible and the 

imitable that good and evil lose their distinctive qualities. In such cases neither does vice remain 

abhorrent, nor does virtue retain its merit. Johnson here reminds us that in practical life we are 

likely to meet people who are “splendidly wicked”, whose crimes are suitably hidden by the 

gloss of charisma. Johnson finds such people as agents of corruption in every age. However, 



Johnson finds that such instances are exceptional and must be omitted from descriptions, as far 

as practicable. 

Johnson in the concluding paragraph admits that certain virtues are inalienably connected 

to their corresponding faults and one cannot be mentioned without mentioning the other. In this 

regard Johnson quotes from an observation of Jonathan Swift, to conclude that men are “grateful 

in the same degree as they are resentful.” 
 

 

Unit 12 (b): The Rambler No. 60 
 

The 60th essay of The Rambler papers was published on October 13, 1750. It begins with two 

epigraphs-one by Horace and the other by Francis. The one by Horace, if translated into plain 

English, reads: “what is fair, what is foul, what is helpful, what is not, more plainly and better 

than Chrysippus1 or Crantor2?” The second one by Philip Francis exults the work of the Greek 

poet Homer, whose poetry, he claims, combines “the beautiful and the base”, and assimilates 

vice and virtue more fruitfully than all the “sober sages of the schools”. 

Johnson begins his essay by emphasizing upon the role of the imagination in evoking empathy 

for the others. The power of the imagination is so great that it transports the reader momentarily 

from his present, real existence to the imagined locus of the person whose ecstasy or vicissitude 

he is reading about. This power of the imagination which thus transports lies nascent in the mind 

of the reader and may only be unlocked by a writer of supreme capability. When we read 

historical accounts featuring the rise of fall of empires, we are hardly ever led to empathize with 

the fate of their kings and emperors. Whatever little interest is evoked comes not because we 

empathize with the human actors on the stage of life, but because we are dazzled by their 

glamour and grandeur or appalled by their crookedness. On the contrary when one reads a tale of 

love, even the mind of one generally accustomed to worldly pursuits starts fluttering in hope. 

Therefore, Johnson comes to the decision that it is only the lives of individual beings that are 

successful in arousing genuine interest amongst readers. Thence, Johnson reaches the conclusion 

that the form of the biography is the only one “worthy of cultivation”. The biography may be 

considered a particularized historical narrative chiefly focusing on the trajectory of a single 

person’s fate, as opposed to generalized history; it is precisely because of this reason that the 

former attracts us irresistibly, while the effect of the latter remains inane. Historical narratives 

(other than biography) involve the fates of too many individuals and include too many incidents. 

Therefore the reader fails to draw any useful moral lesson applicable to his life as an individual. 

Moreover, quoting the Roman historian Pliny, Johnson shows us how the quotidian incidents in 

the lives of commoners differ from the momentous events described in the narratives of history. 

Johnson opines that the life of every human being, apart from the obvious similarities among 

them, contains something or the other that is unique-since every human being is different from 

the other. Therefore, there is always something to learn from the life of each individual. 

However, this individuality also contains a universality since despite dissimilarities, every 

human being is buoyed by hope, cribbed by fear and doubt, swayed by love and often trapped by 

desire and seduction. 
 

1 Chrysippus of Soli was a Greek Stoic philosopher (and a student of the Stoic School of Cleanthes), who excelled 
in logic, the theory of knowledge, ethics, and physics. He created an original system of propositional logic in order 
to better understand the workings of the universe and role of humanity within it. 
2 Crantor was a Greek philosopher, of the Old Academy, probably born around the middle of the 4th century BC, 
at Soli in Cilicia. 



Next Dr Johnson questions the validity of a widely-held belief among the mass of people, 

namely that the lives lived by the majority of people engaged in various professions, deemed 

unheroic, are futile, irrespective of the success they achieve in their respective lives. He 

questions the basis of such assumptions, stating that this “notion arises from false measures of 

excellence and dignity, and must be eradicated by considering that… what is of most use is of 

most value”. While he is not against pomposity and grandeur, he denies the possibility of them 

becoming the sole criteria for adjudicating virtue or credit. According to Johnson, they are mere 

“appendages” which can heighten the sense of beauty and credit, rather than being the creator of 

the same. That attribute is reserved solely for such agencies as virtue and prudence. Quoting 

Thuanus (French historian, book collector and president of the Parlement de Paris) Johnson 

explicates how his frankness about his personal life revealed his earnestness and has endeared 

him to readers of posterity. 

Johnson now moves towards a different line or argument, stating that personal anecdotes 

(whatever be the manner in which we read them) always carry with themselves a significance 

greater than public occurrences. Alluding to Salust (Roman historian cum politician of the first 

century BC) and his book The Conspiracy of Catiline, Johnson corroborates his argument by 

showing how the aforementioned work describes something as trivial and personal as the speed 

of one’s walking as an important indicator of the functions of his brain. Next he alludes to the 

German Lutheran Reformer Philip Melanchthon and his extreme punctuality in every aspect of 

his life, a detail which has superseded every other regarding his life, activities and contribution 

since it was this excessive stress on punctuality that ruined his health and led to his premature 

demise. 

However, the art of the biography, according to Johnson, often suffers due to the fact that the 

author allotted with the task of compiling the biography is technically or temperamentally 

unsuited to the task. Johnson differentiates between the mere chronicle representation of 

historical facts and timeline with respect to the lives of individuals and the biography proper. 

Those who present the former merely collect the dry facts without narrativizing the incidents 

properly. According to Johnson only proper narrativization results in a biography which rivets 

the attention of the reader and thus associates him with the glories and vicissitudes of the 

character whose life is described. Johnson focuses upon the importance of personal anecdotes in 

enlivening a biographical narrative. Though sometimes these biographers do add certain 

anecdotes from the lives of the characters described, these details are unimportant and skimmed 

carelessly, without careful reading or understanding, from the wealth of details available about 

the given person’s life. For instance he refers to the Tickell’s biography of Addison where the 

biographer has mentioned the irregular heart-beat of Addison. Johnson comments that even after 

several careful readings he has failed to understand the significance of this particular detail to the 

scheme of the biography. 

In the final two paragraphs Johnson attempts to point out the reasons why most biographies fail 

to achieve their intended effect. The first of them is the time gap between the relevance of the 

personality (whose biography is to be composed) and the time when it is actually composed. If 

the composition of the same is begun after a substantial time has elapsed, the narrative would be 

free from bias and dispute, since the biographer, writing in retrospect, would be able to take 

better measure of the person in question and his contribution. But due to that very reason interest 

of the readers in the concerned person tends to decrease. Johnson explicitly states that “the 

incidents which give excellence to biography are of a volatile and evanescent kind”, which tend 

to lose significance once the heat of the moment has cooled off. Here he is pointing at the 



shortness of public memory. Besides, the person composing the biography at a later date is 

naturally prone to draw too many conclusions from the life and activities, especially with the 

passage of time in between. 

But simultaneously, biographers who write before allowing passage of substantial amount of 

time run the risk of colouring the biography with their personal prejudices. Consequently, 

fidelity-a key feature of the art of biography, is sacrificed. In several cases, the biographer is so 

biased towards the personage whose biography he intends to compose, that he conceals the 

unpalatable details regarding the character whose biography he is composing. Certain 

biographers curiously feel it their duty to dissemble the shortcomings of their friends, even when 

the exposure of those would be innocuous. This fallacy leads to the writing of biographies where 

the protagonist is hardly delineated from the others, thereby diluting and defeating the intended 

result. In this context, Johnson quotes from Sir Matthew Hale (a pre eminent justice under both 

Cromwell and Charles II. His works on law and legal procedures became well known after his 

death) to show how this ideal judge, whenever he felt sympathetic towards a criminal, reminded 

himself that he needed to sympathize with the law (and by extension his country) in equal 

measure. Through the reference to Hale, Johnson drives home the point that biographers need to 

care not only for the historical personage (whom they are writing about), but also for the genre 

they are writing in-which has its own ethics and conventions. 
 

Suggested Reading 
 

1. The Commerce of Everyday Life: Selections from The Tatler and The Spectator-edited by Erin 

Mackie 

(Washington University) 

2. Telling People What to Think: Early Eighteenth Century Periodicals from The Review to The 

Rambler- 

Edited by J.A. Downie and Thomas N Corns (Routledge Publishing House) 

3. Urban   Enlightenment   and   the   Eighteenth   Century   Periodical Essay: Transatlantic 

Retrospects-Richard 

Squibbs (Palgrave Macmillan) 

4. The Rise of Literary Journalism in the Eighteenth Century: Anxious Employment-Iona Italia 

(Routledge) 

5. An analysis of the styles of Addison and Steele in the Spectator papers-Zelma Inez Turner, 

Atlanta 
University. 

6. In Mind of Johnson: A Study of Johnson’s The Rambler-Philip Davis (The Athlone Press) 

7. ‘Johnson and His ‘Readers’ in the Epistolary Rambler Essays’-Manushag N. Powell 

8. ‘Excellence in Biography: Rambler No. 60 and Johnson's Early Biographies’-John J. Burke Jr. 
 

 

Assignment 
 

1. How does Samuel Johnson characterize the ideal biographer in Rambler No 60? 

2. Why does Johnson consider the biography as the only literary form worthy of cultivation? 
What is Johnson’s idea regarding the budding genre of the novel, in the 18th century? How does 

he distinguish it from the form of the romance? 
3. Comment on Johnson’s moral intention behind the Rambler essays. 

 



4. Discuss Spectator No 10 as an instance of attempted democratization of the sphere of literary 

and Philosophical discourse. 

5. Discuss the art of characterization as evident in Spectator No 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Block IV: 18th Century Non-Fictional English Prose 

Unit 13(a): The Discourse on Taste and the Development of Aesthetics 

Unit 13(b): David Hume-A Brief Introduction 

Unit 14:’Of The Standard of Taste’-David Hume 

Unit 15(a): History of the Sublime 

Unit 15(b): Edmund Burke-An Introduction 

Unit 16(a): A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and the 

Beautiful 

Unit 16(b): Edmund Burke’s The Sublime and the Beautiful- Part V 

Unit 13(a): The Discourse on Taste and the Development of Aesthetics 
 

Today the term aesthetics refers to an identifiable sub-discipline of philosophy concerned with 

the nature and expression of beauty and the fine arts. The discipline covers a broad spectrum of 

issues, problems, and approaches, but students and practitioners generally agree that its origins 

can be traced unequivocally to eighteenth-century British philosophers working predominantly, 

though not exclusively, in England and Scotland. Many of these writers were based in and 

around the old universities of Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Aberdeen, where (with the exception of 

David Hume who was denied a position twice on account of his religious views) they held chairs 

in philosophy and related disciplines; these thinkers were the intellectual force at the heart of 

what has come to be known as the Scottish Enlightenment. Other eighteenth-century writers, 

such as Anthony Ashley Cooper, third earl of Shaftesbury, Joseph Addison, and Edmund Burke, 

were involved in politics or cut central figures in the polite society of English letters, or, like 

William Hogarth and Sir Joshua Reynolds, were practicing artists. The earliest works in the 

tradition are Shaftesbury’s Characteristicks of Men, Manners Opinions, Times (1711), and 

Addison’s essays on the “Pleasures of the Imagination” in The Spectator (1712), with Francis 



Hutcheson’s Inquiry into the Original of our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue (1725) often cited as the 

first systematic and self-conscious attempt to address questions that came to define a new area of 

philosophical inquiry, which, by the beginning of the twentieth century crystallized into the 

discipline complete, in its modern form, with all the attendant paraphernalia of academic 

respectability. 

Although the intellectual roots of modern aesthetics are buried deep in British soil, the term 

aesthetics is of distinctly German stock. Its linguistic heritage lies in the Greek nominal 

‘aisthetikos’- sensitive or sentient, 

derived in turn from the verb ‘aisthenesthai’, meaning to perceive, feel, or sense. Famously, 

Immanuel Kant used the term for that part of his Critique of Pure Reason concerned with the 

principles of “a priori sensibility” given in the “pure” intuitions of space and time. In doing so he 

was following the lead of Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten (1714–62), who had already coined 

the phrase ‘episteme aisthetike’ both to designate. Knowledge based on sense perception and 

name the faculty that makes it possible. In his lectures from 1742 onward – the basis for the two- 

volume Aesthetica (1750 and 1758) – Baumgarten subsequently extended the term to designate a 

“science of sensual cognition” more generally. By the middle of the 18th century the term was 

popular across philosophical debates in Germany. In 1781, Kant criticized some features of 

Baumgarten’s work, but conceded the fact that “Germans are the only people who currently 

make use of the word ‘aesthetic’ in order to signify what others call the critique of taste”. 

In England and Scotland, “aesthetics” did not become common currency until well into 

the nineteenth century, and was long disparaged as an obscure German word of little critical 

import. On the contrary British writers used the term “taste” for the affective faculty and the 

species of knowledge derived from it, and assigned the term criticism to the inquiry that 

attempted to elucidate its principles. Aesthetics is absent from Samuel Johnson’s A Dictionary of 

the English Language (1755), and in 1798 William Taylor could still regard it coolly as part of 

the “dialect peculiar to Professor Kant. 

Things developed apace over the next two decades, however, and by 1821 at least this 

element of the peculiar dialect had made sufficient inroads that Samuel Taylor Coleridge 

lamented the lack of a “more familiar word than æsthetic, for works of taste and criticism. By 

1846 John Ruskin could report in Modern Painters II that “aesthetic” was “commonly 

employed” with reference to impressions of beauty, and in the 1883 edition of the work he 

inserted the word now before commonly and added that “It [aesthetic] was, of course, never so 

used by good or scholarly English writers, nor ever could be. Whether one focuses on the term or 

concept, however, it is clear that the first part of the eighteenth century saw the birth of a new 

and distinct discipline, which one might appropriately call “philosophical aesthetics”. 
 

Unit 13(b): David Hume-A Brief Introduction 
 

Hume was born on 26 April 1711 in Edinburgh, Scotland. His father was Joseph Home (an 

advocate or barrister of Berwickshire, Scotland), and the aristocrat Katherine Lady Falconer. 

He changed his name to Hume in 1734 because the English had difficulty pronouncing "Home" 

in the Scottish manner. 

He was well read, even as a child, and had a good grounding in Greek and Latin. He attended 

the University of Edinburgh at the unusually early age of twelve but soon gave up a 

prospective career in law in favor of philosophy and general learning. At the tender age of 

eighteen, he made a great "philosophical discovery" that led him to devote the next ten years of 



his life to a concentrated period of study, reading and writing, almost to the verge of a nervous 

breakdown. 

In order to earn a living, he took a position in a merchant's office in Bristol before moving 

to Anjou, France in 1734. It was there that he used up his savings to support himself while he 

wrote his masterwork, "A Treatise of Human Nature", which he completed in 1737. 

After the publication of his "Essays Moral and Political" in 1744, Hume was refused a post at the 

University of Edinburgh after local ministers petitioned the town council not to appoint Hume 

due to his Atheism. For about a year he tutored the unstable Marquise of Annandale and became 

involved with the Canongate Theatre in Edinburgh, where he associated with some of 

the Scottish Enlightenment luminaries of the time. 

From 1746, Hume served for three years as Secretary to a distant relative, Lieutenant-General St. 

Clair, including as an aide-de-camp on diplomatic missions in Austria and Northern Italy, and 

even at one point as a staff officer on an ill-fated military expedition as part of the War of the 

Austrian Succession. It was during this period that he wrote his "Philosophical Essays 

Concerning Human Understanding", later published as "An Enquiry Concerning Human 

Understanding", which proved little more successful than the "Treatise". He was charged 

with heresy (although he was defended by his young clerical friends, who argued that, as 

an atheist, he was outside the Church's jurisdiction), and was again deliberately overlooked for 

the Chair of Philosophy at the University of Glasgow. 

In 1752, the Faculty of Advocates employed him as their librarian, for which he received little or 

no emolument, but which gave him access to a large library, and which enabled him to continue 

historical research for his "History of Great Britain". This enormous work, begun in 1745 and 

not completed until 1760, ran to over a million words and traced events from the Saxon 

kingdoms to the Glorious Revolution. It was a best-seller in its day and became the standard 

work on English history for many years. Thus, it was as a historian that Hume finally achieved 

literary fame. 

From 1763 to 1765, Hume was Secretary to Lord Hertford in Paris, where he was admired 

by Voltaire and was friends (briefly) with Jean-Jacques Rousseau. For a year from 1767, he held 

the appointment of Under Secretary of State for the Northern Department in London, before 

retiring back to Edinburgh in 1768. 

He died in Edinburgh on 25 August 1776, aged 65, probably as   a   result   of   a 

debilitating cancer he suffered from in his latter years, and was buried, as he requested, on 

Calton Hill, overlooking his home in the New Town of Edinburgh. He remained to the end 

positive and humane, well-loved by all who knew him, and he retained great equanimity in the 

face of his suffering and death. 

Most of Hume’s early philosophical work stems from a mysterious intellectual revelation he 

appears to have experienced at the age of just eighteen. He spent most of the next ten years 

frantically trying to capture these thoughts on paper, resulting in "A Treatise of Human 

Nature"which he completed in 1737 at the age of just 26 (and published two years later). This 

book, which he subtitled "An Attempt to Introduce the Experimental Method of Reasoning into 

Moral Subjects", is now considered to be Hume's most important work and one of the most 

important books in the whole of Western philosophy, despite its poor initial reception. He refined 

the "Treatise" in the later "Philosophical Essays Concerning Human Understanding" (actually 

published as "An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding" in 1748), along with a companion 

volume "An Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals"(1751), although these publications 

proved hardly more successful than the original "Treatise" on which they were based. 



Hume was a thorough-going Empiricist, the last chronologically of the three great British 

Empiricists of the 18th Century (along with John Locke and Bishop George Berkeley), and the 

most extreme. He believed that, as he put it, "the science of manis the only solid foundation for 

the other sciences", that human experience is as close are we are ever going to get to the truth, 

and that experience and observationmust be the foundations of any logical argument. 

Anticipating the Logical Positivistmovement by almost two centuries, Hume was essentially 

attempting to demonstrate how ordinary propositions about objects, causal relations, the self, etc, 

are semantically equivalent to propositions about one's experiences. 

He argued that all of human knowledge can be divided into two categories: relations of 

ideas (e.g. mathematical and logical propositions) and matters of fact(e.g. propositions involving 

some contingent observation of the world, such as "the sun rises in the East"), and that ideas are 

derived from our "impressions" or sensations. In the face of this, he argued, in sharp 

contradistinction to the French Rationalists, that even the most basic beliefs about the natural 

world, or even in the existence of the self, cannot be conclusively established by reason, but we 

accept them anyway because of their basis in instinct and custom, a hard-line Empiricist attitude 

verging on complete Skepticism. 

But Hume's Empiricism and Skepticism was mainly concerned with Epistemology and with 

the limits of our ability to know things. Although he would almost certainly have believed that 

there was indeed an independently existing world of material objects, causally interacting with 

each other, which we perceive and represent to ourselves through our senses, his point was that 

none of this could be actually proved. He freely admitted that we can form beliefs about that 

which extends   beyond   any possible   experience (through the operation of faculties such 

as custom and the imagination), but he was entirely skeptical about any claims to knowledge on 

this basis. 

Central to grasping Hume's general philosophical system is the so-called “problem of induction”, 

and exactly how we are able to make inductive inferences (reasoning from the observed behavior 

of objects to their behavior when unobserved). He noted that humans tend to believe that things 

behave in a regular manner, and that patterns in the behavior of objects will persist into 

the future and throughout the unobserved present (an idea sometimes called the Principle of the 

Uniformity of Nature). Hume argued forcefully that such a belief cannot be justified, other than 

by the very sort of reasoning that is under question (induction), which would be circular 

reasoning. Hume's solution to this problem was to argue that it is natural instinct, rather than 

reason, that explains our ability to make inductive inferences, and many have seen this as a major 

contribution to Epistemology and the theory of knowledge. 

Hume was a great believer in the scientific method championed by Francis Bacon, Galileo 

Galilei (1564 - 1642) and Sir Isaac Newton (1643 - 1727). However, the application of the 

problem of induction to science suggests that all of science is actually based on a logical fallacy. 

The so-called induction fallacy states that, just because something has happened in the past, 

it cannot be assumed that it will happen again, no matter how often it seems to happen. However, 

this is exactly what the scientific method is built on, and Hume was forced to conclude, rather 

unsatisfactorily, that even though the fallacy applies, the scientific method appears to work. 

Closely linked to the problem of induction is the notion of causality or causation. It is not always 

clear how we know that something is actually caused by another thing and, although day always 

follows night and night day, there is still no causal link between them. Hume concluded that it is 

the mental act of association that is the basis of our concept of causation (although different 



commentators differ in their interpretation of Hume’s words on the matter, varying from 

a logical positivistinterpretation to a skeptical realist or quasi-realist position). 

Hume’s    views    on personal    identity arose    from    a    similar    argument.    For    Hume,  

the features or properties of an object are all that really exist, and there is no actual object or 

substance of which they are the features. Thus, he argued, an apple, when stripped of all its 

properties (color, size, shape, smell, taste, etc), is impossible to conceive of and 

effectively ceases to exist. Hume believed that the same argument applied to people, and he held 

that the self was nothing but a bundle or collection of interconnected perceptions linked by the 

properties of constancy and coherence, a view sometimes known as “bundle theory”, and one in 

direct opposition to Descartes's "I think therefore I am" assertion. 

Hume's anti-Rationalism, however, was not confined to his theory of belief and knowledge, but 

also extended into other spheres, including Ethics. He asserted that “reason is, and ought only to 

be, the slave of the passions, and can never pretend to any other office than to serve and obey 

them”. Thus, he severely circumscribedreason's role in the production of action, and stressed 

that desires are necessary for motivation, and this view on human motivation and action formed 

the cornerstone of his ethical theory. He conceived moral or ethical sentiments to be intrinsically 

motivating, and to be the providers of reasons for action. Thus, he argued, given that one cannot 

be motivated by reason alone (given that motivation requires the additional input of the 

passions), then reason cannot be behind morality. His theory of Ethics, sometimes described 

as sentimentalism, has helped   to   inspire   various   forms   of non-cognitivist and moral 

nihilist ethical theories including emotivism, ethical expressivism, quasi-realism, error theory, 

etc. 

In his "A Treatise of Human Nature", Hume definitively articulated the so-called “is-ought 

problem”, which has since become so important in Meta-Ethics, noting that claims are often 

made about what ought to be on the basis of statements about what is. However, Hume pointed 

out,   there   are   significant   differences   between descriptive statements   (about    what   is) 

and prescriptive or normative statements (about what ought to be), and it is not at all obvious 

how we can get from making descriptive statements to prescriptive. In line with his 

ingrained Skepticism, he advised extreme caution against making such inferences, and this 

complete severing of "is" from "ought" is sometimes referred to as “Hume's Guillotine”. 

As an Empiricist, Hume was always concerned with going back to experience and observation, 

and this led him to touch on some difficult ideas in what would later become known as 

the Philosophy of Language. For instance, he was convinced that for a word to mean anything at 

all, it had to relate to a specific idea, and for an idea to have real content it had to be derived from 

real experience. If no such underlying experience can be found, therefore, the word effectively 

has no meaning. In fact, he drew a distinction between thinking (which concerns clear ideas 

which have a real source in experience) and just everyday talking (which often uses confused 

notions with no real foundation in experience). 

This reasoning also led him to develop what has become known as "Hume's Fork". For any new 

idea or concept under consideration, he said, we should always ask whether it concerns either 

a matter of fact (in which case one should then ask whether it is based on observation and 

experience), or the relation between ideas(e.g. mathematics or Logic). If it is neither, then the 

idea has no value and no real meaning and should be discarded. 

Like Thomas Hobbes before him, Hume sought to reconcile human freedom with the mechanist 

(or determinist) belief that human beings are part of a deterministic universe whose happenings 

are governed by the laws of physics. Hume’s reconciliation of freedom and determinism (a 



position known as compatibilism) involves a more precise definition of Liberty ("a power of 

acting or not acting, according to the determinations of the will") and Necessity ("the uniformity, 

observable in the operations of nature; where similar objects are constantly conjoined together"), 

and the argued conclusion that not only are the two compatible,   but   that   Liberty 

actually requires Necessity. Furthermore, he argued that, in order to be held morally responsible, 

it is required that our behavior be caused or necessitated. 

Hume wrote a great deal on religion, although, due to the rather repressive religious climate of 

the day, he deliberately constrained his words (as it was, the Church of Scotland seriously 

considered bringing charges of infidelity against him). He never openly declared himself to be 

an atheist, and did not acknowledge his authorship of many of his works in this area until close 

to his death (and some were not even published until afterward). 

However, it is certainly true that, in works such as "An Enquiry concerning Human 

Understanding” (1748) and "Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion” (written between about 

1750 and his death in 1776, and published posthumously in 1779), he attacked many of the basic 

assumptions of    religion     and     Christian     belief,     and     he     found     the     idea     of 

a God effectively nonsensical, because there was no way of arriving at the idea through sensory 

data. Some consider it his best work, and many of his arguments have become the foundation of 

much of the succeeding secular thinking about religion. Having said that, though, it is likely that 

Hume was, true to his most basic inclinations, skeptical both about religious belief (at least as 

demanded by the religious organizations of his time) and of the complete Atheism of such 

contemporaries as Baron d'Holbach (1723 - 1789), and his position may best be characterized by 

the term "irreligious". 

Hume argued that it is impossible to deduce the existence of God from the existence of the world 

because causes cannot be determined from effects. Although he left open the theoretical 

possibility of miracles (which may be defined as singular events that differ from the established 

laws of Nature), he cautioned that they should only be believed if it were less likely that the 

testimony was false than that a miracle did in fact occur, and offered various arguments against 

this ever having actually happened in history. 

He gave the classic criticism of the teleological argument for the existence of God (also known 

as the argument from design, that order and apparent purpose in the world bespeaks a divine 

origin - see the Arguments for the Existence of God section of the Philosophy of Religion page 

for more details), arguing that, for the design argument to be feasible, it must be true that order 

and purpose are observed onlywhen they result from design (whereas, on the contrary, we see 

order in presumably mindless processes like the generation of snowflakes and crystals). 

Furthermore, he argued that the design argument is based on an incomplete analogy (that of the 

universe to a designed machine), and that to deduce that our universe is designed, we would need 

to have an experience of a range of different universes. Even if the design argument were to be 

successful, he questioned why we should assume that the designer is God, and, if there is indeed 

a designer god, then who designed the designer? Also, he asked, if we could be happy with an 

inexplicably self-ordered divine mind, why should we not rest content with an inexplicably self- 

ordered natural world? 

When faced with Leibniz's contention that the only answer to the question "why is there 

something rather than nothing?" was God, and that God was a necessary being with no need of 

explanation, Hume responded that there was no such thing as a necessary being, and that 

anything that could be conceived of as existent could just as easily be conceived of as non- 

existent. However, he was not willing to propose a convincing alternative answer to the riddle of 



existence, taking refuge in the argument that any answer to such a question would be 

necessarily meaningless, as it could never be grounded in our experience. 

Hume’s Political Philosophy is difficult to pinpoint, as his   work contains   elements   of 

both Conservatism and Liberalism, and he resisted aligning himself with either of Britain's two 

political parties, the Whigs and the Tories. His central concern was to show the importance of 

the rule of law, and stressed, in his "Essays Moral and Political” of 1742, the importance 

of moderation in politics (particularly within the turbulent historical context of 18th Century 

Scotland). In general, he thought that republics were more likely than monarchies to administer 

laws fairly, but the important point for Hume was that society be governed by a general and 

impartial system of laws, based principally on the "artifice" of contract (Contractarianism). He 

supported freedom     of     the     press;     he     was     sympathetic      to elected 

representationand democracy (when suitably constrained); he believed that private property was 

not a natural right (as John Locke held), but that it was justified because resources are limited; he 

was optimistic about social progress arising from the economic development that comes with 

the expansion of trade; and he counseled strongly against revolution and resistance to 

governments except in cases of the most egregious tyranny. 

Although best known today as a philosopher, Hume also developed many of the ideas that are 

still prevalent in the field of economics, and Adam Smith, among others, acknowledged Hume's 

influence on his own economics and Political Philosophy. Hume believed in the need for 

an unequal distribution of property, on the grounds that perfect equality would destroy the ideas 

of thrift and industry, and thus ultimately lead to impoverishment. He was among the first to 

develop the concept of automatic price-specie flow, and proposed a theory of beneficial inflation, 

which was later to be developed by John Maynard Keynes (1883 - 1946). 

Hume was also famous as a prose stylist, and pioneered the essay as a literary genre, publicly 

engaging with contemporary intellectual luminaries such as Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Adam 

Smith, James Boswell (1740 - 1795), Joseph Butler(1692 - 1752) and Thomas Reid (1710 - 

1796). 

But it was as a historian that Hume finally achieved literary fame. His immense   6- 

volume "History of England” (subtitled "From the Invasion of Julius Caesar to the Revolution in 

1688”), written between 1745 and 1760, is a work of immense sweep, running to over a million 

words. It became a best-seller in its day and became the standard work on English history for 

many years. 

 

Unit 14: ‘Of the Standard of Taste’-David Hume 
 

Hume’s seminal essay ‘Of the Standard of Taste’ consists of four distinct sections: 
In the first section Hume outlines the problem, showing how taste varies from person to person 

on account of its subjective nature. Hume proceeds from this fundamental problematic to closely 

examine the other aspects of the problem. 

In the second section Hume, like a true empiricist, contemplates the possible rules governing the 

standard of taste. 

In the third and probably most significant section, Hume delineates the qualities of a good critic. 

He states that in order to be labeled a good critic, one must be endowed with qualities like- a) 

Strong sense, b) intricate imagination, c) thorough practice, d) unbiased comparison and e) 

absence of prejudice. 

Notwithstanding the aforementioned criteria, Hume considers two caveats that will affect every 

critic, namely: i) natural variations in people and ii) cultural conditioning. 



Hume opens the first section by stating that people there exists a great variety of taste in art, even 

among people whose background and training are similar. Jonathan Bennett points out that 

Hume does not use the term ‘taste’ in a shallow sense, but in order to refer to ‘every kind of 

aesthetic reaction to works of art’. However later in his essay Hume does clarify that the focus of 

his discussion is artistic creations: 

“The great variety of Taste, as well as of opinion, which prevails in the world, is too 

obvious not to have fallen under every one’s observation. Men of the most confined 

knowledge are able to remark a difference of taste in the narrow circle of their 

acquaintance, even where the persons have been educated under the same government, 

and have early imbibed the same prejudices. But those, who can enlarge their view to 

contemplate distant nations and remote ages, are still more surprised at the great 

inconsistence and contrariety.” 

Hume assures us about the existence of beauty, although his business is not to define it. In this 

essay he focuses spotlight on discussions revolving the Standard of Taste. Hume reminds us that 

the variety that exists in judgement of taste is ‘greater in reality than in appearance.’ Although 

apparently everyone joins in praise of abstract qualities such as elegance, propriety, simplicity 

and spirit in condemning fustian, affectation, coldness and a false brilliance, people tend to 

disagree while discussing particular cases. As a result, unanimity vanishes. 

This plainly shows a fundamental characteristic of the human mind-we agree in our judgement of 

artistic qualities in the abstract, but while addressing specific examples, we resort to subjective 

taste. Hume simultaneously points out the very different role played by subjectivity in scientific 

debates, where particular findings from different experiments are agreed upon while the general 

theoretical principles are hotly debated. 

Making a comparison between ethics and the present problem of taste, Hume claims that 

morality is based upon sentiment (emotions) not reason. We agree on general moral qualities we 

consider good: 

“Writers of all nations and all ages concur in applauding justice, humanity, magnanimity, 

prudence, veracity; and in blaming the opposite qualities. Even poets and other authors, 

whose compositions are chiefly calculated to please the imagination, are yet found, from 

HOMER down to FENELON, to inculcate the same moral precepts, and to bestow their 

applause and blame on the same virtues and vices.” 

Everyone can agree that ‘virtue’ is good and ‘vice’ is bad – not to do so would mean perverting 

language. However, we surrender to subjective taste as soon as we discuss particular moral 

cases. Hume compares the ancient Greek poet Homer and the French writer Fénelon, author of 

the 1699 novel Les Aventures de Télémaque. Homer’s Achilles and Ulysses are heroes, yet both 

have less admirable qualities too, whereas Fénelon’s hero Telemachus is perfectly virtuous. The 

two writers have different opinions of what behaviour is appropriate in a heroic character. 

Hume then makes a similar point with reference to the Qu’ran. Its followers insist upon its 

‘excellent moral precepts’ and it uses the same positive language of justice, charity etc in Arabic 

that English does, yet it bestows praise on behaviour that would be unacceptable in ‘civilised 

society’. (I would add that the Bible is just as bad, though Hume may, as a religious sceptic, have 

had the Bible quietly in mind.) Again, people agree about generalities and quarrel about 

particulars. 

Moral and aesthetic agreement, then, is often based on a linguistic illusion: we agree on certain 

evaluative terms but not on what they mean. 



He says there is therefore little point in making generalisations about ethics. By extension, there 

is perhaps little point in making them about aesthetics either. 

To resolve such difficulties, Hume concludes: 
“It is natural for us to seek a Standard of Taste; a rule, by which the various sentiments of 

men may be reconciled; at least, a decision, afforded, confirming one sentiment, and 

condemning another.” 

The goal of Hume’s essay is to establish a ‘rule’ for how we may settle disputes over taste by 

judging who is right and who is wrong. The sceptical, relativist position laid out in the opening 

paragraphs (including 7) is pessimistic about this possibility, but Hume does not agree with that 

position – as we go on, we find he agrees with some aspects of it, e.g. that beauty is subjective, 

but nonetheless thinks it is possible to establish a standard. 

This paragraph is important. To the question ‘is there a Standard of Taste?’ Hume presents one 

possible answer: namely, ‘no’. There is a species of philosophy [i.e. relativism], which cuts off 

all hopes of success in such an attempt, and represents the impossibility of ever attaining any 

standard of taste. He further outlines the relativist case, drawing the distinction between 

judgement and sentiment (emotion). All sentiment is right; because sentiment has a reference to 

nothing beyond itself, and is always real, wherever a man is conscious of it. But all 

determinations of the understanding are not right; because they have a reference to something 

beyond themselves, to wit, real matter of fact; and are not always conformable to that standard. 

Reason (‘understanding’) expects that something can be proved correct or incorrect by appeal to 

objective fact. By contrast, a sentiment cannot be judged correct or incorrect. 

Among a thousand different opinions which different men may entertain of the same subject, 

there is one, and but one, that is just and true; and the only difficulty is to fix and ascertain it. On 

the contrary, a thousand different sentiments, excited by the same object, are all right: Because 

no sentiment represents what is really in the object. If you feel something, the feeling is real, and 

no one can accuse you of being ‘wrong’ for feeling it. Following these observations, Hume 

argues that on this view, if taste is based upon feeling rather than objective reason, beauty must 

be subjective: 

“Beauty is no quality in things themselves: It exists merely in the mind which 

contemplates them; and each mind perceives a different beauty.” 

Morality and aesthetics are based upon feeling and are therefore subjective. You cannot 

pronounce any opinion about beauty correct or incorrect because all such opinions are 

sentiments. A Standard of Taste is impossible. Each of us may be confident in our opinion yet 

may make no claim to ‘regulate those of others’. The same object may be thought to taste both 

sweet and bitter, and it is pointless to claim that one experience is more right than the other – we 

may extend this bodily example to our sentiments as well. Hume evokes (without actually 

naming it) the Latin proverb de gustibus non est disputandum: ‘there is no disputing over taste’, 

or in French chacun à son goût. This is a rare case, he says, of ‘common sense’ agreeing with 

philosophy. 

But Hume immediately counters this with a contrary ‘common sense’ position. We behave as if 

there are objective standards. Whoever would assert an equality of genius and elegance between 

OGILBY3 and MILTON, or BUNYAN and ADDISON, would be thought to defend no less an 
 

 

3 John Ogilby was a Scottish translator, impresario and cartographer. Best known for publishing the first British 
road atlas, he was also a successful translator. He was satirized by John Dryden in his satirical MacFlecknoe, and by 
Alexander Pope in The Dunciad. 



extravagance, than if he had maintained a mole-hill to be as high as TENERIFFE4, or a pond as 

extensive as the ocean. We take it for granted that Milton is a better writer than John Ogilby, a 

Scottish poet now only remembered for being namedropped in Hume’s famous essay. If there is 

no Standard of Taste, then an advertising jingle is as aesthetically valuable as Mozart’s Requiem. 

There are always people who think otherwise, but we are comfortable dismissing such opinions 

as ‘absurd and ridiculous’. We respect a plurality of views on taste when its objects seem broadly 

comparable, but when one work seems obviously better than another, the principle of de gustibus 

non est disputandum quickly breaks down. Things don’t in themselves have good and bad, 

beauty and ugliness. These values come from people. But people can be right or wrong about at 

least some of them. This ‘common sense’ position that we may judge people’s opinions is at 

least as valid as the other ‘common sense’ position that we can’t. 

Having established this background for the argument, Hume proceeds to defend the former 

common sense position against the latter by seeking grounds for a Standard of Taste. 

9: Hume has already called the Standard of Taste a ‘rule’. Here he refers to the ‘rules of 

composition’, by which he seems to mean the rules followed by artists when creating their 

works. Thus we have two sets of rules: those of taste or criticism, and those of composition, but 

Hume does not make a distinction between them. Presumably, the artist applies the rules of 

composition to their work, then the critic judges, with reference to those same rules, how well it  

has been done. The rules will be based upon ‘a certain conformity or relation between the object 

and the organs or faculties of the mind’, or what Hume later calls ‘the relation, which nature has 

placed between the form and the sentiment’. Hume’s approach to the rules of composition is 

characteristically empiricist: 

“It is evident that none of the rules of composition are fixed by reasonings a priori, or can 

be esteemed abstract conclusions of the understanding, from comparing those habitudes 

and relations of ideas, which are eternal and immutable. Their foundation is the same 

with that of all the practical sciences, experience.” 

The rules cannot be worked out a priori, that is, from reasoning alone, independent of sensory 

experience. Reason must be accompanied by facts, which in art is supplied by experience of 

what works: ‘what has been universally found to please in all countries and in all ages’. Hume 

rightly observes that poetry does not depend for its effects on strict empirical fact: 

“Many of the beauties of poetry and even of eloquence are founded on falsehood and 

fiction, on hyperboles, metaphors, and an abuse or perversion of terms from their natural 

meaning. To check the sallies of the imagination, and to reduce every expression to 

geometrical truth and exactness, would be the most contrary to the laws of criticism; 

because it would produce a work, which, by universal experience, has been found the 

most insipid and disagreeable.” 

But though poetry does not have to accord with scientific fact, it ‘must be confined by rules of 

art’. These rules are general observations, concerning what has been universally found to please 

in all countries and in all ages... discovered to the author either by genius or observation. Living 

in the Neoclassical age, Hume has no problem with looking back to older cultural authorities, 

and admires Homer as a model for all ages. Here he holds up the Italian Renaissance poet 

Ludovico Ariosto, author of the vast epic poem Orlando Furioso (first version 1516), as an 

example of a second-rate writer whom we still enjoy reading. He wants to make the point that if 

weaker writers please us, it is because they have other merits that conform to the rules and lead 

us to forgive the flaws. If we take pleasure from features that criticism considers flaws, then 
 

4 An island in Spain 



criticism needs to change. ‘If they are found to please, they cannot be faults.’ Thus Hume asserts 

that the rules of composition are based upon what pleases the audience, i.e. upon subjective 

feelings. 

Hume concludes that all the general rules of art are founded only on experience and on the 

observation of the common sentiments of human nature. But he notes that this reference point of 

common human experience and feelings is unstable, because, as we established earlier, feelings 

are variable. They don’t always behave according to their own general principles and can be 

thrown out of kilter. To get the best and most representative judgement of taste, therefore, we 

must choose with care a proper time and place, and bring the fancy to a suitable situation and 

disposition. A perfect serenity of mind, a recollection of thought, a due attention to the object; if 

any of these circumstances be wanting, our experiment will be fallacious, and we shall be unable 

to judge of the catholic and universal beauty. High standards of critical judgement depend upon 

concentrating upon the object, in the right state of mind. The rules, we have seen, are based upon 

‘the relation which nature has placed between the form and the sentiment.’ We find its influence 

from the durable admiration, which attends those works, that have survived all the caprices of 

mode and fashion. It is from proven masterworks that we may find the rule of the Standard of 

Taste. 

We are still no closer to what the rules actually are. Given that we need to iron out the 

flux of human feelings, Hume thinks the best way to identify them is to examine works that have 

been tried and tested over a long period of time. He points out: 

 

“The same Homer, who pleased at Athens and Rome two thousand years ago, is still 

admired at Paris and at London. All the changes of climate, government, religion, and 

language, have not been able to obscure his glory.” 

The passage of time reveals which are the exemplary works of art: 
“Authority or prejudice may give a temporary vogue to a bad poet or orator, but his 

reputation will never be durable or general. When his compositions are examined by 

posterity or by foreigners, the enchantment is dissipated, and his faults appear in their 

true colours. On the contrary, a real genius, the longer his works endure, and the more 

wide they are spread, the more sincere is the admiration which he meets with.” 

The immediate pressures of envy, personal acquaintance and so on can cloud our judgement, but 

once these are removed and the work is judged only on its own merits, we can observe ‘the 

beauties, which are naturally fitted to excite agreeable sentiments,’ and these have long-standing 

authority. 

This appeal to ‘beauties, which are naturally fitted to excite agreeable sentiments’ implies 

the rules are in fact not subjective but objective. Otherwise, where do they get their long- 

standing authority? Hume explains: 

“It appears then, that, amidst all the variety and caprice of taste, there are certain general 

principles of approbation or blame, whose influence a careful eye may trace in all 

operations of the mind. Some particular forms or qualities, from the original structure of 

the internal fabric, are calculated to please, and others to displease.” 

Note the ‘principles of approbation or blame’ are not in the object but in the operation of the 

mind in its response to the object. Hume seems to be saying that yes, all taste is subjective, but 

there are tendencies in the human organism or constitution that make us more likely to value 

some beauties/rules over others. There are ‘some particular forms or qualities’ in the object that 

give us pleasure or displeasure. Hume clearly considers these properties reliable: they will 



please us. If they do not, the blame lies in some defect in the human organism. In each creature, 

there is a sound and a defective state; and the former alone can be supposed to afford us a true 

standard of a taste and sentiment. Just as a person with the flu can’t be expected to judge the 

flavours in a meal because his or her sense of taste will be impaired, a person whose faculties are 

defective can’t respond to art with the most appropriate pleasure and thus can’t make the best 

judgements of it. In a community of healthy faculties Hume thinks that we may find our 

Standard of Taste: 

“If, in the sound state of the organ, there be an entire or considerable uniformity of 

sentiment among men, we may thence derive an idea of the perfect beauty; in like manner 

as the appearance of objects in daylight, to the eye of a man in health, is denominated 

their true and real colour, even while colour is allowed to be merely a phantasm of the 

senses.” 

Hume’s analogy with colour is illuminating. The healthy organism perceives a ‘true and real’ 

colour even though colour is accepted as being a sensation created by the organism itself. By 

analogy, the healthy organism experiences a ‘true and real’ beauty even though we all agree 

beauty and taste are subjective. The beauty is ‘true and real’ because it is predicated upon a 

‘structure of the mind’ that is broadly common to all human beings. However the general 

principles are affected by variations in 1) the structure of the mind and 2) the contexts in which 

objects are experienced, hence the variation in the pleasure felt. 

Hume is saying that some objects or properties are ‘naturally calculated’ to please us via the 

structure of our minds. To return to colour: our experience or sensation of colour is created for us 

by the brain, but it is an interpretation based upon actual data, i.e. different colours represent 

different wavelengths of light that may be scientifically measured; similarly, beauty is a 

subjective feeling but that feeling has a causal relationship with specific objective properties. 

An example of the variability across individuals is ‘delicacy of imagination’. It is valued 

by all but exercised by fewer. To define what he means by ‘delicacy’, Hume takes an illustration 

from Don Quixote. The Don’s squire Sancho Panza relates a story in which two of his relatives 

detected a taste of leather and iron in a glass of wine. They were ridiculed for this until a key and 

thong were discovered in the wine cask, revealing that his relatives’ judgement was in fact acute. 

Sancho takes this as evidence that his own judgement of wine will also be acute, i.e. he assumes 

that the faculty runs in the family. This story is not the best example for what Hume is 

discussing, as Sancho’s claim to good judgement in wine is based simply upon genetic 

inheritance, whereas Hume will later argue that good judgement comes through five criteria 

including things like practice. But he wants to make a particular point. He goes on: 

“Though it be certain, that beauty and deformity, more than sweet and bitter, are not 

qualities in objects, but belong entirely to the sentiment, internal or external; it must be 

allowed, that there are certain qualities in objects, which are fitted by nature to produce 

those particular feelings.” 

Certain qualities in objects are ‘fitted by nature’ to produce sentiments of beauty because of that 

‘structure of the mind’ we have already discussed. Beauty is subjective but is prompted by 

objective properties towards which the human organism is biased. Again, there is a contradiction 

here that needs further explanation. How can beauty belong ‘entirely’ to sentiment when those 

sentiments are produced by fitting qualities in objects? Of course the experience varies across 

individuals. 

Where the organs are so fine, as to allow nothing to escape them; and at the same time so exact 

as to perceive every ingredient in the composition: This we call delicacy of taste...In making 



their delicate judgements of taste, the critic draws upon the general rules of beauty... being drawn 

from established models, and from the observation of what pleases or displeases. 

Here comes Hume’s real point with the Sancho Panza story: he likens finding the rules of 

composition to finding the key at the bottom of the wine cask. Until the key was found, it was 

impossible to prove the quality of Sancho’s relatives’ judgement over that of their less delicate 

critics, but the key existed nonetheless. Once we have identified an ‘avowed principle of art’ – 

once we have produced that key from the cask – we can justify our judgement and prove to our 

opponent that they lack delicacy of imagination: 

“When we prove, that the same principle may be applied to the present case, where he did 

not perceive or feel its influence: He must conclude, upon the whole, that the fault lies in 

himself.” 

Thus we can use the Standard of Taste to settle disputes about taste. This is quite a naive claim. 

Hume seems to take it for granted that the delicate person can convince the other person by force 

of reason. 

Note that Hume refers in to ‘sentiment, internal or external’. External sentiments are our 

sensations; internal sentiments are our feelings. 

In the next few paragraphs Hume discusses what it takes to become a ‘true judge’ or what I will 

call an ‘ideal critic’. He has already given us delicacy of imagination. 

Hume makes a case for improving our critical faculties through practice. Delicate taste is 

desireable and everyone approves of it. The perfection of that faculty is to perceive with 

exactness its most minute objects, and allow nothing to escape its notice and observation... the 

perfection of the man, and the perfection of the sense or feeling, are found to be united. Natural 

ability varies, but nothing tends further to encrease and improve this talent, than practice in a 

particular art, and the frequent survey or contemplation of a particular species of beauty. For an 

unpracticed person, the sentiments accompanying objects are ‘obscure and confused’ and our 

reason struggles to identify their merits and flaws. The best we can hope for is a general verdict. 

But allow him to acquire experience in those objects, his feeling becomes more exact and nice: 

He not only perceives the beauties and defects of each part, but marks the distinguishing species 

of each quality, and assigns it suitable praise or blame. 

Given that practice is so important, we should withhold judgement until we have experienced the 

object more than once, in different lights, each time giving it our undivided attention. To recall,  

this sharpening of the faculties applies both to criticism and composition: 

“The same address and dexterity, which practice gives to the execution of any work, is 

also acquired by the same means, in the judging of it.” 

Hume continues by stressing the importance of comparison. It is impossible to continue in the 

practice of contemplating any order of beauty, without being frequently obliged to form 

comparisons between the several species and degrees of excellence, and estimating their 

proportion to each other. A man, who has had no opportunity of comparing the different kinds of 

beauty, is indeed totally unqualified to pronounce an opinion with regard to any object presented 

to him. By comparison alone we fix the epithets of praise or blame, and learn how to assign the 

due degree of each. Inferior works often have their attractions, but it takes someone ‘familiarized  

to superior beauties’ to see past them and make a mature, well-informed judgement with 

reference to the greatest works of human culture. One accustomed to see, and examine, and 

weigh the several performances, admired in different ages and nations, can alone rate the merits 

of a work exhibited to his view, and assign its proper rank among the productions of genius. 



Attaining this breadth of reference requires the critic to free his mind of prejudice. Hume shows 

he is aware of the importance of cultural context: he notes that works of art often need to be 

experienced in a particular way, and the critic must try to put himself in the shoes of its intended 

audience. He uses the example of an orator who tailors his speech to a specific, even hostile, 

audience, but might not be properly understood by someone who reads the text within a different 

culture or era. Critics must try to forget their ‘individual being and peculiar circumstances’. A 

critic who allows their judgement to be distorted by prejudice suffers the consequences: 

“By this means, his sentiments are perverted; nor have the same beauties and blemishes 

the same influence upon him, as if he had imposed a proper violence on his imagination, 

and had forgotten himself for a moment. So far his taste evidently departs from the true 

standard; and of consequence loses all credit and authority.” 

Note Hume contradicts himself. He says the critic must preserve his mind free from all prejudice, 

and allow nothing to enter into his consideration, but the very object which is submitted to his 

examination. But this goes against the application of practice and comparison, which require him 

to bring other artworks into his consideration as well as the one he’s looking at. 

Prejudice is ‘destructive of sound judgment’ and ‘it belongs to good sense to check its influence.’ 

Hume helpfully describes some of the properties of ‘the nobler productions of genius’. We can 

detect the influence of Aristotle’s Poetics on his list: 

“A mutual relation and correspondence of parts. 

A certain end or purpose, for which it is calculated. 

A chain of propositions and reasonings.” 

The characters must be represented as reasoning, and thinking, and concluding, and acting, 

suitably to their character and circumstances. The purpose of poetry is to please by means of the 

passions and the imagination. This is as specific as Hume gets about any actual rules. But he is 

not trying here to describe the rules – he is describing some of the things that can be judged by 

good sense. The able critic must be aware of such considerations and be sufficiently ‘capacious 

of thought’ to judge how well they have been used. It seldom, or never happens, that a man of 

sense, who has experience in any art, cannot judge of its beauty. Good sense is important for 

fighting prejudice but also for judging an artwork’s structure, unity, purpose, and so on. 

Hume believes that a critic capable of all these gifts – what he calls a ‘true judge’, or what we 

would today prefer to call a ‘true critic’ – is a rare character. Though the principles of taste be 

universal, and nearly, if not entirely the same in all men; yet few are qualified to give judgment 

on any work of art, or establish their own sentiment as the standard of beauty. The natural 

faculties might be defective, or the critic lacks the range of necessary qualities. In a key sentence, 

Hume summarises the five criteria that he thinks characterize the ideal critic: 

“Strong sense, united to delicate sentiment, improved by practice, perfected by 

comparison, and cleared of all prejudice, can alone entitle critics to this valuable 

character; and the joint verdict of such, wherever they are to be found, is the true standard 

of taste and beauty.” 

Let’s underline those five criteria: 

1. Strong sense 

2. Delicate sentiment 

3. Practice 

4. Comparison 

5. Lack of prejudice 



These are positive attributes in the critic, and conversely, the lack of them is a hindrance to good 

judgement. That ‘joint verdict of true judges’ is, for Hume, the answer to the puzzle of how we 

decide which subjective opinions are valuable. It is ‘the true standard of taste and beauty’, 

confirmed by the ‘common sentiments of human nature’. The ideal critic is someone who can 

best perceive the ‘beauties, which are naturally fitted to excite agreeable sentiments’ because the 

various defects that impede our perception of those beauties are, in the ideal critic, absent or 

minimal. 

This seems clear enough, but it presents Hume with a new problem. Who is to say whether a 

particular person is a ideal critic or not? This seems to return us to the problem of relativism with 

which we started. 

Hume’s response is to deny that identifying ideal critics is subjective. Taste is subjective, but 

whether one is a ideal critic or not is objective, a matter of fact. He believes he has proved that 

the taste of all individuals is not upon an equal footing, and that some men in general, however 

difficult to be particularly pitched upon, will be acknowledged by universal sentiment to have a 

preference above others. Whether someone is an ideal critic or not will be a matter of dispute, 

but everyone agrees that such a person is valuable. Where the disputes occur, people must simply 

put forward their best arguments: 

“they must acknowledge a true and decisive standard to exist somewhere, to wit, real 

existence and matter of fact; and they must have indulgence to such as differ from them 

in their appeals to this standard.” 

Hume seems to be suggesting that to decide who is an ideal critic, we make an appeal to 

empirical evidence. It is again a bit naive of him to assume this is a straightforward process. 

To defend his position, Hume returns to the ‘test of time’ argument. But in reality the difficulty 

of finding, even in particulars, the standard of taste, is not so great as it is represented. He claims 

that establishing truth in science is harder than in literature. Theories of philosophy and science 

come and go, but the appeal of great works like those of Terence and Virgil persists. 

Hume retreads it because he thinks it can help us to identify ‘men of delicate taste’. The 

‘ascendant’ or prominence such persons acquire thanks to the quality of their judgements makes 

their opinion dominant and gives them lasting influence. He claims that it is easy to tell a true 

person of taste: 

“Though men of delicate taste be rare, they are easily to be distinguished in society, by 

the soundness of their understanding and the superiority of their faculties above the rest 

of mankind.” 

People with superior faculties will produce superior judgements, which we may confirm by 

comparing them to tried and tested principles of art, and they rise to prominence on merit. These 

are the critics whose opinions we should consult to resolve disputes over taste. Disagreement 

about them must yield in the long run to ‘the force of nature and just sentiment.’ Hume wraps up 

by saying a civilised nation rarely fails to identify its favourite epic or tragic author, i.e. he is 

talking about artists as well as ideal critics. Note how in this paragraph Hume assigns to his ideal 

critics a social role: 

“The ascendant, which they acquire, gives a prevalence to that lively approbation, with 

which they receive any productions of genius, and renders it generally predominant. 

Many men, when left to themselves, have but a faint and dubious perception of beauty, 

who yet are capable of relishing any fine stroke, which is pointed out to them. Every 

convert to the admiration of the real poet or orator is the cause of some new conversion. 



And though prejudices may prevail for a time, they never unite in celebrating any rival to 

the true genius, but yield at last to the force of nature and just sentiment.” 

The critic’s excellence of judgement makes his or her opinion generally dominant; they 

can point out qualities in artworks to less perceptive people, who will inevitably defer to 

the better opinion. Through their verdicts the critics help to fix the taste of wider society. 

In the final section, Hume identifies two causes of prejudice even for ideal critics. Despite our 

attempts at establishing the Standard of Taste, there are two unavoidable influences that will 

affect our judgements: 

1. ‘The different humours of particular men.’ 

2. ‘The particular manners and opinions of our age and country.’ 

Where there is such a diversity in the internal frame or external situation as is entirely blameless 

on both sides, and leaves no room to give one the preference above the other; in that case a 

certain degree of diversity in judgment is unavoidable. In these cases ‘we seek in vain for a 

standard, by which we can reconcile the contrary sentiments’, i.e. Hume admits that sometimes 

the Standard of Taste will fail. 

First he addresses point no 1. There will always be some diversity of opinion even among true 

artists and critics, thanks to the variability of human nature and culture. A young person tends to 

be more amorous, an older person more philosophical and moderate. We also tend to favour 

different artists at different ages. Broadly we naturally incline more towards artists who resemble 

ourselves in personality, national customs, etc. This is a defect in a critic, but it is almost 

impossible not to feel a predilection for that which suits our particular turn and disposition. Such 

preferences are innocent and unavoidable, and can never reasonably be the object of dispute, 

because there is no standard, by which they can be decided. In such cases, contending works and 

judgements are just different and cannot be pronounced right or wrong. Note the phrase: ‘the 

general principles of taste are uniform in human nature’. Under ideal conditions, everyone 

responds to art in broadly the same way – with a bit of variation, as he is currently describing. 

Hume now turns to point no 2. We tend to prefer ‘pictures and characters’ that resemble our own 

customs and culture. Unlike a ‘common audience’, a critic or artist makes allowances for such 

variations. 

However, he then alludes to the so-called ‘quarrel between the ancients and moderns’ that was a 

running debate in the 18th century: had the modern era achieved superior learning to the 

ancients? We need not reject artists of previous ages because of their different customs: 

Must we throw aside the pictures of our ancestors, because of their ruffs and fardingales? 

Hume has already made this point about throwing off prejudice towards other cultures. But he 

makes an unexpected move. Instead of taking his own advice and putting himself into the shoes 

of the ancient Greeks and Romans, he condemns ancient poets who depict ‘vicious manners’ 

without disapproval (he offers no specific examples). The want of humanity and of decency, so 

conspicuous in the characters drawn by several of the ancient poets, even sometimes by Homer 

and the Greek tragedians, diminishes considerably the merit of their noble performances, and 

gives modern authors an advantage over them. Hume wants a stronger, more explicit morality 

than he finds in the ancient writers. When he says modern authors have an ‘advantage’ over 

ancient ones, he seems to be saying, on my reading, that modern morality is better than ancient 

morality, or at least that the morality of modern authors is better than the morality of ancient 

authors. The modern critic, it seems, need not forgive gross violations of our higher moral 

standards even in works from very different cultures. We moderns are better than that. 



Hume does not say we cannot excuse the ancient poet (he thus holds true to the criterion of 

prejudice), but he does say that moral flaws damage our aesthetic enjoyment. However I may 

excuse the poet, on account of the manners in his age, I never can relish the composition. Our 

moral displeasure makes it harder for us to enjoy the work: 

“Whatever indulgence we may give to the writer on account of his prejudices, we cannot 

prevail on ourselves to enter into his sentiments, or bear an affection to characters, which 

we plainly discover to be blamable.” 

Hume therefore makes an exception of morality when it comes to ‘making allowances’ about 

customs. He is asserting that moral values are relevant to the aesthetic value of a work of art (a 

position known as moderate moralism). A moral blemish is an aesthetic blemish. 

Hume finishes his essay with a discussion of religion. He makes a distinction between moral 

principles on the one hand and ‘speculative opinions’ (ideologies, including religion) on the 

other. Unlike moral principles, speculative opinions are in ‘continual flux and revolution’, and 

mistakes in these matters are not serious blemishes on works of art. Whatever speculative errors 

may be found in the polite writings of any age or country, they detract but little from the value of 

those compositions. Adjusting ourselves to different morals however requires ‘a very violent 

effort’, and someone who is confident in the ‘rectitude’ of their moral standards will not make 

allowances. Hume does not explain why moral principles, which are based upon sentiment and 

vary across cultures, are not also in ‘flux and revolution’ 

Writers may be excused for speculative errors on religious matters, as ‘the same good sense, that 

directs men in the ordinary occurrences of life, is not harkened to in religious matters,’ which lie 

outside human reason. Critics who wish to form good judgements of ancient literature must not 

be prejudiced by the writers’ religion, which Hume calls ‘the absurdities of the pagan system of 

theology’. You cannot expect good sense on such things, whether in life or in works of art. 

Religious principles are only a problem when they are so strong as to become bigotry or 

superstition: 

“Where that happens, they confound the sentiments of morality, and alter the natural 

boundaries of vice and virtue. They are therefore eternal blemishes, according to the 

principle above mentioned; nor are the prejudices and false opinions of the age sufficient 

to justify them.” 

Just as we are right to condemn the worst violations of our moral standards, we are right to 

condemn the worst violations of our religious standards. In the final two paragraphs he 

addresses bigotry and superstition in turn. 

On this basis he has a dig at Roman Catholicism, which by its nature inspires ‘violent 

hatred of every other worship’, and gives the examples of two plays – Corneille’s Polyeucte 

(1642) and Racine’s Athalia (1691) – that he thinks have been blemished by this sort of 

‘bigotry’. Hume describes a scene from Athalia where the Jewish priest Joad accuses a priest of 

Baal of ‘poisoning the air’ with his ‘horrid presence’, earning the applause of the Paris audience. 

This illustrates an ‘intemperate zeal for particular modes of worship’. Hume also thinks: 

“Religious principles are also a blemish in any polite composition, when they rise up to 

superstition, and intrude themselves into every sentiment, however remote from any 

connection with religion.” 

Local customs are no excuse for the poet, and Hume cites two examples from Petrarch and 

Boccaccio. He therefore contends that certain violations of morality and religion are serious 

enough to overrule the critic’s duty to approach other cultures without prejudice, and they ought 

to be condemned. And thus the essay comes abruptly to an end. 
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Assignments 
 

1. According to Hume what are the chief characteristics of a critic? 

2. Is it possible to come to an objective definition of literary/artistic taste? Following Hume’s 

essay ‘Of the Standard of Taste’, write an analytical essay. 

3. How does Hume define the standard of literary creation and the standard of literary criticism? 

Does Hume find any similarities between the two? 

4. Would it be correct to call David Hume a neoclassical critic? 
5. In reaching the definition of a Standard of Taste, Hume mentions encountering two 

unavoidable influences that affect our judgements. Name them and explain how they hinder 

reaching a Standard definition of Taste. According to Hume, how can this difficulty be 

surmounted? 

 

On the Beautiful and the Sublime-Edmund Burke 

Unit 15 (a): History of the ‘Sublime’ 

Longinus 

Peri Hupsos or On Sublimity, by the Greek critic Dionysius Longinus, is widely acknowledged 

to be the first properly theoretical discussion of the sublime. It is primarily rhetorical, aiming to 

teach those oratorical devices that enable a speaker to move or persuade an audience. Longinus 

was a follower of Cicero. What distinguishes On Sublimity from its predecessors, however, is the 

stress its author places on a mode of speech that is indeterminate or without form, a quality that 

renders the pedagogical aspect of the work extremely problematic. Although standard rhetorical 

devices such as inventio, dispositio, elocutio, memoria and actio were amenable to teaching and 

infusion, the sublime seemed to elude definition. Reading On Sublimity, therefore, it is easy to 

conclude that the author secretly regards his subject as formally unteachable. Therefore the 

sublime is beyond definition. What strikes an audience with wonder (ekplexis) is more powerful 

than what merely persuades or pleases us. Unlike conventional public speech, therefore, the 

sublime is a discourse of domination; it seeks to ravish and intoxicate the audience so that a 

grand conception may be instilled in the mind. 

Therefore the sublime according to Longinus is a product of nature rather than of art. All 

that remains essential to the sublime is a state of feeling, which may be loosely described as 

wonder, awe, rapture, astonishment, ecstasy, or elevation. Longinus differs significantly from 



Horace since the latter in his work Ars Poetica had claimed that ars is a ‘practiced mastery of 

craft, a systematic knowledge of theory and technique. 

The Concept of Sublime in the 18th Century 

Longinus’ treatise came to the attention of a select number of English readers in the late 

seventeenth century via the influential French translation and commentary of Despréaux Boileau. 

Although the Latin text had been made available in 1554, the English translation in 1652, it was 

not until the mid 1740s that the concept of the sublime reached a wider public. Late seventeenth 

and early eighteenth century British theorization on the sublime was observable in the work of 

the following five theorists: Thomas Burnet, John Dennis, Joseph Addison, Anthony Ashley 

Cooper and John Baillie. 

 

(i) Burnet-Sacred Theory: The desire to efface the material nature of human experience, in 

particular its dependence on the stuff of language, is thus key to our understanding of the 

sublime. For a better understanding one may look at Burnet’s The Sacred Theory of the Earth 

(originally composed in Latin and later translated into English), which begins by revising 

conventional seventeenth-century attitudes to nature. A 17th century poet like Andrew Marvell 

had opined that mountains are ‘unjust’, ‘hook-shouldered’ excrescences, which threaten to 

‘deform’ the balance of the earth. A smooth, well-ordered garden, offering ease and delight to 

the spectator, was preferable to the brooding intensity of the mountain crag. 

But Burnet’s response to a vision of the mountain is markedly different. He claims that 

mountains have something ‘august and stately’, filling the mind with ‘great thoughts and 

passions’, reminding us of the creative potential of the Supreme Maker. Burnet and his 

contemporaries, after all, conceived nature as a work of beauty, founded on principles of order, 

proportion, and restraint. The vast irregularity of mountain scenery offended this belief, yet it 

was the mountains that conveyed an image of the divine. Though the conceptual distinction 

between the sublime and the beautiful awaits the publication of Burke’s Enquiry, the idea of the 

sublime as a mode of divine excess is already in place. 

 

(ii) John Dennis: Like Burnet, Dennis was moved to express his delight in the ‘extravagancies’ 

of nature ‘in a language of extravagance and hyperbole’. Dennis struggled to reconcile his 

aesthetic preference for the order and regularity of beauty with his newfound enthusiasm for the 

sublime. He attributed the beauty of the universe to its “Proportion, Situation, and 

(inter)Dependence”. As a child of the Enlightenment, Dennis regarded nature as a rational 

system. Yet his enthusiasm for the vast and irregular militated against this regard. Thus, whilst 

the ‘prospect of Hills or Valleys, or flowery Meads, and murmuring Streams’ produced ‘a delight 

consistent with Reason’, it was the ‘Extravagancies’ of nature that provided an intimation of the 

divine. 

 

(iii) Joseph Addison: In an issue of the Spectator magazine published on 21 June 1712, Addison 

claims that: 

“Our Imagination loves to be filled with an Object, or to grasp at anything that is too big 

for its Capacity. We are flung into a pleasing Astonishment at such unbounded Views, 

and feel a delightful Stillness and Amazement in the Soul at the Apprehension of them” 

Besides describing the beautiful sights, Addison goes on to describe their origins. Like Burnet, 

Addison maintains that the underlying cause of greatness rests on the side of the naturally 

magnificent object. In a distinction derived from the empiricist philosopher John Locke (1632– 



1704), Addison insists that the ‘Primary Pleasures of the Imagination’ are stimulated by the 

‘Sight’ of such objects, and that the ‘Secondary Pleasures of the Imagination flow from the Ideas 

of visible Objects’. Marjorie Nicholson comments that for Addison ‘rhetorical ideas’ were 

‘secondary’ and they had a “great dependence” upon primary ideas coming to man direct from 

Nature’. 

From the outset, however, it is made clear that since ‘we know neither the Nature of an 

Idea, nor the Substance of a Human Soul’, then it is impossible to ‘trace out the several 

necessary and efficient Causes from whence the Pleasure or Displeasure arises’. The impetus by 

which an idea is produced cannot be established with any certainty; what Addison can be certain 

of, however, is why we should be so impelled. The ultimate cause is God. Man is created in 

God’s image, therefore he is conditioned to delight in ‘what is Great or Unlimited’. 

 

(iv) Anthony Ashley Cooper: The Platonic displacement of the senses, the search for ideal 

objects over and above the fallen objects of this world, is crucial to the development of the 

sublime in the writings of Anthony Ashley Cooper, Earl of Shaftesbury. Shaftesbury’s writing is 

notable for its ‘enthusiasm’-which ‘signifies divine presence, and was made use of by [Plato] to 

express whatever was sublime in human passions’. As Shaftesbury’s prose sought to demonstrate 

the balancing of cosmic order and rhetorical ekstasis, so also it aimed to instill a sense of the 

ultimate goodness of the universe. Drawing again on Plato, Shaftesbury goes on to claim that the 

mind is in accord with itself and with the universe when it recognizes that ‘what is beautiful is 

harmonious and proportionable; what is harmonious and proportionable is true; and what is at 

once both beautiful and true is, of consequence, agreeable and good’. 

 

(v) John Baillie: The order that Shaftesbury perceives was undermined in the latter half of the 

eighteenth century by the spread of scientific materialism and philosophical skepticism. But the 

roots for an out-and-out decentring of the harmony between mind, beauty, virtue, and God were 

already implicit in the rhetorical concept of the sublime. For those writing after Longinus, in the 

discourse of the sublime, language works insidiously to transgress the boundaries between 

things, allowing properties to be transferred from one object to another, so that anything, even a 

dunghill, may be raised to a point of magnificence. John Baillie takes up this point in his An 

Essay on the Sublime (1747). After beginning conventionally enough with the claim that a 

sublime ‘Disposition of Mind’ is ‘created by grand Objects, Baillie admits that some ‘Objects … 

[that] are not great and immense, if long connected with such, will often produce an Exaltedness 

of Mind. In Shaftesbury’s grand ‘design’, the relations between things are guaranteed by the 

presence of divine authority. God. Where Baillie departs from Shaftesbury is in his admission of 

the constructed nature of the sublime. 
 

Unit 15(b): Edmund Burke-An Introduction 
 

He was born in 1730, in Arran Quay, Dublin, and educated at the Quaker school in Ballitore and 

Trinity College Dublin. Obedient to his father’s wish, he embarked on the formal study of law in 

the Middle Temple at the Inns of Court in London: a curriculum of professional training he 

would never complete. He published two early books, A Vindication of Natural Society in 1756 

and A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful in 1757, 

which caught the eye of David Hume, Samuel Johnson, and other illustrious contemporaries and 

established him as an author. Burke had already shown an interest in politics, informed by 

copious knowledge; and in 1758 he contracted with the bookseller Dodsley to produce the 



Annual Register and wrote the political history of the year for its first volume in 1759. The same 

year saw his appointment as private secretary to a member of Parliament, William Gerard 

Hamilton. In 1761, Hamilton was named chief secretary for Ireland, and Burke accompanied him 

to Dublin. A disagreement over the freedom that Burke was to be allowed for his own projects 

led in early 1765 to a falling- out with Hamilton; but a few months later, Burke found a new 

patron, the Marquess of Rockingham, the leader of a group of Whigs then pressing the House of 

Commons to assert its in de pen dence from the king. Rockingham made Burke his private 

secretary (a position he would hold for seventeen years), and through affiliation with the 

Rockingham party, Burke was returned as a member of Parliament for the pocket borough of 

Wendover. In January 1766, he gave his maiden speech, presenting a petition from Manchester 

merchants against restrictions on American trade. He went on to distinguish himself as a 

strategist for the Rockingham administration of 1765– 1766 and assisted in its major 

achievement, the repealof the stamp tax on the American colonies. 

In 1769, Burke joined the parliamentary resistance to an effort by King George III and his 

parliamentary allies to prevent John Wilkes from taking his seat in the House of Commons. 

While the legal argument simmered, the Rockingham party began to concert a policy to check 

the increasing power of the king. Burke’s view of the constitution at this crisis emerged in 1770, 

in his first political book, Thoughts on the Cause of the Present Discontents. This was a practical 

manifesto for the Rockingham Whigs and also a theoretical defense of the idea of a political 

party. An organized opposition, Burke argued, was a necessary bulwark of liberty; and to 

warrant the formation of such a party, one reason would always suffice: “When bad men 

combine, the good must associate; else they will fall, one by one, an unpitied sacrifi ce in a 

contemptible struggle.” Whatever might alter in his subsequent stance, Burke would continue to 

speak for the good of “association” as a limit on the privilege and aggrandizement of court 

favorites. 

Burke believed that the practice of politics could never be isolated from the ordinary 

work of moral judgment. Accordingly, he was skeptical of a priori theories of the social contract 

that codified the definitions of citizenship and state power. In the 1770s and 1780s, most of his 

energy was given to enlarging the liberty of the people by strengthening the protections against 

monarchical abuse of power. Yet he was never a believer in popular government: statesmanship 

always carried, for him, a sense of the dignity and ceremony that should accompany high 

enterprises, and the capacity to take long views without concern for popular support or mandates. 

Burke’s exalted idea of political duty could not be fulfilled by a monarch. Its embodiment was 

the leader in a responsible assembly who, drawing on the skill and talents of others, labors to 

mold the sentiments of the people and to justify the policies and laws of a nation. 

In 1774, Burke gained a chance to play such a part. A set of Whigs who admired his views on 

American aff airs invited him to stand for Parliament in Bristol. This was a contested election 

(rare then), in the second city of the kingdom, and Burke’s victory gave him a platform from 

which he could directly engage the public issues of the time. In the parliamentary sessions of 

1774 and 1775, he pleaded for a sympathetic reception of the American protests against taxation. 

His Speech on Conciliation with America, delivered in March 1775, urged a policy of concession 

to the point of disowning any further intention to tax. Th e three- hour speech, with its history of 

trade with the colonies, its bold sketch of American manners and morals, and its genealogy of the 

descent of British liberty, has been considered from that day to this among the greatest orations 

in the language: “An Englishman,” Burke told his listeners, “is the unfittest person on earth to 

argue another Englishman into slavery.” The right use of the Americans, he concluded, was to 



take them as equal partners in trade and as allies in time of war. “Magnanimity in politics is not 

seldom the truest wisdom; and a great empire and little minds go ill together.” 

During his Bristol years, from 1774 to 1780, Burke stood out as a defender of free trade 

with Ireland, of liberalization of the laws controlling imprisonment for debt, and of repeal of the 

legal disabilities of Catholics— all unpopular positions in a Protestant and mercantile city. When 

threatened with loss of his constituency in 1780, he gave an unswerving defense of his actions in 

his Speech at the Guildhall Previous to the Election. Looking back on six years of service, Burke 

said to the voters of Bristol: “I did not obey your instructions: No. I conformed to the instructions 

of truth and nature, and maintained your interest, against your opinions, with a constancy that 

became me.” 

With Britain still fighting the American war, Burke at this moment began to follow the 

trail of abuse of power from the western to the eastern empire. A powerful interest linking 

British policy in those two regions was the East India Company. By the time he re- entered the 

House of Commons in 1781 as representative for Malton, Burke had found the cause that would 

occupy the remainder of his parliamentary career: to expose the injustices of the Company in 

India, where its actions had the corrupt and despotic character of “a state in the disguise of a 

merchant”; and when the investigation pointed finally to a responsible party, to impeach the 

highest resident officer of the Company, the governor- general of Bengal, Warren 

Hastings. 
In March 1782, Burke was appointed paymaster of forces in the second Rockingham ministry— 

a subcabinet position that was the highest he would ever hold— but the administration ended in 

July with the death of Lord Rockingham. In the running of the party, Burke nevertheless 

continued to be a central figure, now as an adviser to Charles Fox. Twenty years Burke’s junior, 

a popular leader and exuberant speaker with a genius for politics, Fox had begun his career as a 

Tory before acquiring a more generous understanding of constitutional liberty. As leader of the 

remnant of the Rockingham Whigs, he forged an improbable but politic alliance with Lord 

North, the minister who had presided over the American war; and from Burke and Fox together, 

in 1783 there issued a carefully drafted proposal on the governance of India. To rally support for 

the mea sure, Burke delivered his Speech on Fox’s East India Bill, which recounted in unsparing 

terms the history of British India and urged a systematic reform of the empire. Fox’s bill would 

have placed officers of the Company under parliamentary control; rejection of the plan by the 

House of Commons precipitated the fall of the Fox– North coalition. Burke’s response was to 

speak more pressingly for the impeachment of Hastings. He took his party with him— Fox, 

Sheridan, and others— and having secured the partial support of the prime minister, William 

Pitt, the House of Commons launched the trial of Hastings before the tribunal of the House of 

Lords. Meeting on the days Parliament could spare from other business, the process stretched 

from 1788 to 1795 and ended with the acquittal, on all counts, of Warren Hastings by the House 

of Lords. Burke would look back on this attempt at full- scale reform as his proudest 

achievement—“my monument.” 

A surer fame in his lifetime came from his pamphlets of the 1790s against the French 

Revolution. The first and most influential of these was Reflections on the Revolution in France. 

Published in November 1790, it would provoke, by the end of the decade, more than a hundred 

replies. Burke warned against a great change in the spirit of society from aristocratic to demo 

cratic manners, and from the authority of an ancient landed nobility to that of a mobile 

commercial class. He spoke as a believer in precedent and prescription and as a defender of 

natural feelings such as reverence for an established church and a hereditary nobility. Against the 



promise of a society based on contract, he offered his vision of a society rooted in trust—“a 

partnership not only between those who are living, but between those who are living, those who 

are dead, and those who are to be born.” Burke believed that the advent of democracy would 

destroy the very idea of a human partnership spread out over generations. He gave reasons to 

support his fear that democracy could never correct the errors that “the people” given unchecked 

power would commit on a new and terrifying scale. With its broad exposition of political 

principles and its dramatic narrative of crisis, the Reflections did more than any other book to 

create the French Revolution as a world- historical event for the mind of Europe. 

Burke’s attack on the revolutionists in France was also an attack on their allies in En 

gland. It split the Whig Party; and in 1791, after a bitter exchange with Fox in the House of 

Commons, Burke crossed the floor to the administration side. In 1794, he was awarded a pension 

by Pitt and George III, and retired to his estate in Beaconsfield. Two pamphlets of 

Burke’s final years exhibit the continuity and the ambivalence of his political views. In 1792, A 

Letter to Sir Hercules Langrishe made an impassioned plea for the rights of Catholics in Ireland. 

The Letters on a Regicide Peace, in 1796, sought to justify and instigate a counterrevolutionary 

war against France. He died in 1797, ending as he began, in isolation. 
 

Unit 16(a): A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and the 

Beautiful 
 

Edmund Burke’s A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and the 

Beautiful (1757) is not only one of the major theories of the sublime; it is one of the foundational 

texts of modern aesthetics. The first treatise to systematically compare the sublime and the 

beautiful, it serves as a bridge between the empiricism of early eighteenth-century British 

criticism (Addison, Shaftsbury, Hutcheson) and the development of philosophical aesthetics in 

Germany in the latter half of the eighteenth century (Mendelssohn, Lessing, Kant). Although the 

treatise is perhaps best known for its promotion of an aesthetics of terror, this reputation tends to 

obscure Burke’s multifaceted treatment of sublimity, namely his integration of theories of man 

and society with reflections on art and nature. 

This unit endeavours to explore the wider contexts and implications of Burke’s Enquiry,  

specifically how Burke, by integrating empiricist with literary-critical methods of analysis, 

seductively recalibrates the sublime for modernity. The first section argues that the narrowness 

of the term “aesthetic” – a concept that was not available to Burke – can lead to fundamental 

misunderstandings of Burke’s project and that Longinus’s treatise and rhetorical theory more 

generally play a greater role in Burke’s conception of sublimity than is typically granted. The 

second section on Burke’s empirical methodology, aims to dispel the common assumption that 

the pleasure in the sublime results from the “removal” of pain. However, according to Burke’s 

own articulation, the sublime involves an irreducible virtuality that is somewhat at odds with 

Burke’s presentation of elementary sensation. The third section explores Burke’s opposition 

between the passion of self-perseveration (based on fear) and the social passions, an opposition 

that does not neatly map onto the distinction between the sublime and the beautiful, as Burke 

initially implies; for the sublime also involves the social passions, namely sympathy and 

ambition, the former emphasizing the social bond (empathy for the other’s pain) and the latter 

the individualistic impulse (the agonistic quality of sublimity observed in Longinus). The fourth 

section delves more deeply into Burke’s association between bourgeois individualism and the 

sublime. Finally, the fifth section closely examines Burke’s subsection devoted to “Power,” 



which was added to the second edition of the Enquiry, showing how it reveals a continuity 

between a religious and an aesthetic understanding of transcendence in Burke’s thought. 
 

 

Unit 16(b): Edmund Burke’s The Sublime and the Beautiful- Part V 
 

 

Section I 

The first section of Part V of Burke’s Sublime begins with the assertion that physical objects of 

nature exert their respective influences on the human mind in keeping with their motions and 

configurations, ordered by Nature and supervised by the ever-vigilant Almighty. Though works 

of painting attract our minds in a similar fashion, they have the additional factor of imitation of 

life attached to them. The manner in which works of architecture entrance our minds depends on 

their being founded on the laws of nature and simultaneously the laws of reason. Here Burke 

reminds us that proportion is a key feature of beauty-whether something will or will not appear 

alluring depends ultimately on whether they possess proportion or not. But Burke finds that the 

mechanism by which words allure us differs from the above-mentioned forms of enchantment. 

Burke finds it essential to undertake a thorough study of the manner in which words appeal to 

our intellect. 
 

Section II 

We generally tend to think that poetry (as well as words in general) affects us by conjuring those 

ideas in front of our mind’s eye which the words stand for. Burke classifies words into three 

types- 
 

(i) aggregate words like man, horse, tree, castle, etc. They represent simple ideas united by 
nature to form a determinate composition. 

 

(ii) abstract words like red, blue, round, square, etc. They stand for one simple idea. 
 

(iii) compound abstract words formed by an arbitrary union, of the two previous types and of the 

various relations between them in greater or less degrees of complexity; as virtue, honour, 

persuasion, magistrate. 
 

Burke is interested in a discussion of the third type of words-compound abstracts. He claims that 

they do appeal to us, but not by representing something they denote. Burke points that they do 

not constitute “real essences”. As instance he points out that on hearing compound abstract 

words like virtue, liberty, or honour-one can’t get any precise idea of the relations which these 

words stand for. Burke says that when we analyze these words we reduce them from one set of 

general words to another, and then into the simple abstracts and aggregates. Proceeding along 

this chain of explication, by the time we discover the original ideas the effect of the composition 

is totally lost. Therefore this sort of meaning-making is unsuited to general conversations. When 

we encounter such words in reality, we see them being applied to good or evil happening to 

someone. Thereafter, whenever we encounter such words we associate the sounds to their earlier 

context and deduce whether they represent good or evil. With time, we completely forget their 



original context but only remember whether they point towards good or evil. This impression is 

consciously/unwittingly used by our minds as we attempt to read across texts in our lives. 
 

Section III 

Alluding to John Locke, Edmund Burke points out that even before the complete sense of a word 

is acquainted to a child, the positive or negative connotation of the word is taught. Later in life 

when the situations befitting these words arise, it often happens that those words referring to evil 

give pleasant sensations and vice versa. Burke calls it “a strange confusion of ideas and 

affections”, resulting in contradiction between notions and actions. Burke opines that even 

people who sincerely love virtue and detest vice often act wickedly at times. On these occasions 

passions on the side of virtue were not aroused due to the contradiction between the particular 

occasion and the ideas with which the sounds have been generally associated. As instance Burke 

quotes words like “Wise, valiant, generous, good, and great” which generally affect us 

irrespective of occasion. Burke identifies such scenarios when words unbecoming of necessity 

are used, as instances of ‘bombast’. He holds good sense and experience as caveats against the 

wayward power of language. 
 

Section IV 
 

Burke identifies the threefold effect of words on us- 
 

(i) sound, (ii) manner, (iii) the affection of the soul produced by one or by both of the foregoing. 

Compounded abstract words produce the first and third named effects. 
 

But Simple Abstract words like blue, green, hot, cold etc play all three of the purposes of words. 

But Burke feels that these words do not derive their power by forming pictures of the several 

things they would represent in the imagination. Though the simple abstracts may sometimes 

directly be associated with some particular idea or object, the compound abstracts never conjure 

any picture in the mind. On the contrary they refer to a train of associations. By quoting a 

passage describing the course of the river Danube, he explains how in real reading experiences 

words rapidly appear in clusters and thus forbid tracing the chain of association which they refer 

to. Therefore, he concludes that “it is impracticable to jump from sense to thought, from 

particulars to generals, from things to words, in such a manner as to answer the purposes of life; 

nor is it necessary that we should.” 
 

Section V 
 

Burke says that he has often tried to convince people that their passions are aroused by words 

whose core ideas they don’t know. Moreover, these people are never convinced when he tells 

them that in common conversation we do understand what others are saying even without 

delving into the train of associations conjured by the word. Burke proposes 

disinterested/unbiased analysis of words and mechanism of appeal on us. 
 

Burke says that while composing this work he became aware of the possibility that one might 

hear/read words which appeal to him (without grasping the complete essence) and later be 

capable of using them to elicit the same or other appealing emotions in others. In this regard he 

mentions a blind poet Mr Blacklock who had no way of identifying or distinguishing among 



colours. But in Mr Blacklock’s description of colourful objects surpasses the propriety or 

justness with which people without visual deformities may describe those objects. Burke points 

out that Mr Blacklock is a living example of someone who cannot have a clear idea of colours, 

yet he has been so moved by their description that he can in turn describe them with vigour. 
 

Section VI 

In this Section Burke distinguishes between descriptive and dramatic types of poetry. Burke 

opines that dramatic poetry imitates the manners and passions of men following the dictum 

“animi motus effert interprete lingua” (meaning “of the emotional highlights of the tongue”). 

But descriptive poetry operates chiefly by substitution-it uses sounds (which refer to things or 

ideas) to give the effect of reality. 
 

Section VII 

Words can only represent but cannot conjure the real object which they name or describe and this 

may lead one to conjecture that the power of words would be trivial. But in reality, they exert 

profound impact on our minds. Burke accounts the source of this impact to three sources- 
 

(i) Whenever we describe how someone is affected by something, our description is already 

coloured by the manner in which we are ourselves affected by that person’s fate 

(sympathy/apathy/antipathy). Moreover, the way in which we are affected by the fate of others 

depends on our perspective, which in turn is built around what others have said/written on that 

subject. To speak/write, words are indispensable. 
 

(ii) Abstract ideas often do not have material reality. But there are words representing abstract 

ideas. These words often wield substantial power over our passions and direct our actions. 
 

(iii) Words give us the power to combine things we cannot otherwise combine as materials in 

reality. Moreover, description through words can impart “enlivening touches” which painting 

cannot hope to attain. Words connote more than they denote. Therefore they mean more than 

simply the materials denoted by the words. As an instance Burke quotes Milton in whose 

description the habitation of the fallen angels-“Rocks, caves, lakes, fens, bogs and dens” is made 

more gloomy by linking it with “shades of death, /A universe of death.” The geographical 

features listed as the abode of fallen angels could not be equated with suggestion of evil without 

the mechanism of words. 
 

But once again Burke points out that words do not always “clearly” depict the things they 

represent. In such cases it is paradoxical that words can emote more effectively than the things 

represented. But Burke himself untangles this knotty paradox when he defines the nature of 

human mind as-“ We yield to sympathy what we refuse to description”. 
 

Actually verbal description conveys a poor and insufficient idea of the thing described. Such 

“naked description” does not affect us. It requires careful handling of modes of speech to enliven 

the description so that the listener may be moved. Burke opines that “very polished languages” 

like the French language are characterized by “superior clearness and perspicuity” but they are 

deficient in strength. On the other hand Oriental languages are very powerful. He says: 



“Uncultivated people are but ordinary observers of things, and not critical in distinguishing them; 

but, for that reason, they admire more, and are more affected with what they see, and therefore 

express themselves in a warmer and more passionate manner.” 
 

Burke says that “affection” might often be well-conveyed without the idea being precisely 

presented. He concludes by stating that to understand how words affect us, it were best to 

enquire into the properties of such things in nature, as raise love and astonishment in us; and by 

showing us in what manner they operated to produce these effects.” 
 

Suggested Reading 
 

1. The Intellectual Life of Edmund Burke: From the Sublime and Beautiful to American 

Independence-David Bromwich 

2. The Theory of the Sublime: From Longinus to Kant-Robert Doran 

3. The Sublime (The New Critical Idiom)-Philip Shaw 
4. Of the Sublime: Presence in Question (SUNY Series: Philosophy and Critical Theory)- 

Rodolphe Gasche and Mark C. Taylor (eds) 

5. The Sublime: A Reader in Eighteenth Century Aesthetic Theory –Andrew Ashfield and 

Peter de Bolla (eds) 

6. ‘Burke on the Sublime and the Beautiful’-Anthony Quinton 

7. A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and the Beautiful- 

Edmund Burke 

8. ‘Edmund Burke and the Emotions’-David Dwan. 

9. ‘A Short Guide to the History of the Sublime’-Kenneth Holmqvist and Jaroslaw 
Pluciennik 

 

Assignment 
 

1. By what mechanism do words exert their influence on the mind? 

2. What is Burke’s purpose behind introducing the anecdote of Mr Blacklock? 

3. How does Burke characterize dramatic poetry? How can one differentiate it from descriptive 

poetry? 

4. According to Burke, what causes “a strange confusion of ideas and affections”? 

5. How far does Burke concur/differ from Longinus’ account of the sublime? Discuss. 

6. Present an analytical study of the concept of sublime, as handled by British philosophers of the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

DISCLAIMER: This Self Learning Material (SLM) has been compiled using material from 

authoritative books, journal articles, e-journals and web sources. 
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